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l
Part 1.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

BOARD OF REGENTS
OF TlIE

SMirrHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
SlIOWING

THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION
OF THE INSTITUTION
TO

J U L Y, 1 -8 9 7.

--......,-WASHINGTON:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE~

1898,

LETTER
FROM THE

SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
ACCOMPANYING

The Annual Report of the Board of Re_qents of the Institution for tlw
year ending June 30, 1897.

SMI'.l'HSONI.A.N 1NS1' l 1'U'l'ION,

Washington, D. G., April 14, 1898.··
To the Congress of the United States:
In accordance with section 5593 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, I have the honor, in behalf of the Board of Regents,
to submit to Congress the Annual Report of the operatioHs, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year
ending June 30, 1897.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution.
Hon. GARRET A. HOB.A.RT,
President of the Senate.
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A NUAL REPORT OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION FOR THE
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.

SUBJECTS.

1. Proceedings of tbe Board of Regents for the session of January,
1 !l7.

2. Report of the Executive Committee, exhibiting tbe financial affairs
of the Institution, including a statement of the Smithson fund, and
receipts and expenditures for the year ending June 30, 18!}7.
3. Annual report of the Secretary, givi11g an accouut of tlle operation and condition of the Institution for the year ending June 30, 1897,
with tatistic of exchanges, etc.
4. General appendix, comprising a selection of miscellaneous memoirs
of inter t to collaborators and correspondents of the Institution,
t a h r , and other e11gaged in the promotion of knowledge. These
relat chiefly to the calendar year 1897.
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SAMUEL I. LANGLEY, Secreta1·y,
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In charge of Office ?'nd Exchanges.

CHARLE D. WALCOTT, Acting Assistant Secreta1·y,
In charge of National Mu1Jeum.
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REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

By the organfaing act approved August 10, 1846 (Revised Statutes,
Title LXXlll, section 5580), anu amended Marek 12, 1894, "The business of the institution sha11 be conducted at the city of Washington
by a Board of Hegents, named the Regents of the Smitllsonian Institution, to be composed of the Vice.President, the Chief Justice of the
United States, three members of the Senate, and three members of
tbe Bouse of Representatives, together with six other persons, other
than Members of Cougn~ss, two of whom slrn,11 be resident in the city
of Washington and tlie otller four shall be inhabitants of some State,
but no two of the same State."
REGENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.

The

bief .Jnstice of the nite<l , tat s:
MELVILLE W. FGLLER, elect d Cllancollor arnl Presid nt of t,he Board .January 9, 1 9.
Th o Vic -President of th
nit d tates:
GARRE'l' A. HOBART ( far h 4, 1 97).
'l.'erm exp ires.

nited 'tat s S nators:
J 'l'I
MORRILL (appointed Feb. 21, 18 3, Mar. 23, 18 5, Dec.
15,1 91,andMar.15,l 97) ···············---·-- --·····-··· ·· ·-··Mar. 3,1903
, IIELBY 1. ULLOM (appoint d Mar. 2' , 1 5, Mar. 2 , 1 9, a.ncl
l ec·.1,1 95)- ----· ······ ·---------- - ·············· ······· ···- ·· Mar. 3,1901
GE RGE GRAY(appointedDec.20,192,ancl far.20, 193) .. . ____ Mar. 3,199
M m her, of th Hou e of Representati v s:
.J 'EPH WIIEELEI (appointc-<l Jan. 10, 1 , Jan. 6, 1890, Jan.
15,1 92,,Jan.4,1 9.J,and J ec.20,1895) .... - .. ·- ·· ···- ········--· · Dec.22,1 97
R BJ<...RT R. HITT(, ppoint d A11g. 11, 1893, ,Jan. 4, 1 94-, and Dre.
2 , 1 95) . ----· - -· ..... -- .......... -- ............... __ .... _... _.. Dec. 22, 1897
R BERT A A 1 , JR. (a,ppointcd D •c. 20, 1895) ..••........ . ..... . Dec. 22, 1897
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE Bo.A.RD OF REGENTil.
JANUARY

27, 1897.

In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents adopted
January 8, 1890, by which its stated annual meeting occurs on the
fourth Wednesday of January, the Board met to-day at 10 o'clock a. m.
Present: The Chancellor (Mr. Chief Justice Fuller) in the chair; the
Hon. A. E. Stevens011, Vice President of the United States; the Hon.
J. S. Morrill, tbe Hou. S. M. Cullom, the Hon. George Gray, the Bou.
Joseph Wheeler, the Bon. H. R. Hitt, the Hon. Robert Adams, jr., the
Hon. William L. Wilson, Dr. J. B. Angell, Dr. Andrew D. White,
the Hon. John B. Henderson, the Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, and the
Secret~ry, Mr. S. P. Langley.
At the Chancellor's suggestion the Secretary read the minutes of the
last meeting in abstract. There being no objection tb(1 minutes were
approved.
The Secretary presented his annual report for the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 18!)6, remarking that as the Regents bad already been supplied
with copies by mail he would say nothing further upon it now. On
motion the report was accepted.
Senator H enderson, as chairman of the Executive Committee, presented the report of the Executive Committee for the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 1896. On motion the report, was adopted.
Senator Henderson presented the following customary resolution
relative to income and expenditure, which was adopted:
R esolvecl, That the income of the Institution for tho fiscal year ending June 30,
1 98, be appropriat ed for the serv ice of the Institution, to be expended by the Secr et ar y with the ad vice of the E xecutive Committee, w ith full discretion on the part
of the Secret ar y as to items .

Senator Henderson, as Chairman of the Permanent Committee (composed of the Executive Committee and the Secretary), stated that the
mattert:1 wbich affect the Avery estate, and which were before the Board
at the last meeting, had had the committee's consideration. There wa,s
no special report, but he hoped to have a statement to make by the
next meeting.
The Chancellor then am10imced that if there was no objection the
matters in the A very estate would be postponed for a report at the
next annual meeting of the Board.
XI

xn
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The Secretary said:
The Regents know of tho irreparable loss which the Institution has sustained in the
death of Dr. Goode, a man who can not be replaced; a man who was devoted to its
service; who, it almost might be said, laid down his life for it, and who possessed a
combination of administrative ability and general scientific knowledge with every
element of moral trustworthiness for which I do not know where to look again. I
have thought that tho Regents might like to make, by exception; an acknowledgmeut of this by some resolution, and I will request Dr. White to present those
prepared.

Dr. White then read the following resolutio?s:
Whereas the Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. G. Brown
Goode, died on September 6, 1896,
Re8olved, That the Board of Regents wish to here record their sense of the devotion to duty which in the late :pr. Goode came before any considerations of
personal advancement, or even before the care of his own health, and of their recognition that his high administrative ability and wide knowledge were <1cvoted unselfishly to the service of tho Institution, with results whose value they can not too
highly aeknow ledge; and they desire to express their feeling of tho loss that the
Institution, the National Museum, and the cause of science bas 1-mstained in his
untimely death.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be suitably engrossed and transmitted
to the family of Dr. Goode.

Dr. White "aid:
In b >ing asked to offer these resolutions I wish to say that I accept the duty as
one esp cially grateful to my own feelings. T be ame acrpiaintccl with Dr. Goode
al>out six1 en years ao-o wh on he went abroad to .Uer]in, r epresenting the mithsonian Institution at tl1 Fish ries Expo ition. I think every one who met him then
concei"cd a very liigh opinion not only of his xe ·11tive al>ilities, which he ha<l much
occ·asion to show, but of his personal qualities. I took occas ion to lning him into
connection with the leading German men of science, an<l l1e at once seemed to win
notruer lyth irresp ctlrnta1sotheirmo tkincllyfce]ings. Youareawarethaton
that o ca ion the Unit d States exhil>ition was hy far snperior to any of their own,
a.ucl it was then that w received the great priz from the Emperor Wilhelm, which
now tarnls in tbe MnH um under our care. At vario11s times since J have had occ:tion tor new my acquaintance with Dr. 'oo<le, and I have nev r cec1,He<l to hold the
goo,t opinion which his admirable qualities aroused in me.

Mr. Ilubbard said:
Mr. Drown
od wa. a very warm p rsonal fri •tHl of mine. I personally regret
hi. lo .. ancl I r !!I' t it still more on a count of the loss to the Museum. I do not
nppo c• th. t th r was any man living who know b ttcr what was necessary for the
, ln nm tban h . I clo not b li ve any man Y r li ved, or ever will live, who will
gfr o mn ·h of his tim · and th nght to tho work of this Mnsenm as Mr. Brown
foo,1 1licl, and hi cl ·atb i. a hlow which t h fus um w ill feel as long as it lasts.
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Mr. Wilson said:
My personal relations with Dr. Goode were so pleasant and cordial that though I
can add nothing to what has been already said by Dr. White, Mr. HuLbanl, and Senator Morrill, I feel at least like seconding these resolutions. I was thrown a great
deal with Dr. Goode in a most informal and unofficial way and I ]earned to have the
highest possible respect for him, not only as a scientific man, but as an individual.
The simplicity, modesty, and general kindliness of his character were always his
striking features, and. I remember no greater shock in recent months than the
a.nuouncement of the death of this still young ma11, which I learned from an American paper as soon as I returned from abroad last summer.

On motion, the resolutions were adopted by a rising vote.
The Secretary said that before leaving this subject he might say that
the year llad been a painful one for the Institution in the loss of other
people not known to tlle Regents, uut only less essential to it than
Dr. Goode. Mr. R. E. Earll and others who were identified with it
had been thus taken away, and it ha<l. been difficult to find persons of
efficiency to attend to their work. The Secretary added that he bad lost
not only Dr. Goode, but also Mr. Winlock, who was assistant in charge
of tlle Institution, who came next to Dr. Goode in authority, and who
was trusted and trustworthy in every way. It had been a sad year
here, but he would say nothing further about its losses except that the
deaths included a number of employees who were also valuable in their
vositions.
The Chancellor stated that the appointment of an .Assistant Secretary was made by the Secretary, with the consent of the Regents; in
other words, the initiative, uuder tlie law, came from the Secretary.
He would like to hear from the Secretary about it~
The Secretary then addressed the Board as fo1lows:
The Board is aware that a vacancy exists in the Assistant Secretaryship, caused
by the death of Dr. Goode, a like successor to whom can hardly be found.
Under correction of the Chancellor, I will recall that while the law authorizes the
Secretary to, with the consent of the Board of Regents, employ assistants, he is not
required to employ anyone.
In the early days of tho InstiLution there was one Assistant Secretary in charge of
the library, to which there was added later by Professor Honry one in charge of the
Museum. The latter of these was Professor Baird, who was in turn appointed Secretary by the Regents, and who, during a term of nearly ten years, appointed no
assista,nts until .January 12, 1~87, when he received the consent of the Regents to the
appointment of one in charge of the mcchanges, library, and publications, and
another in charge of the Museum. There have been, therefore~ periods in the history of the Institution when there was but one Assistant Secretary, a long period
immediately preceding the present incumbency when there was none, and subsequently a brfof period when there were two. The work of the Institution has
enormously increased, even si nce the death of Secretary Baird.
In regard to subordinate positions, the power of appointment bas been exercised
by the successive Secretaries for a period of over 40 years, and with an absenco of
any suggestion of favoritism, partiality, or harshness, which is rare in office. In all
these appointments and in every official relationship tho recognition of tho plenary
authority of the Regents, as exercised through the Secretary, has been the founda_tion of good government. It is because the authority of tho Board and its method
of action is so aliso]ntely recognized that it has been so very rarely needed to display it to make it effective, and thus during ten years of the Museum's administra-

XIV
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tion I do not recall a sil1gle occasion in which the Secrntary bas not found himself
able to act in accordance with the wish of the Assistant Secretary in all appointments and removals.
Nothing can be more desirable in administration than a condition which can permit this freedom without fear of laxity. It was justified in this case, as it is hoped
it will always he justified, by the fact that the person in this important position
possessed the entire confidence of the Secretary.
It is more than ever before desirable that the officer in charge of the Museum
shall be a man of wide experience in administrative affairs, as well as a man of
scientific positi011, and that the whole body of scientific men throughout the country
shaU be eligible, but I have foun<l myself unable as yet, after the most anxious pains,
to J)resent any name to the Regents which appears entir~ly satisfactory.

After laying before the Regents the names of different gentlemen proposed for the position, with tbe recommendatory letters, tbe Secretary
said that most of these, with others he had considered among the more
prominent ones of tl1e country, were without the civil service and came
under the exclusions of its rules. He would add that the names outside
the civil sArvice among whom the Institution would natural1y seek were
t110se of persons already enjoying positions of high trust, and who, in
several of these instances, could only accept the place at a heavy
pecuniary sacrifice.
The Secretary then prese11ted the name of Mr. Charles D. Walcott,
honorary curator of tbe Museum, a11d now director of the United States
Geological Survey, and after explaining the grounds for bis confidence
in Mr. Walcott and the reasons which made it impracticable for tbe
latter to then accept tlie position, while it was desirable that some
immediate, if provisionary, arrangement should be made, asked the
con ent of the Regents to the appointment of Mr. Walcott as acting
a i tant ecretary of tl1e Smithsonian Institution, with tbe understanding that bis duties to the Institution were to be confined exduiv ly to the charge of tbe Museum. Senator Morrill then introduced
th following re olution, which was adopted:
Resol1• d, That th appointm nt by the , ecr etary of Prof. Charles D. Walcot, as
a ting t fli ·tant secrrtary of th Smithsonian Institution, with duties contine<l. to
th bar re of the .1. ational Museum, be ~Lpproved.

retary then aid:
I h v r ceiv d the following letter from the President of the United tates:
"EXECUTIVE MANSION,

r

"Washington, June 18, 1896.
inclo yon a cla ification of the employees of the
itb oni n In itn ion, which i a copy of those signed by the other
artments and bureaus.
h you would in ert the date and sign it and notify the Civil
ommi ion that you have done o. I think it should be filed
ffi

. . LA

.

LEY

ecr tary, etc."

"GROVER CLEVELAND.
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It has bee11 taken :is a matter of course that this order doe~ not apply to the
parnnt institution, ancl jt is only as regards its application to Smithsonian bureaus
supported wholly or in part by Government appropriations that I bring the letter
to the attention of tlie Regents. In the absence of their instructions the expression
of the President's wish has been taken as a command, and the classification referred
to signed.

The Secretary then communicated to the Regents a letter from one
of their number, the Hon. W. L. Wilson, Postmaster-General, on the
subject of the relations of the Smithsonian bureaus with the United
States civil service. Mr. Wilson also personally communicated to the
Board the fact that iie ha<l. had a conference on this subject with the
President, who recognized that his letter could not apply to the Smithsonian Institution proper, which was not supported by Government
appropria_tfons.
.
Tbe Regents then discussed with some fullness the subject of these
relationships, and without adopting any resolution, indicated a line of
action which seemed to them suitable.
The Secretary stated that be bad been :requested to appear before the
Joint Committee on the Library in the early part of last month, when
be had been asked what the National Museum had which would serve
to decorate the new Library building.
Seuator Gray, after discussio11, offered the following resolution, which
was adopted:
Resolved, That in the opinion of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution it will not uo expedient 01· wise to interfere with the integrity of the Natiomtl
Museuin uy ]ending, for the decoration of the Library building, any of the articles
or property now in its care.
·

The Secretary then exhibited to tbe Board the '' Half Century"
volume, explaining to what degree its preparation had arrived. He
also read a letter from Mrs. Coppee, conveying her acknowledgment of
the resolutions adopted on the death of her husband, Dr. Coppce.
The Secretary then exhibited the Hodgkins medals, in silYer and
bronze, with a statement of the number sent to contestants.
Mr. Hubbard presented resolutions to the effect that the Chancellor
should appoint, a committee, of which the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution should be ex officio, a member, to inquire into the condition
of various bureaus, with special reference to what could best be done
to increase their usefuluess. Senator Henderson expressed the wish
that the Regents would revise the work of the Executive Committee.
and stated that the Institution needed help in Congress.
Senator Morrill remarked that, in view of the lateness of the hour,
the resolutions which had been proposed should be considered at
another meeting, and at the suggestion of tbe Cbaucellor it was
arranged that an adjourned meeting should be held on February 1, at
10 o'clock a. m.
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FEBRUARY 1, 1897.
The Board met this morning.
Present: The Cllancellor (Mr. Chief Justice Fuller) in the chair; the
Vic -Pre ident, the Hon . .A. E. Stevenson; the Hon. J. S. Morrill, the
Ilon. . L Cullom, the Hon. George Gray, the lion. Joseph Wheeler,
the I1on. R. R Hitt, the Ilon . W. L. Wilson, Dr. Andrew D. White, the
Ilon. J.B. Henderson, the Ilon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, and the Secretary, Mr. S.P. Langley.
At the Chancellor's suggestion an abstract of the minutes of the
me ting of the 2, th of January was read and approved.
The ecretary then read the resolutions introduced by Mr. Hubbard,
who made :111 explanation of their purpose. A general discussion
en ·ued, mid the resolutions were :finally adopted iu the following form:

Resol1,ed, That a, committee of five be -a1)-pointe<.l by tho Chancellor, the Secretary
of tl11• Smith onia,n Institution being ex officio a member, upon the National Museum,
the Bur an ot' American Ethnology, and the National Zoological Park, with especial
r C ronco to tho a certainment of what can bo 1lo11e to promote their usefulness and
vahu·, an<l to report to the Board of Rogeuts at its next meeting.

The Uba11cellor appointed as members of the committee Mr. Hubbard,
enator 1 nllom, fr. Hender ·011, Mr. Wilson, aud the Secretary.
Th
ecr •tary then saitl that ~L matter of importance had just been
brouo-ht to his attention in counection with a difficulty which had
o · ·urred to th Cba11cellor with regard to the. po::;siblc future appointment of an acting sectetary, and which in the Chancellor's opinion
mad-e it, th uo-h not indi pen able, yet desirable, that an assistant seer tary h uld be appoint('d.
The e retary aid that Mr. Richard R~thbun was a person whose
r lation, hip to the In itution had been iutimate for nearly twenty
y t· ' , ancl who hatl the Secretary's per onal confidence. He now held
h po ition f aitl-in-charge of the In titution, and possessed both the
ability ancl xperi nee which would warrant his selection as assistant
r tar . 'rl1e
•retary accordingly asked the consent of the Regents
hi , 1 poin m nt.
h
i -Pr~ id nt th n ofli red the following r olution, wliich was
Rf'11ol,·Nl, That th<' appointment hy the ~ er tary of fr. Richard Rathbun as
i an . · ·r ·tary of th .'mi h ouian In titution, with <111tieH conn cted with the

bun·· u of tb · Ju itutiou

her than the

ational Museum, be approv d.

um.

fur h r b

m l> for

b B ard, on motion

REPOR1' OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1897

To the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian I nstitittion:
Your Executive Committee respectfu1ly submits the following report
in relation to the funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Congress, and the receipts and expenditures for the Smithsonian Institution, the U. S. National Museum, the International Exchanges, the
Bureau of Ethnology, th~ National Zoological Pa.rk, and the AstroPhysical Observatory for the year ending June 30, 1897, and balances
of former years:
SMI'rHSONIAN INS'l'ITU1'ION.

Condition of the fund Jitly 1, 1897.
1

The amount of the bequest of James Smithson deposited in th~
Treasury of the United States, according to act of Congress of August
10, 1846, was $515,169. To this was added by autltority of Congress,
February 8, 1867, the residuary legacy of Smithson, savings from income
and other ources, to the amouut of $134,831.
To this also have been added a bequest from James Hamilto11, of
Penn ylvania, of $1,000; a bequest of Dr. Simeon Habel, of New York,
of . 500; the proceeds of the sa.le of Virginia bonds, $51,500; a gift from
Thomas G. Hodgkins, of New York, of $200,000, and $8,000, being a
portion of the residuary legacy of Thomas G. Hodgkins, and $1,000, the
accumulated interest on the Hamilt•n bequest, making in all, as the
permanent fuud, $912,000.
The Institution also holds the additional sum of $42,000, received
upon the death of Thomas G. Hodgkins, in registered West Shore Railroad 4 per cent bonds, which were, by order of this committee, under
date of May 18, 1894, placed in the hands of the Secretary of the Institution, to be held by him subject to the conditions of said order.
XVII
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Staternent of the receipts and expenditures fro11i July 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897.
RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand July 1, 1896 ...................•.............. $57, 065. 78
Interest on fund July 1, 1896 .................... . $27,360.00
Interest on fund Ja~uary 1, 1897................. 27,360.00
54,720.00
Interest to January 1, 1897, on West Shore bonds............
1,680.00
- - - - $113,465.78
Cash from sales of publications .........................••..
460.95
Cash from repayments, freight, etc ................... ..••..
5,667.76
6,128.71
Total receipts . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

119, 594. 49

EXPE NDITURES.

Building:
Repair , care, and improvements . .. ........ .
Furniture and :fixtures ... . ................. .

$2,201.82
225.24
$2,427.06

Gen ral expenses :
Postao-e and telegi-aph ........ ... .... . ..... .
tationery ................. . ............... .
G neral printing .... . ... ............. ... ... .
Incideutal (fuel, gas. etc.) ............... . . .
Library (books, pcriodi al s) ................ .
a1aries 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
all ry f art ...... . ... . .... ... ............ .
1eetin s ................................... .

226.85
972.35
3:-7,23
4, -49.64
2, 4.7 .31
22,001.03
1 . 00
159.50

30, 7G2. 91
3, 20- .19

ApparatuB .............................. .. . .
II <lgkiu fund . ..... .............. ...... ... .
Explorati o .................. ...... ....... .

6,127.95
6 9.26
739.99
3, 9 . 06
151. 4-3
6,319.77

300.00

it r· ry aud cientific excban ,e .. .... ... .. . . .•. ... .. ..

21, 547.65
3, 32-!. 37
5~, 061. 99

Balan ·e un xpen d d June O, 1 7. .. ... . . . .. . . . ... . . ... ... . .....

61,532.50

·, .-h r · iv d from th ale of publication , from repaym ents for
fr igbt' e ·., i to be er dit J to the jtem · of expenditure as follows:

- -- - - - - ... - . - --. - - -- .. -.. - - . - ....... -.................. - .... - .... - ... - - - - . . -- - . - - - - - . - - -... .. - ..... -. -........ -... - .... -... -. - -... - ..... -- .... - - . -

$247.60
166. 20
11.11
36.04
460.95

1

In a ditiou to th above, 22,001.03, paid for salari es und er general expenses,
50. , r e paid for eervice1:1, vi z, $2,036 barged t o builtling acco unt, $965.87 to
Hod kin fund a count, $1,361.05 to library account, $2,439.97 to r esear ch e1:1 ac oun.t,
:rn,I •·-7.TJ to reports account .
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Hodgkins fund .......... .- ..............................•................
Zoological Park .... . ................ .. ............................. .... .
Exchanges ........ .............. ...• ....... ••...........................
Incidentals ........................................................ -~--.
Explorations ................................................... ·........ .
Salaries ......... ...•....................••••............................

XIX

$75.00
499. 45
3,334. 33
958.98
700.00
100.00
6,128.71

The net expenditures of the Institution for the year ending June
30, 1897, were therefore $51,933.28, or $6,128.71 less than the gross
expenditures, $58,061.99, as above stated.
All moneys received by the Smithsonian Institution from interest,
sales, refunding of moneys temporarily advanced, or otherwise, are
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States to the credit of the
Secretary of the Institution, and all payments are made by his checks
on the Treasurer of the United States.
Your committee also presents the following statements in regard to
appropriations and expenditures for objects intrusted by Congress to
the care of the Smithsonian Institution:
Detailed statement of disbursements f1·om appropriations committed by Congress to the ca1·e
of the S1nithsonian Institution for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, and f1·om balances of former years.
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Receipts.
Appropriated by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, "for
expenses of the system of international exchanges between the United
States and foreign countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian
Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employees" (sundry civil act, June 11, 1896) ......... :. ..........••....... $19,000.00
Disbursements from July 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897.
Salaries or compensation:
1 curator, 2½ months 5 days, at $225 ...................... .
1 curator, 6 months, at $225 ............... ..... .... ...... .
h" f
k 57months,at$150 ......................... .
1 10 1
c
c er ' { 5 months, at $175 ..............•.•.........
1 clerk, 12 months, at $130 ........ ............ _.......... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $100 ........ .. ...... ............ __ ..
1 clerk, 12 months, at $85 ......... _................ ...... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ................................ .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $70 ..............................•..
1 stenographer, 12 months, $60 .............. .. .......... . .
1 clerk, 10 months, at $45 ..... _.......................... .
1 copyist, 12 months, at $35 ..... ......... __ ... ___ ..... ___ .
1 packer, 10½ months, at $55 .............. _.............. .
1 clerk, 2 months, at $100 ........................ _..... _..
1 messenger, 7 mouths, at $25 ........ ....... _....... _.. _..
1 messenger, 4½months 10 days, at $25 .... __ ..... ......... .
1 carpenter, 24¼ days, at $3 ............ _...... _......... . .
! laborer, 313 days, at $1.50 .............................. .
! laborer, 313 days, at $1.50 ....................•..........

$600.00
1,350.00
1,050.00
875.00
1,560.00
1,200.00
1,020.00
900.00
840.00
720.00
450.00
420.00
577.50
200.00
175.00
121. 43
74.25
469.50
469.50
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.: alaries or compensation-Continued.
1 cleaner, 92 days, at $1. - - - . - - -.... - -. -. -.... - - - - - - - - - - . - 1 agent, 12 months, at $91.66¼- ___ - . -... - - - -..... - . - - - - - - - 1 agent, 12 months, at $50 __________ -····· --···- ____ ···-·-

$92. 00
1, 100. 00
600. 00

Total of salaries or com.pensation_ ... - -.... _-. -- -... - - - - 14, 864. 18
General expenses:
Freight. __ . ____ . _. _____ ..... __ .. __ .... _____ ... _ $2, 291. 56
Boxes_ .... _. _.. ____ .. ____ .•........ _. _.. __ .... _
710. 20
Postage ___ ._ ............ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
Stationery and supplies .................. _.. _..
397.15
Traveling expenses................. . . . . • . . . . . . .
357. 28
3,956.19

Total disbursements ..... __ ........................ _............ __ 18, 820. 37
Balance July 1, 1897, to meet liabilities. _____ .... __ ...... . ........

179. 63

INTERN.A.TIONA..L EXCHANGES, 1896.

Balance July 1, 1896, as per last report .....•...•....•••.............••.
Disbiirsernents.
Freight .... ·····- _______ _____ -····· ______________ -·····-····'upplies __ .... ___ ____ _... __ ..... __ ... . _..... __ ..•............

$180.92

$167.12
13.77
180.89

Balance July 1, 1897 __ ... __.. _. __ .••. __.. _. _ .. .. .. _..... ___ ... _ . . . .

. 03

INTERN.A.TIO~ A.L EXCHANGES, 1895.

Balan e July 1. 1 96, as per last report __ __ .. _...... _.... _.. ... _. _.. . . . .

$0. 21

Ba.lane carried, under the provisions of the R cvisecl , tatnteR, section 3090, l y the
Tr a ury epartment to the credit of t he surplus fund, June 30, 1 97.
NORTH

MERICA

ETHNOL GY, 1897.

Appropriation by 'on0'1·e s for the tiscal year ending Jun 30, 1897, "for
continuing tbnolo<ri al researches among the American Inclians, under
th dir <'tion of th , 'mithsonia,n In titution, in luding alaries or com· ary mployees, $ l5,000, of which sum not exceed p u ation of all n
ing . ·1 0 may b ns d for r ent of building" (Rtrndry civil act, June 11,
1 9 ') .. -- -.... - . •.. . - - -- - .... -- -. -. -.. - . - -.. - --. - -. - - •.••..... - -.... - $ 115, 000. 00
,'

The a tual condn ·t of th e inv tiga ions has been continued by the
r t ry in th hand of faj. J. W. Powell, Director of the Bureau of
m dean Ethnol gy.

Dishurseni nls ,faly 1, 1896, to June 80, 1897.
alari · or mp n a ion:
clir tor, 12 month , at 375_ - - - . - - ......... . . - ..... __ . __
1 hnologi t in harg , l montha, at $300 __ ..... -· __ .. __
month , at $325_ .... ___ . __ . _..
1 p c·ial tbnol gi t, 12 mon tbs, at ~200 _.... . _.... __ .. _. _
4 month , at ·150 _..... __ •... _ ... ___ . ____ .
1 hnolo
months, at ,·1 .67 ____ ______ ____ ____ ___ _

$4,500.00
1,200.00
2,600.00
2, 400. 00
600. 00
1,333.36

1 thnolo i t
month , at, '150 _.• .•. .• .. . _. _.... . __ .. _.
600. 00
'I month, a .·1 6.67 ---·-· · ·---------- ··-- 1,333. 36
1 thn lo i t 12 months, at . ·LJ0 __ .... ____ . ____ ... _.. ____ 1, 800. 00
1 hnologH, ! month, at . ·1r __ .... __ . ____ . . __ .. _. _. _. _
62. 50
11¼months, at 150 •••...•••. __ ... _•.. _ .. __ 1,725. OQ
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Salaries or compensation-Continned.
$466.64
1 th 1 0 •• t ~ 4 months, n,t $116.66 ....... ~ .......... : .. .
e no Oi:,lS ' l 8 months, at $125 ........................ . 1,000.00
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $125 ........................ . 1,500.00
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $110 .................. ...... . 1,320.00
524.97
1 ethno•photographer, 4½ months, at $116.66 .............. .
1 custodian, 12 months, at $100 . ...............·.......... . 1,200.00
600.00
1 illustrator, 6 months, at $100 .......................... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $100 ......................... . ..... . 1,200.00
300.00
1 clerk, 3 months, at $100 ................... ............ . .
333.32
1 clerk, { 4 months, at $83.33 ............................. .
800.D0
8 months, at $100 .............................. .
900.00
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ............................... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ............................... .
900.00
720.00
1 messenger, 12 mouths, at $60 ........................... .
1 copyist, 12 months, at $40 ............................. .
480.00
1 messenger, 12 months, at $50 ......................... .
600.00
1 skilled lauorer, 12 months, at $60 ................... ___ .
720.00
1 skHled laborer, 12 months, at $4-5 ...................... .
540.00
Total salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 259. 15
General expenses :
Drawings and illustra.tions ................. _. __ $1,429.70
Freight ......................... . .......... ___ _
216.39
Postage, telegraph, etc ..................... _.. .
120.00
Pnblications .................................. . 1,474.06
Office fnmiture ............................... .
21. 00
Rental ........................ _.... _...... _... _
999.96
Special services ........... __ ..... _... _. ____ . _.. 1,231.66
378.22
Specimens ........... ____ .......... ············"
Stationery .................................... _
330.60
Supplie .............. _................... __ .. . 1,750.43
'.rraveling and field expenses_ ............. _... . 3,859.34
Reports .................. ___ .. _..... _..... _... .
517. 40
Miscellaneous ........•.... _................... .
194.05

- - - - 12,522.81
Total disbursements... . .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44, 781. 96

Balance .July 1, 1897...... .... ...... .... ..... . ...... ......

218.04

"ORTH AMERIUAN ETHNOLOGY, 1896.

Bal an e July 1, 1896, a,s per last report ............... _ ...... _. __ .. __ .. __ $1, 4-44. 13
Disbursernents.
}'reight .................................................. ...... . $218.80
Postage, telegraph, etc ......................................... .
42.50
er vi cos .... _. . . . . . . . ..... _.... _ .. _.. _.. _.... __ .. _..... _ ___ .. _.. 500.80
Specimens ....•...... _..... _ _. __ ............ _ ....... __ ....... _.
50.00
'upplies ....... _........... _.. . _... _ .. _.. _. _.... _... __ ...... __ ..
41. 22
Traveling and field expenses _............. _. _. _.... __ ..... _-.... . 534.29

Total disuursements
Balance July 1, 1897 ............................................. .

1,387.61
56.52
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NORTH AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY, 1895.

Balance July 1, 1896, as per last report .................................... $100. 08
Ba.la.nee carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090. by the
Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1897.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
PRESERVATION

Q]j'

COLLECTIONS, JULY

1, 1896,

TO JUNE

30, 1897.

Receipts:
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, "for
continuing the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the collections from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Government,
and from otber sources, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employees" (sundry civil act, June 11, 1896) .................... $153,225.00

Expenditures.
Salaries or compensation ....... . •............. $134, 357. 74
4, 654. 33
, pe<"ial services ............... _'_..............
Total services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $139, 012. 07
Mi, cellaneous:
Supplies ........ _........ _... __ . _____ . ___ _
, tationery .................... _..... _____ _
Specimens ............ ____ .......... ___ .. .
Books ................................... .
Travel .......... ________ ................. .
Freight ...... . ... ______ ............... __.

2,833.84
1,018.58
3,179.57
1,311.12
438.99
1,228.90
10,011.00

Total xpenditure ............... _. ___ ............. _....... . _ 149, 023, 07
Balan<·e July 1, 1897, to meet liabilities .... _................ .

4,201.93

Analysis of e.rpenditures for salaries or compensation.
DIREC'1'ION.

1 A. i. taut e retary of tlie mithsonian In titution, in charge of the
~ · ational Mu eum, 2 months, at '333.34 ..... _.. __ .. ___.... _.. _.... _....
8CI E.'1TrFI C

$666. 68

T AFF.

$2,775.00
1, 64. 83
7, 200.00
2, 309.68
2,100.00
1,675.00
1, 00.01)
1,560.00
344.713
1, 500.00
1

·············· ····· ········· · ·· s

1 299.96
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1 assistaut curator, 12 months, at $84 ...... ··-- - - ____ ---- ----- - -·---- ....
1 assistant curator, 12 months, at $150 .. _... _. .... - . ... . . - - - ... - ... - - . - . .
1 assistant curator, 12 mon ths, at $135 ____ ........ .... ... . - - - .. ___ . - - - - . .
1 assistant curator, 12 months, at $115 .. __... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 second assistant curator, 12 months, at $80 .... . ............... . . - - - . -. .
1 aid, 12 months, at $50 _. _......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 aid, 12 months, at $80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 aid, 32 days, at $40 ............... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 aid, 10 months, at $l00 .... _..... _......... _........ .. .................
1 aid, 12 months, at $100 ...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 aid, 4 months 42 days, at $50.... ...... ...... ....... ... . .. ... ... .... ....
1 aid, 2 months 29 da,ys, at $35 ............ ---· ... _.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .
1 aid 5 6 months, at $84 ...................... ...... .. ........ . ......... l
( 6 mon tbs, at $100 ... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1 collector, 5 months, at $100.............................. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

XXIII
$1,008.00
1,800.00
1, 620. 00
1, 380. 00
960. CO
600. 00
· 960. 00
41. 46
1,000.00
1, 200. 00
268. 3!)
103. 27

.1, 104. OO
500. 00
36,974.35

PREPARA'J'ORS.

1 photographer, 12 months, at $158. 33 .. __ ........ __ ....... _........ . ... .
1 ·ostcologist, 12 months, at $90 .. _....... . ... ... . ___ .. ___ ...... ___ .. _... .
1 preparator, 12 months, at $50 ... _ . ____ ... __ ... _____ . _. _... __ .. ... ... __ .
1 preparatqr, 30 days, at $3.20 . .............................. _........ _. _
1 preparator, 1 month 5 days, at $50 .. _. ........ ... __ ................... .
1 preparator, 12 months, at $80 ...... _. _........... _.. _. . .... . . ___ ...... _
1_ preparator, 9 months 24 d~1ys, at $60 _..... . ... _. _................ _.... .
· preparator, 10 mon tbs 21 days, at $80 ..... ___ .. _. _.. .. ....... . _..... _..
1 preparator, 12 months, at $45 .. _. _. __ .... ___ ... _.. _. __ ... ___ .. _. . . ____ .
1 pre para tor, 12 months, at $110 ____ . __ .............................. .. . .
1 pre para tor, 12 months, at $80 . _... _. _....... __ . _... ... __ .. _....... ___ ..
1 preparator, 12 months, at $45 ... __ .. _... ____ ... _.. _ ... _... . _.......... .
1 pre para tor, 12 monthsi at $50 . ____ .. _____ ...... _... ....... __ ... __ ... .. .
1 taxidermist, 12 months, at $60 . ____ .. _....... _.......... _. __ .... _..... .
1 taxidermist, 12 months, at $90 . _.... __ ................................ .
1 taxidermist, 9 months 24 days, at $100 ................................ .
1 taxidermist, 8 months 21 days, at $100 ... .. . ____ .. _____ . ____ ...... . _..
~ 3 months 34 days, a t $50 .... - ...... -.... - . - · - - · · - · · · · · ·_ I
1 taxidermist ~ 2 months 25 days, at ~~O ...................... _ ........ ?
1 month 28l days, at $60 .•.••.....•...... . ............. )

1,899.96
1,080.00
600.00
96.-00
58.06
960.00
589.29
854. 19
540.00
1,320.00
960.00
5-10.00
600.00
720.00
1,080.00
982. 14
870. 85
436.94
14,187,43

CLERICAL STAFF.

1 chief clerk, { 6 months, at $;00 ... ··· ··· .... ·-·--· --·· ··-··· ·-·--· .... (
6 months, at $..08.33 . _... _............ _..... _.. ___ .... .. ~
1 editor, 12 months, at $167 ..... _. __ . ... __ .. __ . __ ... .. _. _.. _. . __ ......... .
1 ch ief of di vision, 12 months, at $200 ____ . ____ .. ____ ... __ ... _____ . __ .... .
1 registrar, 12 months, at $167 ................. _.... _......... _... .... ... .
1 disbnrsing clerk, 12months, at $116.67 .................... ____ .... _____ _
1 assistant librarian, 12 months, at $117 . ____ ... __ . _. _...... _.......... _..
1 property clerk, { 6 months, at $100: .. ___ ... __ .. ___ ..... . ____ . ....... _ i.
6 months, at $115 ... ___ .. __ .......... ___ _...... ____ . I
1 stenographer, 12 months, at $45 .. ___ .... __ .. __ ...... __ .......... __ .. _. .
1 stenogr apher, 3 months, 6 days, at $50 . _............................ _..
1 stenographer, 4 months, 19 days, at $100 . _. _. : . __ ... _...... _. _........ .
1 stenographer, { 7 months, 11 day s, at $120 .. ___ ... _.. _.... _... _.... ___ }
4 months, 17 dayi;, at $150 .......... ______ ...... ·----·

2,450.00
2,004.00
2,400.00
2,004.CO
1,400. 041,404.00
1,290.00
540.00
159.68
467.86
1,578.21
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1 typewriter, 7 months, at $:50 ......................................... .
1 typewriter, 12 months, at $50 .. .................................... ... .
1 tY1)('Writer, 12 months, at $75 ....... ......... -......... - ... ..... ....... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $83.34 ........... . ................ ... ... - .......... .
l ckrk, 10 months, at $55 .................... . ......................... .
1 clerk, { 3 month , at $50 .................. - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - ..... - }
6 months, flt $60 ............................................ .
1 clerk, 12 mon tbs, at $90 ..... _................................... _.. __ .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $55 ......... ..................... . __ . _.......... _.
l clerk, 12 months, at $55 ....................... ---· ............ ---· ... .
l clerk, 12 months, at $60 .............................................. .
1 •l rk, 12 months, at $50 .............................................. .
J (') rk, 12 months, at $55 ... .. _...... ..... .. . . _............. ___ ..... ___ _
l clerk, 1'2 months, at $115 ............................................. .
1 derk, 12 months, at $70 ... ......... _. _., ............................. .
1 derk, 12 moutbH, a,t $100 ................... ___ ....................... .
1 clerk, 12montbs, at$5:- .............................................. .
1 clerk, 12 month,, at $50 .... ... .. _. ... .... .................. .......... .
l <·l rk, 12 month., at $50 .............. ___ . _..... __ . _. _................ .
I clerk, 12montbs, :it$50 .............................................. .
1 cl<·rk, 12 months, at $75 .............................................. .
l clerk, 2 months, 31 days, at $!50 .................... _... _.............. .
l cl •rk, 2 ruontlis, at $60 ............................................... .
1 cl rk, 10 days, at $60 ...... ..... ..... ...... ....................... ... . .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $50 ............................. _........ _........ .
1 r.l rk, 12 month., at$30 ............................................. . . .
1 clerk, 12 mouths, at $60 ............................... _. _ ..... _...... _.
1 cl rk, 12 month. , at $50 ............................................... .
l ·I •rk, 12 month., at $115 ......................... ,. ................... .
1 ·Jerk 6mo11th ,at$100 ................. ... .......................... .
l derk, 12 mouth:, at $50 ............................................... .
1 clerk, 12 month , at $90 ........... .. .............. _................... .
1 ·1 rk, 12 months, at $-15 ............................................... .
1 c·opyi t, 12 months, at, ·35 ............................................. .
1 ('OJ>yist 12 month , at.· 15 ............................................. .
1 c-opyist, 12 month ,at ·25 ............................................. .
1 C'.opyi t, 10 mouth, 3 clay, at $40 ..................................... .
1 copyi t, 7 month., 23 days, nt $25 . .................... ~ ............... .
1 copyi t,12 months,: t. 5 ....................... .. .................... .
1 ·opyi ·t 12 mouths, at .·Jo .........................................••...
1 topyi t, 9 montl1s, 15 day., at . · 5 .......... ......... .................. .
1 ·opyi. t, 10 moutli., 21 clay , a . · 0 .................................... .
1 ·opyi.t, 12 months, : t. ·30 ............................................. .
1 copyi. t, 12 lllOnth , at.· 0 .......................................... ... .
J c·opyi t 12 mouth. at:· 0 .. ................. .. .............. .... ...... .
J ·opyi. , 12 mouth., at. ·3.3 ........................................... _..
l ·opyi t, 12 mouth at. ~i- . ......... ................ .... ....... .. ...... .
1 <:opyi:t, 12 months, a ·3; ............................. ...... .......... .
1 ·op·i
1211,ontb. a ·5···········-··································
1 op i ·t, 1 day, at. ·1 ................................................. .
1 c,pyi t, 12 lDOHth. : t. '30 ............................................. .
1 ·op·i , ,mouth·, ,h~- at.·10 ......... ..... ........ .. .............. .
1 c·op ·i t, 12 month , a . ~JO ............................................ .

$350.00
600.00
900.00
1,000.08
550.00

510.po
1,080.00
660.00
660.00
720.00
600.00
660.00
1,380.00
840.00
1,200.00
660.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
900.00
151. 51
120.00
19.35
600.GO
600.00
720.00
600 00
1,380.00
600.00
600.00
.1, 080. 00

5JO.OO
420.00
540.00
300.00
403.87
194.17
540.00
540.00
427. GO
4-30. 97
360.00
480.00
480.00
420.00
420.00
420.00
540. 00
1. 43
360.00
250.32
350.00
4-5, 666. 9!)
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BUILDINGS AND LABOR.

1 superintendent, 2 months, 29 days, at $137.50 .. .... . ................... .

$407.92

1 assistant superintendent, 6 months, at { :~~~ :~:::: :::::: :::::: ::::::}

1,350.00

lforeman, 12 months, at $50 ............................................ .
1 cbief of watch, 12 months, at $65 ......... .. .....•............ _........ .
1 chief of watch, 12 months, at $65 ..................................... .
1 chief of watch, 12 months, at $65 ..................................... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ................. , ....................... .
1 watchman, 10 months, 53 daye, at $40 ................................. .
1 watchman, 11 months, 29 days, at $50 ................................. .
1 watchman,\ 4 months, at $45 ........................................ }
. I 8 months, at $50 ......... .... .... .. ................... . .
1 watchman, 5 3 months, at $40 ........................................ }
I 9 mon tbs, at $50 ....................................... .
1watchman 1 12 months, at $65 ......... ..... .................... -·"·· ... .
1 watchman 1 2 months, 25 days, at $45 .. .. . ............. . ............... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $45 ......................................... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 .......... .- .............................. .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ......................................... .
1 watchman, 1 m9nth, 56 days1 at $45 ...... ·· : ··· ....................... .
1 watchman, 1 month, at $4-5 .................. . ........................ .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $45 ......................................... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $45 .. .......................... _. ............ .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $45 .......................................... .
1 watcbman 1 11 months, 9 days, at $50 .................................. .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ......................................... .
1 watchman, { 3 months, at ~50 .. . ..................................... }
2 months, at $60 ................................ .. ..... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ......................................... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 .................. ... ............... ..... .
1 watcl1man, 12 months, at $50 ......................................... .
1 watchman, 6 months, 25 days, at $45 .......... ........................ .
1 acting watchman, 11 mouths, 28 days, at $45 .......................... .
1 acting watchmau, 5 months, 48 days, at $35 ............... .' ........... .
1 skilled laborer, 2 months, at $55 ...................................... .
1 skilled laborer, 12 mont,hs, at $50 .,.................... ~ ............... .
lworkman, 12rnonthH, at$50 .......................................... .
1 workman, 315 days, at $1.50 ....................................... _.. .
1 workman, 364- days, at $1.50 . .... ........ .......... ...... ... ...... . ... .
1 workman, 321 days, at $1.50 ........................................... .
1 workman, 359 days, at $1.50 . .... ..... ........... ....... .............. .
1 workman, 364 day s, at $1.50 .......................................... .
1 workman, 327 <lays, at $1.50 ................................. ..... .... .
8 months, at $45 .......................................... }
1 workman J 1 month, at $51 .......................... _.......... _... _.
''l2 mouths, at $48 ......................................... .
1 month. at $46. 50 ....................................... .
1 workman, ,341 days, at $1.50 .......................................... .
1workman 1 335 days, at $1.50 ................ ....... ................... .
1 laborer, 313 days, at $1.50 ............................................ .
1 lauorer, 7 days, at $1.50 .. _...................... _.... _............... .
1 laborcr, 313 days, at $1.50 ............................................ .
1 laborer, 7 days, at $1.50 ....... ........... ... ......................... .
I laborer, 102½ days, at $1.50 ........................................... .

j

600.00
780.00
780.00
780.00
600.00
469.46
598.34
580.00
570.00
780.00
127.50
540.00
600.00
600.00
129.00
45.00
540.00
540.00
540.00
516.07
600.00
270 .. 00
600.00
600.00
600.00
306.29
535.65
229.91
110.00
600.00
600.00
472.50
546.00
481. 50
538.50
546.00
490.50
553.50
511.50
502.50
469.50
10.50
469.50
10.50
159.75
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10 months, at $45 .................... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (
1 month, at $46.50 ..................................... _.... .
1 month, at $48 ......................................... _.. .
l laborer, { 5 months, at $40 ..................................... ....... }
184day ,at $1.50 ...............................•..... ......
1 laborer, 5 months, 27 days, at $,!O ................ __ ............... .... .
I laborer, 239 days, at $1.50 ......... ............................ ... , ... .
1 iaborer, 271 days, at $1.50 ........................................ ... . .
I laborer, 313 days, at $1.50 ............................................ .
9 months, at $40 .....................•......... ............. }
I la.borer, 1 month, at $44.50 .......... .................... ............ .
1 month, at $47.50 .......................................... .
1 month at $46 ......... .. ......................••...........
I laborer, 12 months, at $40 ............................................ .
llaborer, 238½ days, at $1.50 .. .......... . .............................. .
l laborer, 5 11 month, at $40 ........................................... 1
l 1 month, at $41.50 ............ .. ....... .... ...... .... ....... 5
1 laborer, 235 days, at $1.50 .................. ....... ................... .
I laborer, on •half clay, at $1.50 ........................................ .
1 laborer 12 months, at $40 ............................................ .
1 laborer, 131 days, at $1.50 ........................................... . .
I labor r, 2½ days, at $1 .50 . . ........................................... .
1 laborer, 14 day , at $40 ...................·........................ ·.... .
1 laborer, 2 ;- days at. '1.50 ........................ ....... .. ...... ..... .
1 laborer, 12 mouth , at $40 ............................................ .
1 laborer, 2 days, at $1.50 ......................................... _. _.
I lab r r, j months, at $40 .......................... ....... _.. __ .. _.. _ }
l I month, $-10.75.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... _.......... __ ..
1 labor r, 247 days, at $1.50 ........ ........ ................ ........ .... .
1 laborer, one-half day, aL $1.50 . . .. .......... . ......................... .
1 laborer 3 L3 Jays, at $1.50 ..................................... . ...... .
1 lal orer, 2 days, at $1.50 ...................... .. .................... .
1 lal orn, 12 month., at $10 .................... _...................... .
1 me enrrer 12 mouth , at $20 ......................................... .
1 m , eng r, 12 month, at $20 ......................................... .
1 me t!enger, J month 16 day at $20 .................................. .
1 mr enger 9 month , at $3 .................................... .. .... .
1 m en :rer 6 months 32 day , at $20 ..................... ............. .
1 m senger 6 month , at . '20 ........... ................. . ...... ...... (
' I 6 month , at $25 ......................................... 5
lm
n, r,4.montbs ,t2clays,at$25 .................................. .
ng r 4. month , at $45 .......................................... .
j 4 month , at 25 .......................................... (
m
enger,
1
...........••.................... 5
6 month 61 day . at
n er 12 month at. ·30 ... ...... . ............................... .
1 a tendant 12 month at , · ......................................... .
1
30 ··-· ....................... .. ............... .
1 laborer,

l

J

l

1
1
1

$544.50
476.00
234.8!
358.50
406. 50
469.50
498.00
480.00
357.75
481. 50
352.50
. 75
480.00
196.50
3.75
18.49
427.50
480.00
432.00
360.75
370.50
. 75
469.50
43.13
480.00
240.00
240.00
91. 43
270.00
140. 85
270.00
209.41
180.00
420.00
360.00
480.00
360.00
. 90. 00
360.00
360.00
360.00
360.00
360 00

36, 62.29

Total salari

134,357.74
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PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

1896.

Balance, as per last anuual r eport, July 1, 1896 -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- -

$2, 846. 53

Expenditures.
Rpecial service_ - - - -- _____ - - - -- - - - - - . -- - . -- - - - - -- - - . - - _- - . - - - - . $392.01
Su pp lies . . .. ______ - - . _____ . _. _____ - . ____________ . ___ _- ________ _ 508.96
Stationery·----- __ ·----- ________ ·--- ____ -· -- ·----··--- _______ _
54.94
Specimens ___ . ___ . ______ .. __ ... ____ . _____ . ____ . __ . _.. _____ .. __ 1,115.13
Books ___________ . ___________ ._. ___ .. ______ - . _____ .. __________ _ 617.28
'fravel. _.. __ . ____ .. ____ . ______ . ____ . ______ . _____ . ____ . _.. ____ .
3.45
Freight _____ . ___ . ___ -.. - - - - - - - - - -- - - . - - - - .. - - .... - - - - . -.. - - . - - 153.44

Total expenditure. __ . __ . ___ .... __ . __ - __ -- - _ . ___ - __ .. _ . - - __ •.- _ . _..

2i 845. 21

Balance July 1, 1897. ____ . ____ . _... _. ___ .. ____ . __ . _..... _____ ·__ . _.

1. 32

TOTA.L EXPENDITURE OF THE APPROPRIATION FOR PHESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

1896.

Appropriation

$143,225.00

Rxpenditu,res.
Services or compensation._ .. _. __ ... _ . ___ ...... $125, 950. 49
Extra services . _...... ___ . ____ .. ____ ...... __ . .
3, 308. 26

Total services ____ .......... _.. ___ .. _____ .... _ . __ . _. $129, 258. 75
Miscellaneous:
Supplies·--··--····- ____ -··- _____________ _
Stationery ____ ---··-··--·--··- ____ -··- ___ _
Specimens·--······- .... --··-·····--·-···Books ____ .. _. _. - - - . ___ .. __ .. - _- - . -...... Travel·--····-··--·--· ____ ·-·· ____ ·--- ___ _
Freight _. _. _.. __ -..... __ ..... _ .... -. - - . - - -

$3,013.66
820.90
4,925.38
2,862.67
602.80
1,739.52

Total - . - - - . - . - _.... __ . _... ____ . ___ . _.. __ . _. _....... _ 13, 964. 93
- - - - 143,223.68
BalanceJnly 1, 1897 .............. -----····-·----··· .. -·····--···
PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

1.32

1895.

Balance, as per last report, July 1, 1896 ____ ...• ________ .... --·~ .... ·--·

$42.31

Expenditu1·ea.

Books
$31. 26
Freight ___ .. . __ . __ . _. ______ . __ . __ ... , •. __ . _..... _. __ . _. _.. ___ _
4.93
Total expenditure .. _.. __ .... ___ . __ . __ . ___ ... _. _.. _ . ___ . __ .. _ ... _

36.19

Balanc<" July 1, 1897 _. _.. _•.. _______ . ________ . _. __ .. ___________ _

6.12

Balance carried, under the provisions of the Revised StatutP-s, section 3090, by the
Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1897.
TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF THE APPROPRIATION FOR PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,"

1895.
Appropriation _____ ... _...••. __ . __ ... __ . _.... _____ •. _____ _ $143,000.00
Expenditures.
Salaries
$126,142.26
Special services. ________ ·--- ________________________ ---·-·
4,064.33

Total services __ ._ ..... ________________ . __ ... ____ ...·.

130, 206. 59
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Snpplies ..................•.•.............................
Stationery ........... ... ................................. .
Specimens ........................................... _ ... .
'l'ravel ................ . .................................. .
:Freight .................................................. .
Books .................................. . ...... _...... _.. _

$3,183.65
1,076.00
3, 3_66. 47
676.25
1,920.84
2,564.08

Total expenditure ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $142, 993. 88
Balance

6.12

FURNITURE AND FIXTURES, JULY

1, 1896,

TO JUNE

30, 1897.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, "for
cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances required for the exhibition
an<l safe-keeping of tLe collectious of tl.te National Museum, including
salaries or compensation of all necessary employees" (sundry civil act,
June 11, 1896).... .... .... .... .... .... ....... .. .. •••• .... •••• •... ... . $15,000.00

Expenditures
Salaries or compeusation...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8, 062. 43
Special services...................................
247. 65
Total 1salaries .... _.................................... $8, 310. 08
Hiscellaneous:
150.50
Cases . .. ........................ . ............ .
286.93
Drawers ........................ ............. .
36.80
Frames ...................................... .
613.74
Glass ..... ......... .... "· .................... .
954.99
Hardware ................. _,. ............... - .
83.54
'fools ........................................ .
86.44
Cloth .. .. _. _ ............. ~ ....... _ ........... .
625.52
Glass jarn ...... ...... . ....................... .
837.59
Lumber ...................................... .
369.73
Paints au<l oils . ....... ·................... .. .. .
606.62
Office furnitnre ..................... .... ..... .
34-.64
RubLer .................................. .... .
51. 00
Plnrnbing ............................ _........ .
146.81
Iron brackets . ................ ...... .... ..... .
4.00
Brick ....................................... ·..
4,888.85
Total expenditures ..................... -~ ... - - - ... - - - - - - • - • - - - - •

13,198.93

Balance July 1, 1R97, to meet liabilities ......................... -

1,801.07

Analysis of expenditu1·es for salaries.

1 clerk, 2 rnontLs, 24 days, at $50 ............................... -- - - - - • 1 copyist, 12 months, at $40 .................................... - - - . - - - - •
1 cabinetmaker, 313 days, at $3 .... ............................. -- . -- - - - •
1 carpenter, 243 days, at $3 .................................... --- - . - - - - • ·
1 carpenter, 176½ dayi-, at $3 ...................... .. ........ . -- .. .... •···
1 carpenter, 313 days, at $3 ............................. - - . - - - . • - • - - • -- · ·
1 carpenter, 62 days, at $3 ............................................ -- 1 carpenter, 97 clays, at $3 ............. .. ....................... -... - - - - •
1 carpenter, 190½ days, at $3 ............................. - . - : . - - - - • -- - - · ·
1 carpenter, 46 days, at $3 ................................ -- - - - • - - - - • - · · ·

$138.71
480.00
939.00
729.00
529.50
939.00
186.00
291. 00
571. 50
138.00

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMl'l'TEE.

1 carpenter,
1 carpenter,
1 carpenter,
1 carpenter,
1 carpenter,
1 carpenter,

10 days, at $3 __ - - - - - ______ - - - - - - ___________________________ _
111 days, a,t $3 -- - - - - ___ - - - _- -- - - ___________________________ _
7 days, at $3 ____________________ . _______________ .. __ ... _. __ _
30 days, at $3 _________ .. --·· _______________________________ _
5 days, at $3 _- _- ___ - . _... ________ . _. ______ . __ . ____ . _... ____ _
9 days, at $3 _______________________________________________ _

1 carpenter, 7 days, at $3 ________ ··---· ·----- ------ ________ -----· _______ _
1 painter, 2 months, 21 days, at $65 ____ ____ ---- __________________ ·-·- ___ _
1 skilled laborer, 301 days, at $2 .. ____ ... ___ .. _____ . ____ ... ____ ... __ .. __ _
skilled laborer, { 7 months, 21 days, at $60 _. ____ .. _____ . _____ .... _... }
1
1 month, at $64. ---- ____________________ -----· _____ _
1 skilled laborer, 12 months, at $50 _____________________________________ _
1 skilled laborer, 73 days, at $2- ____ . ____ . ___ _. ______ . __ ... __ ... ____ . _.. _
1 skilled laborer, 13 days, at $2. ____ ... ____ . ____ ... __ .. _____ . . ___ .... ___ _
1 workman, 320 days, at $1.50. ________________________ _______________ __ _
1 workman, 90½ hours, at 30 cents ______ .... ___ . _____ .. ____ . _______ ... ___ _
Total salaries. ___ .. ________ . _______ . _____ . _.... _______ . ____ . _____ .
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES,
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$30.00
333.00
21. 00
90.00
15.00
27.00
21. 00
176.05
60~.oo
526.52
600.00
146.00
26.00
480.00
27.15
8,062.43

1896.

Balance July 1, 1896, as per last report ______________________ ·----· ___ ___ $1,315.09

Expendit·u1·es.
Special services ... - __ - - ____________ .. __ - .. - ___ ... __ ... ____ .. ____ . $80. 00
Drawers. __ -------- -- - --- -- ---- ... --- ---- ---- ... ____ :·________ . ... 331. 60
Glass . _... ________________________ - - - _-- - _- . - - - - _ - __ - - - _- __ . _- . . . 17. 01
Hardware .. _____ . ______ .. ____ . _________ . ____ . _____ . _ .. _.. _ . ____ . 532. 23
Tools ______ ._. ___ . ___ .. _________ .. ___ -- _____ .. __ . ________ __ __ _. _. 58. 74
Cloth ... _. - .. - - - . - - - - - - . - . - - - - - . - - -- - -. - - . - - - - - - - - .. - .... -- _- - - - - 4. 00
Glass jars ______ . __ ._. ·______ . _____ . __________ ........ _.. _. ______ ._ 41. 80
Lumber __ .. _- • - - . ____ .... - -.. - - - -... - - -... - - - .. _. __ .. ____ .. __ . _. 223. 98
Paints ------------·-----·-----·-------·-·----· __________________ . 11. 75
Office furniture. - - - - ______ . ______ . _____ . - __ . _. _____ . ____ . ______ . _ 8. 50
Rubber------------------·--··· .. ____ -----· ___ --· ____________ .___
5. 28
Total expenditnres. ___________ . ____ .. ____ . ____________ . . .. ___ : ___ _ 1,314.89
Balance July 1, 1897 ... __ .. _____ . ___ _.... __ .. ____ . ___ . _.... ___ . _. _.
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 01" THE APPROPRIATION FOR FURNITURE AND FIXTURES,

. 20
1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation .. - - .... - . .. _ . _.... ____ . __ . __ .. __ . ______ . ____ . ____ . . . . . . . $12, 500. 00
Expend-it11res.
Salaries ___ . __ .. _... ___ . _.. __ . _... ____ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ___ . _. $5, 866. 70
Special services . - - -... _... _. __ . __ . _.. _.. ____ . _____ . __ .... __ . .
4 74. 75
6,341.45
Ca'-es . _. _. _. _. _... __ . _.... _____ . __ .. _ . __ . __ . ____ .. ___ ... ____ .
300.00
Drawings . __ .. ________ .... ____ .. _.. _.. ________ . _.. _. ____ . ___ _
22.88
Drawers_. ___ .... ___ ... ___ .. __ . _______ . _. ____ . ______________ . 1,387.35
Frames .. ___ . _______________ .. ____ . __________ . _. _. _. ___ . ____ .
5.00
Glass _... _.. ___ . . . ______ . ___ . . ____ .. ____ . . . ___ . . ____ . . __ . ___ _
240.58
Hard ware ........ __ . _______ .. ____ . _______________ . ________ _. 1,185.28
Tools . __ . __ . - - - -.... _.. __ .. __ .. __ . ____ ... _. _. __ . __ ..... -. - - - .
77.70
Cloth ............... _. _... _____ . ____ . ___ . _.. ___ . _.. __ . _. __ . __
115.73
Glass jars_ ... ____ ._ .. _._ .. _.... _. ___ ..... __ ... __ . _____ . ____ . _
456.41

XXX
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Lumber ............................. -. ...................... . $1,171.52
Paints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358. 05
Office furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201. 86
Rubber ............. _-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 54
Plumbing............. ... ....... . ............ .. ........... ...
4:63. 00
Apparatus . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 45
Iron brackets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
91. 00
Total expenditure... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12, 499. 80
Balance July 1, 1897........ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FURNIT RE AND FIXT RES,

. 20

1 95.

Balance July 1, 1896, as p er last annual report . ....... .......•.. . .... ......•. $0. 53
Balance carried, under the provision of Revised ta.tut s, section 3090, by the
Treasury Department to the credit of the surpl us fund, Jnne 30, 1 7.
HEATING, LIGHTING, ETC ., ,J ULY

1, 1 96, T

J

NJ~

30, 1897.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the :fiscal year euding Jun 30, l 97, "for
expense of h eatin g, lighting, electri ·al, tclegrnphic, aud telephonic
service for the National Museum (s undry ci vH a t, June 11, 1896) ..... $13,000.00
Expenclitures.
Salaries or compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 269. 05
Special services ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21. 75
Tot al services ......................................... .
General expenses.
Coal and wood .............................................. .
Ga ...................... .. .............. .... .. ........... .. .

Tel ephones . .......... .. ... .... ... . .... . . .... ... ... ... ..... . .
l~l ctric supplies ............................................ .
Rental of call box s . ..... . .. ..................... .... ..... . .. .
H a.ting supplies . . ..................... ·......... ..... ... .... .
Telegrams .......... .... ...................... ... . .. ........ .

6,290.80
3,676.82
966.90
499.54
426.61
110.00
281. 87
5.35

Total expenditure...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12,257.89

Bahm e, July 1, 1 97, to meet liabiliti s ...................... -· .. .

74J. 11

HEATING AND LrnHTlNG,

1897.

.Analysis of xpe11diture for salaries.

1 ogineer, 12 months, at $115 . ............ ...... ... ........... .• . ..... __ . $1,380.00
1 t l phone p rator 12 won tbs, at $45 .................................. .
540.0f)
1 fir man, 12 m nths at. ·50 ............................................. .
600.00
1 fir m n, 12 month , at -o ..... ........ ................................ .
600.00
1 fir man, 12 month, a $50 ...... .... .... ................. .... .......... .
600.00
1 ·tin r fir man 1 mon hs 52 days, at $45 ... ..........••.... .. ..... .. .. .
526.60
1 kill d labor r,-12 months at $7:- ................................ _..... .
900.00
kill d lalJor r, 12 months at $60 ..... .............. . . . _............... .
720.00
1 ·kill laborer 1 rnon h at. ·55 .... ....... ..•......•...... .. - .. .... . }
106. 45
29 days at $51.45 . ....... .... . .......... ... .. ...... .
1 labor r ., mon ths at · O ........ .
80.00
11 bor r 144 days, at $1.50 ........ :-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::: ~::::::: : : : :
216.00

Total expenditure for salarie1:1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 269. 05
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HEATING, LIGHTING, ETC.,

1896.

Balance as per last report, July 1, 1896 ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $947. 33

Expenditures.
Special service ................................ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gas................................................................
Telephones ............................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hental of call boxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heating supplies ...................................................
Electric supplies...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'felegrams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$60. 00
84. 38
139. 25
10. 00
338. 38
311. 43
3. 47

Total expenditure...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

946. 91

Balance July 1, 1897 ..................•.......................... _.. .

. 42

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF THE APPROPRIATION FOR HEATING AND LIGHTING,
ETC.,

1896.

.

Appropriation ......... _................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13, 000. 00

Expenditures.
Salaries or compensa.tion... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 984. 95
Special services...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99. 50
Total services ................. ~ .... _. _..... _...... _... .
Coal and ·wood ...................................... _....... .
Gas .... ......... _. . .. ................. _............ _.... _... .
'felephones ................................... _..... ·,· ...... .
Electric supplies ............................. _.............. .
Rental of call boxes ........................................ .
Heating supplies ... ........................... .. ..... .... ... .
Telegra1ns .................................................. .
Heating repairs ...... ...................... ... .............. .

5,084.45
3,202.32
1,625.01
551. 75
1,793.87
120.00
506.10
12.08
104.00

Total expenditure .... : - ...........................................

12, 999. 5~

Balance July 1, 1897..............................................

. 42

HEATING, LIGHTING, ETC.,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1896, as per last annual report ......... ...... .... ....... ..... $1. 15
Balance carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090, b) tlie
Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1897.
POSTAGE, JULY

1, 1896, TO JUNE 30, 1897.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the • seal year ending June 30, 1897, "for
postage stamps and foreign postal cards fur the National Museum "
(sundry civil act, June 11, 1896)................... . ...................

$500.00

Expenditure.
Ci ty post-office, for stamps and cards....................................

$500. 00

REPORT OP THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
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PRINTING,

JULY 1, 1896, TO J UNE 30, 1897 .
R eceipts.

Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, " for
the Smithsonian Institution for printing labels and blanks and for the
' Bulletins ' and annual volumes of the 'Proceedings' of the National
Museum , the editions of, which shall not be less than three thousand
copies, and binding scientific books and pamphlets presented to and
acquired b y the National Museum Library" (sundry civil act, June
11, 1896) ..........••...............·... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . $12, 000. 00
E xpenditures.

Government Printing Office, for Bulletins, National Museum,
Nos. 47 ancl 49, and Special Bulletins Nos. 2 and 3 ............ $7,718.39
Proceedin gs National Museum, vols. 18 and 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,640.14
Labels...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239. 50
49. 00
Let.ter-heads, r ads, and envelopes ..............._... . . . . . . . . . .
86. 49
Blanks ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Binding ................. . .................. . .................
222.15
Congressional Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 00
Total expenditure ...................... . .........................

11, 991. 67

Ba.lane Jul y 1, 1897 .... ... . . ..... .... . . .... ...... .... ...... .•....

8. 33

RE

J ULY 1, 1896,

T OF WORKSH OPS,

TO

J UNE 30, 1897.

Receipts.

Appropriation by Congress for th e fiscal year endin g June 30, 1897, "for
r ent of worksh ops for t he. National Museum " (sundry civ il act, Jun e 11,
1896) .......... . . ... . .. ...... . ........... .. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000.00
Exp enditure.

R n t of shops, 12 month, , $166. 66 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 999. 92

Balance July 1, 1 97 ...... . .. . ..... .••.. . ...... _... . . . ·... . . . . . . . . .

0. 08

RENT Ol+' W O RKSHOP ,

1896.

Balanc a per lai;t r port, July 1, 18

$75.00

Expenditure:

(.Jnne) ................................................. . ..... $75. 00
'ATI

Balan

AL

E l\J:

l

E T

I•' WORKS II OP, ',

1 95.

,Ju)yl, 1 9 ,asp rl ·tanoualr port .......... . ........ . .... .. .... . $12. 54

·arriecl, und r th provi ions of Revised tat utes, section 3090, b y the
partm nt to he red it of ti.Je urplus fund, Ju ne 30, 1897.
ILDI G

REPAIR , J ULY 1, 1 96, TO J
Rec ipts:

E

30, 1897.
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EJ'penditures:
Salarie:;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 792. 37
Bpecial services.....................................
489. 00
Total services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 281. 37
Miscellaneous:
78.89
Lumber ...................•• - - ......... - - - - - - - - 4-86. 30
Frames and woodwork ........... . ............. .
Glass ....•. ______ ........................... ---30.29
G.20
1Carel ware . ..................................... .
2.70
Brick .......................................... .
603.38
Total cxptlnditnre ...................................... . .......... *3, 884-. 75
.lfalauce Jn1y 1, 1897 .............................................. .

115.25

Analysis of e.tpencliture fol' salaries.
1 carpenter, 228½ days, at $3 ..................................... · ....... .
1 ca.r peuter, 27 days, at $3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ .
1 carpenter, 27 days, at $3 ............................................. .
1 carpenter, 27 days, at $3 ....................................... .. ..... .
1 painter, 6 months, at $65 ......... ... ............................. . .... .
1 skilled laborer, 211½ days, at $2 ...... . .............. . ................. .
1 skilled laborer, 239 days, at $2 ................................ .. . . .. .. .
1 skilled laborer, 158 days, at $2 ....•............. . ......................
1 skilled laborer, 2 months, 81 days, at $55 .............................. .

$685.50
81. 00
81. 00
81. 00
390.00
423.00
478. co
316.00
256.87

Total expenditures for salaries ...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 792. 37

NATIONAL MUSEUM: Bcn,DING HEPArne, 1896.

J3ak,uce, as per last r eport, .July 1, 1896...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expenditures.
Granito and mosai-c flooring ... ..... .. . __ ..... ... __ ....... _ ... .
Paints ~nd brushes ........................................... .
Lumber ..... ___ ... ____ . . _________ .. _. ___ .. _ . _________ . ______ _
Advertising ...... ______ .......... _...... ·----· ............... .

$929. 51

$799.62
100.33
3.2!
24. 94.

Total expenditure ..... ____ ..........· .......................... ... .

928. 13

Ba.la.nee Jul y 1, 1897 ............... _: . .... .. ___ . _.... ____ .... _.. . . .

1. 38

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF APPROPRIATION FOR BUILDlXG REPAIHS, 18UG.

Appropriation by Congress ..... __ . _. _.... _...... _....... __ ... ........... $4, 000. 00
EJ'pcnclitu.res.
Services ............ ·...... ... .... .... ..................... _... $1, 965. 15
Granito and mosaic :flooriug ........... _.......... . _. _... _..... 1,399.62
Paints .... . ...... .,_ •................. .. ..... _. _... __ .. . . . . . . . .
489. 31
Glass .................................. ___ .... _... ____ .. ___ .. .
28. 00
Advertising ........................ ______ .....................
63.13
I umber .......................... _.. .......... _........ _. . . . . .
12. 24
Hard ware ................ _... ___ .. ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 42
Bri ·k, ceme nt, etc ..... __ . _.......... _........... __ .... .. _.. _..
23.50
BrnAhes ............. ..... ....... ............... .. ........... .
11. 25
T ota l t>x:pendit nre ....... _ ...... __ ................ __ ...............

Bala,uce .Jnl ,r l, 18U7

S~I U7--lll

:3, 998.

(i~

l. ::l '
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NATIONAL MUSEUM: BUILDING REPAIRS,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1897, as per last annual report.................. . . . . . . . . . .

$4. 78

Balance carried, under th e provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090, by the
Treasury Department, to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1897.
NATIONAL MUSEUM: GALLERrns, JULY

1, 1896,

TO JUNE

3Q, 1897.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, "for
the erection of galleries in two or more balls of the National Museum
building, said galleries to be constructed of hon beams, supported by
iron pillars, and protected by iron railings, and provided with s uitable
staircases: the work to be done under the direction of th~ Architect of
the Capitol, and in accordance with the approval of the Secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution" (sundry civil act, June 11, 1896) ......... $8,000.00
Expenditures.
Salaries.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special services ........................ . ........ _.. .

$246. 25
272.78
$519.03

Steel beams and iron columns ...................... . 3,200.00
Drawings and blue prints ...... ... .............. ... _
141,95
Brick, sand, cement, gravel ...... . ............... ... .
54.05
Advertising proposals ........................... ___ .
60.62
3,456.62

Total expenditure... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 975. 65

Balance July 1, 1897....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

4, 0:24. 35

Analysis of expendit1ire fo1· salaries.

l skil1ed laborer, 3 months, at $55 . ..... ...... .... .. .......... .
1 laborer, 1 month ..... . .................... . .... ... ·.· ..... _..
1 laborer, 26 days, at $1.50 ................................... .

$1o5.00
42.25
39.00

ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY-S1\UTHSONIAN INSTITUTION,

246.25

1897

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress "for maintenance of Astrophysical Observa•
tory, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, inclnflinos:ilades of assistants, apparatns, and miscellaneous expP.n Res" (R111Hlry
civil act, .June 11, 1896) .........•..................................... $10,000. 00
Disbursements from July 1, 1896 to Jun.e 30, 1897.
Salaries or compensation:
1 aid, 12 months, at $133.34 ... - - ............ - . - - ... .. ..... $1, 600. 08
1 junior assistant, 12 months, at $100 ............ - . . . . . . . . 1,200. 00
1 junior assist ant, 3 months, at $75 ............ - . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 00
1 clerk, 1 month, at $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100. 00
1 clerk, one month, 8 days, at $40 . . . ......... .. . . . . .. . . . .. .
50. 32
1 sten~grapher, 6 months, 18 days, at $60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394. 84

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Salaries or compensation-Continued.
3 months, at $65 ................ ___ _
1 instrument maker, {
,..,
9 months, at $10 -··:·· ............. .
1 carpenter, 45 days, at $3 ................................ .
1 carpenter, 6 days, at $3 ................................. .
1 carpenter, 6 days, at $3 .................. _ .............. .
1 bricklayer, 5 days; at $4 ................... ... .......... .
1 painter, 8 days, at $2 ................................... .
1 painter, 7 days, at $2 .................................. : .
1 fireman, 3½ months 20 days, at $45 ...................... 1 :fireman, 17 days, at $1.50 .......... _.... .. _. _... ___ ... _.. .
1 skilled laborer, 2¾ days, at $2.50 ........................ .
1 laborer, 3 days, at $1.50 ................................ .
1 laborer, 4 clays, at $1.50 ................................ .
1 laborer, 8 days, at $1.50 ................................ .

XXXV

$195.00
630.00
135.00
18.00
18.00
20.00
16.00
14.00
186.77
25 . ...,J
6.88
4-.50
6.00
12.00

Total salaries or compensation .......... __ ....... : .... . 4,932.89
General expenses :
Apparatus ..................................... $1,627.09
Books ..... _ . ___ .. _... _____ .............. _. ___ .
152. 66
23.4-6
Freight ....................................... .
Fuel .... ________ ______ ............ ______ ...... .
101. 42
192.50
Illustrations ........................ : ......... .
Lumber ................. ____ ...... ____ ........ .
26.12
Stationery. __________ . __ ... ______ . _... __ .. ___ ..
16.46
Supplies ........ _... __ .. ___ . _. _. _. ___ . _.. _. ___ .
500.96
2,'140.67
Total disbursemeuts ___ ..........................................

$7,573.56

Balance J nl y 1, 1897, to meet liabili tics . __ .. __ ............ _·... _...

2, 426. 4{

AFJTR0PHYSICAL OBRERVAT0RY,

1896.

Balance July 1, 1896, as per last report ... _. ___ ... ___ . ___ ... _. _... _. __ . . . .
Disbursements, July 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897.
General expenses :
Apparatus ............ ______ ...... ____ ................... .
Books ...... ______ ------ ...................... ------ ..... .
Heating apparat.ns .. _... _....... ___ ... ___ . ___ . _. _.. _.... _.
Freight .................. ______ .................. _______ _
upplies .... ______ . ................ ... . ..... ..... .... .... .

$698. 25

$289.07
74.75
195.00
2.55
80.38
641. 75

Balance July 1, 1897, to meet liabilities ...... ______ ................. .
ASTR0PIIYSICAL

OB

El{V AT0RY,

56.50

1895.

Balance July 1, 1896, as :per last report ............ _ ........ _. ____ ...... _.
Amount carried, under the provisions of the Revised Statutes, section 3090,
· by tho Treasury Department to the credit of th e surplnA fond, June 30,
1 97 .......... -- ....... _...... -- _........................... - ........ .
Ralan<'e .July 1, 1.R97 _. _••. _ ..•.... ____ . _•.. _••.•. _•. _. _. ______ • _.. __ _

$4.42

3.48

XXXVI

REPORT OF THE EXECU'I'IVE COMMITTEE.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK,

1897.

A1>propriation by Congress "for continuing the construction of roads,
walks, bddges, water supply, sewerage, and drainage, and for grading,
planting, and otherwise improving the grounds; erecting and repairing
buildings and inclosures; care, subsistence, transportation of animals,
including salaries or compensation of all necessary ernployes, and general incidental expenses not otherwise provided for, si:i-:ty-seven thousand dollars, one half of which sum shall be paid from the revenues of
the District of Columbia and the other half from the Treasury of the
United States, and of the sum hereby appropriated five thousand dollars shall be used for continuing the entrance into the Zoological Park
from Woodley Lane and opening driveway into Zoological Park from
said entrance along the bank of Rock Creek, and five thousand dollars
shall bo used toward the construction of a road from the Holt Mansion
entrance (on Adams Mill road) into the park to connect with the roads
now in existence, including a bridge across Rock Creek" (sundry civil
act, June 11, 1896) .... ··-· ... ·--· -··· ........................ ___ ..... $G7, 000. 00
Disbursements, July 1, 1896, to June .''10, 1897.
Salrmes or compensation:
.
{ 4 months, at $208.33. _......... _... _.. _.
$833.32
1 supenntendent, 8 months, at $225 ... - ......... - . . ...... .
1,800.00
1 property clerk, 12 months, at $125 ... _..... _....... _..... . 1,500.00
k { 7 months, at $60 .. __ ....... .. . ___ .. .... ..... .... .
420.00
1 1
c er ' 5 months, at $75 .. _..... _........... ............ .
375.00
1 stenographer, 12 months, at $62.50 .......... .. . .. ....... .
750.00
1 copyist, 12 months, ::-.t $50 .............. ..... .. .......... .
600.00
1 opyist, 7 days, at $50 .................................. .
11.29
1 typ writer, 20 days, at $1. .............................. .
20.00
1 head keeper, 12 months, at $100 ................ ......... . 1,200.00
1 keeper, 12 months, at $60 ...... ........... .......... .... .
720.00
1 keeper, 12 months, at $60 ............................... .
720.00
1 keeper, 12 month , at $60 ............................... .
720.00
1 keeper, 12 month , at $60 ........ ... ..... ............... .
720.00
1 k eper, 12 months, at $60 ............ ..... ..... ......... .
720.00
1 k eper, 6 months, at 75 ................................ .
450.00
1 foreman, month., at$75 ............................... .
600.00
1 a .. i tant for man, 12 months, at $60 .................... .
720.00
1 land cap •ardener, 84- days, at $3 ...................... .
252.00
1 black mith, 12 month , at $75 ....... .............. ... ... .
900.00
1 a i tant black mith, 12 months, at $60 ........... .... .. .
720.00
1 carp nter, 12 month , at, ·75 ...•.........................
900.00,
1 wat ·bman, 12 month , at ·60 ....•........................
720.00
1 atchman, 12 month , at. ·:-o ........... _........ __ ... ___ _
600. 00
1 ·atc:bma11, 12 month at, 50 ..••................ _....... .
600.00
1 wat ·hman, 12 month , at, ·50 _........................... .
600.00
workman 6 mouth , at
......... __ .. _... .......... _.
360.00
l I labor r, 6 mon b , a . ·o .............................. .
3 .00
1 , orkman ;- m nth. 1 d · , at ·- ...................... .
279.03
1 orkman 12 month , at.·· ............................ .
600.00
<>rkman, 12 mon ha, a . ·:,() ........................... _.
600.00
10
17fi.
1 la h01
:,
n h ' a ·· 5 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
r, I 1 mc,ntb , a . · 5 ............................ _..
!U:5.00
11· bo1 r, 2 wontll 1 a.y , at ·1::, ••......••••.......••••.•
10·.oo
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Salaries or compensation-Continued.
1 laborer, 12 mon.ths, at $50 ......................... , ..... .
1 laborer, 11 months 19 days, at $50 ....................... .
1 laborer, 12 months, at $50 .. ............. ................ .
1 Jaborer, 12 months, at $50 ............................... .
l laL0.rer, 12 months, at $20 ............. .............. .... .

XXXVII

$600.00 ·
!580.65
600.00
600.00
240.00

Total salaries or compensation ................................ $23, 526. 29
Miscellaneous :
110.41
Buildings .................................. - .... - . - ... - . - .
Building materials ....................................... .
762.82
Fencing and cage materials ..............................• 1,421.91
Food .......... - - ... - - . - - ..... - - - - - -·- - -- - - - - - · - - - - - · · - - - - · 4,829.14
Freight and transportation ............................... .
877.80
557.78
:Fuel .... ______ ...... -----· ................ --··•···•·-·····
Lumber ....... ____ .......... -----· ............ ---·--------- 1,757.02
Machinery, tools, etc .... __ ._ ... _............. _........... . 1,060.89
Miscellaneous ..... ________ ............................... . 1,019.88
Paints, oils, glass, etc .. _..... _........................... .
217.11
Postage, telephones, and telegraph ... _............ _...... .
189.98
Road material, grading, and bridges .............. _. _ ..... . 11,559.49
Surveying, plans, etc .................. . ................. .
200.00
Stationery, books, printing, etc ............ _. __ ......... _.
348.75
Trees, plants, etc .. _. ____ .. _ .. __ .. . ................ _... _., 1,178.21
\Yater supply, sewerage, etc ............................. .
229.41
Total miscellaneous ............. _........... ___ .•. __ ... __ ... _. 26, 320. 60
Wages of mechanics and laborers and hire of teams in constructing buildings and inclosures, laying water pipes, building
roads, gutters, and walks, planting trees, and otherwise improving the grounds:
1 laborer, 365 days, at $2 . ____ . ____ . ____ ......... _........ .
1 laborer, 259½ days, at $1.50. ____ .................. ____ ... .
1 laborer, 336¾ days, at $1.50 _..... __ . _............... _... _.
1 laborer 5 26 days, at $1.25 .. - - - . - .... - . - - - - - - - .. - - . - - . - .. ' t 263 days, at $1.50 ......., ...................... .
l laborer { 14 days, at $1.75 ... _..... _... ·.·. _....... _..... .
' 191 days, at $1.50 . _............. _. _ ....... _ ... .
20½ days, at $1 .... __ ... __ ........ _..... __ ..... .
1 laborer, 164¾ days, at $1.25 ... __ .. _.... ____ ............ .
71¾ days, at $1.50 .. _..... _.. ____ ........... __ ..
l laborer { 13¾ days, at $1. 75 ___ .............. _. _.. _...... .
' 254¼ days, at $1.50 .... __ ...................... .
l laborer { 14 days, at $1.50 ... _......... ___ . ____ ... _ . _... _
' 141 days, at $1.25 .. __ ......... _..... _....... __ .
l laborer, 60 days, at $1.50 . _. _... ____ .... __ .. _________ ... .
! laborer, 195¾ days, at $1.50 .. _. _. ___ . _.. _.. ____ .... __ . _. _.
1 laborer, 27¼ days, at $1.50. _______ . _ .................. ___ .
1 laborer, 271¾ days, at $1.50 ................. _____________ _
1 laborer, 255¾ days, at $1.50 . _. __ ................ _ ....... _
l laborer, { 14 days, at $1.75. _. _.... __ ........... _..... _... .
137½ days, at $1.50 .. ___ ...... ... .............. .
l laborer { 14 days, at $1. 75. · · · - · · - · · · · · · · · - · · - - - - • -- - - - • • •
' 258 days, at $1.50. _. __ ........ .. ... ____ ........ .
L laborer, 341¾ days, at $1.50 ....... _. ___ .... _........ _. _.. .
! laborer, 154¾ days, at $1.50 ........ __ .................... .
1 bborer, 338¾ days, at $1.50 . _. _....... _ ............ _..... .

.l

$730.00
389.25
505.12
32.50
394.50
24.50
286.51
20. 50 ·
205.32
107.62
24.06
381. 38
21. 00
176.25
90.00
293.63
40.87
407.63
383.62
24.50
206.25
24.50
387.00
512.63
232.12
508.11
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Wag of mechanics and laborers, etc.-Continue<l.
1 laborer, 167¼ days, at $,i.50 ............................... ·
1 laborer, 72 days, at $1.50 ... ......... .................... .
1 laborer, 176½ day , at $1.50 .............................. .
1 laborer, 56¼ days, at $1.50 ............................... .
1 laborer, 59! d~1ys, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 9¾ days, at $1.25 ................................ .
1 laborer, 10¼ days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 59¾ days, at $1.~5 ............................... .
laborer, 54 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 74- days, at $1.50 ............................... .
engineor, 86 days, at $1.50 ............................. .
1 laborer, 10½ days, at $1.25 ............................... .
llaborer, 158 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 18¼ days, at $1.25 ..................... . ......... .
1 laborer, 68¼ days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 196 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, { 44 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
73 days, at $1.50 .... .......... ...... ........... .
llaborer, 17¾ days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 17¾ days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 19t days, at $1.25 ................... ............ .
1 laborer, 263t days, at $1.25 ...... ........ ....... ......... .
1 laborer, 298t days, at $1.25 .............................. .
1 laborer, 206 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laborer, 101 days, at $1.25 ...... __ ..... _.... _. _... _...... .
1 laboror, 48 days, at $1.25 .. __ ..... _................. . .... .
1 laborer, 145 days, at $1.25 ............................... .
1 laboreF, 70½ day , at $1.25 ... ___ ............... _ ......... .
llaborer, 70¾ days, at $1.25 ....•.............. _........... .
1 ]aborer, 10 days, at $1.25 ............................... . .
1 laborer, 65 days, at $1.25 .......................... _..... .
1 laborer, 57 days, at $1.25 ................................ .
1 laborer, 2 days, at $1.25 ............. _................... :
1 laborer, 30 day , at $1.25 .... _.. _.. ~- .................... .
1 laborer, 6t days, at $2 .... _.............................. .
l laborer { 260 days, at $2 ................................. .
' 14¾ days, at $2.25 .............. . .............. .
1 laborer, 29 day , at 50 cents ................. "........... .
1 laborer, 35¼ days, at $1.50 ........... _..... _... _ . _. _ ... .
engineer, 90 days, at $1.75 ... _................. _....... .
1 laborer, 98½ day , at $1.50 ................... _ .... _.... _
I stonema on, 8t days, at $4 ....••...•....... _. _ .•. _.• ....
laborer, 7½ days, at $1. ... _. _..• __ ..... __ ............. .
1 weeder, 66¼ days, at 75 cents .. _... _................... .
water boy, 94¾ clays, at 50 cents ................... _ ... .
~ laborer, 60 days, at 75 cents ..... _..................... .
1 weeder 100 day , a.t 75 cents ...... _................... .
weeder, 124¾ days, at 50 cents ............ _... _.. __ ... _.
1 workman { 181 day. , at. ·1,75 ... ___ ... ____ ... _.... _.... _.
' 184 days, at $1.50 __ .. __ ... _.. __ .......... ___ .
1 draftsman, 175¾ days, at $2 __ ... _....... _.. _... ___ . _.. _. _
I paint r, 41 days, at $3 ____ . _____ .. _.. ___ ... _____ . _.. __ .. .

l

I carpenter,

11 days, at $2. 0 ..... - -......... - - ......... 69 days, at $3 ... _. __ ... __ .... _____ . __ . _.... .

1 carpenter,

9 days, at ·2.50 .. - .. - - - .. - .. - .. - -.. - . - - .... .
53¾ days, at $2.80 ... _...... .. ____ .......•.•••

$250. 89
108.00
264.76
84.38
74.68
12.19
12.81
74.68
67.50
111.00
129.00
13.12
197.50
22.81
85. 31
244.99
55.00
109.50
22.19
22.19
24.38
329.37
373.13
257.49
126.25
60.01
181. 25
88.13
88.43
12.50
81. 25
71. 26
2.50
37.50
13.00
520.00
32.06
14.50
52.88
157.50
147,75
34.00
87.50
49.69
47.12
45.00
75.00
62. 13
316.75
276.00
351. 50
123.00
30. 0
207.00
22.50
150.50
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Wages of mechanics and laborers, etc.-Continued.
1 carpenter, 32 days, at $2.80 ...•.•..................•.....
1 carpenter, 49 days, at $2.80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .
1 carpenter, 5 days, at $2.80 .............................. .
1 carpenter, { 57 days, at $2.80 ........................... .
lH days, at $2.50 ..... __ ................. _..
carpenter,
{
68¼ days, at $2.80 . .. ....................... .
1
10 days, at $2.50 . .......................... .
1 carpenter, { 68 days, at $2.80 .... _...................... .
11 days, at $2.50 ........................... .
1 carpenter, 38¾ days, at $2.50 . _.......................... .
1 carpenter, 47 days, at $2.50 ............................. .
1 carpenter, 34 days, at $2.50 .................. _........ _..
1 carpenter, 32 days, at $2.50 ........ _........ _........... .
1 carpenter, 5½ days, at $2.50 .................. _.......... .
1 engineer, 73 days, at $1. 75 ............................ _..
1 water boy, 22¼ days, at 75 cents ......................... .
1 water boy, 44 days, at 50 cents ................... _; ..... .
1 water boy, 105½ days, at 50 cents .. _... ...... __ ......... .
1 stonebreaker { 40 cubic yards, at 60 cents .... _..... _____ _
' 33;r¾i- cubic yards, at 50 cents ............. .
1 stone breaker, { 33½- cubic yards, at 60 cents .......... ____ .
20 cubic yards, at 50 cents ............... .
1 stone breaker { 20¼ cubic yards, at 60 cents .......... ___ ._
' 25-l,i cubic yards, at 50 cents ............. .
1 stone breaker, 3t cubic yards, at 60 cents _............... .
1 stone breaker { 36i cubic yards, at 60 cents ........... __ . _
' 26 cubic yards, at 50 cents . ·.... _..... . .. _
1 stone breaker, 511½- cu?ic yards, at 50 cents .......... _.. _.
{ 30 cubic yards, at 30 cents ..... __ .. _..... .
1 stone breaker, 37 cubic yards, at 30 cents ....... _. _...... .
1 stone breaker, 42 cubic yards, at 30 cents ..... _....... ___ .
1 weeder, 143¼ days, at 50 cents ........................... .
1 wagon and team, 5½ days, at $3.50 ....................... .
1 { wagon and team, 39¾ days, at $3.50 ........ _........... .
horse and cart, 12½ days, at $1.75 ................. _.... .
{
1 wagon and team, 9¾ days, at $3.50 ..................... .
horse and cart, 241 days, at $1. 75 ..... _... ~ ............ .
1 wagon and team, 1 day, at $3.50 ......................... .
1 wagon and team, 1 day, at $3.50 ...•..... __ ............ _. _
1 { wagon and team, 2½ days, at $3.50 .•................. _..
horse and cart, 28 days, at $1. 75 .. ___ ............ _..... .
1 horse and cart, 2½- days, at $1. 75 ................... __ .... .
J horse and cart, 8½- days, at $1.75 ........................ .
1 horse and cart, 3½- days, at $1.75 .........•................
1 horse and cart, 2 days, at $1.75 ................... _...... .
1 hor e and cart, 3¼ days, at $1. 75 ............•........... _
1 horse and cart, 39 days, at $1.75 ............ _............ .
1 horse and cart, 9¼ days, at $1.75. ____ ......... _........ __ .
1 horse and cart, 61¼ days, at $1. 75. _. _•....... __ ..........•
1 horse, 28 clays, at 50 cents ....... __ .... _.............. _.. .

$89.60
137.'.:lO
14.00
159.60
36.25
191. 10
25.00
190.40
27.50
96.87
117.50
85.00
80.00
13.75
127.75
rn.69
22.00
52.75
24.00
16.55
20.10
10.00
12.15
12.79
2.10
22.1()
13.00
3.45
9. 00
11.10
12.60
71. 62
19.25
139.12
21. 88
34.13
421. 75

3.r,o

3.50
8.75
49.00
4.37
14-.87
6.12
3.50
5.69
68.25
16.19
107. 19
14.00

Total wages, mechanics, etc .... _..... _.... _..... _................. $15, 586. 08
Totnl disbnr ments ........ __ . _..... _.. _...... __ ..... __ ........ _.. 65,432.97
Balance July 1, 1897, to meet liabilities._ ...... __ ............ . . . . . .

1,567. 03
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;\ATIOXAL ZOOLOGICAL PAHK,

1896.

Balance .Jnly 1, 1 96, as per last report .................................. $,1, 305. '.?6

Disbursernen ts.
Buildings ......................................•.•............
Building material. ............ ............................... .
Fencing, cage material'! ...................................... .
Food ........•.................................................
Freight and transportation ................................... .
Fuel ........................................ : ................ .
Lumber ............................................. •·········
Machinery, tools1 etc ........... : ........................... - - .
Miscellaneous ... _........... . ........................... - . - - ..
Paint , oil , gla s, etc ..... __ ........... _...................... .
Postage1 telephones, etc ...................................... .
Road material, gra<ling, etc ................................... .
Surveying, plans, etc ......................................... .
Stationery, books, etc ........................................ .
Tree , plants, etc ............................................·..
,vater upply, sewerage, etc· .................................. .

$1. 70
38.63
72. 43
4-25.10
14.95
6.25
39.43
212. 21
111.89
11.11
63.19
2,637.75
370.00
65.33
35.97
176.09

Total disbursements ............................................... $4, 282. 03
Balance July 1, 1897 .............................................. .
ENTRANCg AND DIUVJ~WAY1

ATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK,

1895

AND

23.23
1896.

Bal an ·o .July 1, 1896, as per last report .... ................................. $95. 49
Balance carried, nnder foe provisions of tl.te Revised Statntes, sediou 3090, by tl.te
Trea ury Department to the credit of the surplus fund 1 June 30, 1897.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK 1

1895.

B11lance .Jnly 1, 1 96, aR per last report ...................................•.. $2. 48
Ba.lance c·arried, under the provisions of the Revised 'tatutes, section 30901 by the
Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, ,June 30, 1897.
RJWAPITUL_ATION.

The total amount of funds admini tered by the Institution during the year· ending
.Jnn<' 30, 1897 appear, from the foregoing statements and the account books1 to have
h 11 a follows:

Smithsonian Instit1ttio11.
From halanc of last year, Jnly 1, 1 96 ..................... $57,065.78
(lncludin, ca b from xecutorsof Dr . .J. H. Kidder) . $5, 000. 00
(Inclutliug <·a h from dft of Alex. raham .Bell)... 5, 000. 00
10, 000.00
54-,720.00
460.9:5,667.76
1,6 0.00
- - - - $119,594.49
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Appropriations cornrnitfod by Congtess to the ca1·e of the Institution.

International Exchanges-Smithsonian Institution:
From balance of 1894-95 .............................. .
From balance of 1895-96 ~ .............. . ..... - ........ From appropriation for 1896-97 ........................ .
North American Ethnology:
From ualance of 1894-95 .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . .
From balance of 1895-96 .......... __ .... _... . . . . . . . . . . .
From appropriation for 1896-97 ... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$0.21
180.92
19,000.00
- - - - $19,181.13
100. 08
1, 444. 13
45, 000. 00
46,54-4.21

Preservation.of collections-Museum:
42.31
From balance of 1894-95 ................ __ ........ _... .
From balance of 1895-96 ........................ ___ ....
2,846.53
From appropriation for 1896-97.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153, 225. 00

156,113.84
Printing-Museum:
From balance of 1895-96 ............. ... ... ........ ... .
From appropriation for _1896-97 ..... . . ................. .

52.71
12,000.00 ·
12,052.71

Fnrniture and fixtures-Museum:
From balance of 1894-95 ............................... .
From balance of 1895-96 .............................. .
Prom appropriation for 1896-97 ____ ... . ........ . ...... . .

. 53
1,315.09
15,000.00
]6,

Heating and lighting, eic.-Musenm:
From bal an cc of 1894-95 .. __ .............. _.... _. , .. ... .
From balance of 1895-96 .......... ______ .... ___ _.... ....
From appropriation for 1896-97 _.. _.. _. __ .... _ ..... _ . _..

315. 62

1.15
947.~3
13, 000. 00
13,948.48

RC'nt of workshops, etc.--Museum:
From balance of 1894-95 ............. _.... ____ ..... _.....
12. 54
From ualance of 1895-96 ... _... __ ....... _ .. __ .. ______ ... _·
75. 00
From appropriation for 1896-97 ....... ... .. __ .. __ .. _. _. __ 2, 000. 00

2,087.54
Postage-Museum:
From appropriation for 1896-97 .......... _.. _..................... .
Building repairs-Museum:
l,,rom balance of 1894-95 ... ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 78
From balance of 1895-96 ................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
929. 51
From appropriation for 1896-97...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 000. 00

500.00

4-,934.29
Galleries-Museum:
From appropriation for 1896-97 ............... __ ................. .
Tatioual Zoological Park:
From balance of 1894-95 .................. _.. . . . . . . . . . .
2. 48
From balance of 1895-96 ................ _. _ ........ __ . _ 4, 30:'i. 26
From appropriation for 1896-97..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67,000.00

8,000.00

71,307.74
Entrance and driveway, Zoological Park, D. C.:
From balance of 1895-96 ......................... . ............... .
Fire protection-Smithsonian Institution and Natio nal Museum:
From balance of 1895-96 .......•••............................ _...
Astrophysical Observatory, Smithsonian Institution:
From balance of 1894-95 ......................... _.... _
4. 42
698.25
J!'rom balance of 1895-96 ......... ..... ................ .
From appropriation for 1896-97 ........................ . 10,000.00

95.49
1.71

10,702.67
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SUMMARY.

Smithsonian Institution .................................... $119, 594. 49
Exchanges................................................. 19, 181.13
Ethnology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 544. 21
Preservation of collections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156, 113. 84
Printing................................................... 12,052.71
Furniture and fixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 315. 62
Heating and lighting............................... . . . . . . . . 13, 948. 48
Rent of workshop . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,087.54
Postage ................................ · · • • o • •••• •••• ••• • . •
500. 00
Building repairs, National Museum .... .... .... : . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,934.29
Galleries...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000. 00
1. 71
Fireprotection,Smithsonian Institution and National Museum
ational Zoological Park ................................. . 71,307.74
95.49
Entrance and driveway, Zoological Park .................. .
Astrophysical Observatory................................. 10,702.67
- - - - $481,379.92

The committee ha examined the vouchers for payment from the
mithsonian income duri11g the year ending June 30, 1897, each of
which bears the approval of the secretary or, in his absence, of the
a ·ting secretary, and a certificate that the materials and services
charged were applied to the purpose of the Institution.
The committee ha also examined the accounts of the several appropriation committed by Congre s to the Institution, and finds that the
balance herein before given correspond with the certificates of the disbursing clerk of the Smith onian Institution, whose appointment as
uch di bur ing officer bas been accepted and his bond approved by
the ecretary of the Treasury.
Tlle quarterly account current, the voucher , and journals have
been examin d and found correct.
, talement of regular inconie from the mithsonian ftLnd available f01· use in the year
ending June 30, 1898.

n. lance on hand June 30, 1897................................. . . . . . . . . $61. 532. 50
J. H. Kidder)...... . . . . . .
(Includiug ca h froru Dr. Alex. Graham Bell).... . . . . . . . . . . .

(In luding cash from executors of

$5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00

Int rest due and re eivable July 1, 1897............... ... ...
Intere t due and r c ivable January 11 1 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Int re t, WP t .'hor Railroad l1ond c1n July 1, 1 97. .....
In erf'. t, ,Y1· t , 'hor Railroad honc181 clne ,Ja1111ary 1, 1 9

27,360.00
27,360.00
840. 00
40. 00
56,400.00

Total < va.ilabl for y ar

ndiog June 30, 1 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

117,932.50

ubmitt d.

J.B.

HENDER ON,

L.
ILSON,
Executive Oomrnittee.

1.

. January 10 189 .

ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NATIONAL MUSEUM, ETC.
(In continuation from previous reports.)

[Fifty-fouri;h Congress, second session, and Fifty-fifth Congress, first session.]
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES.

International exchanges.-For expenses of the system of international
exchanges between the United States and foreign countries, under the
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employees, nineteen thousand dollars. (Sundry
civil appropriation act, approved June 4, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth
Congress, first session, p. 22.)
To pay amounts found due by the accounting officers of the Treasury
on account of the appropriation "International exchanges, Smithsonian
Institution," for the :fiscal yea,r eighteen hundred and ninety-six, one
dollar and seventy-nine cents. (Deficiency appropriation act, approved
July 19, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth Congress, first session, p. 115.)
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

National Museum.-For cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances
required for the exhibition and safe-keeping of the collections of the
N atioual Museum, including fifteen thousand dollars for furnishing
new galleries and including salaries or compensation of all necessary
employees, thirty thousand dollars.
For expense of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephonic service for the National Museum, fourteen thousand dollars.
For continuing the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the collections from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Governrneut, and from other sources, including salaries or compensation of all
necessary employees, one hundred and sixty thousand dollars, of which
sum three thousand five hundred dollars may be used for necessary
drawings and illustrations for publications of the National Museum.
For repairs to buildings, shops, and sheds, National Museum, including all necessary labor and material, four thousand dollars.
For rent of workshops for the National Museum, two thousand
dollars.
For postage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum,
five hundred dollarR.
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For the continuation of the construction of galleries in the National
Museum building; said galleries to be constructed under the direction
of the superintendent of the Congressional Library in accordance with
the approval o.f the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, eight
thousand dollars.
For removal of the sheds from their present location south of and
adjacent to the Smithsonian building, and rebuilding them, including
all necessary labor and material, two thousand :five hundred dollars.
(Sundry civil appropriation act, approv~d June 4, 1897, statutes of the
Fifty-fifth CongTess, first session, p. 22.)
For expenses of beating the United States National Museum, one
thousand and ninety-seven dollars and sixty-five cents. (Deficiency
appropriation act, approved .July 19, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth
Congress, :first session, p. 115.)
Public printing and binding.-For the Smithsonian Institution, for
printing labels and blanks, and for the "Bulletins" and annual volume of the "Proceedings" of the National Museum, the editions of
wllich hall not be less than three thousand copies, and binding scientific books and pamphlets presented to and acquired by the National
Mu eum Library, twelve thousand dollars. (Sundry civil appropriation act, approved June 4, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth Congress, first
session, p. 60.)
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY.

American ethnology.-For continuing ethnological researches among
the Ameri an [ndians, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employees,
forty-five thousand dollar , of which sum not exceeding one thousand
dollar may be used for rent of building. (Sundry civil appropriation
act, approv d June 4, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth Congress, first
e ion, p. 22.)
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERV.A'rORY.

A. trophy.<Jicrrl Observatory.-Formaintenanceof Astrophysical Observtor nn<l r the lirection f the Smithsonian In titution, including
alari ,, f
i tant. , apparatus, and miscellaneous expenses, ten
h u. arnl d llar . ( undry ivil appropriation act, approved June 4,
1 7, :ta ute. f ifty-fifth ongres , firRt se ion, p. 22.)
e
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employees and general incidental expenses not otherwise provided for,
fifty-five thousand dollars; one-half of which sum shall be paid from
the revenues of the District of Columbia and the other half from the
Treasury of the United States; and of the sum hereby appropriated
five thousand dollars shall be used for continuing the entrance into the
Zoological Park from Woodley lane and opening driveway into Zoological Park from said entrance along the bank of Rock Creek. (Sundry
civil appropriation act, approved June 4, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth
Congress, first session, p. 22.)
OMA.HA. EXPOSITION.

Omaha Exposition.-For construction of building or buildings and
for Government exhibit, including each and every purpose connected
therewith, at the Trans-Mississippi and International :Exposition at the
city of Omaha, in tbe State of Nebraska., as provided by and within
the limitations and restrictions of the act approved June tenth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-six, entitled "An act to authorize and encourage
the holding of a Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition at the
city of Omaha, in the State of Nebraska, in the year eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight," including the return of said Government exhibit,
two hundred thousand dollar-s, to be immediately available. (Sundry
civil appropriation act, approved June 4, 1897, statutes of Fifty-fifth
Congress, first session, p. 26.)
TENNESSEE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION.

AN ACT to aid and encourage the holding of the Tennessee Centennial Exposition a,t
Nashville, Tennessee, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and making
an appropriation therefor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be exhibited
at the Tennessee Centennial Exposition, to be held at Nash ville,
Tennessee, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, by the Government of the United States, from its Executive Departments, the
Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, and the United S~ates
Fish Commission, such articles and materials as illustrate the function
and administrative faculty of the Government in time of peace and its
resources as a war power, tending to demonstrate tbe nature of our
institutions and their adaptation to the wants of the people; and to
secure complete and harmonious arrangement of said Government
exhibit a board of management shall be created, to be charged with the
selection, purchase, preparation, arrangement, safe-keeping, and exhibition of such articles and materials as . the heads of said departments
and institutions of the Government may, respectively, decide shall be
embraced in said Government exhibit. The President may also designate additional articles for exhibition. Such board shall be composed.
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of one m mber to be detailed by the head of each executive department,
on by th head of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum,
and ou by the bead of the United States Fish Commission; and the
Pre ident hall name one of Raid persons so detailed as chairman; and
the m •ml>er of said board . hall have no compensation in addition to
their regular alary, and their actual necessary expenses only shall be
paitl out of the sum hereinafter appropriated.
EC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause a suitable
lrnildino- or buildings to be erected on the site selected. for the Tenu , ee Centennial Exposition for the Government exhibit, and he is
hereby anthorized and directed to contract therefor, in the same man11er and under the same regulations as for other public buildings of the
11i ted tates; but the contract for said building or buildings shall not
xe ed the . um of thirty thousand dollars; and there is hereby appropriat d for aid building or buildings, out of any money in tbe Treasury not otherwi e appropriated, the sum of thirty thousand dollars.
Th Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and required to dispose of
uch building or buildings, or the material composing the same, at the
lo of the exposition, giving preference to the city of Nash ville or to
the aid Tennes ee entennial Exposition Company to purchase the
'ame at au apprai ed value, to be ascertained in such manner as he
m, y det rmine, and whatever sum may be realized on sale of said
building hall be covered into the Treasury of the United States.
SE . 3. That for · he purpo e of paying the expenses of the selection,
purcha e, preparation, transportation, in tallation, care, and return of
·aid ' overnment exhibit, and for the employment of proper I)ersons as
officer and a · i tant by the board of manageme:Q.t created by this act
and for their expen e , and for the maintenance of the building hereinbefor provided for, antl for other contingent expenses incidental to
tli
ov rnment exhibit, to be approved by the chairman of the board
f management and by the Secretary of the Trea ury upon itemized
a un and vou h r there i hereby appropriated, out of any money
in th Trea ury not oth rwi e appropriated, the sum of one hundred
thou ·an 1 dollar. , or o much thereof a may be neces::,ary, to be disbur cl b b board of management herein before created, of which not
x · ding the um of t n thou and dollar ball b e expended for cleri ·al . r vi ·e.
E . . ha
tri . ii r th
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duties as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe: Provided,
That all such articles when sold or withdrawn for consumption in the
United States shall be subject to the duty, if any, imposed upon such
articles by the revenue laws in force at the date of importation, and
all penalt.ies prescribed by law shall be applied and enforced against
such articles and against the persons who may be guilty of any illegal
sale or witlldrawal.
SEC. 5. That medals with appropriate devices, emblems, and inscriptions commemorative of said Tennessee Centennial Exposition and of
the awards to be made to exhibitors thereat, be prepared at some mint
of the United States for the board of directors thereof, subject to the
provisions of the fifty-second section of the coinage act of eighteen
hundred and ninety-three, upon the payment by the Tennessee Centennial Exposition Company of a sum not less than the cost thereof; and
a11 the provisions whether penal or otherwise of said coinage act against
the counterfeiting or imitating of coins of the United States shall apply
to the medals struck and issued under this act.
SEC. 6. That the United States shall in no manner and under no
circumstances be liable for any bona, debt, contract, expenditure,
expense, or liability of any kind whatever of the said Tennessee Centennial Exposition Company, its officers, ageuts, servants, or employees,
or incident to or growing out of said exposition, nor for any amount
whatever in exeess of the one hundred and thirty thousand dollars
herein authorized; and the heads of the Executive Departments, the
Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, and United States Fish
Commission, and the board of management herein authorized, their
officers, agents, servants, or employees, shall in no manner and under no
circumstances expend or create any liability of any kind for any sum in
excess of the appropriations herein made, or create any deficiency.
SEC. 7. That the appropriation herein made shall take effect when
the Secretary of the Treasury shall be satisfied that the solvent appropriations made by the State of Tennessee, its counties and cities, a,nd
by individuals or companies to said centennial exposition, together with
solvent subscriptions to the stock of the Centennial Company made by
the State, its counties and cities, and by private corporations, aud by
individuals shall amount to at least the sum of one-half million dollars.
Approved, December 22, 1896.

REPORT
OF

S. P. LANGLEY~
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
FOR THE YEA.R ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.

To the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution.
GEN'l'LEMEN: I have the honor to present her~with the Secretary's
report, showing the operations of the Institution during the year ending ,June 30, 1897, including the work placed under its direction by
Congress in the United States National Museum, the Bur<>au of American Etlmology, the International Exchanges, _the National Zoological
Park, and the Astrophysical Observatory.
Following the custom of several years, I have in the body of this
report gi veu a gener;al account of the affairs of the institution and its
bnreaus, while the appendix presents more detailed statements by the
persons in direct charge of the different branches of the work. lndependently of this, the operations of the National Museum are fully
treated in a separate volume of the Smithsonian Report prepared by
Acting Assistant Secretary C. D. Walcott, and the report of the work
of the Bureau of American Ethnology constitutes a volume prepared
under the supervision of Maj. J·. W. Powell, the Director of that
Bureau.
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
THE ESTABLISHMENT.

The Smithsonian Establishment, as organized at the end of the fiscal
year, consisted of the following ex officio members:
WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States.
GARRET A. HOBART, Vice-President of the United States.
MELVILLE W. FULLER, Chief J1,1,stice of the United States.
JonN SHERMAN, Secretary of State.
LYMAN J. GAGE, Secretary of the Treasury.
RUSSELL A. ALGER, Secretary of War.
JOSEPH MCKENNA., .Attorney-General.
JAMES A. GARY, Postmaster-General.
JOHN D. LONG, Secretary of the Navy.
CORNELIUS N. Buss, Secretary of the Interior.
JAMES V"lILSON, Secretary of Agriculture.
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THE BOARD OF REGENTS,

In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents, adopted
January 8, 1890, by which its annual meeting occurs on the fourth
Wecl nesday of cacb year, the Board met on January 27, 1897, at 10
o'clock a. m., ancl not being able to complete the business before it on
that day, an adjourned meeting was held on .February l. The journal
of its proceedings will be found, as hitherto, in the annual r eport of
the Board to Oo11gress, though reference is made in this r eport to
several matters upon which action was taken at these meetings.
The Secretary forma11y announced to the Board the death of Dr. G.
Bro wn Goode, assistant secretary of the Institution, in charge of the
National Museum, and the following resolutions were adopted by a
risin g vote:
Whereas the assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institut ion, Dr.
G. Brown Goode, died on September 6, 1896:
Resolveri, That the Board of Regents wish to here :record t heir sense
of the devotion to duty which in the late Dr. Goode came before any
consideration of personal ad van cement, or even before the care of bis
own health, and of their recognition that bis high administrative ability
and wide knowledge were devoted. un~elfishly to the service of the Institution, with results whose value they can not too highly acknowledg·e;
ancl they desire to expresR their feeling of the loss that the Institut ion,
t he Natimial Museum, and tlie cause of science has sustained in his
untimely death.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be suitably engrossed and
tran. mitted to the family of Dr. Goode.
In tbi. connection, the Secretary brought up the matter of a successor to Dr. Goode, and stated that be had decided to ask the permission
of tlie Board to appoint as acting a sistant secretary in charge of the
ational Museum, Prof. Charles D. Walcott, Director of the United
Stat , Geological Survey, a11d for more than twelve years honorary
curator in the i\Iu enm. Professor Walcott having consented to assume
th dntie.· of the o-flice until a permanent selection could be made, the
e ·retary' action was approved by the Board by the adoption of tbe
foll wing re olution :
R, ol1ed 'I hat the appoi nt ment by the Secretary of Prof. Charles D.
1-Yal ott a. acting a, i. tant er tary f the Smith onian Institution,
with du tie. con fin cl to tbe char ere of tllc ational Museum, be approved.
Tb
er •tary a l o announ d tb death of Mr. \ 7\7. C. Winlock, a sist•
ant in ·har of offi and urator of exchanges, and tated that be
hacl alr ad. , appoi11t d a hi
ucce or in that office Mr. Richard
I athlmn.
fr. R, thbun had been for twenty years connected with
th In titution and for rea n which th
ecretary had submitted to
th l eg nt be now nominat d Ir. Rathbun a
· i tant Secretary in
h, r
f office and ex hang ' .
he Board approved the Secretary's
a tion h the adoption of the following re olution:
l: esol a, That h appointm nt by the
cretary of Mr. Richard
hbun a
i tant ecx:.etary of the mith ouian Institution, with
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duties connected with the bureaus of the Institution other than the
~ ational Museum, be approved.
ADMINISTRATION.

The present writer has been occupied during his tenure of office as
Secretary much more with administrative than with purely scientific
duties, which latter have been relegated to moments of comparative
leisure. In the pursuit of duties in the past years, as executive officer
of the Regents. he has endeavored to improve the business methods in
use in the Institution for its correspondence, its relations to its bureaus,
and in some measure for the details of its finance. It is perhaps well
to spe3,k briefly here of the system which is followed in the expenditures of the Institution, which are in the main like those of other
Government bureaus with some slight modifications as regards the
Institution's own practice.
The Secretary is by law the custodian of the funds of the Institution, consisting at present of moneys deposited in the United States
Treasury and of certain bonds, held by the Regents through him under
the instructions of the permanent committee on the administration of
bequests and their investment, consisting of the executive committee
and the Secretary.
The Revised Statutes of the United States, section 5593, provide:
Whenever money is required for the payment of the debts or performance of the contracts of the Institution, incurred or entered into in
conformity with the provisions of this title, or for making the purchases and executing the objects authorized by this title, the Board of
Regents, or the executive committee thereof, may certify to the chancellor and secretary of the Board that such sum of money is required,
whereupon they shall examine the same, and, if they shall approve
thereof, shall certify the same to the proper officer of the Treasury for
payment.
In practice, the Chancellor and the Secretary of the Institution make
a written requisition upon the Secretary of the Tr;easury twice a year
for the semi-annual interest on the fund, and this sum is held in the
Treasury subject only to the order of the Secretary. Money is not, as
a rule, kept on hand or drawn except for the payment of a specific
account, while at the same time it has been the practice of the present
Secretary, as of his predecessors, neither to receive nor pay personally
any moneys of the Institution, but to perform. such transactions through
a bonded disbursing officer of the Government, who is also the accountant of the Institution. The Secretary, as the disbursing officer of the
Institution, never makes payments in cash, but only through checks
prepared by the accountant. The actual course of an ordinary account
i as follows:
Every purchase is preceded by a requisition which is approved , by
the Secretary, except in certain excepted cases of expenditure of a
very minute amount. Upon this approved requisition an order is
is ued by the Assistant Secretary, and when the bill is rendered it i$
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certified by the proper official and a voucher is prepared which
receives the certificate of two persons, one to the effect that the articte
has been received or the services rendered,- the other to the effect that
the charge is reasonable and just. The voucher is then examined by
the Secretary, and, if approved, payment is made by a check on the
United States Treasury signed by him.
The actual conduct of these transactions is through the bonded
disbursing officer above referred to. The Secretary makes it a rule
as far as possible to examine personally all the vouchers; but while
it is not always possible for him to thus examine every one or to be
personally cognizant of every item of detail, he has always the foregoing assurance of the propriety of his signature before he affixes
it to the check, which finally concludes the ·monetary trausaction.
These are the safeguards which the Secretary employs in regard to the
actions of subordinate officials, in whom, nevertheless, he has th~ fullest
personal confidence; and the Secretary's own accounts are in turn
examined by the executive committee-a most important function,
which completes the chain of responsibility. In thus briefly describing
the business forms of the monetary transactions of the institution, it
will be understood that the integrity of the officials on whom the Secretary relies has never in any instance been called in question, and he
desires to repeat this, and to acknowledge in particular the acceptable
service of the present accountant, in thus speaking of what may be
called the mechanism of this part of the administrative order.
What has preceded refers particularly to the administration of the
private fuuds of the Institution. In regard to the bureaus supported
by Government appropriations which are placed under the charge of
th Regents, the methods of keepiug the accounts are assimilable to
tho. e of other Government departments, the moneys being placed by
the United States Treasurer, on requisition by the Secretary, at the
di po, al of a bonded disbur ing officer, who prepares the vouchers,
which ar then certitied by the heads of the different bureaus to the
er tary for his approval.
Th method of conducting the finances and of regulating expenditur and payments here d cribed have been o effective that in the
fif y e, r of the life of the In t.itution no los ha ever occurred.
Ti h he teady growth of the ev ral bureaus under the direction
f h In titu ion there come incr ased demands for their general
dmini tr ti 11 11 t nly ur ou the S cretary but al o upon hi immediat
i ant . Th leri al force of the Secretary' office ha beeu
hiefly pp rted fr m the income of the' In titution, though a great
al f th w rk pertain (lirectly to the bu ine of the bureaus, which
h uld
at the c t of o ernme11t appropriation . I have veral
ttenti n to tbi matt r, and th
egents have authorized
e t fr
ngr
a pe ifi appropriation for the Secretary's
e pended for nece ary a i tan e in the admini tration of
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Government trusts, but it has thus far seemed inopportune to include
a request for such appropriation in my estimates to Congress.
FINANCES.

The unexpended balance at the beginning of the fiscal year, July 1,
Interest on
the permanent fund in tbe Treasury and elsewhere, amounting
$56,400, was received during the year, which, together with a sum of
$6,128.71 received from the sale of the publications and from miscel·
laneous sources, made the total receipts $62,528.71.
The disbursements for the year amounted to $58,061.99, the details
of which are given in the report of the executive committee. The balance remaining to the credit of the Secretary on June 30, 1897, for the
expenses of the Institution was $61,532.50, which includes the sum of
$10,000 referred to in previous reports, being $5,000 received from the
estate of Dr. J. H. Kidder, and a like sum from Dr. Alexander Graham
Bell, the latter a gift made personally to the Secretary to promote certain physical researches. This latter sum was, with the donor's consent,
deposited by the Secretary to the credit of the current funds of the
Institution.
This balance also includes the interest accumulated on the Hodgkins
donation, which is held against certain contingent obligations, besides
relatively considerable sums held to meet obligations which may be
expected to mature as the result of various scientific investigations or
publications in progress.
The permanent funds of the Institution are as follows:
18DG, as stated in my last annual report, was $57,0G5.78.

to

Bequest of Smithson, 1846 ., ____ --·-·· ______ ...... __________ .... _____ _ $515,169.00
Residuary legacy of Smithson, 1867 ........ ______ ---· ________________ .
26,210.63
Deposits from savings of income: 1867 ...... __ .... _.... ____ .. _. __ .. _. _. 108,620.37
Bequest of J arues Hamilton, 1875 ...... _. _.. ___ ......... __ .. ·_ $1, 000. 00
Accumulated interest on Hamilton fund, 1895 ........... _.... 1, 000. 00
2,000.00
Bequest of Simeon Habel, 1880 __ .......... ____ ........ _______________ _
500.00
Deposits from proceeds of sale of bonds, 1881.. _......... ___ ... ___ . _. _.
51,500.00
Gift of Thomas G. Hodgkins, 1891 ______ -----· ---·-· ______ ....... _____ _ 200,000.00
Portion of residuary legacy, T. G. Hodgkins, 1894 ......... _.... _.... __ .
8,000.00
Total permanent fund ... __ ................ __ .. ____ .•.. ___ ... ___ .

912, 000. 00

The Regents also hold certain approved railroad bonds, forming a
part of the fund established by Mr. Hodgkins for investigations of the
properties of atmospheric air.
By act of Congress approved by the President March 12, 1894, an
amendment was made to section 55!)1 of the Revised Statutes, the
fundamental act organizing the Institution, as follows:
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to receive
int~ the Trea ury, on the same terms as the origiual bequest of James
Smithson, such isums as the Regents may, from time to time, see fit to
depo~it, not exceed~ng, with the original bequest, the sum of $1,000,000:
Provided, 'l'hat this shall not operate as a limitation on the power of
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the Smithsonian Institution to receive money or other property by gift,
bequest, or devise, and to hold and dispose of the same in promotion
of the purposes thereof.
Under this section, 5591 of the Revised Statutes, modified as above
noted, the above fund of $912,000 is deposited in the Treasury of the
United States, bearing interest at 6 per cent per annum, the interest
alone being used in carrying out the aims of the Institution.
During the fiscal year 1896-97 Congress charged the Institution with
the disbursement of the following appropriations:
For International Exchanges ____ . _____ . ____ .. ___________ .. ___ . ___________ . $19, 000
For North American Ethnology .. ___ . __________ ... ·- _____ . ____ ..... ___ .. __ . 45,000
For Unitecl States National Museum:
Preservation of collections _.... _..... _. __ . __ .. ___ ...... _____ ...... _. _. 153, 225
Furniture and fixtures . __ .... ________________________ . ___ ...... ___ ~... 15, 000
Heating and lighting _. _: .. ___ . _________ . _.. _.. _. _. __ . _.. ________ . __ . _ 13, 000
Postage_ . _________ . _____ . _. _....... _.. _. ___ .. _. __ .. _. _. ___ . ____ . _____ .
500
Repairs to buildings ... ____ . _____ _.. _. ___ ... _____ . ___ .. __ . ___ ..... __ . 4, 000
Rent of workshops ____ .. ____ ...... __ ........ ______________ .. __ .. ____ .. 2,000
Galleries. _____ . _____ . _____ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _____ . _______ . _ . ______ . __ 8, 000
For ational Zoological Park. __ . ____ .. ____ . __ . _ . __ . _.. ___ . _ . _____________ . 67, 000
For Astrophysical Observatory . _______ ... ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _____ . ____ . ___ . 10, 000

The executive committee has examined all the vouchers for disbursements made during the fiscal year, and a ·d etailed statement of the
receipts and expenditures will be found reported to Congress, in accordance with the provisions of the sundry civil acts of October 2, 1888, and
August 5, 1892, in a letter addressed to the Speaker of the House of
Repre entatives.
The vouchers for all the expenditures from the Smithsonian fund
proper have been likewi e examiued and their correctness certified to
by the executive committee, whose statement will be published, together
with the accounts of the fun<ls appropriated by Congress, in that committee' report.
Th e timates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, for carrying
on th Government interests under the charge of the Smith onian
In titu ti n, and forwarded as usual to the Secretary of the Treasury,
w r a follow :
Int rnational Exchanges. _________ ·-----·----- ____________ ·----· __________ $23,000
Am riC'au Ethuology ...... ___ .. _______ .. _. ________ . ___ .. ____ . __ ... __ .. __ .. 50,000
T ational
f u um:
Pr rvation of collections ___ . _. _.. __ ..... ___ ...•• _. _.... _. _.... _.. __ . 180, 000
Furnitnr an<lfixtur s ______________________________ ·----· ·-·· _________

!Ira ing ancl lighting ______ ·-----·----· __________________ ______ .·----Po tag . - ___ . ____________ . ________ .. ____ ... _.... ____ .. ____ ... __ .. __ . .
all ri . ___ . ___ . ______ .. __ . ____ .. _______ . ____ . ___ ... ___ ... _________ . .

30, 0
15, 00

-oo

8, 000
8 000
2,500
2 000

75 0 0
10,000
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AVERY FUND.

In regard to the bequest of Mr. Robert Stanton Avery, referred to in
previous reports, a definite settlement ·has not been reached with the
heirs at law, so.that it is not possible to state the exact amount that
this fund will reach.
BUILDINGS.

No important changes were made iu the Smithsonian Building during the year. Two Museum storage sheds adjacent to the building
have been removed, with a great improvement in the appearance of
the south front, while at the same time a source of danger from fire is
averted. It is still necessary to retain some workshops south of the
western portion of the building, no rooms beiug elsewhere available,
but it is hoped that these also will soon be removed.
I may call attention to the need of additional room for the proper
storage of such publications of the Institution and its bureaus as
must be retained in reserve. These are comparatively few in number
for each particular work, but the accumulations of fifty years occupy
in the aggregate so much space as to <1emand more storage room than
is now available and create a positive danger in the excessive weight
that is now placed upon the floors of upper stories, while the work of
distribution of pul>lications is now carried on in very inconvenient and
inaccessible quarters. I have under consideration the feasibility of
some changes in the interior arrangement of the main north aucl south
towers of the building which would render suitable for storage purposes much space which can not now be utilized.
I may also mention the very decided improvement that would result
from the remodeling of tlte steep and long iron stairways leading to
the great hall of the building, which is now used for archmological
collections.
The improvements in progress in the Museum by the erection of
galleries in several of the halls are alluded to elsewhere.
RE SEAR CH,

Although the time of the Secretary must be almost wholly given to
administrative affairs, yet, as in years past, in carrying out the wish of
the Regents 1 and in contiuuatiou of investigations begun prior to my
connection with the Iustitt1tion, I have devoted such time as I -could
spare to researches upon the solar spectrum and to experiments in
connection with certain physical data of aerodynamics.
_
Both of these investigations have reached a stage at which it is possible to give to the world somewhat full statements of results. In my
1
Resolved, That the Secretary continue bis researches in physical science ancl present such facts and prh1ciples as may ue developc<l for pnblication in the Smithsonian
Coutributions. (Adopted. at rneetiug of the Boar<l. of Hegents January 26, 1847.)
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remarks on the operations of the Astrophysical Observatory I discuss
more fully the researches upon the solar spectrum.
In my report for the previous year I brought to t he attention of the
Board the fact that my experiments in aerodynamics had finally
resulted in a successful t rial on May 6, 1896, of a mechanism, built
chiefly of steel and driven by a steam engine, which made t wo :flights,
each of over half a mile, and I appended a brief statement of my own
and of Mr. Alexander Graham Bell, originally communicated in French
to the Academy of Sciences of the Institute of France, describing the
actual :flight. Since that time a third and a much longer :flight was
made on November 28, 1896, with another machine, built of steel like
the first and driven like that by propellers actuated by a steam engine
of between 1 and 2 horsepower, making a horizontal :flight of over
three-quarters of a mile and_descending in safety.
I have thus brought to the test of actual successful experiment the
demonstration of the practicability of mechanical :flight, which bas been
so long debated and till lately so discredited. To satisfy a nearly universal interest, I am now engaged in the preparation of a full description of these experiments since 1891, when my first memoir on aerodynamic was published. This memoir, with those on "Experiments in
.Aerodynamics" and "Internal Work of the Wind,'' will form volume 27
of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, which will thus contain a complete record of all experiments carried on thus far under my
direction upon this subject.
HODGKINS FUND .

The Hodgkins medals of award were received at the Institution on
the 13th of July, 1896, and were transmitted on the same day to those
competitors for the Hodgkins fund prizes who were recommended by
the eommittee to receive medals. A replica of the medal was sent to
each of the members of the Hodgkins advisory committee and to certain pe iali t. who, without compensation, had rendered valuable aid
in conn tion with the competition. A replica was also sent to the
firm of Evart , Choate~ Beaman, the legal coun el of Mr. Hodgkins,
and to Dr. hamber , his medical adviser and long-time friend, as a
memento of valued ervices rendered in connection with the Hodgkins
b qu
t the In titution.
Iu nly, 1 96, Mr. E. C. C. Baly, of University College, London, a
H
kin competitor, who e memoir received honorable mention, wa
a r l 1 c gr, nt of 7 0 to nab le him to prosecute further his investi a ion, n th decom1 o. ition of the atmo phere by means of the
f h le tric p, rk. A report of the re. earch, so far a it
pr gr
cl ha b n r ceived from Mr. Baly.
1 d r, n c lditional grant to Dr. . Weir Mitch 11 and Dr. John
.
Bi11ing in e iga ion, h v b n conducted in th Lab ratory of
niv :or ity f
nu ylvania, upon the effect whi h a
Hygi u f th
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prolonged exposure to vitiated air has upon the power of individuals to
resist infectious diseases. Dr. D. H. Bergey, who conducted the experiments, reports that he subjected certain animals to an impure atmosphere and found that while it apparently lowered their vitality, he was
unable to attenuate the fluids used for inoculating the diseases so that
they would kill such a weakened animal while not affecting a vigorous
one. Still, animals inoculated for tuberculosis died much earlier when
exposed to impure air. As these results may doubtless be applied to all
warm-blooded animals, including man, ft would appear that we have
here an important confirmation of the clinical observation that tuberculosis thrives most in vitiated air.
January 15, 1897, a grant of $500 was made to Mr. A. Lawrence
Rotch, director of the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory at Readville, Mass., to be used in securing automatic kite records of meteorological conditions at an altitude of 10,000 feet or more. An additional
grant of $400 was later made to Mr. Rotch for continuing his experiments in connection with the explorations of the upper air.
With a view to being prepared to apply most advantageously the
accruing interest from that portion of the fund devoted to investigations connected with the atmosphere the Secretary has conferred, during the year, with specialists in tbis country and Europe, upon the
subject of researches suitable to be aided from the Hodgkins fund . .
The six Hodgkins memoirs which have been published by the Institution were issued in February and March, 1897, and a copy of each
was sent to all persons who had submitted papers in connection with
the competition.
NAPLES TABLE.

As stated in my last report, the lnstitution has renewed the lease of
the Smithsonian table at the Zoological Station of Naples for a second
term of three years, this action being in accordance with the urgent
solicitation of the faculties of several colleges and universities and of
many of the leading biologists of the country.
At my earnest request Dr. BHlings has continued as chairman of the
advisory committee, which has rendered most efficient aid in examining
testimonials and in recommending action with regard to applications
for the occupancy of the table. The following applications have been
favorably acted upon:
Dr. F. H. Herrick, professor of biology at Adelbert College, Cleveland,
occupied the table iu November, 1896, and Dr. S. E. Meek, formerly of
the Arkansas Industrial University but more recently connected with
the United States Fish Commission, received the appointment for two
months in the spring of 1897. The application of Dr. H. S. Jennings,
of the University of Michigan and later of Harvard, was approved for
three months during the spring and summer of 1897. Through the
continued courtesy of Dr. Dohrn, in permitting two persons nominated
by the Institution to occupy tables at the same time, the residence of
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Dr. Jennings began before the termination of Dr. Meek's appointment.
Applications for the coming year are now under consideration.
EXPLORATIONS.

Ethnological and natural-history explorations have been continued
under the direction or with the assistance of the Institution in various
parts of the world by the Bureau of Ethnology and the National
Museum. This work is more ·fully described elsewhere, but I may mention here that a large number of objects of interest from various parts
of the world have been added to the Museum collections, and much
valuable information has been acquired regarding the history and the
language of the American Indians. Among the explorations of the year
were those by Dr. William L. Abbott in Siam, Prof. 0. F. Cook in
Africa, Dr. E. A. Mearns in Minnesota and elsewhere, Mr. Frank H.
Cushing in Maine, Mr. J. W. Fewkes in Arizona, Mr. E. T. Perkins iu
Idaho, Mr. W J McGee in Iowa, Mr. J.B. Hatcher in Patagonia and
Tierra del Fuego, and Dr. Willis E. Everette in Oregon, British Columbia
and Mexico.
PUBLICA'l'IONS.

The publications of the Institution and its bureaus during the year
comprised two works in quarto form, four in royal octavo, and fourteea
in octavo, aggregating 9,630 pages, covering to a greater or less degree
nearly all branches of human knowledge.
The Smithsonian Institution proper issues three series of works:
The Contributions to Knowledge, the Miscellaneous Collections~ and
the Annual Report. By the bureaus of the Institution there are
is ued the Annual Report and the Bulletin of the Bureau of American
Ethnology and the Proceedings a11d Bulletin of the National Museum,
and the Secretary transmits to Congress the Annual Report of tlie
American Hi torical Association. The Smithsonian Contributions and
Mi cellaueou Collections are printed at the expense of the Institution
and the other publications from Congressional appropriations.
Oontribut-ion to Knowledge.-Two memoirs of this series were issued
duriug the year, both having been submitted in competition for the
Hodgkius fund prize .
hen emoir by Lord ayleigh and Profes or Ramsay describes the
ry of argon, for which a ·hlevemeut the authors were awarded
fir t Hodgkin priz of 10,000. It give an account of the rea on
which 1 d the inv tigator t u p ct the exi teuce of a new element
in be tmo phere and a d tailed de cription of the apparatus and
m h d by whi h the pre u ·e of thi hitherto unknown gas was
l Jmit ly e tabli h d.
h importance of the di covery was recogindepeudeutly by he In titute of Franc , which awarded a, prize
fr nc , and y the ational cademy of cience , which
to the d · c verer th
da1.
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The memoir by Prof. E. Duclaux, of Paris, entitled Atmospheric
Actiuornetry and the Actinic Constitution of the Atmosphere, describes
the methods and results of numerous experiments on the chemical
rays of the sun by the exposure of oxalic acid to their action. Professor Duclaux found that the chemical action of the rays when the
sky was overcast was much less than on a :fine· day and that with light
cumulus clouds the combustion might be more active than with a clear
blue sky or slight cirrus, so that it appeared evident that the chemical
activity and hygieuic power of the sun's rays are not rela.ted to the
apparent :fineness of the day.
Miscellaneous Oollections.-Nine papers of the "Miscellaneous" series
were issued and others are in progress. The completed works were
Smithsonian Physical Tables, by Prof. Thomas Gray; Equipment and
Work of an Aerophysical Observatory, by Alexander Mo-Adie; Air in
Relation to Human Life and Health, by Prof. F. A. R. Russell; Air of
Towns, by Dr. J. B. Cohen; Air and Life, by Dr. Henri de Varigny;
Mountain Observatories, by Prof. E. S. Holden; Methods of Determining Organic Matter in Air, by Dr. D. H. Bergey; Recalculation of
Atomic Weights, by Prof. F. W. Clarke, and Virginia Cartography, by
P. Lee Phillips.
The Catalogue of Scientific and Technical Periodicals, by Dr. H. Carrington Bolton, mentioned in my last report, is in type and will soon
be published. It comprises the titles of more than 8,500 scientific and
technical periodicals in all languages, adding 3,500 titles to the :first
edition published in 1885.
There is also completed, ready for the printer, a voluminous supplement to Dr. Bolton's Select Bibliography of Chemistry.
As a special work, there has been printed the International Exchange
List of the Smithsonian Institution, being a list of the foreign correspondents, aggregatiug 9,414 learned societies, museums, universities,
etc., with which American publications are exchanged.
Annual repo/ ts.-The Smithsonian Annual Report is in two volumes,
one of whieh is devoted to the work of the National Museum. In the
general appendix of Part I are included memoirs on all branches of
knowledge, selected chiefly from publicatiops of learned societies of the
world that are not readily accessible to the public, the basis of selection being that the papers are written by a competent person, give an
accoun t of some important or at least interesting scientific discovery,
are untechnical in language and suitable to nonprofessional readers.
The Ilistory of the First Half Century of the Smithsonian Institution, outlined with some detail in my last report, is now printed and
will soon be issu ed. The Institution was founded August 10, 1846, by
act of Congress approved by Presrnent Polk, and it seemed an appropriate memorial of the completion of its iirst fifty years to publish a
volum e which should give an account of its origin and history, its
achievement::;, and its preseut couditiou.
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The editorial supervision of the volume was undertaken by the late
Dr. G. Brown Goode, and to his thorough acquaintance with the history of the Institution, and his skill and critical knowledge, t he comprehensive plan of the work is entirely due. At the time of his death,
in September, 1896, the manuscript was sufficiently advanced t o permit of its completion on his general plan.
The volume is royal octavo of 866 pages, with a preface by W illiam
McKinley, President of the United States, ex-officio the head of t he
establishment. It is illustrated by full-page portraits of James Smithson, the Chancellors, several of the Regents, the three Secretaries, and
of Assistant Secretary Goode, besides illustrations of the Smithsonian
building and of the infra-red spectrum iuvestigations by the present
Secretary. The main divisions of the work are :fifteen chapters, descriptive of the history of the Institution, and a like number of chapters
giving appreciations of its work in the several branches of knowledge,
mainly by persons not connected with the Institution, followed by an
appendix of 8 pages narrating the principal events in its history.
Since it is impossible iu a single volume to exhaust the subject, it
became necessary to mention but briefly many topics which it was
hoped might be e1a,borately treated. The book i printed from type in
an edition of 2,000, with 250 additional copio on handmade paper. It
i not cla,·sed in either of tho regular series of Smithsonian publicatiou , and will receive a special rather than a general distribution.
This course is found uece airy by reason of tho cost of the work.
The Annual Report of the Museum for 1894-, which includes several
special papers by Museum officers or collaborators, has been issued,
and the Museum has published a volume of Proceedings, and separate
paper, of other volumes, besides two octavo and two quarto bulletins,
the ont nt of all of' which are given elsewhere.
Th Lureau of Ethnology ha. published three report , the fourteenth,
fifte nth, and ixteentb, bringing the work down to tho close of the
ii, C, 1 ye, r 1 94-95.
The nuual I eport of the American Ili 'torical A sociation for 1895
b, be n publi h <l, and th report for 1896 ha beeu ,'ent to the printer.
h e re1 ort are tran, mitt~d by the e ·retary of the a ociation to the
·r t ry of the In titution , who submit.· th whole or portions of the
t
ngre , , in a cordance with the act of incorporation of
cia i n. Prior to the report for 1 91 the Institution had no
har in h di tribution of th s volume , but, b ginniug with the
r
rt fi r I 94, a limit d number i , vailable for purpo. es of e,·change
y 1t In i uti n with hi torical and other 1 arn d . ocietie, of the
rlcl.
h r p rt: c ntain paper, relatin°· to merican hi tory or
mo t important contribution
h tud f bi tory in m ri ·, ..
r p rt for 1 9:-- i. a, bibli rar hy of the hi torical ocieties of the
tat
m ri ·a cov ring r, ,1 I rint cl pa ·es, which
rk f r writ r. and ·tudent of .American
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LIER.ARY.

The library continues to grow steadily, the accessions in volumes,
parts of volumes, pamphlets, and charts reaching 35,912 during the
past year. Special mention should be made of the gift of Mr. S.
Patcanof, of St. Petersburg, of over 300 volumes, consisting mostly
of oriental works antl including some Arabic manuscripts and many
rare Armenian publications.
As stated in my last report, the Secretary of State had named, in
accordance with my suggestion, Dr. John S. Billings, United States
Army, retired, director of the New York Public Library, and Prof.
Simon Newcomb, United States Navy, Superintendent of the Nautical
Almanac, as the delegates of the United States to a conference to be
held at th_e instance of the British Government at London in July, 1896,
to consider the preparation of an international catalogue of scientific
literature. This conference met July 14 to 17, 1896, twenty-two countries being represented. The conference drew up a plan which the
respective delegates submitted to the countries they represented. The
report of Professor Newcomb and Doctor Billings, submitted to the Secretary of ·state October 15, 1896, recommended that the United States
Government should take part in this work, and that the Smithsonian
Institution be made the agent of the Government in this important
scientific enterprise.
In accordance with this suggestion the Secretary of State invited my
opinion as to the propriety and feasibility of the United States taking
part in this work through the Smithsoniau Institution, and requested an
estimate of the probable expense attendant thereto. To this I replied
that I fully concurred in the view of the delegates as to the great
importance of a successful execution of the conclusions of the conference and as to the propriety of this Government taking its share of t~e
proposed work by providing for the cataloguing of the scientific publications of the United States. This opiuion is strengthened by the fact
that the recommendations made are due to results emanating from an
international conference, at which the United States was officially represented, and by the further considerations that the benefits to be
derived from this undertaking are not only great and far-reaching for
the scientific progress of America, but also of universal value, and that
all the great and many of the smaller nations will take part in the work.
I recognized also the propriety of the suggestion that the Government.
should employ the Smithsonian Institution as an agent in this matter,
particularly since the Institution first suggested this subject in 1855,
and since it has been from its earliest organization interested in scientific bibliography.
I was, however, reluctant to commit the Institution to the appearance of soliciting Congress in this matter in any case, or to the undertaking of the enterprise, however worthy, unless provision could be
made for the necessary expenses of the work. After considering the
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ubj ct, it seemed to me that the work, if a igned to the SmithRonian
In titution, would require a per on of pecia,l quali.fi ation to immediat ly a i t the ecretary, tog ther with < number of trained clerical
a i tant , and that the alari £ r the p r 11 and thee penses
in ·ident t the work w uld r quir an appropriation of not less than
10,0 per annum.
In a corc.lan ·e with
mitt d thi

CORRE P

In 1 5

DENCE.

ed the £ llowiog

r

r t< ry ha given mu h care to organizing a system of correpond n e which would in ure that 1 tter · , hould receive prompt
r pli , and that a r cord of re ipt, subject, and date of reply hall be
k pt in , u h a form a to be readily acces ible. The sy tem in que ti n w< fully de, crib d in my report for 1 90, and its ad p ion has
proved f he greate t convenience during tlie even year it ha been
, in op ration.
Th corre pondence has greatly increased during the pa t few year ,
1
Resolred, That since the , mith onian depo it now numbers over 250,000 titles,
and i till increasing at the cost of the Institution, it is, in the opinion of the
Reg nt. d irable that in the n ew building for the Library of Congre sufficient
provi i n hall be made for its accommodation and increase in a distinct hall or
halls, worthy of the collection , and such as, while recalling to the visitor th nam
of Smith on, shall provide such facilities for those consulting the volume a will
aid in his large purpose of the di.ffm~ion of knowledge among men,
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both in regard to such letters as directly concern the Institution proper
and also the mass of correspondence which, though pertaining more
particularly to the Museum and other bureaus, must nevertheless
receive the attention of the Secretary's office.
A. very unusual number of letters has been received from all parts of
the country seeking information both on scientific matters and on
political, economic, historical, and other questions in almost every
branch of knowledge. Many correspondents have the impression that
the Institution is a bureau of general inf~rmation, and in dealing with
this class the policy has been to courteously answer all queries legitimately within the range of the Institution, in other cases referring
inquirers to possible sources of information.
Of the more important correspondence of the Secretary's office, 3,834
entries were made in the registry book of letters received, while many
times that number were received and referred to the different bureaus
of the Institution.
l\HSCELLANEOUS,

Nashville Exposition.-Tbe Institution participated in the Tennessee
Centennial Exposition at N ashvilln during the summer of 1807, under
act of Congress making appropriation for a General Government exhibit.
Accounts of the exhibit will be given after the close of the exposition.
Glover Oollection.-A. very valuable and interesting collection of
Chinese coins, bequeathed to the Smithsonian Institution by the late Mr.
George B. Glover, of the Chinese Imperial maritime customs service,
has been received fro·m the estate. It is believed that this collection is
the most perfect of its kind in existence. It includes 2,025 Rpecimens
of Chinese, A.nnamese, Siamese, Japanese, ~nd Korean coins; amulets
and bamboo tally sticks used as money; Chinese paper money; foreign
coins in circulation in China; and molds for casting coins. The series
dates back to about the year 770 B. C., the earliest authentic period of
coinage. The peculiarly shaped bronze pieces, representing knives,
cloth, and other objects used as money are fully represented, and the
series is continuous in the coinage of each dynasty for more than 2,600
years.
Catalogue of Egyptian papyri and royal a.ntiquities.-In April, 1896,
the Egyptian minister of foreign affairs addressed a communication to
the representatives of all foreign Governments at O~iro, pointing out
the desirability of a complete catalogue of Egyptian papyri and royal
antiquities, and inviting the cooperation of the various Governments in
securi11g the information needed for such a work, the editing and publication to be undertaken by the administration of antiquities of Egypt.
The con,'ul-general of the United States informed tbe Egyptian Government that the hearty cooperat· n of the United States could be
relied upon, and, in his dispatch to the Department of State, suggested
that the mit.hsonian Institution might be willing to collect the desired
information.
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The communications on the subject being referred to the Institution
by the Department of State, I informed the Department that the Institution would undertake the task of collecting this information, though
I stated at the same time that the ultimate success would depend on
the willingness which museums and private individuals exhibited in
cooperating.
I have entere<l into communication with the custodians of all collections known to me, and have thus far received some useful information.
At the request of Dr. D. 0. Gilman, president of the American Oriental Society, a communication on the subject was pre~euted to the
society at its meeting in April, 1897, and the society appointed a committee of five to cooperate with the Institution in securing the desired
information.
Congress of 0rientalists.-On April 27, 1897, Dr. Paul Haupt, of
Johns Hopkins University, was appointed to represent the Smithsonian
Institution at the Congress of Orientalists at Paris in Sept·ember of
this year.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
The most notable occurrence of the year- affecting the National
Museum wais the death of Dr. G. Brown Goode, the assistan t secretary
in its charge, which occurred on September 6, 1896. I alluded briefly
to this sad event in my iast report, which had not gone to press at the
time of Dr. Goode's death.
When 22 years of age Dr. Goode became associated with the Smithsonian Institution, and soon afterwards was designated by Professor
Baird to prepare the Government natural history exhibit for the Centennial Exhibition of 1876. This work involved severe labor, and
almost unai<leu he unpacked and assorted the large accumulations of
material which had been stored away in the basements of the Smithoniau building. Ili work was entirely satisfactory, but the strain to
whi ·h he was ubjected in accomplishing it told severely on his strength,
and it be ameneces aryfor him to go to Bermuda to regain his healtl.1.
In l 1th
ational Mu eum building was completed and Dr. Goode
p in u a si taut director. In 1 7 he wa appointed a sistant
·r t r
f the n, titution in barge of the ational Mu eum, whi h
p :i i 11 h b 1 , th ime f bi d ath.
id
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and work. On February 13, 1897, a meeting to commemorate his life
and services was beld in the lecture ball of the Museum. A full
account of that meeting will be found in the Museum volume of tLe
Smithsonian Report.
After extended consideration of the needs of the Museum and the
special qualifications of several persons who had been suggested as
capable of filling the position rendered vacant by Dr. Goode's death, I
signified to Mr. Charles D. Walcott my desire that, with the approval
of the Regents, he should take charge of the .Museum, and I was glad
to learn that, notwithstanding his arduous duties as Director of the
United States Geological Survey, he felt willing to put provisionally
at the service of the I;nstitution his known scientific and executive
qualifications, together ,with those which a long previous connection
with the Museum rendered doubly acceptable.
,
His appointment by me as acting assistant secretary in-charge of the
National Museum was ratified by the Board of Regents at its meeting
on January 27, 1897.
·
Although comparatively little effort was made during tbe year to
obtain specimens for the Museum, the accessions were 168 more than
those of the previous year, representing a total increase of nearly 40,000
specimens over the receipts during 1896. The number of specimens of
all kinds now recorded is 3,720,237.
In my estimates for 1897 I asked Congress to appropriate $180,000
for the preservation of the collections in the Museum. It is regrettable
that only $153,225 were allowed for this purpose. As the collections
in the Museum increase, it is imperative that a reasonable _increase
should be made iu the funds devoted to their preservation aad elaboration, and I most earnestly hope that the full amount which I have
estimated to be necessary for the operations of the next fiscal year will
be appropriated by Congress.
It is gratifying to record that, in accordance with my recommendation, the sum of $8,000 was allowed by Congress for the erection of
galleries in the Museum building. They will materially add to the area
available for exhibition purposes. By a fortunate circumstance the
appropriation for the ga,lleries became available at a time when the cost
of ironwork of all kinds was unusually low, and at the time of writing
this report four galleries are in process of construction. The desire of
Congress to relieve the congested conditions which have so long existed
in the .Mu eum bas been further manifested by an additional allowance
of ·x,OOO in the Museum appropriations for 1898.
Wbe11 the galleries are ready for the reception of fittings and furniture, there will arise the necessity for the expenditure of a considerable
sum of money for thi purpose. Congress has allowed $15,000 to be
thus expended during the coming fiscal year.
It seems proper to remark that while the ·galleries which can be
erected with this amount ($16,000) will be of very great benefit, the need
SM 97-2
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of another building is not in any degree lessened, since the additional
space obtained will be necessary to relieve the overcrowded condition
of the floors, which has given the exhibition halls almost the appearance
of storerooms.
The proper expansion of the various series now exhibited, and the
addition of others from the abundant materials already in the possession of the Museum, can not have effect within the present walls. For
these purposes, and for the increase which succeeding years may confidently be expected to bring, a new building is necessary. The national
collections, as a whole, greatly surpass in value and extent those of any
other museum in the United States, but they are at the present time
by no mea.ns so well provided for as the collections assembled in some
of the larger cities of the country.
For reasons explained at length in a previous report, it was deemed
very desirable to remove the sheds adjoining the Smithsonian building
on the south. The sum of $2,500 was allowed, and the objectionable
sheds will be removed at once.
In my estimates for 1897 I explained the need of a larger allotment
for printing the Proceed in gs and Bulletins of the Museum. The amount
asked for was $18,000, but only $12,000 was allowed. I repeated the
expression of my desire that $18,000 be allowed for 1898, but again
only $12,000 was allottefl. I feel, therefore, it is my duty to state that
the sum provided bas proved entirely inadequate.
The complete manuscript of an important and comprehensive work
by tbe late Professor Cope on the reptiles of North America, based on
the Museum collections) is necessarily withheld from the printer for
want of funds for its publication, and at least four others, equally valuable and exten ive, are in an advanced stage of preparation. Delayin
foe publication of these works will prove a hindrance to the progress
of American natural history.
It ha long been my wish to distribute the publications of the Mu eum
not only t Government depositorie but also to all public libraries,
· 11 ,,. s, , cientific school , and scientific and technical societies in this
n11 r , a.· well a to the principal center · of learning tllroughout the
world.
f r tbi ha' been done, there hould still remain a surplus
for li rilrntion among inve tigator and teachers who really need the
o ]-,· in · nu ·tion with their profe · ·ional work. By uch an extended
1i ribn i 11 th
Iu um would greatly widen the scope of its u efa.1n · , nd , ukl al.·o be able to obtain in ex ·bauge a, larg numb r of
k.· and pamplll : for it wn working library. It often bappen ,
that, IT, n , m 11t. · • H e mad to exchange the publication of the
Mu nm f' r d :irabl p ·im u .
In h
. imat . fi r 1 9 - 9
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bound should be completed, and thus rendered easier of access for purposes of reference. The amount above stated is the lowest sum which
will produce the desired result, and I therefore very much hope that
Congress will not diminish it.
In my last report I alluded to the death of Mr. William C. Winlock,
which occurred on September 20, 1896. In addition to his duties as
curator of exchanges, he held the position of honorary curator of physical apparatus in the National Museum.
Maj. Charles Bendire, United States Army (retired), honorary curator
of the department of birds' eggs in the National Museum, died at Jacksonville, Fla., on February 4, 1897.
Major Bendire was a native of Germauy. He served in the United
States Army and was brevetted major for bravery in action against the
Indians at Canyon Creek, Montana, in 1877. In 1886 he was retired for
disabilities incurred in the line of service. During his residence in the
West be became interested in ornithology through correspondence with
Professor Baird. He made extensive collections of birds' eggs, which
he afterwards presented to the National Museum. After leaving the
Army he devoted a large amount of time to scientific investigation,
and had recently published in the series of Special Bulletins of the
Nattonal Museum an important work entitled Life Histories of North
American Birds, consisting of two large quarto volumes, handsomely
illustrated.
In obedience to the provisions of the act of Congress directing that
the Institution and its dependencies should participate in the Tennessee Centennial Exposition, which opened on May 1, 1897, special exhibits
have been prepared. Dr. Frederick W. True was appointed representative of the Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum on the
Government board of management, and Mr. W. V. Cox was designated
pecial agent in charge of the exhibit, and later was appointed secretary of the board.
BUREAU OF AMERICAN. ETHNOLOGY.
The researches relating to the American Indians, conducted under
the Smith onian Institution by authority of law, have been continued
by Maj. J. W. Powell, the director of the Bureau, assisted by Mr. W J
McGee as etbnologi tin charge, Mr. F. W. Hodge acting as chief clerk,
and several other cientific collaborators. The field operations have
been extenued into a large number of States and Territories, and incidentally into those districts of neighboring countries occupied by
native tribes closely affiliated with the aborigines of the territory now
compri ed in the United States. The examinations and surveys in
field and office have been conducted with the view of obtaining for
publication definite information concerning the arts and indttst.ri~s, the
·nstitutions and languages, and the beliefs of the natives._
'
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During the year special attention has been given to the classification
of the tribes in such manner as to indicate thefr origin and development, and to this end the rich archives of the Bureau, comprising the
accumulations of eighteen years of research, have been subjected to
careful study, and important conclusions have been reached.
The work of exploration within the United States was limited to
Arizona and New Mexico, where extensive surveys and excavations
were made by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes with most gratifying results. He
was able to obtain the richest collection of prehistoric pottery and
associated industrial products thus far made. This noteworthy collection has been installed in the National Museum, and special reports
relating to it are in preparation. Other collections made in the Southwest include a highly interesting series of ceremonial masks used by
the shamans in the pueblos of Zuni and Sia; these also are installed in
the Museum, and will be discussed in forthcoming reports. A collection of prehistoric ware from the mounds of the Mississippi Valley was
acquired, and a smaller one of typical character was obtained from
Ohio, while a small collection of special value in comparative study
was obtained through the collaboration of an agent in Patagonia.
The investigation
the rich collection of prehistoric material
obtained in Florida has been continued, and has yielded interesting
results. Comparative studies have also been made of the stone implements used by the Seri Indians of Tiburon Island, and those of various
other tribes.
The work relating to the social organization prevailing among the
native tribes has been carried forward successfully, certain points
hitherto obscure having been cleared up during the year.
The re earches in linguistics have gone forward steadily. Progress
ha b en made in the prepara.tion of the comparative dictionary of the
lgonquia,n dialects and in the collection of new material to be incorporat d therein, and a systematic study has been made of the Iroquoian
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The udy of decoration ha been continued with renewed activity
i h th a e ·ion of th rich collections from Arizona, New Mexico,
while ·ub tantial progre s has been made also in the
n rniug tb aboriginal y terns of mythology and their
rin on b indu trial and ocial development of the tribe men.
h u 1i '< i n fr p rt which had fallen omewhat in arrears, bas
11
r u h
p, n thr rP✓p rt forming four large volume , have
n u li h d, nd i tri ut d during the year. The demand for the e
d n 1.
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES~
The International Exchange Service was inaugurated in 1849, when
Volume I of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge was distributed to 173 foreign institutions, and within a few years it became the
medium for the exchange o( publications between the principal scientific institutions of the world. The functions of this Service being "the
diffusion of knowledge" are in direct accord with one of the fundamental
.objects for which the Smithsonian Institution was endowed, and the
fact that exchanges are now made with 28,000 correspondents in every
part of the civilized world demonstrates to some degree the far-reaching influence of the Institution. The weight of matter handled by the
Service during the past :fiscal year was 247,444 pounds, comprising
81,162 packages of publications. From 1886 to 1895 there were received
from foreign Governments and institutions 344,078 books or pamphlets,
and 601,637 books or pamphlets were shipped abroad.
The entire cost of international exchanges prior to 1881 was borne by
the Smithsonian Institution, but for the last :fifteen years appropriations have been made by Congress. The first grant, in 1881, was $3~000,
and for the past year it was $19,000. The excha,nge of Government
documents is a most important part of the service, and I may repeat
the statement made in several previous reports that for the continuation of such exchanges the Smithsonian Institution bas annually
advanced varying amounts in excess of the Congressional appropriations, so that the aggregate amount advanced from the private
funds of the Institution since t.be Government bas appropriated money
for international exchanges is about $46,000.
The service now provides for the distribution of the United States
Government publications to foreign libraries, and also for the distribution of books, pamphlets, and other printed matter sent as exchanges
or donations from literary and scientific societies or individuals to correspondents abroad, without expense to senders beyond delivery at
the Smithsonian Institution. Publications are received at the several
foreign agencies of the Institution and forwarded to Washington for
record and are distributed under the Smithsonian frank, the entire
service being conducted under a careful system of registration which
well nigh precludes possibility of loss. Purchased books, apparatus
and instruments, are not received for transmission through the service,
which is exclusively limited to donations or exchanges.
Through the long-extended courtesies from several ocean transportation companies, permitting the free tramimission of exchange package,, it bas been feasible to carry on the work in a very much more
comprehensive manner than would otherwise have been possible with
tbe resources available.
l may mention that exchanges with Mexico and Japan, which were
temporarily interrupted at the time of my last report, have been
renewed. Exchanges with Turkey, Greece, and Cuba, have necessarily
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been entirely .suspended, although there is near prospect of renewed
communications with the former country.
The international exchange of official documents has aggregated
10,694 parcels received from foreign countries for various Departments
of the United States Government, and 30,008 packages have been
received from United States Government Departments and shipped
abroad.
This branch of the service is naturally of most importance to the
Government, the foreign receipts having resulted in building up a very
complete collection of publications of the various governments of the
world.
·
The total amount available for use of the service during the year
was $22,334.33, which included the Congressional appropriation of
$19,000 and $3,334.33 received from various Executive Departments
for transmission of their outgoing and incoming exchanges.
The slight increase iu the annual appropriation granted by Congress
during the past year for improving the facilities for the transportation
of exchanges has permitted an improvement in the promptness of
dispatch by the payment of ocean freight on a portion of the exchanges, which have been forwarded by some of the faster steamers
instead of necessarily delaying shipments until opportunity permitted
fr e tranRmission by later vessels. This slight improvement has benefited the ervice to such an extent that it is hoped Congress will
r nlize the benefits derived from expenditures of this character, and
in future will appropriate sufficient means to enable all exchanges to
be forwarded to their de tiuation without interruption. A great deal
of matt r forwarded through the Iuternational Excbanges is most valuabl at the time of publication, and there should be no impediment
to prompt delivery.
Th numb r of corre pondents at present on the records of the
ex ·hange ,' rviC'e is 2 ,00 , of which 21,427 are foreign-an increa e of
2 :,27 ov r la t year-and 6,5 1 are domestic, being an increase over
1 fH3 of 5H7.
pp nd d t my r port for the year ended June 30, 1895, wa a map
of h world howiug the r lative extent of the exchange service.
hat time th far-r aching influence of the service has added so
many more remot ·ountries have be n
·orr · loud nt ( nd
cl hat h Ir p, ration f a new map to more nearly r pre ·ent
h numb r f · rr p nd nt in ach nntry will soon be necessary.
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in this country, and some small collections have, in fact, for many years
existed; but I believe that the Regents of the Institution were the
.first to consider the national importance of the preservation of the great
American fauna, and with that object in view to recognize the need of
establishing a preserve for their care and maintenance like the National
Zoological Park, action in this matter being all the more imperative in
view of the imminence of the extermination of many species of .American
animals, particularly the bison of our Great Plains.
It gives me pleasure to state that this interest in living animals has
· during the last few years greatly increased in this country, as is shown
by the many new collections that have been established and the fact that
still.others are projected. .A number of private individuals have u:p.dertaken the preservation of animals, paying particular attention to those
likely to become extinct or that are best adapted to be kept on a range
or in a· forest. I can not but feel that the example of the National
Zoological Park has been of some value in stimulating such enterprises,
and that, though as yet comparatively incomplete, it has tended to
develop an interest in our native animals and in their proper protection
and preservation .
.As instances of what has been done in this way may be mentioned
the large forest park of the late Mr . .Austin Corbin, the game preserves that have been e::;tablished in various parts of the country, and
the extensive zoological collections planned for the city of Pittsburg,
Pa., and. for the New York Zoological Society near New York City.
Details with regard to some of these parks are given in the appendix .
.Attention is called here to these enterprises because it seems desiraable that an institution of this kind, placed at the.seat of Government
and under its control and direction, should be representative in character and not fall below the average of such collections, either at home
or abroad.
It should be noted in this connection that most cities of the size of
Washington are well provided with public parks possessing improvements in the way of roads, walks, bridges, buildings for public comfort,
lawns, and plantations far in excess of what is possible under the
present circumstances in the National Zoological Park. .A moderate
estimate, made by experienced landscape gardeners, places the cost of
strnh desirable improvements at $3,000 per acre at least. Yet all that
is here alfowed for these purposes is the small sum that can be reserved
after properly caring for the animals and erecting such structures as
are required for their needs. Whiie in most establishments of this kind
the municipal authorities defray from a separate fund all the expenses
of preparing the grounds and buildings and properly policing and maintaining the same, here all must be paid from a general sum that is
not more than sufficient to merely maintain the animals in a proper
condition.
The buildings and inclosures 110w existing are plaiuly inadequate.
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One of the most important needs i::; tlie establishment of suitable houses
for the preservation and care of birds. Tllere shonld be a large building that could be heated in winter, and in addition a spacious flying
cage similar to that used in the Golden Gate Park, in San Fraucisco,
in which large numbers of our native Lirds could be harbored and fed.
This would enable the park to extend its scope to the species of uative
birds now threatened with extinction. The passenger pigeon, ouce
found in astonishing·numbers throughout the Northern United States,
has nearly disappeared because of the slaughter of the species by
man,1 and the Carolina parrakeet, a bird of most beautiful plumage, is
already becoming scarce. At present it is impossible to take ad vantage
of numerous opportunities of obtaining specimens of birds, as they
can not be properly cared for within the park. Other buildings urgently
1 The following extract from Audubon's Birds of America may be of interest:
"The multitudes of wildpigeonsinourwoods are astonishing. Indeed, afterhaving viewed them so often and under so many circumstances, I even now feel inclined
to pause and assure myself that what I am going to relate is fact. Yet I have seen it
all, and that, too·, in the company of persons who, like myself, were struck with
amazement.
"In the autumn of 1813 I left my house at Henderson, on the banks of the Ohio,
on my way to Louisville. In passing over the barrens a few miles beyond Hardensburg, I observed the pigeous :flying from northeast to southwest in greater numbers
than I thought I had ever seen them before, and feeling an inclination to co unt the
fio ·ks that might pass within tho reach of my eye in one hour, I clismounteu, seated
ruys<'lf on an eminen e, and began to mark with my pencil, making a dot for
every fio ·k that pa sed. In a short time, :finding the task which I had undertaken
irupra ·ti<-ahle, as the birds poured in in countless multitudes, I rose, and, counting
th clots then put dowu, found that 163 had been made in twenty-one minutes. I
traveled on, and still met more the farther I proceeded. The a ir was literally filled
witlt pig on ; the light of noonday was obscured asby an eclipse; the dung fell in
spots, not nulik melting flakes of snow, and the continued buzz of wings had a
tend •n ·y to lull my senses to repose.
"\ hil t waitiug for dinn r at Young's Inn, at the confluence of Salt River with
th
hio, I saw, at my leisur , immense l egions still going by, with a front reaching
far bey ncl the Ohio on the west and the beech-wood forests directly on the east of
ru .
ot a single bird alighted, for not a nut or acorn was that year to be seen in
th nei(Thhorhood. Th y con eqnent1yflewsohighthatdifferenttrialstoreachtLom
with, capital riOe proved in .ffoctua1, nor did the reports disturb them in the 1 ast.
I can not dC' crib to you the extr me beauty of their aerial evolutions when a hawk
·bane cl to pre upon th r •ar of a flock. At once, like a torrent, and with a noi. e
lik huncl r, they ru bed into a ·ompact mas , pr ssing upon each other toward the
c nt r. In the. e almost solid mass s they darted forward in unilulating and angular lin , de ·en 1 d :tncl sw pt ·lose over the earth with inconceh·able velocity,
m untcd p rp ocli ·ularly, so a to r
mble a va t column, and, when high, were
(•n wb •lin" a.ucl twisting ,vithin their continued lines, which then re embled t he
il f f gi ,antic erpent.
'• Befor nu · t I r ach •d Lou· ville, distant from Harden burg 55 miles. The
pig on· w re still pa ing in undimini bed number , and continued to do so for three
day in ucce . ion. Th people w r all in arms. The banks of the Ohio w re
rowd cl with m n and boy ince antly shooting at the pilgrim , which th r flew
low r a h y pa d the riv r.
Inltitncle were thu cl troy d. For a w ek r
mor tb population fed on no other flesh than that of pigeons a,ll(]. talked of nothing
but pigeou8."
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needed are a new elephant house, in place of the hastily constructed
temporary shelter now used, and a reptile house.
Many most interesting and at the same thne inexpensive features,
such as a vivarium for small animals, a small house and a runway for
pheasants, and pc,mds for aquatic birds and mammals, are necessarily
deferred for want of the funds required for their installation.
The appropriation for th~ fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, was in the
following terms:
National Zoological Pa.rk: For continuing the· construction of roads,
walks, bridges, water supply, sewerage and drainage, and for grading,
planting, and otherwise improving the grounds; erecting and repairing
buildings and inclosures, care, subsistence, transportation of animals,
including salaries or compensation of all necef:<sary rmplo_yees, and general incidental expenses not <;>therwise provided for, sixty-seven thousand
dollars; one-half of which sum shall l>e paid from the revenues of th.District of Columbia and the other half from the Treasury of the United
States; and of the sum hereby appropriated, five thousand dollars
sliall be used for continuing the entrance into the Zoological Park from
Woodley Lane, and opening driveway into Zoological Park, from .
said entrance along the bank of Rock Creek, and :five thousand dollars
shall be used toward the construction of a road from the Holt Mansion
entrance (on Adams Mill road) into the park to connect with roads now
in existence, including a bridge across Rock Crenk.

It will be noted that a considerable portion of the sum appropriated
is for the improvement of certain specified roads wit.b in the park and
for the construction of a new bridge in connection therewith. .Accordingly, a great part of the time that could be devoted to the improvement of the ground s bas been spent in the development of these works.
A narrow but sufficient roadway has been const.r ucted along the line
formerly occupied by the cart path known as the .Adams Mill road
and continued on.ward to the sharp bend in the stream near the animal
house of the park, where an inexpeusive but picturesque rustic bridge
has been placed. This plan was deemed preferable to the building of
a wide driveway with a high bridge that would be very costly, far
beyond the scope of any appropriations to be expected from Congress,
and likely at the same time to be an intrusion in the peaceful quiet of
the valley, which it would span for some hundreds of feet.
A view of the bridge as :finally erected is shown in the appendix.
The foundation at either end rests upon the rock, and the main structure
is formed of an arch of heavy oak logs solidly bo1ted together. The
strength of the structure is far greater than is required for the amount
of travel that may be expected over it, but not more than is needed to
withstand the force of freshets that occur from time to time in the turbulent stream. A satisfactory result was reached at comparatively
small expense, and though the superstructure will undoubtedly be ln
danger during times of great floods, it is believed that the foundation
will always remain uninjured, so that even if the bridge is carried away,
it can be renewed at slight cost.
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The road which passes over the bridge should be continued onward up
the valley of the creek as far as the northern boundary of the park,
which is separated from the Rock Creek National Park by the Klingle
road. This would give the public an easy access to the animal paddocks situated on the lower levels of the park, establish a thoroughfare
between the Zoological Park and the Rock Creek Park, and afford to
the residents of the country lying immediately to the west of the lower
end of Rock Creek Park a convenient outlet toward the city.
But little has been done during the year to improve the means of
access to the park. This is owing in great measure to the fact that the
plans for the extension of the streets of the city are not yet fully
matured, and no appropriations have yet been lllade for carrying them
into execution. In consequence of this, there is no properly improved
road way connecting the recently completed road in the park with the
city ystem.
The colony of beavers which has been installed along one of the
streams of the park and temporarily secluded, has done very well, and
the animals, while thus secured from annoyance or interference have
worked as in a state of nature. Tt is hoped that they may soon be so
far dome ticated a to admit of their carrying on their very interesting
pursuits under the eyes of the public, which is not yet possible.
The accession to the collection during the past year have been few.
The ·upply from the Yellowstone ational Park, which was confidently
counted npon, ha in some respects been disappointing. Owing to the
inroads of poacher, and to inadequate winter pasturage, the bison in
that park have greatly decreased in numbers and are widely scattered
in almoii!t inacce ible region , so that it has been practically impossible
to cure any of them in the corral built for their protection and preservation. Stringent penalties against poaching within that park have
b n enacted by Congre , and it is hoped that by careful attention a
r mu ant of the herd of bi on may yet be preserved. It is thought best
not t di turb them at pre ent by any attempt looking toward herding
or •apture.
hil th bi:on liave been de rea ing in tho somewhat unfavorable
locality f th
ellow, tone atio11al Park, in other parts of the country ,·0111 in ·r a e ha o curred. Thu it i found that a portion of the
r at 11 r h rn 11 rel ha, b •en L o1atecl near Ronan, Montana, and in the
, - ·.. l1
I a11h, ndl
f T a. a r m11a11t of the outhern herd continue
to b maint~ in d.
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ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERV.A.TORY.
The operations of the Astrophysical Observatory have consisted
chiefly in experiments in the holographic analysis of the infra-red solar
spectrum and the preparation of a report thereon, which was completed
in May of the present year, and contains, in addition to introductory,
historical, descriptive, and theoretical matter and accounts of subsidiary
investigations, tables of positions of 222 absorption lines in the infrared solar spectrum in forms of angular deviations and refractive indices
forarock-saltprism,andoftheapproximatewave-lengthscorresponding.
These results are based on observations taken between October, 1896,
and January, 1897, which are far superior to any before obtained, by
reason of the great improvements in instrumental equipment spokenof in my last report. In this research it has thus been necessary to
bestow what may seem inordinate time on the production of preliminary
results chiefly useful in indicating requisite refinements of apparatus
and of method. This once done, the results to be obtained in a few
months exceed in value, for the main purpose of the investigation, all
that have been obtained in as many years. An examination of the
earlier holographs bas, however, recently been undertaken, and a great
number of measurements made on the relative amounts of energy in
the various parts of the spectrum, which, it is hoped, will lead to interesting results when compared with weather records covering the same
interval of time.
A more detailed account of the work of the Observatory wm be
found in the appendix. It is regretted that owing to unforeseen delays,
not in any way due to the Observatory, the report above mentioned is
not yet in type, so that the results obtained, which it is believed will
be a contribution of interest and value to physical science, are not yet
generally accessible. I trust that the obstacle preventing publication
may be remove<l immediately after the assembling of Congress.
Respectfully submitted.
S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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I.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
Srn: The following statement constitutes a resume of the most important operations of the National Museum during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1897:
.Accessions.~The records show the receipt of 1,467 separatf accesflions. · These
figures indicate an excess of 168 lots over the receipts of the previous year. 'rhe
number of specimens embraced in these accessions is nearly 112,000, representing an
increase of more than 50 per cent over last year. The following accessions are
among the most interesting:
Of the zoological material, mention should first be made of two exceedingly valuable and interesting collections from Trong, Lower Siam, presented by Dr. W. L.
Abbott. This material js of unusual interest, the insects and shells representing
many species new to the Museum collection. The specimens were received in a very
satisfactory condition. Mr. A. Boucard, Spring Vale, Isle of Wight, England, transmitted a specimen of the rare mound fowl, Leipoa ocellata, from Australia. Dr. L . T.
Chamberlain, New York City, present ed shells from Central America and the West
Indies, and specimen s of tourmaline from Paris, Me. From Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y., invertebrates collected by the Cornell Expedition to Greenland in 1896
wero transmit.ted by Prof. J. H. Comstock. Mr. D. W. Coquillett, United States
Department of Agriculture, sent 860 specimens of beetles of the family Tachinid::e,
including type specimens. From Hon. W. B. Brownlow, Member of Congress, have
been received, on deposit, birds' skins and other natural-history sp.e cimens from
British Honduras. Mr. J. G. Foetterle, P etropolis, Brazil, presented 172 specimens of
Brazilian Lepidoptera, representing 115 species. Mr. S. Nozawa, Sapporo, Japan,
sent a collection of reptiles, batrachians, and fishes obtained at Yesso Island. A very
interesting collection of beetles collected in the Kongo region was received from
Dr. D. W. Snyder, Nashville, Tenn. Dr. W. L. Ralph, Utica, N. Y., presented hirds'
skins from the western section of the United States. Zoological material representing several groups was collected by Prof. 0. F. Cook during a trip to Liberia.
A collection of land and fresh-water shells was transmitted by the Perak Museum,
Straits Settlements.
Among the most important additions to the h erbarium are included a series of
1,000 plants, representing the private collection of Dr. W. H. Forwood, U. S. A.,
Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C. ; 432 her l>ari um specimens, also from Dr. Forwood;
500 sp ecimens from the Biltmore Her barium, Biltmore, N. C.; a collection of plants
obtained by Prof. 0. F. Cook, of the National Museum, while in Africa, and a collection of Spanish plants presented by Mrs. Cook.
A number of microscopic sections from the collection of the Fortieth Parallel Survey were transmitted from the United States Ge9logical Survey by Mr. Arnold
Hague.
Mr. R. D. Lacoe, Pittston, Pa., forwarded 208 specimens of tertjary plants from
Florissant, Colo., for addition to the Lacoe collection. Dr. C. E. Beecher, Yale
Museum, New Haven, Conn., presented a :fine series of fossils, models of Triarthms
beoki, a species of crustacean, and a model of a trilobite with appendage.
29 -
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Mrs. J. Crosby Brown, New York City, contributed a collection of ethnological
objects from the western coast of Africa; Dr. W. L. Abbott transmitted some very
valuable ethnological specimens from Lower Siam, and Dr. D. W. Snyder sent
material of a similar character from the Kongo region.
A collection of engraved diplomas, inscriptions, etc., was presented to the Museum
by Messrs. Tiffany & Co., New York City. From Mr. Yang Yii, Chinese minister in
Washington, a large blue porcelain vase, a bronze urn, and a string of beads were
received.
Prof. D. P. Todd forwarded from Amherst College two frames of photographs illustrating the work of the Amherst Eclipse Expedition to Japan in 1885. Miss M.A.
He11ry, Washington, D. C., transmitted specimens of electrical apparatus, and a
number of diplomas and me<1als presented to her father, Prof. Joseph Henry.
The scientific and adrninistralioe staff.-On September 6, 1896, by the untimely and
unexpected death of Dr. G. Brown Goode, tbe Museum was deprived of its imme<liate heacl. It was not feasible to fill at once and permanently the vacancy thus
mosL unfortunately occurring, and on January 27, 1897, I had the honor to receive
the temporary appointment of acting assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of the Museum.
Mr. W. C. Winlock, who, in addition to his special work as curator of the Smithsonian Bnreau of International Exchanges and aid in charge of the office of the
In titntion, held the honorary position of curator of physical apparatus in the
National Museum, died on September 20, 1896. Maj. Charles Bendire, United States
Army, honorary curator of tbe department of binls' eggs, died on February 4, 1897.
Mr. M. L. Linell, aid in tl1e department of insects, di don May 3, 1897.
Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, of New York City, was, on January 11, 1897, appointed
honorary custodian of tbe collection of gems and precious stones. Mr. J. N. Rose,
Mr. . L. Pollard, a11cl Prof. 0. F. Cook, have been appointed assi ·taut cunttors in
the department of botany. Mr. J. L. Willige was designated acting c]1id' clerk in
F bruary, 1897, relieving Mr. W. V. Cox, whowasappointedspecialagentin charge of
th· exhi1:>it of the SmiLhsonian Institution at the Tennessee Centennial Exposition.
Mr. H nry Horan, who, since 1880, had filled the position of snpo1-intendent of
huildiJ1gs, di don September 29, 1896. Mr. Ilorn,n first became connected with tho
, mit}1sonhm Institution in 1857. Mr. J. E. vVatkins, curator of tho technological
collections, was placed in charge of tbe oew division of buildings ancl snperiutendnce, retaining, in n,cl<litiou, tho curatorship of the technological collections.
Distribution of speoimcns.-More th,1n 26,000 specimens have been distributed during the ear, including gifts to institutions, exchange, and specimens sent for
study. About one-baJf of the entire number consisted of berbarium specimens, and
of tbe remainder more than 3,700 were marine invertebrates, and about 2,4.00 geological spe ·i111ens.
l'iailor11.-Tb number of visitors to the Museum building during tho year was
22!>,60 , and to th , ' mith 011 ian lmilcling 115,709, making a total of 345,315. It
sboulcl he re111ark d that in th total for this year is inclnded the increase in tbe
uumb r of vi itor occa ioucd in Mar ·h by the inaugural ceremonies of President
I ·Kinl y.
, ,pc imrns receir d /01· deterntination.-The nnmh r of lots of material rec ived for
cl
nnination ·ontinn s to iun as . During the fiscal year j 11st closed ther were
71 a ·c· . ions of this cbarn ter, 174 mor than during the pr c •ding year. The
labor inv lvecl in th icl ntifi ation f this material c-onsnmes a large shar of the
tim of v ral of h cnrators, c p cially in tbe d parim nts of birds, insec:ts,
mollu k, ancl , olog ', for whic-h the fu nm rec iv s v ry littl in return. It is
1 li vNl h w1•, er, that an important fi lcl of u efnln a i found in this direction.
T,n,u·BBf'e ·ntcnnial B.rposilion.-Tb nm of $30,
was appropriate,l by oJJgress
f; r b
r ti n f a hnilcling for tb
" rnm nt ,·hibit at the Tennes e Centennial Ex110 ition, and the sum of ·100,000 for the ·xhibit proper and for other foci-
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dental expem1es. Of the latter amount a,n allotment of $14,500 was made to the
Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum. This amount was afterwards
increased by $1,700. Dr. Frederick W. True was designated representative of the
Institution and the Museum on the Government board of management. Mr. W. V.
Cox was made special agent in charge of the exhibit, and was afterwards also
selected as secretary of the Government board. · Exhibits were prepared by 18
departmElnts and sections of the Museum, and were shipped to Nashville in the
latter part of April, 1897, the Exposition opening on May 1. A detailed statement
regarding the participation by the Institution and its dependencies in this Exposition will be presented in the report for 1898.
Foreign exchanges.-Excbanges of specimens have been made with a number of
foreign museums. Among them may be named the Albany Museum, Grahamstown,
South Africa; Australian Museum, Sidney, New South Wales; Berlin Zoological
Museum, Berlin, Germany; Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, India; Branicki Museum,
Varsovie, Russia; British Museum, London, England; Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, New Zealand; Manchester Museum, Manchester, Engla.nd; Museum of
Natural History, Paris, France; Museum of Natural History, Lyons, France; Museum
of Natural History, Genoa, Italy; Museum of Natural History, Geneva, Switzerland;
Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia; Royal Zoological Museum., Turin,
Italy; St. John's College, Shanghai, China; Zoologiske Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark; Zurich Botanical Gardens, Zurich, Switzerland. Exchanges of interest and
value have also been made with individuals, among whom may be named Mr. A.
Batalin, St. Petersburg, Russia; Mr. Stefan Chernel von Chernelhaza, Koszeg, Hungary; Mr. C. Copineau, Doullens, Somme, France; Dr. Wheelton Hind, Stoke-uponTrent, England; Prof. Wilhelm Lecbe, Stockholm, Sweden; Mr. J. de MoTgan, Gizeh
Museum, Egypt; Mr. Victor Rittervon Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen, Hallein, Germany.
PubHcations.-'fhc Report of the Museum for 1894 was published during the year,
and on June 30 the Report for 1895 was practically all in type.
Volume 18 of the Proceedings was issned in bound form. About twenty papers
belonging to Volume 19 were published separately, aud advance sheets of tbree
papers, to be included in Volume 20, appeared during the year.
In the series of Bulletins two numbers have been issued-No. 47, the first part of
an elaborate work entitled, "The Fishes of North and Mitldle America," by David
Starr Jordan and Barton W. Evermann; and No: 49, "A Bibliography of the Published Writings of Philip Lutley Sclater," by the late Dr. G. Brown Goode.
Two important monographs have been issued as special bulletins. The first of
these (Special Bulletin No. 2) consists of a work on the deep sea and pela.gic Hshes
of the world, by Drs. G. Bro\'Vn Goode and Tarleton H. Bean. This volume contains
553 pages and is accompanied by an atlas of 123 plates. The second (Special Bulletin
o. 3) constitutes the second volume of Major Benclire's "Life Histories of North
American Birds," and contains 518 pages and seven colored plates.
E.r1Jlorations.-Dr. William L. Abbott has extended his travels into Lower Siam,
and as the result of his explorations the Museum has already received two very large
and exceedingly valuable collections, including natural history specimens and
ethnological obj ects. Mally of the mammals were obtained at high altitudes, and
all of the material is of a peculiarly interesting character.
Additional collections of ethnological objects from Arizona and New Mexico have
heen received from Mr. J. Walter l?ewkes. A specimen of Canyon Diablo meteorite
was also obtained and forwar<led by him.
Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of the Leland StanfoTd Junior University,
transmitted, in behalf of the Fur Seal Commission, a collection of natural history
specimens obtained in Japan and Bering Sea.
Prof. 0. F. Cook obtained during his travels in Africa valuable collections of
flowers, ferns, te., which have been added t,o the herbarium.
Collections of mammals, plants, invertebrates, and other natural history specimens,
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were made by Dr. E. A. Mearns, United States Army, in connection with bis explorations in New York, Miunesota, Virginia, and Maryland, and these have been
transmitted by him to the National Museum.
Collections of natural history specimens obtained by the Fish Commission steamers .Albatross and Fish Hawk,- and by field parties sent out by the Fish Commission,
have been received during the year. Important collections ba,·e been transferred to
the Museum by the Department of Agriculture. The United States Geological Survey has sent in large collections from all parts of the country, including material
obtained by the Fortieth Parallel Survey.
Respectfully submitted.
CHAS. D. WALCOTT,
Acting .Assistant Secretary in charge of the
Dnited States National Museurn.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
AUGUST 1, 1897.

APPENDIX

II.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OP THE BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.
Sl:R: Ethnologic researches have been conducted during the fiscal year in accordance with the act of Congress making provision "for continuing researches relating
to the American Indians, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution,"
approved June 11, 1896.
The researches have been carried forward in accordance with a plan of operations
submitted on June 13, 1896. The field operations of the regular officer of the
Bureau have extended into Arizona, Indian Territory, Iowa, Maine, New Brunswick,
New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma., and Ontario, and operations have been carried on
by special agents in California, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Utah, and Washington, as·
well as in British Columbia and different provinces in Argentina, Chile, and Mexico.
The office researches ·have dealt with material from most of the States and from
many other portions of the American continents.
The chief dnty imposed on the Bureau at the outset was the classification of the
Indian tribes; and, since th8 sciences of man were inchoate when the Bureau was
instituted, this duty involved the organization of those branches of the science dealing with ethnic relations. Acc<,rdingly, a classification of ethnic science has grown
up in connection with the classification of the tribes, and has been perfected from year .
to year; and during recent years, and particularly during the fiscal year just closed,
the operations have been shaped by this classification of the subject-matter of the
science. The primary lines of special research relate to (1) arts or esthetology, (2)
industries or technology (including archeology), (3) institutions or sociology, (4) languages or philology, and (5) myths orsophiology, as well as the requisite classificatory
work involving researches in somatology and especially in psychology. The special
researches ·are initiated in the field and completed in the office, giving rise to (I)
field research (including exploration), and (II) office research, which together con1:1titute the original scientific work of the Bureau; while the demands of the public
service and the needs of the collaborators give rise to (III) work in descriptive ethnology, (IV) bibliographic work, (V) work in collecting, (VI) publication, and (VII)
concomitant administrative and miscellaneous work.
l!'Il<~LD RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION.

At the beginning of the fiscal year the Director was engaged in a reconnoissance
of shell mounds and other antiquities on the coast of Maine; here he was joineu by
Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing, and a number of shell mounds were surveyed and
excavated with success. Later in the season the Passamaquoddy Indians still living
in the vicinity were studied with some care, and their industries, especially in house
building, were investigated; subsequently some of the oluer men of the tribe were
employed to collect material for and to erect an aboriginal wigwam, which was
afterwards transferred to the Zoological Park at Washington.
During July and August Dr. J. Walter Fewkes was occupied in making surveys
and excavations of ruins, chiefly in Arizona, with the primary object of collecting
prehistoric material for th·e enrichment of the National Museum, but with the secondary purpose of investigating those activities of the aborigines recorded in the
proclu ·ts of their handiwork still extant. His operations were notably successful.
SM: 97--3
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Early in July Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stevenson proceeded to Zufli pueblo for the
purpose of inYestigating certain ceremonies not adequately stndied l1itberto, to the
end that they ruigl1t lie incorporated in her monograph on the Zufli Indians. She
remained throughout half of the fiscal year, and was able to complete her researches
in a satisfactory manner. Incidentally, she obtained at Zuiii and Sia a number of
sacred masks used in the peculiar religious ceremonies of the people of the, pueblos,
which have been transferred to the National Museum.
Toward the end of July Dr. Albert S. Gatschet repaired to eastern Maine and
adjacent portions of New Brunswick in search of linguistic material among the
tribesmen still living on St. Croix River. His mission was successful. A large body
of vocables, paradigms, and t exts representing the Passamaquotldy dialects of the
Algonquian lmguistic stock was secured, and he was able also to trace definitely, for
the first time, the derivation of many of the peculiar place names of eastern Maine.
From the middle of August until the middle of December Mr. J. . B. Hewitt was
occupied in collecting material representing the languages and mytholOl!Y of the
Jroq_uoian Indians located in central New York and southern Ontario. His work
was eminently productive, yielding a large amount of material of exceptional use
for comparative studies in the philology and sophiology of the Indians.
Toward the cntl of September Mr. James Mooney repaired to Indian 'l'erritoryand
Oklahoma, where h e spent several months in collecting information and material
rebtin°· chiefly to the Kiowa Indians. The primary purpose of the trip was research
conceming the pe ·uliar hemldic system of the tribe; another purpose was the continuation of study of th e use of peyote or "mescal" (a toxic plant corresponding
measurably with hashish) in th e ceremonies of the Kiowa, Apache, and other
Indians; later in the season ad vantage was taken of his presence on the gronnd to
make a ·ollection representing th e Kiowa camp-circle for exhibition at the Tennessee
Centennial Exposition at ::tshville.
In April Mr. \V J McGee viHitc<l the Mnskwaki Indian settlement near Tama,
Iowa, with th object of begi11ning a special st ndy of the social organization of
thi. little-known trib . Although preliminary only, bis openttions were successful.
Inciclentally he collected a quantity of aboriginal material for the ational Museum.
Early in 1 96 Mr. J.B. Hatcher, of Princeton University, was commissioned as a
speda1 ag,•nt of the B11rean to obtain photographs an11 other data pertaining to the
abori rines of Patagonia and Ti rra <1el Fuego. Jle reacbecl the field and commenced
operations in tho cour, of a few months, arnl reports of progr<'ss were received
•arly in the fi cal year. His field work was completed in .June. The photography
wa. moderately uc<· ssful only, but the pic·tnres were s nppl mented by a small
thou •ll interesting coll ection of oujects representing the lrnndiwork of these southrumoht repr se11tativeR of the American ahori<Tines. The suc·ce, s of the work, due
in part to ~fr. Hat<·h r' energy and intr pidity, was promoled thron<rb tbe courtesy
of various offic·ials of Argentin:t and bile, special credit b •i11g due to Dr. Estanislao
Z •ballo , formerly minister pl nipotentiary from Argentinn to the nited tates.
n JJ •c· mb r 17, 1 94, Dr. Willi. E. Everette was givC'n an honorary commi ion to
<·oll ct li11gni. tic and oth r material among the aborigin<'s of Oregon, Washington,
Hriti 1t 'olumbia, and we t rn Icxico, :md from time to time be bas snbmitted valuahl linm1i ti<' mat rial proc1uc· cl hy hiR researches in these provinces. 1~ pecially
noteworthy contrilmtions dnring the year relate to the Tl'ne or Athapa can Indians
of Or gon .
Early iu, 'ept mb r Mr. E . T. Perkins, jr., of the Unit d 'tat
• ological urY, r p rt cl tl1e dt. co very of' certa,in remarkable Indian c·arvings in nn.k • River
all y, Idaho; and fr. P rkius was temporarily d tailc·d, thro1tgh the co11rtesy of
Hon. '. l . Walcott, Dirf'ctor of the, 'urvey, to make tndie ancl photoarapb repr nting th <· carvings. The work was ·ompletecl about the clo of ctob r.
~arly in 1 7 Ir. H.,. an of the 1eological m·v y, whil on ~L temporary furlou.,h, watle a trip through the 'an ,J 11au <·01mtry in outh w stern C lora<.l autl
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northwestern ew Mexico, under ~L commission from tLe Bureau, for the purpose of
reconnoitering an d photographing prehistoric works·. His notes and pictures were
duly transmitted ancl have been found of s-pecial value.
·
The information and material obtained by means of t:hese field operations h ave been
utilized in large part in the preparation of reports; other portions have been added
to the archives for use in prospective investigations, while most of the objective
material h as already been arra.nged in the National Museum in such manner as to be
accessible for study. The scientific results of the work are set forth in other
paragraphs.
O1!':I<'ICE RESEARCH.
WORK IN J~STHBT0L0 GY.

During t he greater part of the year Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing ~as employed
in arranging and cataloguing the r emarkable collection of relics exhumed from salt
marshes in western Florida during the previous fiscal year and in preparing his report
for tho press. "The objects collected embrace a wide variety of domestic implements
and utensils, weapons for use in war and the chase, fabrics for apparel and fishing,
appurtenances to water craft, etc. In addition, there were many objects such as are
used in primitive ceremony, comprising elaborately painted and carved masks and
effigies, while many of the indust rial devices are painted ancl carved in _a manner
remarkable for wealth of imagery and delicacy of execution.
An important part of Mr. Cushing's wo1·k was comparative stndy of the designs,
in form and color, found in connection with the ceremonial ancl other objects; ancl
sub tantial progress was made in tho interpretation of the designs. Most of these
are zoic. The bear, the wolf, the wild-cat, the woodpecker, and different waterfowls
and aquatic animals arc represented in carvi11gs and p::i.intings with tL fidelity to
detail which renders them Iiot only readily identifiable but really artistic. Some of
the effigies apprnach the natural size, and are attached to other articles in such
mannc1· as to indicate that they were worn as masks or crests, probably in dram ~Ltic"
ceremonies analogous to those of th e Indians of the pueblos and other primitive
people·. These elaborate carvings arc associated with wooden masks, shaped to fit
the face, bearing painted a,nd ca1·veu designs of conesponding character, but more or
les · con ventionized in form and color. The realistic or partially conventionized forms
displayed on tlie masks are imitated not only ou other eeremonial objects but also
on tho industrial devices, and the degree of conven tionism increases as the rnpresentations are rcdnccd in size or distorted to fit forms determined by various conditions, so that an unbrokeu serieH of stagei:; in the development of conveBtion may be
traced all the way from the essentially realisti c representation of the animal head
to the ,lcsign carved on the arrowshaft or tomahawk handle, which, at first sight,
woulcl seem to he decorative merely.
The s '<J.ncn ce displayed in these esthetic designs is, indeed, paralleled in other
collections; but the remarkably rich assemblage of aboriginal handiwork from the
Floridian salt mar hes, in which such perishable rna,terials as wood, bone, plant
fiber, feather work, paint, and even leathern thongs arc preserved, is especially
noteworthy for the completeness of the sequence and the large number of links represented. .A.ccordiugly the serier;, of objects wonld seem to establish the view already
advocated by different collaborators of the Bnreau that higher es thetic decoration
originates in symbolism, which may gradually be transformed through c011ventionizing, either in the interests of economy or to meet other industrial conditions.
During the previous year Dr: J. Walter :Fewkes made a collection of fictile ware
aml other aboriginal material among the ruins of Arizona and New Mexico, which
was regarded as rich beyond precedent. During the year just closed he made explorations yielding a still l arger hody of material, which has been subjected to preliminary study, and has already been arranged in the Museum. As during the preceding
ye~n, fi.ci.ile ware was the predominant material. This ware is characterized by symbolic and decorative designs, represented sometimes by modeling or by inscribed
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figures, but more common]~ by colors; and for the first time material has been
obtained in sufficient quantity to afford presumptively complete series of designs for
certain groups of aborigines at certain periods antedating Caucasian invasion, so
that various stages in the development of esth etic designs may be traced nearly as
definitely as in the Florida collection. In general tho course of development traced
in this way is parallel to that made out on the Florida coast. The_ course of development is from the essentially (though often crudely) symbolic to the conventional,
and through various stages of conventionizing to forms and colors which, at first
sight, would be regarded as decorative merely.
Accordingly the collection is important as a source of n ew light on tho development of artistic concepts, while, at the same time, that course of developmental
succession which it so clearly attests bas been used successfully in tracing certain
movements of the ab original population. It has long been known that, while most
of the traditions of the pueblo peoples recount migrations in l1 southerly or southeasterly direction, there are subordinate indications of a northerly or northeasterly
drift from snow less lowlands or from saline and shell-yielding shores 1 and at least
one of the collaborators (Mr. McGee) h as found indications of a culture migration
from the once populous valleys of Sonora, with adjacent refuges in the form of
entrenched mountains, northward into the region of cliff houses, w hence the me, aprotected pueblos seem to have sprung . Now Dr. Fewkes is able to trace a similar
northward drift of the esthetic designs characterizing the aboriginal pottery of the
pueblo . This application of the researches in the development of esthetics among
the American Indians i essentially new and is highly suggestive. Some of the
result of the work are already incorporated in reports prepared for publication;
others are hel<l. for comparison alld elaboration as the r esearch progresses.
While in Zufti, and afterward at Sia, Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stevenson gave special
attention to the masks and other re~alia used in ceremonies, and, as already notetl,
obtained a number of especially sacred masks. She found the ceremonial regalia to
be essentially symbolic; the masks themselves represent zoic deities, and their
appurtenances are designed to express real or ideal attribntes of the animals deified,
while the as ociated r galia and insignia, including apparel and the paint applied
to face , 1,oclie. , and extremities, are symbolic of similar or related concepts. All
of the symbols are conventionized in greater or less degree, yet the accompaniments
of Yoic and gesture, ancl even tbe terms of the ritual, are designed to empha, ize
the ymboli rn, i. e., to conce11trate attention 011 tbe i<lea symbolized and divert
attention from the onveutionism.
Primarily the' c·erernon ie ancl r<'galia are dramaturgic, and the n , e of tho more
imp rtant r galia i limited to the ceremonial representation; yet to some extent
tbe myHtical or sa ·red C'haracteristics are suppo ed to ding to the actors in th mystical drama, and h1 some m asurc affect their every<l.ay life; ometimes the actors are
ther by strengthened in thc·ir po itions as shamans, and they, a well as oth r , may
·ontinu to w ar the l<' important regalia, or carry about their p ersons miniature
symbol of tb , pecially deiftc object . In this way the devotional ntiment and
th .·;vmholi. min which it i, cry tallized are expressetl in ev ryday life and ·ornmonpla <' mann<'r, ; and th devotion ancl symboli-m find ome expre sion in ordinary
handiwork and till ·]ear r xpre . iqn in the more unusual handiwork involved in
makin r and <l.ecorating the many articles connected with cE>rcmonial rites. The
ob rvatiou ar high]~· i ruifi ant, in that they in<l.i ate the charact risti · ancl the
dominan in:fln nee of devotional entiment among primitive p<'ople ; th y are
e ·p c:iall~· u fu] too, in that they ai<l. in interpreting the yml,o]i m depi ·t d on
pr hi toric rf'lic. ancl corroborate the interpretations already r nd r d.
In 1 77 u-. ~. \Y . ...... el on, an acnte observer and trained naturalist, wa commissioned t make collec·tions for the Hit cl , 'tate ' ational fus um in A]a ka and
adja ent territor · in i:Torth Am rica and A ia. In connection with other duties,
he wa au horizecl to make thnologic· stuclie and col1eetions among the Eskimo
and other Indiana at the lost of the Bu1·cau boon after its institutiou. He speut
7
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some years among the tribes, obtaining vocabularies and other linguistic material and making large collections of esthetic and industrial handiwork. He also
prepared a preliminary draft of a repoTt on the ethnology of the region covered by
his operations. On his return to Washington the collections were transferred to the
National Museum, but failure of health prevented him from completing the preparation of the report, so that the collections have hitherto remained without adequate
explanation. During the present fiscal ye-ar he returne<l to Washington from n, prolong,Hl absence, chiefly in Mexico, and at once undertook the completion of the longdelayed report.
'fhrough the courtesy of Museum officials the.collection was brought together for
renewed study and the preparation of necessary illustrations. Mr. Nelson's original
mannscripts were placed in his hands and, before leaving the city in April, he had
practically completed a general report with illustrations of typical objects representing the handicraft of the hyperborean tribes with whom he came in contact
during his·sojourn about the Arctic border. 'fhe report is particularly valuable in
its full description and illustration of the decorative designs characterizing Eskimo
art. The Eskimo are distinctive in many respects, bnt in none more strongly than
in their artistic development; they are clever draftsmen and fairly deft carvers of
wood, bone, an<l. ivory; many of their implements, weapons, and utensils are graved
with artistic <l.evices or sculptured in artistic forms, and the graving and carving
apparently represent a highly conventionized symbolism. Mr. Nelson's motive is
accurate description and faithful illustration of objects rather than analysis and
synthetic arrangement of designs; yet bis memoir is a rich repository of material
from _which the course of development represented by Eskimo art may be traced.
WORK IN TECHNOLOGY.

While in contact with the Passamaquoddy Indians on the coast of Maine, the
Director and Mt. Cushing had opportunity for studying certain primitive industries
yet retained by this partially accultured people. Conspicuous among these were the
industries connected with the building and furnishing of domiciles. The long persistence of domiciliary industries among these India,ns may be explained, at least in
part, by the fact that the birch-bark wigwams are remarkably serviceable and
economic, so that they were only slowly displaced by the little more commodious
and much more expensive houses of civilization. At the same time, there are strong
indications of ceremonial observances in connection with the erection of habitations,
which doubtless serve to prolong the retention of the aboriginal type.
There is a single model for the dwellings of this branch of' the Algonquian Indians.
The structure is r ectangular in plan, about 12 by 15 feet, with a narrow doorway in
one end; the end walls stand vertical, while the sides, after rising vertically for 5
or 6 feet, are continued upward to form a curved roof, interrupted by an orifice over
the center of the earthen floor for the exit of smoke. The framework is of light
arbor-vit:n poles, neatly cut and shaped by stone implements and fire, the uprights
set in the ground and lashed to the horizontal pieces by means of withes or splints;
the walls and roof are made from large sections of birch-bark, carefully overlapped
shinglewise and skilfully sewn together with slender splints of ash. The door is a
dressed deer skin, attached to a light crossbar, while the smoke hole is provided
with a shifting wind guard which may b e so adjusted as to draw out the smoke and
exclucle most of the rain or snow in case of storm . The wigwam constructed in this
way is practically wind proof and nearly rain proof, strong enough to resist the force
of storms and the weight of winter's snow, and is capacions ancl commodious in
almost the highest possible degree in proportion to the material employed in construction. It last s five years or more without repairs, and with occasional repairs as
needed may last a generation. As a means of studying the house and house building,
two aged Indians were employed to set up a wigwam near the :field of work in Maine,
and with a view of extending the study and at the same time perpetuating this form
of aboriginal handicraft, they were afterward engaged to erect and furnish the
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structure in Washington. It was at first designed to place it in the National
Museum, but in view of the limitations of space it was afterward decided to locate
the building in the National Zoological Park.
While supervising the work of the Indians on the wigwam, the Director and Mr.
Cushing observed them using a curved knife, held in the hand with the blade projecting toward the body (tlfe handle being flattened to fit the face of the thumb by
which the attitude of the cnrved blade is controlled), a nd drawn toward the body
in nse; ancl the resemblance of the implement to that found among the primitive
peoples of Japan and the similarity in l'tse were at once noted. At the same time
Mr. Cushing, who was fresh from the tidal marshes of Florida in which curved
knives of shell al·e entombed, was enabled to interpret more clearly the Floridian
shell knives and tooth knives, and hlfer the manner of their use, which must have
heen prevailingly centripetal or inward, rather than centrifugal or outward from
the body like the tools of civilization. This simple discovery throws strnng light
on the development of primitive industries and removes difficulties hitherto
encountered in the interpretation of primitive implements ancl workmanship. Thon,
on examining the sh ell mounds and house mounds on the Maine coast, Mr. Cushing
was enabled to explain the occurrence of certain split teeth of the b eaver found iu
such associations as to suggest habitu al use; for he found, on attaching them to
handles similar to those of the curved knives, that they constituted surprisingly
effe tive implements for shaving and carving wood, for opening the skins and seve1·ing the tissues of animals, and indeed for performing all of the multifarious functions of the knife. At once it l>ecame evident that the beaver-tooth knife was much
more efficient, a11d amon<r hunters more economic in making and carrying, tlrnn the
Jrnif of chipped stone; and on investigating tho history of the cnr,:ed steel knives
made hy smiths for the Indians in accorcfance with th<'ir own designs, j t l>ecame
evid nt that the heaver-tooth knife was the prototype of that in use by the tribesmen today. At tho san10 time, the connection between the shell knifo of the Florida
c·oa t and the beaver-tooth knife of the Maine coa,st seemed so close as to indicate
simil:nity in origin, the animal suhstauco nsed in each case being that possessino- a.t
once the advaniages of accessibility and of economy in manufacture an<l n se.
onnected in hearing with the foregoiog researches are' those conducte<l during
th y ar by Mr. \VJ McGee. During JHevions years ho vis ited tho Seri Indians of
the Gulf of California, anrl collected various specimens of their handicraft. The
ollection comprises a series of stone implements, of which a numb r were obs rve<l
in use, reprn en ting a stage in the development of stone art which has hitherto been
ob cnrc. Initially, the o imp1em nts are natural pebl>les picked up from a.ruong
the quantities of similar peblJles shingling the l>eac11; yet they are u . ed for breaking th shells of crn taceaus; for crushing bones of fish, fowl, ancl animals; for
pounding apart th tough ti. ues of larger animals, or perchance for crn, hin<r a.nd
grinding m quite heaus, c·actus seed , and other Yegeta1 substanc s. Origiually
s 1 ctNl almo tat random, tho stone is commonly usecl b11t once ancl then thrown
, way· but, if" the habitation happPns 1o he lo0ated near, ibe fitter toues a,re nsecl
ov rand oYer a<rain, perhap proving so sorvic able that when the n1ways temporary
r . i«lcn i cliang d they ar carri cl away a a part of the dom tic prop rty of
th matron. l ~v<'ntually tlte stone 1Jec·ornc·s 1,attPrecl ancl worn hy ns , so that it
&hap i changed; then, if r nd r d les. us fnl by the change, it is thrown away,
whil , if mad mor · rvic al,1 , it i ret:tinecl to hecomo a highly , teemocl piece of
pr perty always carri cl by tho matron in )1 r wanclerin<r and hnried with )1 r body
at d ath.
ric•: of imp1cmPnts collec·tc·rl and th J1111c-l1 larger . eri s , en i 11 ' rih1,nd,
hn HO c·ollPct cl, how n trn · of pn·cle!Prmiu rl clc1-;ig11 111 form or Jiui 11. The
i111pl ment. are fairly m1iform in .-iz , appar ntly b c·aus, tl1 11s •rs am faii-ly uniform
in tr ·n tb an l tliP n es fairl,, uniform in for e 1·ecpiirNl a]J(l th ~· are fairly uniform
in .-hape beca11 of imilarii} in applic·ati 11 ; hut a :t whole the seri j c·Jiara t t"iz 11 hy al, 'L<· of de i •u , hy fortnifo11!-I a,lapt.a ion rath r tlian fh,it r·owplex
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invention represente<l by even the simplest chipping or flakiug. The culture stage
represented by the series bas already been designated protolithio. It is to he noted
that the Seri Indians have no other stone industry, save _a lit.tle known and apparently accultural custom of chipping stone for the sole purpose of making arrowpointH, and that their knives, scrapers, awls, needles, and ordinary arrow points am
made from shell, bone, wood, and other snhstances of organic origin. Now, on
assembling the industrial devices of the Floricla marshes, the Maine shell monnds,
the Seri Indians, and the more primitive survivors of the Algonquian tribes located
in tile Maine woods, arnl comparing these with tl.te conesponding devices of the
American tribes generally, it is found that the industries involving the use of stone
for implements or weapons fall into a highly significant order, which, despite some
overlapping of phases, seems to represent the normal course of industrial evolntion.
The first stage is that in which stone is used in natural or fortuitous condition,
without predetermined design or invention, as among the Seri Indians; this is the
protolithfo Rtagc. It is noteworthy that, in the typical case, and presumptively in
others, the prevailing industrial .devices of this stage are of organic material and
approach iu form and function the biotic armament of lower animals. They are the
readiest substitutes for, and the direct analogues of, teeth and claws. The second
stage is that represented by wrought stone, shaped largely or wholly in accordance
with predetermined design, whether by battering (undoubtedly the original method)
or by flaking and chipping; it may be called the technolithio stctge. This stage is
representel1 by most of the American tribes. It is clearly to be noted that this
arrangement of stages in the <levelopment of primitive industry is basecl wholly on
research amo11g the American Indians and among the relics of their prehistoric
ancestors. It js not designed to supplant or discredit classifications baseil on the
industrial devices of other countries. It is constructive an<l not destructive, and is
formulated merely as a contribntion to scientific knowledge concerning the aborigine of the W esteru hemjsphere.
Another line of research in teclmology, conducted chiefly during the year, though
tho results were incorporated inn, paper accompanying the preceding report, relates
to primitive snrgery and medicine. The work, which was based on a collection of
Peruvian cra.nia, was conducted hy Mr. McGee. Its details are significant, in that
the int rpretations are bitsed on the primitive sophiology known to have prevailecl
:Lmong the aborigines up to the time of Caucasian invasion, rather than on the more
1·ealistic philosophy 1,y which civilized practitioners are guided The stages of
<levelopment of curative surgical treatment, as traced in the course of the researches,
ueecl not be rcpe,ttecl; snfficc it to say that the investigation appearn to illumine the
previously o1,scuro oriu·in of surgery, and at the same time to throw much light on
th origin and development of me<lical treatment in general.
In earlier paragraphs, snnnnarizing the results of researches concerning the origin
and development of tho arts, incidental allusion is made to the intimate relation
between the estbetic an<l tho industrial. The relation is double-indeed, manifoldand reciprocal: In the first place, the industrial device is usually a medium for
esthetic devices, graved or carved or painted npon it, usually as symbolic invocations to mystical powers whereby the efficiency of the implement or utensil may be
augmented; while, in the second place, the execution of the esthotic devices constitutes an important ancl, in some lands, apparently a preponderant part, of the cccupation of primitive people. Accordingly, the researches in estbetology, carried
forward during the year by various collaborators, inclmling Messrs. Cushmg-, Fewkes,
and Nelson, and Mrs. 'tevenson, have thrown light ou the motives and other causes
underlying industrial development.
WORK IN SOCIOLOGY.

In continuing the examination an<l. digestion of material collected during the
eighteen years of the existence of the Bureau, the Director has given special attention to the 1>rinci ples underlying the social organization of the American aborigines,
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A portion of the results are summarized in a chapter on regimentation incorporated
in a preceding report. The researches are still in progress.
Mr. W J McGee has continued the comparative study of social organization with
special reference to the Seri and Papago Indians. In the former t;·ibe the social
organization appears to rest wholly on kinship traced through the female line; and
one of the consequences of this organization and of the peculiar isolation of the
people is found in
singular marriage custom which has beeu noted in previous
reports. The Papago Indians, on the other hand, have au organization based primarily ou kinship trace<l in the male line, but displaying also certain indications of
transition into some such artificial system as that which, on fnrther development,
matures in civilization, i. e., sometimes the gentes are united in such manner that
a single kinship group combines two totems; the kinship terminology is incomplete
in such way as to suggest curtailment through disuse; through seasonal migrations
ancl other causes there is a constant ureaking up of family groups, followed by intermingling in 11ew combinations in the form of colonies of patriarchal or even feudalistic character; there is clear recognition of patriarchal property right in the waters
in which the material values of their arid territory inhere; while the governmental
control, though nominally vested in patriarchal shamans, is really regulated by an
officer selccte<l through popular approval, who may be designated the people's
attorney.
It is noteworthy that the Spanish invaders of the Western Hemisphere assimilated
the aboriginal mnch more completely than 1,he Anglo-Saxon invaders of more northerly regions, so that in many instances the social institutions prevailing in -Mexico
today have sprung from aboriginal germs. This is especially true of the patriarchal
organization characteristic of the Mexican provinces remote from the greater cities
and railways, which differs h1 no essential particular from the organization still
found among the Papago Indians and recorded in their time-honored traditions.
Now, the comparative studies of the , eri and Papago social organizations, with the
analoo-ue of the latter among the modern Mexicans, gives opportunity for cleairing
up certain ruisapprehensious concerning primitive society. In barbaric culture, in
whi h descent is reckoned in the male line, the governmental control is vested in an
elder man (whose seniority may be either real or assumed), so that the organization
is patriarchal; and it has been inferred, without adequate observation and with
undue influence growing out of the convenience of antithetic terms, that in savage
culture, in which descent is reckoned in the female line, the social organization is
matriar ha.l.
Tbe cas of tlie eri Indians is perhaps the mo t striking among many example ,
indicating that, even when desc nt is traced exclusively through the female line to
the extent that the father has no control over his wife's property or hi own children, th tribal control is, nevertheles , vested in male rulers, who may be either
shamans of exceptional shr wdnes,· or warriors of exc ptional valor and cunning.
ccordiugly th term "matriarchal" can only be regarded as erron ous and mi leadin when appli cl to this culture stage. This becomes especially clear in the light
of the ob ervation amon the Papago Indians and the mixed-blood Mexi ans, in
whi ·h th rnl is patriarchal, but in which there is an associated matriar by, for
tbe wi£ of the patriarch occupi s a po. ition amono- the women ancl children of the
group corr ponding to that of her spouse, primarily among them n, buts onclarily
among 11, o that patriar hy and matriarchy ar in reality comp1em ntary a ·p cts
f hat culture tage in which de cent iR traced in the ·male line. Confusion is
av id d by de. i n ting the more primitive organization as rnatr.rnal and tlie more
advanced a pcitcrnal, and by re tricting the terms patriarchal and matriarchal to
their legitim< te fonctions as indirated by the u ag of south we tern p ople . The
d tail of th res ar ·h son tbi subject are too extend cl for nmmary tatement;
hut th principle cleveloped tlirough the study are important · as a means of interpr tin
b rvc tion and tho guidin · pecial research and contributing to ci ntific
knowledg f tbe abongine . The work is still in progress.
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WORK IN PHILOLOGY.

Linguistic studies were pushed forward energetically during the earlier years of
the existence of the Burnau, partly as a means of classifying the Indians in such
manner as to guide grouping on reservations. A considerable portion of the material
collected was, after the immediate practical use, placed on file for comparison and
study with a view to the discovery of the principles of linguistic development.
During the fiscal year the Director has reviewed these records in conjunction with
those pertaining to sociology and sophiology, and has made progress in developing
the principles of philology and applying them to the ethnic problems presented by
the American aborigines. In primitive society language grows in two ways: On the
one hand there is a steady enrichment and differentiation due to the coining of
expressions for-new ideas; on the other hand there is a spasmodic enrichment al!d
modification, both in terms and in grammatic structure, produced by the shock of
contact (whether peaceful or blooo.y) with other peoples-the changes consequent
on conquest being especially important, as has been shown by different philologists.
At the same time both the lexic and the structural forms-i. e., both words and sentences-are simplified through the natural tendency toward economy in expression.
These and other processes connected with the growth of language have been indicated in some detail in earlier reports.
Now, on examining the aboriginal languages of America, it is found that many of
them are interrelated in such manner as to indicate specific courses of development,
and in ::i.11 such cases the dominant process has been the union or blending of more
or l~ss diverse elements, both lexic and structural. This blending can be explained
only as a record ·of intertribal contact, and the cases are so numerous-indeed, they
are characteristic of all of the aboriginal tongues-as to indica,te that practically all
of the native languages have been built up and shaped chiefly by the combination
and blending of antecedently distinct and presumptively discrete tongues. This
conclusion as to the development of oral speech in America is corroborated by the
simpler history of the development of the so-called gesture speech, which was widely
used by the Inclians as a partial substitute for, and convenient supplement to, oral
speech as an intertribal language. When the course of development ascertained by
these comparisons is so cxten<led as to apply to the entire assemblage of native American peoples, it at once becomes evident that the sixty linguistic stocks and five
hundred dialects extant at the ti~c of the discovery (themselves the product oflongcontinned combination and blending of distinct tongues, as the researches have
shown) are indubitable records of still morn numerous and still more widely distinct
languages of au earlier time, and the more carefully the record is scanned the more
numerous and the more distinct do the original components appear.
It is accordingly a necessary inference that a vast number of distinct, albeit simple if not inchoate, tongues originally existed in North America, and that the subsequent history bas been chiefly one of linguistic integration. It is a corollary of
this proposition, which is but the generalization of all known facts relating to the
aboriginal languages of America, that the Wesforn Hemisphere must have been peopled by the ancestors of the modern Indian tribes before the birth ~f language
among them. Both the main proposition and the corollary run counter to earlier
opinions entertained in this and other countries; yet they are not only sustained by
the unpr cedentedly rich collection of linguistic facts preserved in the Bureau
archive or published in the reports, but by the cumulative evidence obtained through
th researches concerning the arts, industries, institutions, and beliefs of the American aborigines. A more detailed report on this subject is in an advanced stage of
preparation.
Dr. Albert S. Gatschet has continued the collection of linguistic material pertain
ing to the Algonquian Indians, and has made progress in the prep·aration of the
comparative dictionary of Algonquian terms. The new material collected during
the year was obtained chiefly among the Passamaquoddy Indians living in the woods
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of Maine :trHl a<ljaceut parts of New Brunswick. Advantage was taken of an
opportunity to obtain a Nez Perce vocabulary, representing the Shahaptian stock,
from Lewis D. Williams, an educated member of the tribe, who spent some months
in ·washington dnriug tho earlier part of tho fiscal year. This record is deemed of
special value, not only in that it is more complete than_those representing the same
stock already on file, bn t in that it affords means of chocking and clearing np clou btful points in the earlier records.
In :tddition to collecting a rich body of material r elating to tho languages and
belid'.<i of several Iroquoian tribes, Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt made considerable progress
in the systema tic arrangement of material collected dnring preceding years. Ono
of the more important lines of his work was a, stutly of the pronoun with special
r ference to its function in primitive language _and its relation to other parts of
speech. His re oarches indicate with greater clearness than others hitherto conducted that the pronoun occupies a much more prominent position in primitive
speech than in the highly developed languages of cultured peoples. The preparation of :t special paper on tho subject was commenced uy Mr. Hewitt toward tho
•nd of the year. Another line of work by Mr. Hewitt, originating iu tho collection
of mythologic texts, was a compara,tive study of the creatio n myths of different
Iroquoian an<l. AlgonC]_uian tribes. The preliminary results of this study are e1,pecially significant in their beariug on conclnsions derived from tho study of laugnag . On comparincr half a dozen versions of the Indian cosmogony, he was able
to det •ct unmistakable indications of interch:tnge of such sort as to prove that
originally independe11t myths have undergone eonsiderahle coalescence and blending,
i;o that the myth, like the, peech in which it is crystallizccl, is rL co mposite of many
el ments. Coupled with the foatureH indicating coalescence there a,re, jndeed, certain features indicating differentiation, chiefly in tho direction required to adju t
th mythic personages to the local fauna; hnt the indications of di:fferentiatjon are
far ubordinato to the eviden · of coalescence or integration. A number of typical
myths representing the ahorigineH of tho northeastern United tateR have been
brought together with a view to publication so Roon as tho general discussion is
completed.
WORK IN SOPIIIOLOGY,

The sc·op it1Hl 1•xtent of the researclu:'s in sophiology during th fiscal ymtr are in
somr mea ure ·et forth in the foreguingparngraphs for tho various domoti · a ·tivitie
are int rd pendent, ancl J1cithl'r art , industries, institutions, nor lauguages can be
<leveloprd without tho <·on ·omitai,t dcvrlopment of opinions, wh th •r mythi · or
rational. Important ad,1ition · to th' m~Llerial repres •nting tho symbolism ,Lnd c remoni . of the Indians l1ave hern made through th labors of Mr. 'ushiug in Florida,
Dr. Fewkes and fr . trv 118011 in Arizona arnl ew Mcxic-o, Dr. Gatschet in Mai11e,
and :\fr. Hewitt in
w York and Ontario, a already notecl. Mr. J;im s Mooney continn 11 bi re1:1earch s relating to tho Kiowa Inclians, giving special attention to th •ir
h •rnlclic and calendric y t ms, and to th nHo of tbe peyote or m seal in their cer ,_
moni H. It i , well known hat drrams and visions, ommonly inclncecl by fa tiu,r,
pl, y an imp rtant rlHe in connection with th beliefs aucl r ligiou u age of primitiv p<•oplr ; it i known also that among somo people drugs are u d to intc1vify
th abn rmal condition att nd d by visions; but there i probably no b tt r
r-xampl ofthi. en tom than tha afforclecl hy th Kiowa andsom n iirhboring tribes
in th ir u . r- of the p yot . Th m utal effrds of th drng are omethincr ]ik tho e
prodn eel by ha hi1:1h; it infinenc·r- i. o strong and so · rtain that th Indian. 1 iog
it have come tor 1 ~ on it for th production of tho c ta.ti<· stat regard d a
· ntial
to th proper p rformnnce f th ir cer monial rit • , while, iu turn, th rit hav
been 8 a ljn t cl to th ff c·t protlncNl by the• drug that th y are, in fr. Mooney
pinion <·omplet ly tl penclen OH it for thril' xistcnc .
Ith ngh th re earche
oucerning th . ubject are not complete, preliminary auuounc·ement have be n made
con roiog th r ult of scientifi e.·amination of the peyote and con ruing its
mfln ·u<· · on th r ligiou practic . of the tribe.
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In connection with his work on this subj ect, Mr. Mooney completed during tbe
year a memoir on the Kiowa calendar svstem, which has been incorporated in the
.seventeenth annual report. This memoir is deemed noteworthy as a remarkably
exhaustive rendering of what may be called the autobiographic history of an
important tribe.
In his comparative studies of the Seri, Papago, and other tribes, Mr. McGee was
led to corn,i.der the conrse of development of myth or of tlie explanation of phenomena in terms of tho supernatural. It is significant that, so far as can be ascertained, supernaturalism is a more potent factor in determining conduct among the
warlike Seri than among tho peaceful Papago, and the examination of other tribes
indicates that the relation is general, i . e., tliat the tendency toward supernatural
explanation, with its concomitant effect on conduct, is gradually rectified by intertribal conta,ct in a manner akin to that in which myths and languages are blended .
The stll(.lies n,rc still in progress.

•

DESCR.ll'TIVE ETHNOLOGY.

The preparation of material for the Cyclopedia of Indian Tribes was continued
during the year under the immediate supervision of Mr. ·P. W. Hodge. As other
duties permitted, Mr. Hodge continnecl extracting and placing on cards material
relating to the Pueblo Indians and other southwestern tribes. The greater part of
the work on the cyclopedia performe<l <luring the year was that of Dr. Thomas, who
continued and 110arly complete<l the revision, extension, and :final arrangement of the
voluminous body of material relating to the Algonquian Indians, the largest and
most diversified of the aboriginal stocks of the territory of the Unite<l States. In his
detailed report Dr. Thomas acknowledges gratefn11y the facilities afforded by several
libraries of the national capital, especially the Congressional Library, whose rich store
of rare literature has been most courteously made acresRihle hy Librarian Ainsworth
R. Spofford. Some arlditions to the cyclopedia were made also by other collaborators, partic11larly Mr. Mooney.
BIHLlO(:HAPIIY.

The bibliographic work of the Bureau was interrnpterl. in 1895 by the death of
James C. Pilling, who had prepared a series of reports on the literature relating to
the languages of several aboriginal stocks (whi<-h were issned ns lrnlletins during
preceding years), and who had partially completed a similar report concerning the
aboriginal languages of Mexico. During the last :fiscal year an a,rrangement was
made whereby this portion, at least, of the bibliographic work may ·be completed.
The task was generously undertaken !Jy Mr. George Parker Willsbip, librarian of the
John Carter Brown Library, in Providence, already a contributor of val nable material
to the Bureau. Mr. "Winship began operations toward the end of the year. The
material pertaining to Mexico, brought together by ~tr. Pilling, was transferred to
bis ustody, and hy the encl of the year be was ahlc to report snbstantial progress in
the work.
COLLRCTJN(;.

The ohief work of the year in this departme11t was that of Dr . .T. Walter Fewkes
condnctecl under 1,he more immediate <lirection of the Secretary. Already in the
field at the heginning of the :fiscal year, Dr. Fewkes proc~eded to the extensive ruin
of 'llevlon, on Little Colorado River, early in .July. Later he excavated another
ruin of impo ing dimensions near Chavez Pass. His work was successful beyond
precedent, yielcling by far the finest ancl most extensive collection of aboriginal
fictil.e war and asaodatecl artifacts ever made in the United States. As noted in
earlier paragraphR, the material is especially rich in symbolic painting and other
expressions of the remn.rlrn11e religions beliefs of the pueblo peopleR (hiring prebistori tim s.
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A noteworthy collection of ceremonial masks was made at Zuni an d Sia by Mrs.
Mat ilda Coxe Stevenso11, and lrns been dnly inst alled in the National Museum. In
the course of his field operations, Mr. Mooney obtained additional material illustrating
t he h andiwork and ideas of the Kiowa Indians; and toward t he close of the fiscal
y ear, while temporarily detailed to make and arran ge collecti ons for the Tennessee
Centennial Exposition at Nashville, he brough t together and, with the aid of the
Indians, constructed an ex:hil>itshowing in min iature the characteristi cs of the Kiowa
camp-circle, the significance of which is no t gen erally under stood. Toward the
end of the year Mr. IIatclrnr reported the t r ansmission of a sm all collection representing the primitive inuustries of the aborigines of southern Patagonia . In April
Mr. McGee obtained a small but interesting collection of aboriginal matting and
w ooden w are from the Muskwaki Indians, near T ama, Iowa. The g~eater p art of t he
collection has been transferred to the Mu seum. Among the articl es is a carved
wooden dish torresponding in form, dimensions, and ornamentation w ith ;:tn earthenware t ype frequently fountl in the mounds; the specimen is of p eculiar int er est in
that its form was determined by the curved beav er-tooth knife with which it was
fashioned and in that its esoteric and essentially prescriptorial symbolism was ascertained1 so that it explains one of the most p er sist ent forms of aboriginal w are.
Sever al other collaborators made minor coUect ions, and a few others were acquired
from correspondents. One of these is a series of iron tomahawk pipes, made for the
Indian trade by the French pioneers and long used by the tribesmen in lieu of the
aboriginal weapons of stone, shell, wood, and copper; another was a p articularly fine
collection, obtained from the mounds of Missouri and the adjoining part of Illinois
b y Col. F . F . Hilder; still another was a series of stone implements from the m ounds
of northern Ohio, which arc regarded as especially desirable for purposes of comp ar ative study in the National Museum.
PUBLICATION .

Mr. H odge has remained in charge of the details of publication , and it is g r at ifying t o b e abl e to report activity, almost beyon d prec~d en t in t h e history of the Bureau,
in this branch of the work. At the beginning of the year the Fourteenth Annu al
Report was partly in type, the Fifteenth was in the printer's h ands, and pr oofs of
illustrations had been received. The Sixteenth R ep ort w as in nearly the same condi tion. The ditori al work was pnshed forward successfully . About the end of t h e
calendar year the Fourteenth Report was is, ued, in t w o volumes, and the distributi on was a,t once commenced. The demand for the d ocument was unprecedented, so
that the edition was practically exhausted withiu three months. It maybe obser ved
that thi r p ort wa more extensively noticed and revi ewed1 bot h in scientific jour nals and the ephemeral press, than any preceding publication b y the Bureau1 and
that th tone of the revi ws has heen favorable or still more highly ommendatory,
without x ·option so far as known. Meantime the Fifteent h and ix t eenth Reports
r ceivecl con taut attention, an<l both were completed and published abou t th end
f th · fi, cal year. The demand for these document also i p re sin , and they, too,
ar being favorably rN·eived hy th revic•wers .
Th manuscript of tho, eventecnth Annual R port was t ransmitted for publicati n m June 1 , 1 fl7. The a companying paprrs comprise ' ' Tb , er i In dians/' by
\ J fo
· "Th
'al nclar Ifi,.tory of the Kiowa Indian ,' by James Mooney ;
" a.Yaj II n ,'' hy 'o mos ~!incl leff; togc•ther w ith :t folly illustrated a ccount of
he " rch lo ri<-al ExpPclition in Arizona in 1 95,' by Dr . .T. "\Yalter F wkes.
Th material for th l!.,ightecnth R port al o was brough t tor ther, and t h e editorial work wa well ad vane· cl b dore th enfl of the ear. It i accompani ed b y two
m moi . , a ·h of on idnahl 111agoitude, o that i ·will 1,e n ce sar y t o i ue it in
tw volnm '• · be fir t ofth1· "i "Th E kimo of B ring tra it" by E. "'\ .
Ison,
anll th oth r i th m moir on'' Inrlian Lan d ('e ion , ' bv
. R o.
a ncl yrus
'lbom , wh ich has b n de crib d in arli r repor t ; the form •r i i; full y illustrated.
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by photographs and drawings, representing the people and the extensive collections
made by Mr. Nelson; the latter is accompanied by numerous maps.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Library.-1:he additions to the working library of the Bureau were unprecedented
in 11umber and value, particularly in respect to standard works of reference; meantime the normal growth due to accessions through exchange has continued. At the
close of the fiscal year the contents of the library comprised 7,138 volumes, in addition to several thousand pamphlets and periodicals.
Illu;strations.-During the earlier part of the year the preparation of illustrations
for reports was continued under the direction of Mr. De Lancey W. Gill, the photographic work being executed by Mr. William Dinwiddie. Toward the end of the
calendar year Mr. Dinwiddie retired from the Bureau, and on January 1 l\fr: Wells
M. Sawyer, formerly of the Geolog ical Survey, was placed in charge of the illustrative work, including photography. This arrangement has been found satisfactory,
and the illustrative work is now carried forward acceptably in all of its phases. Mr.
Henry Walther has aided Mr. Sawyer efficiently in cataloguing and classifying negatives and prints, as well as in photographic printing.
Exhibits.-As noted incidentally in earlier paragraphs, an exhibit was pr(5pared for
tho Tennessee Centennial Exposition in Nashville. It comprises half of a Kiowa
camp-circle, represented in miniature., occupying a semicircular area with a radius
of about 20 feet in a central portion of the Government Building. The installat ion of the material was completed in time for the forma,l opening, and before the
end of the :fiscal year it became evident that the display will be generally regarded
as attractive and successful.
Respectfully submitted.
J. w. POWELL,
Direoto1·.
Hon; S. P. LANGLEY,
' Secretary of the Smithsonian Instit-ution.

APPENDIX

III.

REPORT ON THE OPERATIONS OF THE BUREAU Ol? INTERNATIONAL
EXCHANGES FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report upon the operations of the
Bureau of International Exchanges for the fis cal year ending June 30, 1897:
The number of packages received from all sources for distribution during the year
was 81,162, or 7,716 less than during the preceding year, although the territory
reached by exchanges emanating from the Smithsonian Institution was increased by
_the addition of 2,527 names of institutions, libraries, and individuals in other countries than the United States, ·w hile the domestic list was increased by 567. The
aggregate weight of packages handl ed was 247,444 pounds.
By reference to previous r eports it will be noticed that three or four boxe8 of
United States Congressional publications have been forwarded to each of the foreign
national libraries every year, while bnt two boxes were forwa-r ded during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1897. One more ·box to each of the fifty recipients would have
made the total number of packages transmitted by the Institution equal to that of
the previous year. It is also worthy of note that while th e nnmber of packages was
l ess than during the preceding year, the number of boxes shipped abroad was nearly
one-fourth greater than during the previous year. The difference is accounted for
by the fact that the number of exchange packages reporte<l as having b een received
during the fiscal year were those that had been delivered to the Institution between
July 1, 1896, an d Jnne 30, 1897, while the cases shipped durin g the same period contained many tons of exchanges th at had been delivered principally from United
'tates Government Departments and Bureaus during tho last week of the previous
fiscal year, and which ·ould not be forwarded during th e same year in which they
were r ceived.
The comparison of exchanges dm·ing past years shows that transmissions are
o,·ceedingly variable, especially those from abroad, and while during 011<' year
thousands of parcels m ay be received from a single society for dist,rilJution in the
nited, 'tate1:1, no more may come from the smue society for two or three y 'ars, and
wh nth re may he severn,l uch instances in a single year it is easy to understand
that the annual sta.tistical tables must vary to a, marked <legre '.
TAll LAR HTA'l'K\lli; .'l' 01•' 'l'JLE WOHK 01!' THE Bl H.Ji:AU.

Th work of the Bureau is su ·cinctly riven in the following table:
T ra111adio11s of th · Burf'au of Inlernalional EJ'changes clnrin{J tlte fiscal yea1· 1896-97.
Corr spond nt , .June 30, 1897.
l>atc·.
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• Transactions of the Bnrean of Internatfonal Exchanges, etc.-Continuccl.

Date.

Correspondents, June 30, 1897.
Number Weight l- - - - - , -- -. . . . . . , - - - - , - - -1Packages Cases
ofpack• ofpack•
F e·o-n Do.me.stic dsoemnetsttoi·c shipped
ages
ages
Fo~ei~n Do~e~tic
d
received. r eceived. societies. societies. viduals. vlfl~!is. addresses. abroa ·

f!J':'

)897.

January . ......... .
February ......... .
March ..... ....... .
April. .....·....... .
May ....... ... . ... .
June ... ... ........ .

8,969
6,434
7,169
14,276
5,054
6, 184

33,980
22,423
20,973
24,261
23,866
17,618

Total .. .. . ... -81, 162 247, 444 --9-, 414 --2-, 445
Increaso over 1895- ·96. . .... .... ... ...

a7, 716

12, 013

all, 287

1,392

330

I

4,186

1-

- · - - - ----·

I

I

l, 135

237

23, 619

1,300

. I
alO, 472

257

a Decrease.

For the purpose of comparison the following- table represents the number of packages of exchanges transmitted, ancl the increase in the number of recipients each
year from 1891 to 1897:

i

1890-~ 1891- 92. 1892- !l3. \ 1893-94. , 1894-05. 1895- 96. 1896- 97.

Nm~ber of- p -ac_k_a~g-e-s -re_c_·~-i v_e_ll_.-.-..-.-.. 1 90,666

97,027

Weight of packages r eceive,1. ....... 237,612

226,517

101,063
200, 928

I

~!·

969 1 1~1, 118
3:W, 955

I 2.l.>, 028

88,878
258,731

81,162
247,444

8,022
10, 878
2, )15

9,414
12,013
2,445
4,136
23,619
J, 300

1

Ledger a~connt~: .
I
5, !)81
Fore~gn ~oc'.e~ies . . .......... ....
.Foreign md1v1<1uals .... ....... . . 1 7,072
Domestic societies ............... 1 1, n88
Dom estic inclivicluals ... . ... .... .
4,207
Packages to domestic a<ldresses . ... . 29,047
Cases sbippecl abroad ... ... .... ..... .
962

6, 204
7,910
2,044
4,524
26,000
], 015

6,896
6,991
8,554 I ' 8, 6)9
], 620
2,414
5,010
29,454
878

2,993
:32, 931
905

I

8,751
9, 609
2,0H
3,034
29,111
1,364

3, 899
34,091
l, 043

EXPENSES.

The exp~nse of the exchange system is provided for in part by direct appropriation by Congress to the Smithsonian Institntion, :md in part by the various Executive
Departments of the United States Government, which in most instan ces pay 5 cents
per pound for the transportation of their exclrnnges, both outgoing and incoming.
This charge was o, acted by the Regents before the United States Government made
any appropriation whatever for exchanges, and since arpropriations have been made
the exchange system has l1een taxed to such an extent that it has never been possible
to relinquish the :practice of making this charge, which, clnring the past year, has
r ealized an income amonntiiig to $3,334-.33.
The 'ongr<'ssional appropriation made to 1,he Institntion in snpport of tlrn exchange
sy tem for the :fiscal year endmg .June 30, 1897, r ead as follows:
''For expenses of the sys tern of international exchanges between the United States
and foreign countries 1mder the direction of the Smithsonian Instituti011, including
salaries or compensation of an necessary employees, nineteen thonsand dollars."
The following statement represents the receipts and expenditures on account of
th e syst<>m of inte rnational exchanges for the year precedi11g .Jilly 1, 1897.
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RECEIPTS.
Congres•
sional
appropri·
ation.

Direct appropriation by Congress."...............................
Repayments from United States Government Departments . . . . . .
Repayments from State institutions..............................
Repayments from other sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Other
sources.

$19, 000. 00 . . • . • . . . . . . .
$2,724.87
126. 55
482. 91

. . . . . . . .. . . .
. .. .. . . . . . . .
... . .. ... . ..

Total.

$19, 000. 00
2,724.87
126. 55
482. 91

1------,-----1- - - 19, 000. 00

3, 334. 33

22, 334. 33

EXPENSES.
From Con-I From
gressional
other
approprisources.
ation.
Salaries and compensation . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14, 864. 18
Freight .... .. .... .. ...... ...... .... .. ...... ...... ...... .... .. . . . .
2,291.56
Postage and telegraph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
Stationery and supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
397. 15
Packing boxes...... . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . ..
710. 20
TraYeling expenses.. ............................................
357. 28
Balance to meet outstanding liabilities June 30, 1897.. .. . . . .••••.
179. 63
Total ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

------------

9. 96

$14,864.18
4,925.46
201. 00
693. 34
1, ]03. 48
357. 28
189. 59

3,334.33

22,334.33

$2,633.90
1. 00
-296.19
393. 28

------------

- - - - -1- - - - -,1 19, 000. 00

Total.

On account of the inadequacy of available resources with which to bear tho expense
necessary to the forwarding of all exchanges by the most expeditious routes, it has
at all times been necessary to obtain free ocean freight when practicable, and while
some of the steamship companies have forwarded exchanges as promptly as other
freight on which the full rates were paid, several of the lines have only been willing
to take exchange cases when there was ample room.
To provide more adequate means with which to defray the expense of forwarding
exchancres promptly and by the fastest steamers, $2,000 was added to tl10 appropriation for 1 96-97. Of this amount $1,283.53 was directly expended in the improvement
of freight facilities and the balance for the necessary increase in the cost of packing
boxes and postage.
CORRESPONDE TS.

Th publication of a revised foreign exchange list authorized by the Secr<'tary in
farc:b, 1 95, has b en accomplished, and the book is uow being sent to soci.etie and
librari sin th
nited tates, to which it will be of a sistance in loca,ting the names
fall in titution. outi;id of th
nit d State which haverec~ivecl packages through
th Px:change y tem. This list, corrected to .July 1, 1 97, contains the uames of
9,4-1-1 in titutions, libraries, and soci tie , but owing to the frequent change in the
a<ldr .·. of individuals, th name of per on , with fow ·xceptions, have not been
in lud din tbi li t, although the ame minute ledger account of the interchange of
public· tiou i k pt with individual as with in titutions.
' h rr. :u now a t tal of 2 ,00 namPs on tho r cords of the exchange bureau, an
x<·
of : , • l ovH the prececlin:.{ year; 21,427 of this number heing foreio-n and
~ 1 1lom • ti
I.'1I~R .• ATI

• L Jo~.· UA 'Git: Olt' (WJrI('IAL l>

l\IENT .

clurin th pa t year 10,694 pare ls have bMn
.·cb. nrrc• . rvi e an<l 11 liv red to the variou. Departm nt. of
'0,1 rum nt, while 30,00 package have been r eived from Gov-
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ernment Departments ancl bureaus ancl sent abroad. The new Library of Congress
being now completed, the accumulations of valuable books that for years have
not been made accessible for want of sufficient room, will noon be catalogued and
placed upon the shelves.
The extent to which exchanges have been effected by the bureaus of the United
States Government during the year is shown in the following table:
Statement of Government exchanges during the yem 1896-97.
Packages.
Name of bureau.

Received
for.

American Historical Association ......................... .
Bureau of American Ethnology.
Bureau of American Republics.
Bureau of Education .......... .
Bureau of Equipment, Navy
Department ................. .
Bureau of Medicine and Sur•
gery ......................... .
Bureau of the Mint ........... .
Bureau of Navigation ......... .
Bureau of Ordnance, Navy De•
partment .................... .
Bureau of Statistics, Depart•
ment of State ............... .
Bureau of Statistics, Treasury
Department ................. .
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
Navy Department ........... .
Census Office .................. .
Civil Service Commission ..... .
Coast and Geodetic Sur,ey .... .
Commissioner of Weights and
Measures ............•.......
Comptroller of the Currency .. .
Department of ..i.griculture... .
Department of the Interior .... .
Department of Labor ......... .
Department of State .......... .
Entomological Commission ... .
Fish Commission ...............
General Land Office ........... .
Geological Survey ............. .

4
227

Packages.

Sent
by.

117
90

5
91 ....... .
2

1 ....... .
9 •••••••.

3
4 .•.••••.

1 . ·······
1 ....... .
23 .••..••.

1 ....... .
2

8

45
83

42

519

1 ....... .
1
213

4

17
17
16

1,229
300
2

8

68

428

Name of bureau.

Received
for.

Rydrographic Office .....•..•.
· 88
Interstate Commerce Commis9
sion ........................ .
6,260
Library of Congress ......... .
Life.Saving Service .......... .
1
Light•House Board .......... .
2
Marine.Hospital Service .... ..
9
National Academy of Sciences
79
National Board of Health .....
1
National Museum .....•.......
234
National Zoological Park ..••.
1
Nautical Almanac Office ..... .
16
138
Naval Observatory ........... .
Navy Department ............ .
4
Office of the Chief of Engi•
39
neers, U. S. A .............. .
4
Office of Indian .A.ffairs ...... .
Ordnance Office, War Depart.
ment ..............•.........
2
Patent Office ................. .
49
President of the United States.
3
Signal Office ................. .
30
Smithsonian Institution ..... .
2,168
Superintendent of Documents.
1
Surgeo:i;t•General's Office, U.S.
A.rmy .......................
154
Treasury Department.........
6
War Department Library.....
11
War Records Office .................... .
Weather Bureau . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63
Total.. • • .. • • . . . . . . . . . • . .

10, 694

Sent
by.

22
10,800

.••..•••
89
....... .

1,385
133

1,550
••••·•••

100
••••••••

.••...•.
3,955
.••.••••
.•....•.

5,976
4

362

107
860
30,008

1

RELATIVI~ INTERCHANGE

Oll' PUBLICATIONS BETWEEN THE

UNITED

ST.A.TES AND

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Since July 1, 1896, a new feature has h een adopted in the system of records of the
Exchange Bureau, showing the number of packages exchanged between the United
StateA and each of the other countries, thus supplying information that has not heretofore been obtainable without a tedious tabulation of each year's transactions.
SM

97-4
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Staternent of packages tmnsmitted through the Srnithsonian Exchange Se1·vice du1·ing the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1897.
Packages.
Country.

For.

From.

68
.Algeria .............. : .......... .
.Angola ............... ......... . . .
.Argentina................ .. ... .. . 1,214
.Austria.Hungary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 887
.Azores...................... .....
15
Bahanias ............... .. ..... .. .
14
Barbados ........................ .
5
Belgium ...... .. ................. . 1,412
Bermudas ............... ....... .
Bolivia ......................... . .
10
Borneo ................ ... ....... .
3
Brazil ........................... .
820
Briti"h .America .......... ...... . . 1,576
British Burmah .... ...... .... . .. .
6
British colonies a ................ .
62
British Guiana .... .... .......... .
24
Cape Colony ............. . ....... .
172
Chile ............................ .
598
China ................. ..... ..... .
114
Colombia ............. .. ....... .. .
265
Corea ..............•........ ... ..
2
Costa Rica ...................... .
165
Cuba ............................ .
128
Denmark .................. . . . ... .
652
Dutch Guiana .. ................. .
8
Ecuador ........ ................. .
30
Egypt ... ....... ...... ........... .
69
France ......................... . 5,877
Friendly Island ................ .
3
Germany......................... 10, 506
Gr at Britain nnd Ireland........ 10, 092
Greece .......................... .
105

Gr nland. ·······················I
Guadelou1>e ..................... · 1

Packages.

49

378
1,636

393
34

778
856

2
4
17
108

613
215

], 915
4,988
8,145

30

3

5
57

1
G :~~:.~ ~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · 1

58
8

48

i;1:~))~:: ::i~~)): l

For.

113
.Java .. . ... . ..... ... ..... . •······
29
Liberia ................ .. ....... .
Madagascar ......... . ..... . .... .
Madeira ........ .. .. . . . . .. .... .. .
Malta.: ........................ .
40
Mauritius .. .. .•..... .. .... ......
43
Mexico .. . .......... .. ...... .... . 1,108
Netherlands ..... a ••••••••••• .• .. 1,194
New Guinea ......... ... ............... .
New South Wales........ .......
712
New Zealand ......... .......... .
433
Nicaragua ...................... .
19
Norway ........................ .
755
,12
Paraguay ..•. ...... . ............
Persia ..................... . . ... .
3
Peru .................... . •......
307
Philippine Islands . . ..... .. .... .
49
526
Portugal .... .....•...............
Queensland .... .... .. : ......... .
466
48
Roumania ............. ·.· ....... .
Russia ......................... . 2,246
Santo Domingo ......... ........ .
2
San Salvador ................... .
43
16
Servia ................... ... .... .
Siam ..................... • .. ... .
13
26
South .African Republic ........ .
South .Australia ....... . ........ .
358
Spain .......................... .
646
St. Helena ...................... .
7
Straits Settlements ............. .
24

817

182

2,763
49

1,393

805

12

a 0th r than tho
EF ICIE CY

From.
113

389
544
196

4
46
253
92
227
63
l, 862

1
3

~~~;~~·::: :::::::: :::: ::: :: :: :::I

1, 16~

612

Switzerland.....................

1,570

827

~:::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::I

1
232

Haiti ........................... .
Hawaiian I1:1lands ............... .
Hondora ....................... .
le land ................ ........... 1

Country.

2::

Tunis ........................... 1
2
Turkey ......•. ............... ,.
293
TurksislancL. .. .. .. .. ....... ...
1
United tates ................... 23,619
Uruguay........................
317
Venezuela ...................... .
272
Victoria ....................... ..
652
West .Australia .......... .... ... 1
238
Zanzibar .......................

52,185

184
119

·I

specifically m ntioned.
It' THE

ERVICE.

---~-----'-------
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past year, but, although several attempts have been made through the Japanese
minister to induce his Government to assume the distribution of miscellaneous publications, the effort has not yet met with success.
The only countries with which exchange relations are at present entirely suspended are those disturbed by strife, viz, Turkey, Greece, and Cuba. The exehange
of public documents with Turkey, however, has been reestablished, but, on account
of the difficulties in delivering consignments at Constantinople, the steamship compauie,• for the moment have declined to accept freight for that port.
The efficiency of the force of the Exchange Burean, as well as its agents, Messrs.
William Wesley & Son, London, and Dr. FelixFliigel, at Leipsic, is well established.
On account, how11ver, of the increasing duties of the Leipsic agency, covering as it
does the territory of Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Balkan countries, and Switzerland, I would respectfully recommend that the territory so covered be subdivided
and that other agents be appointed, in order to avoid too much pressure at Leipsic,
which condition is liable to exist where so much is expected of a single agency.
The following list represents the names of companies and other mediums of transportation that continue to contribute free freight on exchanges or lend their aid in
the transportation and delivery of such consignments.
LIST OF SHIPPING AGENTS AND CONSULS TO WHOM THE EXCHANGE

SERVICE IS

INDEBTED FOR SPECIAL COURTESIES.

American Board of Commissiouers for Foreign Missions, Boston, Mass.
Atlantic Transport Line, Baltimore, Md.
Atlas Steamship Line (Pim, Forward & Co.), New York.
_B oard of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church, New York.
Bors, C., consul-general for Sweden and Norway, New York.
Boulton, Bliss & Dallet, New York.
Calderon, Climaco, consul-general for Colombia, New York.
Cameron, R. W., & Co., New York.
Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, New York.
Cunard Royal-Mail Steamship Company (Vernon H. Brown & Co., agents), New York.
Grace, W.R., & Co., New York. Hamburg-American Line (R. J. Cortis, manager), New York.
Hensel, Bruckmap, & Lorbacher, New York. ·
Murguiondo, Prudencio de, consul-general for Uruguay, Baltimore, Md.
Navigazione Generale Italiana (Phelps Bros. & Co.), New York.
Netherlands American Line (W. H. Vanden Toorn, agent), New York.
North German Lloyd Line. (Agents: Oelrichs & Co., New York; A. Schumacher &
Co., Baltimore.)
·
Obarrio, Melchor, consul-general for Bolivia, New York.
Panama Railroad Steamship Company, New York.
Perry, Edward & Co., New York.
Pomares, Mariano, consul-general for San Salvador, New York.
Red Star Line (International Navigation Company, agents), New York.
Rohl, C., consul-general for Argentina, New.York.
Royal Danish consul, New York.
Royal Portngne ·e consul-general, New York.
, tewart, Alexander, consul-general for Paraguay, Washington, D. C.
Toriello, Enrique, consul-general for Guatemala, New York.
Turkish legation, Washington, D. C.
White Cross Line (Funch, Edye & Co .), New York.
The following is a list of the Smithsonian correspondents abroad actin(J' as distributing agents, or receiving publications for transmission to the United States:
Algeria: Bureau Frarn;iais des tchanges Internationaux, Paris, France.
Argentina: Museo Nacion.al, Buenos Ayres.
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Austria-Hungary: Dr. Felix Fltigel, No. 9 Schenkendorf Strasse, Leipzig, Germany.
BrazH: Bibliotheca Nacional, Rio de Janeiro.
Belgium: Commission des Echanges Internationaux, Rue du Musee, No. 5, Brussels.
Bolivia: University, Chuquisaca.
British America: Packages sent by mail.
British Colonies: Crown Agents for the Colonies, Lon don, England.
British Guiana: ( See British colonies.)
Cape Colony: Colonial Secretary, Cape Town.
Chile: Universidad de Chile, Santiago.
China : Zi-ka-wei Observatory, Shanghai.
Colombia (U.S. of): National Library, Bogota.
Costa Rica: Oficina de Deposito, Reparto y Canje Internacion al, San Jose.
Denmark: Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, Copen h agen.
Dutch Guiana: Surinaamsche Koloniale Bibliotheek, Paramaribo.
East India: Director-General of Stores, India Office, London.
Ecuador: Obeervatorio del Colegio Nacional, Quito.
Egypt: Societe Kh6diviale de Gcographie, Cairo.
France: Bureau Franc;ais des Echanges Internationaux, Paris.
Germany: Dr. Felix Fliigel, No. 9 Schenkendorf Strasse, Leipzig.
Great Britain and Ireland: William Wesley & Son, 28 Essex street, Strand, London.
Guadeloupe. (See France.)
Guatemala: Instituto Nacional de Guatemala, Guatemal a.
Haiti: Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures, Port-au-Prince.
Honduras: Biblioteca Nacional, Tegucigalpa.
Iceland: (See Denmark.)
Italy: Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome.
Japan : Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo.
Java. (See Netherlands.)
Liberia: Liberia College, Monrovia.
Madeira: (See Portugal.)
Malta. ( ee British colonies.)
Mauritius: ( ee British colonies.)
Mexico: Packages sent hy mail.
Mozambique: (See Portugal.)
Tatal: .A.gent-General for Natal, London.
Netherlands: Bureau Scientifique Central 6erlancfais, Den TI elder.
Tewfoundland: Transmissions direct by mail.
ew South \Vales: Government Board for International Exchanges, Free P uhlic
Library, Sydney.
·
New Z alancl: olonial Museum, Wellin(J'ton.
orw y: Kongelige orske Frederika Universitet, Christiania .
Paraguay: G vernment, Asunc;ion.
P rn: Bihlioteca Taciona.l, Lima.
hilippine Islands: ( ee pain.)
olyn ic : Department of J?oreign Affairs, Tionoluln.
rtugal: Bibliotheca. acional, Lisbon.
/11c1•n laud:
n-i trar- 'en ral of Queensland, Brishaue.
Ronmnni.. ( ,e • rmany.)
Rns ia: ommis ion Rua. e des £changes InternaLiouaux, ll1bli0Lllt·11u Imperiale
ubli,1110, , t. P t .r burg.
t. H 1 n . ( e Bri ti h coloni . )
nn ah·, 01: )[n o Tacional, an alvador.
, •rvi . (
,erma11v.)
nth , n. tmli: : :tronomical
pain:
, 1 mi ,l
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Switzerland: Central Library, Berne.
Tasmania: Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobarton.
Turkey: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston, :Mt1,ss.
Uruguay: O.ficina de Dep6sito, Reparto y Canje Internacional, Montevideo.
Venezuela: Museo Nacional, Caracas.
·
Victoria: Public Library, Museum, and National Gallery, Melbourne.
Western Australia: Agent-General, London.
T1·anam,ission of exchanges to foreign coitntries.
Country.

Date of transmission.

Argentina................... July 22, November 9, December 14, 1896; March 19, May 25, 1897.
Austria•Hungary ............ July 1, 7, 10, 16, August 5, October 10, 26, November 14,_December 5, 1896;
,Tanuary 6, 15, 28, February 6, 18, March 8, 31, April 27, May 8, 18, June
7, 17, 26, 1897.
Belgium ..................... July 18, October 19, November 23, December 22, 1896; January 19, Feb•
ruary 6, March 12, April 24, June 2, 22, 1897.
Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 19, 1897.
Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 22, November 9, December 14, 1896; March 19, May 25, 1897.
British colouies...... . .. .... . A.ugust 3, November 21, 1896; March 1, 27, June 11, 1897.
Cape Colony................. October 20, December 29, 1896; March 22, 1897.
China, ........................ September 2, December 3, 1896; April 2, June 28, 1897.
Chile ........................ July 22, November 9, December 14, 1896: March 19, May 25, 1897.
Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 9, 1896; March 19, 1897.
Costa Rica ....... . ..... ... .. December 3, 1896; March 20, 1897.
Denmark.................... August 13, October 21, December 22, 1896; February 9, March 12, AprU
28, June 3, 1897.
Dutch Guiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 19, 1897.
East India ................... September 2, December 3, 1896; .A.pril 30, June 11, 1897.
Ecuaclor ....... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . (Shipments temporarily suspended.)
Egypt ....................... October 20, 1896; March 22, 1897.
France and colonies ..... . .. . July 1, 7, 8, 10, 16, August 4, September 30, October 26, Novembor 12,
December 8, 1896; January 5, 21, February 3, 23, March 9, 17, April 13,
May 7, 20, 29, June 15, 23, 30, 1897.
Germany .................... July 1, 7, 10, 16, August 10, September 11, 19, October 2, 26, November 14,
December 5, 15, 1896; January 0, 15, 28, February 6, 18, March 8, 31,
April 27, May 8, 18, 24, June 7, 17, 26, 1897.
Great Britain, etc ............ July 1, 8, 10, 16, 30, August 3, September 2, 11, 26, October 8, 27, November
11, December 11, 1896 ; J :muary !l, 15, 25, February 1, 6, March 1, 27,
April 23, 30, May 7, 15, 21, 28, June 8, 11, 19, 25, 1897.
Guatemala................... December 3, 1896; March 20, 1897.
Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 20, 1897.
Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D ecember 3, 1896; March 20, 1897.
Italy ..•..................... July 2, 9, 11, 16, September 5, October 3, 27, November 25, 1896; January
16, February 6, 24, March 11, .A.pril 15, May 10, June 1, 17, 26, 1897.
Japan ....................... November 2, 1896; .A.pril 12, 1897.
Liberia...................... March 22, 1897.
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (By registered mail.)
Natal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 27, 1897.
New South Wales . . . . . . . . . . . September 3, December 1, 1896; May 5, l 897.
Netherlands and colonies .... July 17, October 13, November 28, December 14, 31, 1890; February 6, 24,
March 15, April 28, June 3, 28, 1897.
New Zealand ................ September 2, D ecember 1, 1896; May 5, 1897.
Nicaragua ................... September 10, December 3, 1896; March 20, 1897.
Norway .......... - ... - ...... July 20, October 22, December 31, 1896; March 16, May 1, June S, 1897.
Peru ......................... July 22, November 9, 1896; March 19, 1897.
Polynesia .•.•..•.•••.•••..••. September 14, December 1, 1896; May 5, 1897.
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Transrnission of exchanges to foreign connll'ies-Continued.
Date of trnnsmissio11.

Country.

Portugal. .................... July 20, October 23, December 30, 1896; February 10, March 17, May],
June 24, 1897.
Queensland .................. September 2, 14, December 1, 25, 1896; March l, 27, May 5, J1me 11, 1897.
Roumania ................... (Included in Germany.)
Russia ..........•••.......... July 3, 9, 11, August 13, October 15, 27, November 24, December 17,189/i;
January 20, ]'ebruary6, 15, March 13, April 19, May 11, June 2, 22, ]897.
SanSalYador ................. December ·8, 1896; March 20, 1897.
Servia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. (Included in Germany.)
SoutbAustralia .............. September 14, December 1, 1896; May 5, 1897.
Spain .....................••. September 8, October 22, December 21, 1896; February 8, March 16, May
1, June H, 1897.
Sweden ...•.................. July 8, 9, 11, September 9, October 15, 27, December 17, 1896; Jannnry
20, February 15, March 13, April 8, May 11, June 2, 22, 1897.
Switzerland ................ · \ July 3, 9, 11, September 28, October 27, November 27, 1896; ;January 18,
·
· February 6, March 10, 13, April 24, June 4, 28, 1897.
'rasmania .................... 1 September 14, December l, 1896; May 5, 1897.
Turkey .......•.............. December 12, 1896 ; June 14, 1897.
Uruguay ..................... November 9, 1896; March 19, May 25, 1897.
Venezuela .. ............ .... . July 22, NoYember 9, 1896; March 19, 1897.
Victoria ... ...... ........... . September 14, December l, 1896; May 5, 1897.
,~esternAustralia ...... . .... September 14, D ecember 1, 18116; May 5, 1897.

The distribution of exchanges to foreign countries was made in 1,190 cases, repre
sen ting 299 trn.nRmissions, as followA:
Argentina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austria-Hungary ...................
Belgium ........................ _...
Bolivia ......... .... ..... ·.... ......
Brazil...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
British colonies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cape Colony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'hina ...... ...... .... ...... .... ....
'bile ............ ............. _ . . . . .
Colombia...........................
o ta Rica ........ _......... _. . . . .
Denmark............... . .......... .
l>ut h Guiana ...... .. _...... _.. __ ..
Ea t ludia, ............... ...... __ ..
Egypt..............................
Franc anc1 •oloni ........ _.... .. _
' rin ny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'r u Britain ................... __ . .
h1. tem la..........................
Jlaiti ...............................
Hon hlr .. .... ... .. . . . . ... . . .. .. ..
lt 1 ' .... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,J p n ..............................
Lil, ri ...... ...... .. . ... .... .......

22
66
38

1
13
8
7

4
10
2
3
16
1
14
2

mo

Natal ... . .. ... . .. . ... ...... ... . ....
New South Wales ... .. . . . .... ......
Netherlands........................
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
icaragna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norway . _. _. __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peru......................... ..... .
Pol ynesia .... _............. .. . ___ ..
Portugal ........ ____ ...............
Queens] and ... ___ . ___ ...... _. . . . . . . .
Roumania (included in Germany).
Russia .... _.... __ .. _.............. _
San alvador.. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Servia (included in Germany).
outh A11stralia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
10
34
7
3
13
5
3
12
12
50
2
5

15

206

, w den .......... __ ... ___ ... _. . . . . .

293

'witz rlaud ..... _ . __ .. ___ .. . . . . . . . . 34
Tasmania..........................
3
Turkey.............................
2
rnguay ...................... ____ . 3
3
n zn la...........................
Vic:tori ......... _.... __ .. . . . . . . .... 11
We tern Australia..................
2

2
1
2
61
24
1

30
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Shipments of United States Congressional publications were made on November
7, 1896, and April 10, 1897, to the Governments of the following-named CO}lntries:
Argentina.
Colombia.
Netherlands.
Spain.
Austria.
Denmark.
New South Wales. Sweden.
Baden.
France.
New Zealand.
Switzerland.
Norway.
Tasmania.
Bavaria.
Germany.
Uruguay.
Peru.
Belgium.
England.
Venezuela.
Portugal.
Buenos Ayres, Prov- Haiti.
Victoria.
Prussia.
ince of.
Hungary.
·western Australia.
Queensland.
Brazil.
India.
Russia.
Wiirtemberg.
Canada (Ottawa) . Italy.
Saxony.
Canada (Toronto ) . Japan.
South Australia.
Chile.
Mexico.
Shipments to Greece and Turkey are temporarily snspeuclell.
Recapitulation.
Cases.

Total Government shipments. _________ ......... __ ... ___ . ___ . _____ ....... ____ 110
Total miscellaneous shipments __ ... _ . ________________ . ______ . ____ . _____ . __ .. 1, 190
Total shipments ....... _. __ . ____ .. ____ .... _... ~ ___ . _.... _.. __ ...... __ .. 1, 300
Total shipments lastyear .... ______ ··---- ________ ·-·· .................. ·-·-·· 1,043
Increase over last year .... __________ ...... __________ ..................

257

Respectfully submitted.
RICIIARD RATHBUN,

Mr.

s. p.

Assistant Secrelal'!J -in Charge of Office and Exchanges.
LANGLEY,

Secretary oft.he Smithsonian lnsli t·ution.

APPENDIX

IV.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
PARK.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of Lhe
·National Zoological Park for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897:
The close of the last year fonnd the system of roadways in the park, authorized
by acts of Congress, still in an un:finishe<l condition. This state of affairs has heeu
markedly improved by the completion of the Adams Mill road, by making tho road
from ·woodley practicaule for carriages, and by completing the macadamization of
the main driveway through the park.
The Adams Mill road, laid out with a width of about 20 feet, has been folly macadamized, the base used being broken quartz rock and the surface layer pul_verized
blue limestone. It makes a very pleasant winding driveway, affording an excellent
view of the valley of Rock Creek, and while the gracles upon it are steeper than is
desirable for easy driving, they are not more so than most of the roads that approach
the valley in this region.
In order to connect the roadway from Woodley with the main system of the park,
it was necessary to construct a bridge at a point considerably below the one at the
Quarry road entrance. By boring it was found that solid rock could be reached at
a short distance below the 1mrfo · , and it wa, accordingly decided that it would not
be necessary to build a masonry foundation. By excavating the sand and gravel
sufficiently to denude this rock, and hy bla ting enough to obtain a good bearing
urfac , a suitable bed was formed npon which to lay concrete, forming a massive
blo •k of. ufficicnt size to afford a solid support for tho ilat stones upon which could
re t the beams of an arch forming a single span of 70 feet, made as low and fl.at as
practicable.
The main driveway through the park, whi ·h was faid out so as to make the grades
as light as po sil>le, proved upon practical trial to he too tortuous for the safety of
the numerou carriages that frequent it in ever in ·reasing nnmbers.
ome of the
more ahrupt curve were accordingly modifi.ed, and its macadamization, which was
om men ·eel la t year, was tb •n completed. Broken quartzite was used for the base
of thi road, th nrfa e being of :fine gravel mixed with a small quantity of clay.
far a ran be .i 11dged by th exp rience of one winter, the result is satisfactory.
I i hop cl th, t the oming year may see the entire road sy tern of the park in such
<· nclition that it will he po sible to reach all the principal exhibits over good roads
during auy (•a ou or w ather.
Th walk of thf' park bave also be n improved to som extent dnrinrr the year.
bout tb prin ·ipal animal hou tber has been constrnctecl a !Tl'a,uolithic footway
of, mpl width l a.ding along the out r or summer cag . Thi walk will be proprl · . ha.cl d :uul i a. 10uch ne decl improvement. Prom th animal house to the
main driYewa.y th r ha l) n laid a pathway of pulv rized blnestone, which i
fn11111l to he much b<-tt r than th board walk formerly in u e. As fa t as the availal 1' foml · P rmit fo t walk of this kind honl<l be constructed in all parts of the
pi rk.
lthontrh th ftr t co t is somPwhat more, th<-ir mnch greater dnrability
th m r nlJ · mor conomi<-al than the nnsightlyboarcl walks that now clisfi!mre
' . · ll _,ral •cl nnd ma ada.miz dcarriageroa!l from th stre t-car liu of the api1 l ra t ion ' mpauy, upon Cincinna i street, to the entrance of th park n ar the
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Holt house, communicating there with the Adams Mill road, would be a very desirable improvement, as it would allow a much better approach than is now obtained by
the steep grade upon the Quarry road. Another carriage road should be constructed
from Connecticut avenue extended to the park, a distance of only about 180 feet,
but almost impassable during wet winter weather because of deep mud. The attention of the Commissioners of the District has been called to this matter, and I am
informed that Congress has already appropriated funds that can next year be applied
to remedying these defects.
The only permanent house that it has been possible to build during the year is one
for the zebus, or East Indian cattle. This has been placed on a hillside opposite the
buffalo house, a location not wholly desirable, yet one that brings the animals fully
to the notice of the public. It is, properly speaking, a shelter barn, made of
concrete mixed with large pebbles, the roof of tile supported upon wooden beams.
An illustration showing this house is appended hereto. About it there have been
inclose<l. paddocks of sufficient size for tho accommodation of the animals.
Some effort has been made during the year to procure a satisfactory exhibit of the
varieties of the domesticated dog, both for the purpose of showing the amount of
variation that occurs in a single species, as well as to display typical specimens of
each breed for the information of those unacquainted with their characteristic
appearances. A similar exhibit is made at the Jardin d'Acclimatation, near Paris,
forming one of the principal features of the collection there. By corresponding
with breeders and dog fanciers a number of typical specimens were secured, and a
temporary wooden structure to be used as a kennel was erected not far from the
principal animal house. The exhibit has excited considerable public interest, but
the dogs being very noisy, so much so as to greatly disturb the residents on the
eastern side of the park, the principal kennel was :finally removed to a more distant
and secluded situation on the western side.
An unfortunate accident has greatly retarded the growth of this collection.
Lieutenant Peary, U. S. N., temporarily withdrew from the park, for purposes of
exhibition, two of the Eskimo dogs deposited by him. After these were returned,
one of them almost immediately developed a case of distemper which, in spite of
all that could be done in the way of isolation and disinfection, ran entirely through
the kennels, affecting not only the dogs but also the wolves and foxes. Many animals, particularly the younger ones, died from it. The Eskimo dogs suffered with
especial severity, the :fine group possessed by the park last year being now reduced
to a single specimen.
An extension of the paddocks for the wapiti or American elk was made imperatively necessary by the increase in growth of the young males received from the
Yellowstone National Park. Accordingly, there was selected for this purpose a large
tract, comprising some 9 acres, situatecl between Rock Creek and the fence on.
the eastern side of the park, and still covered with primitive forest. This was
inclosed by means of the Page wire fence, and within it, at a short distance from
the fence, was built a small shelter for holding feed. Access to this is by an elevated walk, a precaution rendered necessary by the ferocity of the males during the
fall and winter season, which makes it dangerous to enter the inclosure at that
time. The animals have made themselves entirely at home within this precinct, and
appear very much as they do in their native haunts.
It has been necessary to replace the fence for the inclosure situated on one of the
little tributaries of Rock Creek within the park where the beavers have built quite
extensively and also brought forth young. The fence, already used for some years to
confine these animals, was of strong wire mesh, but proved insufficient to withstand
their powerful teeth. Severing it in several places, they went outside their inclosure and felled small trees, which they endeavored to drag into their dams. On
several occasions, notwithstanding the repeated repair of the fence, they escaped at
night, retuming to the inclosure dnring the day, and :finally one of them established
himself permanently outside and has not as yet been recovered. It being necessary
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to con trnct a n w f; nee of nflicient strength to withstftnd the attacks of their
eth, one wa built of v rtir,al steel roe.ls, {'h inch iu diameter, curv cl inward at the
top, so a to prev nt any pos ibility of climbing over. This is believed to he per£ tly /fe tive in preventing their csc·a1,e.
uring th y ar tho s ·ope of th operations of these animalR has be u greatly
iucr a ed, and they have now construct d thr e large dams, one of which is at 1 a ·t
4 fe thigh. Ea •h of th se ha b 11 bnilt wholly by tho beaver themselv , either
from tr
J lled h\' them within thn inclosnre or from hranches furnished them for
foo<l. 'rh y cut this mat rial into suitable lengths, which they clmg to th water,
float to th dam, ~met there combine with mnd and twigs to form a compa ·t strnctore.
In onne tion with ea h dam they ha Ye bnilt houses, tog tber with <'vera,l smaller
burrows in the lJank. Tb ntrance to th houses is al ways under water and can
only he reacheu hy di ino-.
Th animals havo become qnite acc11stome<l to the presence of mau, ancl it is
lJ li vecl that nnder proper restrictions the public may be a11owed to ee them at
work. The paddock in which they are in closed should b somewhat enlarard, as it
i now o small that the difTerent families interfere with each other, and the weaker
one can not escap from their pnr nerR.
On September 29, 1 96, th city of Washington was visited hy one of the. everest
storms that ever occnrred in this rC1gion. The velocity of the wind reached for a.
short time 80 mil s per hour, and its force was terriftc, unroofing and blowing clown
bou sand uprooting trees, so that the whole vicinity was a sc no of wreck and devastation. Within the park bundredHof trees wero laid pl'Ostrate, and a portion of the
roof of the Holt house, where the office is situated, was blown off. The roads werr so
blocked with fallen trees as to be impassabl , and the fences of the elk and buffalo
inclosures were, by the same cause, crushed in, so that for a short time th re was
con iderable danger that tbe animals might escape. Fortnnately, this did not oceur;
none of the animals were seriously injured, and no very serious damage was done to
any of the buildings. The cost of clearing away the wreckage from this storm was
over $500, and the repairing of the roof of the Holt house cost $100, sums that could
ill be spared from the limited appropriation at the disposal of the park.
The accessions to the collection during the year have not heen very numerous. As
no purchase of animals was allowed, all adciitions must be by gift, by births, hy collections from the Yellowstone rational Park, or by exchange.
A li t of all the animals donated is appended hereto. Especially valuable and
welcome additions from this source were four harbor seals (I'hoca vitulina), presented
by Mr. J. H. Starin, already well-known for his generosity; a mule deer ( Cariacus
macrotis), presented by Mr. Frank Maumey, of Telluride, Colorado, and a brushtailed rock kangaroo (Petrogale penicillata), presented by Mr. M. J. Flood, of Sydney,
Australia. Other valuable animals presented by Mr. J<,lood unfortunately died en
route.
The most important births have been those of two sea lions (Zalophus californian11s),
a buffalo (Bison americanus), a zebu (Bos indicus), and two beaver ( Castor fiber).
From the Yellowstone Park there has been received during the year one consignment, comprising, among other animals, six young prong-horn antelopes ( ,d ntilocapra
americana). These beautiful creatures were captured when very young, and fed by
hand until sufficiently well-grown to endure transportation. They are quite accustomed to the sight of men, horses, and even dogs. They have been placed in a.small
paddock at the western side of the park, and have thriven well since their arrival,
a fact of considerable interest when it is remembered that much difficulty has been
experienced by others in rearing them in captivity.
As surplus stock of any particular species accumulates in the park, effort is made
to exchange it for other animals, and thus produce a greater variety of exhibits.
By this means several most important accessions have been obtained. Among these
were an African ostrich (Struthio camelus), an Indian antelope (Antilope cen icapra),
and two of the exceedingly rare West Indian seals (Monachus tropicalis) . Unfortu-
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nately there bas been great difficulty in inducing these latt.er animals to eat, for
they do not seem to relish any of the :fish or other sea products procurable in the
markets of Washington. These seals are among the most important acquisitions
ever made by the National Zoological Park. The species has been known for more
than two centuries past to exist in the Caribbean Sea, but it has been exceedingly difficult to get specimens, even t1rn extensive zoological garden at London never having
posse8sed one. Those in the possession of the park were obtained on a small js]and
in the Gulf of Campeche.
I am informed by Dr. J. Eugene Jarnigan, United States consul at Utilla, Hondmas, that the species is occasionally seen a,mong the reefs a,bout 70 miles north of
Cape Gracios-a-Dios.
In concluding my report I wish to call attention to the fact that since the establishment of the National Zoological Park them have been many other enterprises of
a similar character projeeted and established in various parts of the country, and
that these are, as a rule, supported by far greater resources than are allowed for the
• national collection. Among these I will mention the following:
The Blue Mountain Forest Park, established by the late Mr. Austin Corbin, is a
large tract of forest an<l abandoned farm land, situated in the western part of New
}Jampshire, comprising an inc]osed area of 26,000 acres. Within this inclosure are
kept abont 4,000 wild animals, including 74 bison, 200 moose, 1,500 elk, 1,700 d eer of
different species, tmd 150 wild boars. These animals are rapidly multiplying, and,
with the exception of tlrn bison, which are sheltered and fed during the winter, live ·
in perfect fre.edorn .
In the Adirondack region of New York a game preserve of 9,000 acres has been
stoeked with elk, Virginia deer, mule deer, rabbits, pheasants, etc., and Mr. W. C.
Whitney bas established a preserve of 1,000 a,cres in the Berkshire hills, near Lenox,
Mass., where he ma.intains not only the species of animals above mentioned, but also
bison and antelope. Other preserves are Ne-ha-sa-ne Park, in the Adirondacks, 8,000
acres; Tranquillity Pa,rk, near Allamnchy, N. J., 4-,000 acres ; the Alling preserve,
near Tacoma, Wash., 5,000 aere8; North Lodge, near St. Panl, Minn., 400 acres, and
F11rlough T,odge, in the ()atskills, New York, 600 acres. 'rhese are all fenced incloRures, well stocked vi'ith animals.
At Pittsburg, Pa., certain public-spirited citizens have undertaken, iu one of the
public parks, the construction of a number of buildings iutern1ed for the exhibition
of animals. These are already nearing completion aud will cost more than $200,000,
exdusive of the animals they are to contain. A further collection of buildings and
inclosures jntended for America,n animals only is also projected for that city.
In 1895 certain gentlemen interested in natural history organized the New York
Zoological Society, whose objects are stated to be as follows:
"First.-The establishment of a free zoological park containing collections of
North American and exotic animals, for the benefit and enjoyme11t of the general
public, tl10 zoologist, the sportsman, and every lover of nature.
"Sfcond .-Tbe systematic encouragement of interest in animal life or zoolog·y
among all classes of the people and the promotion of zoological science in general.
"T/l'ird.-Cooperation with other organizations in the preservation of the Hative
animals of North Ame1·ica and encouragement of the growing sentiment against
their wanton destruction."
'l'o carry out this plan these gentlemen obtained from the city of New York a
grant of some 261 acres bi the southern portion of Bronx Park, near that city, for
the purpose of establishing there a zoological garden, which is to be free to the public for at least :five da.ys in each week. Plans are now being prepared for the development of a collection on the most generous and attractive scale. The bulletin issued
by the society states that it is expected that there will be at once spent $125,000 for
preparing the ground and $250,000 for buildings and inclosures.
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.Anirnals in the National Zoological Parle Jnne 30, 1897.
Name.

Num•
ber.

Name.

MAMMALS,
American bison (Bison americanu,) ...••..
Zebu (Bos ind'icus) ........ • •••••••....•••••
Common goat ( Capra hircits) ....•.. •.......
Cashmere goat ( Capra hiretts) ....•••••••••
Indian antelope (Antilope cervicapra) ..... .
Prong•l1orn antelope (Antilocapra ameri•

MAMMALS-continued.
7
4
4

1

cana) .....••...........................•.

American elk ( Cervus canadensis) . . . . .... .
Virginia clear ( Cariacus virginianus) ..•...
Mule deer ( Oariacus macrotis) ....... •••••.
Solid•hoofe!l bog (Sus sci-oja, var. solidun·

13
17
2
1

gulata) ........ . •.•••.•...... . •.....•.•..

Peccary (Dicotyles taja9u) ....•••••• • .. • •· •
Llama (Auchenia glama) . •••.•••••.•... • • • •
Guanaco (Auchenia huanacos) .••••..•.•.•.
Indian elephant (Elephas indicus) ..•......
Lion (Felis leo) ........ . ................... .
Tiger (Felis tigris) .......••••••..••.....•..
Leopard (Felia pardus) ..••••...••.......•..
Puma (Pelis concolor) ..........•..•........
S1)otted lynx (Lynx rujus maculatus) ..... .
Spotted hyena (Ifyama crocuta) ••......... .
Beagle hom1d .................... •· ..... •··
Russian wolf hound ...................... .
Stag hournl . .............................. .
Mastiff.................................... .
't. Bernard dog ........................... .
Pointer ................................... .
Chesapeake Bay dog ...................... .
B !llington terrier ........................ .
moot Ji .coated fox terrier ........... . ..... .
Wir •haired fox terrier ................... .
Brown J,'ren ·h poodle .•.......... . .........
nskimo clog ............................... .
Gray wolf (Gani, lupus yriaeo.albua) ....•..
mack wolf ( Ganis l11pua gri.iieo•albus) ..••.•
Coyot ( Canis latrans) ..•.... .......•....•.
It 1 fo . (1'11lpeaJulvt11) ...••. .••........•.
wift fox ( l'11lpeR veloz) .. •••.•.•...•...•...
Tayr, ( Oalictia barbara) ..••....••.•••••...
Mink ( /'11toriu1 viao,i) ....•....... . .....•..
uwric:m l,a<lger (Taxidea ame1·ica ,w) ....
Ki11kujo11 (Ci'rcoleptes cattdivolv11lttR) ...•..
'ray 1:oali•mm111i (XaBt1a ,w,ica) ......... .
Ouc-omi t1 (lla111ari1 a,tuta) ...• •..•...... .
I' (:C.'IJOII (l'rOC//011 lotor) ......•.••••.•••.. .
lllcu·k lwur ( ' rk!1$ amr,-ica,wa) ...••.• .•••.
'i111111m11111 ar (11r8tllllmetican,u) •••..•..
rizzl · h<·ar (l: rw, ltorribilia) ............ .
'aUforuin . (•11 lion (Zaloplw, califonti<lnt1a) .
" ' I' t I ntlian 111•al (JI011adiu11 tre>picalis) ... .
Ilarhor p•i] ( l'ltoca 1:itulina) . . ............ .
acuqu monk y (Macacu cy1to1nolgu11) ..

N um.
ber.

8
1
2

I

4

Bonnet monkey (Macacus &iniciis) .••..•...
Rhesus monkey (Macacus r hesus) ....••••.
Arabian baboon ( Oynocephalus hamadryas) .
Olive baboon ( Cynocephalus anub'is) .••••. .
Ow 1 monkey (Nyctipithecua trivir gatus) ... .
European hedgehog (Erinaceus europreus) .
Albino rat (Mus rattus) ..... ......•........
American beaver (Oastor fib er) .•••••• • ....
Woodchuck (Arctomys monax> .•••••......
Prairie dog ( Oynomys ludovicianus) ....•..
Red.bellied squirrel (Sciurus a.iireogaster) .
Fox squirrel (Sciurus niger) .... ......•••..
Gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) ..••...
Crested porcupine (Hystrix cristata) .... .. .
Canada porcupine (Erethizon dorsatus) ... .
Crested agouti (Dasyprocta cristata) .. .. . .
Hairy.rumped agouti (Da&yprocta prymno-

1
3
2
2

2
l
10

6
5

10

1
20
3

2
3

lopha) .......•.•......... •••.. .. •• . . •••••.

2

Mexican agouti (Dasyprocta 1nexicana) ... .
I Az:11'a's ~gouti (1:asyprocta azarre) •••••••.
5 1• Gumea pig ( Gavia porcellua) . .....•........

2

2
5

~
2
1
1
2
2
2
1

R~;::

1:;::~:;~~.r~i.~~.~~~~~~e~~~~~e~:.

1

II

Englh1h rabbit (Lepits cuniculu,) .•••••.•. .
A11gora rabbit (Lepus cuniculus) ••.••..•. .
Six.lJandecl armadillo ( Dasypua sexcinctus).
Peba armadillo (Tatttsia novemcincta) .•...
Gray kallgaroo (.Jfacroptts sp.) .. ... •.......
Rrus]1.tailecl rock kangaroo (Petrogale peni•

2

16

1
16

1
6
3

cillata) ....... ............ .•••.....••.... .

Common opossum (DidelphyH virginiana) ..
BIRDS.

Clarke's nutcracker (Nucijraga colum.
G

biana) ..•........••.. ••.•. ...... .•.•..•• .

7

3
7

Raven ( Corvus corax) ..........•.......•••.
l3lack•bead djay ( Oyanocitta stelleri annec.

1

1

European magpie (Pica pica) ....•••.•.....
Sulphur•crested cockatoo ( Oacatua gal e.

: I!

L:i"~~;;,;,:; ;;,~~~;;;·(~,;;;;~~!~~~;;;;;,~)

tens) .••..•••.•••••••.•••.••••••••••..••..

1
2
1
27
6
3
2

5

Bare.eyed cockatoo ( Oacatua gy1nnopia) . •..
Yellow and blu macaw (.Ara araraunea) ..
R d :m!l yellow and blue macaw (Ara ma·
cao) . ..•.............•.••...•..•.••••.. •• .

Gr•en parrakeet (Oonurua sp.) ............ .
Orang •Wing d amazon (.Amazona ama.
zonica) ..•... ••..• .•••. .••...... . •. ••. ....

Yellow•naped amazon (Amazona auropal-liata) .......•..••.•••.•........••••.•.•..

1

1
ray parrot (P1ittactta erithactLB) ..... ..•..
3 I Great horned owl (Bubo virginianu,) • •••••

4

6

PRONG-HORN ANTELOPE, NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK,
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.Animals in the National Zoological Park June 30, 1897-Continued.
Naine.

Number.

BIRDS-continued.

BIRDS.
Barred owl (Syrnium nebulosum) ......... .
Barn owl (Strix pratincola) ...... ......... .
Bald eagle (Hali ceetus leucocephalus) ...... .
Broad-winged hawk (Buteo latissimus) ... .
Red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) .... .
Red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis) .......... .
Turkey vulture ( Gathartes aura) ......... .
Ring dove (Golumba palumbus) ........... .
Chachalaca ( Ortalis vetula maccall'ii) ..... .
Razor-billetl curassow (Mitua tuberosa) .. .
Lesser razor-billed curassow (Mitua tomentosa) . .. ....................•..... - .... - -Pea f'ow 1 ( Pavo cristatus) .................. .
White turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) .. -.... .
Guinea fowl (Numida meleagris) ...... : . . .
King rail (Rallus elegans) ................. .
Sandhill crane ( Grus mexicana) ........... .
Whooping crane (Grus americana) . ...... .
Great blue heron (Ardea herodias) ........ .
Cariama (Cariama cristata) .............. .
Whistling swan ( Olor colwmbianus) . .•.....
Mute swan ( Cygnus gibbus) ......• ••.. ·.....
Black swan ( Ohenopis atrata) ..•...•..••••.
Brant (Branta bernicla) ....••.••...••.•....
Canada goose (Branta canadensis) ...•••.••.
Chinese goose (Anser cygnoides) .......... .
Toulouse goose (Anser sp.) ....•..•.•.•....
Mandarin duck ( Dendronessa galericulata).
Black duck (Anas obscura) ............... .
Mallard cluck (Anas boschas) ...•.•.••.....
Pekin duck (Anas sp.) .......••............

Number.

Name.

1
1
12

1
1
4
1
6

6

1
1
22
2

1
1
1
1
2

1

1
5
1
6
6

7
2

2
2
7

13

.American herring gull (Larus argentatus
smithsonianus) ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
.African ostrich (Struthio camelus) . . . . . . . . .

1
1

REPTILES.

.Alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) . . . . . .
Snapping turtle ( Chelydra serpentina)......
Painted turtle ( Ghrysemys picta) .......... ,
Musk turtle (Arom,ochelys odorata)........
Mud turtle (Ginosternumpennsylvanicum) .
Terrapin (Pseudemys sp.)....... .. . . . . . . . . .
Gopher turtle (Xerobates polyphemus) . . . . .
Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum) . . . . . .
Glass snake ( Ophiosaurus ventralis).......
Diamond rattlesnake ( Oro talus adamanteus)
Copperhead (Ancistrodon contortrix).......
Water moccasin (Ancistrodon piscivorus). . .
Python (Python sp.) .............. :........
Boa (Boa constrictor) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
.Anaconda (Eunectes murinus) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scarlet snake ( Gemophora coccinea)........
Red-bellied snake {Farancia abacura)......
Bull snake (Pituophis sayi). . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus). . . . . . .
Milk snake ( Ophibolus doliatus)............
King snake ( Ophibolus getulus) . ...... ·......
Black snake (Bascanium constrictor) . . . . . . .
Mountain black snake ( Coluber obsoletus)..
Garter snake (Eutcenia sirtalis)............
Water snake (Natrix 1ipedon).. .. . . . . . . . . . .
Hog-nosed snake (Heterodonplatyrhinus)..
Gopher snake (Spilotes corais couperi).....

15
2
6
2

5

1
1
4
1
4

1
5
2
3
1
1

1
4
1
1
3
3
8

1
7
2

4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --1---- -1- - - - - - -- - - - Mammals ...•..................................................
193
47
327
87
64
26
61
151
Birds ....... -..... - .• - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - .
Reptiles ..................................................•••..
83
6 ...............
89
Total .............................•...•...................

340

79

148

567
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List of accessions .
.A.NIM.A.LS PRESENTED.

Name.

Donor.

MarI!l.oset ....................
Beagle hound ................
Collie ........................
Do .......................
Bedlington terrier . . . . . . . . . . .
Fox terrier....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Frenc.h poodle ...............
Mastiff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Russian wolf hound .........
Gray wolf....................
Black wolf...................
Red ~·ox: ......................

:Mrs.K. D.Brown, Washington, D. C ........................ .
H. L. Kreuder, Nanuet, N. Y ............••...................
B. B. Smith, Washington, D. C ......•••.•••............•..•..
B. Alton Smith, North Attleboro, Mass ..................... .
.John Hopkinson, Newark, N . .J ............................. .
.John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Mass ............................ .
H. H. Hunnewell, Wellesley, Mass .......................... .
.J. Russell, Bedford City, Va ................................. .
Col. B. G. Daniels, Washington, D. C ........................ .
W. M. Dunaway, Hugo, Colo ................................ .
F. W. Okie, Casper, Wyo .................................... .
Dr. C. E. Robinson, Washington, D. C ....................... .

Gra~:~~:: :: : : :: : : : :::::::::: I ~.I~~;::::t:a~~l~ng;:,n;~: .~:: :: :: :::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : :
. Do ....................... Thos. Walsh,Washington,D.C ............................. .
Mmk ........................ Edward Topscott, Palace Valley, W. Va ..................... .
J

1

~h~;:;~~~:,~~:~~n: ·~ .C ....:....:... :::. ::::.:::::

::::,~:::: ••• ::::: •:••• •I.

Cinnamon bear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. H. Tice, Monero, N. Mex .............................. .
Harbor seal. ................ ·1Ilon . .John H. Starin, New York ........................... .

!r!.· :;:~~:~::~~!!~~.DC.~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Com;:.~.~,~~~::::::::::::::::
Do.... .. ................. Thos. Walsh, Washington, D. C ............................ .
Vfrginia deer ... ·......... .... .A.rthnr S. Nester, Munising, Mich .......................... .
1
Do ....................... , Thof:!. Walsh, Washington, D. C ........................... .
1\[ulede r .................... Frank Maumey, Telluride, Colo ............................ .
.A.Jbino rat . ................ ·· 1 C. D. Walcott, Wash~gton, D. C ........................... .
Do ... .................. . R. B. Leathers, Washmgton, D. C .......................... .
Wood buck ................. , E. . Schmiel, Washington, D. C ............................ .
.Albino woodchuck . . . . . . .. . . E. G. Pendleton, .Augusta Springs, Va ..................... .
Gray squirrel. .............. . R. E. Rrntf...... . ........................................... .
Do . .............. .... .... Robt. Imbrie, ·washington, D. C •••........•••......•......•.
Rnglisb rabbit .............. I Dr. llale, ,Vasbiugton, D. C ........................ .. ...... .
Do ....................... L. L. Kahlet, Washington, D. C ....... . .................... .
Do............. .... ..... . G. \V. Jiendersou, \Vashington, D. C ....................... .
ugora rabliit............... Dr. Hale, Washington, D. C ................................ .
Ro ky. Mountain varyfog II. Z. Fish, Bellows Falls. Vt . .............................. .
bar.
i. •band d armadillo........ Mis~ M. Townseud, ,Vashington, D. C ..................... .
Brnsh•tailed r k kangaroo .. M. ,J. Flood, Sydney, Australia ............................ .
11 sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , fisR L. ,J. White, 1Vashiugton, D. C ....................... .
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . faster ,V-altera, Washington, D. C ......................... .
o .........•............. W. •. Anderson & Co., Washington, D. C .................... .
Holden a 1 ...••......•..... .A. }.I. Brooking, Funk, Nebr ........... ..................... .
Bal<l agle ................... ,J. W. Gladstone, Cape Charles, Va .......................... .
o . ............. .... ..... Tho!!. Walsh, Washington, D. C ............................. .
Broad•win <l hawk......... Dr. W. F. Hutchinson, Winchester, Va ...................... .
d•tail d h wk ............. ..... clo ..•..•••••••••....•••.•.••.••••••••••••.••.•••• _...•.•.
o ... . . . . ..... ........ ...
o data .......................................•..............
o ...... . ................ F.Kraus, Washington,D. C ..................••..............
0 •.•• . .•••••••••• • •••••.
lbertWise,Wa bington,D.C ... .......................... .
Do ......•..•............. , Thoe. Wal.ah, Washington, D. C ..•.....................•..•..

Number
of speci•
mens.

1
3
4

2

4
3
1

1
1
1
1
4

25

1
1
1
1
1
5
2

1
1
1
1
1
.2
2

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
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List of accessions-Continued .
.A.NIM.A.LS PRESENTED-Continued.

Name.

Donor.

Number
of speci•
mens.

Great l10rnedowl.... .. . . . . . . . B. G. True, Clinton, Me . .. . ................ ; ................. .
Do....................... R. F. Foster, Washington, D. C ................... . ......... .
Do . ........ ... ........... Dr. W. F. Hutchinson, Winchester, Va ...................... .
Do....................... O. W. White, Washington, D. C ............................. .
Do ....................... No data ............................................. . ....... .
l
Barn owl. .............. . ..... F. Hardman, San .Antonio, Tex ......... ~ .................... .
2
European magpie ............ Miss Dillie Love, Washington, D. C ......................... .
1
Ring dove ................... E . .A.. Estes, Washington, D. C .............................. .
2
Do....................... Harold Pole, Washington, D. C ............................. .
4
Peafowl ..................... Miss Rachel Weems, Upper Falls, Md .............. .'......... j
2
Whooping crane .......... .'.. Hugh Elliott, Collyer, Kans ................................ .
King rail .................... Dr. S.S. Stearns, Washington, D. C ......................... .
l
Brant ........................ J.D.Cordon, Washington,N. C ............................ . .
6
Common loon . ....... ... . ... . P. J. Duffy, Washington, D. C ............................... .
1
.Alligator . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. E . .A.. Roderick, Washington, D. C ..................... .
2
Do ....... ........ ........ Ralph Berecher, Washington, D. C .......................... .
Do ....................... D. J. Howell, .Alexandria, Va ................................ .
Do ..................... .. M . .A.. Tappan, Washington, D. C ............................ .
Do....................... Dr. Henry Stewart, U.S . .A.., Canandaigua, N. Y ............. .
Do ....................... Claude Edwards, Washington, D. C ......................... .
Do ....................... John Wilkinson, Washington, D. C .... .. ......... .. .. .......
1
Glass snake . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Dr. J. J. Kinyoun, U.S. Marine Hospital, Washington, D. C..
1
Terrapin..................... Gilbert Thompson, U. S. Geological Survey..................
1
Diamond rattleanake . . . . . . . . John Y. Detwiler, New Smyrna, Fla .... _..................•.
Do ....... ... _............ .A.. M. Nicholson, Orlando, Fla ......................... : ......
5
Banded rattlesnake ......... . P. T. Horning, Washington, D. C... . ......... .. . . . ..... .. . . . ..
1
Prairie rattlesnake . . . . . . . . . . L. W. Purinton, Banner, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Water moccasin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.. M. Nicholson, Orlando, Fla ................. . ............. .
Scarlet snake................ John Y. Detwiler, New Smyrna, Fla ........................ .
Red-bellied snake . ........... D. W. Prenti.ss,jr., Washington, D. C ....................... .
King snake..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. Ogle, Washington, D. C ................................ .
Bull snake................... L. W. Purinton, Banner, Kans .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Pioe snake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D . .A.. Christie, Washington, D. U ••..•....................... ·
Gopher snake. ............. .. .A.. M. Nicholson, Otlando, Fla ..................... ,..........
4
Mountain black snake .. ..... F. G. Shaw, Silver Springs, Md . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
2
Do....................... Dr. E . .A.. Mearns; U.S . .A.., Fort Meyer, Va . . . . . . ........... .
Hog.nosed snake ............ Chas. H. Miller, Washlngton, D. C .................... ..... . .
Do ...•.................. . R. G. Paine, Washington, D. C .............................. .
Do ..................... .. E.J. Brown, Washington, D. C .............................. .
Do....................... .A.. M. Nicholson, Orlando, Fla ..... .......................... .
Garter snake ................ C. G. Rorebeck, Falls Church, Va ......... . ................. .
·water snake ......... ....... Louis Chisley, Washington, D. C . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ..
2
Do . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thos. Hamlet, Washington, D. C ....................•........
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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List of accessions-Continued.
ANIMALS LENT.

Lender.

Name.

Number
of speci•
mens.

Bonuet monkey......... ..... Geo. Rapps, Washington, D. C .............................. .
Collie............... ......... l\L E. Phelps, Owego, N. Y ............•.•......... ...........
Russian wolf hound ......... C. E. Clifton, Washington, D. C .. . .......................... .
Polar bear... .... ............ Lieut. R. E. Peary, U.S. N ................................... .
Californiasealion ............ Hon. Jas. A . .Bradley, Asbury Park, N. J .... ............... .
European hedgehog .......... E. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C .....•........................
Cashmere goat............... ,J. A. Bailey, New York ... .................................. .
Red and yellow and blue Geo. Rapps, Washington, D. C •••••...••.••••.••••. ••••••....
macaw.
Orange.winged amazon ...... Miss E.T. Reiss, Washington, D. C .•• _
••..••....••.•....•.•••
Sulphur.crested cockatoo .... Geo. Rappa, Washington, D. C ........................ ...... .
P eafowl. ... .. ................ E. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C .••...•.............•..••.....
White turkey ..................... do ... ......... . ....... ..•................................
Mandarin duck ................. .. do .......... ... ........ ........ .. .... .. ................. .
Mallard duck ..................... do .......... .... ............... ......... .. .............. .
Cauada goose ..................... do .. ....... . ......... ................................... .
European swan ................... do ... ..... .. . .. ...... . ..... . ... .. ............. . ......... .
Gilamonster ..••............. A.O. Beaumel, Washington, D. C .•.. . ....•...•...•••....••..
Python ...................... E. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C ..•.........•••.•••...•.......
Do ...................... . R. G. Payne, Washington,D. C •••••• ..• ..........•..••.•.....
King snake ....................... do ...... ..... ........... .......... . ..................... .

1
2
1

1
1
3

2
2
8
2
3

1
1
1
2

ANIMALS RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE .
Name.

From-

Number
of speci•
mens.

Olive baboon ................. W. A. Brady, New York ............................... .... .
Arabian baboon .... ............ .. do .................... ....•..............................
L opard ....... .............. J. A. Bailey, NewYork .................. .................. .
Cnlifornia1Jcalion ........... Wm. Bartels, ew York ......... ........................... .
Westlndiau seal. ............ W. A. Brady, New York . . ........... .......... . .... .... ... .
Black buck.................. Zoological Garden, Philadelphia, Pa ........................ .
Am rican lk ..................... do .......... ..•. ....... . ............ ... ..... ...... ... .. ..
Azara'll an-outi. .............. 1 E. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C ....... .............. .. ..... .
African :strich .. ·~ ..... · ~ · .... clo .. .... ..... ........ ... . ........ .•••....... .. ...... .. ...
1

Animals bom in the

1
4
2

1
1
2

1

ational Zoolo_qical Park.

,'p tt dlynx(JAJnxrufus maculatus) ...••...•••...•••...•••.•••••..............
'ray wolf ( anis lllpus fJl"iseo•albus) ...••. ...... . ... .... .... ...... ...... ...... .
'oyot (Canis latran11). ... ...••. ...•. . .. .... •.•• ... ... ...••. .•••.. .... ...... .. .
alifornia sea lion (Zalopltua calijornianus) . .•• . .••.....•. : . • . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Buffalo (Risori americamts). .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • ••. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Zebu (Bosinclicus)...... ...... ...... .... .. ...... ....•. .... .... .... ...... ...... .

'ommon goat ( Capra ltircus)........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
American Plk ( er-i-us canadensis)............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vir inia. d l'r ( ariacus l"irfJinianua) .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .•.. ... . . . .
P ccary (Dicotyles tajasm) ...• •. ..•. ..•. •••• .••••. ...••. ...•.. •... .•.. ...... .. .
lama. (A.11ch nia r1lama) . . .. . •••• •••• .... ... . ..•.... .. •.. . . . . ..••.. .... ... •. . .
Am ricau b aver ( 'asto1· fiber).......... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . • • • . . • • • . •• • . .

2

2
7
2

1
1
1
1
6
2
3

2
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Peafow1 ( Pavo cristatus) . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . •
Pekin duck (Anas sp.) .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... .... ....
European swan (Cygnus gibbus) .... ...... ..... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ....

8
6

1

Animals collected in the Yellowstone National Park.
Black bear ( Ursus americanus) . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prong-horn antelope (Antilocapra americana)...................................
American elk ( Cm·vus canadensis) ..............._..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mountain wood rat (Neotoma cinerea)..........................................
American beaver ( Ca,stor fiber) .... .............. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

2
6

1
1
4

SUMMARY OF ACCESSIONS •

.Animals presented...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
.Animals lent ................................... -.--............................ 37
.Anima]s received in exchange ................................ :................ 16
.Animals born in the Zoological Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
.Animals received from the Yellowstone National Park......................... 14
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281
Number of specimens on hand June 30, 1896 ................................... 553
.Accessions during the year ending June 30, 1897 ............................... 281
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
DeductDeaths ......••.............. . ......................................... 177
Used for food for animals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
.Animals escaped or liberated...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
7
.Animals exchanged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
.Animals returned to owners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
267
.Animals on hand June 30, 1897 ...•._..........................•••........ 567
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK BAKER,

Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
SM 97--5

Superintendent.

APPENDIX

V.

REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY FOR
THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.
Sm: The work of the observatory during the past year has consisted largely in
preparing for publication an account of the research on the positions of absorption
bands in the infra-red solar spectrum.
In this report, which was completed in May, 1897, but which, owing to unavoidable delay, has not yet appeared in type, the positions of about 225 absorption li~ee
and bands are determined in deviation and refractive index for a 60° rock-salt prism
at the temperature of 20° centigrade. These lines are distributed in the salt spectrum between deviations of 40° 25'.ancl 38° 45', corresponding to wave lengths 0.76 µ
and 5.20 µ, respectively. The average error probable in the absolute angular deviations of these lines is about 4 seconds of arc, but in their relative deviations measured from the A line in the visible spectrum the probable error averages only about
0.5 seconds of arc, a degree of accuracy even exceeding the anticipations held forth
in last year's report. The holographs from which these results were obtained were
taken on exceptionally favorable occasions between October 26, 1896, and January 9,
1897. These bolographs, 13 in number, were selected from among many more, of
all degrees of excellence, taken during the same interval.
The forthcoming report contains, in audition to the results above mentioned, an
account of the investigations leading up to this research on the infra-red absorption
lines; a description of the successive improvements in the instrumental conditions
which have rendered possible the present results; a description of the present apparatus and its adjustment; and a discussion of present sources of error and the possibility of future progress. The results of several subsidiary investigations are
given, among others being the change of deviation of rock salt with change of temperature, the heat conductivity of rock salt, the effect of diffraction in decreasing
the intensity of energy in the spectrum with narrowing slit widths. The report is
illustrated with reproductions of photographs and drawings of apparatus, platted
curves explanatory of various matters, holographic curves, and line spectra similar to
that here given. With the illustrations, the report is expected to cover about 175
quarto pages.
DET.A.IL
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A determination has been made of the change in deviation of the A line with
change of temperature of the salt prism. The value obtained was -12.0" :±: 0.4" for
the change in deviation, corresponding to 1° rise in the temperature of the prism.
Interesting results were obtained, experimentally, showing that for slit widths less
than 0.15 millimeter the increase in the loss of energy by diffraction is very rapid.
An investigation was begun, and bids fair to end successfully, with the design of
constructing a galvanometer far more sensitive than the one in present use, which
may enable a considerable gain to be made in the number of lines to he discovered
by the holographic method of spectrum analysis.
ACQUISITIONS AND ALTERATIONS OF APPARATUS,

1. A concave mirror 26 centimeters in diameter and of 230 centimeters principal
focal length was obtained for use in the system of collimation by two mirrors, as
proposed in last year's i:eport, and actually installed with advantage in August, 1896.
The metal work required in the mirror mountings was done at the Observatory shop.
2. Three very accurate optical flats, 12 centimeters in diameter, were procured for
testing the faces of the salt prism during its occasional polishings, and for use as
plane mirrors when required.
3. A train of totally reflecting prisms, so adjusted as to invert an image, was
o htained for use with the 6-inch telescope as an erecting eyepiece.
·
4. A number of large blocks of salt were received through the courtesy of the
Russian Government, and from one of the blocks, which promised good optical quality, there was cut a large prism. On polishing, however, the quality .of the interior
was found to be so far below the exterior appearance that the prism has not been
made use of. The optical work on the pieces of apparatus above mentioned was
done uy Mr. J. A. Brashear.
5. A Zeiss anastigmatic wide-angle photographic lens was procured for use in
photographing interior rooms.
•
6. A Nachet compound microscope with mechanical stage and various accessori(ls
was obtained and is frequently used for measurements of bolometer threads and
other small objects.
7. There have been made at the Observatory shop during the year, in addition to
such repairs as were required, the following pieces of apparatus:
a. Bearing for circle shaft to insure greater accuracy of motion.
b, A mounting for oblong plane mirror and prism to form an auxiliary :fixed-arm
spectroscope. This piece of apparatus was u sed in the determination of the change
of deviation of rock salt with change of temperature.
c. A special rheostat for balancing the bolometer, provided with a slide wire operated mechanically from without, and all inclosed by a water jacket.
8. It was shown that the circle of the spectrometer moved less accurately than was
desired, and that the error arose in the action of the worm-and-wheel mechanism,
which connects it with th o cloek. Messrs. Warner and Swasey undertook the task of
replacing the worm an(l wheel-segment in use, by others of the desired degree of
accuracy. In this they were successful, and the degree of accuracy attained may be
inf rred when it is said that it is required that the position of the circle shall not be
in error by more that 0.5 second of arc, which corresponds to a linear distance of
0.00003 inch on the circumference where the worm and wheel-segment is applied.
9. A comparator for the measurement of holographs in ordinates and abscissro was
procure<l of Warner & Swasey. The F!pecifications were prepared at the Observatory with a provi ional (lesign which was elaborated and modified by the makers.
10. The large Zei s photocrrapbic len has been :fitted with a Prosch rapid shutter.
11. A new motor and a set of small taps and dies have been added to the shop
equipment.
12. On the recommendation of Dr. Kayser, of the University of Bonn, who inspected
the Observatory during a visit to this ·otmtry, imlphuric acid bas been used to dry the
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spectrometer chamber in the place of lime, as heretofore. A 'l ead tank about 6 feet
long and 15 inches wide is supplied with about a gallon at a time of crude sulphuric
acid. This acid will abstract more than an equal volume of water from the air
before requiring changing; and its use has been attended with very satisfactory
results in preserving the faces of the rock-salt optical apparatus.
GENERAL ALTERATIONS.

The Observatory has received necessary repairs, and has been repainted. Its color
is now a light drab, and the roof is white . in place of the previous brown. It is
found that the difference of the temperature maxima of thermometers within and
without the Observatory has become nearly 4° C. greater since the repainting. This
greatly ameliorates the condition of the observers.
It is proposed to introduce a system of cooling by ammonia gas, to be regulated
automatically, so that the apparatus can be maintained through the months of
April, May, June, July, August, September, and October, as in the winter, aL a
standard, constant temperature. As much of the clear observing weather comes in
these months, much is hoped from this change.
PERSONNEL,

Mr. L. E. Bruerson closed his period of service at the Observatory July 1, 1897.
SUMMARY.

I may Hum up the result of the year's work by saying that the positions of between
200 aud 300 lines iu the infra-red solar spectrum have been accurately established;
that an account of the researches of the observatory has been prepared for publication; and that the instrumenta,l equipment has reached a state of excellence never
before equaled.
·
Respectfully submitted.
C. G. ABBOT,
Aid Acting in Charge, Astrophysical Observat01·y.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY.
Secretary of the Sniilhsonian lnstittition.

APPENDIX

VI.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN FOR THE YEAR ENDING .JUNE 30, 1897.
Srn: I have the honor to present herewith a report upon the operations of the
library of the Smithsonian Institution during the fisc al year ended June 30, 1897.
The entry numbers of accessions to the Smithsonian deposit at the Library of Congress extend from 339,340 to 364,972.
The following table gives an analysis, in volumes, parts of volumes, pamphlets,
and charts, during the year:
Publications received between July 1, 1896, and J1.me 30, 1897.
Quarto or Octavo or Total.
larger. smaller.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ---1- - - - - - - - - - Volumes .•••••.... __ ..... __ ...... -- ................. . .. -.......... - - .. --607
1,306
1,913
Parts of volumes ......... . .............. . .............................. .
17,975
26,395
8,420
4,857
731
4, 126
Pamphlets .............. -----· .................... -- .... --· ---·· ...... --Charts ...................................................... __ .. _... ________ . ___ . _.. __ . _____ _
371
Total. .•................................................................................

33,536

In addition to this there have been added t,o the Secretary's library, office library,
and the library of the Astrophysical Observatory, 332 volumes and pamphlets, and
2,044 parts of volumes, making a total of 2,376, and a grand total of accessions for
the year of 35,912 volumes, parts of volumes, pamphlets, and charts.
These accessions show a gain of 992 in volumes, parts of volumes, and charts
over the previous year, and in the number of entries, 793.
The following universities have sent complete sets of their aca<l.emic publications,
including inaugural dissertations:
Basel.
Freiberg.
Kiel.
Pennsylvania.
Berlin.
Giessen.
Konigsberg.
Strassburg.
Bern.
Gricfswald.
Leipzig.
Tu bingen.
Bonn.
Halle-am-Saale.
Louvain.
U:trecht.
Breslau.
Heidelberg.
Lun<l..
Wurz burg.
Cornell.
Helsingfors.
Marburg.
Zurich.
Dorpat.
Jena.
Montevideo.
Erlanger.
Johns Hopkins.
Montreal.
While it is not possible to specify the large number of academies, learned societies,
editors of periodicals, and private persons who have sent their publications to the
Institution, one gift is deserving of especial notice, that of Mr. S. Patcanof, of St.
Petersburg. Mr. Patcanof presented over 300 volumes, including manuscripts,
printed books, and p amphlets, relating to oriental and Russian philology, archreology,
geography, and folklore, and more especially works relating to Armenian literature.
The collection includes quite a number of rare works. ~
Several mouths were spent in Tevising the list of foreign establishments to which
Smithsonian publications were being sent. It was found that many of them were
not sending an adequate return, and a systematic correspondence has been begun
with a view to remedying this state of affairs.
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A check list of scientific periodicals in the Smithsonian library is being prepared
for the new edition of Dr. Bolton's Bibliography of Scientific Periodicals, to be issued
by the Institution. In view of the very large number of publications of this character belonging to the Institution, the preparation of this list entails much labor and
is not yet completed.
In accordance with the plan of the Secretary for increasing the library exchanges,
673 letters were written for new exchanges and for completing series already in the
library, with the result that 104 new exchanges were added to the list and 101 defective series were either completed or added to as far as the publishers could supply
the missing parts.
I have little doubt but_that much more could be done in this direction if more
assistance could be had. 'rhe preparation and revision of lists and the examination
of the library records for the ascertainment of missing parts requires much and
careful labor, and must necessarily proceed slowly. The time occupied in writing
the letters is but trifling, compared with that required for the preliminary work.
During the year I attended two meetings of the American Library Association-one
at Cleveland, in August, 1896, at which I presented a paper entitled '' Fifty years of
library promotion at the Smithsonian Institution," and at the meeting of the same
association held at Philadelphia in June, 1897, a paper on the proposed "International Catalogue of Scientific Literature."
Respectfully submitted.
CYRUS ADLER, Librarian.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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REPORT OF THE EDITOR FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897.
SIR : I have the honor to submit the following report on the publications of the
Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 1897:
I. CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE.

Two memoirs of the Contributions have been issue<l. this year, each of them having been submitted in the Hodgkins fund prize competition.
No. 1033. Argon; a New Constituent of the Atmosphere; by Lord Rayleigh and
Prof. William Ramsay. (Part of Vol. XXIX of Smithsonian Contributions to
Knowletlge.) Quarto pamphlet of 43 pages, Hlustrated with 5 text figures.
This memoir was submitted in competition for one of the Hodgkins Fund prizes
offered by the Smithsonian Institution, and the first prize of $10,000, for a treatise
embodying some new and important discovery in regard to the nature or properties
of atmospheric air, was awarded to Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay for their
discovery of "Argon," a new element of the atmosphere. The authors give a detailed
description of the apparatus and methods of their investigation.
No. 1034. Atmospheric Actinometry and the Actinic Constitution of the Atmosphere; by E. Duclaux, professor of physics in the Agronomical Institute at Paris.
(Part of Vol. XXIX of Smithsonian· Contributions to Knowledge.) Quarto pamphlet
of48 pages.
Professor Duclaux summarizes his work as follows:
''1. The oxidation of oxalic acid in : 1, weak solution takes place mainly, and almost
exclusively, under the influence of the chemical rays of solar light; it can therefore
be use,1 as an actinometric measure.
"2. It depends on the conc-entration of the liquid, which for the best results should
not exceed about 3 grams peT liter.
"3. With an equal volume of solution combustion decreases as depth increases.
There is an absorption of chemical rays, although the liquid is and remains very
transparent.
"4. For equal depthH of liquid, combustion is proportional to the surface, and consequently a18o to the volume.
"5. It depends on the age of the Rolution-that is to say, of the time which bas
elapsed since preparation. As it grows older an oxalic solution becomes more sensitive an(l attaim; a cert::1,in maximum which is quite stable and quite regular. It is
well to wait till this state of sensitiveness has been produced.
·
"6. The daily combustion, such as is measured with sterilized liquids, varies from
one day to another much more than any other meteorological phenomenon, and, while
subject to the influen ce of what we call 'fine weathe:e' and 'overcast weather,' it
manffests very clearly other influences which are l ess visible.
'' 7. It shows also the influence of the seasons, and manifestly exhibits a maximum
in spring .
"8. It is but feebly subject to the influence of altitude.
"9. On the other h and, it betrays so strongly the presence of divers oxidizable
essences or substance1:1 in the air that we must consider local and daily variations
ai:; due to the presence in the atmosphere of actinic clouds, which are discoverable
only by the r eduction and absorption which they produce in the chemical radiations
of sunlight.
"10. The atmosphere of extreme northern regions is less absorbent than that of
our temperate zones, and, consequently, at the same hours of the day actinic radiation is more powerful, at the level of the soil, in the north than at the center of
Europe.
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"11. Northern countries add to this cause of superiority, which they owe to the
constitution of their atmosphere, another, which is due to their geographical position, namely, that the actinic effect of the sun increases more rapidly than the
duration of its presence above the horizon. The very long days of the north during the period of vegetation are, therefore, in their actinic effect more active than
an equal number of days in our temperate regions, and we can thus explain the particularly intense rate of the progress which vegetation makes in the vicinity of the
polar circle.
''12. This increase of sensitiveness which oxalic acid experiences in the sun does
not cease when the light begins to fade, and may continue several days. Hence follows a conclusion which may also be applied to our temperate regions. This is that
the actinic effect of a number of fine days in succession increases more rapidly than
its duration, and also that the effect of a fine morning is not lost by a dark and
cloudy evening.
"13. \Ve must therefore give up the hope of finding, in the duration of a day or
of solar action, a measure of its effects, and meteorological instruments which
accept such a proportionality are to be rejected.
"14. The importance of these actinic phenomena in the general economy of the
world is great enough to make it necessary that we should approach the investigation by appropriate means."
II. SJ\IITIISONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS.

The series of Miscellaneous Collections now includes 36 completed volumes,
embracing 173 distinct papers, besides parts of 4 additional volumes. The following
were published during the past fiscal year:
No. 1035. Mountain Observatories in America and Europe, by Edward S. Holden,
director of the Lick Observatory. (Part of Vol. XXXVII of Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.) Octavo pamphlet of v1, 77 pages, with 24 full page illustrations.
Tn this paper Professor Holden describes the conditions of good vision at mountain stations all over the globe, and makes a, short study of the high-level observatories in this country and Europe. The main scientific and practical conclusions to
be drawn from the facts presented are stated hy Professor Holden as follows:
"Briefly they show the necessity foT a careful .examination of the sites proposed
for an astronomical ( or meteorological) observatory before a final choice is made.
They prove that while some monnta.in stations present grent advantages for astronomical an(l a trophysical observatories, this is by llO means the case for all. And
they point ont that tbe more freq neut use of balloons, ek., in meteorology is likely
to resnlt in a rapi<l advance in onr Jrnowledgeof the physics of the atmosphere, and
to do away, in a great degree, with the need for permanent meteorological stations
at high levels.
"It ap-pears that different researches reqnire different conditions. · All would be
b st clone at ~t station where both steaclines8 aml transparency were absolute. Bnt
fiOm~ can be very well performed under Jess perfect conditions. If one is searchiug
for the site for a new observatory, both conditions shonld be insisted upon; if one
is planning work at a station already e tablisbecl, the work shonld be chosen so t,hat
it can be we]] clone nuder exi ting conditions.
" ron of the e (and other) obYions condnsion8 are new. The mass of evidence
will, bow , r, bring new <'ondction eYen to those most familiar with it; and it may
. rve a. ~ _c h ck "?- the wastcl'nl expenditure of public and private euclow1nents.
Tb , n_b. 1cl1_ . to science, great a~ t~ey are, thanks to_ the generosity of governments
a11d of 10d1vHlnals, mu t be caretnlJv husbanded 1f we are to exploit its entire
domain, which i. ularO'ing clay by clay.''
• . 1037. ~frthocl · for tbe ]Jetermination of Organic Matt r in Air, by David
II1•ntlric·k B rgp~-, B. ,'., . 1. D., of the Vniversity of Pennsylvania. (Part ofYol.
f,'rni h.onian~Ii c: llan ou Coll<'C'tions.) Ocfawopamphl tofI, 2 page,
,·ith 3 t . · fignrP .

x.·.·1.·

'I h clifli ulti that wer nc·onntnecl in estimating the quantity of organi matt r in .-pi1 d. ir, while coucluetiug th r . earch on the 'ompo ition of E.·pirecl ir
• nil it EIT• t npo11 Animal Li~ , a.re aid hy Dr. Bergey to bav demon trated the
f: c ha . onw of' the m tbocl in n." wer1! un. ati factory. Ifr r views various
form of apparn 11 n cl hy forpign an,l .\merican inv stiga.tors -and onclndes a
follo \' :
1. Tb: qn~ ntitr ot: orll'an~c· matt r hr.ars an intim to relation to tbe amount of
II t~n•r 10 th all'. It 1 probahl that th,: ga ons organic matter forms but
dm ly mall prop rtion of th total organic matt r.
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"2. The attachment of a dust :filter of asbestus to the absorption apparatus produces results that are constantly lower than those obtained without the dust :filter.
"The most reliable method for the estimation of organic matter in air is that
known as Remsen's method, and is called Method Illa in this research. 1 The pumice stone seems to be the best form of absorbent material, because it can be thoroghly cleansed by heat without cha_nging its con~lition or useful~ess.
.
.
"4. Those methods which determrne the orgamc matter from its reducmg action
on permanganate do not seem to afford as satisfactory results as those in which
the organic matter is estimated as ammonia."
No. 1038. Smithsonian Physical Tables, prepared by Thomas Gray. (Part of Vol.
XXXV of Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.) Octavo volume of xxxrv, 301
pages.
"In connection with the system of meteorological observations established by the
Smithsonian Institution about 1850, a series of meteorological tables was compiled
by Dr. Arnold Guyot, at the request of Secretary Henry, and was published in 1852.
A second edition was issued in 1857, and a third edition, with further amendments,
in 1859. Though primarily designed for meteorological observers reporting to the
Smithsonian Institution, the tables were so widely used by physicists that, after
twenty-five years of valuable service, the work was again revised and a fourth edition was pulilisbed in 1884. In a_few years the demand for the tables exhausted the
edition, and it appeared to Secretary Langley desirable to recast the work entirely,
rather than to undertake its revision again. It was decided to publish a new work
in three parts-Meteorological Tables, Geographical Tables, and Physical Tableseach representative of the latest knowledge in its :field, and independent of the
others, but the three forming a homogeneous series. Although thus historically
related to Dr. Guyot's tables, the present work is so entirely changed with respect
to material, arrangement, and presentation that it is not a fifth edition of the older
tables, but essentially a now publication."
The first volume of the new series, the Meteorological Tables, appeared in 1893, and
a second edition was published in 1896. The second volume, the Geographical Tables,
prepared by Prof. R. S. Woodward, was published in 1894. The volume of Physical
Tables, forming the third of the series, was published during this year. It was prepared by Prof. Thomas Gray, of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind.
In the preface to the tables Professor Gray says:
"In the space assigned to this book it was impossible to include, even apvroximately, all the physical data available. The object has been to make the tables easy
of reference and to contain the data most frequently required. In the subjects
included it has been necessary in many cases to make brief selections from a large
number of more or less discordant results obtained by different experimenters.
I have endeavored, as far as possible, to compile the tables from papers which are
vouched for by well-known authorities, or which, from the method of experiment
and tho apparent care taken in the investigation, seem likely to give reliable results.
"Such matter as is commonly found in books of mathematical tables has not been
included, as it seemed better to utilize the space for physical data. Some tables of
a mathematical character which are useful to the physicist, and which are less easily
found, have been given. Many of these have b een calculated for this book, and
where they have not been so calculated their source is given.
"The authorities from which the physical data have been derived are quoted on
the same page with the table, and this is the case also with regard to explanations
of the meaning or use of the tabular numbers. In many cases the actual numbers
given in the tables are not to be found in the m emoirs 'quoted. In such cases the
tabular numbers ha,ve been obtained by interpolation or ca lculation from the published results. The reason for this is the desirability of uniform change of argument
in the tables, in order to save space and to facilitate comparison of results. Where
it seemed desirable the tables contain values both in m etric and in British units, but
as a rule the centimeter, gram, and second have been used as fundamental 1mits.
In the comparison of British aud metric units, and quantities expressed in them, thr,
meter has been taken as eqnal to 39.37 inches, which is the l egal ratio in the United
States. It is hardly possible that a series of tables, such as those here given, involv1
METHOD III.-Absorbent material, freshly ignited, :finely granular pumice stone.
Absorption apparatus, a small glass tube, 20 cm. in length, consisting of a narrow
portion 4 cm. long and 3 mm. in its internal diameter, and an expanded portion 16
cm. long and 12 mm. in its internal diameter, similar in size and form to the absorption tube used by Remsen and by Abbott in their experiments.
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ing so much transcribing, interpolation, an d calculation, can be free from errors, but
it is h oped that these are not so numerous as to seriously detract from the use of the
book."
No . 1039. Virginia Cartography: A Bibliographical Description, by P. Lee Phillips. (Part of Vol. XXXVII, Smit hsonian Miscellaneous Collections.) Octavo
p amphlet of 85 pages.
· Mr. Phillips's work is a bibliographical description of aU known maps of Virginia
since the year 1585. Special mention is made of the John With, or John White,map
of 1585, the Capt. John f:lmu,,_. __ _· ,1f1608, and the map made by Augustine Herman
in 1670, now exceedingly rare. These three m aps were copied by nearly all map
malier s up to 1751, when the Fry and Jefferson m ap appeared. The list comprises in
all about 300 maps.
No. 1071. Air and Life, 1,y Henr~"' De Va-rig n y, of t h e Paris Museum of Natural
History. (Part of Vol. XXXIX of Smithsonian Miscellan eous Collections.) Octavo
pamphlet of 69 pages.
Dr. Varigny's essay was awarde«l the H odgkinHpri ze of $1,000 forthe best popular
essay on :1tmospheric afr. In order to give this work, as also those of Mr. Russell
and Dr. Cohen, as wide a circulation as possible t hey h ave been printed both in the
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections and in t he An n u al Report, separate editions
from the report being ah;o iss1w«l in pamphlet fo rm. Dr. Varigny in a popular
manner (liscnsses air from tl1n phy8ical arnl from th e chemical point of view, and after
explaining the biological rt.le of the clJemical constituents of the air concludes
with a chapter on the biological rMe of air physically considered.
No. 1072. The Atmosphere in Relation to H uman Life a nd H ealth, by Francis
Albert Rollo Rnssell, vice-president of the Royal Meteor ological Society. (Part of
Vol. XXXIX of Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. ) Octavo pamphlet of 148
pages.
This essay hy Mr. Rnssell which was awarded a silver medal in the Hodgkins prize
competition, is a discussion of the principal function s of the various elements and
snbst:1nces of which the atmosphere is composed, w it h special r eference to their
influence npon human life and welfare. It also d iscusses the influence of climate
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plete digest of the various 'Atomic weight' determinations of the chemical elements published since 1814, commencing with the well-known 'Table of equivalents,'
by Wollaston (given in the Philosophical Transactions for that year), compiled by
Mr. George F. Becker, :Vas p~blished by the Ins_titution in 1880 .. Th~ present work
comprises a very full d1scuss10n and recalculat10n of the 'Atomic weights' from all
the existing data and the assignment of the most probable value to each of the
elements.
"The first edition of this work was published in 1882, and this new edition, revised
and enlarged by Profess,)r Clarke, contains new information accumulated during the
past fifteen years."
No. 1077. Equipment and Work of an Aero-physical Observatory, by Alexander
McAdie. (Part of Vol. XXXIX, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collect-ions.) Octavo
pamphlet of 30 pages. Mr. McAdie's essay was submitted in the Hodgkins fund
prize competition and was a.warded honorable mention with a bronze medal.
SMITHSONIAN ANNUAL REPORTS.

No. 992. B. Annual Report of the Board of Rege;ts of the Smithsonian Institution,
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the year
ending June 30, 1894. Report of the Nation:11 Museum. Washington: Government
Printing Office. 1896. 8° . xxvr, 1030 pp., with 25 full-page illustrations, chart,
map, and 374 text figures.
Part I of this volume comprises the report of the assistant secretary of the Smith:.
sonian Institution in charge of the National Museum, with Appendices, and Part II
consists of papers describing and illustrating collections in the United States National
Museum, as follows: Primitive Travel and Transportation, by Otis Tnfton Mason;
Mancala, the National Game of Africa, by Stewart Cnlin; The Golden Patera of
Rennes, by Thomas Wilson; Tho Wooden Statue of Baron Ii Kamon-no-Kami
Naosuke, translated from the Japanese by A. Satoh; A Study of Primitive Methods of
Drilling, by J. D. McGuire; The Swastika, by Thomas Wilson.
No. 1078. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,
showing the operations, expen<litures, anc} condition of the Institution to July,
1895. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1896. 8° . XLIII, 837 pp., with
80 plates and 2 text figures.
This volume contains the Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents at the
annual meeting, held January 23, 1895; the Report of the Executive Committee of
the Board for the year; acts and resolutions of Congress relative to the Institution,
and the Report of the Secretary of the Institution; concluding with the general
appendix, containing the following papers:
Atmospheric Electricity, by Prof. Arthur Schuster; The General Bearings of
Magnetic Observations, by Ettrick W. Creak; Recent Progress in Optics, by Prof.
Le Conte Stevens; Air and Life, by Dr. Henry de Varigny; The Atmosphere in Relation to Human Life and Health, by Francis Albert Rollo Russell; The Air of TowDs, by
Prof. J.B. Cohen; The Composition of Expired Air and its Effects upon Animal Life,
by Drs. J. S. Billings, S. Weir Mitchell, and D. H. Bergey; Physiological Light, by
Raphael Dubois; Oceanography, Bionomics, and Aquieulture, by William A. Herdman; Botanical Work of the British Association, by W. T. Thiselton-Dyer; Zoology
since Darwin, by Prof. Ludwig v. Graff; The Evolution of Modern Scientific Laboratories, by Dr. William H. Welch; The Yellow Races, by Dr. E.T. Hamy; Compulsory
Migrations in the Pacific Ocean, by Otto Sittig; The Old Settlements and Architectural trnctures in Northern Central America, by Dr. Carl Sapper; The Cliff Villages
of the Red Rock Country, and the Tnsayan Ruins of Sikyatki and Awatobi, Arizona,
by J. Walter Fewkes; Race ancl Civilization, by Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie;
Polychromy in Greek Statuary, by Maxime Collignon; Relation of Primitive Peoples
to Environment, Illustrated by American Examples, by J. W. Powell; Influence of
Environment upon Huma11 Industries or .Arts, by Otis Tunon Mason; The Japanese
Nation-A Typical Product of Environment, by Gardiner G. Hubbard; The Tusayan
Ritual: .A Study of the Influence of Environment on Aboriginal Cults, by J. Walter
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Fewkes; The Relation o{ Institutione to Environment , by W J McGee; The Centennial of the Institute of France, by Jules Simon; Science in Early England, by
Charles L. Barnes; The Place of R esearch in Education , by H. E. Armstrong; Jiuxley and His Work, by Theodore Gill; Pasteur, by George M. Stern berg; Helmholtz,
by T. C. Mendenhall.
III. PAPERS FROM ANNUAL REPORT.

No. 1040. Proceedings of Regents. Report of Executive Committee: Acts and
resolutions of Congress. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 43 pages.
No. 1041. Atmospheric Electricity, by Arthur Schuster, l!"'. R. S. (Froni the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 pages, with 1 plate.
No. 1042. The General Bearings of Magnetic Observations, by Ettrick W. Creak.
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 8 pages.
No. 1043. Recent Progress in Optics, by Prof. W. LeConte Stevens. (From the
Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 17 pages.
No. 1044. Afr and Life, by Henry De Varigny. (From the Smithsonian Report for
1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 60 pages.
No. 1045. The Atmosphere in Relation to Human L ife and Health, by Francis
Albert Rollo Russell. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet
of 145 pages.
No. 1046. The Air of Towns, by J. B. Cohen. (From the Smithsonian Report for
1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 38 pages, with 21 plates of illustrations.
No. 1047. The Composition of Expired Air and its Effects upon Animal Life, by
"Drs. ,J. S. Billings, S. Weir Mitchell, and D. H. Bergey. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 23 pages.
No. 1048. Physiological Light, by ,Prof. Raphael Dubois. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1895. ) Octavo pamphlet of 18 pages, with 4 plates of illustrations.
No. 1049. Oceanography, Bionomics, and Aquiculture, by William A. Herdman,
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 21 pages.
o. 1050. Botanical Work of the British Association, by W. T. Thiselton-Dyer,
F. R. S. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 20 pages.
o. 1051. Zoology since Darwin, b y Ludwig v. Graff. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 14 pages, with foll-page portrait of Darwin .
o. 1052. The Evolution of Modern cientific Laboratories, by William H . Welch,
M. D. (From the mithsoniau Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 11 pages.
o. 1053. The Yellow Races, by Dr. E. T. Ramy. (From the mith onian Report
for 1 95.) Octavo pamphlet of 12 pages.
o. 1051. Compul ory Migrations in the Pacific Ocean, by Otto ittig. (1' rom the
mithsonian R •port for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 16 pages, illustrate<l with colored
map .

•To. 1055. The Old Indian , ettlements and Architectural trnctures in orthern
C ntral m ri ·n, by Dr. 'arl apper. (From the Smith onian Report for 1 9- ,)
etc vo pampbl t of 1 page , illnstratc<l with 6 full-page plates.
· o. 10:-G. Preliminary A cou11t of an Exp diticm to the Ii.ff Villages of the Red
o k ' n11tr , and th Tu ayan I nins of ikyatki a.ncl .A.watobi, Arizona, in 1 95,
b y ,J. Walt<!r F wk s. (Fr m th 'mith onian Report for 1 95.) Octavo pamph] t
f 1 pag illn trat cl with 32 full-pa e plates.
1 · o. 1 :-7 .
c: aocl 'ivilization, 1,y Prof. W . L Flind rs Petrie, . C. L., LL. D .
( r tn th , with onian H port for 1 :5. )
tav pamplllet of 11 pao-e .
- ·_o. 1 ; • Pol ·<·hr my iu ;r k , ' tatnar · h )faxime ollignon. (From the mithon mn I t!port for 1 :3. )
•tav pamplil t f 22 pag .
l, tioo of Primith P<'op1 s to J<~nvironm nt illustrated by .A.m rican
• • 1 :; •
hy .J. \ ... P w 11. (From th
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•tavo
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No. 1060. Influence of Environment upon Human Industries or Arts, by Otis Triftou Mason. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 26 pages,
with 1 full-page illustration.
No. 1061. The Japanese Nation: A Typical Product of Environment, by Gardiner
G. Hubbard. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 14
pages.
No. 1062. The Tusayan Ritual: A Study of the Influence of Environment on
Aboriginal Cults, by J. Walter Fewkes. (From the Smith,s onian Report for 1895.)
Octavo pamphlet of 17 pages, with 4 full-page plates of illustrations.
No. 1063. The Relations of Institutions to Environment, by W J McGee. (From
the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 10 pages.
No. 1064. (Includes 1059 to 1063 in one cover.)
No.1065. The Centennial of the Institute of France, by Jules Simon. (From the
Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 14 pages.
No. 1066. Science in Early England, by Charles L. Barnes, M.A., F. C. S. (From
the Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 12 pages.
No. 1067. The Place of Research in Education, by H. E. Armstrong. (From the
Smithsonian Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 pages.
No. 1068. Huxley and His Work, by Theodore Gill. (From the Smithsonian Report
for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 20 pages, with full-page portrait of Huxley.
No. 1069. Pasteur, by George M. Sternberg, M. D., LL. D. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 5 pages.
No. 1070. Helmholtz, by T. C. Mendenhall. (From the Smithsonian Report for
1895.) Octavo pamphlet of 6 pages.
No. 1074. Report of S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, for
the year ending June 30, 1896. An octavo pamphlet of 77 pages, with 6 full-page
illu1;1trations.
IV. SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS NOT INCLUDED IN REGULAR SERIES.

No. 1081. International Exchange List of the Smithsonian Irn,titution, corrected
to July, 1897. City of Washington. Published by the Smithsonian Institution,
1897. 8°, ix, 331 pp.
No. 1082. Memoir of George Brown Goode, 1851-1896. By S. P. Langley. Read
before t he National Academy April 21, 1897. Washington, 1897. 8°, 30 pp.
No. 1086. The Smithsonian Institution, 1846-1896. The History of its First Half
Century. Edited by George Brown Goode. City of Washington, 1897. Royal 8° ,
x, 856 pp., with 26 full-page illustrations. The contents of this volume are as follows:
Preface, by the President of the United States.
Introduction, by the Secretary of the Institution.
History of the Smithsonian Institution:
I. James Smithson, by Samuel Pierpont Langley.
II. The Founding of the Institution, 1835-1846, by George Brown Goode.
III. The Establishment and the Board of Regents, by George Brown Goode.
IV. The Three Secretaries, by George Brown Goode.
V. The Benefactors, by Samuel Pierpont Langley.
VI. The Smithsonian Building and Grounds, by George Brown Goode.
VII. The Smithsonian Library, by Cyrus Adler.
VIII. The United States National Museum, by Frederick William True.
IX. Bureau of American Ethnology, by W J McGee.
X. The International Exchange System, by William Crawford Winlock.
XI. The Astrophysical Observatory, by Samuel Pierpont Langley.
XII. The National Zoological Park, by Frank Baker.
XIII. Exploration Work of the Smithsonian Institution, by Frederick William True.
XIV. The Smithsonian Publications, by Cyrus Adler.
XV, Biographical Sketch of George Brown Goode, by David Starr Jordan.
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Appreciations of the work of the Smithsonian Institution:
I. Physics, by Thomas Corwin Mendenhall, president of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
II. Mathematics, by Robert Simpson Woodward, professor of mechanics, Columbia University, New York City.
III. Astronomy, by Edward S. Holden, director of the Lick Observatory, Mount
Hamilton, Cal.
IV. Chemistry, by Marcus Benjamin.
V. Geology and Mineralogy, by William North Rice, professor of geology, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
VI. Meteorology, by Marcus Benjamin .
VII. Paleontology, by Edward Drinker Cope, professor of zoology and compara~
tive anatomy, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and editor of the
American Naturalist.
VIII. Botany, by William Gilson Farlow, professor of cryptogamic botany, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
I X. Zoology, by Theodore Gill, professor of zoology, Columbian University,
Washington.
X. Anthropology, by Jesse Walter Fowkes, editor of the Journal of American
Ethnology and Archmology.
XL Geography, by Gardiner Greeuc Hubbard, president of the National G:eographic Society, Washington.
XII. Bil>liogr.1phy, by Henry Carrington Bolton, l ecturer on the history of chemistry, and professor of biuliography, Columbian University.
XIII. The Cooperation of the Smithsonian Institntion with other Institutions of
Learning, by Daniel Coit Gilman, president of Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Mel.
XIV . The Influence of the Smithsonian Institution upon the Development of Libraries, the Organization of tho Work of Societies, and the Publication of Scientific Literature in the United States, by John Shaw Billings, director of
the New York Public Library.
XV. Relation between the Smithsonian Institution and the Library of Congre.ss,
by Ainsworth Rand Spofford, Librarian of Congress.
Appendix.
Principal Events in the History of the Institution, compiled by William Jonas
Rhees.
Index.
V. NATIONAL MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS.

Th publications hy the

ational Museum are issued directly by the Museum and

wi11 be descrilH'd in detail in the Museum volnme of the

ational Museum,
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Starr Jordan, Ph.D., and Barton Warren Evermann, Ph.D. Part I. Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1896. 8°, Ix, 1240 pp.
Bulletin of the United States National Museum, No. 49. Bibliography of the published writings of Philip Lutley Sclater, F. R. S., secretary of the Zoological 8ociety
of London. Prepared under the direction of G. Brown Goode. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896. 8°, XIX, 135 pp., with portrait of Dr. Sclater.
Two special bulletins of the museum were also published during the year, consisting of Oceanic Ichthyology, by Drs. Goode and Bean, and Life Histories of North
American Birds, by Major Bendire. Both of these works were also issued in the
series of Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, and were mentioned in last
year's report.
VI. PUBLICATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY.
The Bureau of American Ethnology, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, issued the following publications during the year:
Nos. 1079 and 1080. Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1892-93, by J. W. Powell, director. In two
parts. Part 1 [-part 2]. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896 [1897].
Roy. 8°, two parts, LXI, 1-637; 639-1136 p., 122 pl., 104 fig. Report of the Director,
pp. XXV-LXI. The Menomini Indians, by Walter James Hoffman, M. D., pp. 3-328,
pls. -xxxvI, figs. 1-55. The Coronado Expedition, 15-!0-1542, by George Parker
Winship, pp. 329-613, pls. xxxvm-Lxxx1v. Index to Part 1, pp. 615-637. The
Ghost-dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890, by James Mooney, pp. 6411110, pls. LXXXV-CXXII, figs. 56-104. Index to Part 2, pp. 1111-1136.
No.1083. Fifteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, 1893-94, by J. W. Powell, director. Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1897. Roy. 8°, CXXI, 366 p., 125 pl., 48 (t 1 fig.).
Report of the Director, pp. xv-cxx1. Stone Implements of the Potomac-Chesapeake Tidewater Province, by William Henry Holmes, pp. 3-152, pl. I-CHI and
frontispiece, fig. 1-29a. The Siouan Indians: a Preliminary Sketch, by W J McGee,
pp.153-204. Siouan Sociology: a Posthumous Paper, by James Owen Dorsey, pp.
205-244, figs. 30-38. Tusayan Katcinas, by Tesse Walter Fewkes, pp. 245-313, pl.
CIV-CXI, figs. 39-48. The Repair of Casa Grande Ruin, Arizona, in 1891, by Cosmos
Mindeleff, pp. 315-349, pl. CXII-CXXV. Index, pp. 351-366.
No.1085. Sixteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1894-95, by J. W. Powell, director.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1897. Roy. 8° , cxix, 326, p., 81 pl., 83
fig. Report of the Director, pp. XIII-CXIX. Primitive Trephining in Peru, by
Manuel Antonio Muiliz and W J McGee, pp. 3-72, pl. ·I-XL. Cliff Ruins of Canyon
de Chelly, Arizona, by Cosmos Mindeleff, pp. 73-198, pls. XLI-Lxm, figs.1-83. Day
Symbols of the Maya Year, by Cyrus Thomas, pp.199-265, pls. LXIV-LXIX. Tusayan
Snake Ceremonies, by Jesse Walter Fewkes, pp. 267-312, pl. LXX-LXXXI. Index, pp.
313-326.
VII. ANNUAL REPORTS OF TIIE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the year 1895. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896. 8'.J , x, 1247 pp.
This volume contains the report 0£ proceedings of the eleventh annual meeting of
the Association, held in Washington City, December 26 to 27, 1895, by He1·bert
B. Adams, secretary; report of the treasurer; list of committees; necrology; inaugural address, by President George F. Hoar, on Popular Discontent with Representative Government; The Surroundings and Site of Raleigh's Colony, by Talcott
Williams; Governor Edward Winslow, His Part and Place in Plymouth Colony, by
Rev. William C. Winslow; Arent Van Curler and His .Journal of 1634-35, by Gen.
James Grant Wilson; Political Activity of Massachusetts Towns during the Revolution, by Harry A. Cushing; Th(\ Lanu System of Provincial Pennsylvania, by
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William R. Shepherd; The Electoral College for the Senate of Maryland and the
Nineteen Van Buren Electors, by Dr. B. C. Steiner; Libraries and Literature of
North Carolina, by Dr. S. B. Weeks; Suffrage in the State of North C'a:rolina (17761861), by Prof. J. S. Bassett; Locating the Capital, by Gaillard Hunt; ''Free
Burghs" in the United States, by James H. Blodgett; The Employment of Indians
in the War of 1812, by Ernest Cruikshank; Commodore John Barry, by Martin I. J.
Griffin; Agreement of 1817: Reduction of Naval Forces upon the American Lakes,
by J. M. Callahan; The "Underground Railroad" for Liberation of Fugitive Slaves,
by Prof. W. I-I. Siebert; Some Bold Diplomacy in the United States in 1861, by Gen.
Marcus J. Wright; The Battle of Gettysburg, by Harold P. Goodnow; Historical
Testimony, by Dr. James Schooler; A Plea for the Study of History in Northern
Europe, by Prof. A. C. Coolidge; The French Revolution as Seen by the Americans
of the Ejghteeuth Century, b y Prof. C. D. Hazen; Napoleon's Concordat with Pope
Pius VII, 1801, by Prof. Ch arles L. Wells; The German Imperial Court, by 0. G.
Villard; Dismemberment of i;he Turkish Empire, by Prof. E. K. Alden; Colonies of
North America, and the Genesis of the Commonwealths of the United States, by
Dr. J. M. Toner; Classification of Colonial Governments, by Prof. H. L. Osgood;
Slavery in the Province of South Carolina (1670 to 1770), by Edward McCrady;
Bibliography of Historical Societies of the United States and British America, by
A. P. C. Griffin; Index.
Respectfully submitted.
A. HOW.A.RD CLARIC, Editor.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The object of the GENERAL APPENDIX to the Annual Report of the
Smithsonian Institution is to furnish brief accouuts of scientific discovery in particular directio11s; reports of investigations made by collaborators of the Institution; and memoirs of a general character or on
special topic3 that are of interest or value to the numerous correspondents of the Institution.
It has been a, l)rominent object of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, from a very early date, to enrich the annual report
required of them uy Jaw witb memofrs illustrating the more remarkable and important developments in physical and biological discovery,
as well a· showing tlrn general character of the operations of the Institution; and this purpose has, during the greater part of its !Jistory,
been carried out largely by the publication of such papers as would
possess a11 interest to all attracted by scientific progress.
In 1880 the Secretary, induced in part by the discontinuance of an
am;mal summary of progress which for thirty years previous had been
issued by well-known private publishing firms, had prepared by competent collaborators a series of abstracts, showing collcisely the prombieut features of recent scientific progress in astronomy, geology,
meteorology, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology, . and
anthropology. This latter plau was continued, though not altogether
satisfactorily, down to and including the year 1888.
In the report for 1889 a return was made to the earlier method of
presenting a miscel1aneous selection oJ papers (some of them original)
embracing a considerable range of scientific investigation and discussion. This method has been continued in the present report, for 1897.
.
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By

SIMON NEWCOMB.

The University of Chicago yesterday accepted one of the most
munificent gifts ever made for the promotion of any single scieuce, and
with appropriate ceremonies dedicated it to the increase of our knowledge of the heavenly bodies.
The president of your university has done me the honor of inviting
me to supplement what was said on that occasion by some remarks of
a more general nature suggested by the celebration. One is naturally
disposed to say first what is uppermost in his mind. At the present
moment this will naturally be the general impression made by what has
been seen and heard. The ceremonies were attended, not only by a
remarkable delegation of citizens, but by a number of visiting astro110rners whfoh ~eems large when we consider that the profession itself is
11ot at all 1mwerous iu any country. As oue of these, your guests, I am
sure that I give expression only to their unanimous sentiment in saying that we have been extremely gratified in many ways by all that we
have seen and heard. The mere fact of so munificent a gift to science
cau not but excite universal admiration. We knew well enough that
it was nothing more thau might have been expected from the public
spirit of this great West; but the first view of a towering snow peak is
none the less impressive because you have learned in your geography
bow mauy feet high it is, aud great acts are none the less admirable
because they correspond to what you have heard and read, and might
tuerefore be led to expect.
The next gratifyh1g feature is the great public interest excited by the
occasion. That the opening of a purely scientific institution should
liave led so large an assemblage of citizens to devote an entire day,
i11c1uding a long journey by rail, to the celebration of yesterday is
Rometbing most sugge:::;tive from its unfamiliarity. A great many scie11tific e~tablislnuents have been inaugurated during the last half century, but if on any such occasion so large a body of citizens has gone so
1
.Address delivered at the University of Chicago, October 22, 1897, in connection
with th e dedication of the Yerkes Observatory. Printed in the Astrophysical Journal, overnber, 1897.
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great a distance to take part in the inauguration the fact bas at the
mom.en t escaped my mind.
That the interest thus shown is not confined to the hundreds of
attendants, but must be shared by your great public, is shown by the
unfailing barometer of journalism. Here we have a field in which the
nonsurvival of th e unfit is the rule in its most ruthless form. The
journals that we see and read are merely the fortuuate few of a countless number, dead and forgotten, that did not know what the public
wanted to read about. The eagerness shown by the representatives of
your press in recording everything your guests would sa.y was accomplished by an enterprise in making known everything that occurred,
and, in case of au emergency requiring a heroic measure, what did not
occur, showing that smart journalists of the East must have learned
their trade, or at least breathed their inspiration, in these regions. I
think it was som·e twenty years since I told a European friend that t,be
eighth wonder of the world was a Chicago daily newspaper. Since
that time the course of journalistic enterprise has been in the reverse
direction to that of the course of empire, eastward instead of westward.
It has been sometimes said-wrongfully, I think-that scientific men
form a mutual admiration society. One fenture of the occasion made
me feel that we, yoml guests, ought then and there to have organized
such a society a11d forth with proceeded to business. This feature consisted in the conferences on almost every branch of astronomy by
which the celebration of yesterday was preceded. The fact tit at beyond
the ~cceptance of a graceful compliment I contributed nothin g to these
conferences relieves me from the charge of bias or self-assertion in
· saying that they gave me a new and most inspiring view of the energy
now being e.·pencled in research by the youuger generation of a tronomer . All the experience or the past leads ns to believe that this
energ·y will reap the reward which nature always bestow,• upon those
who eek her acquaintance from unselfish motive . In one way it
might app ar that little wa~ to be learne,l from a meeting like that of
th vr
nt week. Each a, tronomer may know by publfoatio1t pertaining t th cienc what all the other are doing. But knowledge
obt, in din hi: way ha~· a ·ort f ab tractne about it a little like our
knowl d
of tlw progr
of ·ivilization in Japan, or of the great
·\ t nt f h
n trc: lia,n ·011tin 11t, It wa , therefor , a mo t happy
>11 h par
f your antliol'i ie
o bring togeth r the large t
numb r of vi:i i11g a trouom r fr m Europe, a, well a'
\ rn ri ~ in ml ·r h,
a ~h mi<•·h ,· e, through the a triti n f per oual
• 11 ' ~ wlu pr 'T ·: the< h •r w •r un king iu their r
arche . To
h · vi ·i 1-. • t l a I ~ m ,• nr • that h r ult f thi, m etiu O' ha b en
· 1 ·m l "l" tif in .
h · am · ly lt p
nd all, that th aller,
f th· · n~•r 11 • , •ill n t h m , Ive
~ more i: pp int 1 in i .'
r lit 1 h
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themselves inspired by thoughts which, however familiar, will now be
more easily w:orked out.
We may yass from the aspects of the case as seen by the strictly professional class to those general aspects fitted to excite the attention of
the great public. · From the point of view of the latter it may well
appear that the most striking feature of the celebration is the great
amount of effort which is shown to be devoted to the cultivation of a
field quite outside the ordinary range of human interests.
A little more than two centuries ago Huyghens prefaced an account
of his discoveries on the planet Saturn with the remark that many,
even among the learned, might tbiuk he had been devoting to things
too distant to interest mankind an amount of study which would
better have ueeu devoted to subjects of more immediate concern. It
must be admitted that this fear has not deterred succeeding astronomers from pursuing their studies. The euthusiastic students whom we
see around us are only a detacluneut from an army of fovestigators
who, in many parts of the world, are seeking to explore the mysteries
of creation. Why so great an expenditure of energy, Certainly not to
gain wealth, for astronomy is perhaps the one :field of scientific work
which, in our expressive modern phrase,'' has no money in it." It is true
that the great practical use of astronomical science to the country and
the world in affor<liug us the means of determining positions on land and
at sea is frequently pointed out. It is said that an Astronomer Royal
of Euglan<J. 011ce calculated that every meridian observation of the
moon made at Greenwich was worth a pound sterling on account of
the help it would ·afford to the navigation of the ocean. An accurate
map of the tJnited States can not be constructed without astronomical
observatious at numerous points scattered over the whole country,
aided by data which great observatories have been accumulating for
more than a century, and must coutinue to accumulate in the future.
But neither the measurement of the Barth, the making of maps, nor
the aid of the navigator is the main object which the astronomers of
to day have in view. If they do not quite sl1are the sentiment of that
eminent mathematician, who is said to have thanked God that his science was one which could not be prostituted to any useful purpose,
they still know well that to keep utilitariau objects in view would only
prove a handicap on their efforts. Consequently they never ask in
what way their science is going to benefit mankind.
As the great captain of industry is moved by the love of wealth, and
the politiciau by the love of power, so the astronomer is moved by the
love of knowledge for its own sake, and not for the sake of its application. Yet he is proud to know that his science has been worth more to
mankind t.han it has cost. He does not value its results merely as a
means of crossing the ocean or mapping the country, for he feels that
man does not live by bread alone. If it is not more than bread to know
the place we occupy in the universe, it is certainly something which
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we should place not far behind the means ot subs1stence. That we now
look upon a comet as something very interesting, of which the sight
affords us a pleasure unmixed with fear of war, pestilence, or other
calamity, and of which we therefore wish the return, is a gain we can
not measure by money. In all ages astronomy has been an index to
the civilization of the people who cultivated it. It bas been crude or
e~act, enlightened or mingled with superstition, according to the current mode of thought. When once men understand the relation of the
planet on which they dwell to the universe at large, superstition is
doomed to speedy extinction. This alone is an object worth more than
money.
Astronomy may fairly claim to be that science which transcends all
others in its demands upon the practical , application of our reasoning
powers. Look at the stars that stud tbe heavens on a clear evening.
What more hopeless problem to one confined to earth than that of
determirdng their varying distances, their motions, and their physical
constitution f Everything- on earth we can hanu]e and investigate.
But how investigate that which is ever beyond our reach, on which we
can never make an experimentf On certain occasions we see the moon
pass in front of the sun and hide it from our eyes. To an observer a
few miles away the sun was not entirely hidden, for the shadow of the
moon in a total eclipse is rarely 100 miles wide. On another continent
no eclipse at all may have been visible. Who shall take a ma,p of the
world and mark upon it the line on which the moon's shadow wi11
travel during some eclipse a hundred years hence¥ Who shall map
out the orbits of the 'heavenly bodies as they are going to appear in a
hundred thousand years¥ How shall we ever know of what chemical
elements the sun and the stars are made¥ A11 this has been done, but
not by the intellect of any one man. The road to the stars ba been
opeued only by the efforts of many generations of mathematician and
ob ervers, each of "'horn began where his predece, sor had left off.
We have reacbed a Rtage where we know much oftbe heavenly bodies.
have mapped ont our sola,r system with great preci ion. But
how with that great univer e of mil1ions of tars in which our olar
y , t m i only a ,•p ck of star du. t, a peck which a traveler through
tb wild of pac might pa, , a hnndred tim without notice¥ We
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to know. Some questions may reqmre centuries, others thousands of
years for their answer. And yet never was progress more rapid than
during our time. In some directions our astronomers of to-day are
out of sight of those of fifty years ago; we are even gaining height s
which twenty years ago looked bopelesR. Never before had the astronomer so much work-good, bard, yet hopeful work-before him as to-day.
Ile who is leaving the stage feels that be bas only begun, and must
leaYe his successors with more to do than his predecessors left him.
To us an interesting feature of this progress is the part taken in
it by our own country. The science of our day, it js true, is of no
country. Yet we very appropriately speak of American science from
the fact that our trauitional reputatfon has not been that of a people
deeply interested in the higber branches of intellectual work. Men
yet living can remember when in the eyes of the universal church
of learning all cisat]antic countries, our own included, were partes
infideliurn.
Yet ~\merican astronomy is not entirely of our generation. In the
middle of tlrn last century Professor Winthrop, of Harvard, was an
indu strious observer of eclipses and kjndred i,henomena, whose work
was recorded in tlie transactions oflearned societies. But the greatest
astronomical activity during our colonial period was that called out
by the transit of Venus in 1769, which was visible in this country. A
committee of the American Philosophical Society, at Philadelphia,
organized an excellent systems of obserYations~ which we now know
to have been folly as successful, perhaps more so, than the majority of
tho e made on otbee continent~, owing mainly to the advantages of air
and climate. Among tbe observers was the celebrated Rittenhouse,
to whom is due the distinction of having been the first American
astronomer whose work has an important place in the history of the
sdeuce. In additic,n to the observations which be bas left us, be was
the :firi-.t inventor or proposer of the collimating telescope, an instrument which has become almost a, necessity wherever accurate observations are made. The fact that the subsequent invention by Bessel was
quite indepernlent does not detract from the merit-s of either.
Shortly after the transit of Venus, which I have mentioned, the war
of the Revolution co11nnenced. The generation wuich carried on that
war aud the following one, which framed our Constitution and laid the
bases of our political institutions, were naturally too much occupied
with tbese great problems to pay much attention to pure science.
Wbile the great mathematical astronomers of Europe were laying tbe
foundation of celestial mechanics tbeir writings were a sealed book
to everyone on this side of the Atlantic, and so remained until Bowditch appeared, early in the ptesent century. His translation of the
Me canique Celeste made an epocb in American scfonce by bringing
tbe great work of Laplace down to the reach of the best American
students of his time.
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.American astronomers must always honor the names of Rittenhouse
and Bowditch. And yet in one respect their work was disappointing
of results. Neither of them was the founder of a school.· Rittenhouse
left no successor to carry on his work. The help which Bowditch
afforded his generation was invaluable to isolated students who, here
and there, dived alone and unaided into the mysteries of the celestial
motions. His work was not mainly in the field of observational astronomy, and therefore did not materially influence that branch of science.
In 1832 Professor Airy, afterwards astronomer royal of England, made a
report to the British Association on the condition of practical astronomy
in various countries. In this report be remarked that H.e was unable to
·say anything about . A.merican astronomy because, so far as he knew,
no public observatory existed in the United States.
,vmiam 0. Bond, afterwards famous as the first director of Harvard
Observatory, was at that time making observations with a small telescope, first near Boston and afterwards at Cambridge. But with so
meager an outfit his estal>lishment could scarcely lay claim to being
an astronomical observatory, and it was not surp.dsing if Airy did not
know anything of his modest efforts.
If at this time Professor Airy had extended his investigatioHs into
yet auother field, with a view of determining the prospects for a great
city at the site of Fort Dearborn, on the southern shore of Lake
Michigan, he would have seen as little prospect of civic growth in that
region as of a great development of astronomy in the United States at
large. A plat of the proposed town of Chicago bad been prepared
two years before, when the place contained perhaps half a dozen faruilie ' . In the same month in which Professor Airy made his report,
ugu. t, 183~, the people of the place, then uumberiug j8 voter ,
de ·ided to become iucorporated, and select.ed fl ve trustees to carry on
their governmeut.
In L 37 a city charter wa obtained from the legi lature of Illinoi .
TL growth of tbi infant city, then small even for an infant, into the
gr at commer ·ial metropoli · of the '\Ve t ha, been the jn t pride of
it. pe i,1 ~ a11d th wonder of the world. I mention it 110w becau e of
a r markable ·oin ·idence. With thi · civic growth ha· quietly gone on
anoth •r, littl notecl by th, "Teat world, and yet in its way equally
, < 1Hl •du.I aud f)Uall,v g-ratifying to the pride of tho ·e who mea ure
1
r ~ rn· .. b ' int lle · ual JH'0°Te ._ If it b true thatIn .. ·a 11r nothin~ i. gn•at hnt rna11; in man nothing i. great hut mind-
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Loomis, of Western Reserve Co1lege, Ohio, both commenced little
observatories. Professor Loomis went to Europe for all his instruments,
but Hopkins was able even then to get some of his in this country.
Shortly afterwards a little wooden strncture was erected by Uaptain
Gilliss on Capitol Hill, at Washington, and supplied with a transit
instrument for observing moon culminations, in conjunction with Captain Wilkes, who was then setting out on his exploriug expedition to
tho Southern Hemisphere. The date of these observatories was practically the same as that ou which a charter for the city of Chicago was
obtained from the legislature. With their establishment the population of your city had increased to 703.
The next decade, 1840 to 1850, was that in which our practical
astronomy seriously commenced. The little observatory of Captain
Gilliss was replaced by the Naval Observatory, erected at Washington
during the years 1843-44 and fitted 0L1t with what were then the most
approved instruments. About the same time the appearance of the
great comet of 1843 led the citizens of Boston to erect the observatory
of Harvard Uollege. Thus it is little more than a lrnlf century since
the t,wo principal observatories in the United States were established.
But we must not for a moment suppose that tlle mere erection of an
observatory can mark an epoch in scientific history. What must make
the decade of wllich I speak ever memorable in American astronomy
was uot merely the erection of buildings, but the character of the work
done by astrouomers away from them as well as in them.
The Naval Observatory very soon became famous by two remarkable
step~ which raised our country to an important position among those
applying modern science to practical uses. One of these consisted of
tlle researches of Seam Cook Walker on the motion of the newly discovered planet Neptune. lie was the 'first astronomer to determine
fairly goocl elements of the orbit of that planet, and, what is yet more
remarkable, he was able to trace lmck the movement of the planet in
the heavens for half a century and to show that it had been observed
as a fixed star by Lalande in 1795, without the observer having any
Ru picion of the true character of the object.
The other work to which I refer was the application to astronomy
and to the determination of longitudes of the chronograpllic method
of registering transits of stars or other phenomena requiring an exact
record of the instant of their occurrence. It is to be regretted that
the history of this application has not been fully written. In some
points there seems to be as much obscurity as with the discovery of
ether as an amesthetic, which took place about the same time. Happily no such contest has been fought over the astronomical as over tlie
surgical discovery, the fact being that all who were engaged in the
application of the new method were more anxious to perfect it than
they were to get credit for themselves. We know that Saxton, of the
Uoa8t Survey; Mitchell and Locke, of Cincinnati; Bond, at Ua111 bri<lg-e,
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as well as Walker and other astronomers at the Naval Observatory, all
worked at the apparatus; that Maury seconded their efforts with untiri ug zeal; that it was used to determine the longitude of Baltimore as
early as 1844 by Captain Wilkes, and tllat it wa,s put into practical use
in recording observations at the Naval Observatory as early as 1846.
At the Cambridge Observatory the two Bonds, father and so 11,
speedily began to show the stuff of which the. astrouomer is made. A
well-deviser!. system of observations was put in operation. The discovery of the dark ring of Saturn aud of a new sateHite to that planet
gave additional fame to the establishment.
Nor was activity confined to the observational side of the science.
'l'he same decade of which I speak was marked by the beginning of
Professor Pierce's mathematical work, especially his determination of
the perturbations of Uranus and Neptune. At this time commenced
the work of Dr. B. A. Gould, who soon became the leading figure in
American astronomy. Immediately on graduating at Harvard in 1845,
he determined to devote all the energies of ]Ji::; life to the prosecution
of his favorite science. He studied in Europe for three years, took the
doctor's degree at Gottingen, came home, founded the Astronomical
Journal, and took an active part in that branch of the work of the
Coast Survey which included the determination of longitudes by astronomical methods.
·
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One deplorable result of the civil war was that Gould's Astronomical
Journal had to be suspended. Shortly after the restoration of peace,
instead of _reestablishing the journal, its founder conceived the project
of exploring the southern heavens. The northern hemisphere being
the seat of civilization, that portion of the sky which could not be
seen from our latitudes was comparatively neglected. What had been
doue in the southern hemisphere was mostly the occasional work of
individuals aud of one or two permauent observatories. The latter
were so few in number and so meager in their outfit that a splendid
field was opeu to the inquirer. Gould found the patron which he
desired in the government of the Argentine Republic, on whose territory he erected what must rank in the future as one of the memorable
astronomical establishments of the world. His work affords a most
striking example of the principle that the astronomer is more important than bis instruments. Not only were the means at the command of
the Argentine Observatory slender in the extreme when compared with
those of the favored institutions of the North, but, from the very
nature of the case, the Argentine Republic could not supply trained
astrouomers. The difficulties thus growing out of the administration
can not be overestimated. And yet the sixteen great volumes in
which the work of the institution has b_een published will rank in the
future among the classics of astronomy.
Auother wonderful focus of activity, in which one hardly knows
whether be ought most to admire the exhaustless energy or the admirable ingenuity which he finds displayed, is the Harvard Observatory.
It work has been aided by gifts which have no parallel in the liberality that prompted them. Yet without energy and skill such gifts
would have been useless. The activit,y of the establishment includes
both hemispheres. Time would fail to tell how it has not only mapped
out important regions of the heavens from the north to the south pole,
but analyzed the rays of light which come from hundreds of thousands
of stars by recording their spectra in permanence on photographic
plates.
The work of the establishment is so organized that a new star can
not appear in any part of the heavens nor a known star undergo any
noteworthy change without immediate detection by the photographic
eye of one or more little telescopes, all-seeing and never sleeping policemen that scan the heavens unceasingly while the astronomer may
sleep, and report in the morning every case of irregularity in the proceedings of the heavenly bodies.
Yet another example, showing what great results may be obtained
with limited means, is afforded by the Lick Observatory, on Mount
Hamilton, Cal. During the ten years of its activity its astronomers
have made it known the world over by works and discoveries too varied
and numerous to be even mentioned at the present time.
The astronomical work of whfoh I have thus far spoken has been
almost entirely that done at observatories. I fear that I may in this
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way have strengthened an erroneous impression that the seat of important astronomical work is necessarily connected with an observatory.
It must be admitted that an institution which has a local habitation
and a magnificent building commands public attention so strongly that
valuable work done elsewhere may be overlooked. A very important
part of astronomical work is done away from telescopes and meridian
circles and requires nothing but a good library for its prosecution.
One who is devoted to this side of the subject may often feel that the
public does not appreciate his work at its true relative value from the
very fact that he has no great buildings or fine instruments to show. I
may therefore be allowed to claim as an important factor in the Ameri. can astronomy of the last half century an institution of which few have
heard and which has been overlooked because there was nothing about
it to excite attention.
In 1849 the American Nautical Almanac office was established lJy a
Congressi011al appropriation. The title of this publication is somewhat
misleading in suggesting a simple enlargement of the family almanac
which the sailor is to ha11g up iu his cabin for daily use. The fact is
that what started more than a century ago as a nautical almanac has
since grown into au astrouomieal ephemeris for the publication of
everything pertaining to times, seasons, eclipses, and the motions of
the heavenly bodies. It is tlrn work in which astronomical observations made in all the great observatories of the world are ultimately
utilized for scientific and public purposes. Each of the leading uatious
of western Europe issues such a publication. When the preparation
and publication of the American ephemeris was decided upon the office
was first established in Cambridge, the seat of Harvard University,
becau ·e there could most readily be secured the tecJmical knowledge
of mathematics and theoretical astronomy necessary for the work.
A field of activity was thus opened, of which a numlJer of able young
men who have ii1ce earned di tinction in variou walks of life availed
tb rn elve . The bead of the office, Commander Davis, adopted a policy
w 11 :fitt l to promote their development. Ile translated the classic
work f Gau:.·, Theoria Motu: Corporum Ca•lestiurn, and made the
ofli · a ort of informal ·c11001, not, indeed, of tlrn modern type, but
r, th r mor like the '1a · ic grov of llella , wher philosophers onlnct l h ir di ·cu :ion: and profited b y mutual attritiou. When, aft r
r: of xp ·1·i uc , method were w 11 talJli ·heel and a routine
a p
h offi · wa removed to Wa·11ingto11, wher it ha in e
r main 11. ' .h work f pr paring h eph m ri. ha with exp ri ne ,
b n r cl · d o ~ matt r f routine which ma b continu d inclefinit I • vi h · ·a i ual ·hauge ju m thod · an<l data and impr ements
h i11 ·r a,in w nt of inv i ator" .
.1 h · m r pr para i n of h ephem ri includ
but a mall part
f h · ~· k f ma h
ti 1 ·, 1 ula~i n and in e tigation requir d
f b • r a w n t of h · ·i 11 • to-da i the
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rerednction of the observations ·made during the first half of the present
century, aud even during the last half of the preceding one. rrhe labor
which could profitably be devoted. to this work would be more than that
required in any one astronomical observatory. It is unfortunate for this
work that a great building is not required for its prosecution because
its needfulness is thus very generally overlooked by that portion of the
public interested in the progress of f:cience . .An organization especially
devoted to it is one of the scient.ific needs of our time.
In snch an epoch-making age as the present it is dangerous to cite
any one step as making a new epoch. Yet it may be that when the
historian of the future reviews the science of our day he will find the
most remarkable feature of the a'3tronomy of the last twenty years of
our century to be the discovery that this steadfast earth of which the
poets have told us is not after all quite steadfast; that the north and
south poles move about a very little, describing curves so complicated
that they have not yet been fully marked out. The periodic variations
of latitude thus brought about were first suspected about 1880, and
announced with some modest assurancB by Ki.i.stner, of Berlin, a few
yearn later. Tl1e progress of the views of astronomical opinion from
incredulity to confidence was extremely slow until, about 1890, Chandler, of the United States, by au exlrnustive discussion of innumerable
results of observations, showed that the latitude of every point on the
earth ·was snb,iect to a double oscillation, one having a period of a, year,
the other of f'our hundred aud twenty-seven days.
ot,withstall(li11g the remarkable parallel between the growth of
American astronomy and that of your city, one can not but fear that
if a foreign observer had bmen asked only half a dozen years ago at
what point in the United States a great school of theoretic::i.l and practical astronomy", aided by an establishment for the exploration of the
heavens, was likely to be m,tablished by the munificence of private
citizens, he would have been wiser than most foreigners had be guessed
Chicago. Had this place be11m suggested to him, I fear he would lrnve
replied that were it possible to utilize celestial knowledge in acquiring earthly wealth, here would be the most pi'omising seat for such
a school. But he would need to have been a little wiser than his
generation to reflect that wealth is at the base of all progress in knowledge and the liberal arts; that it is only when men are relieved from
the 11ecessity of devoting all their energies to the immediate wants of
life that they can lead intellectual lb-es, and that we should therefore
look to the most enterprising commercial center as the likeliest seat
for a great scientific institution.
Now we have the school, aud we have the observatory, which we hope
will in the near future do work that will cast luster on the name of its
founder as well as on the astronomers who may be associated with it.
Yon will, I am sure, pardon me if I make some suggestions on the subject
of tlie future Heeds of the estahli~hment. We want this newly founded
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institution to be a great success, to do work which shall show that
the intellectual productiveness of your community will not be allowed
to lag behind its material growth. The public is very apt to feel that
when some munificent patron of science has mounted a great telescope
under a suitable dome, and supplied all t,h.e apparatus which the
astronomer wants to use, success is assured. But such is not the case.
The most important requisite, one more difficult to commaud than telescopes or observatories, may still be wantiug. A great telescope is of
no use without a man at the end of it, and what the telescope may do
depends more upon this appendage than upon the instrument itself.
The place which telescopes and observatories have taken in astronomical history are by 110 means proportioual to their dimensions. Mauy a
great instrurneut has been a mere toy in the bands of its owner. Mauy
a small oue has become famous.
Twenty years ago there was here in your own city a modest little
instrument which, judged by its size, could. not hold up its bead with
the great ones eveu of that day. It ,vas the private property of a
youug man holdiug no scientific position and scarcely known to the
puulic. Aud yet that little telescope is to-day amoug the famous ones
of the world, haviug made memorable advances in the astronomy of
double stars, and shown its owner to be a worthy successor of the
Herscbels aud Struves in that line of work.
A hundred observers might have used the appliances of the Lick
Observatory for a wliole generation without :finding the fifth satellite of
Jupiter; without suecl3ssfully photographing the cloud forms of the
l\lilky Way; without discovering the extraordinary patches of 11ebulous light, nearly or quite invisible to the human eye, which fill some
regions of the heavens.
When I was in Zurich last year I paid a visit to the little but not
uuknown observatory of its famous polytechnic school. The professor
of astronomy was e ·pecially interested in the ob ervatious of the uu
with the aid of the spectroscope, and amoug the ingeniou devices
wl.iich he de crib d, uot tbe lea t iuterestiug wa the metlrnd of photographing the ·un by pecial rays of the spectrum, which had been
worked out at the Ken wood Observatory in Chicago. The Ken wood
Ob,•ervatory i ' 11ot, I beli ve, iu the eye of the public one of tlle uoteworthy in titutiou of your eity whi ·h every vi.. itor i taken to ·ee, and
y • thi ' iuveutiou ha giveu it an important place iu the science of our
d '.
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care the meu at the end of the teleRcope. The constitution of the
astrouomer shows curious and intere:sting features. If he is destined .
to advance the science by works of real genius, he must, like the poet,
be born, not made. The born astronomer, when placed in command
of a telescope, goes about using it as naturally and effectively as the
babe avails itself of its mother':s breast. He sees intuitively what less
gifted men have to learn by long study and tedious _ex1Jeriment. He is
moved to celestial knowledge by a passion which dominates his nature.
He can no more avoid doing astronomical work, whether in the line of
observations or research, than a poet can chain his Pegasus to earth.
I do not mean by this that education and training will be no use to
him. They will certainly accelerate his early progress. If he is to
become great on the mathematical side, not only must his genius have
a b~md iu that direction, but he must have the means of pursuing his
studies. And yet I have seen so many failures of men who had the
best in truction, and so many successes of men who scarcely learned
anything of tlteir teachers, that I sometimes ask. whether the great
American celestial mechanician of the twentieth century will be a
graduate of a university or of the back woods.
Is the man thus moved to the exploration of nature by an unconquerable passion more to be envied or pitied~ In no other pursuit
does success come with such certainty to him who deserves it. No life
is so enjoyable as that whose energies are devoted to following out the
in born· impulses of one's nature. The investiga.tor of truth is little
subject to the disappointments which await the ambitious man in other
fields of activity. It is pleasant to be one of a brotherhood extending
over the world, in which no riyalry exists except that which comes out
of trying to do better work than anyone else, w bile mutual admiration
stifles jealousy. .A.nd yet, with all these advantages, the experience of
tL.c astronomer may have its <.lark side. As he sees his field widening
faster than he can ad vauce he is impressed with the littleness of all
that can be done in one short life. He feels the same want of :successors to pursue his work that the founder of a dynasty may feel for
heirs to occupy bis throne. He bas no desire to figure in history as a
apoleon of science whose conquests must terminate with his life.
Even during his active career his work may be of such a kind as to
require the cooperation of others and the active support of the public.
If lie is disappointed in commanding these requirements, if he finds
Heither cooperation nor support, if some great scheme to,which he ma.y
have devoted much of his life thus proves to be only a castle in the
air, be may feel that nature has dealt hardly with him in not endowing
him with pa ions like to those of other men.
In treating a theme of perennial interest one naturally tries to fancy
what the future may have in store. If the traveler, contemplating the
ruin of some ancient city which in the long ago teemed with the life
and activities of generations of men, sees every stope instinct with
SM
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emotion and the dust alive with memories of the past, may he not be
similarly impressed when be feels that he is looking around upon a
seat of future empire-a region where generations yet uuborn may take
a leading part fo molding the history of the world¥ What may we
not expect of that energy which in sixty years bas transformed a
straggling village into one of the world's great centers of C?mmerce?
May it not exercise a powerful influence on the destiny not only of tbc
country but of the world¥ If so, shall the power thus to be exercised
prove an agent of Leneficeuce, diffusing light and life among nations,
or shall it be the opposite 0?
The time must come ere long when wealth shall outgrow the field iu
which it can be profita\)ly employed. In what direction shall its
possessors tben look f Shall they train a posterity which will so use
its power as to make the world better that it bas lived iu it¥ Will the
future heir to great wealth prefer the intellectual life to the life of
pleasure1
We can have 110 more bopeful answer to these questions than the
establishment of this great university in the very foeus of the commercial activity of tlle West. Its connection with the institution we have
been dedicating suggests some thoughts on science as a factor in that
scheme of educaUon Lest adapted to make the power of a, wealtlly
community a benefit to the race at large. When we see what a factor
science has been in our present civilizatio11, how it bas trausforme<l
the world and increased the means of human enjoyment by enabliug
men to apply the powers of nature to their own uses, it is not wonderful
tbat it should claim the place in education hitherto held by classical
tuclies. In tlrn contest which has thus arisen I t ake no pa.rt but that
of a peacemaker, holdiug that it is as important to us to keep in touch
with the tradition · of our race, and to cherish the thoughts which have
<· me down to u through tLe centuries, as it is to enjoy and utilize
what the present ba ' to offer u . Speaking from this point of view, I
would point out tlrn error of making tLe utilitarian applicatiou of
kuowl dge the main object iu its pur uit. It i , au historic fact that
alJ tract ieuce- cience pur ue<l without any utilitarian end-ha been
at th lJa:e of our pro T
iu the utilization of knowledge. If in the
la: · utury ·uch men a · Galvaui aud Volta bad beeu moved Ly any
oth rm ti
liau love of penetratiug the · cret of nature they would
11 '\' r have pur ·u d the eemiugly u ele
experimeuts they <lidJ aud
11, f uu<latiou f ,1ectrical ·ieuc would not have been laid. Our
f 1 ctri ·ity <lid not b c me po ible until Ohm ·
f tlt
l ·ctri · ·urreut, whi ·h when :fir t m ade
rna h mati ·al law
' w d li t1 ' more than mathemati ·al curio. itie , had becom
mm II pr p r r of inv ntor ·. Profe ioual pride on the p rt of
wn I ur r l d him af 1· making be di · verie whi h rend reel
·l •() raph p · ·ibl
o ff() no fur h r h1 heir applicatio n and to Ii v ~
, 11 1 li' with n r · !i vi 11g ::
l llar f th• million· wl1i •h tlie ·ountr
lia . w I! tlir u 0 h bi: ag uc:.
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In the spirit of scientific progress thus shown we have patriotism in
its highest form-a sentiment which does not seek to benefit the country at the expense of the world, but to benefit the world by means of
one's country. Science has its competition, as keen as that which is
the life of commerce. But its rivalries are over the question who shall
contribute the most and the best to the sum total of knowledge; who
shall give the most, not who shall take the most. Its animating spirit
is love of truth. Its pride is to do the greatest good to the greatest
number. It embraces not only the whole human race but all nature
in its scope. The public spirit of which this city is the focus has made
the desert blossom as the rose, and beuefited humanity by the diffusion
of the material products of the earth. Should you ask me how it is in
the future to use its influence for the benefit of humanity at large, I
would say, look at the work now going on in these precincts, and study
its spirit. Here are the agencies which will make "the voice of law
the harmony of the world." Here is the love of country blended with
love of the race. Here the love of knowledge is as unconfined as your
commercial enterprise. Let not your youth come hither merely to
learn the forms of vertelm.1.tes and the properties of oxides, but rather
to imbibe that catholic spirit which, animatiug their growing energies,·
shall make the power they are to wield an agent of b.eneficence to all
mankind.

THE BEGINNINGS OF AMERICAN ASTRONOMY. 1

By

EDWARD

s.

HOLDEN.

It is impossible, even in · the briefest sketch, not to emphasize the
debt of American science and learning to the intelligent interest and
patronage of our early Presidents-Washington, John Adams, Jeffer- ·
son, Madison, Monroe, John Quincy Adams. The powerful impetus
given by them and through them has shaped the liberal policy of our
governments, National and State, toward education and toward science.
Sir Lyon Playfair, in his address to the British Association for the
Advancement of Science (18~5) bas recognized this influence in tbe
truest and most graceful way. He said: "ln the United Kingdom we
are just beginning to understand the wisdom of Washington's Farewell
Atldress to his countrymen (1796) when be said: 'Promote then, as an
object of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion
of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a government gives
force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be
enlightened.'"
T ntil the Revolution (1776)American science was but English science •
transplanted, and it looked to the Royal Society of London as its censor and patron. Winthrop, Franklin, and Rittenhouse were, more or
less, English astronomers. Franklin was the sturdiest American of
the three. As early as 1743 be suggested the formation of the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia. John Adams founded the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston . in 1780. These
two societies, together with Harvard College (founq.ed in 1636), Yale
College (1701), the University of Virginia (founded by Jefferson in
1825), and the United States Military Academy at West Point (1801),
were the chief foci from which the light of learning spread. Other
colleges were formed or forming all over the Eastern and Middle States
during the early years of the century.
The leading school of pure science was the Military Academy at
West Point, and it continued to hold this place until the civil war of
1861. From its corps of professors and students it gave two chiefs to
the United States Coast Survey; and the Army, particularly the Corps
of Engineers, provided many observers to that scientific establishment,
1
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besides furnishing a large number of professors and teachers of science
to tbe colleges of the country. The observatory of tbe academy was
founded by Bartlett in 1841, and much work was done there, only a
small part of which is published. The Coast Survey was a school of
practice for army officers, and their experience was utilized in numerous boundary surveys during the period 1830~1850. Col. J. D. Graba,m,
for example, was astronomer of the survey of the boundary between
Texas and the U nite<l. States in 1839-40; commissioner of the Northeast
boundary survey, 1840-1843; astronomer of the Northwest boundary
survey, 1843-1847; of the boundary between the United States and
Canada, l 848-1850; of the survey of the boundary between Pennsylvania and Virginia, 1849-50; of the boundary survey between Mexico
and the United States, 1850-51. The names of Bonneville, Talcott,
Cram, Emory, .and other army officers are familiar in this connection,
and their work was generally of a high order. It was in such service
that Talcott invented or reinvented the zenith telescope, now universally employed for all delicate determinations of latitude. The mechanical tact of Americans has served astronomy well. The sextant
was invented by Thomas Godfray, of Philadelphia, in 1730, a year
before Hadley brought forward his proposal for such an instrume11t. 1
The chronograph of the Bonds, the zeuith telescope of Talcott, and
the break-circuit chronometer of Winlock are universally used to-day.
The diffraction gratings of Rutherfurd were the best to be bad in the
world till they were replaced by those of Rowland. The use of a telescope as a collimator was :first proposed by Rittenhouse. The pioneer
opticians of the Uniteu States were Holcomb (1826), Fitz (1846 or
earlier), Clark (1845), Spencer (1851). Only the Clarks have a worldwide reputation. Wiirdemaun, hlstrument maker to the nited States
Coa t Survey (1834), ]1ad n, decided influence on ob ervers and in trum nt makers throughout the United States, as he introduced extreme
German method and modelR among u , where extreme English method
had pr vion:ly prevailed. The y tern of rectaugular lan<l urvey ,
which proved to be , o convenient for the public lands ea t of the Rocky
fonntai11 .·, wa
vi ed and executed by an field, a graduate of the
Iilit~ ry .Amel my.
'llt li t of army offic r: who became di tingui heel in civil life a
pr t · ·or: in th . co1lege. of th country i. a very long one. C urtenay
( h
f 1 21 at
int) wa pro£
r of mathematic at tlle
r i
f
nn:yl ania 1 ,'34-1 36; at 1he niversity of irginia,
- ; aud wa: th author of admiral>] t x •book .
orton (c1a
) 1 · m pr fi . . or at ... w Ilaveu, and wrote av ry u ful t xtf tr n m ' in 1 'O; ancl the li . t oul<l be mu •h xtend d. The
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methods) early made itself felt throughout the whole country. The
mathematical text-books of Peirce, of Harvard, arnl of Chauvenet, of
the Naval Academy, brought the latest learning of Europe to American
students. Mitchell (class of 1829 at West Point) was the only graduate who became a professional astronomer (1842-1861). His direct
service to praetical observing astronomy is small, but bis lectures
(1842- 1848), the conduct of the Cincinnati observatory ( 1845-1859), and
his publication of the Sidereal Messenger (1846-1848), together with
bis popular books, excited an intense and widesprea<l public interest
in the science, and indirectly led to the foundation of many observatories. He was early concerned in the matter of using the electric
current for longitude <leterminations, and bis apparatus was only displaceu because of the superior f'xcellence of the cbrotiograph devised
by the Bonds. His work was done under immense disadvantages, in a
new community (Ohio), but the endowment of astr011omical research in
America owes a large (1ebt to his energy and efforts.
The Navy and the United States Naval Academy (founded . by Bancroft in 1845, at the suggestion of Chauvenet) were very active in astronomical work. Ohauvenet (Yale College, 1840) published a text-book
of trigonometry in 1850, which bad an important share in directing
attention to rigid, elegant, and general methods of research. His
astronomy (1863) is a handbook for all students. Walker, Gilliss,
Coffin, Hubbard, Ferguson, Keith, Yarnall, Winlock, Maury, Wilkes,
were all connected with the Navy, more or less intimately. Walker's
career was especially brilliant; he graduated at Harvard College in
1825, and established ~be observatory of tbe Pbiladelphia High School
in 1840. He was the lea<ling spirit in the United States Naval Observatory at Washington (1845-1847) and introduced modern methods into
its practice at the beginning. From the observatory he went to the
Uoast Survey to ta.ke charge of its longitude operations, and be continued to direct and expand this department until bis death~ in 1853. To
him, more than to any single person, is clue the idea of the telegraphic
method ('' the American method") of determining differences of longitude. His assistant in this work was Gould, who succeeded. to the
charge of it in 1853. Bis researches extended to the tiel<l. of mathematical astronomy also, and bis theory of the planet Neptune (then
newly discovered) marks a,n important step forward. His investigations and those of Peirce were conducted in concert and attracted. general and deserved attention.
The exploring expedition of Wilkes required corresponding observations to be made in America, aud during tbe period 1838-1842 William
Bond, at Dorchester, and Lieutenant Gilliss, at Washington, maintained. such a series with infinite assiduity and with success. The
results of Gilliss' astronomical expedition to the southern hemisphere
(Chile, 1849-1852) were most creditable to him and to the Navy, though
his immediate object-the determination of the solar parallax-was not
attained.
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The Coast Survey began its work in 1817 under Ilassler, a professor
from West Point, who impressed upon the establishment a thoroughly
scientific direction. Bache, his successor (a grandson of Benjamin
Franklin), was a graduate of West Point in the class of 1825, and took
charge of the Survey in 1843. H e is the true father of the institution,
and gave it the practical efficiency and high standard which characterized its work. He called around him the flower of the Army and Navy,
and was ably seconded by the permanent corps of civilian assistantsWalker, Saxton, Gould, Dean, Blunt, Pourtales, BoutelJe, Hilgard,
Schott, Goodfellow, Cutts, Davidson, and others.
Silliman's (and Dana's) American Journal of Science bad been
founded at New Haven in 1818, and served as a medium of communication among scientific men. A great step forward was made in the
establishment of the Astronomical Journal by Dr. Gould on his return
from Europe at the close of 1849. 1 Silliman's Journal was chiefly concerned in the noumatbematical sciences, though it bas always contained valuable papers on mathematics, astronomy, and physics,
especially from the observers of Yale College-Olmsted, Herrick, Bradley, Norton, Newton, Lyman, and others. In Mason, who died in 1840
at the age of 21, the country lost a practical astronomer of the highest
promise. 2 Gould's Journal was an organ devoted to a special science.
It not only gave a convenient means of prompt publication, but it
immediately quickened research and helped to enforce standard~
already established and to form new ones. The Astronomical Notices
of Brilnnow ( 1858-1862) might have been au exceedingly u eful
journal with an editor who was willing to give more a,ttention to
detail , but, in spite of Brii.nnow's charming personality and great
ability, it bad comparatively little influence ou the progress of the
cience.
The translation of the Mecaniqne Celeste of Laplace by Nathaniel
Bowditch, the supercargo of a Boston ship (1815-1817), marks the
b ginning of an independent mathematical school in America. The
:fir t volnm of the tran, lation appeared in 1 20. At that time there
wer not more than two or thr e persons in the country who could read
it riti ally. The work. of the great mathematicians and astronomer
f iran and ermany-Laplace, Lagrange, Legendre, Olbers, Gaus ,
. tru , l'es el-were almost eutirely unknown.
o lit h', tran lation of the M, canique eleste, and, still more, bi.
x nd d c mm ntary brou ht thi monumental, ork to the attenti n
_!__· u 1 nt. and within their gra p. Hi Practical avigator3 contain d
1

h A trouomische . . Tachrichten bad b en founded in Altona, l>y cbuma ·h6r, iu
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the latest and best methods for determining the position of a ship at
sea, expressed in simple rules. .American navigators bad no superiors
in the first balf of this century. Nantucket whalers covered the
Pacific, Salem ships swarmed in the Indies, and the clipper ships made
passages round the Horn to San Francisco, which are a wonder to-day.
Part of their success is due to the bold enterprise of their captains
(who were_ said to carry deck loads of studding-sail booms to replace
those carried away!), but an important part depended on their skill as
observers with the sextant. One of the sister ships to the one of which
Bowditch was supercargo was visited at Ge11oa by a Euro11ean astronomer of note (Baron de Zach), who -found that the latest methods of
working lunar distances to determine the longitude were known to nll
on board, sailors as well as officers. His bewilderment reached its
climax when tbe navigator called the negro cook from the galley and
bade him expound the methods of determining the longitude to the
distingni. hed visitor.
On Bowditch's own ship there was "a crew of twelve men, every one
of whom could take and work a lunar observation as well, for all practical purposes, as Sir Isaac Newton himself." Such crews were 011ly to
be fonnd on .American ships in the palmy days of democracy. .All we:~e
cousins or 11eighbors and each had a "venture" in the voyage. But
these anecdotes may serve as illustrations of the intellectual awake11ing
wbich came about as soon a our young country was relieved from th-e
pressure of the two wars of 1776 and 1812. .An early visitor, Baron
Hy<le de Neuville (1805) felt "an unknown something in the air," "a
new wind blowing." This new spirit, born of freedom, entered first
into practical life, as was but natural; science next felt its impulse,
and, last of all, literature was boru. Emerson hailed it (in 1837) "as the
sign of an indestructible instinct." '' Perhaps the time has already
come," he says, '·' wlien the sluggard inte1lect of this country will 10ok
from under its iron lids and fill the postponed expectation of the world
with something better than the exertions of mecba,nical skill. Our day
of dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning of other lands,
draws to a close. The millions that around us are rushing into life
can not always be fed with the sere remains of foreign harvests."
Benja.min Peiree, a graduate of Harvard in the class of 1829, had
been concerned with the translation of the Mecauique Celeste, and was
early familiar with the best mathematical thought of Europe. He
became professor in Harvard College in 1833, and, after the death of
Bowditch in 1 38, be was easily the first mathematical astronomer in
the country. Bis iustruction was precisely :fitted to develop superior
intel1igences, and this was his prime usefulness. ·Just such a man was
needed at that time. Besides his theoretical researches on the orbits
of the planet (specially Uranus and Neptune) and of the moon, his
study of the theory of perturbations, and his works on pure mathematic. and mechanics, he concerned himself with questions of practical
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astronomy, although the observations upon which be depended were
the work of others. He was the consulting astronomer of the American
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac from its foundation in 1849, and its
plans were shaped by him to an important degree. His re]ative, Lieutenant Davis, United States Navy (the translator of G-:mss's 'fheoria
Motus Corporum Crnlestium (1857) ), was placed in charge of tl1e
Ephemeris, and the members of its stafl'.-RunkJe, Ferrel, Wright,
Newcomb, Winlock, and others-most effectively spread its exact
methods by example an<l precept. Professor Peirce undertook the calculations relating to the sun , Mars, and Uranus in the early volumes of
the Ephemeris. As a complime11t to her sex, Miss Maria l\litchell was
charged with those of Venus; Mercury was compute<l by Winlock,
Jupiter by Kendall, Saturn by Downes, Neptune by Sears Walker.
The Smithsonian Institution was founded in 1846, an<l Joseph Henry
was called from Princeton College to direct H. Thern never was a
wiser choice. His term of service (1846-1878) was so long that bis
ideals became firmly fixed within the establishment an d were impressed
upon his contemporaries and upon a host of younger men. The interests
of astronomy were served by the encouragement of origi11al research
through subsidies and otherwise, by the purchase of instruments for
scientific expeditiom;;, by the free exchange of scientific books between
America and Europe, and by the pul>lication of the results of recondite
ii1vestigations. It is by these and like services that the Institution is
known and valued among th e wide community of scientific rnen tbrougllont the world.
But thi enumeration of specific benefits does not convey an allcqnate
id a of the immense influence exercised by the Institution upon the
ctentific ideals of the couutry. It was of the first importance that
the b ginning of independent investigation among Americans !-:honld
be direct d toward right e1Hl an<l by high and un elfi h aims. In the
formation of a cientific all{1, a, it were, a moral tandarcl a, few name
will
r be remembered among- u,, a11d 110 one will tarn1 higher than
tba f H nry. Ili wi , broad, ancl generou,· policy and J1i, hig11 per:onal id I · were of immen
. rviee to hi. olleague and to the
a llirwton
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first-class ability-Walker, Hubbard, Coffin. Gilliss's work as astronomer to Wilkes Exploring Expedition (1838-1842) at his little observatory ou Capitol Hill bad shown him to be one of the best of observers,
as well as one of the most assiduous. His study and experience in
planning and building the Naval Observatory had broadened his mind.
To the men just named, with Peirce, Gould, a11d Chauvenet,, and to
their coadjutors and pupils, we owe the introduction of the methods of
Gauss, Bessel, and Struve into the United States, and it is for this
reason that American astronomy is the child of German and not of
Bnglisll science.
The most natural evolution might seem to Lave been for Americans
to follow the English practice of Maskelyne and Pond. But the break
caused by the War of Independence, by the War of 1812, and by the
years necessary for our youthful governments to consolidate (1776-1836)
allowed our yom1g men of science to make a perfectly unbiased cho-ice
of masters. The elder Bond ( William Cranch Bond, born 1789, director
of Harvard College Observatory, 1840-1859) was one of the older school
and received bis impetus fr'om British sources during a visit to England
in 1815.
In estimating the place of the elder Bond among scientific men it is
necessary to take into account the circumstances which surrounded
him. He was born in the first year of the French Revolution (1789);
be was absolutely self-taught; practically no astronomical work was
done in America before 1838. When Admiral Wilkes was seekiug for
coadjutors to prosecute observations in the United States during the
absence of his exploring expedition he was indeed fortunate in finding
two such men as Bond and Gilliss. Their assiduity was beyond praise
and it led each of them to important duties. Bond became the founder
and director of the Observatory of Harvard. College, while Gilliss is
the father of the United States Naval Observatory at Washington, as
well as that of Santiago de Chile, the oldest observatory in South
America. Cambridge, though the seat of the most ancient university
iu America, was but a village in 1839. The college could. afford no
salary to .Bond, but only the distinction of a title, "Astronomical
Observer to tlle Uuiversity," and the occupancy of the Dana house, in
which bis first observatory was established. His work there, as elsewhere, was well and faithfully done, and it led the college authorities
to employ him as the astronomer of the spleudid observatory which
was opened for work in 1847. At that time the two l::trgest telescopes
in the world were those of the Imperial Observatory of Russia (Poulkova) and its companion at Cambridge. Each of these instruments
Las a long a,nd honorable history. Their work has been very different.
Who shall say that one Las surpassed tbe othed We owe to Bond
and his son the discovery of an eighth satellite to Saturn, of tlle d.usky
ring to that planet, the introduction of stellar photography, the in vention of the chronograph by which the electric current is employed in
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the registry of observations, the conduct of several chronometric expeditions between Liverpool and Bost on to determine the trans-Atlantic
longitude, and a host of minor discoveries and observations.
Gilliss visited France for study in 1835, before h e took up his duties
at Washington. The text-books of Bond and Gilliss were the Astronomies of Vince (1797-1808) and of Pearson (1824-1829). The younger
Bond (George Phillips Bond, born 1825, H ar vard College 1844, director of the Harvard College Observatory 18J!}- J 865) and his contempo raries, on the other hand, were firmly grounded in the German methods,
then, as now, the most philosophical and t horough.
It was not until 1850, or later, that it was indispensable for an Ameri can astronomer to read the German language and to make use of the
memoirs of Bessel, Encke, and Struve and t he t ext-books of Sawitsch
and Briinnow. 1 This general acquaintance with the German _language
and methods came nearly a generation later in England. The traditionR of Piazzi and Oriani came to America with th e J esnit F athers of
Georgetown College (1844), of whom Secchi and Sestini are the best
known.
The dates of the foundation of a few observatori es of the Unite,1
States may be set down here. Those util ized fo r the ob~ervatio11 of
t he transit of Venus in 1 i(W were temporary station s merely. TL, ,
first college observatory was that of Chapel H ill, N. C. (1831) ; Wil liam,• College followed (1836); Hudson Ob ervatory (Ohio) (1 838) ; t.lw
Philadelphia Iligh School (1840); the Dana H om;e Observatory of ILlrvard College (1840); West Point (1841); the Uni ted St ates 1; av:d
Ob. ervatory ( 1844) ; the Georgetown College Observatory ( l 844); t l111
Cincinnati Observatory (1845); the new observatory of Ilarvard Col leg- 1
(l 4G }; tlie private ob en·atory of Dr. Lewis M. R utherford in .1 e"York City (184 ) ; the ob ervatory a t Ann Arbor (1854) ; t he Dudl ey
Ob ervatory at Albany (185G ) ; an d that of Ham ilton College (1 5G).
'r h . c dat . and the ummary hi tory ju t given will serve to hHli eat n
the ituation of a tronomy i11 th United State duri ng t he fi r t half' ol'
the pr ent c ntnry.
little attention to th date' will enable tl1 0
read r to place an indivi<lu, 1 or an in titution on it, proper back 0 -rotrnd.
It mn. ·on tant1y h kept in miud that the who] oun try wa very
ou11g, nd that publi intere,'t in a, tronomical matter,' wa neith r (111 , t cl 11or v ry general. The data h re et down will have, d i.-tin(' t
valn
, ontribution to the hi tory of a tronomy in m rica. Tl1t ~
cl v lopm nt. flat r e, r. h, v , been ,' O a,maziug tliat w forg t hat
th<' lir.· w rkin o- b rv, tori , re founded. o late a 1 4:r-,
i ,' ar el more thau l1alf ,
ntnry old. Th d a
h r -wh n we . hall look back with worn1 r
wi 1 , nd 1 ep
au
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THE EVOLUTION OF SATELLITES. 1

By G. H.

DARWIN.

I.
The Atlantic Monthly for October, 1897, contains an interestj.ng
paper by Mr. See on" Recent discoveries respecting tlrn origin of the
universe." In the present article I propose to explain, in greater
detail than the necessary limitations of space permitted him, the
theory which forms the poiut of departure for his speculations.
Although the natural sequence is thus inverted, it may be hoped that
the postponement of explanation to application will be condoned. In
any case, this article owes its origin to the former one, and it might not
otherwise have been justifiable to expound a theory which was laid
before the scientific world some :fifteen years ago in the pages of the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society."'
After the explanation of this theory I have added some comments on
Mr. See's views.
II.
If familiarity does not always breed contempt, yet at least it generally breeds indifference. This is the case with most of us in regard to
tbe rise and fall of the tide by the seashore, and so the problem as to
whether the tide will serve conveniently to allow the children to dig
in the saud or search for seaweed looms larger than that presented by
the gigantic forces which 110w produce only these somewhat insignificant pulsations of the sea. Yet the tides should call forth in us a
deeper interest-I might almost say an emotion-for, as I shall show,
1 Reprinted from the Atlantic Monthly of April, 1898, by permission of the publishers. This article forms a portion of Mr. Darwin's forthcoming work On Tidei:,.
2 It was very natural that Mr. See should find in certain tidal investigations which
I undertook for Lord Kelvin the source of my papers, but as a fact the subject was
brought before me in a somewhat different manner. Some unpublished experiments
on the viscosity of pitch induced me to extend Lord Kelvin's be·a utiful investigation
of the strain of an elastic sphere to the tidal distortion of a viscous planet. This
naturally Jed to the consideration of the tides of an ocean lying on such a planet,
which forms the subject of certain paragraphs now incorporated in Thomson and
Tait's Natural Philosophy.
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they are the feeble residue of influences which have probably exercised
a predominant control over the history of the earth and the moon ~;ince
an indeterminate but remote epoch in the past, and will continue that
control into the distant future.
Newton was the first to prove that the tides are caused by the attractions of the moon and the sun. It would need much space to explain
fully the manner in which those attractions operate, yet it is possible
to give in a few words a rough sketch of the mode in which the tidegenerating forces arise. It will suffice for this purpose to confine our
attention to the more important of the two bodies, the moon, since the
action of the sun will then follow by parity of reasoning. According to
th~ law of universal gravitation, the moon attracts matter whieh stands
near to her more strongly than that which is more remote. It follows
that the attraction on the ocean, at the side of the earth which is nearest to the moon must be greater than that exercised on the solid earth
itself. Hence there is a tendency for the sea to depart from its natural
spherical shape, and to bulge outward toward the moon. So far the
matter is simple, but it is perplexing to many that the moon should
apparently repel the water lying on the farther side of the earth. This
action, however, is not due to any ideal repulsion from the moon, but
results from the fact that on the farther side the moon must attract tbe
On the nearer side
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tion of the tide, whether it consists in the swaying of molten lava or.of
an oceal), must be stoppillg the rotation of the planet, or at any rate
stopping the motion of the system in some wa.y.
It is tbe friction upon its beariugs which brings a fly wheel to rest;
but as· the earth bas no ·bearings, it is not easy to see bow the friction
of the tidal wave, whether corporeal or oceanic, cau tend to stop its
rate of rotation. The result must clearly be brought about, in some
way, by the interaction between the moon anq. the earth. Action and
reaction must be equal and opposite, aud if we are correct i11 supposing
that the friction of the tides is stopping the earth's rotation, there must
be a reaction upon the moon tending to huny her onward. To give a
homely illustration of the effects of reaction, I may recall to mind bow
a man riding a higb bicycle, on applying the brake too suddenly, was
shot over the handles. The desired action was to stop the front wheel,
but this could not be done without a reaction on the rider, whi~h sometimes led to unpleasant consequences.
Tbe general conclusion as to the action alld reaction due to tidil
friction is of so vague a character that it is desirable to consider in
detail bow they operate. The circle
in the figure is supposed to represent
the undisturbed shape of the planet, M'
"·hich rotates in the direction of the
-i.--i------=---'---....,,,.. P'
cnrved arrow. A portion of the orbit
_
of the ·atellite is indicated by part of \ ,u -------a, larger circle, and the direction of its \
motion is shown by au arrow. I will
fir t suppose that the water lying on the planet, or the molten rock of
which it is formed, is a perfect lubricant, devoid offriction; and that at
the moment represented in the figure the satellite is at M'. The fluid
will then be distorted by the tidal force until it assumes the egg-like
shape marked by the ellipse, projecting on both sides beyond the circle.
When there is no friction, the long axis of the egg is always directed
straight toward the satellite M', and the fluid maintains a continuous
rhythmical movement, so that as the planet rotates and the satellite
revolves, it always preserves the same shape and attitude toward the
satellite.
But when, as in reality, the :fluid is subject to friction, it gets belated
iu its rhythmical rise and fall, and tbe protuberance is carried onward
by the rotation of the planet beyond its proper place. In order to
make the same figure serve for this condition of affairs, I set the satellite backward to M; for this amounts to just the same thing, and is less
confusiug than redrawing the protuberance in its more advanced position. The planet then constantly maintains this shape and attitude
with regard to the satellite, and the interaction between the two will
be the same as though the planet were solid, but continually altering
it~ shape.
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We have now to examine what effects must follow from the attraction of the satellite on an egg-shaped planet , when the two bodies constantly maintain the same attitude relatively to each other. It will
make the matter somewhat easier of com prehension if we replace the
tidal protuberances l>y two particles of equ al masses, one at P, and the
other at P'. If the masses of these particles be properly chosen, so as
to represent the amount of matter in t he protuber ances, the proposed
change will make no material difference in t he result.
The gravitational attraction of the satellite is greater on bodies
which are near than on those which are far, and accordingly it attract8
. the particle P more strongly than the particle P'. It is obvious from
tbe figure that the. pull on P must tend to stop t lie planet's rotation,
while the pull on P' must teud to accelerate it . If a man pushes
equally on tbe two pedals of a bicycle, the crank has no tendency to
turn; and besides, there are dead points in t he r evolution of the crank
where pushing and pulling have no effect. So als o in the astronomical
problem, if the two attractions were exactly equal, or if the protuberances were at a dead point, there would be no resultant effect on the
rotation of the planet. But it is obvious that her e the r etarding pull
is stronger than the accelerating pull, and that t he set of the protuberances is such that we have passed the dead point. It follo ws from this
that the primary effect of fluid friction is to t hrow th e tidal protuberance forward, and the secondary effect is to retard t lle planet's rotatiou.
Action and reaction are equal an<l opposite, and if the satellite pulls
at the protuberance , they pull in return at the sat ellite. The figure
show that tbe attraction of the protuberance P tend iu some mea ure
to hurry the satellite onward in its orbit, while th at of P' tends to
retard it. But the attraction of P is stronger than t hat of P', aud
th r for tb resulttrnt or tlie two is a force tending t o carry t he satelli ' forward more rapidly in the direction of the arrow. When the
.-at llit i tlm · influenced, it must move in a spiral curve, ever increasin i di ·tance from the planet. Besides this, the· 'atellite has a louger
1 < th t tra 1 in its circuit, and take longer to get r ound t he planet,
han wa the ca· before tidal friction begau to operate. 1
.l..
w 1 tu apply th .-e idea.- to the ca e of the earth a ud the moon.
man .-tanding on the plan t, as it rotate , i · carried pa t place
wh ·r h flnitl i. cl p r and hallower alteruately; at the deep plac s
· th tit i l1igll tid , and at the ·hallow pla ·es t hat it is low t ide.
fi ur it i · bi 11 tide when the ob ·erver is ·arried pa t P .-
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it was pointed out that wheu there is no fluid friction we must put the
moon at M', but when there is fdction she must be at M. Accordingly,
if there is no friction it is high tide when the moon is over the observer's
J1ead, but when there is fluid friction the moon bas passed his zenith
before he reaches high tide. Hence he would remark that fluid friction
retards the time of high water.'
·
A day is the 11ame for the time in which the earth rotates ouce, and
a mouth for the time in which the moon revolves once. Then, since
tidal friction retards the earth's rotation and the moon's revolution, we
may state that both the day and the month are being lengthe11ed, and
that these results follow from the retardation in the time of high tide.
It must also be noted that the spiral in which the moon moves is an
increaEiing one, so tliat her distance from the earth increases. These
are absolutely certain a11d inevitable results . of the mechanical interaction of the two bodies.
At the present time tbe rates of increase of the day and month are
excessively small, so that it has not been found possible to determine
them with any approach to accuracy. It may be w.ell to notice in
pas ing that. if the rate of change of either element were determinable
that of the other would be deducible by calculation.
The extreme slowness of the changes within historical times is established by the records in early Greek and Assyrian history of eclipses
of the sun wbieb occurred on certain days and at certain places. Notwitlistamling the changes in the calendar, it is possible to identify the
day according to our modem reckoning, and the identificatiou of th~
place presents no difficulty. Astronomy affords the means of calculating the exaet time and place of the occurrence of an eclipse even three
thou and years ago, on the supposition that the earth spun at the same
rate then as now, and that the complex laws governing · the moon's
motion are unchanged. The particular eclipse referred to in history is
know11, bnt any comdderable change in the earth's rotation and in the
moon'· motion would have shifted tlle position of visibility on the earth
from the situation to which modern computation woulrl assign it. Most
a tronomical observations would be worthless if the exact time of the
occurrence were uncertain, but in the case of eclipses the place of
observation affords just tliat element of precision which is otherwise
wanting. As, then, the situations of the ancient eclipses agree fairly
well with modern computations, we are sure that there bas been no
great change within the last three thousand years either in the earth 1s
rotation or in the moon's motion. There is, however, a small outstanding discrepancy which indicates that there has been some change. But
the exact amount involves elements of uncertainty, because our knowl1

This must not be considered as a fair statement of the case when the oceans are
The reader must a,ccept the asFmrance that the friction of
the t.i,tes of shallow seas also causes retardation of the planet's rotation, although iu
a somewhat different manner from that explained al.Jove.

aA shallow_ as in actuality.
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edge of the laws of the moon's motion is not yet quite accurate enough
for the absolutely perfect calculation of eclipses which occurred many
centuries ago. In this way it is known that withi 11 historical times the
retardation of the earth's rotation and the recession of the moon have
beeu, at any rate, very slight.
It does not follow from this that the changes have always been
equally slow, and indeed it may be shown by mathematical arguments
that the efficiency of tidal friction increases with enormous rapidity as
we bring the tide-raising satellite nearer to the planet. The law of tidal
friction is that it varies according to the inverse sixth power of the
distance; so that with the moon at half her present distance, the rate
of retardation of the earth's rotation would be sixty-four times as great
as it now is. Thus, although the action may 110w be almost insensibly
slow, yet it must have proceeded with much greater rapidity when the
moon was nearer to us.
There are many problems in which it would be very difficult to follow
the changes in the system according to the times of their occurrence,
but where it is possible to banish time, and to trace the changes themselves in due order, without reference to time. In the spbere of common life, we know the succession of stations which a train must pass
between ew York and Boston, although we may have HO time-table.
This is the ca e with our astronomical problem; for a1thougl1 we have
uo time-tabl<', yet the sequence of the chauges in the system may be
traced accurately.
L t u then banish time, and look forward to the ultimate outcome of
the tidal interactiou of the moon and the earth. The day aud tbe
mouth are now lengthening at relative ratci; which are calcula,ble,
although the ab olute rates in time are unknown. It will suffice for a
g u •ral compr he11 ion of the problem to know that the present rate of
i11cr a of the day is much more rapid than tbat of t he month, and
that hi· will hold o·ood iu the future. Thus, the number of rotatious
of tli earth iu the i11 terval compri -ed iu one revolution of the 111oou
limiui ·b · or, i11 other word , the numl>er of day in the mouth limini ·Ii · al hough th 1 11 th of each <lay increase so rapidly t hat the
111011 hit If i 11mg 'r tha11 at pre ent. For example, when the day
ba11
qnaJ in 1 11gth to two of our actµal day·, tbe month may be
a l n a liir y-, ev •n of onr day., and then the arth will pin round
ul ~ l> u ,j b n ti111 in tlJ mouth.
'l hi. gra llc l ·ha11 r in the <l, y aucl tbe mouth pr •eed continuou ly
rn ii b • ,1 1rati n far ta iou of th earth i prolonged to :fifty-fiv of
11· pr · n da : .
\ t th ,·ame im , the montb, or the time of a r voluri 11 f b moon r un 1 th arth will al.'o occupy fif y-:fiv of ur
day·.
in · h m 11 h h r m a11, th p riod of tb r turn of h m ou
t > th ,·; m 1 la·' am nr, th
ar and :in tli day i , to b
tirnatP-d
in the:} 111 , wa ' h m 011 mu
h n alwav.' fa •e the , am part f th
: rth' ,· urf~ · and th tw l> li : 1 u. m v a: thouo-li th
w r
1

1

•
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united by a bar. The outcome of the lunar tidal friction will ·therefore
be that the moon and the earth will go round as though locked together
in a period of fifty-five of our present days, with day and month identical.in length.
Now, looking backward in time, we find the day and the month shortening, but the day changing more rapidly than the month. The earth
was therefore able to complete more revolutions in the month, although
that month was itself shorter than it is now. We get back, in fact, to
a time when there were twenty-nine rotations of the earth in the time
of thP- moon's revolution, instead of twenty-seven and one-third, as at
present. This epoch is a sort of crisis in the history of the moon and
the earth, for it may be proved that there never could have been more
than tweuty-nine days _in the month. Earlier than this epoch, the
days were fewer than twenty-nine; and later, fewer also. Altboug·h
mea,sured in years this epoch in the earth's history must b~ very
remote, yet when we contemplate the whole series of changes it must
be considered as a comparatively recent event. Iu a sense, indeed, we
may be said to have passed recently through the middle stage of our
history.
Now, pursuing the series of changes farther back than the epoch
when there was the maximum number of days in the month, we find
the earth still rotating faster and faster and the moon drawing nearer
and nearer to the earth and revolving in shorter and shorter periods.
But a change has supervened, so that the rate at which the month is
shortening is more rapid than the rate of change in the day. Oonseque11tly, the moon now gains, as it were, on the earth, which can not
get round so frequently in the month as it did before. In other words,
the number of days in the montlt declines from the maximum of twentyniue, and is finally reduced to one. When there is only one day in the
month the earth and the moon go round at the same rate, so that the
moon al ways looks at the same side of the earth, and as far as conc_e rns
the motion they might be fastened together by iron bands.
This i the same conclusion at which we arrived with respect to the
remote future. But the two cases differ widely; for whereas in the
future the period of the common rotation will be fifty-five of our present days, in the past we find the two bodies going round each other in
between three and five of our present hours. A satellite revolving
rouu 1 the earth in so short a period must almost touch the earth's surface. The yst.em is therefore traced uutil the moon nearly touches the
ear h, and the two go rouud each other like a single solid body in
about three to five hours.
The series of changes ha been traced forward and backward from
the pre ent time, but it will make the whole process more intelligible,
and the opportunity will be afforded for certain further considerations,
ff I ketch the history again in the form of a continnous narrativr.
Let u imagi11e a planet attended by a . atellite which revolves in a
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circular orbit so as nearly to touch its surface and continuously t o face
the same side of the planet. If now, for some cause, tlrn satellite's
month comes to differ very slightly from the planet's day, the satellite
will no longer continuously face the same side of the planet, but will
pass over every part of the planet's equator in turn. This is the condition necessary for the generation of tidal oscillations in the planet,
and as the molten lava, of which we suppose the pla net to be formed,
is a sticky or viscous :fluid, the tides must be subject to friction. Tidal
friction will then begin to do its work, but tbe result will be very diferent according as the satellite revolves a little faster or a little slower
than the planet. If it revolves a little faster, so t l;lat the month is
shorter than the day, we ha,ve a condition not contemplated in the
figure above . . It is easy to see, however, that as the satellite h, always
lea,ving the planet behind it, the apex of the tidal protubera.nce must
be directe<l to a point belliud the satellite in its orbit. In t his case t he
rotation of the planet must be accelerated by the tidal friction, and the
satellite must be drawn inward toward the planet, into which it must
ultimately fall. In the application of this theory to the earth a nd the
moon, it is obvious that the very existeuce of tlie moon negatives tbe
hypothesis that the initial month was even infinitesimally shorter than
the day. vVe must tben suppose that the moon revolved a little more
slowly than the earth rotated. In this case the tiLlal friction would
retard the earth' rotation, and force the moon to receue from the earth,
aud so perform ber orbit more slowly. Accordingly, the primitive day
and the primitive month lengthen, but the mouth increa:-;cs much more
rapidly than the day, o that the number of days in the month becomes
great r. Thi proceeds until that number reaches a maximum, which
iu tl1 ca e of our planet i about twenty-nine.
fter the epoch of maximum number of day,' in the month, the r at e
of ·h uge in the length of the day becomes les rapid than th at in th e
l •n°th of the month; and althouo-h both periods iucrea e, the n umber
f <la in the month b gins to diminish. The series of changes th en
l uutil the two p rio<l come again to an identity, when we have
r hand th moou, a th y were at the beginning, revolving in the
1 ri d with the moon alway, facing the ame side of th e planet.
n iu h r final condition tll moon will be a long way off from the
ar b in ead of b ing quit clo e to it.
1 11 no-h th ini ial < nc~ final tate re. emble each other, yet t hey
<litr r iu n r p ·t which i. of much importanc ; for in th initial
· n li i m th m i n i un.· ~ bl , while finally it i, table. The meanif the m n er ven iufinit . imally di turbed from
f m ti 11 ·h w nld ne
. arily eith r fall into tbe
h r fr m, and it , onld be impo ibl for her to co11 h j,• nn tabl in th ame en. e
tinn > m v in tha n irrhborh
in , ·hi ~h an O'h b, h 11 • cl u i . point i. nu. tabl ', the m< 11 t mot of
u will up· it and pra ti·, 11 i •a,n uot ·tay in fl.lat p itiou . Bu
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the final condition resembles the ease of an egg lying on its side, which
only rocks a little when we d.istmb it. So if the moon were slightly
disturbed from her final condition, slrn would. continue to describe very
nearly the same path round tlrn earth, and would not assume some
entirely new form of orbit.
It is by methods of rigorous argument that the moon is traced back
to the initial unstable condition wheu she revolved close to the eartll.
But the argument here breaks Jown, and calculation is incompetent to
tell us what occurred before, aud how she attained that unstable mode
of motion. We can ouly speculate as to the preceding history, but
there is some basis for our speculation, for I say that if a planet, such
as the earth, made each rotation in a period of three hours, it would
very nearly :fly to pieces. The attraction of gravity would be barely
strong enough to hold it together, just as the cohesive strength of iron
is insufficieut to hold a fly wheel together if it is spun too fast. There
is, of course, an important distinction between the case of the ruptured
fly wheel and tlle supposed. break-up of the earth, for when the :fly
wheel breaks the pieces are hurled apart as soon as the force ·of
cohesion fails, whereas wheu a planet breaks up, through too rapid.
rotation, gravity rnm;t contiBue to hold the pieces together after they
have ceased. to form parts of a siugle body.
Hence, we have grounds for conjecturiug that the moon is composed
of fragments of tlie J)rimitive planet which we now call the earth, which
detached themselves wheu the planet spun very swiftly, and afterwards
became consolh1ated. It surpa~ses the powers of mathematical calculation to trace tile details of the process of this rupture and subsequent
cousolid.atiou, but we can har<lly doubt that the system would pass
through a period of turbulence before order was reestablished in the
formation of a satellite.
I have said. tllat rapid rotation was probably the cause of the birth
of the moon, but this statement needs qualification. There are certain
considerations which prevent us from ascertainiug the common period
of revolution of tbe moon and the earth with accuracy. It may lie
between three and five hours. I think that such a speed. might not,
perhaps, be quite sufficient to cause the planet to break up. Is it possible, then, to suggest any other cause which might have cooperated
with the tendency to instability of the rotati11g planet¥ I think that
· there is sueh a cau::;e, and though we are here dealing with guesswork,
I will hazard. the suggestion.
The primitive planet, before the birth of the moon, was rotating
rapidly with reference to the sun, and it must, therefore, have been
agitated by tidal oscillations due to the sun's attraction. Now, the
magnitude of these solar tides is much influenced by the speed. of rotation of the planet, and mathematical reasoning appears to show that
wlleu the day was about three or four hours in length the oscillations
·must have been very great, although tlle suu stood. 110 nearer to the
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earth theu than it does now. May we not conjecture that the oscillation of the molten planet became so violent that, in cooperation with
the rapid rotation, it shook the planet to pieces, detaching huge fragments, which ultimately were consolidated into the moon f There is
nothing to tell us whether this theory affords the true explanation of
tlJe birth of the moon, and I say that it is only a wild speculation,
incapable of verification.
But the truth or falsity of this speculation does not militate against
the acceptance of the general theory of tidal friction, which, standing
on tbe firm basis of mechanical necessity, throws much light on the
history of the earth and the moon, and correlates the lengths of our
present day and month.
I have said above that the sequence of events has been stated without reference to the scale of time. It is of the utmost importance, however, to gain some idea of the time requisite for all the changes in tlle
system. If millions of millions of years were necessary, the applicability of the theory to the moon and the earth would have to be
rejected, because it is known from other line~ of argument that there
is not an unlimited bank of time on which to draw. The uncertaillty
as to the uuration of the solar system is wide, yet we are sure that it
bas not existed for an almost infinite past.
Now, although the actual time scale is indeterminate, it is poRsible to
find the minimum time adequate for the transformation of the moon's
orbit from its supposed initial condition to its present shape. It may
be proved, in fact, that if tidal friction had always operated under the
conditions mo t favorable for producing rapid change, the sequence of
event from the beginning·until to-day would have occupied a period of
betw en fifty aud ixty million of years. The actual period, of course, .
mu, have been much greater. Various line of argument as to the age
of he olar sy tern have led to re ults which differ widely among themelv , y t I can 11ot think that the applicability of the theory of tidal
fri tion i nega i ed by the magnitude of the period demanded. It may
be that ' i n e will have to r oect the theory in its full extent, but it
m,· iruproba le tl!at th ultimate verdict will be adverse to the nreu l r, ting infln n ·e of tlJe tide on the evolution of our planet.
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more slowly until the tide solillifie<l, and thenceforward and to the
present day she has shown the same face to the earth. Helmholtz
was 1 I believe, among the first in modern times to suggest this as the
explanation of the fact that the moon always shows us the same face. 1
Our theory, then., receives a striking confirmation from the moo11; for,.
having ceased to rotate relatively to us, she bas actually advanced to
that condition which may be foreseen as the fate of the earth.
Thus far I have referred in only one passage to ~he influence of solar
tides, but tliese are of considerable importance, being large enough to
cause the conspicuous phenomena of spring and neap tides. Now,
while the moon is retarding tile earth's rotation, the sun is doing so
also. But these solar tides react only on the earth's motion around the
sun, leaving the moon's motion around the earth unaffected. rt might
perhaps be expected that parallel changes in the earth's orbit would
have proceeded step by step, and that the earth might be traced to an
origin close to the sun. But the smallness of the earth's mass compared with that of the sun here prohibits the application of the theory
of tidal friction, and it is improbable that our year is now longer, from
this cause at any rate, by more than a few seconds than it was at the
very birth of the solar system.
Although the solar tides can have had no perceptible influence upon
the earth's movement in its orbit, they will have affected the rotation
of the earth to a considerable extent. Let us imagine ourselves tra11sported to the indefinite future, when the moon and the earth shall be
revolving together iu :fifty-five of our days. The lunar tide in the
earth will then be unchanging, just as the earth tide in the moon is
now fixed; but the earth will be rotating with reference to the sun,
aud, if there are unfrozen oceans, its rotation will still be subject to
retardation in consequence of the solar tidal friction. The day will
then become longer than the month, which for a very long time will
continue to occupy about :fifty-five of our present days. It is known
that there are neither oceans nor atmosphere on the moon; but if
there were, she would have been subject to solar tidal friction, and
would have undergone a parailel series of changes.
Up to recent tilfiles it might have been asserted plausibly that the
absence of any such mode of motion in the solar system afforded a
reason for rejecting the actual efficiency of tida,l friction in celestial
evolution. But in 1877 Prof. A.sapb Hall discovered in the system of
the planet Mars a case of the kind of motion which we have reason to
foresee a the future fate of the earth and the moon; for he found two
satellites, one of w:bich has a month shorter than the planet's day.
In his paper on the discovery of these satellites Professor Hall gives
1
Kant, in the middle of the last century, drew attention to the importance of
tidal friction in celestial dynamics; but as be did not clothe his argument in mathematical form, he was unable to deduce most of the results which are explained in
this paper.
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an interesting account of what had been conjectured, partly in jest
and partly in earnest, as to the existence of satellites attending that
planet. He quotes Kepler as writing, after the discovery of the satellites of Jupiter, "I am so far from disbelieving tlie existence of the
four circumjovial planets" (that is, satellites) "that I long for a telescope to anticipate you, if possible, in discovering two around Mars,
six or eight around Saturn, as the proportion seems to require, aud
perhaps one each aroulld Mercury and Venus." This was, of course,
serious, although based on fantastic considerations. At a l'ater elate
Swift poured contempt on men of science in his account of the inhabitants of Laputa, whom he describes as dexterous enough on a piece
of paper and in the management of the rule, the pencil, and tLe
dividers, but as a clumsy, awkward, and unhandy people, and perplexed in their conceptions upon all subjects except mathematics and
music. He writes, however, of the Laputans, '' They have likewise
discovered two lesser stars or satellites which revolve about Mars,
whereof the innermost is distant from the center of the primary
exactly tlJree of his diameters, and the outermost five." In one of bis
atires Voltaire also represents an imaginary traveler from Sirius as
making a similar discovery.
These curious prognostications were at length verified by Prof.
Asaph Hall in the discovery of two satellites, which he named Phobos
and Deimos-Fear and Panic, the dogs of war. Tlle period of Deimos
is about thirty hours, and that of Phobos about eight hours, wlli]e the
Martian day is of nearly the same length as our own. The month of
the inner miuute satellite is thus less than a third of the planet's day;
it l'i e · to the Martians in the west, and passes through all its phases
in a few hours. Sometimes it must even rise twice in a single Martian
night. A we here find an illustration of the condition foreseen for
our own planet and satellite, it seems legitimate to suppose that solar
tidal friction bas slowed down_the planet's rotation. The ultimate fate
of l)h bo mu t almost certainly be absorption by the planet.
Sev ral of the atellites of Jupiter and Saturn present faint inequali ie of coloring, and telescopic examination has led astronomers to
b li ve that they always present the same face to their planets. Tbe
th ory of tidal friction would certainly lead us to expect that these
enormou plauet would have worked out the same result for the e
r lati ely mall atellite that the earth has effected in the moon.
h ffi i ncy of olar tidal friction mu t be far greater in its action
n he pl net 1 rcury and Venus than on the earth. Tlle determinai n of th period of l'Otation of these planets thus become a matter of
mu h int re~ . But the marking on their di k are so ob cure tllat
heir r t
fr tation have remained under discus ion for many year .
i1 r . n l he prevailing opinion wa that in each ca e the da.y
f 11 ad r h ·am length a our own; but a few years ago chiapare11i, f lilan, an ob er er endow d with extraordinary acutene of
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vision, announced as the result of his observation that both Mercury
and Venus rotate only once in their respective years, and that each of
them always presents the same face to the sun. These conclusions
liave recently been confirmed by Mr.Percival Lowell from observations
made in Arizona, and are exactly conformable to our theoretical expectation. Wllile it is not easy to see how these astronomers can have
been mistaken, yet it is proper to note that others possessing apparently equal advantages have failed to detect the markings on the
planets. Accepting, however, this couclusion, we have the planets
Mercury and Venus, the satellites of the earth, and ,Jupiter and Saturn
presenting evidence favorable to the tbeory of tidal friction, while the
case of the Martian system is yet more striking as an instance of anadvanced stage in evolution.
It would need anoth~r article to discuss the various aspects of this
theory jn relation to the histories of the planets and of their satellites.
I may say, however, that it serves in great rnea~ure to explain the fact
that the earth is tilted over with reference to its orbit round the sun,
and that it throws light on the fact that the plane of the moon's orbit
js not coincident with that of the eartb. The same cause may also be
proved to tend toward making the orbit of a satellite eccentrfo, and it is
this effect of tidal friction to which Mr. See has appealed. I shall not
bere repeat his arguments, but in Section IV I will make some comments 011 his theories.
With res1)ect to the efficacy of tidal friction as a factor in the evolution of the earth, it is not too much to say that if we postulate a planet
consi ting partly or wholJy of molten lava, aud rapidly iotating about
an axis at right angles to its orbit around the sun, and if tllat planet
have a single satellite, revolving nearly as rapidly as the planet rotates,
then a system will necessarily be evolved in time closely resembling
our own.
A theory reposing on true causation, which brings into quantitative
correlation the leugtbR of the present day and month, the obliquity of
tlle ecliptic, and the eccentricity and inclination of the moon'~ orbit,
must, I think, have strong claims to acceptance.
IV.
There are in the heavens many pairs of closely ueighboring stars
which revolve about each other under the influence of their mutual
gravitation. The fact that both members of a pair are visible seems to
indicate tllat tbey do not differ widely in mass, and it is also a striking
peculiarity of these binary systems that the orbit is commonly very
eccentric. The distinction is great between our solar system~ with its
large central mass and infinitesimal planets moving in nearly circulr~r
orbits, and these binary systems 1 and ]Jenee there is abundant reason
for supposing tbat the course of evolution bas been very different in
the two cases.
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Mr. See explains the high degree of eccentricity in these binary orbits
by the influence of tidal friction. 'fhe tide undoubtedly operates under
conditions which give it a wide scope, when two large masses are
revolving about one auother; and tidal frictiou is the only known cause
capable of converting a nearly circular orbit into a very eccentric one.
But this does not afford quite sufficient reason for the acceptance of
the theory, for the assumption is involved that orbits now very eccentric were formerly nearly circular. Mr. See accordingly also puts forward a theory of the method by which double stars originated, and to
this I shall return later.
At .fir tit may uot be easy to see how the truth of this theory of tbe
origin of the eccentricity is to be tested; it may be worth while, therefore, to point out the direction which to me, at least, seems the must
promising in the search for confirmation or refutation.
It is thought by some spectroscopists that the ages of the stars are
already determiltable by the nature of tlieir spectra, and although the
theories which have been advaneed do not meet with univer al acceptance, yet they foreshadow views which may some day be universally
accepted. It has been plausibly contei1ded that , tar which are youngin their evolution must consist of incandesce11t 0 ·a , and mu t therefor have spectra furrowed by bright lines; later in their bistorie tlwy
are upposed to become more condensed and to give continuous spectr:1.
ow, if from theories of tbi kind we could ascertain the stage of ernlution of a binary y tern, we should be able to form a judgrneut of tl1e
trnth of the tidal theory; for the younger sy tem, should pre ent
maller eccentricity or orbit than the older one , and the perio<lic time
in the young y terns should be shorter on th whole than those in the
old ne . Delicate spectroscopic rneasurem nts make it theoretically
po ibl t determine the relative mas es of a biuary pair, but hitherto
the mea urements have been arried to a u ·ces ful issue in only a very
£ w ·a e . It i to be expected, however, that the number of known
ma ·e will b larg ly multiplied in the future. A mall star mu t cool
more rapidly than a large one, and Rhoukl pre ent the appearance of
t rag .
e may hope, th n, in time, not only to attain to crucial
t . t. of pe tro COJJic theorie. of age, but al o to be furnished with th ,
mat rial for judging of the truth of the tidal theory of evolution or
, t llar. t rn .
h
cond and yet more speculative branch of Mr. See's theory is
tb t, hi h ne rn th mode of oricrin of binary y terns. Man mu t
ultima 1 b roucrht fa ·e to fac with the iuc rupr bensibility of tbe
rigin f matter an l mo ion, but thi con iderati n will never prev nt
him fr m
int th pa t to th ntmo t of hi power . It i
ntinually und r ing change, and it eern ·
t a ·ept th ir xi ten ·e a an ultimate fact not u ceptible
we f, el b und t
ra e their bi tori ., bac:k
·our ·e of volution be ·om
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The fact that two stars are now found to be revolving about each
other leads to the conviction that their relationship is not a casual one,
but that they have beeu connected from an early epoch, which for
convenience we may call the origin of the system. It appears almost
beyond question that this starting point must have been at a time
when the two stars were united in a single rotating mass. As the basis
of his explanation of the manner iu which a single mass may split into
two, Mr. See takes certain tlrnoretical investigations as to the shapes
which a mass of gravitati11g and rotating fluid is capable of maintaining. I will not recapitulate his theories, but I wish to emphasize
the uncertainties with which we are here brought face to face.
.
Many years ago Sir Johu Herschel drew a 11umber of twin nebuhe
as they appear through a powerful telescope. The drawings probably
possess the highest degree of accuracy attainable by this method of
delineation, and the shapes preseut evi<lence confirmatory of Mr. See's
theory of the :fission of nebulre. But_ since Herschel's time it has been
discovered that many details, to which our eyes must remain forever
blind, are revealed by celestial photography. The photographic film
is, in fact, .sensitive to those photographic rays which we may call
iuvisible light, aud many nebulre are now found to be hardly recognizable, when photographs of them are compared with drawings. A
conspicuous ·example of this is furnished by the great nebula in Andromeda; for whereas the drawing exhibits a cloud with a few dark
streaks in it, the photograph shows a :flattened disk surrounding a
c011tral condensation; moreover, the disk is seen to be divided into
ring , so that the whole system might have been drawu by Laplace t~
illustrate his celebrated uebular hypothesis of the origin of tlie solar
system. ·
Pbotographs, however, do not always aid interpretation, for there
are some which serve only to increase the chaos visible with the telescope. We may suspect, in fact, that the complete system of a nebula
often contains 111c:1isses of cool and photographically invisible gas, and
in such ca es it would seem that the true nature of the whole will be
forever conc:ealed from us.
Another group of strange celestial objects is that of the spiral nebulrn, who, e forms irresistibly suggest violent whirlpools of incandescent
gas. Although in all probability the motion of the gas is very rapid,
yet no change of form has been detected. We are here reminded of a
rapid stream rushing past a post 1 where the form of the surface
remains constant whilst the water itself is in rapid movement, and it
seems reasonable to suppose tllat in these nebulre it is only the lines of
flow of the gas which are visible. Again, there are other cases in
which the telescopic view may be almost deceptive in its physical suggestions. Thus, the Dumb-Bell Nebula (27 Messier Vulpeculre), as
viewed telescopically, might be taken as a good illustration of a nebula
almost ready to split into two stars. If this were so, the rotation
would be about an axis at right angles to the length of the nebula.
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But a photograph of this object shows that the system really consists
of a luminous globe surrouuded by a thick and less luminous ring, and
that tlie opacity of the si<les of the ring takes a, bite, as it were, out of
eacll side of the disk, and so gives it the apparent form of a dumb bell.
In this case the rotation must be about an axis at right angles to the
ring, and therefore along the Jength of the dumb-bell. 1
From what I have said it must be obvious that the subject JS surrounded by difficulties and uncertainties. Mr. See JS therefore to be
congratulated on having laid before the world an hypothesis which
appears to explain the facts as far as we know them. The subject is
necessarily a speculative one, and we must look forward to future
spectroscopic and photographic researches for the confirmation or refutation of his theories.
1 It is proper to state that Mr. 1::,ee does not refer to this nebula as confirmatory of
hi s theory.

ELECTRICAL ADVANCE IN THE PAST TEN YEARS. 1

By

ELIHU THOMSON.

The .variety of service to which electricity has already contributed
cau not fail to impress every one. We communicate by telegraph over
the land and under the seas. Our electric signals may bring into
almost instantaneous action the machinery of a modern fire uepartment, or simply note the flight of time in a clock system.
The stock ticker records the changing values; the police telegraph
anticipates the criminal in bis flight. The same agent, which in the
telepbone carries the inexpressibly feeble overtones of the voice to
great distances with the speed of light, conveys energy equal to thousands of horsepower and distributes it for lighting our streets, our .
factories, our shops, and our homes. The electric search light may
rival the sun in the brilliancy of its beams, or a tiny incandescent
lamp may not equal one-tenth of a candle light. Electric motors ventilate our buildings, drive our machinery, and run our elevators. We
travel swiftly on electric cars, propelled by current from wires which
also furni h the means for lighting and heating the cars.
In mills and factories the power is carried to the different buildings
ofteutime by electricity, and electric railways distribute the raw materials and deliver the :finished products for shipment. In mines, coal is
cut and transported to the pit's mouth by electric power, and the same
power works the ventilating faus. Metals are welded. and forged by
electric heat, and some are smelted from their ores by electricity. The
electrolytic bath either refines crude metals or coats and protects them,
as in nickel plating.
Power is now transmitted over great distances by wire, and the
energy of waterfalls is made available for innumerable uses far from
its source.
ew and valuable products arise from the high beats of
the electric furnace. That paragon of 11ature, the diamond, can now
be fashioned in an electric crucible from plain black soot.
early all the larger electrical work has been tbe result of the past
twenty years of progress. Before directing our attention to the great
work of advance in recent years, we may recall some of the more
1
Reprinted from The Forum, January, 1898, by permission of The Forum Publishing Company.
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notable events in applied electricity which occurred in t he lat e seventies
and immediately thereafter. It was then that the commercial beginnings of arc lighting_took place. The incandescent lamp or b urner and
the electric main for supply of current soon followed. The t elephone
it:-;elf, considered as a practically working speech transmit ter, belongs
to tlle period referred to. Its birth was first made k nown at the Oentenuial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876. The a lmost ideal p ower
of electric motors was applied in a limited way. The fruits of the
pioneer work of that period have ripened in recent years. T he experimental work in electric railways, begun in the early eighties, resulted
in tbe enormous electric traction development of to-day, when almost
all our street railways are operated by electricity.
In this connection, it is very interesting to.note that, at a convention
of street-railway men held so recently as 1887, a discussion of elect ric
traction as a1>plied to horse railways was vigorously criticised as a waste
of time which, it was urged, might have been better appli ed to practical subjects, instead of to such a fanciful or theoretical one. In fact,
the contention wa that the care and feeding of hor es sboul<l take precedence of so unimportant a su~ject a electricity, considered as th e
motive power of a car system. Yet, in less than five yea.rs from t hat
time, the horse question had everywhere become an exploded one. A
convention of the same a ociation in the present year as urned in its
paper and discu sion the universal application of electricity to Rtreet
car propul 'ion. IIad the a<lvent of the electric railway marked the on ly
great advance within the ten year ,iu::it pa ' t, that period migl1 t 1:;till
ue well cbaracteriz d as one of great technical vrogress in electricity.
Had tlie decadence of horse traction occupied a much longer period than
it did, the a,dvance ·oul<l ju, tly be deemed rapid.
Many of the large t , treet-railway, ysteru were trausformed in a
fi w month ,, or in a year' time. The advance still goe on by exten,·i D' of exi ting line , by the e tabli hment of additional iuterurban
and uburbau traflic facilitie ' , by the i11crc.a, e of equipment, and by the
, tea ly improv meut in the quality of that equipmell t.
To ar pr ia e th r al proO"r . of the pa. t ten year, demands a wider
W mu t con ,'ider many other branche of electrical work
·tri · tra ·tion.
Yhat th 11 w, · th ·on<lition of th
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with a few electric motors. Here and there, isolated lighting plants in
mill, and other large buildings were in operation; but the_alternating
curre11t, so large a factor in electrical enterprises nowadays, had scarcely
become known or applied practfrally. There were perhaps not more
than twe11ty trolley cars in actual service in 1887, and these were of
doubtful success. There were no regularly constituted electric railways worthy of the name. The telephone and electric-lighting wires
were largely overhead, and frequently the construction was of the most
imperfect and temporary character. Among some notable exceptions
stood prominent the Edison three-wire underground system, which had
the elements of permanence. The extensive underground mains and
wires in use in cities to-day testify to the great progress ,Yhich bas
taken place in the means of distributing electric energy. They represent a very large investment of capita], but they also confer that reliability and permanence wbich was before lacking.
Within the pa t eight or ten years much bas been done ill the perfectio11 of thoroughly practical forms of meters and other instruments for
the m 'a uremeut of cl ctric forces alld quantities. While such work
resembles in its delicacy that demanded by watch mechanism, on the
oth r lrnnd the large station dynamos are examples of the heaviest
machille con, tructio11. Some of them demand steel castings more than
30,000 pounds in weight. Indeed, in the same electrfo factory we may
.find watcbmaking tools turning out the fine pieces of electric meters,
wbich may not weigh more than a few grains, and electric cranes bandliug mas~es of metal of many tons-parts of the larger dynamos under
construction. A few years ago a dynamo was large if it demanded 100
or :WO horsepower to drive it, while now such machines are diminutive
when compared with those of 2,000 horsepower commonly constructed.
Dynnmos are iu use at Niagara, of 5,000 horsepower capacity. A
siugle one of tbese would supply more than 50,000 iucandescent lights
ueh as are ordinarily used, or would give motion to 500 trolley cars.
The period since 1887 bas been marked by great extension in electric
lighting by both arc and incan<lesceut lamps. Prior to that year only
the largest cities, broadly speaking, possessed a,ny electric-lighting
service. Now, however, even the smaller towns have their electric stations, their arc lamps for street lighting, and the smaller incandescents
for general use. The same wires or mains frequently supply both kinds
of lights. The incandescent lamps in use in the United States are numbered by millions, and there are several hundred thousand arc lamps
lJe ide. There are in operation n<~arly 3,00U electric-light-supply stations, and the e, together with isolated electric plants, represent a
capital of about 500,000,000.
Oue of the chief factors in thiR great extension has been the application of alternating electric currents, or currents of wave-like nature,
reversing their direction ma11y tirues in each second. The direct or
continnonR curnmt had previously occupied the field alone. But the
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stations in our citieR not ouly supply from the same mains, at the same
time, electric current which lights both arc aud incandescent lamps
indiscriminately, but the system carries also a large load in electric ·
motors employed for such- service as running elevators, driving ventilating fans, supplying power for pumping, and driving machinery in
shops of all kinds. The same mains supply current for charging storage batteries, for heating metals for welding or workiug, for warming
rooms by electric heat, or for cooking by electric heaters. The physician
or surgeon draws npon the same system for current for the treatment
of diseaRe, for galvano cautery, for electrolysis, and for the generation
of Rontgen rays.
Another example is found in a modern war ship, which may embody
a11 electric plant for working its incaudescent lights. The same machinery supplies the search light, which is essentially an arc light of great
powe!.'. There are also electric cranes and hoists, turret-turuin·g and
gun-training apparatus, motors for ventilating fans or for forced draft
· in tlte boiler furnaces, all depending on the same supply.
Perhaps, however, no better example of the varie<l application of
electric euergy exists than at Niagara. Oertaiuly no grander exemplification of the mLy in wllich electric forces may be called into play, to
replace other and unlike agencies, can be cited. Here at Niagara we
may forcibly realize the importance of cheap and unfailing power developed from water in its fall. We find the -power of huge water wheels
delivered to the massive dynamos for giving out electric energy. Tllis
energy is variously employed. The electric lighting of the city of Niaga,ra a,n.d. ·urrounclings and the electric railways naturally depend upon
tlte water power. Besides these, which may be termed the ordinary
applications of electricity, there are clustered at Niagara a uumber of
uuique industrial establishments, the importance of which will undoubtedly iucrease rapidly. In the carborundum factory we find huge
furnaces heated by the passage of electric current, a11d attaining temperatures far beyond those of the ordinary combustion of fuel. These electric furnaces produce carborundum, a new abrasive nearly as hard as the
diamond, which is a combination of carbon and silicon, unknown before
the electric fumace gave it birth. Sand an<l coke are the raw substances
for its production, and these are acted upon by the excessively high
heat necessary to form the new product, already in extensive use for
grinding hard materials.
The metal aluminum, which not many years a.go cost $2 an ounce, is
now produced on a large scale a,t Niagara, .and sold at a price which
makes it, bulk for bulk, cheaper than brass. Here, again, electricity
is the agent; but in this case its power of electrolyzing or breaking up
trong chemical unions is employed. Great vats containing fused compounds, such as fluorides of certain metals in which the aluminum ore
is dissolved, are arranged so that a powerful. electric current sent
through the fused mass separates out the metallic aluminum. The
SM 97--9
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metal is then collected aud cast into ingots for shipment, or is rolled
in to sheets or rods, or drawu into tubes or wire.
Works for the production of metallic sodium and other metals similarly depend upon the decompositions effected by the electric curreut.
Solutions of ordinary salt or brine are electrolyzed on a large scale
in extensive works established for the purpose. The chlorine of the
salt is used with lime to make bleaching powder, so important an agent
iu pa,per 1m1ki11g and textile industries. The sodium of the decomposed
salt goes to form caustic soda, which is the base of soap, and is employed
in m,wy rnauufactures.
Tl1e very high temperature which exists in an electric arc, or between
·tlle carbons of an arc lamp, has in recent years found application in
tlie manufacture of another important compound, which was formerly
but slightly known as a chemical difficult to prepare. Carbide of calcium h, the. compound referred to, and large works for its production
exist at Niagara. Here again, as in the carborundum works, raw
materials of the simplest and cheapest kind are acted upon in what
may be t ermed au electric-arc furnace. Coke, or carbon, and lime are
mixed and cLarged into a furnace in which an enormous electric arc is
kept goiug. The carbons in an ordinary arc lamp are usually less than
oue-Lalf inch in diameter, or they have a section of less than one-fiftlI
of a square inch, while in tlie carbide of calcium furnaces the sectiou
of the carbon may be upward of half a square foot. The light of tlie
enormous arc produced is, however, smothered, so to speak, in pow<.kred lirne a1Jd coke-the raw materials rnentioued above. The
importance of carbide of calcium rests fa the fact that, by contact with
water, it produces acetylene ga,s. The illuminating power of this gas,
wh 11 burned, i.s it. remarkable property.
It will l>e eeu that tbe metallurgical and chemical developments at
1cigarc:1 are the direct outgrowth of electrical utilization of water
pow r. With mauy water powers, however, t he outlet for tlie application of the electrical energy exist, many miles away from the place at
wliich tlie water power is found . Even at iagara there is an example
of th' 1J ginning of long-di tauce tran mi sion, by a high-pre· ure line
'xte11diug to Duflalo and delivering electric energy to an electric station
tli l' ' .
In thi ca e ' tep-up' transformers, a they are called, are employed
a,
h ' iagara power plant to tep up or rai e the ele ·trical pre ur or
po ,utial fr m that giv n by the dynamo to that required for th trau ·llli. ·.·ion t
uffalo. 'Ihi. trausformation i' from about 2,500 up to
10 0
ol .
t tLe Buffalo end the rever proc
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the kinds of current; and they are referred to here solely to illustrate
the extreme flexibility of electrical work as lately developed. The
whole .Niagara plant has grown into existence within the past five
years, and as a consequence of the technical advances within the
period of the past ten years. There are, however, in active operation,
besides the Niagara power plant, several other water-power transmissions, some of them far exceeding in distance tllat between Niagara
and Buffalo, and some in which the amount of power conveyed, as well
as the pressure of the current used upon the.line, is much greater than
is yet to be found at Niagara.
Electric transmissions are in particular favor in regions where the
cost of steam power, owing to dear fuel, is a stimulus to the utilization
of water powers which already exist or which are capable of development. It is not surprising, therefore, that the far West should furnish
some of the most notable examples.
No limit can as yet be definitely set as to the distanee which can be
covered in an electrical transmission. 'fhe higher the yoltage or electrical pressure which may be found practicable, the greater t,he distauce
which may exist between the transmitting and receiving- machiuery. So,
also, the higher the cost of fuel in a locality, the greater the clistauce
over which it is feasible to make the t.rausmission. It may be said that
at present the range of distances is between 30 and 100 miles.
It is interesting to compare the conditions in long-distance telephony
with those of a power transmission. \tVith the former an exceedingly
feeble current is sent out; and though only a small percentage reach
the receiving telephone, still it may be sufficient to produce the sounds
of the voice with such distinctness as to enable them to be recognized.
To secure this result the long-distan~e telephone lines are made of heavy
copper wires, and the longer the •distance to be covered ' the thicker
must be the line wire.
The cost of the copper in the line becomes very heavy for great distances, over 1,000,000 pounds of copper being required for a siugle circuit from Boston to Chicago. Iu a power transmission, on the other
hand, the currents are of great pressure and sometimes represent thousands of horsepower, and it is essential that iu the transmission tiot
more than a certain percentage of the energy be lost. Thus iu some
eases a 20 per cent loss would be too much to allow and in others a 25
to 30 per cent loss might not be inordinate. In this case, again, heavy copper wires are used for the lines, ill sulated as well as possible; and the cost of the copper for obtaining conducting power sufficient to prevent undue loss, other things being- equal,
sets the limit of distance. In the telephonic transmission the pereentage of loss is not important, provided the characteristics which represent
speech in the receiver are not lost, while in the power transmission the
percentage of lo R is vital, as the object of the plant is simply to trausmit energy under economical conditions.
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In the large work of to-day the general practice is to build the dynamo
directly upon the shaft of the engine which drives it or upon the waterwheel shaft, as the case may be. This avoids loss in pelts or other forms
of geariug.
Indeed, these large machines for producing electricity from power
have in late years reached a perfection far beyond that of the steam
engine itself. The steam engine, in fact, has been forced to a higher
development in response to the demands of the electrical engineer.
o service demanded of electricity has taxed the resources of electrical and mechanical engineering so much as that of railway work.
The electric motors must work under the most varied conditions, stand
the hardest service, and run in the presence of water, slush, mud, and
dirt. They must run at all speeds, and be, so to speak, mechanically
and electrica,lly invulnerable.
In the same way the engines and dynamos, together with other
parts of the system, must be of the most robust character. Inventive
and engineering talent was required to provide for the new and urgent
conditions. 1n the early days of electric-railway work the prospect
was not always l>right or promising·; and one of the chief setbacks
was the enormous wear aud tear of certain parts of the machinerychiefly tl1ose k11own as commutators. This difficulty was solved by the
j11veJ1tiou and application of carbon blocks in place of metal" brushes"
u d with the offending commutators. The "carbon brush" thenceforth became almo t as essential to the railway-mot~r machinery as the
arbon tick is to au arc lamp and <lid more than anything else to
chauge tlte pro pect of failure into inevitable succe s. The. e technical
matter ' make a long Htory which would be out of place here. The~
ar' 1rn~rely alluded to for the purpo e of emphasizing the fact that pio1e r w rl in tlrn ·e advance movements has not been without it" trials
aud tiiat a ,·limp c l>ehin<l the scenes migLt have disclosed at times a
11 ll • too 1·0 y a 'pe ·t.
Iu ·pit of' the diflicnltieR t be overcome, th electric rail way ha ,
in a v ry f'ew y ar , 1mt an end to hor e traction on city railway , t he
·ruel i -.· of which-not alway to l>e avoided, perhaps-remain now
<nly a: a fatling m mory. RI cttic tractioll ha given greater p ed
b tt r ·,tr· wlli h ar light <l and heated lectrically, aud a re nltiu g
•l:.,rnlill ' and ·om fort not otherwi e attainable.
1 u fa ·t: o yicl 'lit ·all for no comment. M anwhil it ha be n
1
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tunnel traffic in cities. .A. new underground road is now being constructed in London, which, when <lompleted, will be a splendid example
of the latest methods of the distribution and application of electricity
to train service.
_
Indeed, electricity seems destined at no distant day to play ai1 hnporta,nt part in revolutionizing passenger traffic between large centers of
population. The facility with which electric service may be superposed
on ordinary steam roads will greatly further this development. The
work with the third-rail system, undertaken by one of our prominent
railway organizations, bas abundantly demonstrated the ·practicability
of such superpositiou. The future will witness the growing substitution of either single motor cars or two or three coupled cars for Jong,
heavy trains drawn by locomotives, and a more frequent service will
result. There is an eventual possibility of higher average speeds, since
stops will not consume much time, and the time required to recover the .
speed after a stop will be much less than a.t present. There will be no
annoyance due to escaping steam, smoke, or cinders; no sparks to cause
forest or brush fires; no stopping to change engines nor for taking np
water or coal. The_locomotive will be supplanted by electric motors
driving the axles of the cars as ill street-railway service. Cheap fuel
can be used to gener~te the power in the electric stations and the best
conditions for economy of fuel maintained. Where water power is
available within 30 or 40 miles it may be transmitted to the railway
line and used instead of power obtained from coal.
The present outlook, then, is most encouraging, so far as electricraiJway extension is concerned; and, just as in electric lighting the
foundations of present practice were laid fifteen or twenty years ago,
so it may be said that the foundations of the railway practice of twenty
years hence can be found in the work of to-day. In fact, great enterpl'i8e,• are now being planned and undertaken which will mean much to
the future of the electric railroad.
·
Besides the work which is thus going on, and in which the electrical
forces may be publicly witnessed in full operation, there are now other
forms of industry in which the part played by electricity is not distinctly evident. Thus enormous amounts of crude copper are annuaUy
refined by electrolysis, with the result that a nearly pure metal is
obtained, where formerly impurities lessened the value of the copper.
ot only is this•the case, but in some instances amounts of the precious
metals, gold and silver, have been separated in the refining sufficient
to pay the cost of the process. This work is all comparatively recent
in it. development.
The beating power of the electric current is now also utilized in a
variety of ways. Electric welding machinery bas beeu put into service
~ither for accomplishing results which were not possible to be obtained
before its development, or to improve the work and Jessen the cost.
Herc again the part played by the electric current sometimes leaves
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little indication in the fillished product. As an instance, it may be
mentioned that tbe solid rubber tires of carriages are held in place by
wires welded ·into bands by electric welding machines built for the purpose. Similarly, carriage hardware, axles, wheel tires, parts of bicycles, parts of machines, tools, and inn umerable other articles are made.
Metal bands for pails, tubs, and barrels are now largely made bye lectric
welding. Even steel tubes for bicycles and vehicle frames are formed
by the same memis; and new industries are based upon it. A curious
a11d instrnetive instance of the adaptability of electric methods to new
uses is seen in the annealing of armor· for war vessels. A serious difficulty arose in the application of armor plate having a hardened face and
known as harveyized armor. It was found almost impossible to drill
or cut holes in the face-an operation frequently rendered necessary
in the construction of an armored ship. Various methods of annealing or softening the spots whP.re the plate was to be drilled were tried,
with irnlifferent resnlts. The construction of some of our battle ships
was delayt-d on account of this difficulty. It was overcome by a special
electric method, with appropriate machinery somewhat resembling that
u ed for eleetric welding, capable of beatiug to redness the desired
8pots in the faee of the heaviest armor plate, a,nd of automatically reducin g the l1eat of the spots so as to anneal them. The heating and control of the cooling is perfectly brought about, in spite of the enormous
ma ;: ; of cold metal surrounding the portion under treatment. Together
with lectric welding work, this armor annealing is a striking instance
of the extreme localization of heating in metal, possible only by the
d livery of electrical en~rgy and its conversion into beat at the desired
point. Iii electric welding, the electric beat is sharply localized at the
weld it, elf,, oftening and uniting the pieces; the operation being under
tbe sarn perfect ontrol as in the armor annealin g referred to. Before
the adv ut of the electric process, iron and platinum only were known
a the w ·ldabl metal . Afterwards, all metals became capable of
w ldiug under 1 ctric treatment.
E le tri · b ating i, now al o applied in many other ways. There are
to be fi und 1 ctric cooking ut 11 ils, electric sad irons, electric solclering tool aud , imilar device ; wl1ile many , treet cars are provided with
le rich a in winter.
1'h chi f bar to the employment of electri ity for general heating
Ji ,' 111 the fa ·t tliat in u ing coal to develop power by steam engin e , bi h p , r in turn i ent out as ele trical en rgy- 5 to 90 per nt
of b h atin
aln i l t in the boiler and engine. Thi lo i so
mak it unde irabl , from the standpoint of co t, tor onba ·k into low beat, which an e more couomv ,r be Je ri · n r
i all y btain l fr rn th dir t u e of burning fu 1.
id , b t cbni al an d indu trial dev lupm nt hi h ba a n
n or idl in he le ·tri al fi ld the , ien e f l ricity, con id r d
im1 ly a a der artn ent of phy i , ha ad vane d ery rapidly. It i
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but a few years since the late Dr. Hertz gave to the world his experimental demonstrations of the fact that light of all kinds and from all
sources is really an electrical phenomeuon, differing from ordinary
alternate-current waves only in the rate or frequency of vibrations. We
produce electric waves of about one hundred vibrations per second for
alternating-current work; an<l in the waves of red light the r~pidity is
as high as four hundred millions of millions of vibratio11s per second.
Ilertz and others used waves of some millions per second, and showed
how they could transmit signals to distances witl10ut wires; these
invisible waves being recognized by suitable receivers. The recently
announced Marconi wireless telegraph is much the same thing, with
certain improvements in detail. It may be of limited use, but will Hot
replace telegraph lines and submarine cables.
Our store of scientific facts has been greatly increased and our electrical theories have been made more precise in late years; while the
enormous industrial expansion has furnished the means for researches
otherwise difficult to carry on.
Ilardly had the work of Hertz and others who fo1lowed in his footsteps been assimilated, before the truly remarkable, not to say astounding-, discovery by Professor Rontgen of what he ca116d the -rays produced a profound impression not only in the scientific world, but upon
the general public as well. The interest of the scientist had a different
basis from tlle popular one of disclosure of objects hidden in opaque ·
structures; for he saw in the discovery a new weapon of attack upon
tl1e secrets of nature. 'rhis weapon bas already proved to be so serv- .
iceaole as to show that his anticipations were not unfounded. The
X-rays, which became at once indispensable to surgery, are tbe result
of electrical actions in certain vacuum bulbs; and the discovery is
properly an electrical one.
Tbe rapid extension of electrical application must naturally he of
importance in ocial and economic questions. Changes in our methods
give rise to extension of possibilities in the lives of our people. The
effect of electric railways alone must be an important study for the .
economist aud social scientist. Fresh questions of law and equity arise
out of tlle conflict of the 11ew and the old.
The increasing importance of electrical work has had a powerful
effect upon the development of many other arts. It has stimulated
workers in other than electrical fields to the attainment of higher standaidR, to the improvement of materials and construction, to the bringing
out of new protlncts and processes in response to the demands of electric enginee1fog. As a consequence, we have better and more economicnl e11gi11es, improved methods in the casting, forging, and working of
iron, bra s, copper, and other metals. We have new alloys with f:;pecial
properties, special grades and kinds of steel, improved metLods of
working such substances as glass, porcelain, rubber, asbestos, mica,
etc. In street railways we have far better rails and rolling stock.
.,L
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No existing industry employs a greater range of materials, from the
rarest to tlle most common, than does electric work. None requires or
employs such a variety, in character, kind, and quality, of materials, or
of treatment of them, to supply daily needs. Nature has been ransacked
to discover whatever may possess qualities desirable in electrical construction; and the resources of art and ingenuity have been called to
supply whatever might be lacking.
This material progress, coupled with the civilizing and educative
influences naturally accompanying it, as well as the many other adva11ces in the application of science t o the needs of mankind, will ever
remain the crowning glory of t he latter half of the nineteenth century.

THE X-RAYS.

By W. 0.

RONTGEN.

I.-UPON .A NEW KIND OF R.A.YS. 1

1. If the discharge of a great Ruhmkorff induction coil be passed
through a Hittorf vacuum tube, or a Lenard's, Crooke's, or similar apparatus containing a sufficiently high vacuum, then, the tube being covered
witlt a close layer of thin black pasteboard and the room darkened, a
paper screen covered on one side with barium-platinum cyanide and
brought near the apparatus will be seen to glow brightly and fluoresce
at each discharge whichever side of the screen is toward the vacum tube.
The fluorescence is visible even when the screen is removed to a distance
of 2 meters from the apparatus.
The observer may easily satisfy himself that the cause of the :fluorescence js to be found at the vacuum tube and at no other part of ~he
electrical circuit.
2. It is thus apparent" tl1at there is here an agency which is able to
pass through the black pasteboard impenetrable to vjsible or ultra
violet rays from the sun or the electric arc, and having passed through
is capable of exciting a lively fluorescence, and it is natural to inquire
whether other substances can be thus penetrated.
·
It is found that all substances transmit this agency, but in very clifferent degree. I will mention some examples. Paper is very transmissible.2
I observed fluorescence very distinctly behind a bound. book of about
1,000 pages. The ink presented no appreciable obstacle. Similarly
:fluore cence was seen behind a double whist pack. A single card held
between the fluorescent screen and the apparatus produced no visible
effect. .A. single sheet of tin foil, too, produces hardly any obstacle, and
His only when several sheets are superposed that their shadow appears
1
Trauslation of paper by Professor Rontgen in tho Sitzungsber. cler vVi.irzburgcr
Pbysik- Icdic. Gesellsch. Jahrg.1895, as reprinted in An nalen der Physik und Chemie
( ene E olge) 6J, 1, 1898.
2
By th trnnsmis. ibility of a substance I designate the ratio between the brightness of n, :fluorescent screen bel<l behind the bod y and that which tho screen would
have unclor the same conditions in the absence of the interposed substance.
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distinctly on the screen . - Thick wooden blocks are transmissible. Slabs
of pine 2 or 3 centimeters thick ab sorb only very little. A. plate of
alurnilmm about 15 millimeters t hick diminished the effect very considerably, but did not cause the :fluorescence to entirely disappear.
Blocks of hard rubber several centimeters thick still transmitted the
rays. 2
Glass plates of equal thickness behave very differently according to
whether they contain lead (flint glass) or not. The :first class are much
less transmissible than the second.
If the halld is held between the vacuum tube and the screen, the
dark shadow of the bones is seen upon the much lighter shadow outline of the band. Water, carbon bisulphide, and various other liquids
investigated proved very tr ansmissible. I could not :find that hydrogen
was more transmissible than air . The :fl.uoresence was visible behind
plates of copper, silver, lead, gold, and platinum, when the thickness
of the plate was not too great. P latinum 0.2 millimeter thick is still
transmissible, and silver and copper plat es may be still thicker. Lead
1.5 millimeters thick is practically impenetrable, and advantage was
fre<Juently taken of this charact eristic. A wooden stick of 20 millimeter square cross section, having one side covered with white lead,
behaved differently when interposed between the vacuum tube an<l the
screen according as the X-rays traversed the block parallel to the
painted side or were compelled to pass through it. In the first caRe
th re was 110 ,~ffect appreciable, while in the second a dark shadow was
thrown on the screen. Salts of t he metals, whether solid or in solution,
are to be rangetl in almost the same order as the metal s themselves for
tran missibility.
3. 'rlie e observations and others lead to the conclusion t hat the

i J:iorbr vity'. Rak I mploythew rd"r:iya, andindiHtin·tionfromoth r mak
n. of th xpr • . ion ' ~--ray ."
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thickness that all appeared to be equally transmissible. The following
table gives the measured thickness in millimeters, the relative thickness
compared with platinum, and the specific gravity:
Thickness.

Platinnm .......................................................... .
Loncl ...................••....•..•• ••.. •....•.....•••••...•••..••••.
Zinc ...... . .........................................•........•.......
Aluminum ........................•...............•................

Relative
Specific
thickness. gravity.

0. 018

21. 5

o. 05

11. 3
· 7.1

0.10
3. 5

200

2. G

From these values it may be seen that the transmissibility of plntes
of different metals so chosen that the product of the thickness and
density is constant would not be equal. The transmissibility increases
much faster than this product falls off.
u. The :fluoreseuce of barium.platinum.cyanide is not the only action
by which X•rays may be recognized. It should be remarked thai; they
cause other substances to fluoresce, as for example the photophores•
cent calcium compounds, uranium glass, common glass, calcspar, rock
salt, etc.
It is of particular importance from many points of view that photo•
graphic dry plates are sensitive to x.rays. It thus becomes possible
to fix ma11y phenomena so that deceptions are more easily avoided; and
I ha,ve where practicable checked all important observations made with
a fluorescent screen b;y photographic exposures.
It appears questiona,ble whether the chemical action upon the silver
salts of the photographic plate is produced directly by the X•rays. It
i, possible that this action depends upon the :fluorescent light which, as
is mentioned above, may be excited in the glass plate, or perhaps in
the gelatine film. "Films " may indeed be made use of as well as glass
plate ..
I have not as yet obtained experimental evidence that the X•rays are .
capable of giving heat. This characteristic might, however, be assumed
as present, since in the excitation of fluorescent phenomena the capacity
of the energy of the x.rays for transformation is proved, and since it
is certain that of the X-rays falling upon a body not all are given up.
The retina of the eye is not sensitive to these rays. Nothing is to be
noticed by bringing the eye near the vacuum tube, although according
to the preceding observations the media of the eye must be sufficiently
transmissible to the rays in question.
7. After I had discovered the transmissibility of various bodies of
relatively great thickness I hastened to investigate whether or not the
X-rays were refracted in passing through a prism. Experiments with
water and carbon bisulphide in mica prisms of 30 degrees refracting
a11gle showed no deviation either when observations were made with the
fluorescent screen or with the photographic plate. For comparison, the
deviation of light rays was observed under the same conditions. The
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refracted portion lay from 10 to 20 centimeters ·distant from that not
refracted. With prisms of hard rubber and aluminum of about 30
degrees refracting angle I obtained exposures on a photograpllic pl ate
which perhaps indicated a slight refraction. This is, however, very
doubtful and the deviation is, ff present, .so small that the index of
refraction for X-rays in these substances can not exceed 1.05. I could
not observe with the :fluorescent screen any deviation in these cases.
Experiments with prisms of the denser metals have so far yielded no
certain results on account of the slight transmissibility and the consequent decrease of the intensity of the transmitted ray.
In consideration of these results on the one hand, and on the other
of the importance of the question whether or not the X-rays in passing
from one medium to another undergo refraction, it is very gratifying
that this question may be investigated by other means. than by the help
of pri ms. Finely pulverized bodies in suHable layers allow but little
light to pass, in con equence of refraction and reflection. If now the
I -rays are transmitted e(]ually well through powder as through the
coherent nb tance, equal mas es being pre npposed, it is proved that
n ither r fraetion nor regular refle tion is pr . ent in any marked
degree. Thi· experiment wa performed u iug finely pulverized rocka1t, fiu ly <livid.eel silv r, obfaiu d. by electroly if;, and the zinc dnst
HO fr quently utiliz <l jn clt mica! pro e , e . In no aRe wa any difference in trnn mi ibility b tw 11 th powd r and the colt r nt sub,• ta~ e <let ct cl either by th n, of tho flnore, nt H 'T' en r th photo rc phic plate.
It fi 11 w of ·our.· from th re, ult. thn, obtain d tliat th
-rays
can not b ·one 11tmL<1cl by th u .· ~ of 1 11 . ; a,nd, iu<l d,, gr at hard
rnbl> r Je11,' and a gla . lens actually prov d without eff ct. The
, haclow· of' n, r nn<l rocl i dark r in the middl than at the <lg , while
that of a, tub• wld ·h i :fill d with . om , nb tau e mor tra11 mi ible
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conceived which might have produced the increased darkening, and in
order to be sure I performed a second experiment, interposing a thin
sheet of aluminum foil (very transmissible to X-rays, but not to those
of the ultraviolet) between the metals and the sensitive film. Since in
this case again practically the same result was obtained, the fact of
reflection of X-rays by the metals above mentioned is established.
Taking this result together with the observation that powder is as
transmissible as coherent substance, and further, that bodies with
rough surfaces behave in the transmission of X-rays and also in the
experiments just described exactly like polished bodies, the conclusion
is reached that there is, as before 1'emarked, no regular reflection, but
that the bodies behave toward X-rays in the same manner as a turbid
medium with reference to light.
As I have not been able to discover any refraction in the passage
from one medium to another, it appears as if the X-rays travel with
equal velocity in all bodies, and hence in a medium which is everywhere present and in which t!J.e particles of the bodies are embedded.
These latter act as a hindrance to the propagation of the X-rays,
which is in general greater the greater the density of the body in
question.
D. In accordance with this supposition it might be possible that the
arrangement of tlie molecules of the body would exert an intlue11ce on
ih; transmissibility, and that, for example, a piece of calcspar would
be unequally transmissible for equal thicknesses wh~n the rays passed
along or at right angles to the axis. Experiments with ca,l cspar and
quartz gave, however, a negative result.
10. It will be recalled that Lenard, in his beautiful experiments on
the transmission of the Hittorf cathode ra,ys through thin aluminum
foil, obtained the result that these rays are disturbauces in the ether,
and that they diffuse themselves in all bodies. We may make a similar
statement with regard to our rays.
In his hLst research Lenard has determined the relative absorption of
different substances for the cathode rays, and in determining the same
for air at atmospheric pressure has given the valuers 4.10, 3.40, 3.10 as
referred to 1 centimeter thickness according to the density of the gas
iu the discharge tube. Judging from the length of spark observed, I
have, in my researches, generally employed tubes of about equal exhaustion and only seldom tho.se of much greater or less density. Using the
photometer .of L. Weber, the best at my command, I compared the
in ten ity of :fluorescence on the screen in two positions distant 100 and
200 millimeters, respectively, from the discharge tube. From the results
of these experiments, agreeing well with each other, jt appeared that
the intem,ity varies inversely as the square of the distance. Hence the
air ab orbs a much smaller portion of the X-rays passing through it
than of cathode rays. Thi::; result is in accord with the observation
al>0ve mentioned, that it is possible to distinguish fluorescence at 2
meters distance from the <l.iscba.rge tube.
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Most other substances are, like the air, more transmissible for X-rays
than for the cathode rays.
11. Another very noteworthy difference between the behavior of the
cathode rays and the X-rays was exhibited in that I was unable to produce any deviation of the latter by the action of the most powerful
magnetic fields .. The property of being subject to deviation by magnets is, on the other hand, very characteristic of the cathode rayR.
Ilertz and Lenard have observed various kinds of cathode rays which
"are to be distinguished by their differences in their capacities for
exciting phosphorescence in their absorptibilit.y and in their deviation
by the magnet,"but a considerable magnetic deviation was to be observed
with all of them, and I do not believe that this characteristic would be
given up except for the most urgent reasons.
12. According to the results of experiments particull;\rly directed to
discover the source of the X-rays, it is certain that the part of the wall
of the discharge tube which most strongly fluoresces is the principal
startiug point. The X-rays therefore radiate from the place where,
according to various observers, the cathode rays meet the glass wall.
· If one diverts the cathode rays within the tube by a magnet, the source
of the _,r -ray is also seen to change its position o that these rau.iations
till proceed from the end points ·o f t he cathode rays. The X-rays
being undeviated by magnet1::, can not, however, be imply cathode rays
pa iug uncha110'ed through the gla wall. Th g r at r d nsity of the
ga out 'ide th di, har 0 ·e tube an not, accor<lin · to Le11ard b made
au w rable for the great diff r nee of the deviation.
I come therefore to the re ult that th ., -ray are n t identical with
th cathode ray , but that they Uire excited by the c,Lthode rays iu the
gla , wall of the vacuum tube.
1'. Thi.· g nerating action take, place 11ot 011ly in glas , but as I
b r cl it ill apparatn with aluminum wall 2 millimeter thick, e 'ist ·
aJ fo1· tbi m tal. Other ub tan ·e will be inve tigated.
14. Tlte warraut for iving the title "ray "to the agent wlti ·h pro, d fr m the waU of th di b, rge tube aro e in part from the quit
r 0 ·ular formation of hadow appearin o- when more or 1e.. tran mi ible
nb tan · .· are iut rpo <.l b tw en th g n rating apparatus and a
ph :b r · ·ent , er en or ph tographic plate.
have many times
r cl , ud
m tim ph tographed uch had w forms, in wbo e
p1 du· i n tb r lie a particul, r charm . I have, for xample, photof h h, d w of th pr file of a door whi ·h eparat the tw
r m . in n
f , bi ·h, a the di char e ap ar,tu , in the
crra1 hi· plat ; f the h d w of the hand bon ; of th
n p ol wound with wir · of a t of w ight in a bo , ; of a
· m1 a ·' in , hi ·h h m 11 ti· n edle i quite ill ·lo ed in metal; of
f m tal , hich i
ho, n to 1, ·k b m O"en ity by the u , of

t ·.
h wn by piu-h le
di charge appara-
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tus covered with black paper. The picture is weak, but unmistakably
correct.
15. I have much sought to obtain interference phenomena with
X-rays, but unfortunately-perhaps on account of their slight intensitywithout result.
16. Experiments have been begun to see if electrostatic forces can
in any way influence X-rays, but these are not yet :finished.
17. If the question is asked what the X-rays--which certainly are
not cathode rays-really are, one might at :first, on account of their
lively fluorescent and chemical action, compare them to ultra-violet
light. .But here one falls upon serious difficulties. Thus, if the X-r ays
were ultra-violet light, then this light must possess the following
characteristics:
(a) That in passing from air into water, carbon bisulphide, aluminum,
rock salt, glass, zinc, etc., it experiences no notable refraction.
(b) That it is not regularly reflected by these substances.
( a) That it can not be polarized by the usual materials.
( rl) That its absorption by substances is influenced by nothing so
much as by their density.
In other words, one must assume that these ultra-violet radiations
comport themselves quite differently from all previously known infrared, visible, and ultra-violet rays.
I have not been able to admit this, and have sought some other
explanations.
A kind of relation seems to subs"ist between the new radiation and
light radiation, or at least the shadow formatiou, the fluorescence, and
the chemfoal action, which are common phenomena of these two kinds
of radiation, point in this direction. It has been long known tllat
longitudinal as well as transverse vibrations are possible in the ether,
and according to various physicists must exist. To be sure, their
existence has not, up to the present time, been proved, and hence their
characteristics have not thus far been experimentally investigated.
Should not the new radiations be ascribed to longitudinal vibrations
in the ether~ I may say that in the course of the investigation- tllis
hypothesis has impressed itself more and more favorably with me, and
I venture to propose it, although well aware that it requires much
further examination.
WURZBURG, PHYSIK. INSTITUT D. UNIV., December, 1895.
II.-UPON A NEW KIND OF RAYS (.A.BSTRAC'.l'). 1

As my work must be interrupted for several weeks, I take the opportunity of presenting in the following some new results:
18. At the time of my :first publication I was aware that the X -rays
1
Translation of a portion of the paper b y Professor Rontgen in the Sitzungsber.
der Wii.rzburger Pbysik-Medic. Gesellschaf't, JahTg. 1895, as Teprinted in Annalen
dor Physik und Chemie, 64, p. 12, 1898.
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have the property of discharging electrified bodies, and I intimated
that it was the 'X-rays and not the cathode rays passing unchanged
through the aluminum window ·of his apparatus which produced the
effect described by Lenard on electrified bodies at a distance. I have,
however, delayed publication of my experiments until I could present
conclusive results .
. These can be obtained only when the observations are carried on in a
room which is not only completely insulated from the electrostatic
forces emanating from the vacuum tube, the conducting wires, the
induction apparatus, etc., but is also closed to the air which comes iu
the neighborhood of the discharge apparatus.
For this purpose I had a box constructed by soldering together
zinc sheets, and this box was large enough to contain me and the
necessary apparatus, and was air-tight with the exception of an opening which could be closed py a zinc door. · The side opposite to the door
was mostly lined with lead, and immediately adjacent to the discharge
tube an opening 4 centimeters wide was cut in tbe lead and zinc wall,
au<l its place filled up air-tight with aluminum foil. Through this
window passed the X-rays to be investigated. I llave witll this apparatus verified the following results:
(a) Positively or negatively electrified bodies placed in air are discharged when immersed in X-rays, and the action is the more rapid
the more intense the radiations. TJ1e intensity of the mys is determined by their action upon a :tluore cent screen or a photographic
plate.
It i in general immaterial whether the electrified ubstauce i a conductor or nonconductor. Thu ' far I have discovered no diflerence in
the behavior of different bodie, relative to the rapidity of their di·charo·e, or betwe011 positive or ue 0 ·ative charg ·. These point· are.
l1ow ver open· to further inve ·ti 0 ·ation.
,
(b) Wit •n an ele ·tdfiecl couductor i u1Toun<l cl by a 1-;olid insulator,
as for •xampl , parnfline, the radiation produ ·e · the sam ~ eff ct a
would the fla bing of th in ·ulatiug hell by a flam placed iu coutact
wi Ii h o-r nu L
(c) If thi. · in ·u]at r b in it turn clo ely urrouuded by a, grounded
·oudu ·t r ancl h h it, elf and this uter conductor b transmi,. ibl, to
h ' c ti 11 of th , -radiation upon the inuer conductor i ,
bl , ith h apparatu · a,t my command.
(d ) r h
b: r ati n · r ·c r<l cl under (a) (b), and ( ·) indi •ate tha
h air hrou i-h whi ·h .. -ra
pa ' po
e tb property of di ·charo-·h· rifi 1 bo li · wi h which it com in contact.
hi ' b ind d he ·a , and if the air 1· tain for ome c nim, thi 1 r p rt impart d to it by the
-ray , it mu ·t be
di ' ·Jrnrg 1 ·trifi cl
li ~ not th m, elve und r th infln11 · , >f • --ra ' b
th main hich ha · b 11 ·ubject to h
l "l Ii~ j II •
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One may satisfy himself in various ways that this ls the case. The
following, though perhaps not the simplest method, may be mentioned:
I employed a brass tube 3 centimeters wide and 45 centimeters long.
At 1 ceutirneter's distance from one end a portion of the tube was cut
away an<l. replaced by a thin sheet of aluminum. At the other eml
there was introduced a brass ball, which was supported by--a metal
support, and this end was closed air-tight. Between the brass ball
and the closed end of the tube a side tube was soldered in, which was
connected with an air-pump. By this means a current of air was
made to flow by the brass ball, after having passed the aluminum
window. The distance from the baU to the window was 20 centimeters.
I mounted this tube in the zinc box in such ai manner that the
X-rays entered the tube at ri~ht angles to its axis, and the insulated
ball lay outside the reach of these rays, in the/ shadow. The tube and
zinc box were placed in contact and the ball was connected with a
Ila11kel electroscope.
It w ..1:s shown that a charge on the ball, whether positive or negative,
was not influenced by X-rays so long a,s the air remained quiet in tlle
tnbe, but tlrnt a marked diminution of the charge was produced by
sucking a strong current of air through. If the ball was kept at constant potei1tial by connecting it with accumulators, and a continuous
cunent of air was kept flowing in the tube, an electrical current was
ct up just as if the ball was connected with the walls of the tube by
a conductor of high resistance. * "'' *
20. In section 13 of my first article it was stated that the X-rays may
l>e generated not only in glass but in aluminuin. Ip con<lucting experime11ts in this direction no solid bodies were found which were not capable of producing X-rays when under the influence of cathode rays . . I
know no reason to suppose that liquids and gases also do not act
similarly.
Different substances, however, possess tliis property in different
degrees. For example, if cathode rays are caused. to fa11 upon a plate
of which one-half is composed of platinum foil 0.3 millimeter thick and
the other half of aluminum 1 millimeter thick, one may observe iu tue
photographic image taken with the pinhole camera that the platinum
foil sends out many more X-rays from the side bom banled by the
cathode rays than does the aluminum on the same side. But from the
back si<le of the plate there go out almost no X -rays from the platinum,
while the aluminum sends out a relatively large number. These latter
mys are generated at the front layers of the aluminum and pass through
the plate.
It should be remarked that these observations have a practical significance. For the generation of X-rays of the greatest possible intenit,y rny experience recommends the employment of platinum. I have
used for some weeks with advantage a discharge apparatus having a
conC'ave mirror of aluminum as cathode, and as annode a platinum
SlYI 07--10
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plate pla.ced iu the center of curvature, and at an angle of 45 degrees
with the axis.
21.. The. X-rays proceed from the annode with this apparatus. A.s I
have concluded from ·experiments with apparatus with various forms,
it is immaterial with regard to the intensity of the X-rays whether they
proceed from the annode or not. * * *
vVURZBURG, PHYSIIL lNS'l'ITUT D. UNIVERSIT.A.'1', Jliarch 9, 1896'.
III.-FUR'l'HER · OBSERVA.TIONS

ON

THE

PROPERTIES

OF

X-RA. YS

( .A.BS'I.'R.A.CT ). 1

1. If between a discharge tube sending out intense X-rays 2 and a

fluorescent screen one interposes an uutransmissible plate so placed
that it shades the whole screen, one can still observe a luminosity of
the barium -platinum cyauite. This luminesceuce is still visible wheu
the screen is close up to the plate, and one is at first inclined to regard
the plate as transmissible. WJ1en, however, oue
covers the fluorescent plate witL a thick glass slide
the fluorescence becomes much weaker, alld it completely disappears when instead of using the glass
plate olle covers the s~reen witl1 a lead cylinder
b --- ------1 millimeter thick, which pa ses entirely over the
head of the observer and is closed by the untrnne-mi 'Sible plate.
The phenomena described might be due to the
- - - a,
diffraction of rays of great wave 1 ngth or to the
sending out of X-rays by tbe object unouuding
the discharge tube, such, for example, as the air
through wllich tlle ray pas .
The latter explanation is the true one, as may be ea i ly shown by tbe
u e of tile following apparatu . Tbe figure how a, thick-walled gla s
bell jar 20 centimeter, high and 10 centimeter in diameter, which is
clo e<l by a thick ziuc plate in erted with cement.
At ci and /J are l ad 'llel ve of the form of , egments of a circle, each
of an area ·om , bat greater than ]1a1f tlte cro s ect io11 of tlJe jar. A.t
tlJ n l of tlle gla . jar L a zin plate with a central opc11iug covered
ith a tollodinm film, an l th two plate· above rnentio1i d prevent
-ra ·,• wlli ·h hav pa
l through thi opening- from reaclti11g the ])art
f th jar whi h li .· , l>ov h lead plate b.
pon the upper ide of
.L...

1
Tran la ion of a p rt ion of the pap r by Prof<'SSor Riin tgen in th, , ' i tzun li ,r.
cl •r J-. pr n . Akacl. <l r "\Yi en .· cb. ~m B rliu, Jahrgang 1 97, as r printe<l in nna,l •u
l.-1· Pby.-ik 111111 'h mi , GI p. I., 1 9 .
· .\11 the> <li cbar•• tnb s 111 ntion din tbr following communication arc onstructe<l
nc·,·oni in« to tlw principl
1v 11 nncler ction 20 of my coud commuui ation. A
rPa par hav, · h <'Pn ohtaini·d from the firm of rein<•r c'• J< ri clrich . , in, 'tiitz rbacb
i. Th., to whom I "-i.-h to xpr .. my thank f l'tbe ,,rC'at c111antity ofrua.t rial whi ·h
lwy li:n· · nppli r d to me wiLh nt co ·t.
(T
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this plate is a :fluorescent screen which fills almost the whole cross section of the jar. This screen can receive neither the direct rays nor
those a single t,ime diffusely reflected from solid substances, as, for
example, the glass wa11s. Before eacn experiment the jar is filled with
dust-free air. When X-rays are allowed to enter in such a way tlmt
they are all received by the lead plate a there is no :fluorescence to be
observed at b. When the jar is inclined so that the rays can pass
through the space between a and b the :fluorescent screen is illuminated
over that portion not covered by the plate b. When tlrn jar is connected with an air pump the fluorescence becomes weaker the further
the exhaustion proceeds, and when air is admitted the intensity again
increases.
I found that no noticeable :fluorescence was excited by simple contact
with air through which X-rays had shortly lJefore passed, so that it
follows that the air while it is receiving X-rays also sends them out
in all directions.
If our eyes were as sensitive for X-rays as they are for ligLt rays, an
actively operating- discharge tube would appear to us like a light burning in a room uniformly filled with tobacco smoke. It might perhaps
be that the colors of the r~ys coming direct would be different from
those se11t out by the air particles.
rrhe question whether the rays sent out by bodies are the same as·
those they receive, or, in other words, wLether this puenomena is due
to <liffused reflection or to an action similar to fiuoresceuce, I Lave not
thus far been able to decide. It may be readily shown that tile rays
coming from air particles are photographically active, and this chara,cteristic makes itself manifest iu a most unwelcome manner. In order
to guard against this effect it is necessary in long exposures to prot-e ct
the plate by appropriate lead screens.
2. In order to compare the inteusity of the radiation from the discharge tubes, and for various purposes, I have made use of a, contrivance which is constructe<l similarly to the Bouguer photometer, and
which, for the sake of simplicity, I will call a photometer. A rectangular piece of sheet lea<l. 35 centimeters high, 150 centirnet~rs long, an<l.
0.15 millimeter thick is supported vertically on a piece of board in the
center of a long table. On each side of this sheet and movable upon
tlte table stands a discharge tube. At one end of the lead strip is a
fluorescent screen 1 so arranged that each half is vertically radiatecl
upon. In the measurements tbe arrangements were adjusted until the
two parts were equally bright.
Some remarks made upon the use of this instrument may not be out
1
In this and other experiments the Edison fluorescent screen has proved very
useful. This consists of a stereoscopi c case which can be secured light-tight to the
hea<l of the observer, and whose pasteboard bottom is covered with barium-platinum
cyanid e. Edison employs Scbeelite in place of barium-platinum cyanide; but for
many r easons I prefer the latter.
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of place. First of all it should be noted that the determinations are
rendered much more difficult because of the unsteadiness of the sources
of radiation. The tubes are sensitive to each irregula.rity of the iuterrn ption of the primary current; and such frequently occur with the
Dupret and especially with the Foucault form of interrupter. Many
repetitions of each measurement are tberefore necessary. Secon<l, I
may indicate upon what factors the brightness of a given iluoresceut
screen depends which is acted upon by a shower of ..,r-ray, o rapid
that the observer's eye can not detect the intermittent •hairact T of
the illumination. This brightue::;s depends (1) upon tile inte11 ity of
the radiation proceeding from the platinum plat of th' li •harge
tube; (2) very probably upon the nature of the ray fa,lling n the
screeu, for, as will be shown, different kind of radiation ~we not
equally active in exciting fl.uoresceuce; (3) upon th ddan · of the
screen from the source of the ray ; (4) upon the al> ·orption which the
rays experience iu their journey to the fiuoresce11t ·er 011; (5) upon
the number of discharges per second; (G) upou th duratio11 of each
. eparate discharge; (7) upon tlw duration and the tre11gth of the after
liO'ht of the barium-platinum cyauidc, and ( ) upon the radiation to the
scree11 from the surrounding bodie '. In order to avoi<l. enorn, 011e
must bear iu mind tha,t he has to do with a matt r whi ·h i' a· if he
vrnre conducting experiment to compare l>y the aid of lluor i-;cen · two
i11termittent light ource of differc11t color· and was obliged to carry
ou his xperiment · within au al>sorl>iug hell ::tud in a turbi<l or Uuore.·cing me<lium.
3. c •ording t ection 12 of my Hr t communication, the ·ource of
the ..,r -rays 11:1 th\ place wher tl1e cathode ray::; meet tlte di ·charge
tub and tlle .'"-ray radiate outward ill all direetio11s. It iH 110w of
interest to inve 'tigate how the inten ity of the rays varies with the
dir ·tion.
1•or tlti · in ve ·ti O'ation th
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The result of these experiments is that the radiation upon an imaginary hemisphere constructed upon the platinum plate as a center is
nearly uniform almost to the borders of this hemisphere. I could detect
a slight diminution of intensity at an emanation angle of 80 degrees;
but this diminution is relatively small, so that the principal part of the
change in intensity occurs between 89 and 90 degrees. I was not able
to detect any difference in kind between rays emitted at ditlerellt
angles.
In consequence of the distribution of intensity of X-rays, just
described, it follows that images of the platinum plate formed j n the
pinhole camera, whether upon the photographic plate or tile :fluorescent
screen, will be more intense the greater the angle which is made by tl1e
platinum plate wjth the screen or photographic film, providing this
angle does not exceed 80 degrees. By appropriate arrangements which
enabled me to make a comparison between images formed si multaueously by radiations from the same tube on screens at various angles
this result was confirmed. A similar case of intem;ity distribution is
found in optics in connection with fluorescence. If a few drops of a
solution of fluorescein be allowed to fall into a square trough of water,
and the trough be illuminated by white or violet light, it will be noticed
that the brightest fluorescent light goes out from the edges of the
slowly sinking column of :fl.uorescein, or, in other wonL,, from the places
where the angle of emanation of the :fluorescent light is the greatest.
As Stokes has remarked, referring to a similar experiment, this appearance depends upon the fact that the light exciting the fluorescence is
considerably more absorbed by the :fluorescein solution than is the fluore, ·cent light. It is worth mentioning that the cathode rays which
generate the X-rays a.re much more strongly absorbed by platinum
than tl1e X-rays, and it may therefore be surmised that there exist:-; a
similarity between these two processes, the conversion of light il1to
fluorescent light and the conversion of cathode rays into X-rays.
~rb re is as yet, however, no firm ground on which to rest such a
conclusion.
With reference to practical applicationa, the observation of the distribution of intensity of the rays proceeding from the platinum plate
has some value in connection · with the formation of shadow pictures
by means of -rays. In accordance with the observations above
recorded it i to be recommended tllat the discharge tube be so arranged
that the rays employed for formation of pictures be those making
a large angle, though not much exceeding 80 degrees, with the platinum plate. In this way the sharpest possible delineation will be
obtained, and if the platinum plate is flat and the construction of the
tube such that the rays proceeding obliquely pass through not much
greater thickness of glass than those going out at right angles to the
platinum plate, then no material loss in intensity will be experienced
in thi arrangement.
4. In my first communication I designated as the transmissibility of
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a body the ratio of a brightness which a fluorescent screen held behind
the body at right angles to-the rays bears to its brightness iu the abSl'LCB
of the iuterposed body, but 11nder conditions otherwise i<lentical.
Referring the transrnissibility to unit thickness we obtain what may
be called the specific transmissibility. This will be tile dth root of tue
transmissibility where d is the thickness of the transmitting layer
measured along the direction of the rays. In order to deterrniue tue
transmissibility I have since my first communication made use principally of the photometer described above. The two parts of the fluorescent screen having been brought to equal brightness, th plate of tile
substance to be investigated, as for instance, aluminum, ti11, gla s, etc.,
was interposed before one of the tubes~ and the <l i tance of one .or
other of the discharge tubes was altered so that tl1e er eu b ·ame
again uniformly illuminated. The ratio betweeu tlle square,' of th di ' ta11ces of the platinum plates from the screen l>efore and after the interposition of tlie l)Ody under investigation gives tlle value of the
transmissibility sougl1t. By interposing a second plate its tran mi ibility may be found for rays which have already pas ed turough one
plate of the same kind.
In this procedure it i assumed that the brigbtue' of a :fluore cent
screen is inversely proportional to the square of its di ·tance from the
source of the rays, and thi can only be the ca ' e 011 conditiou, fir t, tl1at
the air absorbs or emits no I -rays, and, second, tbat th brightne · of
the fluorescent light is proportion al to the intensity of the radiation
falliug upon it. The fir t c1mditiou is certainly not J'ultilled, and it i'
qneRtionable whether the econd i or not. I have therefor ffr, t atis:fi ,d my elf, a already , et forth in e.ctiou 10 of my :fir. t commuuicatiou,
tliat the deviati011 from , tri ·t proportionality are o slight a, to be
ne<rligil>le for the purp e. of exp eriment in the ca e at band. Again,
with reference to the fa ·t that ..,r-ray · ar ecoll(larily radiated from
bodi und r their infiueuce, it may be r marked, fir t, tba.t no differnc wa t be cl te ·ted with the photom ter between tlte tra11 mi ibili • f a ingle plate of aluminnm 0.92 millim ter thick, and of 31
up rp d pla,te ea h of 0.0299 millim ter thicku ' , givio 0 • a total
tlii<-kne
f .9 •./' millirne er; and, econd, that the brightne of the
n t appr ciably different wh ther the plate wa
er n or at a ·onsid rable di, tauce from it.
perim nt on tran mi ibility are for aluminum

Tube-

'l'rnu mi

iuilit.y for r ya fallin, v rtically.
1
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From these and similar experiments with glass and tin we may draw
the following result: if a body be imagined to be made up of successive ·
layers with their faces perpemlicnlar to the direction of the X-rays,
each of these layers will be more transmissible than the one next preceding. In other words, the specific transmissibility of a body is greater ·
the thicker the body. This result is completely in accord with observations which may be made by photography of a tin scale as described
in section 4 of my first communication, and also with the fact that
occasiona11y in photographic shadow pictures, the shadows of thin layers, as for example the paper used in wrapping the plate, came out
relatively strongly.
5. If two plate~ of different substances are . equally transmissible
this equality will not in general be retained for another pair of plates
of the same substances with thicknesses altered in the same ratio.
This fact may be shown very easily by the use of thin sheets, as, for
example, of platinum and aluminum. I used for this purpose platinum
foil 0.0026 millimeter thick and aluminum foil 0.0290 millimeter thick.
I found in one instance that one sheet of platinum was equa11y transmissible with six sheets of aluminum; but the transmissibility of two
sheets of platinum was less than that of twelve sheets of aluminum
and about equal to that of sixteen sheets of the latter metal. Usiug
another discharge tube, I found 1 platinum equal 8 aluminum but S
platinum e(lual 90 aluminum. From these experiments it follows that
the ratio of thieknesses of platinum a11d aluminum of equal transmissibility is less the thicker the sheets under examination.
G. The ratio of the thicknesses of two equally transmissible plates of
different material is dependent on the thickness and the material of
the body, as, for instance, the glass wall of tlie discharge tube, through
which the rays have to pass before they reaeh the plates investigated.
:It

* *

7. The experiments described in sections 4, 5, and 6 relate to the
alterations which the X-rays proceeding from a discharge tube experience iri their transmission through different substances. It will now
be shown that one and the same body may for the same tliickness be
unequally transmissible for rays emitted from different discharge
tubes.
Iu the following table are given the values of the transmissibility of
a,n aluminum plate 2 millimeters thick for the rays given out by
different tubes:
Tube.
'

1

2

3

4

2

5

0. 22

0. 30

0. 39

0. 50

0. 59

- -- - - -- -- - --·
Traosmissibility for verti cally incident rays of a 2millimeter thick aluminum plate ....... .' .. . ...... . 0. 0044

-

The discharge tubes were not materiaJly different in their construction
or in the thickness of their glass wall, but varied in the density of the
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gas within them, and hence in the potential required to produce discharge. Tube 1 required th~ least and tube 5 the greatest potential,
or, as we may say for short, the tube 1 is the "softest" and tube 5 the
"hardest." The same Ruhmkorft' in direct connection with the tubes,
tLe same circuit breaker, and the same current strength in the primary
circuit were used in all cases.
Various other substances which I have investigated behaved similarly to aluminum. All are more transmissible to rays from l1arder
tubes. This fact seemed to me particularly worthy of attention.
'fhe relative trausmissibility of plates of different substances proved
abo to be dependent on the hardness of the discharge tube employed.
1'hc ratio of the thickness of platinum and aluminum plates of equal
transmissibility becomes less the harder the tubes from which the rays
proceed, or, referring to the results just given, the less the rays are
absorbed.
The different behavior of rays excited in tubes of differe1Jt hardness
is also made apparent i11 the wel1-k11ow11 sbadow picturing of hands, etc.
With a soft tube a dark shadow js obtained in which the bones arc little
prominent; wbeu n, harder tube is used tbe bones are very distinct and
visible in all tlieir <1etails, whereas the , ofter portion s are le, s ma,rked,
and ·w ith very hard tuhes even tl1e bones them elves become only weak
sliadows. From these co11sideratjom; it appears that tbc cl1oice of the
tube mnst be governed by the character of the object , which it is deRired
to portray.
8. lt remaiu' to remark that the qnality of rays proceeding from one
aml the sn,mc tube depe11ds on various condition . Of these the most
important are the following-: (1) The action of t11 interrupter, 1 or, in
other words, tlie course of the prim,uy current. In this com1ection
, houl<1 b, m 'ntionecl the ph nomena, frequently obs rved tLat particular
11e. of th rapillly Hncceediuo- di charge. excite . / ·-ray which are not
ouly mor • iut 11. ·e, but which al o differ from the others in their ab orption. (2) Th tharact r of' the , I ar1 , whi •h app ar in the econdary
cir nit of h apparafo.•. (3) The mployment of a Tesla, trau former.
'Ih <1 r of vacuation f the <li ·Laro-c iub (a· alreacly tated).
'111 a,r in)", bnt a yet not sa i. fa ·tori1y known, proc dure within
c1 i:<·har 0 • inb . i ' parat
among the e conditi n require
hacl b .n con id red to b

1

br

\ ~or>1l J npr z int rrnnt r work.· morr rerrnlar]y tlrnn a Ponca.ult int rrupter;
h • I; tt •r, h wrv r,
u r~· th primary c11rren t better.
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With a tube thus become very hard I took a very fine photograph of
a double-barreled gun with inserted cartridges, which showed all the
detailR of the cartridges, the inner faults of the Damascus barre1s, etc.,
very sharply and distinctly. The distance from the platinum plate of
the discharge tube to the photographic plate was 15 centimeters and
the exposure twelve minutes-comparatively long in consequence of
the small photographic action of the very slightly absorbable rays (see
below). The Duprez interrupter had to be replaced by the Foucault
form. It would be of interest to construct tubes which would make it
possible to use still higher potentials than before.
Self-evacuation has been above assigned as the cause of the growing
hardness of sealed tubes, but this is not the only cause. There are
changes in the electrodes which produce this effect. I do not know the
nature of these changes. * * *
The observations recorded in these paragraphs and others not given
have led me to the view that the composition of the rays proceeding
from a platinum anode of a discharge tube depends t~po11 thA frequency
and form of the discharge curreut. The degree of tenuity, the hardnesR, is important 01ily because the form of the disclrnrge is thereby
iu1iueuced. If it were possible to produce the proper form of cliseliarge
for tbe generation of X-rays in any otber way, the X-rays might be
obtained with relatively l1igh pressures.
· D. Tim results appearing in the five preceding paragraphs lrnve been
tho e most evidently to be derived from the accompanying experiments.
Summing up tl1ese separate results, and being guided in part by the
analogy which bolds between the behavior of the visible radiations and
X-rays, one arrives at tlie following conclnsions:
(a) The radiations emitted by a discharge tube consist of a mixture
of rays of different absorbability and intensity.
·
(b) The composition of this mixture is in a marked degree dependent
on the frequency and form of the discharge current.
(c) The rays receiving· preference in absorption vary with different
bodie8.
(d) Since tlie X-rays are generated by the cathode rays and have in
common with them various characteristics-as the exciting of :fluorescence, photographic and electrical actions, an absorbability depending
in a marked degree on the density of the medium traversed, et.c.-the
conjecture 1s -prompted that both phenomena are processes of the same
mtture. Without committing myself unconditionally to this view, I
may remark that the results of the last paragraphs are calculated to
raise a difficulty in the way of this hypothesis. This difficulty consists
in the great difference between the absorption of the cathode rays
investigated by Lenard and the X-rays, and second that the transmissibility of bodies for the cathode rays is related to their density by other
laws than those which govern their transmissibility for X-rays.
With regard to the first point, considerations present themselves
under two heads: (1) As we have seen in section 7, there are X-rays of
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different absorbability, and the investigations of Hertz and Lenard
show that the cathode rays are similarly to be discriminated. While
the "softest" tubes investigated generated rays much less subject to
absorption than any cathode rays investigated by Lenard, yet there is
no reason to doubt the possibility of X-rays of greater absorbabi1ity,
and cathode rays of less. It therefore appears probable that in future
investigations rays
be found bridging over the gap between X-rays
and cathode rays, so far as their absorption is concerned. (2) We
found in section 4 that .the specific transmissihility of a body becomes
less the thinner the plate passed through. Consequently, had we made
use in our experiments of plates as thin as those employed by Lenard
it would have been found that the X-rays were more nearly like those
of Lenard in their absorbability.
10. Besides _the fluorescent phenomena, there may be excited by
X-rays photographic, electric, and other actions, and it is of interest to
know how far these various manifestations vary in similar ratio when
the source of the rays is altered. I must restrict myself to a comparison of the :first two phenomena. * * *
A hard and a soft tube were so adjusted· as to give cquaIJy bright
fluorescence as compared by means of the photometer <l scribe<l in section 2. Upon substituting a photograpbic plate in the place of tl1e
fluorescent screen it was found, on development, that the portion subject to the rays from the hard tube was blackened to a le degwe tlurn
the other. The rays, though producing equal tluorc 'cence, were thus
for photographic purposes uuequa,lly active. * *
The great sensitivenes of a photographic plate even for rayR from
tube, of medium hardne ' is illu trated by an experiment in wliich DG
films were ur erpo ed, placed a,t a distanc of 25 centim ters from tllc
disclmrg tube, and expo· cl five minutes with dne pr cn,utions to ])l'Otect th film, from the radiation of the air. A photographi · action
wa apparent ou the la t film, although the :fir t wa " carcely over-
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walls emit X-rays, though in leRs intensity. Cathode rays proceed in
a.11 directions, but their intensity is considerable only near the axis of
the coucave cathode mirror, and, consequently, the X-rays are strongly
emitted only near the point wllere this axis meets the platinum plate.
Wbeii tlle tube is very hard and the platinum thin, many rays proceed
also from the reaJ\ surface of the platinum plate, bnt, as may be shown
by the pinhole camera, chiefly from the spot lying on the axis of the
mirror. * * *
I can confirm the observation of G. Brandes that the X-rays are able
to produce a sensation of Jig ht upon the retina of the eye. In my record
book appears a notice entered in the early part of November, 1895, to
the effect that when in a darkened chamber near a wooden door I perceived a weak appearance of light when a Hittorf tube upon the other
side of the door was put in operation. Since this appearance was only
once observed, I regarded it as a subjective, and the reason that it was
not tbe11 l'epeatedly observed lay in the fact that other tubes were substituted. for the Hittorf tube which were less completely evacuated
and not provided with platinum anodes. The Hittorf tube furnishes
rays of slight absorbabi1ity on account of its high vacuum, and, at the
same time, of gre:1t intensity on account of the employment of a platinum
anode for the reception of the cathode rays. * * · *
With the tubes now in use I can easily repeat the Brandes experiment. * * *
Siuce the beginning of my investigation of X-rays I have repeatedly
e11deavored to produce diffraction phenomena with them. I obtained.
at various times, when using narrow slits, appearances similar to
diffraction effects, but when modifications were made in the conditions
for the purpose of thoroughly proving the accuracy of this explanation
of the phenomena it was found in each case that the appeara11ces were
pro<luce<l in other ways than by diffraction. I know of no experiment
which gives satisfactory evidence of the existence of diffraction witL.
the X-rays.
WURZBURG, PHYSIIC. lNSTITU'.l' D. UNIV., March 10, 1897.

CATHODE RAYS. 1

By Prof. J. J. THOMSON, F. R. S.

The first observer to leave any record of what are now known as
the cathode rays seems to have been Pliicker, who in 1859 observed
the now ·w ell-known green phosphorescence on the glass in the neighborhood of the negative electrode. Pli.i.cker was the first physicist to
make experiments on the discharge through a tube in a state anything
approaching what we should now call a high vacuum. He owed t.he
opportunity to do this to his fellow-townsman Giessler, who first made
such vacua attainable. Pli.icker, who l1ad made a very minute study
of the effect of a magnetic field on the ordinary discharge which
stretches from one terminal to the other, distinguished the discharge
which produced the green phosphorescence from the ordinary clisclrnrge by the difference in its behavior when in a magnetic field.
Pliicker ascribed these phosphorescent patches to currents of electricity which went from the cathode to the walls of the tube and then
for some reason or other retraced their steps.
The subject was next taken up by Pli.icker'H pupil, Hittorf, who
greatly extended our knowledge of the subject, and to whom we owe
tl1e observation that a solid body placed between a pointed cathode
and the walls of the tube cast a well-defined shadow. This observatioJ1 was extended by Goldstein, who found that a well marked, though
not very sharply defined, shadow was cast by a, small body placed
near a cathode of considerable area. This was a very important observation, for it showed that the rays casting the shadow came in a definite direction from the cathode. If the ~athode were ~·eplaced by a
luminous disk of the same size, this disk would not cast a shadow of
a small object placed near it, for though the object might intercept the
rays which came out normally from the disk., yet enough ·l ight would be
given out sideways from other parts of the disk to prevent the shadow
being at all well marked. Goldstein seems to have been the first to
advance t,he theory, which has attained a good deal of prevalence in
Germany, that these cathode rays are transversal vibrations i11 the
ether.
1
Address before the Royal Institution of Great Britain, April 30, 1897.
Proceedings of the Royal Institution, 1897.
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The physicist, howeyer, who did more than any one else to direct
attention to these rays was MT. Crookes, whose experiments, by their
beauty and importance, attracterl the attention of all physicists to this
subject, and who not only greatly increased our knowledge of the
properties of the rays, but by his application of them to radiant matter
spectroscopy has rendered them most important agents in chemical
research.
Recently a great renewal of interest in these rays has taken place,
owing to the remarkable properties possessed by an o:ffsprings of theirs,
for tlie cathode rays are the parents of the Rontgen rays.
I shall confine myself this evening to endeavoring to give au account
of.some of the more recent investigations which have been made on the
cathode rays. In the first place, when these rays fall on a substance
they produce changes physical or chemical in the nature of the substance. In some cases this change is marked by a change in the color
of the substance, as in the case of the chlori<les of the alkaline metals.
GoMstein found that these, when exposed to the catho<le rays, changed
color, the change, according to ·E. Wiedemann and Ebert, beiug due to
the formation of a subchloride. Elster and Geitel have recently shown
that tliese substances become phofo-electric-i. e., acquire the power of
discharging negative electricity un<ler the action of light after exposure to the catho<le rays. But though it is only in comparatively few
cases that the change produced by the cathode rays shows itself in
ucl1 a conspicuous way as by a change of color, there is a much more
widely spread phenomenon, which shows the permanence of the effect
produced by the impact of tlrnse rays. This iH tlie pheuomenon called
by itH di coverer, Prof. E. Wiedemann, thermoluminescence. Profe or
·wieclemann find that if bodies are exposed to the cathode rays for
sorn~ time, when the bombardment stop the sub tance resumes to all
appearanc its original condition. When, however, we beat the subtanc , we find that a change ha tak n vlace; for the uustauce now,
wb n h at <l, hecomei;; luminous at a comparatively low temperature, oue
far b low that of incande c nee. The ub tance retains thi' property
f, r m nth. after the xpo ure to the ray., ha cea ed. The phenomn u of th rmolumine cence j e pecially mark d in bodie, wbi ·h are
·all ,c1 b
an t'II ff ' 01id ·olution . The e are formed when two nlt ,
r ly in xce .~ of th other, are imultan ou 'ly pr cipitated from
~ ,· lution.
11(1 r the e circum tanc
the connection l> twe u the
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ing up of the glass to allow of the remaking of the bulb. I will now
leave the chemical effects produced by these rays and pass on to consider their behavior when in a magnetic field.
First, let us consider for a moment the effect of magnetic force on
the ordinary discharge between terminals at a pressure much higher
than that at which· the cathode rays begin to come off. I have here
photographs (see figs. 1 and 2, Pl. I) of the spark in a magnetic field.
You see that when the discharge, which passes as a thin bright line
between the terminals, is acted upon by the magnetic field it is pulled
aside as a stretched string would be if acted upon by a force at right
angles to its length. The curve is quite continuous, and though there
may be gaps in the luminosity of the discharge, yet there are no breaks
at such points in the curve, into which the discharge is bent by a magnet. A.gain, if the discharge, instead of taking place between points
passes between flat discs, the effect of the magnetic force is to move
the spa,rks as a whole, the sparks keeping straight until their terminations reach the edges of the discs. The fine thread-like discharge is
not much spread out by the action of the magnetic field. The appearance of the discharge indicates that when the discharge passes through
the gas it manufactures out of the gas something stretching from terminal to terminal, wbich, unlike a gas, is _capable of sustaining a tension. The amount of deflection produced, other circumstances being
tue same, depends on the nature of the gas. A.s the photographs (figs.
3 aud ,1, Pl. I) show, the deflection is very small in the case of hydrogen
a11d very considerable in the case of carbonic acid. A.s a general rule
it seems smaller in elementary than in compound gases.
Let us contrast the beha·vior of this kind of discharge under the
action of a maguetic tield with that of the cathode rays. I have here
some photographs (Pl. II) taken of a narrow beam formed by sending
the cathode rays through a tube in which there was a plug with a slit
iu it, the plug being used as an anode and connected with the earth,
these rnys traversing a, uniform magnetic field. The narrow beam
spreads out nuder the action of the magnetic force into a broad fanshaped luminosity jn the gas. The luminosity in this fan is not
uniformly distributed, but is condensed along certain lines. The
p1io phorescence produced when the rays reach the glass is also not
uniforrn1y distributed. It is much spread out, showing that the beam
consists of rnys which are not all deflected to the same extent by the
magnet. The luminous patch on the glass is crossed by bands along
"·bich the lumiuosity is very much greater than in the adjacent parts.
Tl.Iese bright and dark bands are called by Birkeland, who first observed
tliem, "the magnetic spectrum." The brightest places on the glass
are Ly no means al ways the terminations of the brightest streaks of
lumi11osity in tlle gas; in fact, in some cases a very bright spot on the
gfass is not connected with the cathode by any appreciable luminosity,
though there is pleuty of laminosity in other parts of the gas.
One very interesting· point brought out by the photographs is that
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in a given magnetic field, with a given mean potential difference between
the terminals, the path of the rays is independent of the nature of the
gas. Photographs were taken of the discharge in hydrogen, air, carbonic acid, methyl iodide, i. e., in gases whose densities range from
1 to 70, and yet not only were the paths of the most deflected rays the
same in all cases, but even the details, such as the distribution of thr.
bright and dark spaces, were the same; in fact, the photographs could
hardly be distinguished from one another. It is to be noted that the
pressures were not the same; the pressures were adjusted until the mean
potential difference was the same. When the pressure of the gas is
lowered, the potential diff:erence between the terminals increases, and the
deflection of the rays produced by a magnet dimiuishes, or at a11y rate
the deflection of the rays where the phosphorescence is a maximum
diminishes. If an air break is inserted in the circuit an effect of the same
kind is produced. In all the photographs of the cathode rays one sees
indications of rays which stretch .f ar into the bulb, out which are not
deflected at all by a magnet. Though they stretch for some 2 or 3
miles, yet in none ot these photographs do they actually reach the glass.
In some experiments, however, I placed inside the tube a er eu, near
to the ::;lit through which the cathode rays came, aml found tbat no
appreciable phospl1orescenc.e was produced when the non deflected
rays struck the screen, while there was vivid phosphorescenc at the
places where tbe deflected rays struck the screen. The c non d fleeted
rays do not seem to exhibit a11y of the characterjstics of cathode rays,
and it seems possible that they are merely jets of uncharged luminous
gas shot out through the slit from the neighborhood of the cathode by
a kind of explosion wben the di charge pa ses.
The curves described by the cathode rays in a unit'orm magnetic field
are, very approximately at any rate, circular for a large part of tlleir
course: Thi· i · the path which would be de cribecl if the ca,thode ray·
marked the path of ne 0 ·atively electrifie<l particle· projected with great
v lo ·itie from th 11 ighborhood of the negativ electrode. Indeed, all
the ffe ·t procluc d by a ma<rn ton th ·e ray ' , and so m of th e are
·ompliC'a,t d, a. , for example when the ray are urled up into ' piral
und r t,h a ·tion of a ma<rn tic £ rce, are in xacL agreement with the
qu 11 • of hi. · vi w.
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from the cathode and are deflected by a magnet, it does not show that
when the cathode rays are deflected by a magnet the path of the electrified particles coincides with the path of the cathode rays. The supporters of the theory that these rays are waves in the ether might say,
and indeed have said, that while they did not deny that electrified
particles might be sliot off from the cathode, these particles were, in
their opinion, merely accidental accompaniments of the rays, and had
no more to do with the rays than the bul1et has with the flash of a rifle.
The following modification of Perrin's experiment is not, however, open
to this objection: Two coaxial · cylinders with slits cut in them, the
outer cylinder being connected with earth, the inner with the electrometer, are placed in the discharge tube, but in such a position that
the cathode rays do not fall upon them unless deflected by a magnet.
By means of a magnet, however, we can deflect the cathode rays until
they fall on the slit in the cylinder. If under these circumstances the
cylinder gets a negative charge when the cathode rays fall on the slit,
and remains uncharged unless they do so, we may conclude, I think,
the stream of negatively electrified particles is an invariable accompaniment of the cathode rays. I will now try the experiment. You
notice tbat when there is no magnetic force, though the rays do not fall
on the cylinder:, there is a slight deflection of the electrometer, showing
that it has ~cquired a small negative charge. This is, I think, due to
the plug getting negatively charged under the torrent of negatively
electrified particles from the cathode, and getting out cathode rays on
its own account which have· not come through the slit. I will now
deflect the rays by a magnet, and you will see that at first there is little
or no change in the deflection of the electrometer, but that when the .
rays reach the cylinder there is at once a great increase in the deflection,
showing that the rays are pouring a charge of negative electricity into
the cylinder. The deflection of the electrometer reaches a certain
value and then stops and remains constant, though the rays continue
to pour into the cylinder. This is due to thsfact that the gas traversed
by the cathode rays becomes a conductor of electricity, and thus, though
the inner cylinder is perfectly insulated when the rays are not passing,
yet a~ soon as the rays pass tllrough the bulb the air between the inner
cylinder and the outer one, which is connected with the earth, becomes
a conductor, and the electricity escapes from the inner cylinder to the
earth. For this reason the charge within the inner cylinder does not
go on continually increasing. The cylinder settles into a state of equiljbrium in which the rate at which it gains negative electricity from the
rays is equal to the rate at which it loses it by conduction through the
air. If we charge up the cylinder positively it rapidly loses its positive
charge and acquires a negative one, while if we charge it up negatively it
will lea)r if its initial negative potential is greater than its equilibrium
value.
I have lately made some experiments wbich are interesting from the
SM97-ll
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bearing they have on the charges carried by the cathode rays, as well
as on the production of cathode rays outside the tube. The experiments are of the following kind: In the tube (see fig.) A and B are
terminals. C is a long side tube into which a closed metallic cylinder
fits lightly. This cylinder is made entirely of metal, except the end
farthest from the terminals, which is stopped by an ebonite plug, perforated by a small bole so as to make the pressure inside the cylinder
equal to that in the discharge tube. Inside tbe cylinder there is a
metal disk supported by a metal rod which passes through the ebonite
plug and is connected with an electrometer, the wires making this connection being surrounded by tubes connected with the earth so as to
screen off electrostatic induction. If the enrl of the cylinder is made
of thin aluminum about one-twentieth of a .m illimeter thick, and a, dis- charge sent between the terminals, A being the cathode, then at pressures far higher than those at which the cathode rays come off, the disk
inside tlie cylinder acquires a positive charge; and if it is charged up
independently the charge leaks away, and it leaks more rapid]y when
the disk is charged negatively than when it is charged positively. There
is, however, a leak in both cases, showing that conduction l1as taken
place through the gas between the cylinder and the disk. As the pressure in the tube is diminished the positive charge on the (lisk diminishes
until it becomes unappreciable. The leak from the disk, when it is
charged still continues, and is now equally rapid, whether the original
charge on the disk is positive or negative. When the pressure falls so
low that cathode rays begin to fall on the end of tbe cylinder, then the
disk acquires a negative charge, and the leak from the disk is more
rapid when it is charged positively than when it.is charged negatively.
If the cathode rays are pulled off the end of the cyJinder by a magnet,
th n the negative charge on the di k and the rate of leak from the disk
wh n it i positively ·barged is very much diminislled. A very intere ting point i that tl,e e effect , due to the cathode rays, are observecl
b hind comparatively thick wall . I have here a cylinder who e base
i bra, about 1 millimeter thick, and yet when this is exposed to the
atll <le ray the di k behind it get a negative charge, and leak· if
·lrnrg d po,'itiveJy. The effe t is small, compared with that in the
· lil1 l r with lie thin aluminum ba e, but i quite appreciable. With
th · Jin r with tbe thi ·k end I have never been able to ob erve any
fl'
t h hi h r pr . ure when no athode ray were coming off.
ff ·t wi b t h c Tliuc1 r wi th th thin end wa ob erved wb n the
cli, h , r
wa. prodn d by a lar e number f mall torage cf'll , a
w 1l , : wh 11 i t wa. pr clu ed by an in<lu tion coil.
It w 11 l , m fr m thi xpeiimeot that th incidenc of the catbod
ph e
much a 1 millimeter thick and connected with
ga. hield d by the plate into a co_ndition
l ctricit and that a body p1a ed b hind
that th , ide of th bra
way
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from the cathode rays acts itself like a cathode, though kept permanently to earth. In the case of the thick brass the effect seems much
more likely to be due to a sudden change in the potential of the outer
cylinder at the places where the rays strike rather than to the penetration of any kinds of waves or rays. If the discharge in the tube was
perfectly continuous the potential of the outer cylinder would be con stant, and since it is connected to earth by a wire through whicll 110
considerable current flows, the potential must be approximately that of
the earth. The discharge there can not be continuous; the negative
charge must come in gusts against the ends of the cylinder, coming so
suddenly that the electricity has no time to distribute itself over the
cylinder so as to shield off the inside from the electrostatic action of
the cathode rays; this force penetrates the cylinder and produces a
discharge of electricity from the far side of the brass .
.Another effect which I believe is due to the negative electrification
carried by the rays is the following: In a very highly exhausted tube
provid~d with a metal · plug I have sometimes observed, after the coil
has been turned off, bright patches on the glass. These are deflected
by a magnet and seem to be carnsed by the plug getting such a large
negative charge that the negative electricity continues to stream from
it after the coil is stopped.
An objection sometimes urged against the view that these cathode
rays consist of charged particles is that they are not deflected by an
electrostatic force. If, for example, we make, as Hertz did, the rays
pass between plates connected with a battery, so that an electrostatic
force acts between these plates, the cathode ray is able to traverse this
space without being deflected one way or the other. We must remember, however, that the cathode rays when they pass through a gas make
it a conductor, so that the gas, acting like a conductor, screens off the
electric force from the charged particle, and when the plates are
immersed in the gas, and a definite potential difference established between the plates, the conductivity of the gas close to the cathode rays
is probably enormously greater than the average conductivity of the
gas between the plates, and the potential gradient on the cathode rays
is therefore very small compared with the average potential gradient.
We can, however, produce electrostatic results if we put the conductors
which are to deflect the rays in the dark space next the cathode. I
have here a tube in which, inside the dark space next the cathode, two
conductors are inserted; the cathode rays start from the cathode, and
have to pass between these conductors; if, now, I connect one of these
conductors to earth there is a decided deflection of the cathode rays,
while if I connect the other electrode to earth there is a deflection in
the opposite direction. I ascribe this deflection to the gas in the dark
space either not being a conductor at all, or if a conductor, a poor
one compared to the gas in the main body of the tube.
Gold tein has shown that if a tube is furnished with two cathodes,
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when the rays from one cathode pass near the other they are repelled
from it. This is just what wouJd happen if the dark space round the
electrode were an insulator, and so able to transmit electrostatic
attractions or repulsions. To show that the gas in the dark space
differs in its properties from the rest of the gas, I will try the following experiment~ I have here two spherical bulbs connected together
by a glass tube; one of these bulbs is small, the other large; they
each contain a cathode, and the pressure of the gas is such that the
dark space round the cathode in the small bulb completely fills the
bulb, while that roun.d the one in the larger bulb does not extend
to the wans of the bulb. The two bulbs are wound with wire, which
connects the outsides of two Leyden jars; the insides of these jars
are connected with the terminals of a Wimshurst machine. When
sparks pass between these terminals currents pass through the wire
which induce currents in the bulbs, and cause a ring discharge to
pass through them. Things are so arranged that the ring is faint in
the larger bulb, bright in the smaller one. On making the wires in
these bulbs cathodes, however, the discharge in the small bulb; which
is filled by the dark space, is completely stopped, while that in the
larger one becomes brighter. Thus the gas in the dark space is
changed, and in the opposite way from that in the rest of the· tube.
It is remarkable that when the coil is stopped the ring discharge on
both bulbs stops, and it is some time before it starts again.
The deflection excited on each other by two cathodic streams would
seem to have a great deal to do with tbe beautiful phosphorescent :figures which Gold tein obtained by using cathodes of different shapes.
I have here two bulbs containing cathodes shaped like a cross. They
are curved and of the ame radius as the bulb, so that if the rays came
off these cathodes normally the phosphorescent picture ought to be a
crosR of the same size as the cathode. You see that in one of the bulbs
th imao- of the cro con 'i t of two large sectors at right angle to
ach other, bounded by hright lines, and in the other, which js at a
lower pr s ure, the geometrical image of the cross instead of being
bri 0 ·ht i dark, while the luminosity occupie the space betweeu the
arm f the cro .
o far have only con idered the behavior of the cathode rays inside
tb bulb but Lenard ha been able to get the e rays out ide the tube.
T do thi he let the ray fall on a window in the tube, made of thin alui urn bout one on -hundredth of a millimeter thick, and he found that
fr m bi wind w th re proce ded in all directions ray which were
fl t
b a magnet, and which produced pho phore cence when
h f 11 upon · rtain ub t, nee , notably upon ti "ue paper oaked in
ol ion of I ent dekaparalolylketon. The very thin alnminum i
11 to get and [r. HcClelland ha found that if it i not ne e int in be acuum for a long time oiled silk an w rs admimndow.
the window i mall the pho phores ent pat h
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produced by it is not bright, so that I wiII show instead the other property of the cathode rays-that of carrying with them a negative charge.
I will place this cylinder in front of the hole, connect it with the electrometer, turn on the rays, and you will see the cylinder gets a negative charge. Indeed, this charge is large enough to produce the wellknown negative figures when the rays fall on a piece of ebonite which
is afterwards dusted with a mi:s.:ture of red lead and sulphur.
·
From the experiments with the closed cylinder we have seen that
when the negative rays come up to a surface even as thick as a millimeter the opposite side of that surface acts like a cathode and gives
off the cathodic rays, and from this point of view we can understand
the very interesting result of Lenard that the magnetic deflection of
the rays outside the tube is independent of the density and chemical
composition of the gas outside the tube, though it varies very much
with the pressure of the gas inside the tube. The cathode rays could
be started by an electric impulse, which would depend entirely on what
was going on inside the tube. Since the impulse is the same, the
momentum acquired by the particles outside would be the same_, and,
as the curvature of the path only depends on the momentum, the
path of these particles outside the tube would only depend on the state
of affairs inside the tube.
The investigation by Lenard on the absorption of these rays shows
that there is more in his experiment than is covered by this consideration. Lenard measured the distance these rays would have to travel
before . the intensity of the rays fell to one-half their original value.
The results are given in the following table:
Subs-t ance.
Hydrogen (3-millimeter pressure) ................. .. . : ....... .
Hydrogen (760) . .... ....... ....... ........................... .
Air (0.760.millimeter pressure) .... _......................... .

SOi·············· ········· ··································· ·
Collodion ................................... ·-·-····-·-· ......
Glass................................................. . .......
Aluminum.............................................. .... .
Silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Coefficient of
absorption.

o. 00149
0.476
3.42
8. 51
3,310
7, 810
7,150
32, 200
53, 600

Density.
0. 000000368
0. 0000484
0. 00123
0. 00271
1.1
2.47
2. 70
10. 5
19. 3

Absorption
density.
4,040
5,640
2,780
3,110
3,010
3,160
2, 65()
3,070
2,880

We see that though the densities aud the coefficient of absorption
vary enormously, yet the ratio of the two varies very little, and the
result justify, I think, Lenard's conclusion that the distance through
which these rays travel only depends on the density of the substancethat i., the mass of matter per unit volume-aud not upon the nature
of the matter.
Tbese numbers raise a question which I have not yet touched upon,
and that is the size of the carriern of the electric charge. Are they or
are they not the dimensions of ordinary matter t
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We see from Lenard's table that a cathode ray can travel through
air at atmospheric pressure a distance of about half a centimeter
before the brightness of the phosphorescence falls to about one-half of
its original value. Now the mean free path of the molecule of air at
this pressure is about 10-5 centimeters, and if a molecule of air were projected it would lose half it:-; momentum in a space comparable with the
mean free path. Even if we suppose that it is not the same molecule
that is carried, the effect of the obliquity of the collisions would reduce
the momentum to one-half in a short multiple of that path.
Thus, from Lenard's experiments on the absorption of the rays outside the tube, it follows, on the hypothesis that the cathode rays are
charged particles, moving with high velocities, that the size of the
carriers must be small compared with the dimensions of ordinary
atoms or molecules. 'rhe assumption of a state of matter more finely
. ~ubdivided than the ato111 of an element is a somewhat startling one;
but an hypothesis that would involve somewhat similar consequences,
viz, that the so-called elements are compounds of some primordial
element, bas been put forward from time to time by various chemists.
Thus, Prout believed that the ·a toms of aU the elements were built up
of atoms of hydrogen, and Mr. Norman Lockyer bas advanced weighty
arguments, founded on spectroscopic consideration, in favor of the
composite nature of the elements.
Let us trace the consequence of supposing that the atoms of the
elements are aggregations of very small particles, all similar to each
other. We shall call such particles corpuscles, so that tQe atoms of
the ordinary elements are made up of corpuscles a11d boles, the holes
being predominant. Let us suppose that at the cathode some of the
mole ule of the gas get split up into these corpuscles, and that these,
charged with negative electricity and moving at a high velocity, form
the athode rays. The distance these rays would travel before losing
a given fraction of their momentum would be proportional to the
m an fre path of the corpuscles. Now, the things these corpuscles
trike again t are other corpu cle , and not against the molecule as
e whol · th y are
uppo ed to be able to thread their way between
h inter tice in the mole ule. Thus the mean free path would be
pr por i nal t the num r of the e corpu ·le ; and, therefore, since
·h
rpn ·l ha the , me ma to the ma, of uuit volum -that
to h l n. ity f th
;hemi ·al nature
r ph i ·al ~ t th m an fr path, and therefor the co ili i nt
f • lJ:c rpti u, , oul l d I nd nly on the l n it .
ely
L Der 1 r ul .
''
t
n tbi: h p h . i wh th me go ~ i
u
, ht t
r b th natur of th
th

· rpu ' ·l

h

ar th
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be differently deflected from the single corpuscle; thus we should get
the magnetic spectrum.
I have endeavored by the following method to get a measurement of
the ratio of the mass of these corpuscles to the charge carried by. them.
A double cylinder with slits in it, such as that used in a former experiment, was plac.ed in front of a cathode which was curved so as to
focus to some extent the cathode rays on the slit; behind the slit, in
tlie inner cylinder, a thermal junction was placed which covered the
opening so that all the rays which entered the slit struck against the
junction, the junction got heated, and knowing the thermal capacity of
the junction, we could get the mechanical equivalent of the heat communicated to it. The deflection of the electrometer gave the charge
wliich entered the cylinder. Thus, if there are N particles entering
the cylinder <:-aclt with a charge e, and Q is the charge inside the cylinder,
Ne=Q.
The kinetic energy of these

½Nmv 2 =W
where vV is the mechanical equivalent of the heat given to the thermal junction. By measuring the curvature of tl10 rays for a magnetic
field we get

mv=I.
e
Thus
m
QP
- =~.

e

W

In an experiment made at a very low pressure, when the rays were
kept on for about one second, the charge was sufficient to raise a
capacity of 1 · 5 microfarads to a potential of 16 volts. Thus

The temperature of the thermo junction, whose thermal capacity was
0 · 005 was raised 3 · 3° C. by the impact of the rays thus

- W = 3·3
=

'

0·005 X 4·2 X 107
6·3 X 105•
X

Tlie value of I was 280, thus

m= 1·6 X 10- 7.
e
This is very small compared with the value 10- 4 for the ratio of the
ma s of an atom of hydrogen to the charge carried by it. If the result
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stood by itself we might think that it was probable that e was greater
than the atomic charge of atom rather than that m was less than the
mass of a hydrogen atom. Taken, however, in conjunction with
Lenard's results for the absorption of the catho~e rays, these numbers
seem to favor the hypothesis· that the carriers of the charges are
smaller than the atoms of hydrogen.
It is interesting to notice the value of e/m, which we have found
from the cathode rays, is of the same order as the value of 10-7 deduced
by Zeeman from his experiments on the effect of a magnetic :field on
the period of the sodium light.

STORY OF EXPERIMENTS IN MECHANICAL FLIGHT. 1
'

By

SAMUEL PIERPONT LANGLEY.

The editor of The Annual has asked me to give matter of a somewhat
personal nature for a narrative account of my work in aerodromics.
The subject of flight interested me as long ago as I can remember
anything, but it was a communication from Mr. Lancaster, read at the
Buffalo meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, in 1886, which aroused my then dormant attention to the subject. What he said contained some remarkable but apparently mainly
veracious observation8 on the soaring bird, and some more or less paradoxical assertions, which caused his communication to be treated with
less consideration than it might otherwise have deserved. Among
these latter was a statement that a model, somewhat resembling a soaring bird, wholly inert, and without any internal power, could, nevertheless, under some circumstances, advance against the wind without
falling; whi~h seemed to me then, as it did t<_> members of the association, an utter impossibility, but which I have since seen reason to
believe is, within limited conditions, theoretically possible.
I was then engaged in the study of .astrophysics at the Observatory
in Allegheny, Pa; The subject of mechanical flight could not be said
at that time to possess any literature, unless it were the publications of
the French and English aeronautical societies, but in these, as in everything then accessible, fact had not yet always been discriminated from
fancy. Outside of these, almost everything was even less trustworthy;
but though, after I had experimentally demonstrated certain facts,
anticipations of them were found by others on historical research, and
though we can now distinguish in retrospective examination what
would have been useful to the investigator if he had known it to be
true, there was no test of the kind to apply at the time. I went to
work, then, to find out for myself, and in my own way, what amount of
mechanical power was requisite -to sustain a given weight in the air
and make it advance at a given speed, for this seemed to be an inquiry
which must necessarily precede any attempt at mechanical flight, which
was the very remote aim of my efforts.
1

From the Aeronautical Annual. 1897.
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The work was commenced in the beginning of 1887 by the construction, at .Allegheny, of a turntable of exceptional size, driven by a steam
engine, and ·t his was used during three years in making the "Experiments in .Aerodynamics," which were published by t]le Smithsonian
Institution under that title in 1801. Nearly all the conclusions reached
were the result of direct experiment in an investigation which aimed to
take nothing on trust. Few of them were then familiar, though they
have since become so, and in this respect knowledge has advanced so
rapidly, that statements which were treated as paradoxical on my first
enunciation of them are now admitted truisms.
It has taken me, indeed, but a few years to pass through the period
when the observer hears that his alleged observation was a mistake;
the period when he is told that if it were true, it would be useless;
and the period when he is told that it is undoubtedly true, but that it
has al ways been known.
May I quote from the introduction to this book what was said in 18911
"I have now been engaged since the beginning of the year 1887 in
experiments on an extended scale for determining the possibi1ities of,
and the conditions for, transporting in the air a body whose specific
gravity is greater than that of the air, and I desir~ to repeat my conviction that the obstacles in its way are not such as have been thought;
that they lie more in such apparently secondary difficulties, as those of
guiding the body so that it may move in the direction desired and
ascend or descend with safety, than in what may appear to be primary
difficulties, due to the air itself," and, I added, that in this field of
re earch I thought that we were, at that time (only six ~ears since),
"in a relatively les advanced condition than the study of steam was
before the time of ewcomen." It was also stated that the most important inference from those experiments as a whole was that mechanical
flight was po ible with engines we could then build, as one hor epower
rio-htly applied could sustain over 200 pounds in the air at a horizontal
velo ity of omewhat over 60 feet a second.
thi tatement ha been misconstrued, let me point out that it
r fer to urfaces, u ed without guy or other adjunct , which would
·r at friction; that the hor epower in que tion i that actually exp nd d in the thru t, and that it i predicated only on a rigorou ly
h riz ntal flight. Thi implie. a larg deduction from the power in the
a Uc 1 1 c ine, wh re he brake hor epower of the eugine, aft r a
llowan for lo in trau mi ion to the propeller and for
h ir lip n he air, will probably be reduced to from one-half to ou fit nominal amount; where there i great friction from th
f
and other adjunct ; but, abov all where tber i
in ' ur
b lutely horizontal flight in fre air. All th
11 ,;
for, h wever ince it ·eemed to me po 'ible to provide
n ·hi ·h h uld i ea bor epower for omething lik 10 I oun<l
f w ·i ht, h r wa
till enough to ju tify the tatement that we
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possessed in the steam engine, as then constructed or in other heat
engines, more than the indispensable power, though it was added that
this was not asserting that a system of supporting surfaces could be
securely guided through the air or safely brought to the ground,
and that these and like considerations were of quite another order,
and belonged to some inchoate art which I might provisionally call
aerdromics.
These important conclusions were reached before the actual publication of the .volume, and a little later others on the nature of the movements of air, which were published under the title of "The internal
work of the wind" (Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Volume
XXVII, 1893, No. 884). The latter were ·fom;i.ded on experiments independent of the former, and which led to certain theoretical conclusions
unverified in practice. Among the most striking, and perhaps paradoxical of these, was that a suitably disposed free body might, under
certain conditions, be sustained in a,n ordinary wind, and even advance
against it without the expenditure of any energy from within.
The first stage of the investigation was now over, so far as that I
had satisfied myself that mechanical flight was possible with the power
we could hope to command, if only the art of directing that power
could be acquired.
The second stage (that of the acquisition of this art) I 1:1ow decided
to take up. It may not be out of place to recall that at this time, only
six yea,rs ago, a great many scientific men treated the whole subject
with entire indifference, as unworthy of attention, or as outside of legitimate research, the proper field of the charlatan, and one on which it
wa scarcely prudent for a man with a reputation to lose to enter.
The record of my attempts to acquire the art of flight may commence
with the year 1889, when I procured a stuffed frigate bird, a California
condor, and an albatross, and attempted to move them upon the whirlino- table at Allegheny. The experiments were very imperfect and the
records are unfortunately lost, but t.he important conclusion to which
they led was that a stuffed bird could not be made to soar except at
speed which were unquestionably very much greater than what served
to sustain the living one, and the earliest experiments and all subsequent ones with actually flying models have shown that thus far we
can 110t carry nearly the weights which Nature does to a given sustainin o- surface without a power much greater than she employs. At the
time these experiments were uegun, Penaud's ingenious but toy-like
model was the only thing which could sustain itself in the air for even
a few seconds, and calculations founded upon its performance sustained
the conclu ion that the amount of power required in actual free flight
wa far greater than that demanded by the theoretical enunciation.
In order to learn under what conditions the aerorlrome should be balanced for horizontal flight, I constructed over thirty modifications of
the rubber-driven model, and spent many months in endeavoring from
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these to ascertain the laws of" balancing;" that is, of stability leading
to horizontal flight. Most of these models had two propellers, and it
was extremely difficult to build them light and strong enough. Some
of them bad superposed wings; some of them curved and some plane
wings; in some the propellers were side by side; in others one propeller
was at the front and the other at the rear, and so every variety of treatment was employed, but all were at first too heavy, and only those flew
successfully which bad from 3 to 4 feet of sustaining surface to a pound
of weight, a proportion which is far greater than Nature employs in
the soaring bird, where in some cases less than half a foot of eustaining surface is used to a pound. It had been shown ill the ''Experiments in aerodynamics" that the center of pres ure on au inclined
plane advancing was not at the center of figure, but much in front of
it, aud this knowledge was at first nearly all I po ses ed in balancing
these early aerodromes. Even in the beginning, also, I met remarkable
difficulty in throwing them into the air, and devi ed numerous form
of launching apparatu which were all failures, and it wa nece ary to
keep the construction on so small a scale that they could be ca t from
the hand.
The earliest actual flight:-; with the e were extr mely irr o-ular and
brief, lasting only from three to four econds. 'rhey w re mad at
.Allegheny in March, 1891, but the e and all sub equent one' were so
erratic and so short that it wa po ible to learn very little from them.
Penaud states that he on ·e obtained a flight of thirteen econd . I
never got a much a thi , but ordinarily little more than half a
much, and came to the conclusion that in order to 1 arn the art of
mechanical flight it wa nece ary to have a model which would keep
in tbe air for at any rate a long r period than the e, and move more
teadily. Uubber twi ·t d in the way that I enn,ud u d it will practically give about 300 foot-pound to a p und of w ight, and at lea t a
nm b mu t be allowed for the weight of the frame on which the rubber
i trained. Twenty pound,' of rubber and frame, then, would give
3 000 foot-pound , or 1 hor' pow r for 1 'than ix econd . A steam
engine having apparatu for CO]l(leu ing it team, weighing in all 10
p nnd and ·arr ing 10 pound of fuel, would po e in this fuel,
upp ·ing tllat but one-t nth of it theoretical capacity i utilized,
rn ny h u and tim
th p wer of an equal weight of rubber, or at
1 .- 1 hor p w r for ;ome hour . Provided the ·team could be cond n · d ancl b wat r r u · cl, then the advautage of the team over
b , pring m or wa euormou even in a model constructed only for
h pur1 · f tud . But the on truction of a team-driven aeror m wa' too formidable a ta 'k to be uudertak n lightly, and I examin
tb
apacitie of ·onden ed air, carbonic-acid ga , of variou
PI li 'c • n f le ·tricity, whether in the primary or storage battery,
f
ater ngin , of inertia motor , of the ga engine, and of ·till
r mat rial. 'IL ga engine promi.-ed be t of all in theory, but it
t le eloped in a suitable form. The team engine, a being
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an apparently familiar construction, promised best in practice, but in
taking it up, I, to my cost, learned that in the special application to be
made of it, little was real1y familiar and everything had to be learned
by experiment. I had myself no previous knowledge of steam engineering, nor any assistants other than the very capable workmen
employed. I well remember my difficuWes over the first aerodrome
(No. 0), when everything, not only the engine, but the boilers which
were to supply it, the furnaces which were to heat it, the propellers
which were to advance it, the hull which was to hold all these-were
all things to be originated, in a construction which, as far as I knew,
had never yet been undertaken by anyone.
It was necessary to make a oeginning, however, and a compound
engine was planned which, when completed, weighed about 4 pounds,
and which could develop rather over a horsepower with 60 pounds of
steam, which it was expected could be furnished by a series of tubular
boilers arranged in "bee-hive" form and the whole was to be contained
in a hull about 5 feet in length and 10 inches in diameter. This hull
was, as in the construction of a ship, to carry all adjuncts. In front of
it projected a steel rod, or bowRprit, about its own length, and one still
longer behind. The engines rotated two propellers, each about 30
inches in diameter, which were on the end of long shafts disposed at
mi acute angle to each other and actuated by a single gear driven from
the engine. A single pair of large wings contained about 50 square
feet, and a smaller one in the rear about half as much, or in all some
75 feet, of sustaining surface, for a weight which it was expected would
not exceed 25 pounds.
Although this aerodrome was in every way a disappointment, its
failtuP, taught a great many useful lessons. It had been built on the
large scale described, with very little knowledge of how it was to be
launched into the air, but the construction developed the fact that it
was not likely to be launched at all, since there was a constant gain in
weight over the estimate at each step, and when the boilers were completed it was found that they gave less than one-half the necessary
steam, owing chiefly to the inability to keep up a proper fire. The
wings yielded so as to be entirely deformed under a slight pressure of
the air, and it was impossible to make them stronger without making
them heavier, where the weight, was already prohibitory. The engines
could not transmit even what feeble power they furnished, without
dangerous tremor in the Jong shafts, and there were other difficulties.
When the whole approached completion, it was found to weigh nearer
50 pounds than 25, to develop only abo_u t one-half the estimated horsepower at the brake, to be radically weak in construction, owing to the
yielding of the bull, and to be, in short, clearly a hopeless case.
'l'he first steam-driven aerodrome had, then, proved a failure, and I
reverted during the remainder of the year to simpler plans, among them
one of an elementary gasoline engine.
l may mention that I was favorcq with an invitation from Mr. Maxim
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to see his great flying machine at Bexley, in Kent, where I was greatly
impressed with the engineering skill shown in its construction, but I
found the general design incompatible with the conclusions that I bad
reached by experiments with small model8, particularly as to what
seemed to me advisable in the carrying of the center of gravity as high
as was possible with safety.
In 1892 another aerodrome (No. 1), which was to be used with carbonic acid gas, or with compressed air, was commenced. The ~eight
of this aerodrome was a little over 4½ pounds, and the area of tlie
supporting surfaces 6½ square feet. The engines developed but a
small fraction of a horsepower, and they were able to give a dead lift
of only about one-tenth of the weight of the aerodrome, giving relatively less power to weight than that obtained in the large aerodrome
already condemned.
Toward the close of this year was taken up the more careful study of
the position of the center of gravity with reference to the line of thrust
from the propellers, and to the center of pressure. The center of gravity was carried as higL as was consistent with safety, the prope1lers
being placed so high, with reference to the supporting wing , that the
intake of air was partly from above and partly from below th e latter.
The lifting power (i. e., the dead lift) of the aerodrome wa det 1·mined
in the shop by a very useful contrivance which I hav alled th "pendulum," which consist of a large pendnlum whi ·h re t on kni.C <lges,
but is prolonged above tlle point of support, aud count rbalanc d o
ar the lower
a to pre eut a condition of indifferent equilibrium.
end of this pendulum the aerodrome is u pended, and wh n pow r is
applied to it, tlle reaction of the propell r lift th pendulum through
a certain angle. If th line of thru t pas e through the c uter of
gravity, it will be een that the ine of thi angle will be tll fra ·tion
·or the w i ·ht lifted, and thu the d ad-lift pow r of the erwines
b com
known.
noth r aerodrome wa built, but both, however
011 tn1 t d, were h01 n by thi pendulum te t to have in ufficient
I w r, all(l th year lo. :,(1 with di, appointment.
rodr me o. 3 wa of tronger and better con truction, and the
pror ell r , hi h b fi re thi had been mount d on hafts inclined to
a h o b r in c Y-lik form, were r placed by para11el ne . Boilers of
th ' ri 1
p (the ti , omr
1 f ub of nearly apillary ction)
w r
1 rim nt d with a gr at co t of labor and no re ult ; and they
r r pl; · 1 i h c il boil r .
or the, e introduc d, in pril, 1 93,
ifi , i n f th , lopil bla t, which enormou ly incr a ed the
· i i
w r f t h fuel (which wa then ·till alcohol), and with
fi r he fir tim the boiler. b gan t o-iv team euou h for
th d
n ery diffi ult to introduce force pump which
ly n the mall . cale involved, and aft r many
i h their u e by other devi e , tlle acquisition of
pump a found to be ne e 'Sary in pite of its
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weight, but was only secured after long experiment. It may be added
that all the aerodromes from the very nature of their construction were
wasteful of heat, the industrial efficiency little exceeding half of 1 per
cent, or from one-tenth to oue-twentieth that of a stationary engine
constru.cted under favorable conditions. This last aerodome lifted
nearly 30 per cent of its weight upon the pendulum, which implied that
it could lift much more than its weight when running on a horizontal
track, and its engines were capable of running its 50-centimeter propellers at something over 700 turns per minute. There was, however,
so much that was unsatisfactory about it, that it was deemed best to
proceed to another construction before an actual trial was made in the
field, and a new aerodr9me, designated as No. 4, was begun. This last
was an attempt, guided by the weary experience of preceding failures,
to construct one whose engines should run at a much higher pressure
than heretofore, and be much more economical in weight. The experiments with the Serpolet boilers having been diEcontinued, the boiler
was made with a continuous helix of copper tubing, which, as first
employed, was about three millimeters internal diameter; and it may
be here observed that a great deal of time was subsequently lost in
attempts to construct a more advantageous form of boiler for the actual
purposes than this simple one, whicb, with a lar.ger coil tube, eventually
proved to be the best; so that later cons~ructions have gone back to
thi s earlier type. .A great deal of time was lost in these experiments
from my own unfamiliarity with steam engineering, but it m~ also be
aid that there was little help either from books or from counsel, for
everything- was here Rui geueri s, and had to be worked out from the
beginni11g. In the construction which had been reached by the middle
of the third year of experiment, and which ·has not been greatly differed
from since, the boiler was composed of a coil of copper-in the shape of
a hollow helix, through the center of which the blast from the mlopile
was driven, th e steam and water passing into a vessel I called the
"separator," whence the steam was led into the engines at a pressure
of from 70 to 100 pounds (a pressure which bas since been considerably
exceeded).
From the very commencement of tllis long investigation the great
difficulty was in keepin g down tlle weight, for any of the aerodromes
could probably have flown bad they been built light enough, and in
evny ca ·e before the construction was completed the weight had so
increased beyond the estimate, that the aerodrome was too heavy to
fly, and nothing but the most persistent resolution kept me in continuing attempts to reduce it after further reduction seemed impossible.
Toward the close of the year (1893) I had, however, finally obtained an
aerodrome with mechani cal power, as it seemed to rue, to fly, and I procurerl, after much t hought a to where this flight should take place, a
small hou e boat,, to be moored somewhere in the Potomac; but the
vfoinity of Wasbingto11 wa out of the question , and no desirable place
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was found nearer than 30 miles below the city. It was because it was
known that the aerodrome might have to be set off in the face of a
wind, which might blow in any direction, and because it evidently was
at :first desirable that it should light in the water rather than on the
land, that the house boat was selected as the place for the launch.
The aerodrome (No. 4) weighed between 9 and 10 pounds, and lifted 40
per cent of this on the pendulum with 60 pounds of steam pressure, a
much more considerable amount than was. theoretically necessary for
horizontal flight. .And now the construction of a launching apparatu ,
dismissed for some years, was resumed. Neady every form seemed to
have been experimented with unsuccessfully in the smaller aerodromes.
Most of the difficulties were connected with th.e fact that it is necessary for an aerodrome, as it is for a oaring bird, to have a certain considerable initial velocity before it can aclvantageou ly u e its own
mechanism for flight, and the difficulties of imparting tlli initial
velocity with safety are surprisingly great, and in the open air are
beyond all anticipation.
Here, then, commences another long story of delay and di , appointment in these efforts to obtain a sncce, sf ul launch. ~ro conv t the
reader an idea of it difficultie a few extract' from th' diary of th
period are given. (It will be remember d that a ·h att mpt inv lv d
a journey of 30 mile each way.)
November 18, 1 93. Having gone down to tlle hou, e boat, pre1 aratory to tb'e :fir t launch, in which th aerodrome wa · to be ca t from a
pringiug piece beneath, it wa, found impos. ible to hold it in plac ou
tLi before launching without it bei1JO' prematur ly torn from it upport, although there wa no wind e. cept a moderate br eze; and the
party returned after a day' fruitle,., effort.
Two day later a r lati e calm occurred in the afternoon of a second
vi it when the aerodrom wa mounted again, bnt, thougl1 the wind was
almo t imper ptibl . it wa uflicieut to wrench it about o that at tir t
11 tl1ing oul<l. be do11
and wh n team wa gotten up the burniug alcohol bl w about o a to eriou ·l injure th inflammable part·. Fiually,
h n in , b iug und r full . team the launch was attempted, but,
owin J' t the diffi nlti , lluded t and to a failure in the con, truction
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gentle intermittent breeze (probably not more than 3 or 4 miles an
hour) was sufficient to make it impossible even to prepare to drop the
aerodrome toward the water with safety.
It is difficult to give an idea in few words of the nature of the
trouble, but unless one stands with the machine in the open air he can
form no conception of .what the difficulties are, which are peculiar to
practice in the open, and which do not present themselves to the constructor in the shop, nor probably to the mind of the reader.
December 1, another failure; December 7, another; December 11,
another; December 20, another; December 21, another. These do not all
involve a separate journey, but five separate trips were made of a round
distance of 60 miles each before the close of the season. It may be
remembered that these attempts were in a site far from the conveniences
of the workshop and under circumstances which took up a good deal
of time, for some hours were spent on mounting the aerodrome on each
occasion, and the year closed without a single cast of it into the air.
It was not known how it would have behaved there, for there had not
been a launch even in nine trials. each one representing an amount of
trouble and difficulty which this narrative gives no adequate idea of.
I pass over a long period of subsequent baffled effort, with the statement that numerous devices for launching were tried in vain and that
nearly a year passed before one was effected.
Six trips and trials were made in the first six months of 1894 without securing a launch. On the 24th of October a new launching piece
was tried for the first time, which embodied all the requisites whose
necessity was taught by previous experience, and, saving occasional
accideuts, the launching was from this time forward accomplished with
co~paratively little difficulty.
The aerodromes were now for the first time put fairly in the air, and
a new class of difficulties arose, due to a cause which was at first
obscure-for two successive launches of the same aerodrome, under
conditions as near alike as possible, would be followed by entirely different results. For example, in the first ca8e it might be found rushing,. not falling, forward and downward into the water under the
impulse of its own engines; in the second case, with every condition
from observation apparently the same, it might be found soaring upward
until its wings made au angle of 60 degrees with the horizon, and,
unable to sustain itself at such a slope, sliding backward into the
water.
After much embarrassment the trouble was discovered to be due to
the fact that the wings, though originally set at precisely the same
angle in the two cases, were irregularly deflected by the upward pressure of the air, so that they no longer bad the :·orm which they appeared
to possess but a moment before they were upborne by it, and so that a
very minute difference, too small to be certainly noted, exaggerated by
thls pressure, might cause the wind of ~dvance to strike either below
SM 97--12
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or above the wing and to produce the salient difference alluded to.
When this was noticed all aerodromes were inverted, and sand was
dredged uniformly over the wings until its weight represented that of
the machine. The :flexure of the wings under those .circumstances
must be nearly that in free air, and it was found to distort them beyond
all anticipation. Here commences another serie!, of trials, in which the
wings were strengthened in various ways, but in none of which, without incurring a prohibitive weight, was it possible to make them strong
enough. Various metllods of guying them were tried, and they were
rebuilt on different designs-a slow and expensive process. Finally, it
may be said, in anticipation (and largely through the skill of Mr. Reed,
the foreman of the work), the wings were rendered strong enough without excessive weight, but a year or more passed in these and other
experiments.
In the latter part of 1894 two steel aerodromes bad already been
built, which sustained from 40 to 50 per cent of their dead-lift weight
on the pendulum, and each of which was apparently supplied with
much more than sufficient power for horizontal flight (the engine and
a1J the moving parts furnishing over one hor epower at the brake
weighed in one of these but 26 ounces); but it may be remarked that
the boilers and engines in lifting this per cent of the weight did o
only at the best performance iu the shop, and that nothing like tlii
could be counted upon for regular performance in the open. Every
experiment with the launch, when the aerodrome descended into tlrn
water, 11ot gently, but impelled by the misdirected power of it own
engines, resulted at tbi tage in severe trains and local injury, o that
repairiug, which wa almo t rebuilding, constantly went on; a bard but
neces ary condition attendant on the neces ity of trial in the free air.
It wa gradually found tbat it was indispen able to make the frame
tronger than bad hitherto been done, though the ab olute limit of
trengtb con i tent with w ight eemed to J1ave been already reached,
and the ear 189- wa chi fly devoted to the labor on the wing and
what ·eemed at fir t the hopele ta k of improving the con truction
o hat it mi ht be tr nger without additional weight, when every
o-ram of weight bad a1ready be n crupulou ly economized. With
thi w nt on attemp to arry the effective power of tbe burner ,
b i1 r. , and ugine forth r, and modification of tbe internal arrangem n and a eneral di p ition of the part nch that the wings could
P- la · d fur h r forwar 1 or ba kward a.t plea ure, to more readily
m , th ondition n
ary for bringing the center of gravity under
tb c n r f pr ur .
o little bad even now been learned about the
, · t m of balancing in th open air that a.t thi late day recour e wa
, , in h
t ru ber rn d 1 of a diffi ren character, however, from
pr Yi u 1 u d; for in he latter the rubb r Wcl train d, not
cl. Th e x1 rim nt. took up an inordinate time, though the
b in fr I h m d 1 tbu made wa omewbat longer and
11at obtain d with the Penaud form, and from
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tbem a good deal of valuable information was gained as to the number
and position of the wings and as to the effectiveness of different forms
and dispositions of them. By the middle of the year a launch took
place with a brief flight, where the aerodrome shot down into the
water after a little over 50 yards. It was immediately followed by one
in which the same aerodrome rose at a considerable incline and fell
backward with scarcely any advance after sustaining itself ratber less
than 10 seconds, and these and subsequent attempts showed that the
problem of disposing of the wings so that they would not yield and of_
obtaining a proper "balance" was not yet solved.
Briefly it may be said that the year 1895 gave small results for the
labor with which it was filled, and that at its close the outlook for
further substantial improvement seemed to be almost hopeless, but it
was at this time that final success was drawing near. Shortly after its
close I became convinced that substantial rigidity had been secqred for
the wings; that the frame bad heen made stronger without prohibitive
weight, and that a degree of accuracy in the balance bad been obtained
which liad not been hoped for. Still there bad been such a long succession of disasters and accidents in the launching that hope was low
when success finally came.
I have not spoken here of the aid which I received from others, and
particularly from Dr. Carl Barus and Mr. J.E. Watkins, who have been
at different times associated with me in the work. Mr. R. L. Reed's
mechanical skill has helped me everywhere_,and the lightness and efficiency of the engines are in a large part due to Mr. L. C. Maltby.
THE AERODROMES IN FLIGHT. 1

The successful flights of Dr. Langley's aerodrome were witnessed by
Dr. Bell, and described by him as follows: 2
"Through the courtesy of Dr. S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, I have bad, 011 various occasions, the privilege of
witnessing bis experiments with aerodromes, and especially the remarkable success attained by him in experiments made upon the Potomac
River on Wednesday, May 6, 1896, which led me to urge him to make
public some of tbese results.
"I had the pleasure of witnessing the successful flight of some of
the e aerodromes more than a year ago, but Dr. Langley's reluctance to
make tbe results public at that time prevented me from asking him, as
I have done since, to let me give an account of what 1 saw.
"On tbe date named two ascensions were made by the aerodrome, or
so-called 'flying machine,' which I will not describe here further than to
say that it appeared to me to be built almost entirely of metal, arnl
driven by a steam engine which I have understood was carrying fuel
and a water supply for a very brief period, and which was of extraordinary lightness.
"The absolute weight of the aerodrome, including that of the engine
and all appurtenances, was, as I was told, about 15 pounds, and tht..
i The following descript ions follow Dr. Langley's article in The Aeron autical
Annual, 1897.
2
Nature, London, May 28, 1896.
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distance from tip to tip of the supportin g surfaces was, as I observed,
about 12 or 14 feet. The method of propulsion was by aerial screw
propellers, and there was no gas or other aid for lifting it in the air
except its own internal energy.
''On the occasion referred to, the aerodrome, at a given signal,
started from a platform about 20 feet above t,he water, and rose at first
directly in the face of the wind, moving at all times with remarkable
steadiness, and subsequently swinging around in large curves of, perhaps, a hundred yards in diameter, and contin ual1y ascending until its
steam was exhausted, when, at a ]apse of about a minute and a half,
and at a height which I judged to be between 80 and 100 feet in the
air, the wheels ceased turning, and the machine, deprived of the aid of
its propellers, to my surprise did not fall, but settled down so softly
an<l gently that it touched the water without the least shock, and was
in fact immediately ready for another trial.
"In the second trial, which followed directly, it repeated in nearly
every respect the actions of the :first, except that the direction of its
course was difttrent. It ascended again iu the face of the wind, afterwards moving steadily and continually in large curves accompanied
with a rising motion and a lateral advance. Its motion was, in fact,
so steady, that I think a glass of water on its surface would have
remained unspilled. When the steam gave out agaiu, it repeated for a
second time the experience of the first trial when the steam had cea ed,
and settled gently and easHy down. What height it reached at this
trial I can not say, as I was not so favorably placed a in tbe first; but
I bad occasion to notice that this time its course took it over a wooded
promoutory, a11d I was relieved of Home appreben ion in , eein°· that it
was already so high a to pa. the tree tops by 20 or :30 feet. It reached
tbe water one minute and thirty-one econd from the time it started,
at a mea ured di~ tance of over 900 feet from the point at which it ro e.
"This, however, was by no meau the length of its flight. I estimated from the diameter of the curve de cl'ibed, from the uumber of
turns of the propeller as given by the automatic counter, after due
allowance for • lip, and from other mea ure , tl1at the actual length of
flight on each occa ion was slightly over 3,000 feet. It i at lea t safe
to ay that each e. ce d cl half an Engli h mile.
"From the time and di t, nee it will be noticed tlrnt tlle velocity was
b tween 20 and 25 mile an hour, in a cour e which was taking it on"tan tly 'up hill.' I may add that on a pr viou occa ion I have een a
far high r velocity attained by the ame aerodrome when its cour e
wa hori.l n ta1.
' ha no d' ire to enter into detail further than I have done, but I
•, n not ut add that it em to m that no oue who wa, pre ent on
tbi: int r .-ting ·, ·ion could have faile<l to recognize that the practic bility f m ·ha11i ·al flight had be n demon trated.
"ALE ANDER

RAH.A.

r

BELL.'

fay exp riment. I r. Langley w nt abroad for
11 <1 ,,1 r ·
nd r ·r a i n, aud in h autumn, aft r bi retul'll, further
. ·1 ,J'im nt,• w r tri cl. On h 2 th of ovemb r a flight wa. made
w11i ·h wa: mor ' h n thr -q n, rter ot a mile in len th, the time occupi ,1
in,. Jr ·i.- ly one miuut and thr e-quarter . fr. rank G .
• q ,nt r wa. a fortunat witn
f thi. th Ion()' t flio-ht v r made,
an l wi 1J J r. Lanrrl
appro al h , rot a letailed a count of it for
th• Ya. hi11rrt n .'tar of I
mb r L. 1 06. Hii;: arti ·lei. int ,re ting
ml.
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NO. 5 (1896).

· Dr. Langley has two successful aerodromes, No. 5 and No. 6; the
former made the flights of May 6 and the latter that of November 28.
The Plate gives scale drawings of No. 5. The weight of this, with fuel
and water sufficient for the flights· described, is about 30 pounds. The
weight of the engine and boiler together is about 7 pounds. The power
of the engine under full steam is rather more than 1 horsepower.
There are two cylinders, each having a diameter of 1¼ inches. The
piston stroke is 2 inches. The two screws are 39 inches from tip to tip,
and are made to revolve in opposite directions; the pitch is 1¼; they
are connected to the engines by bevel. gears most carefully made; the
shafts and gears are so arranged that the synchronous movement of
the two screws is secured. The boiler is a coil of copper tubing; the
diameter of the coil externally is 3 inches; the diameter of the tubing
externally is three-eighths of an inch; the pressure of steam when the
aerdrome is in flight varies from 110 to 150 pounds to the square inch.
The fl'ame is produced by the relopile, which is a modification of the
naphtha "blow torch" used by plumbers; the heat of this flame is
about 2,000° F. Four pounds of water are carried at starting, and
, about 10 ounces of naphtha. In action the boiler evaporates about 1
pound of water per minute. Flights could be greatly lengthened by .
adding a condenser and using the water over and over again, but, as
Dr. Langley says, the time fo_r that will come later.

ON SOARING FLIGHT.

By E.

c_. Hu FF AKER.

With an introduction by S. P.

LANGLEY,

INTRODUCTION.

It is generally known that birds sustain themselves in the air in two
distinct ways:
·
First. By the direct exercise of mechanical power, as in a large clas·s
)f birds that flap their wings. Although the exact motions and power
Jf the wing have not yet been studied exhaustively, there is nothing
in this method of support, considered as a mechanical contrivance, in
apparent contradiction to known principles.
Second. Another and important class of birds, including the largest,
can fly without tlapi.i ing the •wings, and are able to glide over the landscape (sometimes from horizon to horizon), on nearly motionless pinions,
in a manner and with an effect .which is not easily explained on known
mechanical principles, and which is in striking contrast with the labored
way of other birds. This manner, which has never yet been completely
accounted for, and which is called '' soaring flight," forms the special
subject of the following article.
In this latter case the bird is in some way held up, as though by an
invisible band, upon the thin and yielding air, on which it seems to
float almost like a ship, although its specific gravity is nearly a thousand times as great as that of the air, far greater, in proportion, than
that of a ship of solid lead or gold would be to water.
There is no obvious explanation of this soaring flight, nor has any
yet been offered which is not open to some objection. Passing by the
childish idea of the _support being derived from ·the lightness of the
birds' hollow bones, or quills, we find ourselves restricted to a very
few hypotheses indeed.
Perhap the first of these is that the bird is everywhere upborne by
invisible ascending currents. Without in any way denying that such
currents exist or that the bird may frequently utilize them, it seems
almo ' t uperfluous to enter upon a refutation of the idea that these are
universally present, even if we allow that they can have ascensional
force sufficiently to sustain such masses in the air. "What goes up
183
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must come down," and there must be areas where tbe currents are
descending to supply the void. But perhaps a better answer lies in
the citation of the simple and most familiar fact of observation; that
the great soaring birds (which a_re chiefly of the vulture class) are
found uniformly suspended, frequently in large numbers, above the
carrion or other object of their interest, wherever it lies, audit is too
grotesque a supposition that an ascending current capable of sustaining them should always emanate from such a source. The hypothesis
of such ascending currents is not, then, irrational as a partial explanation, but wholly insufficient as a complete one.
The next which arises, and which to au observer untrained in mechanics seems extremely plausible, is that the wind holds the bird up as it
bears up a kite. The sight, familiar from childhood, of kites sustained
at great heights in the air without any power emanating from themselves is perhaps responsible largely for this delusion; for it is one to
suppose that the bird, not upheld by any string, visible or invisible,
actual or virtual, can su ' taiu itself in a wind, at lea t if the wind be
what it has until lately been treated as being, a nearly homogeneous
moving ma s of air, with occasional little eddie or disturbances which
do not affect its fundamental quality of a current flowing altogether,
like a river or a tide.
It i absolutely contradictory to mechanical principles, however, that
iu uch a uniformly moving ma ' of air a kite or any other body without internal power or exterual support, or any bird on l'igidly extended
pinion , can ustain it elf except momentarily, any more than in an
ab olute calm. The fact, however, that the oaring birds very rarely
ind ed perform their pecial evolution except in a wind, and do have
to re ort to flapping their wings in a calm, i o obvious that many
writer have tried to per uade them elve tbat in some way or otber
w 11-known law can be evaded, and that the bird can continuou ly
,oar fo uch a wind by a power derived in ome way from it. I think
it . uverflnou · to do h re more than repeat that such action i mechani ·aJJ impo ibl .
xt it i indeed tru that if there be two wind , or two strata of a
wind mo ino- at cliff rent velocitie ·, it i in thi , ca e m chani ally po :ibl . hat tb volution can be performed, and thi Lord Rayleigh ha
r hough thi i a true cau e a far as it goes, it eems
ary to ay tha it can account but for a very limited porual ph n m na.
~. n h r h I oth ·i · in accord with mechani al principle , and by
which h w rl f. npporting the bird can be cl rived from the wind in
hi ·hi m e , ba: be ~n put forth by the writer, after a tudy of the
in rn· 1 m v m nt of th wind, which lie ha hown by much experim u
r in· m1 arably mor complex than had been uppo, d before
~ t•u in had b n brouo-h to them; mo em nt. whose po ible ffect
d in tlti untechnical article, by ayin °· tliat if, e c uld
ould not appear a mo th-flowing tide like the ulf
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Stream, but rather seem broken into infinitely varied internal 1 movements like the rapids below Niagara, some of which are often opposed
to the movement of the main current which bears them on, and by
means of which internal movements it is quite possible in theory that
work may be done sufficient to bear a vessel against the main current
itself.
·
The attention of the reader who is interested in the matter may be
again called to the fact that the present writer does not conceive this
to be the sole sufficient cause, in the sense that the bird uses it to the
rejection of aid from ascending currents and the like, where they
present themselves; but while there is no doubt that the wind's internal
horizontal movements are often alone sufficient to sustain a bird, H is
difficult to believe that this cause can account for all the flights we see
performed, either at great altitudes, where we must suppose the wind
relatively uniform, or in wind of such a small velocity that it is bard to
suppose that the bird can support its weight with as little work as
would then be furnished by the still smaller variations.
It is indeed possible that as we further study that most marvelous
structure, the bird's wing, we may :find it capable of utilizing power
latent in these internal movemen·t s of the wind, in a different way than
we now fully understand, and in a degree greater than now seems
possible. It remains, nevertheless, true that this hypothesis ( of the
internal work of the wind), the last which seems to offer itself, is, if
trustworthy in theory and able to account for much of what we see,
yet apparently insufficient in some instances of the kind we have just
noted.
We seem, then, to have exhausted every suggestion, and yet the
soaring bird still soars, and remains sustained in midair almost without an effort, as anyone may see in the regions it frequents. Under
these circumstances we may feel justified in receiving at least with considerate examination, a new hypothesis which does not necessarily
violate any mechanical principle, and which, though it may at :first
have a certain artificial appearance, seems not unsupported by some
facts of observati9n.
Its author, Mr. Huffaker, is one of the mo1:it acute observers of this
class of phenomena whom I have known, and I put trust in the good
faith with which he reports his observations, and in the conscientious
care with which be has made them. What he has to say about bis
actual observations is at any rate, then, worth the attention of those
intere ted in the subject. I do not make myself responsible for the
validity of his suggested hypothesis, but it seems to me novel, not in
contradiction of any meehanical principle, and deserving of consideration, if only becau e it appears to apply to some cases where every
other seems to have failed.
S. P. LANGLEY,
MITITSONI.A.N INS'l'ITUTION, January, 1898.
!
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ON SOARING !<.,LIGHT.
HYPOTHESIS OF UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM IN THE LOWER
ATMOSPHERE.

I wish to offer an explanation of some of the seemingly inexplicable
phenomena referred to by Mr. Langley in his introduction to this paper
under the name of soaring flight, by which term may be included all
sustained flight which is accomplished without flapping. · This is the
characteristic flight of the eagles, hawks, vultures, albatrosses, and the
frjgate bird, which may dai1y be seen sweeping through the ajr on
nearly motionless wings, making long· journeys, ascending to great
heights, and in some undiscovered way keeping aloft in apparent defiance of the laws of gravity, for they so seldom flap their wings, and
move them so little, that the power visibly expended seems wholly inadequate to the purpose of keeping their heavy bodies, as it were, afloat
in a fluid so subtle and yielding as the air. No hypothesis has as yet
been suggested which offers a complete and satisfactory explanation of
the problem. The theory of the internal work of the wind, which in
the present state of our knowledge seems to offer the only solution of
the problem of flight in high wiuds, apparently fails to account for
soaring flight in very light winds, and the theory of ascending currents
as hitherto advocated, while offering a doubtful solution of flight in
light winds, fails completely to explain how the bird soars in high ones.
It does not seem to me likely that any single explanation can be
found which will adequately account for flight in both light and heavy
winds; by which I mean that we may be forced to recognize that one
method must be employed for light winds and another and totally different method for high winds. Our theories must be formed in accordance with fact ·, but I believe there are two important but not obvious
fact which have hitherto escaped observation and which I shall
endeavor to tabli h. The first is, as I have just said, that the bird
employ a distinctively different method for soaring in light winds
from that u ~ed in heavy one ; and the second, and the more important
, fact of the two, i that this method reposes on a widely acting cause,
whi ·h ba. ney r yet been connected with the ob ervations in· que tion.
fo redibl a it may eem to tho e who have been denied the opportunity for b ·erving the ·oaring bird , the tronger the wind blow~,
i hin rtain limit , th more readily can the bird penetrate it. Thus
th
adu bird an maintain a steady advance in a direct line into a
ind ha in°· a l ci y f O mile an hour, without flapping and with1 l
f 1 tiou, and thi it may continue to do indefinitely.
u h aracl xi ·al ·a
however have been con idered and explained
' r. an 1 yin hi tr ati eon the ' Iutemal work of the wind."
1, i h b
t p int ut he fact th t if the wind ·bav av locity of
r mi] · uh ur it lie , holly beyon l th power of th bird to
h wincl , t all in h mann r ju ·t d ribed.
hen he
- h, t i t
il
raigh ab ad-b in ariabJy
ud if L.
lo o wi l.J. ut flapping h mu t
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quickly and inevitably come to the ear-th, and though he may, and
sometimes does, soar continuously for hours in a wind whose velocity
does not exceed 4 miles an hour, and may do so without :flapping and
without apparent effort, he can accomplish this only in one ·way, by
frequently soaring in circles. Whenever he wishes either to maintain
his elevation or to increase it he must resort to circular or spiral flight,
by which maneuver he may rise to incredible heights; but whenever
he wishes to traverse the country in direct flight he is constrained to
do so by descending, the distance to which he may sail depending upon
the lieight to which he may previously have risen. In high winds, therefore, the bird need never soar in spirals, and indeed it seldom does;
whereas in light winds there is no other way in which it can remain
long in the air. Our task will therefore be an easier one if we recognize at the outset that there is a radical difference in the character
of flight in light and strong winds, and that nature does not demand
of us a single method of universal application. In presenting a new
hypothesis as a possible explanation of soaring flight in light winds, I
accordingly wish to state distinctly that it is applicable only to spiral
flight, and does not apply to direct flight in strong winds.
My hypothesis is based upon the fact, as I believe it to be, that when
the Sllrface of the earth is exposed to the heating influence of the sun
the normal condition of the lower atmosphere is one of unstable equilibrium; by which I mean that the rate of decrease in temperature in
.the lower strata is greater than 1 degree Fahrenheit for each 183 feet of
ascent, this being the rate of decrease when the atmosphere is in neutral equilibrium. This unstable equilibrium results from the viscosity
of the air and the diffusion of ga.~es, in consequence of which the warm
air near the surface of the earth does not readily penetrate the colder
strata above, and there is thus a tendency at all times toward an
accumulation of heat in the lower strata.
In order to fix our ideas we may consider a specific, if imaginary,
case, and suppose that on a clear, calm morning a large, level field, surrounded on all sides by woodlands, is exposed to _the influence of the
sun's rays; and further, that during the preceding night the condition
of the atmosphere has become one of stable equilibrium. As the air in
contact with the earth becomes heated it will tend to rise in sleuder
streams or bubbles from the irregularities of the surface, and being
lighter tban the encompassing colder air, it will be carried upward, the
velocity of its ascent and the height to which it will rise depending in
part upon it temperature and in part upon the resistances to be overcome, which are due partly to the displacement of the overlying masses
of the air and partly to friction. The frictional resistances, though
readily overcome where large volumes are involved, are greatly increased
when a mass of air is broken up into smaller masses, as seen in the
ca e of large and small bubbles of air rising through water. The
tendency of a mass of air to disintegration and diffusion when pene-
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trating strata in a state of stable equilibrium is very marked, as seen
in the spreading and disappearance of smoke from locomotives and
furnaces, which, though possessing a very high temperature, rises more
and more slowly as it becomeR diffused through the surrounding air.
The extent to which this diffusion is carried by nature we have no
means of ascertaining, but if it extends to the ultimate molecules of
the air the further rise of the heated air must be almost wholly checked.
The air, then, rising from innumerable points of the heated surface
of the field, is diffused through the overlying masses, whose temperature is thus slowly increased until a layer of constantly increasing
depth is brought to a condition of unstable equilibrium, while the air
above remains in the stable condition. The diffusion of a rising mass
of warm air will, I think, be very much less while passing through
strata whose equilibrium is unstable, for when the air is in the stable
condition it resists any force tending to displace it, and, if displaced
vertically in any manner, tends to return to its original position; whereas
with an unstable equilibrium, if the air is displaced vertically, its
tendency is to continue moving in whatever direction it may be going,
whether up or down, and the displaced air, instead of retarding the
moving mass, tends to move on with it, so that the mass tends all the
while to increase in volume, and, meeting with little resistance, Joses
little of its mass by diffusion. We are thus led to the singular conclusion that the rise of a mass of heated air fror;n the earth's surface is
most rapid while pas ing through the warmer stratum next the earth,
and that itis checked through diffusion on entering the colder air above.
As the accumulation of heat increases, the equilibrium will become
more and more unstable; bubbles and streams will rise with more violence, and will penetrate farther and farther into the cold air above
before being checked by diffusion, until at length the equilibrium will
be entirely de troyed, the cold air from the woodlands will press in on
all ide , winds will begin blowing in all directions, and the entire
ma of heated air will be drained away through ome forced opening
in the cold trata above. Cold air will take its place, and the whole
pr . will be repeated. The above rea oning, which is ba ed upon
th diffn ion and vi co ity of ga e , i univer ally•applicable under the
d ndition ; and if we were to con ider the ca, e of a hill slope
f a 1 laiu the g neral our e of the argument would be thQ
Th ·ondition of un ' tabl'e equilibrium, therefore, is the normal
u liti 11 wb r a. if the ten ion thu broue-ht bout reach the rec1uiit 1 o-r of int n 'ity there will re ult the abnormally un table ondi i n whi ·hit i b liev 1 by many m teorologi t give ri e to cy ·lone ,
hund r t rm ,, hite quall , and imilar occurrence . Below are
gi n
num r f qn tation b aring up n the qu . tion under di iu g uer 1 having reference to the abnormal condition ju t
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TURBANCES, AND 11HEIR RELA11 ION TO SO.ARING FLIGHT.

The following account of experiments to determine tbe permeability
of the air by vapor of water is taken from Espy's Report on Meteorology, 1849:
"I next took a glass tube about 2 feet long, with its internal diameter one-third of an inch, bent at one end into the form of a shepherd's
crook, and hermetically sealed at the short end. The open end was
plugged with chloride of calcium, the outer end of the calcium being
excluded from the atmosphere. A film of air touching the chloride of
calcium would be made perfectly free from vapor at one end of the tube;
at the other a film of air touching the water would be as near saturation as evaporation could make it; and at a temperature of 80 degrees
the pressure of the vapor at. one end of this tube was near half a pound
to the square inch, and at tbe other nothing at all. With the tube set
vertically, so that the vapor of water would reach the calcium chloride
plug by ascending, the evaporation a.t the end of three months, with a
daily temperature of about 70 degrees, amounted to but one-eighth of
an inch." From this and similar experiments Mr. Espy inferred, "contrary to the general belief of scientific men, that vapor permeates air
from a high to a low dew point with extreme slowness, if indeed, it permeates it at all; and in meteorology it will hereafter be known that
vapor rises into the regions where clouds are formed only by being carried up by currents of air containing it." Incidentally, the experiment
seems to prove that convection also took place very slowly; for the
result would have been the same whether the vapor reached the calcium
chloride by permeation or convection.
The following abstract is from an article on meterology in the New
American Cyclopoodia: "The explanation, or at least the approximate
cause of the fall of rain and of fitful winds, is found in the unstable
condition of tbe atmosphere produced by the introduction into the
lower strata of the vapor of water. This, with the accompanying beat,
tends to expand the air, and consequently to render it lighter; and
when the amount of vapor becomes sufficiently great the order of density is reversed and a state of tottering equilibrium is produced, the
lower stratum tends on the least disturbances to break through into
the colder."
The following statement is taken from Modern Meteorology, by Dr.
Frank Waldo: "Where the addition of heat takes place too rapidly
aud the gradient exceeds the theoretical value, then the condition of
unstable equilibrium ensues for a short time; such being the condition
which Reye and others have assigned to tornadoes and thunderstorms."
In Elementary Meteorology, he says: "The principal condition for
the formation of a tornado is the local unstable condition of the air,
due to the abuormal heating of a mass of air either at the earth's
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surface or at some locality above it. The mass of air, being warmer
than the surrounding air at the same level, is in unstable equilibrium,
and when some slight disturbance frees it from its abnormal position
it is forced upward by the pressure of the air below and around it."
"Heat thunderstorms are the result of the local heating of the lower
air, 1'"hich makes its condition unstable."
The same author, commenting on the great Paris storm of September
10, 1896, says: " We know that when air is compressed it becomes
warmer, ~nd when it is expanded it becomes cooler, even though no
heat be added or subtracted from the air mass. And the change, called
adiabatic change, proceeds according to a regular law. The air pressure, and consequently the air density, decreases with the increase of
altitude above the earth's surface, and so when air moves upward it
expands and becomes cooler, at the rate of about 1 degree Fahrenheit
for each 183 feet of ascent; and likewise it becomes warmer 1 degree
for each 183 feet of descent in cases where it moves downward.
"So, then, if the temperature of a mass of air decreases 1° Fahrenheit for each 183 feet of increase in altitude, then the air is said to be
in indifferent equilibrium, and any air carried upward or downward in
it will remain in its new position, because its adiabatic change of temperature has been just such as to allow the air so moved to accommodate itself to the temperature of the surroundillg air in its new position.
"If a mass of air decreases at a rate of less than 1° Fahrenheit for
each 183 feet of increase in altitude, then the air is in stable equilibrium,
and if any air is forced upward in it, it would gradually become denser
than the air at its level and would sink back again to its starting place
after the force which had caused it to move upward had ceased to act.
"If the mass of air decreases in temperature at a rate greater than
1° Fahrenheit for 183 feet of in.crease iu altitude, then it is in unstable
equilibrium, and if any of the a,ir is started upward or downward it
will continue so to move, as it will become lighter than the surrounding air with the upward, and heavier with the downward motion. It
i, on thi condition of unstable equflibrium that most squalls depend
for tbeir origin and in great part for their maintenance."
Dr. Bu ban, in the "Encyclopredia Britannica," says: '' Whirlwinds
o cur where for the time the air is unusually calm and moist, and
wb r
on equently temperature and humidity dimini h with heigbt
at an bnormally rapid rate. WhirlwindR and tornadoes have their
ri m rn
rtical di turbance of atmo pberic equilibrium."
he fi 11 win extract are from the writing of Dr. Ferrel, wno e
_ri
f c cl ne c nd tornadoe have per hap met with more general
It o than tho e of any other writer. Even Dr. Hann, who advo•t
iff r at heory of yclone , eem to ac ept hi theory of the
i rm< i n f tornadoe , whirlwind, , and simi1ar maller di turbance
in 11 ir:
b rincir I condition of a tornado i the un table condition of lie
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atmosphere, from which, with any very light disturbance, arises a
bursting up of the air of the lower strata of the atmosphere through
those above."
"The vertical circulation is the initial stage in the formation of a
tornado, and so the tornado can not originate without the condition of
unstable equilibrium which gives rise to a vertical circulation/'
"In very hot, dry climates, where there is a sandy soil, sand spouts
and whirlwinds are of frequent occurrence. The dry air of such climatei:;, especia11y over a sandy soil, is often in a state of unstable
equilibrium from the accumulation of heat on the earth's surface."
· "Small waterspouts observed on seas and lakes in clear, calm, and
hot weather usually arise from a state of unstable equilibrium in the
lower strata of the atmosphere."
Mirage is defined by the Century Dictionary as "An optical i11usion,
due to the excessive bending of the light rays in traversing adjacent
layers of air of widely different densities. * * * The heated earth
rarities the air in the lower strata faster than it can escape, so producing the mirage."
Professor Tait speaks of the mirage of the desert as formed by the
refraction in the bot layer of air near the sand.
Deschanel says: "Mirage is explained by the beating and consequent
rarefaction of the air in contact with the hot soil. The density within
a certain distance of the ground increases upward, and rays traversing
this portion are bent upward in accordance with the general rule that
the concavity must be t1uned toward the denser side."
Guyot says: "The mirage is most frequent in arid plains where the
soil, exposed to the burning rays of the sun, becomes intensely heated,
and in consequence the strata :near the ground are less dense than those
above."
There thus seems to be abunq.ant authority for the supposition that
the air not infrequently exists in the condition of unstable equilibrium.
And if the superheating of the lower strata of the air and the consequent unstable equilibrium which ensues is at times sufficient to produce thunderstorms, tornadoes, and mirages, it seems not unreasonable
to suppose t1rnt a similar condition of unstable equilibrium, less
intensified, may be of more frequent occurrence when the results are
not so manifest. We are thus confronted with a question of fact about
which recorded experiments give us but little information. We have
been told so often that heated air will rise that it seems somewhat
incredible to suppose that there are circumstances in which it will not
do so. Laboratory experiments can have but little value in this connection, as it is next to impossible to reproduce the conditions as they.
xi tin nature, nor have we the instruments for measuring with precision the small differences in temperature which suffice to produce
un table equilibrium within tbe walls of •a laboratory. The following
simple exp riment, however, appears to indicate that a layer of heated
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air rises with difficulty from a surface. Let a quantity of tobacco
smoke be gently exhaled upon the top of a table; instead of rising, as
it would do if free of the table, it will remain a surprisingly long time
as a dense layer upon the surface, like a fog upon a river, and perhaps
for the same reason. Still, the crucial test must be applied in tlie
open air, and I shall presently show that wheu such a test is applied
experiment seems to favor the theory here set forth. Instead of unstable equilibrium, unstable motion would perhaps be the more accurate
term, but the former will be used as sufficiently exact for our purpose.
My hypothesis is that when the air is in this condition of unstable
equilibrium the soaring bird, by the mere act of moving in circles, so
disturbs the equilibrium as to produce within the circle of its flight a
feeble ascending current of warm air, which grows in magnitude, slowly
. at :first but with increasing rapidity, through the pressure of outlying
masses of heavier air above, until it attains a sufficient force to bear
the bird up with it. Thus a natural chimney, which gradually enlarges,
is produced, through which the warm air over an extended area finds
the means of escape, the column thus formed often rising to a great
height. The heat of the sun is stored up in vast quantities in the
lower strata of the air on every warm day, and by tapping these natural reservoirs of energy the bird obtains all the power necessa.r y for
flight in light winds. The process of penetration and permeation in
slender streams must at all times be a slow one, and if the lower strata
receive heat from the sun and the earth more rapidly than it can in
this way be carried off, an accumulation of heat must result and a
correspondingly increased tension throughout the masses involved.
Sooner or later the lower air must burst through the overlying masses,
the violence of th e resulting disturbances depending upon the degree
of instability exi ting at the time of the upheaval. Under such conditions the bird by moving in circles either with or without :flapping
ea ily de troy the equilibrium and produces an ascending current
which it utilizes in a ceuding along a spiral course, by which means it
le p within the ascending column.
I arefully examined the records of temperature taken by aeronau ts
in be 11 n a cent , a well as those obtained by means of kites, and
th e record all go to how that the uormal condition of the atmos1 b r taken a a whole up to a height of several thou and feet is one
of t, ble quilibrium. But it i to be noted that these temperature,
ha
u ually been recorded at great altitude. and that a table condif h upper air i in nowi e incompatible with n. condition of
1
l quilibrium in tbe lower strata, in which th flight of tlle
bird: u ·u Uy begin .• On everal o ca ion I have found the outer air
iuc th al ov wa. written ~Ir. Eddy nncl his assi tants•have male some experiment in the lower atmo phere which how d that at the time th exp rimeut were
ma l th qmlibrinm was unstable up to an altitude of 1,500 fe t ancl mu ·h m re so
np t n. h i 17 ht f 4 f t. Tbu he av rag r t of ,lecrea e for 1,500 feet wa found
t
1° for 1 3 feet of a cent, while for 400 feet the aY rage was 1° for 67 t•et of
a nt.
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at the summit of the Washjngton Monument 7 degrees colder than
that at its base, 500 feet below, whereas neutral equilibrium would
have required but 2 degrees. The equilibrium vYa·s, therefore, unstable
aud continued so for more than half an hour. ·
EXPERIMEN1'S IN GENERA1'ING ASCENDING CURREN1'S.

•If the condition of unstable equilibrium is a possible one, and if the
normal condition of the air near the earth's surface on a warm day is
uustable the fact should be susceptible of verification, and I accordingly made a large number of experiments iu the open air, under the
conditions known to be favorable to soaring flight. On a warm day m
August. with light irregular winds and intervals of calms I tried the
effect of produciug artificial ascending currents by means of a fau;
reasoning that if the air was in a condition of unstable equilibrium I
should be able, with little difficulty, to generate a current which, once
started, might extend to a considerable height. These experiments
were made in the open park surrounding the Smithsonian Institution
building. In order to detect the presence of ascending currents I provided strancls of white China silk, 1 foot in length, pulled apart so that
they were as light almost as spider's webs and yet visible by irradiation in the sunlight at a considerable distance. Holding one of these
strands aloft in one hand, I fanned the air upward underneath it; then
liberating the strand I continued to toss the air beneath it until it was
well under way upward. When once started the silk would be borne
np to a height of 20, 30, 50, or 100 feet, and often to much greater
heights. In numerous instances the strands were carried upward
entirely out of sight, and in the bright sunlight they could be followed
to a height of 200 feet, as estimated by comparison with the height of
the adjacent towers of the Smithsonian fostitution building. I repeated
these experiments duriug the extremely hot days of September, 1897,
choosing those localities where the ground was level, and where there
were no buildings or trees near-by which might give rise to ascending
currents. I succeeded in sending the strands of silk upward almost as
often as I ma,de the attempt, and by changing the locality sought to
eliminate, as much a s possible, the probability that the stra,nd.s were
caught up by currents already in existence. Often a single stroke
of the fan sufficed to produce the necessary current, the silk rising
steadil y and often r apidly. When strands ceased to rise beyond a
h eight of some 25 or 30 feet, I could usually send them on again by
t o sing the air upward beneath them with the fan, and frequently when
falling they were sent upwar<l out of sight. Qn one occasion a strand lla(l
ri "en to a height of 75 feet, .and immediately afterwards a bit of thistle
down, which chanced to float horizontally to the spot where I stood,
t urned upward without help and followed the path of the silk, continuing upward until lost to view. The current produced thus appears to
have bad a certain degree of permanence. On col<l cloudy days uo
SM 97--13
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amount of effort would cause the strands to rise. It seems, therefore,
that very slight disturbances, such as the circling and flapping of the
bird might produce; are sufficient to produce ascending currents under
the conditions which observation shows to be favorable to flight.
THE CONDITIONS RENDERING SOARING FLIGH'l' POSSIBLE.

We are now in a position to turn to the soaring birds and inquire if
in the manner of their soaring or otherwise they furnish any evidence as
to the correctness of the hypothesis here set forth. And first we shall
consider the conditions of the atmosphere which. as observation shows,
render soaring flight possible.
Of recent years writers upon this subject have almost univeri;;ally
agreed that winds are necessary to flight. But notwithstanding this
widespread belief among scientific observers I venture to say t,h at while
winds may attain a velocity sufficient to furnish through their internal
movements all the energy necessary for sustained flight without flapping, the birds may yet soar perfectly when the winds are in themselves too feeble to support them, and that the condition of the atmosphere which gives rise to local winds-that is, an unstable condition of
the lower strata-is also the condition which renders soaring flight possible in the absence of strong winds. .A light wind on this view is
to be regarded not as a cause at all but as an effect, and we may, on this
view, at once dismiss the question as to the power which such a wind
may furnish, and look instead to the condition of the atmosphere which
gives rise to it for the explanation of th~ flight of the birds, whose a bility to soar eems to be so entirely independent of the strength of the
winds that they may occasionally be found , oaring in what appears to
be an ab olute calm. I have many times een the turkey buzzard
oaring in heltered localities when there was no indicatiou of any
wind whate er. Early one morning, while following the railroad up the
narrow valley of the French Broad River, uear the Warm Spring ,
. C., I aw a turkey buzzard fly from the western slope of a high
ridge and begin soarin°· in circle above a narrow unlit meadow upon
th bank of the river, alternately beating the air violently with it
win au l iling. Thi he contiuu d to do for the pace of perhaps
tw minute , aft r whi h he entir ly ·ea ed flapping, and ro e teadily
.. 1 n a piral path to ah ight f 300 feet, before sailing away along a
<lir
d
ndint!· cour · . On thi occa ion there wa uot the lightest
r a b f wind t b d te ·ted.
ot a blade of gra moved, not a
1 of orn, uot a 1 af upon th tr . I cam to th pot where the
bird h~
u . oariu hemmed in by high ridge and mountain , and
· ul 1 n wb r d te · , ny ign of motion in th air. 011 another occa ion
i n ·: d n f th
bird oar , ith ut flapping 30 feet above the
f · m c lar · in ' all y and '"' feet from w h r I to d on a
mb .. nkm nt while h ,•mok fr m om n icrhboring himn
· r i all aud no m tiou wh· t v ~r wa · t b d te tel in
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the trees immediately below. Again, I frightened one from its perch
upon a tree in the edge of a woodland upon the summit of a hill, at a
moment when no indication of a wind could be detected in the trees.
It at once began soaring, with less than a dozen beats of the wings,
circling round 30 feet overhead and slowly rising. I could easily multiply similar instances, in which the bird has been seen soaring in winds
so light as to be scarcely discernible aud under circumstances which
render it who11y improbable that any strong current of air could have
escaped detection.
On the other ha11d, I have, on numerous occasions, seen the birds
attempt soaring and fail, both singly and in companies, when light
winds were blowing steadily, especially on dark days and when the
earth ,v-as cold; nor do I remember at any time to have seen them soar
in light winds when the ground was frozen or covered with snow, nor
to have seen them attempt it.
Observation seems to show that the condition which renders soaring
flight possil)le in light winds is that the surface of the earth shall be
warmer than the air above it; and this, it will be seen, is the very coudition which gives rise to light,, local, irregular wii1ds. It is not surprising, then, that the birds should begin soaring with the rising of
the winds, nor that observers should have sought for an explanation of
their flight in the windH themselves. But it sometimes happens that
they begin soaring before ally winds can be detected, and as ·I have
endeavored to show, it is this condition of a cold atmosphere above a
warm surface resulting in an unstable equilibrium and not the prevalence of winds that makes soaring possible under these conditions.
Moreover, as this condition will ensue whenever the earth is exposed
to the heating influence of the sun's rays, and since, if it prevails at all
it must prevail over vast regions of the earth's surface, it will be seen
that it is neither an abnormal nor a local condition in those countries
where the birds are known to habitually soar. This, however, is the
condition requisite to flight in light winds only, for observation shows
that while the birds may usually soar in light winds, they may invariably do so in heavy winds. High winds, therefore, also furnish conditions rendering such flight possible.
But, as already pointed out, there is a marked difference in theh
manner of soaring under tliese different circumstances, and it will
accordingly be convenient to consider the subject under two divisionsspiral flight in light winds; direct flight in heavy winds-and to include
under the latter a supplementary discussion of flight in winds of moderate velocity.
SPIRAL FLIGHT IN LIGHT WIN-D S.

If when the winds a.re light a score of vultures, including turkey
buzzard and black vultures, be frightened from a carcass they will
immediately take wing, flying near the earth and :flapping vigorously.
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They will not, however, disperse, as a covey of partridges would do,
but will range back and forth, covering an area of perhaps from 5 to 10
acres of ground. Flapping flight will alternate with downward-gliding
flight, and whenever in gliding ·a vulture approaches the earth it will
be seen to rise again by turning upon a curve and flapping. Within a
yery few minutes the birds will be found ranging less widely, their
flight will become more circular, stragglers will be drawn in, and the
flock will unite into a more compact mass, covering perhaps an acre of
ground or less, and will move in circles varying from 40 to 200 feet in
diameter. Tt°1e entire flock will slowly rise to a height of from 100 t,o
200 feet, the amount of flapping becoming noticeably less. After reaching a certai11 altitude the flapping will entirely cease, somewhat suddenly, and after that, it matters not bow high they may rise, not, a
bird, as a rule, will flap again. After rising to a height of perhaps
600 to 1,000 feet they will simultaneously disperse in all directions, no
two birds keeping company, and all gliding downward in direct lines
toward the earth, the altitude gained enabling each bird to glide a
distance of a mile or more without effort of any kind.
Following the flight of auy one of the birds which have thus become
Ji persed it will be fouud to make its way toward any flock which it
I.llay see soaring. But if 11one is to be seen it will, on approaching the
earth, select a spot from which to rise again as before, but it will rarely
be een to flap its wings again. If other birds are in the neighborhood
they will join the 011e that is soaring aud all will rise together. The
spot elected may be a hillside, hilltop, valley, or plain, and the birds
will a cend with equal ease in any case, the selection of a spot from
whi ·h tori ·e being apparently a matter of indifference to tliem.. Given
the condition of a warm urface beneath them and they will quickly
begiu i-;oaring whe11 frightened from a carcass, usually driftrng with the
wind, which is here a urned to be light, and risiug within a very few
lnrndr •d feet of the pot; and thi ' tlley will do day after day, wherever
the <·area ' may b located. But oarin°· above a carca s forms but a
,'ma11 fractiou of their daily flight, by far the greater part of their time
b i1w 'P lit iu ,· arching for food; and ince they mu t be at all time
itll r ri in°· in cir ·1 · or de ceuding at the rate of from 1 to feet per
, ·011<1 it will b
e n that when th y have mounted to a lieio·ht of from
:i to O f t b yond whi h height tlie smaller vulture iu temperat ·lirnat ., l n t habi ually ri , it will take them but a few miuute
r ach th ar h again if th y ea et rnov in circ] . Their de cending fli1rl1 i,. n 'Uc11yin a dir tli11e, r in two or three broken line and
h .Y will c ntinu to <l ' C nd uutil withiu p rhap 200 r JOO fe t of the
c r h.
llowin
bat he rate f d ·ent i but .:., fi •t per econd a
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earth before attempting to rise, and yet with not more than thirty
seconds of time remaining he will select a spot and perhaps without a
siugle beat of the wings once more begin rising. Furthermore, his
object when near the earth is apparently to search for food, not to find
a spot from which be may rise; and ifat anytime be detects a carcass,
or fancies that one may be concealed beneath him, be will at that spot
tum upon a curve and begin an investigation, circling round and round
and meanwhile maintaining his elevation, so that the same maneuver
which enables liim to investigate the locality also enables him to remain
in the air. When we consider that he is under the necessity of-finding
a new locality from which to rise on an average of perhaps once in
every ten minutes during several successive hours, and that when he is
near the earth a suitable spot must be found quickly or he must resort
to flapping, and further, that be rarely finds it necessary to flap, it
seems clear that he must in some way be able to rise almost when and
where he will. How this is accomplished is easily explained upon the
l1ypothesis of rising currents artificially produced when the air is in a
8tate of unstable equilibrium, and as already stated it, seems impossible
to find a satisfactory explanation on any other hypothesis hitherto
advanced.
TENDENCY TO DRIFT INTO ASCENDING CURRENTS.

Early in tbe morning the fine sands of the M:odjave Desert rise in
slender columns to a height of 1,000 feet, being fed doubtless by the
stratum of heated air near the surface, aud we have here almost positive proof of unstable equilibrium Jong continued, the warm air flowing
underneath the cold air above in order to reach an ascending column,
for if the air near the surface were not warmer than neutral equilibrium
demanded it would not rise at all, and as it appears to rise only in
widely separated localities, as indicated by the columns of sand, at
other points the rate of decrease in temperature must be greater than
that which gives rise to neutral equilibrium; and yet the air does not
rise at those points. It is probable that similar currents of warm air
are constantly being formed in the warmer sections of the country, and
whenever an ascending current exists the surface winds in the vicinity
will be found blowing toward it. This aids to a fuller comprehension of
a difficulty which may seem to attach to the previous explanation-the
difficulty, that is, of explaining how the bird finds the ascending currents. Let us suppose that on a warm day, when light, local, irregular
wind are succeeded by intervals of calm, on an extended plain, a
1mmber of vultures or a pair of hawks be frightened into the air. Tlley
will soon be found soaring near the spot from which they took wing
and often flapping vigorously. If there be a wind they will drift with
it as they soar, and as an local winds in general blow toward a rising
column of air the birds in soaring will drift toward tbe rising column,
and if it be not too far distant will drift into it, and the difficulty of
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explaining how the bird fiuds an ascending current is in a measure
overcome. Let us now a1Jply this hypothesis to a special case, representing the typical flight of the large squirrel hawks in light local
winds. On a clear, calm morning I once frightened two of these hawks
from their perches on a dead tree in a level field of perhaps 20 acres in
extent. They at once flew away, alternately :flapping and sailing, and
making no effort to keep together. At times they were on opposite
sides of the field, each pursuing its own course, while ranging back and
forth. After numerous preliminary attempts the two at length began
soaring steadily at a distance apart of several hundred feet. While
still circling, and witlrnut further :flapping, the two gradually approached
until the circles of their flight, which had a diameter of perhaps 75 feet,
coincided. (One will watch in vain to see these hawks rise to any great
height along separated spirals.) After this their :flight was steadily
upward until they bad attained a height so great that they seemed
but gray specks against the blue sky. At length they ceased circling
and sailed away along separate courses. If we assume that over some
spot a strong, steady current was ascending, fed from the · stratum of
warm air near the earth, and that from all quarters it was slowly being
drawn into it, at an average velocity of 2 feet per second, then a period
of eight minutes would have sufficed to draw the birds into the current from a distance of 1,000 feet. It might seem, therefore, that upon
this hypothesis we have arrived at a full and satisfactory explanation
of soaring flight in light winds. But such is very far from being the
case, for while the supposed <l.rifting of tbe birds into ascending curre11ts doubtless accounts for many of the phenomena of :flight, it leaves
other wholly unexplained, for while we know but little in regard to
a. cending currents, either a to their number, dirnen ions, or duration,
it i yet certain that they must be limited in al~ these respects, and
over extended plains the element of chance must be an important
factor in their location. Uuder such circumstances we can not suppo ·e
that a ending ·urrents of lar 0 ·e magnitude are to he looked for over
any gi n pot where vulture may co ... gr gate above a carca or
that n ·b curr nt are to be found at all bour of the day and for <lay.
in u ·c ion. Yet th vultur s wilJ . oar day after day over uch a
vot. Of b ir ability to do o at will th following example ma be
vn1tur ,' found the remain· of a rabbit which had been
dirt by c harrow, and other
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still continues in ~hose enormous circlings, those m~d wheelings wlrich I
give one the vertigo merely to watch them. Sometimes those nearest,
not quite sure of perfect safety, return upon an upward glide, and l
thus a broad, horizontal layer of vultures serves as a base for this ,
interminable whirling column. This continues until the surrounding
country has beeu thoroughly examined and the carcass is deemed acces- :
sible, when the hungriest _dart down upon it.'' From this it appears
that the birds in the act of descending and when restrained through
fear have it in their power to stop and remain in the air indefinitely
over any given locality. It is a common occurrence for numbers of
vultures to be drawn together through t~e mere chance of obtaining a
meal. Thus a single vulture, flying low and inspecting every nook
below for prey, pauses to reconnoiter, and begins soaring round and
rou11cl above some spot. In an incredibly short time the air will be
filled with birds, all soaring and intent on :finding the supposed carcass. · Failing in this, the search is abandoned. Little by little the
birds collect into a close cluster above the spot which chance alone
selected. For a time they scarcely seem to rise at all; then they go
higher, suddenly, rapidly, · unexpectedly, as if caught upon a rising
swell of air. For such occurrences the theory of ascending curreuts
naturally produced fails to satisfactorily account.
1

BIRDf:l OFTEN BEGIN

CIRCLING WHERE NO

ASCENDING

CURREN'!.'

EXIS'l'S.

Upon the hypothesis of ascending currents artificially produced by
the bird many such phenomena of flight, not otherwise ea8-ily understood, may be readily explained, as for instance the scarcely perceptible
ascent in the early stages of spiral flight, with the subsequent rapid
rise. If the birds availed themselves of ascending currents already
established they should be found rising as soon as they entered the
current; but if the current were produced by their own efforts a certain time would elapse before it attained its full force, and we should
find as is actually the case, the birds suddenly and rapidly rising, after
a more or less prolonged flight at a fixed elevation. The hypothesis
explains also why the birds so often flap vigorously at the beginning
of their flight, and, what is significant, why their flapping . ceases
not gradually but suddenly. It has been suggested that as the bird
ri, es it encounters winds of greater velocity and consequently of greater
buoyant power; But spiral flight occurs usually when the winds are
either light or absent, and the simultaneous cessation of flapping and
the teady rise which follows is commonly attained at low altitudes,
uor is there any apparent difference in the character of their flight at
the heights of 200 feet and 1,000 feet. Besides high winds enable the
bird to soar without circling at all and seem rather to be unfavorable
to any great ascent by spiral flight. Incidentally it may be stated that
the soaring birds seldom if ever ris.e to great lleights by flapping. But
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a.side from these general considerations the birds occasionally furnish
evidence of a much more convincing character. Thus on one of tlJe
calmest mornings I ever knew I saw two vultures make an attempt to
soar in circles at a height of about 100 feet above the earth. In order
to maintain a11d increase their altitude they continued to flap vigorously for about three minutes, after which, having risen to a height of
200 feet, they ceased flapping arnl continued rising. A third vulture
now approached the spot, :flapping as it came, and began soaring immediately beneath tbe other two, over the same spot above which their
flight began, but at a lower elevation. But unlike the other two, it did
not flap at alJ, but rose steadi1y from the first. The elevation in this
case evidently bad no influence on the character of the flight, and the
fact that the last vulture soared steadily at the exact spot where three
minutes before the two others were unable to soar at all offers strong
presumptive evidence that the first two had effected some change in
the condition of the atmosphere at that spot before the third one
entered it. On another occasion, hl a moderate wind, tllree vultures
being frightened from a carcass, began soaring in circles near the earth
above a meadow. During the early part of their flight they flapped
vigorously, but after a time ceased flapping entirely, a.11d rose steadily
along a course slanting with the wind. When. they bad reached a
considerable altitude a fourth passed beneath them in direct flight, and
continued on until it reached the identical spot at which the three had
begun tbeir rrscent by flapping. It at once began soaring and rising
rapidly, but was not under the necessity of :flapping as the other bad
been. As it ascended it followed directly in the course the others
had taken.
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that being no longer ·supported a.t that point, they sought tbe spot
from whence the first flock was to be seen rising; while the fact that
each bird was successively buoyed up on reaching the spot indicated
the existence of a well-established ascending current which extended
to a heigbt of 1,000 feet or more.
Again on a clear day with light winds a flock of forty vultures was
frightened from a carcaRs on a summit of a ridge. They flew directly
down a valley in a direct line with much flapping, a distance of a half
· mile and with a common impulse stopped and began :flying in circles
in a, somewl1at compact mass. Not one of the entire :flock succeeded
in Roaring without flapping although they continued to make the
attempt for two minutes. Evidently there was no rising current at
that point and they did not succeed in making one. But it is siguificant that they should have selected a spot in which to soar where no
current existed, for it weakens the assumption which might be made
that the birds begin soaring in circles only when they encounter rising
curreuts, aud that they have some delicate sense by means of which
they are able to detect them and find their way into them. At the end
of two minutes the flock divided into two. The one moved a few hundred feet to the north over an open field and after some preliminary
flapping soon began soaring; the other moved south and attempted to
soar above a wooded slope on a north hillside, but failing in the
attempt a large portion abandoned the spot and sailed away to join
the first flock where they at once began soaring with the others. Those
which remained, 11ot being able to soar, :finally alighted on some trees
and remained there. Here again the birds which flew south en<leavored to soar over a spot where, as the event proved, no rising current
existed, and this a part of them continued to do in the apparent expectation that one would rise if they continued to circle long enough, their
instincts not teaching them that the cold earth underneath them did
not favor the production of such a current. But tbe greater part, seeing that the other flock bad l>egan soaring, set off at once to join them,
and the fact that when they bad done so they also at once began soaring shows clearly that, whether the first flock found it or generated it,
they were borne up by a rising current, and that it is the condition of
the air and not the form of the wing only which euables tbe bird to
soar. That the birds are borne up by ascending currents, either naturally or artificially produced, is indicated by the not unusual sight of a
bird passing in a direct line beneath another soaring in circles, tbe former
ri. iug and falling precisely as it ellters and leaves the current. Again, I once saw a half dozen vultures try in vain to soar above a
carca s o.n the summit of a wooded bill. Wearying of the attempt,
three of them deliberately set sail to a spot over a valley a fow hundred
feet <li ta,n t, and with a common impulse began flying iu circles. After
a short time they began rising, l>ut only rose to a, 11eight sufficient for
their purpo, e, when they one after another set sail for the hm again.
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So deliberate seemed to be their p urpose, and so well executed, that
for the :first time it occurred to me that these birds might be masters
of the situ ation and able to command t he winds almost at their will,
and that nature had stored up for th eir uRe in the heated strata near
the earth inexhaustible stores of ener gy which they might take a.nd
utilize as their needs might require; an d th at they had learned, what
man had never suspected, that the heated air so situated could make
its escape from the earth with difficult y, and that the simple maneuver
of circliug over one spot facilitated its rise and produced an ascending
current at the precise locality and time wh er e it was needed. Observation thus first suggested the hypothesis th at the bird had it in his
power, through the unstable equilibrium of th e air, to generate ascending currents; subsequent observation seemed t o confirm my supposition, and later numerous experiments seemed to indicate that such
currents could be produced artificially. A ll my observations have gone
to show t hat the diffusion of heated air throu gh cold air is widespread
and rapid. A column of smoke from a furnace chimney a few square
feet in cross section in an incredibly short t im e becomes so diffused
as to have a cross section of many hundred square feet. In a strong
wind we may all have seen dense black volumes of smoke from a locomotive vanish almost in an instant. A balloon :filled with heated air
rises steadily and rapidly, because its mass is kept intact, but t he same
air in a cending through a stable atmosphere is dh1rup ted, diffused, and
lost, and can only rise through the slow process of permeation. Furthermore, the more stable tlle equilibrium of the upper air the more
rapidly will diffusion take place and the more slowly will t he heated air
rise. so that an accumulation of heated air is contin ually t akiug place
in the lower trata, and the tension is only relieved a t intervals with a
certain d gree of violence by an upheaval of the mas es. For t he rest,
there seem to be no serious objection to the suppo ition that if the
equilibrium is un table the birds are able to destroy it ; for almost a ny
<li turbance, and e pecially any so violent as vigorous flappin g, would
perhap b ufficient for th purpo e.
DIRECT FLIGHT IN IIIGH WINDS .

piral fl ight
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kept afloat by moving in circles so as to maintain a high velocity relative to the current, whereas in reality the bird is able to maintain a
steady course into the wind, and must consequently soon pass out of
any ascending current it may encounter. We of necessity, therefore,
are <lriven to look to some other hypothesis for an explanation of those
marvelous flights of the albatross and other sea birds whose evolutions
fairly bewilder the beholder; and, having worked out an hypothesis
which seems in harmony with all the phenomena of spiral flight, we
now come face to face with a new class of phenomena and a new kind
of flight under conditions which the present hypothesis does not demand.
A theory has been outlined by Mr. Langley, in his treatise on The Internal Work of the Wind, which I think supplies us with a key to the
mystery, and my purpose is only to point out in what way that theory
finds its practical application in the flight of such birds as the albatross, which, I am informed by Professor Ridgway, never rises, as the
vultures do, to great heights in circles, and which rarely, if ever, resorts
to that mode of flight. M. Mouillard states that it can not soar in winds
having a velocity of less than 11 miles an hour, and while Professor Ridgway is confident he has seen the smaller species soar in much lighter ·
winds, the fact is well established that as the winds increase in violence
its power of sustained flight ,vithont flapping increases accordingly. We
haye here to look rather to the internal movements of the wind, to its
innumerable slight changes in direction and velocity, rather than to
ascending masses of air, for a solution of tbe problem. Some experiments which I have made go to show that the changes in direction take
place with astonishing rapidity, amounting usually to many times eaich
second and varying several degrees from the general trend of the wind,
and there is reason for believing that they increase in rapidity and violence with the velocity of the wind. While the bird in light winds may
utilize ascending currents and avoid · the descending, it is evident.
that in direct flight it has no such choice, and while buoyed up by the
asceudiug it must deal with a like number which are descending and
which tend to <lepress it. It is here that the concavo-convex form of
the wing finds its advantage. _G iven an equal number of ascending
and descending currents, beating incessantly upon the wing, the concave side will prove the more efficient surface, and there will be an
exces::s of pressure from below upward. We see the operation of t.he
same principle in the action of the cups of an anemometer and in the
~ving of the flapping birds. The effect is in reality the ·same whether
the bird beats its wings in a still air or holds them rigid while the wind
beat against them. In the first ca~e tbe necessary energy is supplied
by the bird, in the second by the wind, and in each case the energy
expended becomes effective through the peculiar form of the wing. The
albatross habitually flies low, seldom rising more than 50 feet above the
water, and it might be uggested that the waves act as wind breaks to
produce a. cendiug currents, which serve to sustain the bird. But iu
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answer we bave only to point to the fligllt of the vultures, which, ulllike
tbe sea birds, fly high and may maintain their course uninterruptedly
into a high wind at great altitudes. _ Nor need we, in fact, look away
from the sea birds for an evidence to show that wind breaks, although
often utilized by tbe bird, offer no satisfactory solution of the problem.
Quite recently I spent some time in watching the flight of two gulls on
the Potomac River. A stiff breeze was blowing, but the waves which
it produced were scarcely 12 inches high-entirely too small to be effective as wind breaks-while the broad expanse of water, the Jevel nature
of the surrounrling country, and the direction from which the wind
came precluded any assumption of a general rising current of the air.
Considered in its entire mass, there is every reason to believe that the
wind was horizontal. In this horizontal wind, by rising to a height of
about 40 feet the gu11s were able to soar with the utmost ease, sailing
steadily into tbe wind or across it without loss of elevation and without
flapping. 'rI.1is and similar occurrences go to show that a strong horizontal wind, though not, so far as we have any evidence, a homogeneous
one, suffices for sustained soaring flight. Only the small and rapid
changes in the direction of the actual wind, whose course, in general, is
horizontal, are here supposed to become effective in sustaining the bird.
However, in his work on The Internal Work of the Wind, Mr. Laugley,
while including under this title the energy arising from all change~ in
the condition of the wind, whether in velocity or direction, applies the
theory more particularly to a consideration of the available power
resulting from cbauges in the velocity. In addition, then, to the energy
obtained from the winds in the manner just described, there must be
considered that which arise from the latter source, and all these variation taken together con titute, in their effect upon resisting bodies,
the internal work of the wind.
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in a wind of a certain velocity, to 1 foot per second as the velocity
becomes greater, while for a sufficiently high velocity there will be no
descent at all, and as the velocity still further increases the bird may
ascend where before it had been descending. In direct flight in a
calm the black vulture will be found to maintafn-bis elevation only by
flapping its wings one-third of the time; in a light wind it will flap less
frequently; in a moderate wind still less frequently; while in a high
wind it will cease flapping entirely. The supporting power of the wind
thus varies not only as its velocity relative to the bird, but also as its
absolute velocity. In moderate winds, therefore, the bird, if it does not
flap, can only increase its altitude by soaring in circles, but in direct
flight itsdescentis less rapid than in light winds, and it canconsequeutly
sail further and need not so frequently resort to spiral flight. But as
an ascending column of air can not maintain a fixed locality, but must
be carried forward with the wind, the bird, if it utilizes such currents,
must also drift with the wind. This it will almost invariably be found
doing when the winds are light or moderate. Thus if it be advancing
into a wind it will turn upon its course and drift with it whenever it
attempts to rise by soaring in circles. The bird may, of course, in
high winds circle without drifting, as there is then no uecessity for
utilizing ascending currents, and we find in this fact a complete refutation of the supposition that ascending currents depend for their
maintenance upon wind-breaks, since wind-breaks can not move across
the country as ascending currents do.
As some writers have seemingly regarded the. effect of wind-breaks
as an important factor in the problem of flight, I may state on the
authority of Professor Ridgway that on the level, treeless prairies of
the West, where no wind-breaks occur, the birds soar as perfectly as in
regions where wind-breaks are of common occurrence. My own observation has been that the birds habitually take advantage of existing
wind-b:i;-eaks, such as hill slopes, ridges, buildings, and railroad embankments, as they may often be seen following the crest of a ridge upon
the windward side for long distances, but that when every allowance
bas been made for their possible influence the problem of flight in its
essential features remains unchanged when this factor has been taken
out.
What I have said seems in general to be corroborated by the observations of M. Mouillard, who says of the great tawny vulture: ''If the
wind be feeble he can climb into the air by circling round and drifting
back somewhat. If the wind be brisk enough to sustain him thoroughly he can rise perpendicularly, facing the wind, without wheeling
round, and even advance into the wind while rising. This unlimited
advance against the wind current without beat of wing, without apparent effort, aud almost without act of guidance, is performed every day
hy myriads of winged creatures; aud if the read.er doubts the fact be
cau thoroughly satisfy himself by a trip to the trade-wind latitudes.' 7
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Unquestionably the problem pr~sented by the soaring birds is a difficult one, as the air in which.the bird moves is invisible, our knowledge
of its movements is :limited, and the bird himself must be studied from
a distance. No solution amounting to a demonstration can at present,
therefore, be looked for. Nevertheless, some sort of a solution is desirable if only to give direction to our investigations, and the proposell
solution here given of flight in light winds, if it should prove to be the
correct one, opens up possibilities of artificial flight which can scarcely
be overestimated, for the sources of power which enable the bird to:fly
with so little expenditure of its energies are all perhaps equally available for man in artificial flight, since the maneuver of flying in circles
is very simple and is one which could be easily reproduced.

THE REVIVAL OF ALCHEMY. 1

By B.

OARRING'.I.'0N

BOLTON, Ph. D.

"Superfluous rehearsalls I lay asyde,
Intendyng only to give trew informatyon
Both of the theoryke and practical}
operatyon;
That by my wrytyng who so will
guyded be,
Of hys intente perfyctly speed thall he."
GEORGE RIPLEY (1471).

Fraud, folly, and failure have been deeply written into the annals of .
alchemy in all ages. It was early characterized as an " art without art,
beginning with deceit, continued by l~bor, and ending in poverty," aud
in modern times its extravagant pretensions have been condemned by
an exact and critical science; yet notwithstanding there are to-day
indications of a resuscitation of the captivating theories and of renewed
attempts at their practical application, of great interest to stud en ts of
the intellectual vagaries of mankind.
Belief in the possibility of prolonging life by an artificial elixir and
of transmuting base metals into silver aud gold was generally entertained in the Middle Ages, not only by _the ignorant masses, but even
by serious-minded philosophers imbued with all the learning of the
time; and the popular faith was sustained by the tricks of unprincipled imposters who found it profitable to prey upon the credulity and
avarice of their fe1low-men. Those who in modern times have written
of alchemists find in the extravagant views of a Paracelsus, and in the
careers of a Flamel, a Sendivogius, or of a John Dee more entertaining materials than in the abstract conceptions of sober philosophers,
and consequently most readers are more familiar with the misdeeds of
adventurers than with the honest beliefs of respectable men of science.
Before condemning those who labored day and night to solve the problems of transmutation and the elixir of life, we should consider their
intellectual environment. Superstitious beliefs of every kind prevailed;
even the sciences were in bondage; astronomy was dominated by
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astrology; medicine was intluenced by magic; natural history was subject to blind belief in authorities, and scientific chemistry was entirely
overwhelmed by the chimeras of alchemy. Kepler and Tycho Brahe,
at the court of Rudolph II did not think it beneath their dignity to
cast horoscopes for gain and to predict the future by consulting the
positions of celestial bodies, even while formulating the laws governing their motions. European crowned heads retained astrologers and
alchemists as members of their courts. A ceutury later Sir Isaac Newton dabbled with furnaces and chemicals ill true hermetic style; aud
Leibnitz showed the courage of his convietions by acting as secretary
of an alchemical society in Germany. The influence of superstition
on the mental attitude of truly great men decreased with the advancement of learning, and when the foundations of scientific chemistry
were laid by Priestley, Lavoisier, Scheele, aud their contemporaries the
doctrines of alchemy were abandoned. And yet not wholly abandoned, for there seems to have· been a small number of persons in all
countries who have clung to the hope of realizing transmutation, a
hope sustained by the desire to reap the golden reward. This minority reJected the extravagant belief in a life-prolonging elixir, and in
the divine origin of tlle profouu<l secrets of the tnitiated, and sought
to appropriate from the growing sciences such di8coveries and theol'ies
as could be iuterpreted in favor of transmutation.
.
The printiug press has never ceased to issue works devoted to the
subject. Some authors have written of a "lligher chemistry," . an<l.
others have sought to reconcile the new doctrine of chemists with
the ancient theories of alchemist . A recently as 1832 a German
professor wrote a learned volume with the avowed intent of proving
the verity of transmutation from historical ources (Schmieder'"
es ·hi ·hte cler Alchemie, Halle, 1832). Tlie Humber of reprints of the
grote que writing of reputed adept which have appeared since
·h mi try ha uecome a,n exact science is urpri ' ingly large, aud tlie
fact that th y find purcha er · indicate a mall but zealou cla ' of
h rm ti· .·tn<lent . ._ o emin ut a chemi.'t a. Sir. llumphrey Davy did
11 t be.-itat' to aflirm that :om' of tile do ·triue · of a,lchemy are not
unphilo ·ophi ·aJ.
I
ll di ·overi · iu phy 'i •,·, chemi ·try and p ·ychology ha
given
tl1 di., ·ipl ,., of Ilerm ·s ren ,, ed bope , au<l th pre 'ent po ·itiou of
·Ji ·11ii ·al phil 'Opby ha .. giv n tli ~ f1111<lam 11tal <lo ·trine of alchemy a
.. tan ial impetu... The .favorit th ory of a prjma,materia or primary
matt<'r h' ba ·i of all th elem ntary bodi ', Im r ,c iv .d new upport
hy h di.- · v ri ,., of allo ropi.,m of th l m nt i:om ri m of organic
h r vel· ti 11 • f th
pectro · · p th practical d mou•
rman .J c-kyPr, h' .·p rim nt: n the, 1 ific h a f
tlie · a , hi h t m rature by falh rd and L
hf1 ~Ii •r he
forth in hi ' 111011 crraph on
a f · v ral ·i.ngular , llo1
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tropic forms of silver, and, most weighty of all, the mass of related
facts and phenomena which find their ultimate expression in the periodic law of the elements, so that many chemists of tlle present day are
inclined to believe in the mutual convertibility of Plemeuts having
similar chemical properties. Daniel Berthelot, .in his notable work
en titled "De l'allotropie des corps simples," boluly affirms his belief in
tue unity of matter. He says: '' Without seeking to find in any one
of tbe known elements the generator of the others, can we not inyoke
tlle facts that we have revealed in our stu<ly of carbon in favor of the
hypothesis of a unique matter unequally condensed l" And el8ewhere
he writes: "The transmutation of an element is nothing more than the
transformation of the motions which determine tlle existence of said
element and which gives it special properties into the specific motious
peculiar to the existence of another element."
Simultaneously with the development of the truly scientific aspect of
alchemical theory, there bas arisen an extraordinary revival of the
metapl1ysical side of the question·; this goes ha11d in band with the
interest in cllirou1ancy, astrology, theosophy, and occult sciences which
occupy so large a place in modern thought, literature, and polite society
on both sides of the Atlantic. This tendency to cultivate the esoteric
manifests itself iu the study of the Kabala, the investigation of the
mysteries of Buddhism, Confucianism, and other oriental philosophies,
in researches into tlle phenomena of spiritualism, so called, and in the
foundation of societies to study psychic force and the tenets of the followers of Madame Blavatsky; crystal gazing, reading in magic mirrors,
slate writing, pla11chette, the quasi-scientific study of apparitions, of
table turnings, of rappings by unseen powers, of telepathy, of subliminal self, are now regarded as legitimate pursuits in no wise necessarily
assodated with tl1e l>lack arts of mediawal times, provided only they
are conducted iu a spirit of iuquiry and for the purpose of discovering
the latent power underlying these phenomena. And this line ofresearch
receives stimulus from the results secured by students of experimental
psycl10logy, of hypnotism, from such discoveries as the phenomena of
the X-rays, arn.l from the transceudental physicists who theorize on the
miraculous consequences of four dimensional matter. Crowded lecture
balls reward exhibitions of trance mediums, speakers on theosophy,
palmistry, and occulti::nn; in lower walks of life fortune tellers and
clairvoyants reap a modest harvest; books treating of occult themes
enjoy great notoriety; writers of :fiction find it profitable to introduce
the mysteriou into the children of their brains; even secular journals,
especially those of France, give space to the all-absorbing discussions
on hermctism; these are some of the evidences of great popular interest
in the unknowable. Only persons with special intellectual equipment
are able to mea ure, weigh, sift, and coordinate the novel phenomena
gathered by researches in the field of hypnotism, psychology, and
occultism; tho e of weaker mental powers fail to perceive the real sigSM 97--14
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nificance of the discoveries and are led away into unprofitable and
dangerous superstitions.
In the Middle Ages alchemy was nurtured by ignorant superstition;
now it is fostered by the prevalent devotion to esoteric studies; formerly the popular belief was in part supported by the fraudulent claims
of impostors; now a higher standard of intelligence rej ects the transparent tricks of imitators of Cagliostro. There are, indeed, occasional
attempts to swindle the credulous by appeals to avarice. We 1·ead in
the daily press of an American confidence man who tried to cheat a
Loudon jeweler by pretending to "multiply'' sovereigns ; of a vulgar
scheme of fraud among ignorant tradesmen on the east side of New
York City, in which lead, iron scraps, crucibles, and furnaces formed
the properties; and of the larger operations of an educated French
chemist who found dupes in both South and North America ; but in
each of these cases the severe logic of law courts intervened and abruptly discomfited the swindlers. It is not by sleight-of-band that the
revival of alchemy is now being engineered, but by a company of educated charlatans.
The movement to resuscitate alchemical doctrines and practices has
been particularly successful ju France, where there are to-day four
societies and a "university" claiming to possess occult knowledge of
hermetic mysteries. These secret societies are named "Ordre de la
Rose-Croix,"" L'Ordre Martiniste," "La Societe d' Homeopathie Hermetique" and "L' Association Alchimique de France."
The first two of these societies seem to work on lines similar t o Free
Masonry, and claim that their secret mysteries were bequeathed b y the
last sages of Atlantis and by the Lemures to their brethren in Asia and
Egypt, dwellers in sanctuaries whence is ued Krishna, Zoroaster, Hermes; Mose , Pythagoras, and Plato. The priestly magi who preserved
this lore iu the temple of Thebes, Heracleopolis, Aphrodite, Pthah,
and Serapi were succeeded by secret alchemical societie of th e first
centurie of our era; then followed the hermetic lodges of the Arabs,
and the e gave rise to the Templars, the Rosicrucfans, and the Martini t .
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objects are to be accomplished as follows: "The association proposes
to assist in reviving the unitary doctrines of chemistry: First, by grouping the efforts of isolated workers by means of' L'Hyperchimie;' second,
by furnishing them the aid of advanced stud en ts; third, by supplying
so far as possible books and apparatus to its members. Researches of
the members, when approved by the masters, should be forwarded in
duplicate to the secretary-general; one will be printed in 'L'Hyperchimie,' and the other will l>e preserved in the archives of the association fQr the benefit of members, who can secure it on demand." '' Candidates for admission must pa~s an examination in, first, the theory
aud history of alchemy, and, second, the elements of physics and of
chemistry (without mathematics). A diploma from a normal, polytechnic, or industrial school will be accepted in place of No. 2."
The affairs of the association are controlled by the secretary-general,
F. Jollivet-0astelot (of Douai), assisted by seven councilors, who bold
an annual meeting. There are at present (July, 1897) two honorary
members-Camille Flammarion, the popular writer on astronomy, aud
August Strindberg, a Swede residing in Austria, author of several
hermetic essays. There are two other classes of members, masters
(maitres), who are ehosen from the ordinary members of the council
after an examination of their writings; and ordinary members (membres adherents), of which the number is unlimited. Modest dues entitle
the members to the organ of the association, 'L'Hyperchimie,' a monthly
review of alchemy and hermetism founded in 1896.
The councilors of the Alchemical Association have combined with
the active members of tbe other societies named to establish a Universite Libre des Hautes Etudes. At preseut this includes three faculties:
1. Faculte des Sciences Hermetiques, of which the Association Alchimique forms a section. The director of this faculty is Dr. G. Encausse,
an<l the course of instruction embraces the study of the Tarot, alchemical philosophy and practice, occultism, mysticism, Hebrew, etc. The
curriculum leading to the "baccalaureat-en-Kabbale" is under the
supervision of the group of esoteric students, while ca11didates for the
degrees of master and doctor are under the direction of the Martinist
Order.
2. Faculte des Sciences Magnetiques, represented by the Ecole de
Magnetisme de Paris, and under the direction of M. Durville. It has
branches at Lyons, Bordeaux, and other cities.
3. Faculte Spirite, comprising several sections of spiritism.
Each faculty preierves complete indepen<lence, being ''united only
by moral bonds destined to hasten expansion of the rational spiritualistic movement."
The nature of the instruction given at this university will appear in
the review of the philosophy of its promoters.
The leadiug spirits in these secret societies aud in this university are
as follows: F. Jollivet-0astelot, secretary-general of the Alchemical
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Association, special delegate to the supreme council of the Martinists,
editor of L'Hyperchimie, and author of '' Comment on devient Alchimiste," "L'Hylozoisme," and other alchemic treatises; Dr. M. H. E.
Lalande, whose pen name is Marc Haven; F. Oh. Barlet, author of
'' Essai sur !'Evolution de l'Idee." Dr. G Encausse, who generaily
conceals his identity under the signature Papus, is president of the
esoteric group,1 president of the supreme council of th·e Martinists,
and the author of sixteen treatises on hermetism and magic, among
which may be named "Traite elementaire de magie pratique." Papus
is also editor of "L'lnitiation," a journal devoted to theosophy, magic,
and occultism, and of "Le Voile d'I sis," a weekly review of spiritualism. Stanislas de Guaita is best known as the author of "Le Temple
de Satan," "Clef de la Magie Noire," and "Le Probleme du Mal,"
works dealing with sorcery, the astral Jight in man, and other mysteries. Marius Decreispe's essay on "Les Microbes de l'.Astral," Paul
Sedir's '' Les Incantations," and Albert de Rocha's '' Exteriorisation
de la Motricite" are works which indicate the mental attitude of those
engaged in the revival of alchemy and hermetism. A bibliography of
this class of works is here out of place. A single trade catalogue
enumerates one hundred and twenty titles, chiefly of recent date.
One of the oldest workers in the Alchemical Association is the
"master," Theodore Tifl'ereau. In 1854-55 be sent to the French Academy of Sciences six memoirs, in which he claimed to have discovere la
m tbod of converting silver into gold. Tifl'ereau had made his experiment in Mexico at great expen e, supporting himself meanwhile by
taking daguerreotypes. His process was repeated at the mint in Paris
before the as ayer, M. Levol, but with .little succes . The sub tance of
his memoirs was publi hed iu 1855 in a volume entitled '' Les Metaux
'Ont de Corps Compo es;" of this a new editi0n was publi hed by
Lermiua in 1 89. Tiffereau ha never abandoued his claim, and as
r cently a October, 1 06, he addre, sed au other memoir to the academy, i11 whi h be attempt to prove that the metal aluminum i a compound. Bri fly tated, his proce ' i a, follow : He placed in a tout
gla tube a piece of aluminum fi il with pur nitric acid and sealed the
tub berm ti ·ally. He tb n exp ed the tube and contents to the un's
during tw month .
t th eud of this time he opened the tube;
ut c 11 dor which h thought wa due to ether, and it yi lded
f r tal wbi ·h he thought tasted like acetic acid.
tic acid ar compound of carbon, Tiffereau
l m nt wa <l riY d from th aluminum. Analytiveral point·. They
n · of carbon in the
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metal used, and that be depended upon smell and taste for proofs of the
carbon compounds. The tongue and the nose are incontestably useful
adjuncts to the reagents of a chemical laboratory, but additional tests
for ether and acetic acid would have been more conclusive. In Tiffereau's recent writings he attributes the transmutation of a base metal
into the most precious one to the action of the "microbe of gold."
For a student of chemistry to read, digest, and write down in intelligible language, in a limited space, the principles of this new school of
chemical philosophers is a difficult task, even for one somewhat familiar
with the literature of tbe ancient alchemists; consequently the following analysis falls far short of the ideal. It is properly the work of a
kabalist, a theosophist, and a magician, proud designations which the
writer disclaims. The modern alchemists accept all the traditions of
their ancient predecessors, but give them a new significance, · and interweave the novel phenomena derived from researches in pure science.
They claim that during the fonrteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the official scl10ols of instruction taught exclusively the physical
part of the sciences, and that the metaphysical part (which is the real
life aml soul of the study) has been rejected under the opprobrious
name of occult science._ This living aspect of science bas, however,
been studied in the secret societies of the initiated, which ·have preserved the tradWons of the kabala, the mysteries of hermet.ism, and
the practice of transmutation. The study of science is as much a religious question as an intellectual one, and worship at an altar should sustain and enligliten the worker in a laboratory. "Chemistry, alehemy,
and hermetic philosophy form tbree steps of the ladder which leads the
initiated from the laboratory, through artistic realization, to the oratory:
Labora, Opera, Ora et Invenies."
The modern alchemists also maintain that Darwin and his disciples
appredated but a small part of the great doctrine of evolution, which
should be appli~d to the chemical elements as well as to living beings.
The starting point in the evolution of elements is the ether (the. universal a:3tral fluid of the kabalists) 1 the infinitely divisilJle particles of
which form cbemical atoms by agglomeration. This etheris condensed
energy, and hence all matter is resolved into energy.
Energy, matter, and motion form a trinity analogous to the Divine
Trinity, one in substance, three iu appearance. Matter is one in kind,
and the diversity of chemical bodies results from differences in grouping and in motions of the constituent particles. Intelligence is allied
in a mysterious way with matter and energy, forming another trinity.
Every atom centralizes intelligence, is in itself a living entity, and by
a process of self-evolution yields the diverse natural bodies. "Ether
is the father of hydrogen, from which are derived oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon, etc., combinations due to etberic vortices." "Perhaps helium
should precede hydrogen." This view of matter as a living entity i~
greatly insisted on, and the doctrfoe is called Hylozoism. An alchem-
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ist who expects to succeed must possess psychic power over the atoms,
so that by the action of his will they sha11 group themselves to form the
metal desired.
Such is the physical philosophy of modern alchemists. The kabalistic
philosophy is by no means so clear, being closely linked to the Tarot,
which signifies the "hieroglyphs and algebraic calculations of the
primordial genesis."
Students of the mystical philosophy of the Hebrews discover profound occult significance in accidental similarities of widely differing
objects and phenomena . . The seven planets, seven days of the week,
seven colors, seven orifices in the head, seven metals known to the
ancients, seven archangels, and seven infernal demons present to the
truly kabalistic mind marvelous and precious analogies. In the Table
of Concordance of Major Arcana these correspondences are given:
Heth-Justice-Elementary existence-Nizah-Oancer-June-HydrogenFire.
Jollivet-Castelot has written of Kabalistic Alchemy, and a perusal of
his essays leaves in the mind of the uninitiated confused memories of
colors, numbers, signs of the zodiac, alchemical operations as distillation, fixation and the like, the names of the sons of Jacob, certain
precious stones, geometrical figures, Hebrew characters, Azotb, quintessence, and the devil, all discussed in a language as obscure as the
symbolism portrayed. To conceal esoteric mysteries abbreviations are
often used, but one does not have to be very deeply initiated to recognize in P . · . Ph . · . pierre philosophale, and in G . · . 0 . · . grand
oeuvre.
Astral light is an important factor in modern hermetism, and is
related very closely to the '' radiant matter" of chemists · and the
''ether" of physicists. "Astral light is the universal agent, the universal plastic mediator, the common receptacle of vibrations of motion
and of the phantoms of form." It is also the Od of the Hebrews and
of Baron von Reichenbach; it i the great Thelesma of Herme Trismegi tus, and the control of thi force constitutes the great arcana of
practical magic. It beat , illuminate , magnetizes, attract , repel ,
vivifie , de troy , coagulate , eparate , cru he , and gathers all things
und r he timulu of powerful will ; it is a perpetual and transformabl vibration. It kabali tic figur represent d by the Serpent of
The g ni , i :
Od=+
Ob=ur=
alled a tral
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ize them. Herein lies the secret of transmutation, and 1t becomes the
privilege of the hermetist to acquire the power of controlling this_
agent.
The adepts in this phase of hermetism still appeal to the Tabula
Smaragdina of Hermes Trismegistus as the embodiment of alchemic
lore. The "Father of Alchemy," who has been identified with Canaan,
Noah's grandson, invented arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music,
taught writing to the Egyptians, and gave laws and religious rites to
the people. He was perfectly acquainted with the "philosophers'
stone," and, desirous that posterity should inherit the wonderful secret,
he had the whole art of creating gold engraved on an emerald tablet,
which was placed in his sepulcher. Many years later this was removed ·
by Sarah, Abraham's wife, and she concealed it in a cave near Hebron.
There it remained until again discovered by Alexander the Great. The
inscription reads in part as follows:
"I speak not of fictitious things, but of that which is most true and
certain. Whatsoever is below is like that which is above, and that which
is above is like tlJat which is below, to accomplish the miracles of one
thing. Also, since all things were made from one by the help of one, so
all things are made from one thing by conjunction. The Father thereof
is the Sun and the Mother thereof is the Moon; the wind carries it in
his belly, and tlJe nurse thereof is the earth. * * * This thing has
more fortitude than fortitude itself, because it will overcome every subtile thing and penetrate every solid thing. By it this world was formed.
Hence proceed wonderful things which in this wise were established;
For this reason I am called Hermes Trismegistus, because I possess
three parts of the philosophy of the whole world. What I had to say
about the work of the sun is completed."
Writers OIL modern alchemy discuss the marvels of palingenesis, of
homunculi, and of gamahes; they write of the materialization of a
metal through the medium (mediumnite) of a metal; they cite the
"Rules of Philalethes," the works of George Ripley and of the Cosmopolite, and refer in the same essay to Berzelius, Berthelot, and
Moissan. We are told that '' le <liable est le singe de Dieu," and that
the '' Cherubim of the Ark of the Covenant symbolizes the male and
female of the Universe, the Alchemical Father and Mother," by the
very authors who show acquaintance with the most recent advances
in pure chemistry. In liquid fluorin they perceive a realization of the
Alkahest, or universal solvent, long sought by medireval alchemists.
Accustomed to juggle with numbers, the kabalist finds abundant
opportunity in the atomic weights of the elements, and be makes the
mo t of bis opportunity. When the arithmetical sum of the atomic
weights of elements entering into a given compound chances to equal
the atomic weight of gold, this accidental correspondence is seized
upon as a pretext for claiming hermetic relationship between the two
substances.
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August Strindberg has devoted much study to such correipondence,
and points out the following:
·
K 2Mn04 = 197 = Au
Cu20l3= 196 = Au
Fe3S = 197 = Au
C2H5l + ½Br = 197 = Au
He uses both 196 and 197 as the atomic weight of gold to suit 11i~
purposes, and seems to be very weak in arithmetic, for the hypothetical
body Fe3S bas a molecu1a,r weight of 200.
The ammonium-ferrous-sulphate crystallized with six molecules of
water, which chances to have a molecular weight equal to th:1t of gold,
is used by Strindberg as basis of the following experiment, which
serves to show his method of reasoning and of operating.
Ammoniacal sulphate of iron = 392 = Au is perhaps the solution of
the enigma. Sulphate of iron (green copperas) precipitates solutions
of gold. To precipitate, according to monist-chemistry, is to enter as
a factor into the reconstitution of tbe body of a compound. Soak a
strip of paper in a solution of sulphate of iron, and expose to the fumes
of ammonia, t11e paper will assume a bluish-green color, like that of the
protoxide of gold. Dry the strip of paper over a lighted cigar and the
paper will acquire a chestnut-brown color, like that of the deutoxide of
gol<l. Little by little metallic flakes of a golden-ye1low color appear,
forming a nonsolid (non-fixe) gold, when the sulphate of fron produce
au auto-fecornJ.ation by self-precipitation. However, the golden flake
amalgamate with mercury, which property is 11ot shared by iron. After
sl10wiug hy appropriate tests that iron L still present, the bermetic
chemist proceed. to exp lain the reaction l>y assuming the formation of
the hypothetical Fe3 = 196 = Au, or of the imagiuary compound
Fe-iO:i+ 2H20 = 196 = Au,
or of the ferrous-ammonium- ulphate = 392 = Au 2 ; and he adds: "Tbe
cblori<l of gold i rn<luced by the nicotine of the cigar.' Since, bowev r, 110 reagent containing chlorine in any form was used in the experim nt. thi element mu t have been creat d at the same time with the
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capable of being minted . . This is changed into ordinary gold." With
the exception of a few unimportant sentences, this is the entire recipe,
but how the final transformation is to be effected is not given.
To acquire knowledge and power for successful · hermetic labors; to
become elfgible for initiation in the occult societies, is no easy task.
Tbe aspirant must strive valiantly against the passions that assail
him, casting out of I.tis soul pride, auger, jealousy, hatred, avarice,
hypocrisy, idleness. If the candidate for honors desires to become
worthy of the name hermetic philosopher he must prove himself a
Magfan; he must learn to exercise bis will on matter in all its forms,
and to acquire this power he should practice crystal-gazing and reading in magic mirrors; to learn to perceive the invisible he must with- ·
draw from the visible, imposing on himself psychic sleep, called. by some
hypnosis. As adjuncts to the attainment of the ideal mental state be
should use perfumes, music, and light; a11d eventually the astral body,
separated from the physical body, will supply the intellectual, moral,
and material illumination indispensable to the great work.
It is rather discouraging to learn that, even after fulfilling all these
hard conditions, no one can realize the perfection desir~d until be has
passed through several of our planetary existences. The would-be
alchemist must also fol1ow the percepts of Albertus Magnus; he should
be discreet, silent, and must not reveal the result of his -labors; he
must reside in an isolated place, and choose the time and the hours for
his tasks; he must be patient, assiduous, and persevering, and he must
be rich enough to bear the expenses of his pursuit. Besides ordinary
chemical apparatus, he should provide several objects indispensable to
I.tis work, a magic wand, a sword to dissolve the astral coagulations, a
magic mirror, a brazier for perfumes, a wooden altar covered with a
white doth, and an alchemist's robe of white linen to be worn with
a girdle embroidered in gold and silver. In all his chemical operations
he_must project psychic force into the reagents.
Bright prospects for the future of chemical science are claimed by
this school of philosophers. Inorganic chemistry is destined to follow
the lines in which inorganic chemistry has prospered; the formation,
derivation, or rather the evolution of metalloids (so called) and of
metals will be realized through etheric cyclones, different degrees of
condensation of hydrogen. Chemical bodies are of one kind only, and
they are all organic and living.
There is a growing belief among advanced chemists in the theory
that the elementary bodies as known to us are compounds of a unique
primary matter (protyle), and that transformation of 011e kind into a,
similar one is not beyond the bounds of possibility, but we do not tllink
that the modern hermetists are pursuing the right path to accomplish
thi end; nor do we believe that the world of science is any nearer the
covete~ goal of alchemical avarice.

DIAMONDS.t

By

WILLIAM CROOKES,

F. R. s.

It seems but the other day I saw London in a blaze of illumination to
celebrate Her Majesty's happy accession to the throne. As in a few
days the whole Empire will be celebrating the Diamond Jubilee of our
Queen, who will then have reigned over her multitudinous subjects for
sixty years, what more suitable topic can I bring before you than that
of diamonds~ One often hears the question asked: '' Why Diamond
Jubilee ~" I suppose it is a symbol intended to give a faint notion of
the pure brilliancy and durability of the Queen's reign; and in thus
associating Her Majesty with the precious diamond, to convey an idea
of those noble qualities, public aud private, which have earned for her
the love, 'fealty, and reverence of her subjects.
From the earliest times the diamond has occupied men's minds. It
has been a perennial puzzle-one of the riddles of creation. The philosopher Steffans is accredited with the dictum that "Diamond is
quartz which has arriveu at self-consciousness;" and an eminent
geologist has.parodied this metaphysical definition, saying, "Quartz is
diamond which has become insane."
Professor Maskelyne, in a lecture '' On diamonds," thirty-seven years
ago, in this very theater, said: "The diamond is a subst.tnce which
transcends all others in certain properties to which it is indebted for its
usefulness in the arts and its beauty as an ornament. Thus, on the one
hand, it is the hardest substance found in nature or fashioned by art,.
Its reflecting power aud refractive energy, on the other hand, exceerl
those of all other colorless bodies, while it yields to none in the perfection of its pellucidity;" but he was constrained to add, '' The .formation
ot the diamond is an unsolved problem."
Recently the subject has attracted many men of science. The development of electricity, with the introduction of the electric furnace, bas
facilitated research, and I think I am justified in saying that if the diamond problem is not actually solved, it is certainly 110 longer insoluble.
GR.APHl'l'E.

Intermedia.te between soft carbon and diamond come the graphites.
The name graphite is given to a variety of carbon, generally crystal- ·
line, which in an oxidizing mixture of chlorate of potassium and nitric
1
A lect ure delivered at the Royal In stitution, June 11, 1897, by William Crookes,
F . R. . Pri nted in Nature, No.1449, vol. 56, August 5, 1897.
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acid forms graphitic acid easy to recognize. Graphites are of varying
densities, from 2 to 3, and generally of crystalline aspect. Graphite
and diamond pass insensibly into one another. Hard graphite and soft
diamond are near the same specific gravity. 'rhe difference appears to
be one of pressure at the time of formation.
Some forms of graphite exhibit a remarkable property, by which it is
possible to ascertain approximately the temperature at which graphites
were formed, or to which they have subsequently been exposed. Graphites are divided into" sprouting" and" nonsprouting." When obtained
by simple elevation of temperature in the arc or the electric furnace
they do not sprout; but when they are formed by dissolving carbon in
a metal at a high temperature, and then allowing the graphite to separate out ou cooling, the sprouting variety is formed. One of the best
varieties is that which can be separated from platinum iu ebullition in
a carbon crucible. The phenomenon of sprouting is easily shown.
Place a few grains in a test tube and beat it to about 170°,.C., when it
increases enormously in bulk and :fills the tube with a light form of
amorphous carbon.
The resistance of graphite to oxidizing a.gents is greater the bi~her
the temperature to which it has previously been exposed. Graphite
which are easily attacked by a mixture of fuming nitric acid and
potassium chlorate are rendered more resistant hy strong heat in the
electric furnace.
I will now briefly survey the chief chemical and physical characteristics of the diamond, showing you, by the way, a few experiment
that bear upon the ubject.
COMB GSTION OF THE DIAMOND.

When heated in air or oxygen to a temperature varyillg from 760°
to 875° C., according to its hardne s, the diamond burns with produc
tion of carbonie acid. It leaves an extremely light ash, sometimes
retaining the shape of the cry t al, con i ting of iron, lime, magne ia,
ilica, and tit anium. In bort and carbonado the amount of a 'h sometim Ji e to 4 per cent, bnt in clear cry tallized diamond it is seldom
higher than 0.05 per cent. By far the large ' t com,ti tuent of the a lJ i
ir n.
Th foll win g table bow the temperature of combustion in oxygen
f iff n·nt kind of arbon:
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At the risk of repeating an experiment shown so well at this table
by P rofessor Dewar, I will heat a diamond to a high temperature in
the oxyhydrogen blowpipe and then suddenly throw it in a vessel
of liquid oxygen . . Notice the brHliant light of its combustion. I want
you more especially to observe the white opaque deposit forming in the
liquid oxygen. This deposit is solid carbonic acid produced by the
combustion of the carbon. I will lead it through baryta water, and
you will see a white precipitate of barium carbonate. With a little
more care than is possible in a lecture I could perform this experiment
quantitatively, leading the carbonic acid and oxygen, as they assume
the gaseous state, through baryta water, weighing the carbonate so
formed, and showing that 1 gram of diamond would yield 3.666
grams of carbonic acid-the tlieoretical proportion for pure carbon.
Some crystals of diamonds have their surfaces beautifully marked
with equilateral triangles, interlaced, and of varying sizes. Under the
microscope these markings appear as shallow depressions sharply cut
out of the surrounding surface, and these depressions were supposed
by Gustav Rose to indicate the probability that the diamonds at some
previous time had been exposed to incipient combustion. Rose also
noted that striations appeared on the surface of diamonds burnt before
the blowpipe. This experiment I have repeated on a clear, smooth
diamond, and have satisfied myself that during combustion in the field
of a, microscope, before the blowpipe, the surface becomes etched with
markings very different in character from those naturally inscribed on
crystals. The artificial striffi are cubical and closer massed, looking as
if the diamond during combustion had been dissected into rectangular
flakes, while the markings natural to crystals appear as if produced by
the crystallizing force as they were being built up.
I exhibit on a diagram a form of graphite from the Kimberley blue
ground (reproduced from M. Moissan's work), which in itR flaky crystalline appearance strangely resembles the surface of a diamond whose
internal structure has been partially dissected and bared by combustion.
It looks as if this piece of graphite was ready to separate out of its
solvent as diamond, but owing to some insufficient factor it retained its
graphitic form.
PHYSICS OF THE DIAMOND.

The specific gravity of the diamond is from 3.514 to 3.518. For compari on, I give in tabular form the specific gravities of the different
varieties of carbon :
Amorphous carbon .. _. __ ... __ ...... __ ........... _... ___ ... .. ..• ___ .
Graphite _- __ .... _....... . ... __ .. _. __ . ____ .. _............ ___ ... ____ .
Hard gas coke ....................... _.. _....... _..... ___ .. ___ • _ . _. .
Bort -- - - - - .................... . ........... . ..... ..... . .. ... ........
Carbona<1o ......... .. ..................................... _..... _..
Diamond ............ .. ....... .. ..... .... _. _• ........ _.... _. _. . .. _..

1. 450 to 1. 700

2. 110 to 3. 000
2. 356
3. 470 to 3. 490
3. 500
3. 514 to 3. 518
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The following table gives the specific gravities of the minerals found
on the sorting tal>les. I have also included the specific gravities- of
two useful liquids:
Hard graphite ...................·..........•..••.........................•....
Quartzite and granite ............................................•............
Beryl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Hornblende ........................................•.........................
Methylene iodide .........•...................................................
Diamond ....... ..............................................................
Thallium len,d acetate ..... . ...................................................
Garnet ......................•.............................................•...
Corundum .................................................................•..
Zircon ....................................................................... ·..
Barytes .......................................................................
Chrome and titanic iron ore .................• __ .. ___ .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .......
Magnetite ................................ ~ ...................................

2.5
2. 6
2. 7
2. 8
3.0
3. 3
3. 5
3.6
3. 7
3. 9
4. 4
4. 5
4. 7
5. 0

This table shows that, if I throw the whole mixture of minerals into
methylene iodide, the hornblende and all above that mineral will rise
to the surface, while the diamond and an minerals below will sink to
the bottom. If I now take the~e Leavy minerals, and throw them into
thallium lead 'acetate, they will all sink except the diamond, whieh
floats, and can be skimmed off.
~fhe diamond belougs to the isometric system of crystallography. It
frequently occur.s with curved faces and edges. Twin crystals (macle )
are not unccrnmon. Having no double refraction, it sh<.uld not act on
polarized light; but, a s is well known, if a transparent body which
doe not so act is submitted to strain of an irregular character, it
become " doubly refracting, and in the polariscope reveals the existence
of the ·train by brilliant colors arranged in a more or less defined pattern, according to the state of tension il1 which the crystal exists.
nder I olarized li uht I have examined many hundred diamond crystal and with few exception , an show the pre ence of internal ten ion.
On ro ating the polarizer, the black cross, which is most frequently
r vol e round a particular point in the inside of the cry tal, and,
amiuing tbi point with a high power, we see ometimes a slight
more r ar ly a minute avity. The cavity i filled with gas at an
ure and the train i et up in the stone by the effort of
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In the substance of many diamonds we find inclosed black uncrystallized particles of graphite. There also occur what may be considered
intermediate forms between the well-crystallized diamond and graphite.
These are "bort" and '' carbonado." Bort is an imperfectly crystallized diamond, having no clear portions; therefore it is useless for gems.
Bort is frequently found in spherical globules, and may be of all colors.
1t is so hard that it is used in rock drilling, and when crushed it is
employed for cutting and polishing other stones. Carbonado is the
Brazilian term for a still less perfectly crystallized form of carbon. It
is equally hard, and occurs in porous masses, and in massive black
pebbles, sometimes weighing two or more ounces.
Diamonds vary considerable in hardness, and even different parts of
the same crystal are decidedly different in their resistance to cutting
and griudiug. The famous Koh-i-noor, when cut into it,s present form,
showed a not~ble variation in hardness. In cutting oue of the facets
near a yellow flaw, the crystal became harder and harder the farther
it was cut into, until, after working the mill for six hours at the usual
speed of 2,400 revolutions a minute, little impression was made. The
speed was accordingly increased to more than 3,000, when the work
slowly proceeded. Other portions of the stone were found to be comparatively soft, and became harder as the outside was cut away.
Beautifully white diamonds have been found at Inverel, New South
Wales, and from the rich yield of the mine and the white color of the
stones great things were expected. A parcel of many hundred carats
came to England, when it was found they were so hard as to be practically unworkable as gems, and I believe they were ultimately sold for
rock-boring purposes.
I will illustrate the intense hardness of the diamond by an experiment: I place a diamond on the flattened apex of a conical block of
steel, and on the diamond I bring down a second cone of steel. With
the electric lantern I will project an image of the diamond and steel
faces on the screen, and force them together by hydraulic power.
Unless I happen to have selected a diamond with a flaw, I shall squeeze
the stone right in to the steel blocks without injuring it in the slightest
degree.
But it is not the hardness of the diamond so much as its optical
. qualities that make it so highly prized. It is one of the most refracting sub tances in nature, and it also has the highest reflecting properties. In the cutting of diamonds advantage is taken of these qualities.
When cut as a brilliant the facets on the lower side are inclined so
that light falls on them at au angle of 24° 13', at which angle all the
iucident light is totally reflected. A well-cut diamond should appear
opaque by transmitted. light, except at a small spot in the middle where
the table and culet are opposite. All the light falling on the front of
the stone is reflected from the facets, and the light passing into the
diamond is reflected from the interior surfaces and refracted into colors
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when it passes out into the air, giving rise to the lightnings and coruscations for which the diamond is supreme above all _otber gems.
The following table gives the refractive indices of diamonds and
other bodies:
Refractive indices for the D line.
Chromate of lead ....................................................... 2.50-2.97
Diamo11d .................................•............................. 2.47-2.75
Phosphorus .. ..............................•.....••• _.................. .
2.22
Sulphur ............................................................ : .. .
2.12
Ruby ............................................................. ___ . _.
1. 78
Thallium glass ............................................ ,.-~ ........ .
1.75
Iceland spar ...................•........................................
1. 65
Topaz ................................................................. .
1.61
1.60
Beryl ...........•............................................ ··.···· .... .
E1nerald ...................... ............ ............................. .
1.59
1.58
Flint glass .................................•............................
Quartz ....................................................... ! . . . . . . . . .
1. 55
Canada balsam .......................................•.................
1.53
1.53
Crown glass ........................................................... .
1.44
Fluor-spar .............. . .............................................. .
Ice ....... ............................. ................................ .
1. 31

µd1, will
equivalent, P µd1, will

.According to Dr. Gladstone, the specific refra~tive energy,
be for the D line 0.404, and the refraction

be 4.82 .
.After exposure for some time to the sun many diamonds glow in a <lark
room. Some diamonds are fluorescent, appearing milky in sunlight.
Iu a vacuum, expo. etl to a high -tension current of electricity, diamonds
pbo phoresce of different color , most South .African diamond s!Jining
with a blui 'h light. Diamond from other localities emit bright blue,
apri ot, pale blue, red, yellowi, h greeu, orange, and pale green light.
The mo t pbo.phorescent diamonds are those which are fluorescent in
the un. One beautiful green diamond in my collection, when pbos•
pbor ,·cing in a good vacuum, give' almo ta much light as a candle,
and you can ea ily read by it ray . The light is pale green, tending
to whit .
CONVER ION OF DIA 10 D INTO GRAPHITE.
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I will project a diamond on the screen and bombard it with radiant
matter before your eyes. Some diamonds visibly darken in a few minutes, while others, more leisurely in their ways, require an hour.
This blackening is only superficial, but no ordinary means of ~leaning
will remove the discoloration. Ordinary oxidizing reagents have little
or no effect in restoring the color. The black stain on the diamond is
due to a form of graphite which is very resistant to oxidation. It is not
necessary to expose the diamond in a vacuum to electrical excitement
in order to produce a change.
I have already signified that there are various degrees . of refractoriness to chemical reagents among the different forms of graphite. Some
dissolve in strong nitric acid; other forms of graphite require a mixture
of highly concentrated nitric acid and potassium chlorate to attack
tbt•m, and even with this intensely powerful agent some graphites resist
longer than others. M. Moissan has shown that the power of resistance
to nitric acid and potassium chlorate is in proportion to the temperature at which the graphite was formed, and with tolerable certainty we
can estimate this temperature by the resistance of the specimen of
graphite to this reagent.
The sµperficia1 dark coating on a diamond after exposure to molecular bombardment I have proved to be' graphite, 1 and M. Moissan 2 has
shown that this graphite, on account of its great resistance to oxidizi11g reagents, can not have been formed at a lower temperature than
3,G00° C.
It is therefore manifest that the bombarding molecules carrying
with them an electric charge, and striking the diamond with enormous
velocity, raise the superficial layer to the temperature of the electric
arc, and turn it into graphite, while the mass of diamond &ind its conductivity to heat are sufficient to keep down the general temperature
to such a point that the tube appears scarcely more than warm to the
touch.
A similar action occurs with silver, the superficial layers of which
can be raised to a red heat without the whole mass becoming more than
warm. 3
This conversion of diamond into graphite is, I believe, a pure effect
of heat. In 1880 4 Professor Dewar, in this theater, placed a crystal of
diamond in a carbon tube, through which a current of hydrogen was
maintained. The tube was heated from the outside by an electric arc,
and in a few minutes the diamond was converted into graphite. I will
now how you that a clear cry&tal of diamond, heated in the electric
arc (temperature 3,600° O.),is convertedintographite, and this graphite
is most refractory.
1

Chemical News, Vol. LXXIV, page 39, July 1896.
rend us, CXXIV, page 653.
3
Proc. Roy. Soc., Vol. L, page 9q, June 1891.
4
Proceedings of the Royal Institution, Friday evening meeting, January 16, 1880.
z Comptes
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The diamond is remarkable in another respect. It is extremely transparent to the Riintgen rays, whereas highly refracting glass, used in
imitation diamonds, is almost perfectly op~que to the rays. I exposed
over a photographic plate to the X-rays for a few seconds tbe large
Delhi diamond, of a fine pink color, weighing 31½ carats, a black diamond weighing 23 carats, together with an imitation in glass of the
pink diamond lent me by Mr. Streeter; also a flat triangular crystal of
diamond of pure water, and a piece of glass of the same shape and size.
On development, the impression where the diamond obscured the rays
was found to be strong, showing that most rays passed through, while
the glass was practically opaque. By this means imitation diamonds
and some other false gems can readily be detected and distinguished
from t,h e true gems. It would take a good observer to dist1nguish rny
pure triangular diamond from the adjacent glass imitation.
GENESIS OF THE DIAMOND.

Speculations as to the probable origin of the diamond have been
greatly forwarded by patient research, and particularly by improved
means of obtaining high temperatures. Thanks to the success of
Professor Moissan, whose name will always be associated with the
artificial production of diamonds, we are able to-day to manufacture
diamonds in our laboratories-minutely microscopic, it is true-all the
same veritable diamonds, with crystalline form and appearance, color,
hardnes~, and action on light. the same as the natural gem.
Until recent years carbon was comddered absolutely nonvolatile and
infusible; but the enormous temperatures at the disposal of experimentalists-Ly the introduction of electricity-show that instead of
breaking rules, carbon obeys the same laws that govern other bodies.
It volatilizes at the ordinary pressure ~ta temperature of about 3,600°
C., and pa ses from the solid to the gaseous state without liquefying.
It ha been found that other bodies which volatilize without liquefying at the ordinary pre ure will easily liquefy if pressure is added to
temperature. Thu , ar enic liquefies under the action of beat if the
pre~ ure i increa ed; it naturally follows that if along with the requiit . temp rature u:ffi ient pre ure is applied, liquefaction of carbon
wi11 b lik 1y to take place, when on cooling it will cry tallize. But
arb n at hight .mperature i a mo t energetic chemical agent, and if
it c, n
t hold of ox g n from the atrno pbere or any compound containing it jt ill idize and fly ft' ju the form of arbonic acid. Beat
and
ur th r £ re ar of no avail unle ~ the carbon can b kept

rdinar
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Professor Dewar bas made a calculation as to the critical pressure of
carbon, that is the lowest pressure at which carbon can be got to assume
the liquid state at its critical temperature, that is, the }lighest temperature at which liquefaction is possible. He starts from the vaporizing
or boiling point of carbon, which, from the experiments of Violle and
others on the elf~ctric arc, is about 3,600° C., or 3,874° Absolute. The
critical point of a substance on the average is 1.5 times its absolute
boiling point. Therefore the critical point of carbon is 5,811 ° Ab., or,
say, 5,800° Ab. But the absolute critical temperature divided by the
critical pressure is for elements never less than 2.5. Tben5,3ooo A. - 2 5 or PCr
PCr
.

= 5 ,8000 A.
2.5

'

or 2 320 atmospheres
'
•

The result is that the critical pressure of carbon is about 2,300 atmospheres or, say, 15 tons on the square inch. The highest critical pressure recorded is that of water, amounting to 195 atmospheres, and the
lowest that of hydrogen, about 20 atmo::,pheres. In other words, the
r.ritical pressure of water is ten times that of hydrogen, and the critical pressure of carbon is ten times that of water.
Now, 15 tons on the square inch is not a difficult pressure to obtain
in a closed vessel. In their researches on the gases from fired gunpowder and cordite, Sir Frederick Abel and Sir Andrew Noble obtained
in closed steel cylinders pressures as great as 95 tons to the square
inch, and temperatures as high as 4,000° 0 . . Here, then, if the observations are correct, we have sufficient temperature and enough pressure to liquefy carbon; and if the temperature could only be allowed
to act for a sufficiP,nt time on the carbon there is little doubt that the
artificial formation of diamonds would soon pass from the microscopic
stage to a scale more likely to satisfy the requirements of science,
industry, and personal decoration.
ARTIFICIAL MANUFACTURE OF 'fHE DIAMOND.

I will now proceed to manufacture a diamond before your eyes. Don't
think I yet have a talisman that will make me rich beyond the dreams
of avarice. Hitherto the results have been very microscopic, and are
chiefly of scientific interest in showiug us nature's workshop, and bow
we may ultimately hope to vie with her in the manufacture of diamonds.
Unfortunately, the operations of separating the diamond from the iron
and other bodies with which it is associated are somewhat prolonged,
nearly a fortnight beiug required to detach it from the iron, graphite,
and other matters in which it is embedded. I can, however, sh~w the
different stages of the operations, and project on ~he screen diamonds
made in this manner.
In Paris, recently, I saw the operation carried out by M. Moissan,
tbe discoverer of this method of making carbon separate out in the
transparent crystalline form, and I can show you the operations
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straight, as it were, from tbe inventor's laboratory. I am also indebted
to the directors of the :Notting Hill Electric Lighti:ug Company and 1io
tbe general manager, Mr. Schultz, for enabling me to perform 8everal
operations at their central station, where currents of 500 amperes and
100 volts were placed at my disposal.
The first necessity is to select pure iron-free from sulphur, silicon,
phosphorus, etc.-and to pack it in a carbon crucible with pure charcoal
from sugar. Half a pound of this iron is then put into the body of the
electric furnace, and a powerful arc formed close above it between car-• •
bon poles, utilizing a current of 800 amperes at 40 volts pressure. The
iron rapidly melts and saturates itself with carbon. .After a few minutes' beating to a temperature above 4,000° 0.-a temperature at which
the lime of the furnace melts like wax and volatilizes in clouds-the
current is stopped, and the dazzling fiery crucible is plunged ·beneath
the surface of cold water, where it is held till it sinks below a red beat.
.A.sis-well known, iron increases in volume at the momeut of passing
from the liquid to the solid state. The sudden cooling solidifies the
outer layer of iron, and holds the inner molten mass in a tight grip.
The expanEion of the inner liquid on solidifying produces an enormous
pressure, and under the stress of this pre~sure the dissolved carbon
separates out in a transparent, dense, crystalline form-in fact, as
diamond.
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carefully deposited on a slide, and examined under the microscope.
Along with numerous pieces of black diamond are seen transparent,
colorless pieces, some amorpllous, others with a crystalline appearance,
as I have attempted to reproduce in diagrams. Although many fragments of crystals occur, it is remarkable that I have never seen a complete crystal. All appeal' broken up, as if on being liberated from the
intense pressure under which they were formed they burst asunder. I
have direct evidence of this phenomenon. A very fine piece of artificial
diamond, carefully mounted by me on a microscopic slide, exploded
during the night and covered my slide with fragments. This bursting
paroxysm is not unknown at the Kimberley mines.
On the screen I will project fragments of artificial diamond, some
lent me by Professor Roberts-Austen, others of my own make, while
on the wall you will see-drawings of diamonds copied from M. Moissan's
book on the electric furnace. Unfortunately these specimens are all
microscopic. The largest artificial diamond, so far, is less than 1 millimeter across.
Laboratory diamonds burn in the air before the blowpipe to carbonic
acid, and in luster, cry8ta1line form, optical properties, density, and
hardness they are identical with the natural stone.
Many circumstances point to the conclusion that the diamond of the
chemist and ·t he diamond of the mine are strangely akin as to origin. It
is conclusively proved that the diamoml bas not been formed in situ in
the blue ground. The diamond genesis must have taken place at great .
depl hs under enormous pressure. The explosion of large diamonds on
coming· to the surface shows extreme teusion. More diamonds are
fou11d in fragments and splinters than in perfect crystals, and it is
noteworthy that although many of these splinters and fragments are
derived from tbe breaking up of a large crystal, yet in no instance
have pieces been found which could be fitted together. Does not this
fact point to the conclusion that the blue ground is not their· true
matrix, Nature does not make fragments of crystals. As the edges
of the crystals are still sharp and · unabraded the locus of formation
can not have been very distant from the present sites. There were
probably many ~ites of crystallization differing in place and time, or
. we should not see Ruch distinctive characters in the gems from different
mine , nor, indeed., in the diamonds from different parts of the same
mine.
THE MECHANISM OF THE DI.A.M.A.NTIFEROUS PIPES.

Ilow the great diamond pipes originally came into existence is .not
diil::icult to understand in the light of the foregoing facts. They certainly w re not burst through ju the ordinary manner of volcanic eruption. The surrounding and inclosing wans show no sigus of igneous
action, an<l are not shattered nor broken even when touching tbe "blue
ground." These pipes after they were pierced were filled from below,
and the diam01;ids formed at some previous epoch too remote to imagine
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were erupted with a mud volcano, together with all kinds of debris
eroded from tlte adjacent rocks. The direction of flow is seen in the
upturned edges of some of the strata of shale in the walls, although I
was unable at great depths to see any upturning in most parts of the
walls of the De Beers mine.
Let me again refer you to the section through the Kimberley mine.
There are many such pipes in the immediate neighborhood. It may be
t,h at each volcanic pipe is the vent for its own special laboratory-a
laboratory buried at vastly greater depths than we have reached or
are likely to reach-where the temperature is comparable with that
of the electric furnace, where the pressure is fiercer than in our puny
laboratories and the melting point higher, where no oxygen is present,
and where masses of carbon-saturated iron have taken centuries, perhaps thousands of years, to cool to the solidifying point. Such being
the conditions, the wonder is, not that diamonds are found as big as
one's fist, but that they are not found as big as one's head. The chemist arduously manufactures infinitesimal diamonds, valueless as ornamental gems; but nature, with unlimited temperature, inconceivable
pressure, and gigantic material, to say nothing of measureless time,
produces without stint the dazzling, radiant, beautiful crystals I am
enabled to sliow you to-night.
The ferric origin of the diamond is corroborated in many. ways. The
country round Kimberley is remarkable for its ferruginous character,
and iron -saturated soil is popularly regarded as one of the indications
of the near presence of diamonds. Certain artificial diamonds preseut
the appearance of au elongated drop. From Kimberley I have with me
diamollds which have exactly the appearance of drops of liquid separated in a pa ty condition and crystallized on cooling. At Kimberley,
and in other parts of the world, diamonds have been found with little
appearance of crystallization, but with rounded forms similar to tliose
which a liquid might assume if kept in the mid t of another liquid
with whi ·hit would not mix. Other drops of liquid carbon retained
abo\· tb ir m lting point for ufficient time would coalesce with adjan drop , and on low cooling would eparate in the form of large,
p rfe ·t er tal . Two drops, joining after incipient crystallization,
w ulcl a um th not uncommon form of interpenetrating twin crystals.
Illu ra i u of th e form from Kimberley are here to-night. Other
modified ir um tauc would produce diamond pre enting a onfu eel
of b r y ry tal , r uncled and amorphou mas e , or a bard,
fi rm f c rbonad .
liam n d er tal.

I have
e hibit
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cavities which the same test proves to contain gas at considerable
pressure.
The ash left after burning a diamond invariably contains iron as its
chief constituent; and the most common colors of diamonds, when not
perfectly pellucid, show various shades of brown and yellow, from the
palest "off color" to almost black. These variations accord with the
theory that the diamond bas separated from molten iron, ·and also
explains how it happens that stones from different mines, and even
from different parts of the same mine, differ from each other. .Along
with carbon, molten iron dissolves other bodies which possess tinctorial
powers. One batch of iron might contain an impurity coloring the
stones blue, another lot would tend toward the formation of pink
stones, another of green, and so on. Traces of cobalt, nickel, chromium,
and manganese-all metals present in the blu·e ground-might produce
all these colots .
.An hypothesis, however, is of little value if it only elucidates onehalf of a problem. Let us see how far we can follow out the ferric
hypothesis to explain the volcanic pipes. In the :first place we must
remember these so-called volcanic vents are admittedly not :filled with
eruptive rocks, scoriaceom, fragmentH, etc., constituting the ordinary
contents of volcanic ducts. .At Kimberley the pipes are :filled with a
geological p1um pudding of heterogenous character-agreeing, however, in one particular. The appearance of shale and fragments of
other rocks shows that the melange has suffered no great heat in its
present condition, and that it has been erupted from gr~at depths by
the agency of water va,p or or some similar gas. How is this to be
accounted fort
It must be borne in mind I start with the reasonable supposition that
at a sufficient depth 1 there were masses of molten iron at great pres~ure
and high temperature, holding carbon in solution, ready to crystallize
out on cooling. In illustration, I may cite the masses of erupted iron
in Greenland. Far back in time the cooling from above caused cracks
in superjacent strata through which water 2 found its ways. Before
reaching the iron the water would be converted into gas, and this gas
would rapidly disintegrate and erode the channels through which it
passed, grooving a passage more and more vertical in the endeavor
to tiu<l the quickest vent to the surface. But steam in the presence of
molten or even red-hot iron rapidly attacks it, oxidizes the metal and
liberates large volumes of hydrogen gas, together with less quantities
of hydrocarbons 3 of all kinds-liquids, gaseous, and solid. Erosion
1
The requisite pressure of 15 tons on the square inch would exist not many miles
beneath the surface of the earth.
2
'l'here are abundant signs th at a considerable portion of this part of Africa was
once under water, and a fresh-w ater shell has been found in apparently undisturbed
blue g round at Kimberley.
:The water sunk in wells close to the Kimberley mine is somtimea impregnated
with paraffin, and Sir H. •Roscoe extracted a solid hydrocarbon from the "blue
ground."
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commenced by steam would be continued by the other gases, and it
would be no difficult task for pipes, large as any found in South Africa,
to be scored out in this manner. Sir Andrew Noble. bas shown that
when the screw stopper of bis steel cylinders in which gunpowder
explodes under pressure is not absolutely perfect, gas finds its way out
with a rush so overpowering as to score a wide channel in the metal.
Some of these stoppers and vents are o~ the table. To illustrate my
argument Sir Andrew Noble bas been kind enough to try a special
experiment. Through a, cylinder of granite is drilled a bole 0.2 inch
diameter, the size of a small vent. This is made the stopper of an
explosion chamber, in which a quantity of cordite is fired, the gases
escaping through the granite vent. The pressure is about 1,500 atmospheres, and the whole time of escape is less tban half a second. Notice
the erosion produced by the escaping gases and by the heat 1)f frictio n,
which have scored out a channel over half an inch diameter and melted
the granite along their course. If steel and granite are thus vulnerable
at comparatively moderate gaseous pressure, is it not easy to imagi11e
the destructive upburst of hydrogen and water-gas grooving for itself
a channel in the diabase and quartzite, tearing fragments from resisting rocks, covering the country with debris, and finally, at the subsidence of the great rush, :filling the self-made pipe with a water-borne
magma iu which rocks, minerals, iron oxide, shale, petroleum, and
diamonds are churned together in a veritable witch's cauldron! As
the heat abated the water vapor would gradually give place to hot
water, which, forced through the magma, would chan ge some of the
mineral fragments into the now existillg forms.
Each outbreak would form a dome-shaped bill, but the eroding
agency of water and ice would plane these eminences until all traces
of the original pipes were lost.
Actions, uch a I have described, need not have taken place si111ultaneou ly. A there must have been many molten masses of iron with
variable content of carbon, different kind of coloring matter, solidifying with varying degree of rapidity, and coming in contact with
water at interval throughout lon g periods of geological time-so must
there have been many outburst and upheaval , giving ri e to pipes
containing diamond .
nd th e diamond , by spar eness of distribution, cry talline character difference of tint, purity of color, varyin hardn , brittlen , and tate of ten ion, would have impre s d
upon th m ngraved by natural forces, the tory of their origin-a
t r
hi ·h future gene.re tion of ci ntific m n may be able to interr t wi h r at r pr ·i i n than w '.an to-day.
h kn w bu that a unknown d p 11 in tbe earth' metallic core
of iron not y t di inh tli pr . ent pip th r ar till ma
' n xidiz db aque u ap r-ma · · containing diamond.,
un r k D 11d in rr , r pr fu. ion 11 c n th y xi tin tlrn pre.· nt blue
uu iu much · th y r in ·l d in th ma rix it elf, undiluted by
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the numerous rock constituents which compose the bulk of the blue
ground. If this be the case a careful magnetic survey of the country
around Kimberley might prove of immense interest, scientific and
practical. Observations, at carefully selected station.-,, of the three
magnetic elements-the horizontal component of direction, the vertical
component of direction, and the magnetic intensity-would soon show
whether any large masses of iron exist within a certain distance of the
surface. It has been calculated that a mass of iron 500 feet in diameter could be detected were it 10 miles below the surface. A magnetic
survey might also ·reveal other valuable diamantiferous pipes which,
owing to the absence of surface indications, would otherwise remain
hidden.
METEORIC DI.A.MONDS.

There is another diamond theory which appeals to the fancy. It is
said that the diamond is a direct gift from heaven, conveyed to earth in
meteoric bowers. The suggestion, I believe, was first broached by
A. Meydenbauer, 1 who says: "The diamond ca11 only be of cosmic
origin, having fallen as a meteorite at later periods of the earth's formatiou. The available localities of the diamond contain the residues of
not very compact meteoric masses which may, perhaps, have fa11en in
hi storic ages, and which have penetrated more or less deeply, accordin g to the more or less resistant character of the surface where they fell.
TLeir remains are crumbling away on exposure to the air and sun, and
tile rain has long ago washed away all prominent masses. The inclosed
diamonds have remained scattered in the river beds, while the fine,
light matrix bas been swept a\iay." ·
According to this hypothesis, the so-called volcanic pipes are simply
holes bored in the solid earth by the impact of monstrous meteorsthe larger masses boring the boles, while the smaller masses, disintegrating in their fall, distributed diamonds broadcast. Bizarre as such
a theory may appear, I am bound to say there are many circumsta11ces
which show that the uotion of the heavens raining diamonds is not
impossible.
In 1846 a meteorite fell in Hungary (the" Ava meteorite") which
was found to contain graphite in the cubic crystalline system. G. Rose
thought this cubic graphite was produced by the transformation of a
diamond. Long after this prediction was verified by Weiuschenk, who
found transparent crystals in the Ava meteorite. Mr. Fletcher has
found in two meteoric irons-one from Youndegin, East Australia, and
one from Crosbys Creek, United States-crystals absolutely similar to
those in the Ava meteorite.
In 1886 a meteorite falling in Russia contained, besides other constituents, about 1 per cent of carbon in light-gray grains, having the
hardness of diamond; and burning in oxygen to carbonic acid.
1

Chem icn.l News, Vol. LXI, page 209, 1890.
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Daubree says the resemblance is manifest between the diamantiferous
earth of South Africa and the Ava meteorite, of which t h e stony substance consists almost entirely of peridot. Peridot being the inseparable companion of meteoric iron, the presence of diamonds in th e
meteorites of Ava, of Youndegin, and of Crosbys Creek, bring them
close to the terrestrial diamantiferous rocks.
Hudleston maintains that the bronzite of the Kimberley blue ground
is in a condition much resembling the bronzite grains of meteorites ;
whilst Maskelyne says that the bronzite crystals of Dutoitspan resemble
closely those of the bronzite of the meteor of Breitenbach, but are less
rich in crystallographic planes.
But the most striking confirmation of the meteoric theory comes from
Arizona. Here, on a broad open plain, over an area about 5 miles
diameter, were scatt~red 1,000 or 2,000 masses of met allic iron, the
fra.gments varying in weight from half a ton to a fraction of an ounce.
There is little doubt these masses formed part of a meteoric shower,
although no r ecord exists as to when the fall took place. Curiously
enough , near the center, where most of the meteorites have been found,
is a crater with raised edges three-quarters of a mile in d iameter and
about 600 feet deep, bearing exactly the appearance which would be
produced had a mighty mass of iron or falling star struck t he ground,
scattering in all di rections, and buried itself deep under the surface.
A ltogeth er 10 ton s of this iron h ave already been collected, and specimens of t he Canyon Diablo meteorite are in most collectors' cabinets.
A n ardent min eralogi t, the late Dr. Foote, in cuttin g a section of
th i meteorite, fou ud t ho tools were injured by somethi ng vastly harder
than metallic irou, and an emery wheel used in grinding the iron had
been r uined. He examined the s pecimen chemically, awl soon after
annouuced to t he scien tific world that the Canyon Diablo meteorite
contained black an d transparent diamonds. This startling discovery
wa aft rward verified by Profes ors F riedel and Moissan, who found
that the Canyon Diabl meteorite contain ed the th ree varieties of
arb u-diamond (tran parent and black ), graphite, and amorpbou
arbon .
ince thi. revelation, the search for diamonds in meteorites
ha
cupi d th attenti n of chemi t all over the world.
I m nablecl to .· how you photograph of true diamonds I have
my If x ract d fr m piece of the Canyon Diablo meteorite, 5 pounds
f wbi h hav di olv din a, id for thi purpo e-an act of vandalof i n fi r whi h I hope mineralogi ts will forgive
1 b of tb m teorite, weighing about 7 pound , which
1v n , i on th tabl before you .
b n w h
lut pro f of the truth of the meteoric
ncl r tm ph ric influ n
th iron w nld rapidly oxidize
· 1 rin be adj · nt oil with red oxide of iron. The
nl
n ff t d and would be 1 ft on th ur1 I r r wh n o id i n had re ov cl th la t
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proof of their celestial origin. That there are still lumps of iron left
in A rizona is merely due to the extreme dryness of the climate and the
comparatively short time that the iron has been on our planet. We
are here witnesses to the course of an event which may have happened
in geologic times anywhere on the earth's surface.
Although in .Arizona diamonds have fallen from above, confounding
all our usual notions, this descent of precious stones seems what is
called a freak of nature rather than a normal occurrence. To the
modern student of science there is no great di:fference between the composition of our earth and that of extraterrestrial masses. The mineral
peridot is a constant extraterrestrial visitor, present in most meteorites.
And yet no one doubts that peridot is also a true constituent of rocks
formed on this earth. The spectroscope reveals that the elementary
composition of the stars and the earth are pretty much the same; so
does the examination of meteorites. Indeed, not only are the selfsame
elements present in meteorites, but they are combined in the same way
to form t he same minerals as in the crust of the earth.
This identity between terrestrial and extraterrestrial rocks recalls
the masses of uickeliferous iron of Ovifak. Accompanied with graphite, they form part of the colossal eruptions which have covered a portion of Greenland. They are so like meteorites that at first they were
considered to be meteorites till their terrestrial origin was proved.
They contain as much as 1.1 per cent of free carbon.
It is certain from observations I made at Kimberley, corroborated by
the experience gained in the laboratory, that iron at a high temperature
and under great pressure will act as the long-sought solvent for carbon,
and will allow it to crystallize ou,t in the form of diamond-conditions
existent at great depths below the surface of the earth. But, it is also
certain, from the evidence afforded by the Arizona and other meteorites,
t hat similar conditions have likewise existed among bodies in space,
and that a meteorite, freigllted with its rich. contents, on more than one
occasion has fallen as a star from the sky. In short, in a physical
sense, heaven is but another name for earth, or earth for heaven.

THE DISCOVERY OF NEW ELEMENTS WITHIN THE LAST
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 1

By

CLEMENS WINKLER.

In considering- t,he relative frequency of the substances composing
the cru t of the earth, Olark:e:t admits that down to a depth of lu kilometer8 below sea level the composition of that euvelope is the same as
that of' the uperficial strata alreauy examined. The average specific
gravity of tbese strata is 2.5, which is not much more than half' that
of the eartli, ta.ken as a whole. Including the ocean and the atmosphere, thi outer crust is half oxygen and one-fourth silicon, the remaining fourth beiug made up of the other elemen_ts: Aluminum, 7 per cent;
iro11, 5.1; calcium, 3.5; magnesium, 2.5; sodium, 2.2, and the same
arnonnt of potas 'ium. Some elements, whose numerous combinations
have long attracted the attention of the human mind, are of but slight
importance quantitatively considered; thus, there is fouud in the crust
of t he earth but 0.9-! per cent of hydrogen, 0.21 of carbonic acid, 0.09
of phosphorus, and 0.02 of nitrogen. These elements, therefore; which
form immen e ocea11s, and are the very basis of life, furnish but a very
small fraction of'. the above-mentioned external shell, 16 kilometers
thiek, and it seems probable, from son11dings hitherto made, that at
the greatest depths they are absent or exist in very small quantities.
Con sidered with reference to the mass of the whole globe they may be
almost wholly ueglected. The a111ou11t of chlorine does not exceed 0.15
per ceut; yet the amount of chloride of sodium dissolved in the ocean
woul<l suffice to cover the surface of the continents and bury the
highest mouuta.ins.
It will be :-;een from this bow little we can judge of the average mass
of the globe, as i11dicated by its mean density, from an. examination of
its external surface. There can not be the least doubt but what the
internal portions of the earth are formed from substances different
from those composing its external strata, and involuntarily the mind
compares our planet with those meteorites whose mass is of iron trav1
A p aper read January 11, 1897, before the German Chemical Society at Berlin.
Translated from the Revue Scientifi.que, fonrth series, Vol. VIII, pages 258-262.
2
F. W. Clarke, Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington, VoL II,
pages 129-142.
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ersed and enveloped by silicates, and which have an amount of phosphorus and carbon, as well as of hydrogen and nitrogen, as insignificant
in proportion as is tliat of the earth, all of which makes it seem probable that they have bad a gaseous envelope that has been lost during
their passage through the terrestrial atmosphere.
But if the elements of low specific gravity or great volatility which,
like hydrogen or nitrogen, exist in great quantity around us form but
a very small part of the total constituents of our globe, it will be seen
that the elements called rare must compose but an infinitesimal part of
the mass of the earth, especially since, as far as we know at present,
these elements are never found at great depths. I at least am not
aware that the heavy metals-gold, silver, lead, etc.-are found in materials extracted from great depths or thrown out by volcanoes. At the
time of the great eruption of Krakatoa, for example, I sought vainly
for such elements in the cinders ejected by the volcano, which apparently came from great depths. The supposed discovery of a new element in the old lavas of Vesuvius has been found to be erroneous.
As we approach the surface of Lhe globe elementary bodies seem to
multiply, and two hypotheses occur for explaining this-displacements
of cosmic matter or the formation of new elements upon the surface of
the globe.
Displacements of cosmic matter are, as is well known, incessant.
The fall of meteorites furnishes a particularly striking example of thi::;,
but it is probable that quautitatively cosmic dust has a greater importance. Still, neither the meteorites found at various points nor the
dust gathered by ordenskiold 1 on the ice fields of the polar regions,
and who e extra-terrestrial origin can 11ot be doubted, contain rare element . The hypothesis of increase by exterior agency seems, then, to
lack foundation. The new formation of elementary bodies seems, however, till le probable. We can, at most, support it by the hypothei , uggested but never proven, that bodies now supposed to be simple may be reduced. Without doubt spectrum analysis reveals to us
tran formation that are gradually going on in the matter of the fixed
tar , but the ue tion i whether known elements tra11sform themint other e ually w 11 k11own. Be ides, the conditions of temel
p r ture and aggr gation of the fixed tars that have been observed
n n t be compared with tho e of the earth.
vi nt1y h increa' o · imple bodi in tbe exterior strata of the
terr trial 1 be i onl appar nt. It mu t b recognized that human
h
ma l gr at progre and that thi progr , can not
n influ n up n th di. ov ry f n w element . The first
1 · r l ti d · mp iti n of alt and earth att mpted at the comm n · m n of hi · ntury by Dav y m an of feeble Voltai pile
t
th
f metallic r clical that bad not been in
h t ti111 ; wbil M i an, by mean of the
-da , h b e able to i olate from it combi-
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n ations fluorine, hitherto almost unknown. Spectrum analysis bas
brought to light the existence of an entire series of elemPnts with ,·.baracteristic spectra, and it has been possible to demonstrate the 1m•sence
of one of these, helium, in the sun, before it was known that It also
entered into the composition of our globe. The conclusions drawn by
D. Mendeleje:ff from the law of periodicity also led to the discovery of
several elements whose existence was theoretically indicated before the
chemist bad isolated them.
I will again recur to the results obtained by Mendeleje:ff, but I will
now mention scandium discovered in 1879 by Nilson in euxonite, gadolinite, and yttrotitanite. This metal, of whose oxide only a few grams
exist, and which, perhaps, no one except its discoverer has ever bad in
bis hands, h as a considerable scientific importance, because its atomic
weight of 44, determined by Nilson, is precisely that indicated by
Mendelej e:ff for ekabor, an element whose existence had been foretold
by the la w of periodicity.
As early as 1794 Gadolin had separated from the gadolinite of
Ytterby a n earth which he called ytter earth, and which later was
recognized a form ed of erbine, terbine, aud of ytter properly so called.
Tl.le e earth were again found iu a great number of rare minerals, but
the oxides derived from theHe minerals appeared to be different in
nature and behavior, seeming rather to be mixtures very difficult to
break up into th eir constituent parts, their various elements giving no
very characteristic r eactions. It was necessary to have recourse to
spectrum an alysis and to the determination of their atomic weights,
trying to isolate them by repeated fractionation, either by the action
of the sulph ates of potash or ammonium or by the part ial decompoi-;ition
of tbe nitrates under the action of heat. We will not enter here into
tbe details of tl1ese operations which are special researches in the strict
sense of the word, and whose results are not yet clearly established as
•to certain points. The major part of the work has, however, been
accomplished in the last quarter century; and not only has it given us
more precise ideas concerning scandium and yttrium, but jt has also
revealed the existence of numerous other rare elements whose decomposition doe not appear impossible, among which we will cite: Erbium, 1
holmium,2 thulium, 3 dysprosiurn,4 terbium,5 gadolinum, 6 samariurn,7
decipium, 0 ytterbium. 9 Lucium, 10 recently announced by P. Barriere,
b as been since contested.
Cleve, Comptes r endus, 91-381.
Id., ibid., 89 et 91.
3 Id., ibid.
4
Lecoq de Boisbaudran, ibid., 102.
6
Delafont aine, Ann. de chim. et de phys., 14.
6
Lecoq de Boisbaudran, Comptes randut!, 102.
7 Id ., ibid., 89.
8
Delafontaine, Comptes rend us, 87.
~Marignac, Comptes r endus, 87.
1
LW. Crookes, Chem. Zeitung, 1896.
1

2
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Cerium, lantha,num, and didymium have recently been the objects of
attentive researches having in view a practical end-the construction
of mantles usecl in incaudescent gaslights. It had been for some time
suspected that didymium was not a simple body, but it was Carl Auer
von Welsbach, 1 the inventor of this method of illumination, who hlls
the honor of baving succeeded, in 1885, in separating didymium into
its two elements, praseodymium and neodymium. By the use of monazite, as was shown at the Chicago Exposition in 1893, a greater quantity
of the salts of these remarkable metals was prepared and the practical
application of them assured.
The existence of metacerium announced by M. Brauner2 does not
appear as yet absolutely established,. neither does that of russium3
which M. Chruschtschow found associated with thorium in certain
zirconiums and in monazite, and whose atomic weight is said to be 220.
The jargonium of Sorby, 4 the austriurn of Linuemann, 5 as well as the
11orvegium of Dahll,6 the actinium of Phipson, 7 tbeidumium of Websky, 8
the masrium of Richmond and Off,9 and an unknown element which
M. K. J. Ba,yer thought he bad found in French bauxite have vanished
into the void.
·
We will also mention, as curiosities, kosmium and neokosmium, that
take tbeir names, not from the kosmos but from Kosmanu, 10 who, on
the 16th of November, 1896, took out a pate11t for the preparation of
their oxide . lf it were not for the expense of the patent, it might
have been thought a pleasantry, like that perpetrated a few years ago
by the bemiker Zeitung, 11 that told its readers over the signature of
M. Fried. Much, the marvellous history of the discovery of damarium.
rrhe world of clrnrnical J?rocesses is like the stage of a theatre on
which are exhibited the detail' of the action of the play, but in this
world the characters are repre euted by elements, each of which plays
it part, whether it be a ilent or a speaking one. Among the latter
may b ·la eel two elements discovered during the last twenty-five
y ar -gallium and germanium.
allium wa di.·covered on the 27th of August, 1875, by Lecoq de
£,oi baudran 12 iu th blend) of Pierrefitte, by means of two quite wellrnark cl liu >. that app ar cl iu the violet portion of that spectrum of
ba bl •ud , whi ·b, howev r, a was afterward ·hown, contain· but a
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very small proportion of the new metal. This proportion is not, in fact,
more than a ten-thousandth per cent, while the richer b1ende of Bernbryer contains a thousandth. The preparation of any considerable
qmmtities of ga11ium was naturally atten<led with great difficulties
because there was no ore known from which it could be obtained, and
yet the study of the new mineral is of the greatest interest because of
the theoretical speculations of Mendelejeff, already mentioned. Scandium and germanium had not yet been discovered, so that nothing
could either justify or confirm the conclusions derived from the law of
periodicity. A~ early as 1869, in a communication presented to the
Russian Society of Chemistry at St. Petersburg, "on the correlations
existing between the properties of elements and their atomic weight,"
Me11de1~jeff 1 had, in fact, affirmed the existence of simple bodies not
yet discovered, whose atomic weight, ought, for example, to be between
65 ancl 75. He llad even gone further yet, by studying and describing in
all their details the properties of three hypothetical elements,2 elrnbor,
elrn-al11mi1rnm, and ekasiliccrn. It will he seen, then, what interest
attached to the question of ascertaining whether the properties of
gallium agreecl with the previsions of tlrn Russian chemist.
At first it seemed that no agreement existed, at least the dctermi11ation made on the small quantities of gallium that could be obtained
gave for its specific gravity the unexpected value of 4.7. But as several
of the properties of the 11ew metal, such as precipitation from its solution~ by carbonate of baryta, its tende,1cy to forrn basic Ralts and its
capacity for furnishing alums, denoted a very close relationship with
alnminum, Mendelejeff did not hesitate, in the Memoires de l' Academie
des Sciences of France, to declare th at the element in question seemed
to correspo11d to that whose existence be had fol'ctold in 1871 as analogous to aluminum, and which he bad provisionally designated under
the name of elm-aluminum. And, in fact, new determinations made
with more considerable quantities of gallium, obtained by the electrolytic process, showed that its specific gravity was 50, a value exactly
correspour1ing to that calculated by Men<lel~ieff for the hypothetical
kH-nluminum. The samQ agreement was later shown for its specific
bent (0.0 ) as well as for its specific gravity, so that the exactitude of
the previsions of Men'1elejeff were confirmed. It was thus well establi~hccl that it is possible to deduce from the properties of known elements tl10se of elements yet unkuown, but whose existence may be
predicted.
Mendele,ieff did not hope for such a rapid confirmation of his previ ions, but his triumph was still more complete, for to gallium there
was oon added scandium (ekabor), discovered by M. L. F. Nilson in
1870, and germanium (ekasilicon) by myself iu 188G. 1
1

D. Mendelejoff, Journ. d. rnss. chem. Ges., 1869.
D. Mendelejeff, Ann. chem. Supp ., 8.
3
Cf. Winkler, Berich. <l. d. chem . Gesellsch, 19.
2
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The dis~overy of germanium, predicted under tlle name of ekasilicon
by Mendelejeff, recalls the discovery, by Galle, of the planet Neptuue,
whose existence had been shown by the calculatio11s of Adams and
Leverrier. This discovery was uot due to the concurrence of favorable
circumstances or to a happy accident; it resulted from researclles
undertaken because of theoretical previsions, aud the agreemellt hetwee11 the predicted aud real properties was such that MendelrJeff co11siders the discovery of germanium the principal justification of the law
•
_
of periodicity. 1
On one point only bas germanium completely deceived expectations;
that is, with regard to its formations in nature. It might have been
expected that it would rather have been fouud as an oxide iu the rare
minerals of the North, in company with titanium and zirconium, than
as a ~ulphide in r.ompauy with analogous combiuations of arsenic a11d
antimouy in the Yein rock of argentHerous minerals. This circumstance, together with the comparative rarity of its mineral, argyrodite,
has contributed not a little to retard tbe elucidation of its true character; I am myself iuclined to consider it as eka-antimony, wliile
Mendelejeff, after my first incomplete communicatious to him, supposed it to be ekacadmium. At alJout the same time M. von Richter
expressed his conviction that germanium could be nothing else than
the long-expected ekasilicon; an opinion which lie justified. l>y tlle
agreemeut of tlleir atomic weights.
Although gallium aud germanium keep peace with each other, sllowiug tha,t cience i above all national quarrels and political agitations,
the denomina.tion of germanium whicll I have given to tbe new elemeut
ha aroused some criticism, 2 and it bas been said that I ought to
renounce that name which has too marked a territorial flavor. I need
llot ay that tliis demand eem to rue quite unjustifiable, for I have
only followed the example given by the denominations gallium and
caudium, concerning wliich the same criticism could be made.
The uc e of tlle l>old peculations of l\iendelejeff allows us to affirm
tllat the elaboration of tlie periodic sy tern is a great forward step for
· •ieu . Iu the cour e of ouly fifteen year all the 1fredictions of tlle
fa ian chemi t ha\· b u co11fi.nned, new element have been placed
lil he ap whi h h' 1 ft in hi. talJle, :rncl there is rea on to hope that
i , ill b th ame for tho which still remain iu the natural sy tern .
till lie la
w elem ut di ·overed-argon and llelium- 'eem to
11 v nor ,Iation with th p ri die 'Y-= tern.
ft r Lord I aylei o·h,3 i11
1 2 h d prov d bat nitrog ·11 obtaiued from ch mical coml>i11atiou ·
ut ne-half p r · 11t Ii ht r than that olJtainc 1 from th atmo •
t rmin ti n that wa , ain v rift cl in 1 9:1-, 1 Lord. l ayleiO'h
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au d P rofessor Ramsay 1 separated from atmospherie uitrogen an elementary gas of great density which, by reason of its chemical indifference,
they called argon. They proved that this gas formed about 0.8 or 0.9 per
cent of the volume of nitrogen, from which it could be separated either
by incandescent magn.esium or by the continued action of the electric
spark. It was established beyond doubt that Cavendish produced this
gas a hundred years ago by the use of the electric spark. 2 Argon, either
alone or accompanied by helium, has also been found in natural waters
as well as in minerals. Its discovery in a meteorite of Augusta County,
V irginia, United States of America, may perhaps lead us to ascribe to
i t au extraterrestrial origiu.
The physical proP,erties of argon are very distinct, and its characteristic spectrum enables us to at once distinguish it with certainty
from auy other substance, but from a chemical point of view this gas
is most extraordinarily inactive, and we have not yet succeeded in ·
making it form eombi11ations as the other elements do. This veculiarity, and also the im11ossibility of finding a place in the periodic
system for a Rimple body having- the molecular weight of argon (39.88),
have given rise to au sorts of hypotheses relative to the nature of this
gas. Should it be considered as a monatomic element having an atomic
" ·eight of 37 and a place in the system between chlorine and potassium,
01· a diatomic one with an atomic weight of 20, wLich would place it
after fluorine and before sodium 1 May it not be an allotropic form of
11 itrogen, N 3, having a moleculHr weight of 42, or a triatomic element
whose atomic weight would not exceed 13 1 The question has not as
yet been answered.
Another most interestiug discovery was that of helium, made by
P rofessor Ramsay. 3 In 1891 Ilillebrand showed that uranium ore and
ores of the same family when dissolved in acids or fused with alkaline
carbonates, or even merely heated in a vacuum, may give off as much as
3 per cent of nitrogen. Professor Ramsay 4 obtained this gas from cleveite and by means of spectroscopic examination demonstrated the presence of argon; and in the course of his experiments-in March, 1895h e observed beside the spectrum of argon another bright, yellow line
tllat did not b elong to that spectrum, and which Crookes 5 recognized
as identical with the line D 3 that Lockyer 6 had already observed in·
1868 iu the spectrum of the solar chromosphere, and which he had
a ttributed to an element ·as yet unknown upon the earth-helium. The
same line had also been distinguished in the spectra of other fixed
stars, _particularly i.n the spectrum of Orion, so that it may be admitted
t llat helium exists in large quantities extraterrestrially.
1

Lord Rayleigh et W. Ramsay, Journ. prakt. Chem., 51.
Cavern1ish, Crell. Ann. , 1786.
·
3
W. Ramsay, Comptes r endus, 120.
4
W. Ramsay, Chem. News, 71.
5
C. Crookes, Chem. News, 71.
ti N. Lock yer, Nature, 53.
2
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On our planet it appears, on tlie contrary, to be very rare, and may
be ranked among the rarest of elements. Still, it bad been nearly discovered seyera1 times; in 1882 Palmieri 1 actually observed the line of
helium in t\1e, ourse 0f Ms researches upon the lava of Vesuvius, but
lie pursued tlrn matter no further; it was the same with Hillebrand,2
who, in 1891, obtained, in the spectrum of the gas obtained from uranite, lines which wrre probal>ly those of helium.
Since then helium lias been found in a great number of ores, generally a~sociated with uranium, yttrium, and thorium; in mineral waters,
a11d in very small quantities iu atmospheric air. Helium is the lightest
of all the gases excrpt hydrogen; Stoney 3 ded_uces from this fact an
explanation of the existence of these two elements in but very small
quantities in a free state upon the face of the ea;tli, while they are distrilmtecl in en~mnons masses tllrongbout the universe. The comparatively small force of the earth1s gravitation does not form a sufficient
counterpoi e to the velocity of their molecules, which therefore escape
from the terrestrial atmosphere unless restrained by chemical coml>ination. They then proceed to reunite around great centers of attraction, such as the fixed stars, in whose atmospheres these elements exist
in large quantitie .
The study of the spectrum of helium is of the greatest importance,
becau e it gives us inform~tion concerning the nature of distant celestial bodies. It al o, a is hown by the researches of Runge and
Pa chen, 4 uggests doubts a to the elerne11tary character of the uew
l, dy. llowever that may be, if we admit that helium is composed of
two gase (Mr. Lockyer l1a already propoRed the name of asteriurn for
the econd), one of the e gase ought to have a boiling point nearly as
low a. the ab olute zero, and in any case below 264° O., for the ma ·ter
ill liqu faction of ga e , lon . I . 01 zew ky, 5 bas not, so far, succeeded
in pr dncing < change of , tate in helium; o that he proposes to use
hi a for :filling ga thermom ter to be us d for mea uring very low
t mp rature .
p to th pre nt time helium ha, , howo it elf as refractory a argon
h mi•, l c mbination, an(l there i ~ uch a,n uncertainty as to the
po ition o whi<'11 it ught to be a :i ned that I will not discus the
h ·p b
hat lia v b n put forward with r gard to it.
I i. n t im1 o ibl that th di ov ry of th e two new eleme11t ,
h hum, may iv ri t a r mod ling if not a tran formari Ii
t m · a r mod lin o· whi ·h will can e the diRapp , r, uc· f .- m un r ainti . , or v 11 ontradi ·tion., whi h n w i t.
fi r x mpl
h at mi · w ight oft llurinm r
ntly d t rmin d

Arrron ,. hr.lium, d!'11x

n . 1·haf in Krakan ( 'rac·ow), .Jnnc• 1
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by B. B rauuet I and- Ludwig Stau<leumaier, 2 does not fit at all into the
peri odic system; on tbe other hand the existeuce in tllis ;:,uusta11ce of
a foreign element, such as au-striacnm, suggested by B. Brauner, does
not appear to be establislled. 3 As to tlle much agitated question of
whether and to what extent the atomic weight of cobalt differs from
that of nickel, I believe that I have answered. it in a satisfactory mau11 er and destroyed the hypothesis 4 of Gerhard Krii.ss and F. W. Schmid"
with regard to the existence in one of tllese substances of a third element wllich had received tlle name of gnornium.
The rapid review that we have just made of the discovery of new
elements during the last twenty-five years shows that new researches
in this line have been pursued. with great activity and have led to resu]ts
of considerable value.
.A.ud yet the speculations to wllich these
researches Lave given rise may be considered as quite uncertain as
r ega,rds the question of the possibility of tl1e ultimate decomposition of
t hose bodies that now appear to be simple; and per contra as regards
t l1e progressive development of a primitive substance and the new formation of the numerous elements that .are now recognized. I will only
recall in this connectiou the hypotllesis of Mr. Lockyer 6 as to the dissociation of the elements in the interior of the atmosphere of the
sun. Hypotheses of this sort will remain such as long as no one
lrns succeeded in decomposillg a uody hitherto regarded as undoubtedly simple, or iu transforming any element whatever into another.
And yet they should not be cousi<l.ered as entirely inadmissible; a day
may come when some unexpected event may open to science new ways
of investigation. Four hundred years ago Nicholas Copernicus left, as
a young master of philosophy and of me<l.icine, the old universit.y of
Ulica St. Anny, at Cracow, to go to Bologna and to Rome for the purpose of consecrating his talents as a mathematician to the study of
astronomical sciences. There, attacking the enigma of the :firmament,
be fi nally attained the certainty that the earth was not, as had been
hith erto believed, a central fixed world, but a sphere suspended freely
in space, a planet similar to the other planets, turning around the sun
a nd having a movem ent of rotation aroulld its own axis under the act.ion
of gravitation. It was, indeed, a true revolution. iu the th eories that
h a<l been hitherto held, this theory that fixed the s un in the firmament
in spite of its d aily ascent and disappearance; an idea that, at the
present day, h as become familiar to us. An<l. furth er, we uow k11ow
that neither is the sun itself :fixed, but that it is drawn with all its
cortege of planets along a course without end, across space without
H. Brau ne r, Sitzun gsber. d . k. k. Aka<l . der Wissensch., ·wien, 1889.
Zeitsdll'. fo r ::1,J1or gan. Cbemie, 10.
3
1. Winkl ~r, Zeitsch r. fiir anorgan. Chemie, 8.
4
CL \Vinkler , Zcitsch. f . anorgan. Chemie.
:, G~rbanl Kruss an<l F . W. Schmidt, Berichte d. deutsch. ch em. Gcsellsch., 22,
and Zeitsch . f . anorg. Ch emie, 2,
0
N, Lockyer, Berichte cl. deutsch. chem, Gesellschaft 1 61 11 et 12,
l
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limit. Whence comes it and whither goes it, Properly speaking, we
k11ow nothing about it, and doubtless we . will never know either its
origi.n or its end; but as the earth turns around this movable sun, it
hence results that our planet does not describe a closed path, but a
sort of spiral, and that it never returns to a spot that it has once
quitted. Each second takes our planet to a new point in the universe,
and from this incessant displacement it ought to fol1ow that no phenom enon or event can ever reproduce exactly any anterior phenoll?enon
or eveut. Clouds may resemble each other, as one sunrise resembles
another, but there is never an absolute coincidence, and it would seem
that these variations ought to be perpetuated throughout the course of
time that is embraced by the history of humanity.
It would be useless to push further these considerations, they are
merely speculations; but they lead to this thought, which, although
unsupported, continually recurs to our mind-the possibility of a progressive tranBformation of matter in a given direction, in that they
show that everything that is with us is drawn along in a dizzy course
across an unknown immensity.

AN UNDISCOVERED GAS. 1

By Prof.

WILLI.A.JI RAMSAY,

Ph.D., LL. D., Sc. D., F. R. S.

A sectional addr.ess to members of the British association falls under
of three heads. It may be historical, or actual, or prophetic; it
urny refer to the past, the present, or the future. In many cases,
indeed in all, this classification overlaps. Your former presidents have
given sometimes an historical introduction, followed by an account of
tl1e actual state of some branch of our science, and, though rarely, conclndiug with prophetic remarks. To those who have an affection for
the pa t the historical side appeals forcibly; to the practical man, and
to t he investigator engaged in research, the aictual, perhaps, presents
more eharm; while to the general public, to whom novelty is often more
of an attraction than trnth, the prophetic aspect excites most interest.
In this address I must endeavor to tickle all palates; and perhaps I
rnay l>e excused if I take this opportunity of indulging in the dangerous
luxury of prophecy, a luxury which the managers of scientific journals
do not often permit their readers to taste.
The subject of my remarks to-day is a, new gas. I shall describe to
you later its curious properties; but it would be unfair not to put you
at once in possession of the knowledge of its most remarkable property-it has not yet been discovered. As it is still unborn, it has not
yet been named. The naming of a new element is no easy matter,
for there are only twenty-six letters in our alphabet, and there are
already over seventy elements. To select a name expressible by a
symbol which ha8 not already been claimed for one of the known element.' i difficult, and the difficulty is enhanced when it is at the same
ti me required to select a name which shall be descriptive of the properties (or want of properties) of the element.
It is now my task to bring before you the evidence for the existence
of thi:-; undiscovered element.
It was noticed by Dobereiner, as long ago as 1817, that certain element. could be arranged in groups of three. The choice of the elements
selected to form these triads was made on account of their analogous
011c

1

Address to the cl.Jemical section of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science by Prof. William Ramsay, Ph.D., LL.D., Sc. D., F. R. S., preRiclent of the
section, Toronto, 1897. From Report of the British Association, 1897.
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properties and on the sequence of their atomic weights, which had at
that time only receutly been discovered. Thus calcium, stro!..ltium,
and barium formed such a group; their oxiues, lime, strontia, and
baryta are an easily slaked, combining with water to form soluble
lime-water, strontia-water, aud baryta-water. Their sulphates are an
sparingly soluble, and resemblance had been noticed between their
respective chlorides and, between tlieir uitrates. Regularity was also
displayed by their atomic weights. Tlie numbers tlien accepted were 20,
4~.5, and 65; and the atomic weight of strontium, 42.5, is the arith-.
mctical meau of those of foe other two ekments, for (G5 + 20) / 2 = 42.5.
The existence of other similar groups of three was poiuted out by
Dobereiner, and such gronps became known as "Dobereiner's triads."
Another method of classifying the elements, also depending on their
atomic weights, was suggested by Pettenkofer, and afterward elaborated
by Kremers, Gladstone, and Cooke. It consisted iu seeking for some
expression wllich would represe11t the differences betweeu the atomic
weights of certain a,llied elements. Thus, the difference between the
atomic weight of lithinm, 7, and sodium, 23, is 16; and between that of'
sodium a11d of potassium, 3!), is also 16. The regularity is not always
o conspicuous. Dumas, in 1857, contrived a somewhat complicated
expreR iou which, to some extent, exhibited regularity iu the atomic
weiglit' of fl.uotiub, chlorine, bromine, and iodine, and also of nitrogen,
pho ' pborus, arseniL·, antimony, and bismuth.
The upshot of these efforts to discover regularity was that, in 1864,
.Mr. John ewland , h aving arrang-ed the elements in eight groups,
found that when placed in the order of their atomic weights, "tl1e
eigl.itb element, starting from a given one, is a kind of repetition of tlrn .
fir t, like the eighth 110te of an octave in music." To tbis regularity
h gave the name 1 ' The Law of Octaves."
The development of thi idea, a all chemi ts know, was due to the
lat Prof. Lothar Meyer, of 'Iii.bingen, and to Profe sor Memleleeff, of
t. P t r .· bnrg. It i.' generally known as the "Periodic Law." One
of the ,·imple t rnetllou , of ~bowiw,· tbis arraogeme11t is by means of a,
ylin 1 r divi 1 dill to iCTht Hegment' by line drawn parallel to it axis;
a piral liue i th n tra ed rouud tlie cylinder, which will, of cour e, be
cut 1 th . lin ' i 0 ·h time at each revolution. IIolding the cylinder
v rti ·ally th rn1111 and. tomic w ight of an element i written at each
int 1-. ctio11 of th spiral with a vertical lin , following the numerical
1 ·r of h
atomic w ight ' . It will e found, according to Lothar
I · r and . . I nd lt'eff tlJat tlJ
1 m nt grouped down each of th
· ·rtfral liu ·: f rm ~ 11atnral cla · . Th y po · . , imilar propertie ,
f rm .-imilar mponnd. au 1 hibit a rad d r lation hip between
1i ir <1 n:iti : 111 ltill ,. point:, and many of th •ir oth r pr p rtie .
f th .
r i ·al · lumu , h w v r, diff 1r: from lie th r ina much
' nt. with
a 111 1.
, r thr • ''TOH]),'
, ·h 011.'i. tillg of hr
l m
appn, ·ima 1.1
qm 1 atomi · w •i<rht.. ' h • •l m •nt
1
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iron, cobalt, and nickel; palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium; aud
platinum, iridium, and osmium. There is,apparently room for a fourth
group of three elements in this column, and it may be a fiftb. .And
the discovery of such a group is not unlikely, for when this table was
first drawn up Professor Mendeleeff drew attention to certain gaps,
which barn siuce been filled up by the discovery of gallium, germanium,
and others.
Tl.le discovery of argon at once raised the curiosity of Lord Rayleigh
and myself as to its position in this table. With a density of nearly 20,
if a diatomic gas, like oxygen and nitrogen, it would follow fluorine in ·
tl.ie periodic table; and our first idea was tb,tt argon was probably a
mixture of three gases, all of which possessed nrar1y the same atomic
weights, like irou, cobalt, and nickel. Indeed, tlrnir names were suggested, ou this supposition, with patriotic bias, as .Anglium, Scotium,
aud Hibernium ! But when the ratio of its specific heats had, at Jeast
in our opinion, unmistakably shown that it was molecularly mollatomic, all(]. not diatomic, as at first conjectured, it was necessary to
believe that its atomic weight was 40, and not 20, and. tllat it followed
clllorine in the atomic table, aud uot tluorine. But here arises a difficulty. The atolllic weight of chlo1~ine is 35.5, and that of potassium,
the next element iu order in the table, is 39.1; and that of argon, 40,
follows, aud docs not precede, that of potassium, as it might be expected
to do. It still remains possible that argon, instead of consisting wholly
ot rnouatomic molecules, may contain a small perceutagc of diatomic
molecules, but the evidence in favor of this supposition is, iu my opinion, far from strong. .Another possibility is that argon, as at first
conjectured, ma,y consist of a mixture of more than oue element; but,
uuless tlrn atomic weight of oue of the elements in the supposed mixture
is very high, say 83, the case is not bettered, for one of the elements in the
suppo ·ed trio would. still have a higher atomic weight than potassium .
.A11<1 very careful experiments, carried out by Dr. Norman Collie and
myself ou the fractional diffusiou of argon, have disproved the existence
of any ucb element with high atomic weight in argon, and, indeed,
ha Ye practically demonstrated that argon is a simple substance and
uot a mixture.
The di covery of helium bas thrown a new light on this subject.
Ilelium, it will be remembered, is evolved on beating certain minerals,
notably tho e containing uranium; although it appears to be contained
iu others in which uranium is uot present, except iu traces. .Among
tllose miuerals are cleveite, monazite, fergusonite, and a host of similar
complex mixtures, all containing rare elements, such as niobium, tautalnru, yttrium, cerium, etc. The spectrum of helium is characterized
by a remarkably brilliant yellow line, which had been observed as Jong
ago as 1868 by Professors Frankland and Lockyer in the spectrum of
the sun's chromosphere, and named "helium" at that early date.
The density of helium proved to be very close to 2, and, like argou,
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the ratio of its specific heat showed that it, too, was a monatomic gas.
Its atomic weight, therefore, is identical with its molecular weight,, vi½,
4, and its place in the periodic table is between hydrogen and lithium,
the atomic weight of which is 7.
The difference between the atomic weights of helium and argon is
thus 36, or 40-4. Now there are several cases of such a difference.
For instance, in the group the first member· of which is :fluorine we
have--:-

~~~JltL:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: i· ii:~
5

I u the oxygen groupOxygen ......... . ...................................•... 16 16
SCth11ph~r - .. - . --... -- .... - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -.. - -- - - -... - . -. . . 53..,29.. 3 20. 3
rom1nm ...... ____ ... __ ...........................••...

In the nitrogen group-

l~it~i!~~s~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::>:_ ~ ~ ~ ::~:: ~ :::::~:: it ~b.
4

4

Aud in the carbon groupCarbon ........................................... • -- - - - - - ; 2- 16. 3
Silicon .......•............... --.. -- -- -- - - -- -• - - -- - - · · · · · · - 8·. 3 m. 8
Titanium ............................................. .. . 48 1

The, e in tauces suffice to show that approximately tbe differences are
16 aud 20 between consecutive members of the correspondin g groups of
elements. The total differences between the extreme members of the
short serie mentioned arerau(l'anese-Fluorine ..................... ~ ........ .....
hrominm-Oxygen ...... ....... ............ ..... ......
Vanadinm- ~1itrogcn .................. ___ .. . _..........
Titaniu10-Uarbon ................ _.... _. ....... . .......

36
36.3
37. 4
36. 1
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We first directed our attention to the sources of helium-minerals.
.Almost every mineral which we could obtain was ·heated in a vacuum,
and the gas which was evolved examined. The results are interesting.
Most minerals give off gas when heated, and the gas contains, as a rule,
a considerable amount of hydrogen, mixed with carbonic acid, questionable traces of nitrogen, ,and carbonic oxide. Many of the minerals, in
addition, gave helium, which proved to be widely distributed, though
only in minute proportion. One mineral-malacone-gave appreciable
quantities of argon, and it is noteworthy that· argon was not found
except in it (and, curiously, in much larger amount than helium) and
in a specimen of meteoric iron. Other specimens of meteoric iron were
examined, but were found to contain mainly hydrogen, with no trace of
either argon or helium. It is probable that the sources of meteorites
might be traced in this manner, and that each could be relegated to its
particular swarm.
··
.Among the minerals examined was one to which our attention had
been directed by Professor Lockyer, named elfasite, from which he said
that he had extracted a gas in which he bad observed spectrum lines
foreign to helium. He was kind enough to furnish us with a specimen
of this mineral, which is exceedingly rare, but the sample which we
tested contained nothing but undoubted helium.
During a trip to Iceland, in 1895, I collected some gas from the boiling
springs there; it consisted, for the most pa.rt, of air, but contained somewhat more argon than is usually dissolved when air is shaken with
water. In the spring of 1896 Mr. Travers and I made a trip to the
Pyrenees to collect gas from the mineral springs of Cauterets, to which
our attention bad been directed by Dr. Bouchard, who pointed out that
these gases are rich in helium. We examined a number of samples from
the various springs, and confirmed Dr. Bouchard's results, but there
was no sign of any unknown lines in the spectrum of these gases. Our
quest was in vain.
We must now turn to another aspect of the subject. Shortly after
the discovery of helium its spectrum was very carefully examined by
Professors Runge and Pascben, the renowned spectroscopists. The
pectrum was photographed, special attention being paid to the in visible
portions, termed the "ultraviolet" and "infrared." The lines thus
registered. were found to have an harmonic relation to each other. They
admitted of division into two sets, each complete in itself. Now, a
simila,r process had been applied to the spectrum of lithium and to that
of sodium, and the spectra of these elements gave only one series each.
Hence, Professors Runge and Paschen concluded that the gas, to which
the provisional name of helium had been giveu, was, in reality, a mixture of two gases, cl9sely resembling each other in properties. .As we
know no other elements with atomic weights between those of hydrogen
and lithium, there is no chemical evidence either for or against this
supposition, Professor Runge supposed that he had obtained evidence
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of the separation of these imagined elements from each other by means
of <liffusion; but Mr. Travers and I pointed out that the same alteration
of spectrum, which was apparently produced. by diffusion, could also lJe
caused by altering the pressure of the gas in the vacuum tube, and
shortly after Professor Runge acknowledged his mistake.
These considerations, however, made it desirable to subject helium to
systematic diffusion in the same way as argon bad been tried. The
experiments were carrie~ out in the summer of 18~6 by Dr. Collie and
myself. The result was encouraging. It was found possible to separate
l1elium into two portions of different rates of diffusion and consequently
of different density by this means. The limits of separation, however,
were not very great. On the one hand, we obtained gas of a density
close on 2; and on the other, a sample of density 2.4 or therealJouts.
The difficulty was increased by tl10 curious behavior, which we Lave
often had occasion to ·confirm, that helium possesses a rate of diffusion
too rapid for its density. Thus, the density of the lightest portion of
the diffused gas, calculate fr'om its rate of diffusiou, was 1.87 4; lJut this
·orrespond to a re.al density of about 2. After our paper, giving au
a ·count of these experiments, had been published, a German investigator, Herr A. Hageuba.cll, repeated our work and confirmed our results.
The two samples of gas of different density differ also in other
p1 operties. Different transparent substances differ in the rate at which
th y allow light to pass through them. Thus light travels through
water at a much slower rate than through air, and at a slower rate
tllr ugh air than through hydrogen. Now, Lord Rayleigh found that
h lium off r less oi,po ition to the passage of light than any other subtau e do , and the heavier of the two portions into which helium had
b u plit offered more opposition than the lighter portion. And the
r tardation of the light,, unlike what bas usual1y been observed, was
u arly proportional to the densities of the sample . The spectrum of
li
two ·ample did 11ot differ in the minutest particular. Therefore
i 1i not appe r quite out of the que tion to hazard the speculation
1t
he pr ce of diffu ion wa instrumental not neces arily in separ, in o- two kind of ga · from each other, but actually in removing
Ii h mole ule of the ame kind from heavy molecules. This idea is
n new. It had be n advanced by Profes or chiitl!:::enberger (who e
r nt d ath all ·h mi t have to deplor ) and later by Mr. Crooke tlrnt
ba w t rm the atomi wei ht of an lement i a mean; that wb n
hat b t mi· wei(J'ht of oxy en i 1 we merely tate that the
t mi· w i 1 b i 1 ; and it i not in onceivable that a certain
r f mol ·nl . h· v
w ight
mewhat higher tbau 32, wlJil a,
r h·
al w r weight.
11 ucrh i n
ary t te
thi' que ion by direct
a · nd
ch
nitroo- n a, a g od
mnch l rg r and mor ·on' a· 1.mil by Mr. Tra r a11d
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myself, and a set of systematic diffusions of nitrogen was carried out.
After 30 rounds, corresponding to 180 diffusions, the density of the
nitrogen was unaltered, and tlJat of the portion which should have
diffused most slowly liad there been any difference in rate was identical
with that of the most quickly diffusing portion; i.e., with that of the
portion which passed firRt through the porous plug. This attempt,
therefore, was unsuccessful, but it was worth carrying out, for it is now
certain that it is not possible to separate a gas of undoubted chemical
unity into portions of different density by diffusion; and tlrnse experiments rendered it exceedingly improbable that the difference in density
of the two fractions of helium was due to separation of light molecules
of lielium from bea.v.v molecules.
TJ1e apparatus used for diffusion bad a capacity of about 2 liters. It
-n·a:-- filled with helium, and the operation of diffusion was carried
tllrough 30 times. There were 6 reservoirs, each full of gas, and · each
was separated into two by diffusion. To the heavier portion of one lot
the lighter portion of the next was added, and in this mam1P-r all Greservoirs were successively passed through the diffusion apparatus. This
process was carried out 30 times, each of the G reservoirs having bad
its gas diffused each time, thus involving 180 diffusions. After this
proce1;,s tlJe density of tlle more quickly diffusing gas was reduced to
2.0~, while that of tlle le:::;s quickly diffusing had increased to 2.27.
The light portion, on rediffusiou, hardly altered in density, while tLe
heavier portion, when divi<led into three portions by diffusion, showed
a considerable difference in density between the first tltird and the last
tl1ird. A similar set of operations was carried out with a fresh quantity of helium, in order to accumulate enough gas to obtain a sufficie11t
quantity for a second series of diffusions. The more quickly diffusing
portions of both gases were mixed and rediffused. The density of the
lightest portion of these gases was 1.98, and after other 15 diffusions
tbe density of the lightest portion had not dec1·t1ase(l. The end had
been reached; it was 11ot possible to obtaiu a lighter portion by diffusion. The density of the main body of this gas is therefore 1.98, an<l
its refractivity, air being taken as unity, is 0.124:5. The spectrum of
this portion does not differ in any respect from the usual spectrum
of helium.
As rediffusion does not alter the density or the refractivity of this
gn, ', it is right to suppose that either one definite element has now
been isolated, or that if there are more elements than one present they
possess the same or very nearly the same density and refractivity.
There may be a group of elements, say three, like iron, cobalt, and
nickel; but there is no proof that this idea is correct, and the simplicity
of the spectrum would be an argument against such a supposition .
This substance, forming by far the larger part of the whole amount of
gas, must, in the present state of our knowledge, be regarded as pure
helium.
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On the other hand, the heavier residue is easily altered in density
by rediffusion, and this would imply that it consists of a small quantity of a heavy gas mixed -with
large quantity of the ligbt gas.
Repeated rediffusfon convinced us that there was only a very small
amount of the heavy gas present in the mixture. The portion which
contained the largest amount of heavy gas was found to have the density
2.275, and its refractive index was found to be 0.1333. On rediffusing
this portion of gas until only a trace sufficient to fill a Plucker's tul>e
was left, and tben examining the spectrum, no unknown lines could be
detected; but on interposing a jar and spark gap tlrn well-known blue
1i11es of argon became visible, and even without the jar the red lines of
argon and the two green groups were distinctly visible. The amount
of argon present, calculated from the density, was l.G4 per cent, and
from the refractivity 1.14 per cent. The conclusion lrnd therefore to
be drawn that the heavy constituent of helium, as it comes off the
minerals containing it, is nothing new, but, so far as can be made out,
merely a small amoqnt of argon.
If, then, there . is a new ga,s in what is generally termed helium, it is
mixed with argon, and it must be present in extremely minute traces.
As neither helium nor argon has been induced to form compounds,
tbere does noti a,ppear to be any method other than diffusion for isolating such a gas if it exists, and that method bas failed in our bands to
give any evidence of the existence of such a gas. It by no means follows that tlie gas does not exist; the only conclusion to be drawn is
tl1at we have not yet stumbled on the material which contains it. In
fact, the haystack is too large and the needle too inconspicuous. Reference to the periodic table will show that between the elements alumim1m and indium there appears gallium-a substance occurring only in
tlie minute t amount on the earth's surface; and following silicon a11d
pr ceding tin appears the elemeut germanium-a body which bas as
Y t b en rec·ognized only in one of the rarest of minerals, argyrodite.
ow, th amount of lielium in fergu onite, one of the minerals which
· yi ld it in rea onable quantity, is only 33 parts by weight in 100,000
of th mineral, and it L' not improbable that some other mineral may
· ntain th new ga in ev n more minute proportion. If, however, it
i a·· mp ui din it
ill undi. c vered ource by argon and helium, it
will b a worl f xtreme diffi ulty to effect a eparation from the ·e
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vanadium, carbou and titanium are in each approximately the same as
that between helium and argon, viz, 36. If elements farther back iu
the periodic table be examined, it js to be noticed that the differences
grow less the smaller the atomic weights. Tlrns, between boron and
scanclimn the difference is 33; between beryllium (glucinum) and calcium, 31; and between lithium and potassium, 32. At the same time we
may remark that the elements grow more like each other the lower the
atomic weiglJ.ts. Now, helium and argon are very like each other in
physical properties. It may be fairly coucluded, l think, that in so far
they justify their positiou. Moreover, th_e pair of elements which show
the smallest difference between their atomic wP-ights is beryllium aud
calcium. There is a somewhat greater difference between lithium and
potassium. And it is in accordallce with this fragment of regularity
that helium and argon show a greater difference. Then again, sodium,
the middle element of the lithium triad, is very similar in properties
both to lithium and potassium; aud ,re might, therefore, expect that
the unknown element of the helium series should closely resemble both
helium and argon.
Lcaviug uow the consideration of the new el~ment, let us turn our
attention to the more general question of the atomic weight of argon
auu itH anomalous position in tlie periodic scheme of the elemeuts.
The rip parent difficulty i_s tliis; Tlie atomic weiglit of argon is 40; it
has no power to form compounds, aud tlius possesses no valency ;
it must follow chloriue iu the periodic table and p1 ecede potassium,
lmt its atomic weigl1t is greater than that of potassium, whereas it is
ge11erally contended that the elements shpuld follow each otller in the
order of their atomic weiglits. If this contention is correct, argon
should have an atomic weiglit smaller than 40.
Let u,· examine this co11uection. Taking the :first row of elements,
we have:
Li=7, Be=9.8, B=ll, 0=12, N=14, 0=16, F=19, ~=20.
Tlle differences are:
2.8, 1.2, 1.0, 2.0, 2.0, 3.0, 1.0.

It is obvious that tlley are irregular. Tlie next row shows similar
irregularities. Thus:
('=20), Na=23, Mg=24·3, Al=27, Si=28, P=31, S=32,Cl=35.5,
A=40.
Aud the differences:
3.0, 1.3, 2.7, 1.0, 3.0, 1.0, 3.5, 4.5.

The same irregularity might be illustrated by a consideration of each
succeeding row. Between argon and the next in order, potassium,
there is a difference of - 0.9; that is to say, argon has a higher atomic
weight than potassium by 0.9 unit; wllereas it might be expected to
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l1ave a lower one, seeing tllat potassium follows argon in tbe table.
Farther on in the table there is a similar discrepancy. The 1·ow is as
follows:
Ag=108, Od=112, ln=114, Sn=119, Sb=120.5, Te=127.7, 1=127.
The differeuces are:
4.0, 2.0, 5.0, 1.5, 7.2, - 0. 7.

Here, again, there is a negative difference between· tellurium and
iodine. And this appa,r ent discrepaucy has lerl to many and carefnl
redeterminations of the atomic weigLt of telluriu111. Professor Brauner,
indeed, bas submitted tellurium to methodical fractionation, with 110
po itive results. All the recent determinations of its atomic weight
O'ive practically tbe same number, 127.7.
Again, tbere have been almost innumerable attempts to reduce tbe
differences between the atomic weights to regularity by contriving
some formula which will express to.e numbers which represent the
atomic weights with all their irregularities. Needless to say, such
attempt have in no case been successful. A1)parent success is always
attained at tl 1e expe11se of accuracy, and the numl>ers reproduced are
not tllo e accepted a the true atomic weights. Such attempts, in my
opinion, are futile. Still, the human mind does not rest contented in
m rely cLronicling , nch an irregularity; it trives to undPrstancl why
:•mch an irregularity slioul<l exi t. An<l, in connection with this, there
are two matter which call for our consideration. These are: Does
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Electrical energy is the product of eleetric capacity into potential.
Chemical energy is the product of "atomic weight" into affinity.
In each statement of factors the "capacity factor" is placed first
a11<1 the '' intensity factor" second.
In considering tlie '' capacity factors" it is noticeable that tbey may
be divided into two classes. The two first kinds of energy, kinetic and
linrar, are independent of the nature of the material which is subject
to the energ·y. A mass of lead offers as much resistance to a given
force, or, in other words, possesses as great inertia as an equal mass of
hydroge11. A mass of iridium, the densest solid, counterbalances an
equal mass of lithium, the lightest known solid. On the other hand,
surface energy deals with molecules, and not with masses. So does
volume energy. The volume energy of 2 grams of hydrogen, containecl in a vessel of 1 liter capacity, is equal to that of 32 grams of
oxygen at the same temperatnre and contained in a vess~l of equal
size. Equal masses of tin and ·lead have not equal capacity for beat;
but 119 grams of tin has the same capacity as 207 grams of lead; that
is, equal atomic masses have the same beat capacity. The quantity of
electricity conveyed through an electrolyte under equal difference of
potential is proportional, not to the mass of the dissolved body, but to
its equivalent; that is, to some simple fraction of its atomic weight.
And tlie capacity factor of chemical energy is the atomic weight of
the substance s·u bjected to the energy. We see, therefore, that while
mass or inertia are important adjuucts of kinetic and linear energies,
all other kinds of energy are connected with atomic weights, either
directly or indirectly.
Such considerations draw attention to the fact that quantity of matter (assuming that there exists such a carrier of properties as we term
"matter") need not necessarily be measured by its inertia or by gravitational attraction. In fact, the word "mass" has two totally disti11t·t
significations. Because we adopt the convention to measure quantity
of matter by its mass the word "mass" has come to denote "quantity
of matter;" but it is open to anyone to measure a quantity of matter
by any other of its energy factors. I ma.y, if I cl.toose, state that those
quantities of matter which possess equal capacities for beat are equal,
or that "equal numbers of atoms" represent equal quantities of matter.
In<leed, we regard the value of material as due rather to what it can
<lo than to it ' mas ; and we buy food, in tlJe main, on an atomic, or,
perhaps, a molecular basis, according to its content of albumen; and
mo t articles depend for their value on the amount of food required by
the producer or the rna1mfacturer.
The variou forms of energy may therefore be classified as those
which can be referred to an '' atomic" factor and those which possess
a "ma s " factor. The former are in the ma:jority, and the periodic
law L tlie bridge between them-as yet an imperfect connection, for
the atomic factor ' , arrallged in the order of their masses, display only
• M 97--17
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a partial regularity. It is undoubtedly o'ne of the main problems of
physics and chemistry to solve this mystery. What t,he solution will
be is beyond my power of prophecy; whether it is to l>e found in the
influence of some circumstance on the atomic weights hitherto regarded
as among the most certain ''constants of Nature" or whether it will
turn out that mass and gravitational attraction are influenced by teml)erature or by electrical charge I can not tell; but tllat some meaus
will ultimately be found of reconciling these apparent discrepancies I
firmly believe. Such a reconciliation is 11ecessary, whatever view l>e
taken of the 1rnture of the universe and of its mode of action; whntcver units we may choose to regard as fundamental among· those which
lie at our disposal.
In this address I have endeavored to fulfill my promise to combine a
little l1istory, a little actuality, and a little prophecy. The llistory
belongs to the Old World. I have endeavored to share passing events
with the New, and I will ask you to join with me in the hope that mnch
of the prophecy may meet with its fulfilhneut ou this side of the ocean.

FLUORINE. 1

By Prof. HENRI Morss.AN,
Menibre de l' Acadeniie des Sciences, Paris.

There has long been known a curious mineral, fluor spar, which
occurs in nature in great cubic crystals, sometimes colorless, sometimes
tinted green or violet. This mineral is a binary compound of a metal,
calcium, united with another element hitherto impossible to isolate,
which has been named fluorine.
This fluoride of calcium bas very often been compared with the
cl11oride of sodium, the composition of which is perfectly well known
to chemists. In fact, there are great aud profound analogies between
the fluorides and the chlorides; potassium chloride and potassium
:fluoride both crystallize in the cubic system. In their chief properties the chlorides resemble th~ fluorides. They usually give parallel reactions; treated with sulphuric acid, both yield hydrogen acids which are
soluble in water and which fume strongly in the air.
In addition to calcium fluoride, other compounds containing fluorine
are found in nature. We know, for example, a complex compound of
calcium phosphate and calcium fluoride which is called apatite. This
mineral, which occurs sometimes in very pretty crystals, has also been
obtained synthetically in the laboratory; but, which is more important,
Henri Sainte-Claire Deville has succeeded in preparing a chlorinated
apatite, and this new compound forms crystals identical wii:h those of
the apatite containing fluorine. We may therefore say with propriety
that in these compounds chlorine can replace :fluorine, or act as it~
sub titute. Here is a remarkable analogy, a bond which connects
well-studied, well-known chlorine with the elementary substance not
yet i olated., fluorine. ·
.i: eed I cite other examples f
They are not lacking. We know the
mineral wagnerite, which contains fluorine naturally, and we can prepare the similar chlorinated compound.
These analogies between chlorine and fluorine go still further.
1
A lect ur deliv red by Prof. Henri Moissan before 1he Royal Institution of Great
Britain, May 28, 1897. Translated from the French, as printed in Proceedings of the
Royal Institution 1 1897.
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Let us treat common salt, the chloride of sodium, with sulphuric acid.
You see that it gives at once an abundant disengagement of gaseous
hydrochloric acid.
We will <lo the same with sodium :fluoride. Let us -add, in a leaden
vessel, sulphuric acid to the alkaliiw. :fluoride. We shall see copious
fumes produced. In each case, at a temperature of 20° C., we shall
have disengaged a gaseous hotly which fumes strongly in the air, is
colorless, has the characteristics of an energetic acid, combines in the
dry state with ammonia, is very soluble in water, and dissolves in the
latter with a great increase in temperature.
If we give to sodium fluorrne, to the binary compound of fluorine and
sodium, the formula NaF, that of the acid substance produced hy the
action of sulphuric acid can only be HF. The two reactions are
identical.
The acid gaseous body formed in this reaction is, therefore. a compound of fluorine and hydrogen; a body analogous to hydrochloric
acid, and to which the name hydrofluoric acid is given.
But in the natural sciences a11alogy is not sufficient; the scientific
method can only accept that which is rigorously proved. It is therefore neces ary to demonstrate that hydrofluoric acid is a hydrogen acid.
And this will take us back to the begbrning of the century. Yon know
w 11 how great wa the intluence of Lavoisier upon t,h e upward fligllt of
cl1emi try, and indeed upon all true science. You know bow this great
geniu , by the continual u e of the balance iu tbe study of reactionR,
gav to the dence which we follow a, matliematical exactness. Struck
by tb important part which oxygen plays i'n combustion, he believed
tlrnt that element was incli pensable to the formation of acids. To
La oi ier very acid wa a,n oxyrren compound; hydrochloric acid,
th r ~f r according t hi. theorie , wa rerrard d as containing oxygen;
< nd by analorry, hydrofluoric acid mu ,t contain it also.
•
'Io y m· gr at inve tigator, Humphry Davy, belonrrs the h011or of
h, ving pr v d that h drofluoric a id ontain no oxygen. But allow
m b for ·oming t he l> autiful r
arche' of Davy, to recall to yon
th bi tor of tb di ov r of hydrofluoric acid. We need 110t conn. of Mar raff, which w re publi -hed in 1768,
mu t 11 t £ r
tha it wa.
·heel who definitely charact rized
h:clr fin ri ·, cid in 1771 without however obtaining it in a state or
] nrit . In 1 9 a
u . a , n<l. Tb(>nard took ur the tu<ly of th
, ml n · cl cl fo pr ducing an a icl , uffici ntly pnr , 11d
n r t <l al b u h fa,r fr m b in an hydron . Th action
, ili ·, t . , a th n p r£ tly
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hydrogen with an element yet unknown-fluorine-or, in brief, that it
was not a11 oxygenated acid.
Davy, who shared this view, sought at once to prove that hydrofluoric
acid contained no oxygen. For this purpose he neutralized the pure
acid with ammo11ia, aud strongly heating the salt in au apparatus of
platinum, collected in the colder parts of the latter only the sublimed
tlnobydrate of ammonia containing no trace of water.
Let us repeat the experimeut, hut· with an oxygenated acid; let
us take sulplmric acid aud ueutralize it with ammonia. We thus
obtain ammonium sulpllate. If uow we heat tl1is salt in the same
platinum apparatus, it will fnse at about 140° 0.; then, at about 180°,
it will decompose into ammouia aud the bisulphate, and the latter, at a
8till higher temperature, wm be transformed into volatile ammonium
bisulpbite, nitrogen, and water.
Thud, upon strongly heating ammonium sulphate there has been a
formation of water, and in thi:; experiment of Davy, when performed
with an oxygeuated :1cid, the quantity of water collected is so great as
to be unquestionable. The :fluohydrate of ammonia, like the chlorhydrate, gives 110 water upon decomposition, which leads us therefore
to say tha,t bydro:fluoric acid contains no oxygen, aud that it is analog-om; to hydrochloric acid. Now we know by experimental demoustratiou that hydrocllloric acid is composed of cbloriue and hydrogen. It
i1:i therefore logieal to think tbat hydrofluoric acid is formed by the
comui11ation of llydrogen with fluorine.
'1 hi1:i important experiment, made by skillful hands, did not, however,
compel a geueral l>elief in the existence of hydracids.
The views of Lavosiel' concerning the part played by oxygen in the
formatiou of acids, ideas which I.tad bt>e11 opposed at first, were tllen
so geuerally admitted that many perso11s refused to accept the existeuce of hydrogenated acids at all. It was only after the memorable
researclles of Guy Lussac upon cyanogen and hydrocyanic acid that it
wa proved beyond discussion that energetic acids could exist whieh
coutaiued no trace of oxygen.
Furthermore, wl.teu we compare the acid compounds formed by chlorine, for example, or sulphur with hydrogen we Lave two types of
combination wllicb are entirely different.
Let us take one volume of chlorine and one volume of hydrogen. By
tl1e action of light or of a , park from an induction coil they unite to
form two volumes of Lydrochloric-acid gas, a compound having all the
propertie. of a very energetic acid.
1f we combine two volumes of hydrogen with one volume of sulphur
vapor we shall obtain two volumes of sulpburetted hydrogen gas,
wliich ha , it is true, an acid reaction, but incomparably weaker than
t.hat of hydrocllloric acid.
It iR v ry evident that by virtue of its powerful reactions, by tbe
di engagement of lleat which it produces upon contact with water or
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with bases, that hydrofluoric acid should be compared with hydrochloric acid and not with the sulphur compound. It resembles al>solutely the acid formed from one volume of c-hlorine and one volume of
hydrogen united without condensation.
Let me now recall to you a much more recent experiment of Gore.
This chemist heated fluoride of silver in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
Under these conditions be saw the volume of gas double itself; it was
apparent, then, tl1at hydrofluoric acid was formed by the union of 011e
volume of hydrogen with one volume of the element not yet isolated,
fluorine. Furthermore, it was evidently that same element which bad
left the silver fluoride to unite with hydrogen and to generate the
hydrofluoric acid of which we have spoken.
Thus, without preparing fluorine, without being able to separate it
from the substances with whicb it is united, chemistry bas been able to
study aud to analyze a great number o_f its compounds. The body was
not i 'olated, and yet its place was marked in our classifications. This
wen demonstrates the u efulness of a scientific theory, a theory which
i regarded a true during a certain time, which correlates facts and
lead the mind to new hypotheses, the first causes of experimentation;
which, little by littlP-, destroy the t,heory itself, in order to replace it
· by another more in harmony with the progress of science.
Thu certain properties of fluorine were foreseen even before its isolation became po ible.
Let u now ee what attempts were made not only with hydrofluoric
acid but al o with the fluorides to isolate :fluorine.
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fluoric acid, and he ad vised all chemists to take the greatest precautions
to avoid its action upon the skin and the bronchial tubes. Gay Lussac
and Thenard also suffered much from the same acid vapors.
The otlier experiments of Davy (I can not cite them all) were chiefly
directed to the reaction of chlorine upon fluorides. They presented
very great difficulties, for at that time the fluohydrates of the fluorides
were unk110wn, nor was it known how to prepare the majority of the
an 11 ydrous fluorides.
"Tliese researches of Davy are, as should be expected, of the highest
importance, and one remarkable property of :fluorine was put in evidence. In those experiments which yielded a small quantity of this
radicle of the fluorides the vessels of gold or platinum in which the
reaction took place were profoundly attacked. In this ease fluorides
of gold or of platinum were formed.
Davy varied in many ways the conditions of bis experiments. He
repeated the reaction of chlorine upon a metallic fluoride in vessels of
sulphur, of carbon, of gold, of platinum, etc.; and be never attained to
a satisfactory' result. He was thus led to think that fluorine undoubtedly possessed a chemical activity much greater than that of kuown
substauces.
Iu closing his memoir, Humphry Davy suggests that these experiments might succeed if they were performed in vessels of fluor spar.
We shall see that this idea lias been taken up by different investigators.
To read the work of Davy will interest you, captivate you to the highest degree. I can best compare this fine memoir with those pictures
of the masters to which time only adds new charms. One never tires
of admiriug them, and discovers in them without end new details and
new beauties.
It was by operating in apparatus made of calcium fluoride that the
brothers Knox sought to decompose silver fluoride with chlorine. The
chief objection to their experiments is based on the fact that the fluoride
of silver employed was not dry. In fact,. it is extremely difficult to
completely dehydrate the fluorides of silver and mercury. Furthermore, we hall see, in the researclies of Fremy, that the action of chlorine
upon fluorides tends rather to form addition products-fluochloridesthan to set the fluoriue free.
In 1848, Louyet, also working with apparatus of fluor spar, studied
an analogous reaction. He acted with chlorine upon the fluoride of mercury. The objections raised against the researches of the brothers Knox
also apply to the labors of Louyet. Fremy has shown that fluoride of
mercury prepared by Louyet's process contains a notable amount of
water. Furthermore, the results obtained were quite variable. The
ga collected was a mixture of air, chlorine, and hydrofluoric acid,
who e propertie varied during the course of preparatio11.
The brothers Knox complaiued much of the action of hydrofluoric
acid. upon the respiratory passages, ~nd one of them states that after
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the close of their investigation he spent three years at Genoa aud
returned still suffering. As for Louyet, carried away by his researches,
he took insufficient precautions to avoid the irritating action of the acid
vapors, and paid with his life for bis devotion to scieuce.
These researches of Louyet led Fremy, about the year 1850, to take
up again the question of the isolation of fluorine. Fremy first studied,
systematically, the metallic :fluorides. He proved the existence of
numerous fluohydrates of fluorides, aud ascertained their properttes
and composition. Next he caused many gaseous substances to react
upon different :fluorides, the action of chlorine and of oxygen being
·tudied with care. Finally, all his attention was drawn to the electrolysis of metallic :fluorides.
Most of these experiments were per•formed in vessels of platinum, at
temperatures which were sometimes very high. When, after the geueral examination of the :fluorides, Fremy studied the action of chlorine
upon the fluorides of lead, antimony, mercury, and silver, be showed
clearly that it was almost impossible then to obtain these compouHds
in a condition of absolute dryuess. Hence we can understand why, in
hi electrolytic researches, this chemist devoted his attention maiuly to
calcium fluoride.
Ilaving seen that many fluorides retained water most tenaciously, he
:£ 11 bc:1,ck upon fluor spar, which often occurs in nature very pure and
ab ·olutely dry. Thi :fluoride of calcium, liquefied at a high temperature, he ought to electrolyze in a platinum ve 'sel.
nder these conditions the metal caleium is carried to the negative
p le, whil around the plati11um rod which formed the negative electrcde,
and wb.i ·11 wa rapidly corroded, there was vi ible a boiling, indicating
the e ·cap of a new ga .
nd ubt dly, in tu e experiment , fluorine was set free; but con'id ~r bat the el ·trol i · wa effe ted at the temperature of a bright
r d h at. How diffi ·ult xperimentation must become under such
· ndi i u . llow i.· it po ible to coll ct the gas or to a certa,iu its prop rti . Thi ga u body di ' place ' iodine from the iodi<l.e , but after
c £ w
x1Prim nt th' alka,liu m tal, et at liberty, pierce the platinum w 11 ' f th apparatu th latter becomes useles , aud all must be
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1,otassium :fluoride, Fremy made use of it at once as a source of the
pure, dry acid.
He thus obtained a compound which was gaseous at ordinary temperatures, ·a nd which condensed in a freezing mixture to a colorless liquid
having a great affinity for water. Here, then, is a · reaction of great
importance-the preparation of hydrofluoric acid in a state of purity.
Allow me to remark incidentally that when Humpl.Jry Davy electrolyzed concentrated hydrofluoric acid the badly conducting liquid
,,·bich he obtained at the end of his experiment was the acid very
nearly anhydrous.
The second fact, which, as I have said, was almost unnoticed, and
which has been of great interest to me, especially at the end of my
researches, was that :fluorine has the greatest tendency to unite with
nearly all compounds to form addition products.
In brief, :fluorine easily forms ternary and quaternary compounds.
Let chlorine act upon a fluori<le, instead of isolating :fluorine we shall
prepare a :fluochloride. Employ oxygen, and we sll.all ma1;:e an oxy:fluoride. This property explains to us the failures of Louyet, of the
brothers Knox, and of other experimenters. Even when dealing with
dry :fluorides in an atmosphere of chlorine, bromine, or iodine we shall
obtain ternary compounds instead of free :fluorine. 'rbis fact was
clearly established by Fremy. His memoir covers so great a number
of experiments that it seems to have discouraged chemists, to have
stopped further attempts. Since 1856, the date of publication of
Fremy's memoir, researches upon hyclrotluoric acid and the isolation of
fluorine have been few. The question seems to have been in a state of
arrested development. Nevertheless, in 1869, Gore took up methodically the study of hydrofluoric acid. He started with the anhydrous
acid prepared by Fremy's method. Be determined its boiling point, the
tension of its vapor at differellt temperatures; indeed, all of its principal properties. His memoir is one of remarkable exactitude. Among
the numerous investigations of Gore we will consider for the moment
only the following, to which I beg your attention:
In a special apparatus this chemist electrolyzed anhydrous hydrofluoric acid containing a little :fluoride of platinum in such manner
that the gases pro<luced could be collected at each electrode. At the
negative pole he saw hydrogen disengaged abundantly, while the rod
which terminated the positive pole was rapidly corroded. This phe11omenon was identical with that observed by Faraday during the electrolysi · of calcium :fluoride. Gore next verified the observation of
l •'araday, that h ydrofluoric acid containing water allows the current to
pa '', but that the absolutely pure anhydrous acid is a nonconductor.
In one of his experiments Gore tried to electrolyze a hydrofluoric acid,
which, b c.au e of an imr>nrity, wn,s a good conductor; and, seeking to
avoid tbe wa~tiug of the electrode, replaced tbe latter by a stick of
carbou.
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This carbon was prepared with great care, by heating in a current of
hydrogen a dense wood, which gave him a sonorous rod, a good conductor of electricity. The apparatus was put together; the experiment
hegun. All at once a violent explosion occt1.rred, and fragments of t he
carbon were thrown to the remotest parts of the laboratory. Gore
repeated the experiment Heveral times. The result was always the
same. To-day we are abie to g-ive an explanation of tlie phenomeuon.
The carbou, which was thm, prepared by the distillation of a very
hard wood, was filled with hydrogen. You all know bow easily gases
condense in carbon; the beautiful experiments of Melseus have estalllished this most clearly. When we electrolyze, with a negative pole of
such carbon, a conducting hydrofluorir, acid, fluorine is set free, whicb ,
as we sball see later, uuites with hydrogen, producing a violeut det onation. Iu this experiment of Gore a little fluorine was set free, and it
was to the combiuation of that with the hydrogen occluded in tbe carbon that the explosion was due.
ow I come to the uew experiments, ~o which I call your att ent ion.
I began these researches with a precouceived opinion. If we suppo e for a moment that chlorine bad uot yet been isolated, altbough we
knew how to prepare the chlorides of phosphorus and other similar
compound , it i clear that we should increase our chances of success
i11 attempting to isolate that element by working with the cornpom1d~
whi hit could form with the metalloids.
lt eem d to me that we could obtain chlorine rather by seekin g to
decompo e the peutachloride of pho pboru or hydrochloric aci cl than
lly a,tt mpting the ele ·trolysis of chloride of calcium or of an alkaline
chloride.
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free I did not fail to try that reaction, an_d we shall see later that it
succeeded perfectly.
.After these first experiments upon silicon fluoride, I took up the
investigation of the com pounds of fluorine with phosphorus.
1-'horpe discovered the compound PF5, the _pentafluoride of phosphorus. I prepared the trifluoride PF 3, and I gave all my attention to the
reactions which might lead to its decomposition. I made the experiment of which B umphry Davy bau dreamed, of burning phosphorus
trifluoride in oxygen, and I found that there was no formation of phospborie acid with liberation of fluorine, as the English scholar bad
expected, but that the trifluoride and the oxygen united to form a new
gas-phosphorus oxyfluoride .
.Here is a new example of the ease with which fluorine yields products of addition.
I next tried, but without avail, the action of the induction spark
upon phosphorus trifluoride. The pentafluoride of phosphorus discovered by Thorpe bas, .however, been decomposed by very strong sparks
into the trif:luoride and fluorine.
Tllis experiment was made in a.glass tube over mercury. You will
see that at once fluoride of mercury and fluoride of silicon were formed.
Tbere was no hope, under these conditions, of preserving the fluorine,
even when it was diluted by au excess of pentafluoride. I then thought
of another reaction.
Vv e have known, since the researches of Fremy, that the fluoride of
platinum, produced during the electrolysis ofalkaline fluorides, decomposes at a high temperature. Having found that the fluorides of phosphorus are easily absorbed by hot platinum sponge, with the final production of platinum phosphide, I thought that this method of prepariug
fluoride of platinum might lead to the isolation of fluorine. Heating
gently at first, the absorption of phosphorus fluoride should give a
mixture of phosphorus and platinum fluoride; -and, the qillantity of
the latter being sufficient,, a subsequent increase of temperature should
disengage fluorine. These experiments and others analogous to tllem
were tried under conditions most favorable to success. They yielded
interesting results, which were not, however, sufficiently sharp io settle
the question of the isolation of fluoriue.
While still pursuing tlie above-mentioned studies, I prepared the
trifluoride of arsenic, which bad already been obtained by Dumas in
great purity. I determined its physical constants, toget,her with .some
new properties, and investigated with great care the action of the electri · current upon it.
The fluoride of arseuic, liquid at ordinary temperatures (a binary
compound, formed by a soliu, arsenic, with a gas, fluorine) seemed to be
admirably suited to electrolytic experiments.
I wa obliged at four different times to interrupt these researches
upon arseniou :fluoride, the manipulation of which is more dangerous
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thau that of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid, and whose toxic properties
made it impossible for me to continue the experiments.
I succeeded, however, in effecting the electroly::;is of this compound
upou employing the current produced by a battery of 90 Bunsen cells.
Under these conditions the current passed coutinuously; pulverulent
arsenic was deposited at the negative pole, aud at the positive electrode
gaseous bubbles were formed which rose iu the liquid, but were almost
instantly absorbed. The liberated fluorine was at once taken np by the
trifluoride of arsenic, AsF 3, which was tram,formed into the pentafluoride, AsF 5 • This investigation, carried 011 for a long time, gave
me no fluorine, but it yielded me precious data concerning the electrolysis of the liquid compounds of fluorine, and led me to the decomposition of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid.
In order to effect the electrolysis of hydrofluoric acid I had made the
small apparatus which is before you, and which consists of a platinum
U tube, carrying on each limb an exit tube placed above the level of
the fluid.
The two openin gs of the U tube were closed by corks previously
aturated with paraffin, a:-; was done iu all of my experiments upon
the electrolysis of arsenious fluoride.
platinum wire pa ed through each stopper and was connected
with a battery of fifty Buusen elements.
I pr pared at fir t pure auhydrous hydrofluoric acid, and found, a::;
hown by Faraday aud by Gore, that it was a nonconductor.
The experiment was varied in many ways. The result was alway::; tlte
ame. v ith the current given by niuety Bunsen cells decompo ·ition
o · ·urr d only with th hydrou acid, a,nd it stopped as soon as all the
wat r hall been separat d into hydrogen and oxygen. It therefore
R m d impo sible to effect by this proces the decomposition of hydrofluoric acid into it elem nt - llyd.rogen a11d fluorine.
t thi' poiut Ir rnemb r d that in the previou study of ar enious
flu >rid I bad ou b to mak tl1at liquid a good conductor by a,<ldiu 0 •
it a little fluoride of mau 0 ·ane
r acid fluorid of potassium. Thi.'
pro .· wa applied t the hydrofluoric acid , aud then, after three
f inv ti 1ration, I r ach d th :fir t important e 'periment upon
h i: 1a i 11 of fluorin .
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I should add tbat in order to lessen the vapor tension of tbe hydrofluoric acid the liquid was cooled by means of methyl chloride, which
by rapid evaporation produces a cold of -50° C.
It was necessary to modify the apparatus, and especially tbe closing
of the U tube. Stoppers of :fluorspar smoothly ground did 11ot give
me good results. The gum lac or gutta-percha which surrounded them
was rapidly attacked by tlrn gas produced at the positfre pole. It was
necessary, therefore, to resort to a closure by means of platinum screws,
and after much groping the experiment was thus arranged.
The platinum U tube was closed by screw stoppers. Each stopper
was formed by a cylinder of fluorspar, carefully inserted in a hollow
cylinder of platinum, whosn. outer surface carried the screw thread.
Each stopper of fluorspar was penetrated by a square rod of platinum. The lower ends of these rods, which served as electrodes, dipped
into the liquicl. Finally, two branches of platinum, soldered to the
two limbs of the U tube below tbe stoppers, but above the level of the
liquid, allowed the gases generated by the action of •the current to
escape.
In order to obtain pure anhydrous hydrofluoric acid, 9ne begins by
preparing- the :fluohydrate of potassium fluoride, taking all the precautions indicated by Fremy. Having obtained this salt in a state of
purity, it is dried over the water bath at a temperature of 100° U.;
and afterwards the capsule containing it is placed in vacuo in presence
of sulphuric acid and of caustic potash fused in a silver crucible. The
acid and potash are replaced every morning <luring fifteen days, and
the vacuum in the bell jar is always maintained to a pressure of about
1 centimetre of mercury.
.
During this desiccation it is necessary to pulverize the salt from time
to time in an iron mortar, in order to expose fresh surfaces. When the
flnobydrate no longer contains water, it falls into fine powder, and can
then be used for the preparation of hydrofluoric acid. It is to be noted
tliat well-made :fluohydrate of potassium :fluoride is much less deliquescent than tbe normal fluoride.
When the fluohydrate is tboronghly dry, it is quickly transferred to
a platinum alembic, which has been dried at a red hf\at a little while
before. It is heated gently for an hour or an hour and a half, in order
that decomposition may begin slowly; and the first portions of the
11ydrofluoric acid formed, which may contain traces of water remaining
in the . alt, are rejected. The platinum receiver is then attached to
tu r tort, which is heated more strongly, but still so as to effect the
d ompo Won of the fluohyd.rate somewhat slowly. The receiver is
urronnded by a mixture of ice and salt; and from this point all tbe
]Jydroflnoric acid is condensed as a clear liquid, boiling at 19.5° C., very
hygro. copic, and, as we know, fuming abundantly in presence of tbe
moi tnre of the air.
During tlti' operation the platinum U tube, dried with the utmost
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care, has been fixed by means of cork in a cylindrical glass vessel a11d ·
surrounded by methyl chloride. Up to the moment of introducing the
hydrofluoric acid the exit tubes have been connectecl with exsiccators
contaiuing fused potash. The hydrofluoric acid is brought into this
little apparatus by inserting one of the lateral tubes into the receiver
in which it is condensed.
When a determinate volume of liquid hydrofluoric acid has been collected in the platinum apparatus, and cooled by gently boiling methyl
chloride to a temperature of-23° C., the current from twenty-five large
Bunsen cells, mounted in series, is passed through it. An ampere
meter placed in the circuit enables us to take account of the intensity
of the current.
In order to make the acid a conductor there is added to it before the
experiment a little of the dried and fused fluohydrate of potassium
fluoride, about 2 grams to 10 cubic centimeters of the liquid. Under
the e conditions the decomposition takes place continuously, and we
obtain, at the negative pole, a gas which burns with a colorless flame,
and which has all the characteristics of hydrogen. At the positive pole
there is a colorle s gas of a very disagreeable, penetrating odor,
re. embling that of 11ypoch1orous acid, and irritating to the mucous
membrane of the throat and the eyes. · The 11ew gas is endowetl with
very energetic properties-for instance, sulphur inflames upon contact
with it.
Phosphorus takes fire in the gas and yields a mixture of oxyfluoride
a11d fluoride. Iodine combines with it, giving a pale flame and losing
it color. Powdered arsenic and antimony combine with fluorine incand scently.
Cry tallized i~icon, even when col~, kindles immediately upon contact with the ga , and burns with much brilliancy, sometimes giving
ff park . The product i silicon fluori<le, which can be collected ovc•r
me.r ury and clearly identified.
[ ure b ron iguite al o, giving fluoride of boron. Amorphous carbon
b om incande c nt upon contact with fluorine. In order to make
th , <lifl' r nt xp rim nt it uffices to put the solid substance in a
.·mall gla tub which is brouo-bt clo e to the extremity of the plati- •
num ub fr m which the fluorine emerges. We can al o repeat the
y putting ·mall fragment of the solid bodies to be tudr f a platinum crucible h ld near the opening of the
wat r in the old yiel<ling hydrofluori acid and
n cli . ul1 bide, and when collected in a platinum
·arb n t tra hloride it produ e a •ontinuou, libtta k l in the olcl wi h cli,·enga ef m rcury th ga i. · c mpl te1y
flu rid . P ta ium and
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sodium become incandescent, yielding fluorides. In general, however,
tlle metals are attacked less vigorously than tlie metalloids. This, we
tliink, is due to a superficial formation of fluoride whieh hinders further attack. Powdered iron and manganese burn in the gas with a
shower of sparks.
Organic bodies are violently attacked. A piece of cork placed near
tlie mouth of the platinum exit tube carbonizes at once and inflames.
Alcohol, ether, benzene, turpentine, and petroleum take fire upon contact with fluorine.
Working under good conditions one can obtain from each pole of the.
apparatus two to four liters of gas per hour. ·
·
Wlien the experiment has lasted for several hours and the quantity
of hydrofluoric acid remaining at the bottom of the U tube is not sufficient to separate the two gases they recombine in the apparatus with a
violent detonation.
We are assured, by direct experimeut, t.bat a mixture of ozone saturated with hydrofluoric acid produces none of the reactions just
described. Tlie 8ame is true of gaseous hydrofluoric acid. It may be
added that tlie hydrofluoric acid employed, and also the fluohydrate,
were absolutely free from chlorine. Finally, it can not be objected that
tlie Hew gas might be a perfluoride of hydrogen; for, passed over iron
heated to redness in a platinum tube it is completely absorbed, without
liberation of hydrogen.
Iu the most recent investigations I have found that it is possible to
make these experiments iu an apparatus of copper, constructed like
the platiumn device wllich is before you.
By the electrolysis of hydrofluoric acid rendered conductive with tile
acid fluoride of potassium, we have obtained, ·a t the negative pole,
hydrogen, and at the positive pole the continuous evolution of a gas
having new properties and endowed with very energetic affinities; that
gas is fluoriue. We have been able to determine its density, its color,
arnl its spectrum, and to study its action upon both elements and
compounds.
ow that we know the chief properties of fluorine, now that the
element has been isoJate<l, I am convinced that in spite of its energetic
rea,ctions, new means for its preparation will be discovered.
We may even suppose that purely chemical methods for the preparation of fluorine may be found, which shall give a better yield than the
electrolytic process.
vVill :fluorine ever have practical applications 1
It i very difficult to answer this question. I may, however, sa,y in
an sincerity that I gave this subject little thought when I undertook
my researches, and I believe that all the chemists whose attempts pre- ·
ceded mine gave it no more consideration.
A cicntific research is a search after truth, and it is only after discovery that the question of applicability can be usefully considered.
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It is evident that, as we see tLe great industrial transformations
which take place to-day before our eyes, we can not well dogmatize on
the subject. After the preparation of Bessemer steel, the manufacture
of manganese in the blast furnace, and the synthesis of alizarin, tlle
chemist dares not deny the industrial vitality of any reaction of his
laboratory.
When we think of the value which certain metals, such as sodium
all(]. potassium, had when Davy prepared them by electrolysis; when
we recall that by the process of Gay-Lussac and Thenard they cost
some thousa11ds of francs a kilogram, and that to-day, l>y electrolytic
metLods, they _can be made for not more than 5 francs, we can not say
of any chemical reaction that it shall llave no industrial uses.
Ouly-and here I shall close-it is curious to see llow many continuous efforts, how many different points of view, are involved in the
solution of one of these scientific questions; or rather, I should say,
to advance one of them, for i11 reality no subject is ever closed. It
remains always open to our successors; we can only add a link to an
infinite chain.
The advancement of science is slow; it is effected only by virtue of
bard work and per everance. And when a reimlt is att.aiued, should
we 11ot in recognition connect it wit]1 the efforts of those who have preceded ns, wl10 have ~trnggled and suffered in advance1 Is it not truly
a dnty to recall the difficulties "'hich t.bey vanquished, tLe thoughts
whi ·h guided them; and bow men of different nations, ideas, positions,
and clrnracter , moved solely by the love of science, have bequeathed
to u the un olved problem f Should not the last corner recall the
re car ·h s of bi predeceR or while adding in liis turn his contribution
of int 11ige11C'e and of labor~ TI ere is a11 intellectual collaboration co11ecrat u entirely to the earch for truth, a11d which continues from
ntury t century.
Tbi,' " ·i ntific patrimony whi ·h we ever seek to extend is a part of
th fortnne of lmmanity · w .· honlcl pre erve it witl1 foll recog-nitio11 of
tho: who o·a,v it tlie warlllth or tlteir heartH aud the be~t of their
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By Dr. 0.

LUMMER.

PART

I.

HISTORIC.AL INTRODUCTION.

Of the five senses of man that of sight is without doubt the one
wLfoh first makes known to us the intimate relationship between internal self and the external world.
If we close our eyes, the magnificent colors and the manifold forms o:t=
nature with their lights and shadows all vanish. Everything is wrapped
in dreary impenetrable darkness; we have lost the safe guidance of
sight, and left to the uncertain guidance of the sense of touch, we grope
around in this darkness. There is no light for 11s except where there
i sight. The Greek philosophers were wrong in their belief that light
was a something emanating from the human eye, which returning from
outside objects rendered these visible. The evidence points to a something emanating from visible objects which, penetrating to the retina,
evokes in the brain the sensations oflight and darkness, color and luster.
Newton and his school believed that the something emitted by luminous bodies consisted of minute material pa~ticles (corpuscles).
Tllis theory was, however, supplanted by the wave theory of Huygens,
according tow hich that something which is emitted by luminous bodies is
not a stream of particles, but a wave-like motion of the '' ether," which
mus t be considered as permeating all forms of matter from the lightest
gas to the densest metal. Infinite space is an ocean of ether in which
all natural phenomena take plar.e. Unresisted by friction, the planets
glide swiftly through it. But just as a stone dropped into water produces ripples in its smooth surface, just as a vibrating tuning fork communicates its vibrations to the air, so does a so~rce of light set in
motion the ether. Sound and light, pitch and color, exactly correspond to one another. A source of light produces light waves in the
ether just as a tuning fork produces sound waves in the air. The sound
waves penetrating to the auditory nerves through the drum of the ear
produce in the ·brain the sensation of sound, and similarly the ether
wave , reaching the retina through the lens, produce the sensations of
1
Illus trated lecture b y Dr. 0. Lummer, deliver(jd February 5, 1897, before the
Berlin Polytechnical Society. Translated from the German.
SM 97--18
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light and color. Color aud musical pitch are therefore purely subjective phenomena.
If the air is not in vibration no sensation of sound can arise, and
similarly if the ether is not in vibration then there is no light. A
tuning fork which makes as few as one hundred vibrations per second,
affects the auditory nerves. But at least four hundred billion ether
vibrations per second are necessary to pro<luce the sensation of sight.
We can form no conception of this extremely rapid vibration nor of
the immense velocity of its propagation.
The lightning flashe , and in one seventh of a second its light travels
more than 26,000 miles, a di 'tance greater than the circumference of
the earth; in eight minutes it would reach the sun .
.Bodies which have the property of emitting light by their own
energy are generally called self-luminous bodies. To-day we shall consider only the terrestrial sources of illumination whose light we let
shine as soon a that ource of all light and beiug, the sun, turns aside
its bright anu benignant rays. As soon as the great sun sinks like a
· red ball of fire below the horizon the suns of other planetary systems,
the star , begin to twinkle and send their pale light to the earth.
Their rays, tired and weak from their eudles journey, tell us the happenings of many year ago. If Sirius should be extinguished to-day
its light would neverthele loug continue shining brightly, for it takes
years for a ray of light to journey to our earth from that star. Starlight can therefore be of no pactical importance, and dark are tile
nights that the moon doe uot wi h us well, reflecting- graciously a few
of the ray of the un. But ev n . he, the ever-faithful and true companion of tue eartll, fail to completely sati fy our louging· for more
light. The triving of man to lengthen tbe days an<l shorten the
night can ouly be fulfilled by his own energies, by exchanging philoophical J>eculatiou for a study of reality, au<l. by maki11g u,·e of
perim utal re earcb on· ' O despised. How succe sful1y this has
n a· ompli he<l thi brilliantly illumined hall gives tlle plaine t
Limony.
t ho,re r, took m ny ntul'ie to enable man to urround him elf
i h u b a dazzling flood of artifi fal ligl.it. Still, in the dirn antiquity,
a th b k of inv nti n r cord , the Per ian , the fede., the A , yrnd
yptian i11uminated their templ , tll ir palace , their
an .tr et in luxuriou I rodicrality. In Memphi , TbelJe, ,
u a, and , ineveh th y are aid to have hardly known the
b t\ ' n da and nigh .
long the tr et· th re tood 1·ow
r ton v . fill
, ith a mu ·h a 100 pound of oil, wbi h
m
itk in ·b in liam t r. If u ·h lon "'-buri d ci ilib di tant E
uld d
lop uch a dazzling brightn
·k mu ·t b th
bat man 1 arn d £ r the fir t time to
' di j e ·p rk.
Ve luabl a time may appear to mod rn
i n b
uut f i at b li. p .· l f ·ci n<· in the int rpref ph · i ·al ph ll m ua i vr · i all unlimit <1. .I: r thi. · 1 ea.·<,n
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the exact time that a spark was first kindled by man is of no importance here. We might rather be interested in the manner in which it
was accomplished. Did fire in the shape of a meteor fall from heaven,
was its terrible force first manifested in the glowing Java of the volc::mo, or are we indebted for it to the );lard labor of man in his struggle
with nature for existence t
The most natural and most probable explanation is that man learned
to produce a spark at will while engaged in making the first weapons
of stone. Fire was certainly discovered indepeudently in numerous
parts of the earth.
The significance of this first acquaintance of man with fire for the
development of higher civilization can not be overestimated. It is
reflected in the mythology and songs of all lands. Greek mythology
elevates the fire bringer to the dispenser of light in a spiritual sense,
while the Romans worshiped Vesta as the goddess of the hearth and
also of the sacrificial fires, and in honor of the birth of Iigbt the eternal
fire was guarded by the vestal virgins.
It is a great leap from the hearth fire and the sacrificial fire to the
incandescent electric light and incandescent gaslight. For a long time
the fire ou the hearth served at the same time as a source of light, a
custom preserved to this day in many German spinning rooms, and
among the Eskimo no other ligllt is known . . First came the flickering
kindling-wood pan, then the resin and pitch fagots, then reeds covered
with wax, pointing to the impending important separation of light and
fire, which was nearly accomplished in the lamp of the ancients and the
taper of the middle ages. The principal aim to-day. of artificial illumination is this separation of light and heat, an end we are gradually
attaining, even though the time may still be distant when light will be
produced, at le~st for common nse; without attendant heat effect.
The candle owed its origin to the development of chemical technology
in the early part of this century, by which solid fats, burning excellently, are made from cheap raw materials, and by which new substances, such as paraffine, are separated from coal tar. Neither was
the oil lamp of the ancients neglected. The introduction of the hollow
wick by Count Argaud in 1786 and of the chimney by the apothecary
Quinquet, of Paris, iu 1765 were specially important, even if the substitution of petroleum for rape seed and olive oil was necessary to
increa e its efficiency to what it is to-day.
Ga lamps maL'k the transition to illuminating gas. In these the very
volatile products of the dry distillation of tar, e. g., ligroin, benzine,
petroleum, ether, etc., are first vaporized, and the resulting vapor is
burned. Hydrogen gas passed through petroleum gives an exceJlent
illuminating gas.
The ordinary illuminating gas, which was utilized in England as early
a 1792, was not introduced into Germany until more than thirty years
later. It was formed by heating bituminous coal in retorts to a red
heat in tlle absence of air. The esca.ping gases, after being thoroughly
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cleaned by washing, etc., are collected in large receivers and maintained
under pressure, by means of which they are distributed to consumers
through iron pipes. Illuminating gas, or "philosophical light," as one
of the first producers called it in his ecstatic joy, is therefore coal gas.
That which remains of the coal in the retort is coke.
Looked upon at first as a wonder, illuminating gas seemed destined
to entirely supplant tallow and oil. But it was not thus. It rather
formed an incentive to improve the existing sources of illumination so
that they could compete with it.
In the same manner the introduction of the electric light has not
bee1i a deathblow to gas, but bas given it brighter life in the sbape of
Auer's incandescent gas light, and, as the discovery of acetylene shows,
there are still further successes possible.
Every system of illumination has its individual peculiarities and
especial ad.vantages, which justify its existence and its worth. For
this reason it is not ea y to estimate tbe relative values of the various
kinds of illumination unless the comparison be made on the rather
un atisfactory basis of the price per candlepower; that is, by making
photometry the supreme judge.
MEASUREMENT OF CANDLEPOWER.

It is a comparatively simple matter to determine by photometry the
reL-1.ti e intensity of the light emitted by two sources. All it requires
s
is a piece of paper
with a grease spot on
it and a graduated
... _________________,;:_//_______________________ ... scale along w:hich the

I'

L

pared. cau be moved.
[Experimen t.J If
S
tlrn source R (fig. 1)
is alone acting, the
grease "'pot F on the
A
paper creen S appear to the eye at
F w. 1.
dark on a bright
refl cted from the grea ed paper than
he reeu. Ou the other hand, if the
i. activ , be grea.
pot appear bright on a dark
a tive at tbe ~ame tim"' the effect
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to one-fourth, one-ninth, one-sixteenth, etc., . when the distance is
doubled, trebled, quadrupled, etc. By regulating the distance RF and
L F the grease spot then can be made to disappear as well as by vary2
.
.
.
RF gives
•
mg
the mtens1ty
of th e sources. I n th.1s case th e ra t·10 LF
2

directly the ratio of the candlepowe:r: of L to that of R. (Compare
note on page 276.)
In Germany the luminous intensities of all sources are expressed in
terms of that of a Befner-Alteneck lamp; e. g., gaslight is said to
have an intensity of a certain number of the above units. Measurements of this kind are made in the Physikalisch-Technischen Reichsanstalt in Oharlottenburg, and are officially certified to. Instead of the
Bunsen photometer, above described, a more exact and more easily
manipulated photometer is used. This was designed by E. Brodhun
and my8elf and was co11structed according to our specifications by I•'r.
Schmidt & Haenscb, Berlin. It differs from Bunsen's principally in
that the grease spot is replaced by a purely optical device by means of
which the "ideal grease spot" is realized, one which transmits all the
iucident light and reflects none. [Experiment.]
By means of this device, and on account of the better definition of
the ideal grease spot in comparison with Bunsen's, the accuracy of pl10tometric measurements is much increa·sed. I can not dwell on this
point, but let it suffice to say that by means of the Lummer-Brodbun
photometer the intensity of a source can with ease be determined to
one fourth per cent of its value.
SOURCES OF ILLUMINA'l'ION ARRANGED ON .A. PHOTOMETRIC BASIS
IN ORDER OF '.l'HEIR RELATIVE COST.

If we know in addition to the intensity of a light its price per hour
of use, we have a measure of its relative economic value.
In the following table you will find interesting data concerning the
price per unit intensity (1 unit = 1 Hefner lamp) per hour of the various kinds of illumination most used at present, on the basis of the
assumptions made, as stated in the table.

Rincl of light.

Price
per
.Amount of materrice of materials or energy Possible inrial or energy
hour of
tensity
in
consumed.
consumed
per
hour
lHefHefner ur1its. of 1 Hefner unit.
ner
unit.

-Cent.

Incanclescen.t gaslight.: .. _.. $1.25 per 1,000 cubic feet ....
.Arc light (without globe) ....
.15 per kilowatt-hour .....
P troleum ................ _..
.07 per quart ..............
.Ar light (with globe) .......
.15 per kilowatt-hour .....
Gaslight (argaud burner) . ... 1.'.!5 per 1,000 cubic feet .. . .
.A.cetylen ------------------- 12.50 JJer 1,000 cubic feet ....
Incandescent electric light ..
.15 per kilowatt-hour .....
Gaslight (fish-tail burner) ... 1.25 per 1,000 cubic feet ....

30-60
200-100,000
2-50
200-100,000
about 20
2-50
10-500
2-20

0.06 cubic feet ....
1 watt-hour ...... .
.003 quart ........ .
1.7 watt-hours ....
.35 cubic feet ... _..
.04 cubic feet ... . .
4 watt-hours ......
.57 cubic feet .....

0. 008
. 015
• 021
. 026
. 045
. 050
. 060
• 070

N0TE.-The table given by the author bas been converted into customary units by the translator.
One Hefner unit equals approximately one candle power.
.
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According to this table, the Welsbach light is cheapest; next comes
the arc light; then follow in order the light of a petroleum lamp, arc
light with ground-glass globe, ordinary gas light as furnished by au
.A.rgand burner, acetylene light, incandescent electric light, and :finally
gas light as obtained from the fish-tail burners, ·which are in most common use. A candle, as you perhaps all know, is even at the present
time an article of luxury.
1t must l>e admitted that this arrangement is quite arbitrary, as it is
based on the average market price of materials, etc. For example,
electric light is decidedly cheaper when supplied by a private installation a.n d if the machines are always loaded to their full capacity. A
plant of at least 100 horsepower can supply power at the price of 2~
to 3 cent::! per kilo-watt-hour; for smaller plants this becomes 5 or 6
cents. In the first case the arc light would be the cheapest, and the
electric incandescent light would come third.
This order of value is entirely upset when we consider other conditions besides the question of cheapness as influencing the value.
According to tlrn purposes which a light is to serve these conditions
are very different. lfor example, the very cheap arc light can not for
one moment be considered for illuminating dwelling rooms, for it is not
sufficiently divisible, and similarly the relatively more expensive incande:cent electric light far surpasses the incandescent gas light on accouut
of its enormous sanitary advantages.
-PART

II.

TUE NATURE OF THE DlFFEREN'.l' KINDS OF LIGHT.
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So-called "coldflame8."-To these belong all those free-burning flames,
such as that of carbon bisulphide, which emits a bluish, weakly light
even at the relatively low temperature of 150° C. The classical representatives of this class are, however, the lightning bug and the will-o'tbe-wisp. The pbosphoresence at sea is also included in this class.
Tltose who have not yet seen this natural phenomenon can form no idea
of its magnificence, especially in southern seas. As soon as nightfalls
a11d the stars appear in the heavens bright spots begin to glisten in the
water, first only here and there at the bow of the ship; these increase
ill numbers; they come a.nd go; they enlarge almost without limit,
until finally spiral strands of gold seem to rise from the depths, often
condensing to large nuggets.
This phosphorescence is also produced by Jiving organisms, for billions of infusoria unite their weak light to produce the magnificent
effect. Its origin is as unknown to us as that of the faint light emitted
by wood jn the process of rotting and other phenomena which have
become generally known since the discovery of the X-rays. I refer to
the luminosity of gases in Geissler tubes.
You are all familiar with the action of the Ruhmkor:ff coil used so
much in medicine for the treatment of partial muscular paralysis, etc.
If au electric current from such a coil-that is, one of high tension and
high frequency-is sent through a highly exhausted Geissler tube, the
re idual gas shines with a magic blue violet light. [Experiment.] By
touching the tube we can assure ourselves that its temperature is not
high. The peculiar striation of the light in the neighborhood of the
electrode js an indication of the presence of a rarefied gas. In this
second Geissler tulle we have, in addition to the light emitted by the
gas, the colored light of the glass, and especiaJly at those parts of the
tube made of uranium glass. We say that the glass fluoresces, without attempting to give an explanation of tile curious phenomenon.
ow, if a Geissler tube is still further exhausted the stratification of
the glass lJecomes more indistinct and the luminosity of the gas finally
cease en tirely. 1 Curious rays (cathode rays) radiate from the cathodethat is, from the negative termrnal of the circuit-into the almost
completely exhausted interior of the tube.
We can not see these rays, but they can be made visible by placing
in their path fluorescent materials. In this tube asbestus is caused to
fluore ce. [Experiment.] In this second tube the glass fluoresces at
tho:e part on which the cathode rays impinge. You can plainly see
tlrn green surface of the glass wall which is turned toward you, and
, ithiu this s·u rface is a dark cross. That is the shadow produced by
th creeuing of these mysterious cathode rays by a metal cross in the
interior of the tube. If this latter is overturned the shadow disappears
aucl the whole surface shines brilliantly. But the phenomenon appears
1
Thi tnbe is ealled l>y the lecturer a Ilittorf tube, but is similar to that commonly
known in America a a Crooke's tube. (Trauslator.)
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still more wonderful if I move a magnet along tbe tube. You can see
that the shadow of the cross moves with the motion of the magnet,
showing that tbe cathode rays are deflected by a magnet. 1 Only those
parts of the tube fluoresce to which I thus direct the cathode rays. If
I introduce into a Hittorf tube in the neighborhood of the cathode a bar
magnet, the cathode rays begin to rotate about the pole of the magnet
and the fluorescence glides in a circle around the magnet along the
sides of the tube. [Experiment.] In a similar manner it has been found
by difficult experiments that cathode rays can be reflected, etc. But as
long as they were confined it was difficult to get at them. Great progress was made when Lenard discovered a method of enticing the cathode rays out of the tube. Hertz had found that the cathode rays pass
through aluminum with relative ease. Lenard constructed a Hittorf
tube with an opening at one end sealed air tight by a piece of sheet
aluminum one-hundredth of a millimeter in thickness. On exhausting
·thi tube Lenard found that substances placed in front of the aluminum window could be made to fluoresce. In addition, these Lenard
ray showed almost the same peculiarities which made the X-rays,
discovered later, k11owu to the whole civilized world. There was only
one fault to be found with them-their intensity was diminished by ·
pas ing tluough the aluminum and their action was therefore weak.
How superior in this respect to the Lenard rays are the X-rays discovered by W. C. Rontgen. No window is needed for these. They
radiate freely from tho e portion of the tube on which the cathode
ray fa11, into the exterior space, and pitilessly destroy photographic
plate. which are placed a ob tructions in their paths, however carefully they may be protected from the action of ordinary light. It is
remarkabl that they hould have remained undiscovered so long and
that they hould have been discovered by happy accident. These
onto-en ray after au exi tence of hardly a year have already been so
w 11 known that I will confine myself to showing you the latest form
of -ra tube of he firm of Siemens & Halske, which is so constructed
that th v c uum can be regulate<l. at will. A screen coated with
be riu.m platino-cyanide i 'O brightly illuminated as to be visible in the
far he t p rt of he ha11.
e now introduce between the X-ray tube
aud be ·r n a wooden block 10 centimeter in thickness (4 inc he ).
11 hi i uailed a ro . made of beet lead, and you can probably all
h hadow f tbi cro on the reen, while the wood, although
thir
im a thi k, nly give the ugge tion of a shadow. After
b l tur h w r ou an individually convince your elve of the
ffi i n · of th . tube . If the radiation are pa d through a human
d h
ting f h 11 art and the motion of the diaphragm in
plainly ob~er ed.
w • th ir immen
popularity to their ability of
di cover d cath de ray which are n t affe ·ted by mag-
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penetrating flesh about a hundred times more easily than bones or
metallic substances, aluminum excepted, and in this they have found
their widest application. We can not help admiring this wonderful
quality, whether the rays are an entirely new kind of longitudinal
ether waves, or whether, as is more prob~ble, tbey are merely transverse ether waves just like ordinary light waves, although of a very
minute wave length, so that they may easily pass between the molecules of substances of moderate density. Let us rejoice that they
have helped suffering mankind in their application to surgery, and let
us hope that they will point out to science new lines of investigation.
In all these experiments the electric current of the Ruhmkorff coil was
conducted directly through the electrodes into the interior of the
exhausted tube. If alternating electric currents
millions of alternations· per second are used, so-called electrical oscillations such as are
produced by the discharge of a Leyden jar or condenser, the Geissler
tube shines brightly even if it is only held near the wire without any
metallic connection whatever with it. The name of Nicola Tesla, an
American, will be permanently associated with these phenomena, since
he was the first to carry out experiments in this field on a large scale.
The light effects produced oy '' electrical oscillations" are especially
distinguished in that by means of them nearly the whole of the electrical energy supplied is transformed into light. H. Ebert conducted
high frequency currents of a definite periodicity to a tube in the interior of which a specially selected fluorescent substance was placed.
By the fluorescence produced by the cathode rays he obtained a luminosity of about one-thirtieth of a Hefner unit by an expenditure of onemillionth of a watt. The total energy consumed was about one-twothousandth of that of a Hefner lamp. We have here realized very
nearly an ideal artificial illumination, and with justice Ebert calls his
lamp ''the lamp of the future," although, on account of the technical
difficulties involved and the small luminosity, it may be a long time
before these lamps will be able to compete with those now used.

of

LUMINOSITY DUE TO HIGH TEMPER.A.TURES.

The transi_tion from luminosity at low to that at high temperatures is
found in the ghost-like glowing observed in the dark during the slow
oxidization of some substances-for example, phosphorus. This action
is not really a combustion. Oxidation and combustion are essentially
_similar to each other; in both there is a combination of the substance
wfth oxygen. But while the oxidation can take place at relatively low
temperatures, ignition and combustion occur only at relatively high
temperatures.
The development of beat from light which takes place in every fire,
in every freely-burning flame, in a candle, a lamp, etc., is therefore
nothing more than an oxidation or combustion; that is, the combination
of a substance with oxygen at a high temperature.
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THF. PROCESS OF COMBUSTION.

Substances like rocks, which have no affinity for oxygen, do not
oxidize, do not burn, and furnish no light and heat. But what a strong
affinity do carbon, hydrogen, and the hydrocarbons manifest for allconsuming oxygen! Wheu these elements are brought together there
i, a great development of heat attended most frequently by light
effect .
If hydrogen is burned alone, water vapor is formed-that is, the combination of hydrogeu a.nd oxygen. [Experiment showing the oxyhydrogen blo~pipe.] If pure carbon is used, as when a diamond is
burned, carbon dioxide is ordinarily formed, although poisonous carbon
monoxide is formed with an insufficient supply of air. Both reactions
take place simultaneously in all free-burning flames in which chemical
compounds of carbon an<l hydrogen, so-called hydrocarbons, combine
with oxygen. ~he most commonly used illuminatiug materials, as
oil , tallow, fats, stearine, and wax consist principally of hydrocarbon and burn under favorable conditions. In order that oxygen may
combine with hydrogen and carbon with the development of light, the
combu tible substance must both be in a gaseous state and be heated
to a high temperature. In the case of the gas flame the works furnish
the gas ou hydrocarbons, while the match supplies the. necessary heat
for ignition. The bot ga is then immediately attacked by the oxygen
f the urrouuding air with the formation of carbon dioxide and noncombu. tible water var or. The heat produced is sufficient to heat the gas
wbi ·h follow o tbat thi al ' O can burn, aud this action continues as
Ion rr a ga e cape from the burner and as long as the surrrounding
air c 11tai11' ufticieut oxygen. The processe, involved in every combu tion are ·imilar to thos ~ involved iu the production of illuminating
a on a larg cale. Bvery :fire i the luminous effect of a gas underg ing the proce of com bu tion. Every flame is a gas flame, and
m, u other ource of light, petroleum lamps, candles, etc., are therefor miuiatur ga work .
L u for a :t w morneut consider the candle which, notwithstandiug
it m d t app aran , i. a mall miracle, aucl whose importance i indiat d
th fact that i form tlle ubject of ix le tures b y the cele1 araday.
i n li 1.t pby ici t
The heat furni hed by the matcb
t, k 1J pl · of h fire under the retort in th gas work . The
t arin melt ri e in tlle wi ·k, and i al o vaporiz d by the heat of
th ma ·h, iu th am manner a coal i made into ga in tlle retort
) b b a f be fire b u ath. Th proce of ·om bu tion fr m llere
11 i: th
1 · rib
ab
b hot hydro arb n ga produced at tb
x
n of th air, wllile th lieat develw })r viou to it combu tion. If all
and harm ni u , a i th ca ewith
drip, w c u 11 t help admiring
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it as a small work of art. This involves a proper adjustment of the
rate at which the material melts, the rate at which the molten material
is vaporized, and the rate at which the vapor thus developed is
consumed.
.
The proper burning of a luminous flame depends principally on the
rate at which air is supplied. If tlrn wick is too Jarge or too small the
candle does not burn regularly; it citber smokes or gives an insufficient quantity of light. You all understand what is meant by saying
that a lamp "smokes." Under those circumstances the wick is too
large, the amount of gas developed is too great for the air supply, and
clouds of smoke are formed. If the flame is reduced by screwing down
the wick the smoking ceases, but even tllen the carbon is not entirely
consumed. Witll an insufficient air supply all the carbon particles
can not be satisfied with oxygen. This is fortunate for us, for the micombined particles of carbon are heated to incandescence by the hot
carbon dioxide.
·
A flame can not emit light unless it contains uncombined solid particles in an incandesceut state. If I mix illuminating gas with air
before combustion and ignite the mixture the flame no longer shines
brightly, but gives forth a weak blue-violet light. [Experiment.] The
explanation is that in such a mi.~:ture the oxygen can combine with all
the carbon particles so that the flame contains no solid particles at
all, for to t,b ese alone a flame owes its luminosity. Transparent gases
heated ever so high hardly emit any light and hence the weak luminosity of a Bunsen flame.
One consequence of the combustion of all the carbon contained in
illuminating gas is the increase of the temperature of the flame, since
there are no foreign particles to be heated as in the ordinary flame. In
the Bunsen flame all the carbon contributes to the beat developed,
while in a light-giving flame less carbon is burned in the first place,
and this uncombined carbon abstracts beat from the bot products of
combustion in the second place. The Bunsen flame is therefore hotter
than the ordinary gas flame. But on this account it emits less light.
In order to make it luminous it is necessary to introduce in it incombustible materials. You see how brilliantly a piece of sheet platinum
sllines ou being placed in a Bunsen flame. [Experiment.] If it is
introduced into the still hotter oxyhydrogen flame it is heated to white. ness and then melts. [Experiment.J By substituting for the platinum
an infusible substance, such as lime, chalk, or magnesia, a dazzling
light is produced which illumines the whole ball. [Experiment.]
Brighter still than this so-called Drummond's lime light is the zirconium light, in which zirconium is burned in the oxyhydrogen flame.
The intensity of ordinary gas flame can not be compared with that produced by solid substances in an incandescent state. It was therefore
a great step in advance in the art of illumination when Mr. A.uer von
Welsbacb succeeded in producing greater luminosity in a gas flame in
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a similar manner to that in the lights just mentioned, by placing a
mantle of incombustible material in the very hot but nonluminous
Bunsen flame, thus bringing the mantle to-incandescence. [Experiment.] If the maximum luminosity is to be obtained, the incandescent
body must satisfy many theoretical conditions; especially, it must not
reduce the temperature of the products of combustion and must emit
as much light as possible corresponding to its temperature. Auer's
invention is not new in principle, and indeed had been anticipated in
practice. For instance, it is said that the streets of Nantes were illuminated by incandescent gaslights in which a mantle was brought to
incandescence in the hottest part of a Bunsen flame. The reason that
these lamps were so soon relegated to forgetfulness was entirely due to
the nature of the mantle; which was made of platinum wire instead of
the material Auer used. This example illustrates once more how the
very best principle can fail, and must fail if ignorantly and improperly
applied. In order to understand the superiorit:y of the Auer light over
the ordinary gaslight and the related questious, why docs one source of
light emit more light than another,
p
and how does the increase of temperature influence the intensity, we
must first familiarize ourselves with
two fundamental physical laws known
as Stefan's law of radiation and Kirchoff's law of the absorption and
emission of light. Before doiug this
however, I will briefly consider the
G
other sources of light commonly
h employed.
A new addition has recently been
~=====~~~~3-----;::,c.-'R made to the free-burning flames,
h
namely, the much-renowned and now
FIG.2.
almost notorious acetylene light.
Director chultz-H~mcke was kind enough to place at my disposal for
thi evening a generat.iug apparatus which you ee before you. [Experiment.] Figure 2 hows its construction. It is built like an ordinary
ga ometer, the outer ves· el G G is partly filled with water, through
whi h the tube R l, provided with a cock h, extends above the level of
he water. In the outer vessel is contained a second vessel PP, which
·~rri ., n pend d from the lid in the interior a basket K coutaiuiug
b ut 00 gram of calcium carbide. The cylinder P P floating on the
water ink by gravity a oon as the cock at H is opene<l., aud the
in ·lo. d air cap through the tube R. But as soon as P P has uuk
d P hat the calcium carbide is brought into contact with the water,
· t lene a i produced, and a very explo ive mixture of air and
a yl n ga e ape from the burner b.
evertheles , I apply a
buruiug match to the burner. The gas i finally ignited and bum
G
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with increasing brightness, while the cylinder P P sinks with the
basket K into the water; that is, with diminishing air content of the
gas. Finally only pure acetylene gas escapes, and you are no doubt
surprised at the fullness of the white light which :fills th~ dark hall.
But in this flame, as in the others, the luminosity is due to uncombined
carbon particles, though judging from the color of the light, the
temperature is far in excess of that of the ordinary gas flame.
The question may be asked, why does not the mixture of air and
acetylene :first issuing from the burner explode¥ The answer is, that
the heat from the match can not penetrate through the narrow aperture of the burner and through the long tube R into the interior of the
cylinder PP, otherwise a violent explosion woµld surely have taken
place; for all combustible vapors mixed with air are extremely explosive and are similar iu their action to gunpowder. If a spark comes in
contact with them the ignition spreads rapidly from the given point
through the whole mixture. The enormous increase in volume thereby
produced exerts a sudden pressure correspondingly large on the inclosure which, therefore, bursts if it is not able to withstand the pressure
to which it is thus subjected. [Experiment.]
The apparently empty space in this bottle, containing a small quantity of petroleum, similar to the reservoir of a nearly empty petroleum
lamp, is :filled with petroleum vapors mixed with air. I ignite the
mixture by means of an electric spark and you hear the report produced by the blowing out of the cork stopper. In blowing out a lamp
care must be taken not to turn down the wick too far, so that no opening into the interior of the petroleum reservoir is produced, through
which the flame can enter when being extinguished. It is best to cut
off the air supply by covering the wick with a cap which can be manipulated from without. At all events the flame should not be turned ·
down too low before it is blown out.
That which makes acetylene gas so dangerous is its property of
spontaneously exploding at a pressure of only two atmospheres. By
exerting a gre11ter pressure on the reservoir P.P, as I now do (experiment), this alone will suffice to produce an explosion.
NATURE OF ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

In electric lights the light is produced by incandescent carbon just
as it is in freely burning flames. In the electric incandescent light a
carbon filament (for instance, of carbonized bamboo :fiber with chemically precipitated carbon) serves to carry an electric current, and in
con. equence of the resistance which it offers to the current it becomes
heated.. In the electric arc light the current passes between two rods
of retort carbon through an air space, under which conditions an
electric arc is formed in this space and the ends of the carbon rods are
heated to the temperature of volatilization of carbon. In this respect
electric lights are similar to gas flames, for in both highly heated carbon
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is the source of the luminosity. But while in all fl ames, and also in
the incandescent gaslight, the heating of the carbon or ·the mantle is
produced by the heat developed in the combustion of the gas, in
electric ligbps the beat of combustion of coal or of gas serves first for
the production of eleetric energy, which can be transmitted over considerable distances and which, far from the furnace, heats up t he filament of the incandescent lamp or the carbons of th e arc lamp to a
white heat. Naturally a considerabie quantity of energy is lost in this
roundabout process. lfor while in a gas fl ame the heat energy of the
gas is directly transformed into light, with electric li ghts, for which,
for example, the power is originally supplied by a gas motor, th e gas
first sets in motion the gas motor, this in turn drives the dynamo, and
finally the electric current thus produced brings the carbon to incandernence. Only a few per cent of the heat of combustion of the fuel
reappear as light. For this reason, however, this r oundabout process
furnishes most acceptable light. In it only the po wer a,b solutely necessary for heating the carbon filament it:; conducted into the rcom, while
the noxious products of combustion of coal, of petroleum, of gas, etc.,
are taken care of in th e electric power house. In th e incandescent
electric lights the only beat introduced into the room is that necessary
for raisin g the temperature of the fil amen t and which the filam ent
racliate in the form of light and heat.
The ga flam e, t he petroleum light, the candle, in short, all gaslights
in the broadest sense of the word necessitate very much greater heat
effect . In all of th em there is a continuous current of the products
of combu tion , togethe r with the carbon particles producing incaude cence. In order to maintain around the flame the high temperature
requir d fo r the in ande ence of the carbon part icles a large space
mu t be b rought to a h igh temperature. A ll parts of the flame, t he
cbimuey of the lamp, and the urroun ding air must become hot if the
ombu tion temperature of the gas i to reach its biglrnst value, and
thu enabl the carbon particle or t he incandescent mantle to radiate
mo t ffici ntly. T he heat carried off by t he prod ucts of combustion
i p· rtly utiliz d in the r generative burner of Fr. Siemens, in which
th ga upplied to th burner i fir t beat d by these hot gases. We
au hu
why all flam
are attended by the evolution of large
qu nti i · f h at.
ut, unfortunat Jy, the flame emit ~ not only heat.
h mo
rt, nt I rodu t of ombu tion i arbon dioxide, which i
pr ln d a h
p n of the oxyg n f tlle air, and with which
h r, i h th r no. i U ' g e · (carb nm uoxid, . ulphur dioxicle
. ) h ir
m
h r <l.
hi · barmfnl • ·ti n cc m1 ni the ordinary ga li ht a. well a.
b in · n 1 • u 1 a ligh
l h ugh in th latt r it i mu ·h 1 :.· for
n l I w
,\ hi] th 1 · ri • Ii h i. mu h more .· p nb _. tn
b n h in n
f tll v ry p r r , urn
11
f·
rhfr p r iri yj 11 ff
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proper consideration to these secondary actions of the different sources
of light it is surprising that, in the choice between the two kinds, the
consideration of cheapness plays such an important role. Ju addition,
the dauger of an explosion is entirely excluded in an electric light, and,
moreover, the process of turuiug it on is an exceedingly simple one.
Having considered the nature and performance of the sources of
illumination in common use, we will prot:eed ·to the third part of our
subject, in which we will famiJiarize ourselves with the physical reasons
why the intensity and color of different lights is so different, and in
which we will discuss the factors on whiclJ the luminosity of a source
of light depends.
PAR'.l'

III.

THE PHYSICAL LAWS OF LUMINOSITY .

.The radiation of light and heat.-The sensation of light is purely subjective, as has already been pointed out. A pressure on tlJe eye is
sufficient to produce it, but ordinarily it is produced by ether waves
penetrating to the retina and ther:e producing the sensation.
A source of light-the sun, for example-excites the optic nerve.
The same ray of suulight falling on our skin and evoking the sensation
of warmth would prodnce in the e_ye the sensation of light and would
decompose the sensitive silver salts of a photographic plate. We
therefore speak of '' heat rays," "light rays," and "actinic rays" corresponding to these three different effects, although the three kinds of
rays correspond to motions of the ether, differing principally in their
periods of oscillation. Every luminous solid emits ether waves of all
possible wave leugths, of which only tlJose of a length between four
ten-thousandths and eight ten-thousandths millimeter can affect the
optic nerve. The existence of the other waves can not be demonstrated by the eye, but can be determined by sensitive physical appa·ratus. [Experiment.] A spectrum is produced on the distant screen
by the light emitted by zirconium heated in the oxyhydrogen blowpipe. The spectrum is similar to the rainbow, producerl by the refraction of sun rays in rain drops. Every color of the spectrum corresponds
to ether waves of a definite wave length, the wave length decreasiug
continuously from the red to the blue. This visible spectrum, however,
embraces only a small portion of the waves emitted by the zirconium
ligLt. Both to the left of the red and to the right of the blue there
are ther waves the existence of which can be demonstrated. The
former, in the infrared, are called heat rays, for their existence can be
showu by ensitive thermometers, such as the radiometer, the thermo pile, the bolometer, etc., while the latter, the ultraviolet rays, are
ca11ed chemical rays, on account of their photographic activity. They
all agree, however, in that they carry with them a definite quantity of
energy which is transformed iuto heat when intercepted by a thermometer. In this respect an the rays emitted by a luminous body are
"heat ray , ' although the energy corresponding to the violet and the ·
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ultraviolet rays is very small compared with that of the red and infrared rays. The heat emitted by a candle at a distance of 1 meter would
raise the temperature of 1 gram of water, hardly a thimbleful, by only
1° 0. in one and one-fourth years, provided it could be stored for that
length of time. This will give you some notion of the extreme sensitiveness of tho eye for light rays. But nevertheless it takes a definite
quantity of energy, a very small quantity, to produce the sensation of
light. Hence a body radiating light waves of this intensity just begins
to become visible. This incipient incandescent state begins at a rela- .
tively high temperature in the sources of light commonly used. It is
not tbat these waves are not present at lower temperatures, but their
energy is too small to affect the optic nerve. Just as soon as the critical temperature is passed, the heated body becomes luminous and its
· brightness increases rapidly with increasing temperature. The amount
of energy producing the sen ation of light is however a minute fraction
of the total energy radiated by the body. This total radiation obeys
definite laws in respect to its increase with the temperature, and so
doe that portion of it which affects the eye. Before considering these
law , let us first see bow these two kiuds of radiation can be separated.
eparation of heat radiation from light radiation.-! have here a strip
of sheet platinum through which an electric current of any strength
up to 100 amperes can be transmitted. [Experiment. j
The current heats the strip, and as it increases the
temperature of the metal increases until it :finaJly begins
to glow, and by a still further increase it is heated to
inten
e whitene s and then melts. Before it begins to
a
3
glow tt nevertbele emits energy, for the heat radiated
by it can readily be felt by placing the hand near it. In
order to how this development of beat to all of you
c
I make use of a o-called '' differential thermometer"
3
FIG. ·
(fig. 3). It consi t of two glass bulbs connected by a
tub a ·b, wbi h contain a quantity of liquid eparating the air in the
tw bulb . This liquid column i di placed when either bulb is heated.
On h pr ~ection reen you ee an enlarged image of one of the liquid
urf
0011 a
bring up the platinum strip, through which the
urr nt i pa ing, to oue of th bulb previou ly coate<l. with lampblack,
h 1 1 of h liquid imm diately begin to change, although the platinum i u t mitting vi ibl radiation . The ether wave emitted are
impl
or cl y h lamp lack and transformed into heat, which i.
imp rt t th in l ed air. Thi expand , autl the liquid i forced
r int h th r bul .
b high r th temp r tur of th platinum th more rapidly doe
ir f th diff r nti l th rm m ter
ruh n
wi lw
h
i. pla
yond th
illb tr
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between the bulb of the thermometer and the platinum, the level of
the liquid returns to its original position. This shows that glass and
water absorb the whole of the heat emitted by the glowing platinum.
Our method is not sensitive enough to detect the light radiations
transmitted through the water when the platinum is heated to whiteness, but this can, however, be very easily measured by a sensitive
bolometer. As soon as the vessel is removed, the level of the liquid
chauges rapidly.
The property of absorbing heat rays and of freely transmitting light
rays is utilized in the construction of glass windows. Although long
unknown to man, they separate, for his comfort, warmth and light,
preventing the escape of the heat of the room from within and preventing the penetration of cold from without, while they transmit
sunlight almost undiminished.
On the same property depends the action of clouds in retaining the
heat of the earth. Impenetrable for the long heat waves, the clouds
prevent the ea~th from radiating its warmth received from the sun
during the day into infinite space and thus protect it from loss of heat.
Without this moist blanket the earth would lose enormous quantities
of heat by radiation during the long, starry, winter nights, and thus a
strong cooling would take place. The fact that our eye is insensitive
to waves of great wave length is due to the absorptive action of
liquids. The infra-red rays are simply absorbed by the lens and
aqueous humor of the eye before they reach the retJna. According
to Darwin, this indicates that our eye is modeled after that of the
Amphibia. For these, the absorption of the infra-red rays by the
eye is of small importance, for they have already been absorbed by
the upper layers of the water, in whose depths their eyes must still
be able to see.
~rom the experiment you have just seen we recognize that the transition from a nonluminous to a luminous body, or better, from one
radiating heat to one radiating light and actinic rays, is in reality
determined by a sufficient increase of its temperature. It matters not
how its temperature be increased, whether by the electric current or by
the direct application of heat, a material heated electrically or in a
furnace begin, to glow at the same temperature.
Moreover, the luminosity of a hot body is a secondary property-one
might almost say an accidental property. If it were not for the eye
the luminous state could only be distinguished from the nonluminous
in that the energy of the different waves is not the same. This is not
surprising when we consider that the heat residing in a body, and on
which its temperature depends, consists solely in the energy of motion
of-its molecules; that is, of its smallest mechanically conceivable parts.
IlEA.T IS MOTION.

It was long supposed that a heated body emitted a subtle material
in the same way as it was supposed that light was a material substance.
SM 97--19
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We now know, thanks to the researches of Rumford, Joule, Mayer,
and Helmholtz, that heat and molecular motion are identical, and that
the greater this molecular motion the greater is the temperature of tbe
body. By hammering, drilling, etc., the materials operated on finally
become so hot that they can not be touched without burning the
fingers.
The work performed by our muscles in hammering a piece of lead is
partly transformed into beat and thus applied to increasing its temperature. The motion of the hammer has been transformed into the
motion of the molecules of the lead. This transformation of work
into heat follows definite laws, so that a definite quantity of heat is
equivalent to a definite amount of work done. The law of the '' mechanical equivalent of heat" states tbe numerical relation of one to the
other. In nature, where a, certain quantity of heat appears to have
been lost in the transformation-as, for example, in the production of
electric light-it certainly reappears somewhere in the process as beat;
that is, a an increase in temperature. The law of the conservation of
energy expre ses the recognition of this fact.
Every body in nature mu t then be considered as consisting of molecule in a state of rapid motion. Solids, liquids, and gases only differ
in the nature of the motion. If a solid is heated to a sufficiently high
temperature it is finally transformed into the liquid or gaseous state.
Ev n carbon evaporates at 3,600° 0. Corre ponding to this increase
in temperature, the motion of the molecules becomes more and more
rapid and the energy of the ether waves emitted increases with it. All
apparatu which can ab orb heat-our skin, a thermopile, a bolometer,
etc.-indicate bow rapidly the radiation of a body increases with
incr ·a ing temperature. By means of our differential thermometer we
can bow the increa e of the radiation of the electrically heated platinum trip with it temperatur . The law involving this relation for
lid wa fir t tated by Stefan, and wa deduced by theory for a
o-called "black' body by Boltzmann. If we call the total radiation
f th body the um total of the nergy corre ponding to all the ether
wav
mi t d and if we call the ab olut temperature of a body it
temp rature on th O ntigrade , cal , increa ed by 273° , Stefan's law
f radiation may be , tat cl a follows: The total radiation i proporti n l t th fourth power of the ah olute temp rature.
n xampl will mak tbi 1 w plainer. Let a body at 27° C. be
l
f ,_,7o . i.e., from an ab olute temp rature
ne f 273° + 27° = 6 0° tho doubling the
b b dy; but if he ab olute temperature i
mi ted i increa <l, a ording to tefau'
b, lu t mp ratur i. tr bl d the t tal
tc.
ou will bu, r cognize how
r a? ,' with in r a, ing· t mperature.
u rg. maximnm of the , lwle pee-
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trum is displaced from the red end toward the violet. If the energy <;>f
certain ether waves is great enough they affect the eye as light and
the body emitting them is "self-luminous." We can now distinguish
between sources of beat and sources of light-between heat radiation
and light radiation. Objectively both kinds of radiation are parts ·of
the total radiation emitted by the body. In the same manner as the
total radiation, the partial radiation must rapidly increase in intensity
with increasing temperature. The light radiated by an incandescent
body will therefore increase much m_o re rapidly than the temperature.
To form a general notion of the relation between light radiation and
the temperature we will make use of a law recently proposed by Wien,
following in Boltzmann's footsteps. The law reads as follows: "In the
normal emission spectrum of a black body the energy maximum is so
displaced by the variations of the temperature that the product of the
temperature and wave length remains constant." In connection with
Stefan's law it states that the maximum energy in the normal spectrum is proportioned to the fifth power of the absolute temperature.
Basing our conclusions on both laws, we may certainly assume that·the
light radiation increases stiff more rapidly with increasing temperature
than the total energy, since the energy maximum in highly heated bodies
is certainly in the visible par.t of the normal spectrum. Unfortunately
there are practically no experimental data o'n the relation between the
light radiation and the total radiation at different temperatures, and
we will therefore assume that light radiation as well as the maximum
energy in the normal spectrum is proportional to the fifth power of the
absolute temperature; that is, that the brightness of a luminous black
body-for instauce, the carbon filament of an incandescent lamp-will
increase 25 or 32 times if its absolute temperature be doubled, or 35 or
243 times by trebling its absolute temperature.
Before we deduce the consequences of these laws we must discuss
whether they can be applied to the incandescent bodies used in practice. To do this it will be necessary to familiarize ourselves with a law
which forms the basis of spectrum analysis and which has attained
widespread importance. I refer to Kirchhoff's Jaw of absorption and
emission of light, which states that a heated body at any temperature
emits only those particular rays which it absorbs at the very same temperature. If we apply this law to bodies rendered luminous by high
temperatures it states that all those bodies are nonluminous, however
high the temperature, which either freely transmit the light rays or
which reflect them entirely instead of absorhing them. Highly heated
ga es ab orb no light and therefore do not emit any, as you can see in
the Bunsen flame. [Experiment.] Carbon absorbs a large proportion
of incident light even in an incandescent state. If heated to the same
temperature as a Bunsen flame it emits a correspondingly large amount
of light. All olid bodies and all metals exhibit a similar behavior.
The e absol'b to a greater or less degree waves of all wave lengths and
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therefore emit waves of all wave lengths. Consequently they emit at
a sufficiently high temperature wliite light, since white light consists of
a mixture of light of all wave lengths. The absorptive power of an
incandescent body can therefore be determined by the light it emits,
and conversely, the color of the light emitted can be determined from
its absorption. The greenish color of the Welsbach light is most probably due to the selective absorption of green light by the material of
the mantle at its high temperature. In order to produce white light it
would be necessary to combiue the substances now used in its construction with materials which would be more partial to the red light.
Bodies which completely absorb all wave lengths at all temperatures and therefore emit rays of all wave length are called "absolutely
black" bodies. In nature these ideal conditions are never realized,
and, moreover, the laws of Stefan alld Wien apply only to them.
Nevertheless these properties are almost realized if the interior of a
hollow t:,phere is permitted to radiate through a small opening in its
wall. 1
Experiments on the radiation of an absolutely black body are in
contemplation at the Reichs-anstalt, by which it is to be determined
how nearly r.arbon, the metals, and their oxides correspond to an
ab olutely black body. It is, however, certain that the absolutely
black body i the only one which emits the maximum amount of energy
theoretically possible. It emits, therefore, other things being equal,
more light than any other substance. The absolutely black body
would be the first to evoke the sensation of light with gradually
increa,'ing temperature and would emit light when metals, e. g., platinum, at the same temperature would still be nonluminous, The lumino ity of a body, especially it first visible manifestation, depends also
to a great extent on the oro-an of ensatio!l; therefore we must in
addition study the tructure of the eye. But we will first take up the
tucly of the condition under which heated bodies just begin to emit
light.
THE FIR "f SIG S OF LUMINOSITY OF HE.A.TED BODIES (GR.A.Y HEAT
.A. D RED HE.A.1'). 2
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If we gradually heat this platinum strip [experiment] you will see
that it first shines with a reddish light. This first stage of h1miuosity
is called red heat. .All solid substances which are incombustible at high
temperatures behave in the sa.me manner as platinum. The temperature at which solids begin to glow was determined by Draper some fifty
years ago and was found by him to be about 525° 0. Most solid
bodies, therefore, would have to be heated. to an absolute temperature
of 273° + 525° or 800° before becoming self-luminous. In order that
the other wave lengths may affect the eye the temperature must be
increased very much above 525° O. The oLservatious of Draper, that
solids first emit a red glow, were not contested for a long time, since
they agreed with ordinary daily experiences. I need only instance a
red hot poker, a very hot stove, etc. It was all the more interesting,
therefore, when W. F. Weber showed, some ten years ago, that the red
heat is uot at all the first stage of luminosity.
On repeating the experiments of Draper in 1886, Weber carefully
excluded light from all external sources and observed that solid bodies
emit, at much lower temperatures than that corresponding to redness, a
foggy, grayish light. The first trace of the grayish light appears to the
eye as an unsteady gleaming, flitting hither and thither. Its intensity
increases very rapidly with increasing temperature, while its appearance changes from dim gray successively to ashen gray, a yellowish
gray, and finally to red. To use Weber's words, "with the first appearance of the redness the last trace of grayness disappeared, as also did
the unsteadiness, which has been prominent in all stages of gray heat.''
As might be deduced from Kirchhoff's law, the redness as well as the
preliminary stage of luminosity begins at a temperature dependiug
upon the nature of the substance. In fact, investig·ations by R. Emden
show that gold begins to glow at 403° while platinum does not begin
until its temperature is 423° 0.
Weber's observations are specially interesting to me because they
seem to give us some explanation of the structure of the eye, an<l. especially of the properties of the retinal elements (the rods and cones) and
of their function s in color sensation. Stenger first pointed out that
Weber's experiments did not give any evidence concerning the physical
nature of the spectrum emitted by the body. I will show that these
queer and ghost-like phenomena of the ''gray" light can only be
explained by attributing entirely different functions to the rods on the
one hand and to the cones on the other, considering them as two different organs of sight, just as is done in modern physiology.
Based on the latest physiological researches of Hering, Hillebrand,
Ebbingbaus, Preyer, Brodhun, Tonn, and others, and based on the
theory of A. Konig 1 of the functiou of "visual purple" in sight, J. v.
Kries 2 of Freiburg, suggested a theory of vision which easily explains
1
A. Koni g : "Ueber den meuschli cben Sehpurpur," etc. Sitzsber. d. Akad. zu Berlin,
1 94,S. 577.
.
2
J. v on Kries: " Ueber die Funktion der Netzbautstabchen." Z. S. f. Psychologie
u. Physiol. d. innesorgane, Bd. IX, S. 81-123.
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many contradictions in the observations hitherto made, and which
unfolds many new relations. According to this theory the cones produce the sensation of sight when the stimulus is very intense, and their
excitation produces in the brain a color sensation, while the rods represent the organs of a color-blind eye and make no distinction of color
whatever. If the intensity is very small the rods are at first only
affected and evoke in the brain an impression of light without color,
and thus increase the sensitiveness of the organ very greatly in the
dark. But as soon as the stimulus is sufficiently increased, the cones
are affected and the sensation of color is added to that of light.
Even Konig had assigned a special role to the rods in his color theory.
Based on the absorptive properties of "visual purple" for waves of all
wave lengths, Konig drew the conclusion that the absence of color to
the normal eye in the spectrum, if its intensity is very small, and the
ense of sight of person~ who are totally color blind, is essentially a
consequence of the decomposition of "visual purple." 1 Since only the
rods are charged with "visual purple," and since the cones do not
contain any, the rods are the only parts of the eye affected in colorless
vi ion of the normal eye when the intensity is very small, and are the
only elements that can be affected in total color blindness by any
luminou intensity. But while Konig draws the conclusion from his
experiments that the cones do not re pond to blue light, since "visual
yellow' or decomposed "visual purple" produces the sensation of l>lue,
Krie wa led to the hypothesis that the cones are excited by liglit of
all color without exception. Now there is on tbe retina a central portion called the retinal depres ion or fovea centralis, on which there are
only cone and no rod', while on the rest of the retina both elements
are found; o that a we pa s from the center outward the number of
rod increa es in compari on with the number of cones, until near the
periphery the former outnumber the latter. Moreover, the fovea centrali i tL, t portion of the retina corre ponding to mo t distinct vi ion,
the part on which the image of an object which we wish to clo ·ely
s ru inize i i ·u ed.
In dir ct or foveal vi ion, therefore, the rod are not concerned at all,
hil in indirect or p ripheral vi ion both the rod and cone are
xtit d. Ther fore if th luminou inten ity i mall enough the rods
only ar ft ·t d pr ducing th ensation of grayne , of light without
ol r. L n r b fi r pb i I O'i t bad reached th e conclu ions comr tiv c 11 t mi t
ere led to the re ognition that the rod of a
mak i po . ibl for n eye o e in the d rk.
1 i t , fa.
·bultze for e ample, a arly a 1 66 were aware
11irn 1· uch : th owl, hi h pr y in th darkne , or the
11d mn d t p n it li~ b n ath th gr und were provided
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with rods even at the poiut of most distinct vision, where we have only
cones, and that there are even prowlers of the night which have only
rods on the retina and no cones whatever. Like the latter class 9f
animals, we see in the dark by the same retinal elements, and indeed
we are color-blind if the intensity of the light is too weak to excite the
cones.
The theory of Kries receives a new confirmation if applied to the
explanation of Weber's experiments on the initial stages of luminosity
of bo<iies, and at the same time it throws a new light on these littleunderstood phenomena.
Let us first deduce from the theory of Kries what phenomena should
be ob erved if a normal eye intently views the surface of a piece of
sheet platinum gradually heated by an electric current. Let us assume,
moreover, that the eye is directed to the center of the sheet, so that
not only the fovea centralis, but also the surrounding parts of the
retina, may be affected by the rays emitted. If the eye bas been sufficiently rested so that the rods bave attained their maximum sensibility,
the latter are excited as soon as the platinum reaches a certain definite temperature (400° C., according to Weber), producing in the brain
the sensation of light without color, which increases in intensity rapidly
with increasing temperature. So long as the cones are not sensibly
affected, the foveal parts of the retina transmit no sensation to the
brain. This is attended to by those parts of the retina which are not
orllinarily involved in direct yision. Tbe curious condition then arises
that we see something which we are not looking at, and therefore the
object thus seen escapes as· soou as the eye is directed to ·it. ~
The sensation of gray is therefore produced by the rods, and can
. only be produced by indirect vision. This easiry-explains the" unsteady
flitting about of the light" ohserved in all stages of the phenomenon by
Weber. It ceases as soon as the temperature, and therefore the intensity, is increased to a sufficient amount to excite the cones. Then we
begin to see the glowing by direct vision, exactly as we are accustomed to do, and the unsteady gray changes gradually into the reddish
glow observed. This transition occurs, according to Draper, at about
5~5° C.
The observed color depeuds partly on the size of the portion of the
retina producing the sensation. Each set of elements acts independently of the other iu transmitting its intelligence to the brain, and
therefore the effect produced is a composite orie.
If we a sume that the cones first respond to yellowish-red waves, the
fir t color ensation would likely be a foggy red, changing gradually to
a reddi h -yellow, just as Weber describes.
On account of the greater number of the cones, the rods, only
endow d with their greatest sensibility in the dark, lose their supremacy with the increase of lumino ity, and thus the color becomes more
and more fiery.-600° 0. corresponding to -bright redness.
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The phenomenon tra.nspires quite differently if tbe observations are
made so that only the rods or only the cones can be affected. In the
first place, the intensity of the gray Rensation would have to increase
with increasing temperature without ever passing to redness. We
might expect to observe this state if the radiations are confined to the
outer portions of the retina, where the rods predominate.
If, however, a very small surface be observed so that only the yellow
spot, where there are no rods, is affected, the gray stage would be entirely
eliminated, and the surface would, when first visible, appear red.
A few observations I have personally made verify on the whole these
deductions. It is very easy to show that a small platinum surface
heated electrically gives out a grayish light by indirect vision before it
is visible at all by direct vision. The following experiment will illustrate
this more clearly:
I look at a surface of molten niter (temperature 550° 0.) through a
small hole in the cover of the bath. The conditions are such that very
close to the hole the whole surface is simultaneously visible, while at
greater distauces the visible portion is limited by the size of the
opening.
In accordance with theory the reddish glow of the surface, seen from
the di tance, a sumes on approaching the eye a whitish appearance,
until finally there remains hardly a trace of color in the sensation produced.
The following experiment indicates the far greater sensitiveness of
the rod at small inteu itie . If a small opening in a hollow copper
ph r , heated to 600° 0., i viewed by direct vision, it appears bright
red, orre ponding almost to the radiation emitted by an absolutely
black body at the, ame temp rature. But by directing the eye slightly
to one ide the opening appear to emit the colorless, grayish light, and
a um
the appearance of the full moon in the heavens on a starry
ni ht.
Tb ·
perim nt have been repeated, and their results confirmed
by Pr f. E. Pring heim .
IFIC.A.TION OF

OURCE

OF LIGHT.
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ness, for the melting point of platinum is about 2,000°, while the redness
corresponds to 800° on the absolute scale. If we assume Wien's law
as expressing the increase in intensity with the temperature, the energy
emitted by platinum at the absolute temperature of 800° is to that at
2,0000 as 8005 is to 2,0005, i. e., roughly in the ratio of 1 to 100. The
mantle of a,n incandescent gaR light is probably at about the same temperature as .t hat of melting platinum if we assume that it attains
the highest temperature of the flame. If we assume, in addition, tllat
thorium oxide radiates as much energy as platinum at the same temperature, an assumption not altogether justifiable, the amount of light
emitted by a given area of the incandescent substance would have to
be equal in both cases. In reality thorium oxide corresponds more
nearly to a black body, in Kirchhoff's sense of that word, and therefore
the former would radiate, ceteris paribus, more than the latter. The
experiment I will now show will teach us how much more light ferric
oxide radiates than polished platinum. I have written with ink a few
words on the piece of platinum, and I now heat it to incipient whiteness by passing an electric current through it. I will project on the
screen the side of the strip on which I have written and you can plainly
see the words appear bright on a darker backgrnund. This shows that
the iron oxide left on heating the ink radiates much more light than
does the polished surface of the platinum at the same temperature.
By the assistance of our knowledge of the radiating power of luminous substances and of the temperature at which they become luminous
I can compare theoretically the intensities of different sources of light.
Unfortunately, considerable difficulties are met with in the measurement of high temperatures. According to the latest measurement of
the radiation of the sun by Paschen its temperature is about 5,400° O.,
and according to Violle's measurements tlrn temperature of the electric
arc is about 3,600° 0. Assuming that the material of the sun radiates
light as well as carbon, the quantity of light emitted by a given area
in the two sources is in the ratio of 3 5 to 2 5, or about as 8 is to 1. Now
the sun subtends at the earth an angle of 32 minutes of arc, and a surface of a square centimeter in area would subtend about the sa,me angle
at a distance of 1 meter. On the assumptions made we obtain the
result that the sun will illuminate a surface eight times as brightly as
an incandescent carbon surface 1 square centimeter in area at a temperature of 3,600° (that of the electric arc) at a distance of 1 meter, or,
creteris paribus, just as brightly as a surface of 8 square centimeters at
the same distance.
The results obtained by comparing sources of light in which the same
substance, for instance carbon, is brought to incandescence are more
reliable. To this class belong, besides all free burning flames, the
incandescent electric light and the arc light. Since in all of these
the incandescent substance approximates a black body, their relative
temperatures can be determined 1,y the color of the light emitted. The
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higher the temperature the whiter is the color of the light, since the
short violet rays are added to the long waves only at higher temperatures. On the scale of whiteness, the arc light come first; it is similar
in its composition and its appearance to sunlight. After this comes
the acetylene light, with its dazzling whiteness. 'Then comes the reddish-colored lights, such as the gas flame, the igcande::;cent electric light,
the candle, and the petroleum lamp, and finally come the red light-s,
such as the hearth fire. The absolute temperature of the arc, as stated
above, is about 3,600° 0. That of the petroleum lamp is certainly below
2,000° and the melting point of platinum is, let us say, 1,800°- Then
the absolute temperatures of the two are in the ratio of 3,600 to 1,800,
or as 2 is to 1. For the same area the carbon of the arc light would
emit about 16 times as much light as the petroleum lamp. And yet the
price per candle power is almost as great for the arc light as for the
petroleum lamp, as shown above. This indicates how large a proportion of the energy must be lost in the transformation of the heat
equivalent of the fuel into energy of motion of the dyuamo and the
transformation of this energy into electrical energy and finally into
light. It is therefore easily uuderstood why the incandescent electric
light occupies almost the last place in the table. In addition to the
energy which is lost in the production of tlJe electric current we must
con ider that tbe temperature of the :filament of an incandescent lamp
is much lower than that of the carbon in the arc. In the arc lamp the
maximum temperature is practically determined by the volitilization
temperature of the carbon. In the incandescent lamp the :filament
mu t be kept iutact. This can only be done if it is heated to moderate
wbitene in the absence of air-i. e., of oxygen. If a long life of the
iucande cent, lamp is not to be considered, by increasing the temperature of the :filament to inten e whiteness the glow lamp emerges from
it darkn
and outshines all luminous flames. I now gradually
in ·r a the electric current pa sed through this incandescent lamp.
[ x1 rimeut.] The :filament becomes brighter and brighter, and you
what a flood of light is emitted by thi iugle lamp. lt, however,
la t
11ly a hort while, for the filament di integrates. While the
in ·r
in t mp rature ha quadrupled it brigbtnes , the current
pa . ed hr u ·h it only had to be doubled. I can not make it any
pl in r t ·ou baa by thi experiment that an improvement in the
in au l
nt light can only be attaiued if we ucceed in increa ing
h t mperatnre f th filament without at the ame time di integra,tut v n now, with the low market price of
iu i r 1i ilizing i .
in ,: ud ' 11 lamp , l
i to be laid on their life than on their
ud it i m r e onomical to u e thr e lamp each capable
hr hl n r d h ur and with very bright :filament , than to
u
mp tl tiug 11 th
ber
ut with a r ddish :filament.
h r i ti n f lig ti r orti nal to th fif h power of the ab olute
p n tu ,vhil h l · ri · n r y whi h i upplied to the lamp is
Ir I r i nal t th · · u p \ r f th t~mp r tur .
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The aim, on the whole, is then to raise the incandescent substances
to the highest possible temperature even at the expense of reducing
the size of the luminous area. In this sense the .Argand burner with
chimney corresponds to a great improvement over the fish-tail burner,
just as does the petroleum lamp of to-day over the oil lamp of the ancients.
In both cases an increase in temperature of the combining gases and
therefore of the incandescent carbon particles is produced. .And while
the former is not important practically, the intensity increases as the
fifth power of the temperature, so that the flame of an .Argand burner
is only about half as expensive as that of a fish-tail burner. Still
cheaper is the gaslight obtained from a Siemen's regenerative burner,
in which the gas before combustion is heated up by the heat otherwise
carried off by the products of combustion, and by this means the temperature of the flame is still further increased.
·
Cheapest of all is, however,- the W elsbach light, because the temperature of combustion is still higher than that of the regenerative burner.
The mantle bad to be constructed such that a large part of it would
assume a high temperature (2,000° absolute) and had to be at the same
time of such a composition as to radiate almost as freely as carbon.
Both objects have been attained by Auer von Welsbach to whom, therefore, great credit is due.
In the acetylene light the incandescence is also due to highly heated
carbon, as mentioned above, but, judging from the whiteness of the
light produced, its temperature must far exceed that of the .Arga.nd
burner. .Although the price of acetylene light is dearer at present
than gaslight, it is principally due to the excessive cost of the calcium
carbide, from which the acetelyne is produced. If both acetylene gas
and ordinary illuminating gas coqld be furnished at the same price the
acetylene would be cheapest of all, the price being under these circumstances .005 cent per hour per candle power.
But we could reason similarly in regard to the cost of electric light
and of petroleum light. The relative cost as given in the table depends
on the assumptions made in the second and fourth columns.
The struggle for supremacy will_never end, for much can still be
attained if the directions pointed out by science are followed. Ther€
are, however, ma11y difficulties to be overcome before we can expect to
n·alize the ideal source of illumiuatiou theoretically possible.

EXPLORATIONS OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE.1

By

HENRI DE GRAFFIGNY.

As meteorologists have become convinced of the many advantages
that balloons present for the study of aerial phenomena and the exploration of the atmosphere, there has be-en formed an international scientific commission for aerostation, having for its president M. Bouquet
de la Grye, and the study of the higher regions by means of unmounted
recording balloons, commenced in France by M. Gustave Hermite and
in Germany by M. Assmann, has been pursued with a success which
leads us to hope for the most surprising results, when, by means of an
uninterrupted series of experiments, we shall be able to deduce a complete theory from ascertained facts.
It appears to us that the time bas come to summarize the recent
work of physicists of different countries relating to this most interesting question, so as to bring out, from the indications furnished· by the
registering apparatus, the facts that result from these novel observations. These have an incontestable interest, for the benefits that
science confers by the forecasting of the weather are of a general
character and benefit the entire human race, which derives the elements
of life from the aerial ocean. We wil1, then, recount the various experiments made up to the present time, both in France and abroad, taking
them up in order of date, and afterwards discussing the results obtained
by these new means of investigation.
I.-RECORDING BALLOONS.

Until recent years meteorological observations at great heights were
made from mounted balloons by physicists who carried with them
apparatus whose indications they themselves recorded from time to
time. Among celebrated ascensions of this kind we note the foJlowing,
calling attention to the fact that greater and greater altitudes have
been uccessively attained.
Robertson and Lhoest in 1803 __ . ___________________ . _______ . ___ . _ .... ______
'ay-Lnssac in 1804 .......... .... __ . ___ . __________ ........ ____ ... _______ ....
Harral and Bixio in 1850 .... ·-·--· .............................. . ..........
Welsh and Green in 1861. ....................................... ·-·--· ____ .
laisher and Coxwell in 1862 .. __ ........... _.... ___ . _. _.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iv{'l n.ud roc6, pinelli in 1874 ...................................... ______
,'ivcl, Croce, and Tissandier in 1875 ........... ·----· __ ______________ __ ______
,Jovis and Mallet in 1884 ..... __ ... ___ .. _. __ ... __ .... __ ... __ •. ______ ... _. __ ..
Berson at Berlin in 1892. _.............. _.... _.......... _•.. __ ..............
1

Meters.

7, 400
7 016
7'1 039
6 910
8: 840
7,300
8,600
7, 100
9,000

Translated from the Revue Scientifi.que, fourth series, Vol. VII, pages 488-497.
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The danger of these high altitudes is well known, especially since
the dramatic ascent of the balloon Zenith; hence it seemed wholly
desirable, in view of the progress that bas been made in the construction of automatic registering apparatus, that unmounted aerostats carrying these improved instruments should be used. Thus there would
be no risk to the lives of the observers, and the difficulties of ascents
to great heights, requiring balloons of enormous capacity, would be
much diminished.
We owe to M. Gustave Hermite the first experiments of this kind,
these being first made by means of recording balloons formed of paper,
then by an "Aerophile," made entirely of gold-beater's skin, having a
capacity of about 113 cubic meters. The firHt ascent was from the
aerostatic park of Yaugirard, March 21, 1892, when the height attained
was 16,000 meters, but the tracing ma<le was incomplete, the ink of the
registering pen having frozen because of the excessive cold of the
upper regions. Many other experiments were afterwards made during
succeeding years, and in each of them some new improvement was
effected.
In Germany, M. Assmann, chief of section in the Meteorological Institute at Berlin, under the direction of M. von Bezold, had a balloon
of 250 cubfc meters capacity built, which, released on two different
occasions, reached heights of 16,600 and 18,000 meters, and fell the
first time in Russia, the second time in Bosnia.
M. Besangon, the young and already celebrated aeronaut, having
combined his effort with those of M. Hermite, there resulted from the
collaboration of these two investigators great improvements in all
parts of the apparatus hitherto used. Considering that the essential
condition for reaching higher and higher altitudes consisted in progre ively increasing the ratio between· the ascensional force and the
volume of the balloon, the weight of every part of their new aeropbile
wa reduced to a minimum. The tissue employed for the envelope was
a marvel of lightne s and strength. its resistance to traction was 550
kilogram per linear meter, its weight 30 gram per square meter when
unfini bed and 120 gram a~ r it wa made impermeable by four sucoat of varni h. The volume of the balloon being 380 cubic
i
m r it nv 1 pe therefor , weighed 9 kilogram before varn i hiug,
n l 1 kil ram. aft r h le t coat of varni h had be n applied, the
t t 1 arni h d urf
ing 2,
quare meter .
ow, the weio-ht of
urfa · m d of cotton or ilk, having a lifting
w I r m t r· i, about 110 kilogram . We per1 ade in tbe con truction of thi bala rifi iu it tr ngtb.
it ur p r xtremity with a valve of
m t r f4
ntim t r , a in automatically
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spite of its light weight of 5 kilograms. Its total resistance, which
was 5,500 kilograms at the top, was 8,300 kilograms at the equator,
and thence diminished to the 8 suspension cords, which had a total
resistance of 4,500 kilograms. These cords were united below in a
single point by means of a special apparatus called a cone. It is at
this point of union that are fixed, first, a thimble in which slides the
cable serving to manage the balloon; then two cords, one light, at the
end of which the registering apparatus is suspended, the other strong,
to which is attached a tray charged with bal1ast when the balloon has
mounted to the desired height by the running out of the controlling
cable. When it is wished to let the aerostat go, one end of the cable
is pulled; then, when it has fallen to the ground, it is sufficient to cut
with a knife the cordage that bolds it. By this means there is avoided
all shock to the instruments, which, in the first experiments, were considerably injured.
The complete apparatus weighs only 41 kilograms, the same as does
the German balloon of 250 cubic meters, the Cirrus, mentioned above.
A simple calculation shows that this balloon, filled with pure hydrogen
having a weight of 1,150 grams per cubic meter, ought to rise to a
height of more than 20 kilometers. Still it has not reached anything
Uke that height, but this fact is explained when we learn that it has
only been filled with illuminating gas, having a lifting power of only
700 grams per meter, and that it bas always been loaded with from
10 to 25 kilograms of registering apparatus. Besides, we may doubt
whether the formula of Laplace, by which barometers are graduated,
can still be applied to those regions of our atmosphere in which the
pressure is reduced to a few centimeters of mercury.
IL-THE INSTRUMENTS.

The experience had by MM. Hermite and Besangon at the time of their
previous trials with their Aeropbile of gold-beater's skin · led them to
modify considerably the arrangement of the instruments carried by the
recording balloon, so as to make the diagrams more accurate.
The pri11cipal record desired was that of the temperature of the
regions traversed, and for this purpose a registering apparatus was
constructed by M. Richard and tested in the frigorific chamber of M.
de la Bamne-Pluvinel. This instrument, made almost entirely of aluminum, weighs only about 1,200 grams, and gives three different diagrams;
that of variations of pressure (barometer), of temperature (thermometer), and of degree of humidity (hygrometer). The tracing is made
upou paper ribbons covered with lampblack, fixed on a revolving cylind r driven by clockwork. This barothermograpb, when set up, is suspended in a loo ely woven wicker basket by rubber bands, thus guarding
the instrument from injury dming the shock of landing. This basket
i it elf hung in the same manner within a large wicker cylinder covered externally with silvered paper. In this way the barothermograph
is completely protected from solar radiation as well as from shocks.
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Besides obtaining the temperature of atmospheric spaces, it was considered desirable to bring down in a special receptacle a certain quantity of air taken in at the highest point of the ascension, 12,000 to 15,000
meters. As early as the beginning of 1896, M. Hermite tried. to solve
this difficult problem, and tlie Aerophile that was released on the 22d
of March from the gas works of La Villette and that landed near Cambrai, after having reached a height of 14,000 meters, and havin g been
subjected to a cold of -63° C., carried. an automatic apparatus for taking
in air, which, unfortunately (probably because of the low temperature),
· gave no result. The reservoir, in which a vacuum ba.d been made previous to the ascent, was to have been opened at the highest point by
means of the action of sulphuric acid on chlorate of potash. The reservoir once filled, a continuation of the same action was to hermeti cally
seal it by melting and closing the tube for ingress of air, and thus the
air of the higher regions might be brought down and analyzed.
In succeeding experiments, following the advice of M. Cailletet, M.
Hermite changed the arrangement of his apparatus, and successively
used a cock moved by clockwork adjusted before the ascent, a mixture of
paraffin and glycerin, and finally closure by means of a ball valve of a
quite 110vel character. After many disappointments and difficulties successively overcome by dint of ingenuity and perseyerance, the physicist
attained his end, his apparatus worked admirable, aud we have now
ascertained the nature of the air in the higher regions, as will be ,·een
later on.
Another problem, likewise very important, is the determination of the
actual altitude to which the recording balloon rises with the attached
instruments, for it is evident that the basis of any serious study of the
higher atmosphere must rest upon a knowledge of the law of the decrease
of barometric pressure with increase of altitude, a law which, when
crutinized clo ely, is an evident corollary to the law of universal
gravitation.
a micrometer tele cope had uot prov d uccessful, it became necary to d vi e another m tbod, and M. Hermite was led to contrive,
anoth r apparatu , ba el upon the principle already employed in geodesy
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crossed threads of the instrument. Movements of the telescope in
the vertical and in the horizontal planes are transmitted, by means of
cogwheels and a chain invented by Galle, to an arm carrying a writing
pen. The tracing made by this pen on a sheet of cross-section paper
borne on a vertical cylinder gives the various angles of the balloon in
zenith and azimuth, and constitutes a complete diagram. In the model
used in the ascension of the 5th of ..August, 1896, the registering cylinder was 18 centimeters high and 7 in diameter, revolving in fifty-five
minutes. Using cross-section paper with millimeter squares, we have,
for every minute of time, 4 millimeters of horizontal displacement of
the cylinder. For zenith distances from 0° to 90°, 1 millimeter equals
one-half a degree, and for azimuths, 2°. To obviate confounding the
tracings, the pens carry ink of different colors.
This apparatus can not pretend to the extreme precision of the theodolites employed in geodesy, but it has the compensating advantage
that it furnishes a document that can be examined at leisure. With
two dromographs established on a suitable base, the actual height of
the aerostat may be determined with a certain amount of approximation, and this may then be compared with the registerfog diagrams of
the balloon.
While waiting, M. Hermite has made interesting observations upon
tl;ie velocity and direction of winds at high altitudes, using the barometric diagram to solve the triangle.
Now that we have become acquainted with the apparatus employed,
we may consider the three last trials that have been made in France
with the instruments just described.
III.-THE ASCENSION. OF AUGUST 5, 1896.

..At 11.40 a. m. the ..Aerophile, provided with its basket protector containing the ba.rotbermograph carrying within the balloon a :r:egistering
thermometer and provided with a 12 pound apparatus for automatically taking hi air, was ready to start. The signal being given and
the mooring cord cut, the balloon darted up with great velocity, carrying its load of instruments. The dromograph properly set up registered
the trajectory followed; l>ut at 12.10 0 1clock at a height of about 8,500
meters and at a distance of 22 kilometers from the gas works of La Villette, the place of departure, the ..Aeropbile disappeared behind thick
clouds while still continuing its ascent. That very evening a dispatch
arrived at Paris announcing that the recording balloon bad come to
the ground in Germany, at Niedermiebach, about 30 kilometers beyond
"o1ogne, where M. Hermite went the next day t.o get it, finding the
apparatus in a perfect state of preservation .
..An examination of the barogram showed that the ascent was made
with an average velocity of 6 meters per second, and that the maximum
altitude was reached at 12.33 p. m., about three-quarters of an hour
after the start. The barometric pressure had then fallen to about 135
M97-20
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millimeters of mercury, which corresponds to a height of 13,843 meters,
according to the formula of Laplace. Then, after a period of equilibrium lasting three hours, the descent commenced, slow at first, then
more and more rapid, until it attained a velocity of 3 meters per second at landing, 4.30 p. m.
· The thermometric diagram showed a regular decrease of temperature,
which reached -50° C. at the moment when the descent commenced.
But this record, which does not agree with those obtained in preceding
experiments; appears somewhat uncertain, and M. Hermite thinks that
it may have been falsified by various more or less hypothetical causesfor example, the insufficient ventilation of the apparatus.
A registering thermometer had been inclosed, as we have said, in
the interior of the balloon. An examination of the tracing obtained
showed that the temperature of the gas was about 30° C. during the
inflation, while the temperature outside was only 18°. But as soon as
the as~ent commenced the carbureted hydrogen naturally expanded
with great rapidity, and the temperature of the gas fell to -21° , a
result to-day well understood. rrhe balloon forms a gigantic actinometer, which shows the effects of solar radiation, and the intensity of
that radiation increases with the altitude, and is in inverse proportion
to the density of the air.
The apparatus for taking in air appeared to have worked according
to the conditions that M. Cailletet hacl foreseen, and M. Hermite
brought it back intact, its orifices hermetically closed, to Paris, where
M. Muntz, director of the Laboratory of Agricultural Olrnmistry, was
to mul.lyze it. But as the vacations were about to commence lie could
not take up this analysis until some months later-in October, and it
wa then found that, during this long interval, the air in the receiver
had re urned its normal pressure. There had therefore been a leakage,
and th e perimeut would have to be repeated.
It has been found po ible to recon, truct the trajectory of tbe aerotat from the time of it departure by using the diagram furnish ecl by
th dromo"'raph and the bar metric curve. We thu have on the one
hand the azimuth of the balloon at very moment, and on the other tile
angl a, who valuer 1 r 'tmt the height of the balloon. The sine of
h
l fl' i furni h d b. he b rom tric curve, u ing the formula of
· a <1uit impl trig nometri · operation then uf'fice, to re olve
ngl d trian le. In thi way al o it ha been po sible to
h
lo ·it_y of h cnrr nt.· which trau ported tl10 Aerovliile
1 itu<le . ' hi v ~Iocity wa a follow :
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This appears to indicate that the velocity of the wind increases with
the altitude. The distance traveled by the balloon was 430 kilometers
in four hours and forty-five minutes, which gives an average velocity of
90 kilometers an hour.
IV.-INTERNATIONAL ASCENTS OF THE 14TH NOVEMBER, 1896.

The International Conference of Meteorology, held in the month of
September, 1896, under the yresidency of lVI. Mascart, having manifested
a desire to see the experiment tried of simultaueous ascents of several
balloons provided with registering apparatus, an agreement was entered
into by MM. Hermite and Besan9on aud various foreian observersM. Hergesell, president of the international committee of scientific
aerostation; M. Assmann, chief-of division in the Meteorologic Institute of Berlin; General Rykatcheff, at St. Petersburg, and M. Erk,
at Munich. It was decided tllat simultaueous ascensions should be
made on the night of the 13th-14th November, from the gas works of
La Villette, at Paris, from Strasburg, from Berlin, from Munich, and
from St. Petersburg. Many mounted balloons :were also freighted to
start at about the same hour from different cities, and thus contribute
to the general result.
The ascent from Paris took place, during magnificent weather, at
2.06 a. m. The air was calm, but saturated with moisture. The barometric pressure was 761 millimeters and the temperature 3° C. · The
asceusional force of the Aeropbile was 248 kilograms, which gives the
gas a lifting force of about 800 grams per cubic meter. 1 The total
weight of the material taken up was 45.5 kilograms, the only instruments carried up being the barothermograph, which we have already
described.
·
The balloon disappeared in the night with extraordinary rapidity and
for three days we heard nothing further from it. l twas thought that
it might have been lost at sea or in some distant forest, when a letter
came to Paris, informing MM. Ilermite and Besan9on that tlleir apparatus had fallen at break of day at Grai<le, in Belgian Luxemburg, and,
by a singular coincidence, less than a kilometer away from where we
1
The density of illuminating gas is very va.riable, and at the works of La Villette
its lifting force per cubic meter oscillates between 620 and 820 grams. It would
therefore be desirable to inflate the Aerophile with pure hydrogen, as the Germans
do with the Cirrus. But pure hydrogen is not found in France, and MM. Hermite
ancl Besanyon, who had asked the minister of war for permission to purcbase the
q11autity of gas necessary for inflation from the persons who furnish hydrogen to th e
army, received no reply. We then offered to assi. t the two persevering physicists
in their attempt to avoid the difficulty and to purify-to decarburise, in bri~f-tha
nauseous compound furnished to aeronauts by the Parisian gas company. The
apparatus is now completed, and if, as there is reason to hope, the experiment
demon trn.ies the justice of our theory, the Aerophile will be inflated with almost
pnre hydrogen, purified by passing tbrongh a dec:irburator l)cfore heing stored in
tl1e Rplwn• of silk, and the asC"ensio11al force will be found to be increased by about
oue-fourtll.
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ourselves, iu company with M. Besangon and four other aeronauts, natl
landed with the balloon Touring Club just three months before.
The material of the Aeropbile was unhappily in a very deplorable
state. As the peasants who possessed themselves of it at the time of
it fall did not know bow to read they did not think of opening the
envelope containing the instructions given by the aeronauts to the persons who might find the balloon, which, in order to detach from the
trees upon which it bad fallen, they tore in several places. The 11et
was torn to· pieces and completely useless. As to the sheets covered
with lampblack wound about the registering cylinder, the peasants,
attaclli11g no sort of importance to them, bad detached them and thrown
them aside ill a corner, where M. Hermite fortunately found them.
The diagram which thus escaped those whom ,Ye can scarcely call
the rescuers of the balloon shows that the aerostat reached equilibrium
at a pre sure of 115 millimeters of mercury, which corresponds to a height
of 15,000 ;meters according to the formula of Laplace, no correction
b ing made for the temperature of the air. The vertical velocity at
tarting was abo t1t 8 meter per second, and tl1e highest point was
reached in forty minutes. Tlrn velocity of desceut was 6 meters per
ecoud when n ar the ground. It was then twice as rapid as usual, a
fact which may be attributed to au accumulation of moisture upon the
envelope of the aerostat.
The tbermom ter regi tered a minimum temperatµre of 60° 0. at
, bout G a. m., the barometric pre sure being then 160 millimeters of
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meters, was filled with illuminating gas having an ascensional power
of 800 grams per cubic meter, and was released at 2 a. m. .An hour and
a half later the apparatus fell in the Black Forest, at the foot of Mount
Bornsgrinde, 30 kilometers northeast of Strasburg. The maximum
height attained was 800 meters, and the barometric diagram shows a
perfect regularity. while that of the thermometer, undoubtedly falsified
by some derange~ent of the mechanism, shows a rise of temperature
not corresponding to any natural phenomenon. M. Hergesell, struck
with this irregularity, has since that time thought proper to have M.
Richard modify the construction of the thermometric reservoir, in order
to prevent the recurrence of a similar accident.
The recording ·balloon Cirrus, of Berlin, received only 150 cubic
meters of pure hydrogen gas, its capacity being 250 meters. It carried
a barothermog-raph and a Richard barograph, as well as a thermograph of German construction. It was released at 2.51 a. m., local time,
and its descent occurred a short time after in the Grlinenwald, a forest
situated a few kilometers to the southeast of Berlin. The maximum
altitude attained was only 5,800 meters, the balloon having exploded
in the air, a phenomenon that was by no means surprising when we
consider the vacuum that ex;isted in the aerostat at the time of departure. M . .Assmann adds, also, that the Cirrus was old and worn by
reason of prolonged service.
The recording balloon released at St. Petersburg by M. Rykatcheff
bad a similar unfortunate fate, for it burst at an elevation of 1,500
meters. It was released at 4 a. m., local t.ime, and the voyage lasted a
quarter of an hour. Temperature at starting, -5°; at the culminating
point of its ascent, -13°.
The mounted balloon Buzzard, having a capacity of 1,300 cubic
meters, was released from the aerostatic park of .Schoneberg, at Berlin, at 2.48 a. m. It had received 1,000 cubic meters of pure hydrogen,
and was accompanied by Lieutenant Von Keller, an officer of the balloon service, and by M. Berson, a well-known meteorologist and
aeronaut. The voyage was a very remarkable one; it lasted eleven
hours aud thirty-seven seconds, and ended on the seashore at Volkhagen, near Ribnitz, in Mecklenburg. The average velocity was
5 meters per second, the maximum height 5,600 meters, which was
attained at 11.43 a. m. The lowest temperature observed at this
height was -24.4°, by means of an aspiration apparatus invented by
l\l. .Assmann .
.At St. Petersburg tbe balloon Vannesky, having a capacity of 1,000
cubic meters, started at 4.45 a. m., accompanied by MM. Kowenko and
emkowski. The lowest, temperature observed was -22.8° O., at the
height of 3,500 meters, and -23° at 4,560 meters for the mercurial thermometer. With the alcohol thermometer the lowest was -.'.37.2° at 3,840
meters. The descent was made at 11.30 a.
near Pskow. The first
ray of the unreached the aero tat at 7.48, and somewhat disturbed
the course of the meteorological observations.

m.
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At Wan;aw the balloon Strella, having a cubic capacity of 1,000
meters, filled with ordinary illuminating gas, and directed by Lieutenant Prince Obolensky, with Lieutenant Oi.i.lianin as observer, ascended
at 3.15 a. m. and descended near Brzozow, in Austria, at 12.50. It was
up, therefore, for nine hours and thirty-five minutes. Its maximum
altitude was 3,G00 meters, but the temperature could not be observed
beyond 2,000 meters, where 20° C. was shown. Beyond this the
observations were interrupted, the mercury being wholly within the
bulb of the thermometer.
At M:uuic11, the balloon Academie, having a cubic capacity of 1,300
meters, and filled with pure hydrogen, ascended at G.45 a. m., central
European time, having on board M. Erk, director of the Meteorological
Observatory at Munich, and Captain Guttenberg. The lowest tempera,ture observed was -G.5° 0., with a barometrical pressure of 505
millimeters, taken at 12.02. The wet bulb thermometer gave -7.0°.
Thi expedition was certainly one of the mm;t interesting of the day.
A the sun drew near to the meridian the balloon rose progressively
above a sea of clouds, between which glimpses were obtained of the
immense panorama of the Alps. The temperature, which had regularly descended up to that time, rose agaiu wheu above the clouds,
and attained a maximum of +2.7° at 1,G00 meters, to redescend to
-6.5° at the culminating point of the ascension, at 3,350 meters. A
landing wa effected without any notable incident after traversing
about 200 kilometers, at 1.45, at Longvitz. In none of the ascents we .:-e
any shooting tars perceived.
It would at this time be premature to attempt to draw any concluion, from th e simultaneous ob ervations, although it may be affirmed
in a g neral way that up to an altitude of from 8,000 to 10,000 meters
the local influence and the configurations of the g-round cause great
difl' rence in the temperature of the air, observed at the same time
and altitud .
must wait until. succe ' i ve observations made upon
th high r atmo ph re ·hall have changed in some degree the theori · b li v d to be he be t
tt1ed; but it , hould not be forgotten
bat b rvation made in meteorological ,·tation on mountains have
pr par d n · for conclt1 ion of tlii kind. There, a i well known, the
differ n
in tb t mperatur f the air taken with the metallic therm m r in th bacl. and in the un vary with the altitude. Much is
to b , ndi d b fi r we an ettle in a definite and c rtaiu manner
LY

Smithsonian Report, 1897.-Graffigny.
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carefully repaired in the workshops of the central establishment for
aerostation, its net be~ng entirely renewed, and M. Besan9on had added
to it an equatorial band which increased its volume to 480 cubic meters.
The ascension was :fixed for February .18 at 10 a. m.
Besides the barothermograph of Richard, which was hung freely
within the protecting basket, the Aerophile carried a thermograph
cuspended in the interior of the ba1loon an<l. an apparatus for taking
in air which bad been contrived with the greatest care by M. Oailletet.
This exploration, the seventh one made by the French in the higher
regions of tLe atmosphere, had for its sponsor on this occasion Prince
Roland Bonaparte, who had assumed tlrn entire cost of the enterprise.
At 10.15 a. m., duriug cold and foggy weather, the cord attaching
the aerostat to the ground was cut, and in less than a minute it had
disappeared in a dense fog. There was no delay this time in getting
news from it, for about tLe middle of the afternoon a dispatch arrived at
Paris inform1ng MM. Hermite and _Besan9on that their balloon had
descended near Ohaulnes, at Meharicourt, in the department of the
Somme, 105 kilometers from Paris, at 1:3.30. But this time, also, the
material had been considerably damaged, having dragged p.early 5
kilometers over ground wet with rain. The silk was torn in several
places and the net frayed. into shreds. Happily the diagrams were
intact.
The scientific r~sults of this experiment were as follows:
The maximum height attained by the Aerophile was 15,500 meters,
as shown by the barogram. This height was reached at 11.30, about
an hour after the ascent from the gas works of La Villette. The
descent was effected very quickly, as was also the case at the nocturnal ascent of the 14th of November, and it is possible that this effect
was produced by a deposit, in the region of the cirri, of :fine particles of
ice, which, accumulating 011 tlle dome of the aerostat, ov:ercharged it
and caused its rapid fall.
An examinati.on of the curve traced by the style of the external thermograph shows that tb.e lowest range of temperature -66° C., correspond not to the highest point of the ascent, but to a little before-the
final descent; that is to say, to a pressure of 109 millimeters of mercury.
Tlie curve of the registering thermometer hung within the balloon is no
less curious. It shows a rapid fall, as low as -22°, clue to tlie simulta:
neous action of the expansion of the gas and the cooling of the exterior. Then the temperature ascended during the descent of the balloon,
attainiug +14° at tbe level of the ground. During the entire voyage,
therefore, the temperature of the gas was considerably above that of
the surrounding medium, and when the temperature of the outside was
at the minimum there was a difference of 4G0 C. between the air and
the interior of the Aerophile. This phenomenon was already known.
a we especially remarked it in our experiment of August 12, 1896.
The mo t important result of thi~ experiment was the entire success
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in obtaining, by means of the automatic apparatus devised by M.
Hermite, in conjunction with M. Cailletet, member of the institute, tbe
air of unknown regions where respiration can not be supported; nn
experiment that, as we have above stated, had hitherto failed. The
arrangement of this apparatus was as follows:
The air reservoir, cylindrical in form, is of red copper, tinned within
so as to close all fissures and blowholf:'S that might exist in the metal.
The tinning has no effect upon the gas imprisoned in the upper atmosphere, and has the advantage of assuring the complete impermeability
of the reservoir. Glass would not have answered because of its fragility
and the difficulty of attaching the necessary tubing.
This receiver, holding about 6 liters, communicates with a tight cock
inclosed in a special box formed by a coil of reel copper; an ingenious
arrangement that obviates, by its elasticity, the rupture of the joints
from violent shock.
The l;>ox that contains the cock, the essential and delicate organ of
this apparatus, is lined inside with felt 2 centimeters thick, surrounding
another receptacle of tin filled with acetate of sodium, and within this
is the cock that opens and closes the pipe allowing ingress of air. The
outer envelope of this cock turns very slowly upon itself, driven by
powerful clockwork also set in the receptacle containing· the acetate. A
needle attached to this cock turns about a graduated dial, and allows
one to set the time for openiug the cock, which, having a hole 1 millimeter
in diameter, remain·s open for four minutes only. A tube that extends
for 2 meters below the apparatus serves to admit the external air to the
receiver, in which, it is of course understood, a vacuum has been formed
by mean of an air pump. Before sending it off the entire apparatus
was inclo ed in a loose wicker case filled. with straw, to protect it again t
the shock of de. cent. Its total weight was about 11.5 kilograms.
It was only with very great difficulty, after repeated attempts and
patient tudies, that MM. Cailletet and Hermite attained this result of
an ab olutely tight cock maintaining a perfect vacuun;i.
Thi cock was constructed by MM. Ducretet & Co. The conduit for
ingre s of air pa sing to the re ervoir is a canal, hollowed obliquely
out of the a.xi of the movable piece of the cock, so as to end at two
point ituated at different heights, corresponding to the intake of the
air and to its di charge into the reservoir. Thanks to thi arrangement, th 1 akage that geuera.lly occur through the circular ancl
almo t invi ible groove that result from the wear of metallic piece
upon each ther is avoided. In the arrangement adopted th . e
groov , o difficult to pr vent, no longer corre pond to the orifice of
ingr , and gre , and the apparatu may retain its vacuum ind flnit ly.
h fix .d bronze pie in which b k y of the cock move ha the
£r
f ·a
, ing tbimbl , a in the apparatu. of . Carre intend d
for producing cold.
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Still, perfect tightness bas only been obtained by a perfect adaptation of the movable sleeve and a quite close :fitting of the cock which
at :first stopped the effect of the train of clockwork. It was necessary
to add to the square piece terminating the sleeve of the cock a toothed
sector upon which engages the pin,ion of a barrel containing a spring
wound up until it effected the turning of the cock. The apparatus
being found to work well in the Ia.baratory could then be used for
experimenting in inaccessible regions.
M. Muntz, member of the institute, who undertook the analysis of
this air, obtained the following results:
Volumes.

Oxygen ............................... . ......... __ .. ·.. - - - - - . 20. 79
Nitrogen ............................................... - ... 78. 27
Argon ........... _... _. _........ . .......................... , 0. 94

The volume of the a.fr obtained at 15,500 meters, at the temperature
of zero O, and at a pressure of 760 millimeters was 1.18581 liters.
Composition of the air.-The amount of carbonic acid in 100 volumes
of air is 0.033 volume.
In each 100 volumes of air deprived of carbonic acid the relation of
the argon to the sum of the nitrogen and argon is 0.01185.
M. Th. Scbloesing, jr., bas determined the volume of the argon, by
the very exact method which be has invented, and has likewise supervised the analysis that determined the amount of oxygen.
M. Oailletet, nevertheless, thinks that it will be necessary in the
fnture to gather anew quantities of air and submit them to comparative analyses which will allow us to determine with certainty the composition of the air that fills these elevated regions, where scientific
instruments had never before penetrated.
M. Muntz adds, in his communication to the Academy of Sciences,
that, he has shown that the receiviug apparatus worked in an irreproachable manner and that the cock would maintain the vacuum indefinitely.
There is no fear that other air will be introduced into the reservoir.
The quantity of air contaiued in the reservoir may then be used to
calculate the barometric pressure of the altitude at which the air was
tak en . The results of tbe analysis show already, what was indeed to
be expected, that at the altitude attained the composition of the air
does not differ much from that of the lower regions.
But these figures must be accepted with some reserve. It will, in
fact, be necessary to still further improve the method of obtaining the
air so as to avoid all pos~:ible alteration in its composition. For oiling
the cock it will be necessary to use a mineral oil incapable of absorbing
a trace of oxygen and consequently emitting a trace of carbonic acid,
at least under the conditions under which the experiment is made. It
will likewise be necessary to use a reservoir whose walls can not absorb
au tra e of oxygen. For this purpose a glass receiver would be an
id al n , but a reservoir of gilded copper would seem to answer tq.e
purpo e equally well. In the present case we may suppose that the
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mall quantity of carbonic acid found in excess of that in normal air
(0.033 in place of 0.029) is due to the oxidation of the oil employed,

which may have produced tlrn tenth of a milligram of excess which
corre pond to the volume of air employed.
In the s:1me way the smaller quantity of oxygen found than that of
uonnal ail' (20.79 in place of 20.96), and which represents for the volume
of air collected 3 milligrams, may come from the absorption of that gas
by the oil of the cock or indeed by the metallic surface of tinned
copper.
By eliminating the possible causes of error in new ascensions, we
may hope to sllow with certainty whether or not real differences exist
in the air taken at various altitudes; for the methods of gas analysis
are to-day RO perfect, thanks to the efforts of M. Th. Schloesing,jr., that
they show extremely small differences; if, in fact such differences exist.
But a it is to be expected that in the regions of the atmosphere
po ible to explore by means of recording balloons the air is still subject to that intimate mixing that renders the air of lower regions practically unifortn, we ought to expect to find the differences in its compo:ition very slight, and only to be established with certainty by taking
the mo. t minute precautions.
Th re ults of this flue experiment were the subject of a note prent <l to the .Academy of Scirnces and read at its session of the 8th
of March by MM. Ilermite and Besarn;on at the same time that there
w ·re pre, e11ted communications on the subject by MM. Cailletet and
fontz. a we have aid above. The. e per evering investigators were
warmly felicitated by the whole a sembly, and upon the motion of M.
B rth lot a grant of l,W0 franc wa made to MM. Hermite and Besan~on in order th~t they might pur ue their interesting resea,rches, which
will re eal till other unknown facts in meteorology and the physics of
th lob .
VII.-FOREI
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during the ascent of the 18th of February on a normal military balloou.
having a capacity of 560 cubic meters, used for captive ~scents in the
ari:ny . . The weight of this aerostat, with its attached instruments, was
exactly 225 kilograms.
,
This aerostat was picked up in the little village of Sereen, 150 kilometers to the east of Berlin, 70 kilometers to the east of the city of
Frankfort on Oder, and in the neighborhood of the little village of
Meseritz, department of "Ost Stenberg." The ascension lasted from
11.04 to 3.'.'.W. The military balloon rose to a height corresponding to a
pressure of 248 millimeters, finding a temperature of -42°, which gives
an altitude, when corrected, of 8,850 meters above the level of the sea.
The imperial Geodesic Institute had established three stations provided with theodolites. The geodesists took some 30 observations,
which gave for tbe maximum altitude 8,800 meters, a coincidence truly
rema~·kable, and which may be cons_idered as a verification of Laplace's
law of barometric heights.
There were also two mounted balloons released. The first, which
had a capacity of 1,300 cubic meters and was inflated with illuminating
gas, was called the Condor. It carried M. Juring, a physicist attached
to the Meteorological Institute, and ·was directed by M. von Kehler, an
officer of the balloon service. Tbe Condor, starting at 9.40, rose to a
height of 3,258 meters where the temperature was -7.5°. It descended
at 4.30 p. m., 250 kilometers east of Berlin, at Schneidemuhl, in the
duchy of Posen.
M. Berson, a member of the International Commission, made an
ascent with a military balloon having the same weight and volume as that
of the recording balloon. He descended at Naeckel, 295 kilometers N.
4° E. of Berlin, after having reached an altitude of 4,632 meters, where
he encountered a temperature of -13.8° an<l air al111ost saturated with
humidity. The voyage lasted seven hours and forty-seven minutes.
The barometric and thermometric curves of the recording balloon could
be read very well, although the diagrams were covered with a great
number of spots produced at the time of the landing and in returning
to Berlin.
During the month of March M. Assmann intends to make a private
experiment, with illuminating gas and a discharge sac, as well as new
instruments . .
The thermometric tracings are found to be affected with a great.
number of little serrations that seem to have an almost periodic chara ·ter, being reproduced every fifteen or sixteen minutes. M. Assmann
attributes them to the fact that the protecting basket does not give
ufficient protection, and supposes that they are cause.cl by a rotation
of the balloon.
At Strasburg.-Tbe recording balloon Strasburg was released during
a tbirk fog, and, like Aerophile III, was immediately lost to sight. It
wa · not until after eight days of search that it was found attached to
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the branches of a tree in a forest near Rosenthal, a little village of
Hesse, 400 kilometers to the north. The diagrams were uuinjureu, aud
according to what M. Hergesell writes, it appears that they will give
information as to the results of insolation. The altitude attained was
12,000 meters, and the temperature observed was - 67°. The diagrams
will be published hereafter.
M. Hergesell took part in the ascent of a mounted balloon which
ascended to the height of 2,500 meters. The descent took place near
Prankfort. M. Hergesell found that the temperature rose until the
height of 1,500 meters was reached. This effect was due to the action
of the sun, which warmed the air until that stratum was reached where
no vapor offered an obstacle to the action of its rays. After this the
lowering of the temperature was very rapid.
At St. Petersbu.rg.-The Government organized an ascent under the
direction of M. Porker, an officer of the aerostatic service. The descent
took place at Luban, in the government of Novgorod.
The conclusion of this examination of the work of meteorologists in
the new line of researches in which the latter are engaged is thus
reached by the summarizing of the results obtained up to the present
time; and the high approbation given by the Academy of Saiences
shows what our opinion ought to be regarding it. We should applaud
the e observers for resolutely leaving the rut of the beaten track and
for eeking by new methods to complete the observations made in
terre trial stations scattered over the surface of the globe. There
remains to be gathered an abundant harvest of new facts, and the
explorer of the higher atmosphere may with reason hope that from
their work, continued over a sufficient space of time, there will arise a
new theory, generalizing all the phenomeua that occur in t.he aerial
ocean, and enabling us to correctly forecast the weather and thus profit
au mankind.

THJD EXPLORATION OF THE FREE AIR BY MEANS OF KITES
AT BLUE HILL OBSERVATORY, MASSACHUSETTS.

By A. LAWREN CE

ROTCH,

Director.

The first use of kites for scientific purposes, so far as is known, was
i11 1749 when Dr. Alexander Wilson and his pupil Thomas Melville, of
Glasgow, raised thermometers attached to kites into the clouds. 1 Three
years later Benjamin Franklin performed, in Philadelphia, his celebrated experiment of collecting the electricity of the thunderstorm by
means of a kite. 2 During the first part of the present century kites
were used in Europe to carry thermometers into the air, and about
1840 Espy, in this country, employed kites to verify calculations of the
lieight of clouds by means of the dew-point. 3
Moden kite:flying for scientific purposes may be said to date from
1883, when Douglas Archibald, in Euglaud, fastened to the kite wire
anemometers which registered the total wiud movements on dials, and
so obtained differential measures of wind velocity at heights up to 1,200
feet. 4 In 1885 Alexander McAdie (now of the United States Weather
Bureau) repeated Franklin's experiments on Blue Hiil, using an electrometer,5 and in 1891 and 1892 he measured, simultaneously, the electric potential at the base of Blue Bill, on the hill, and with kites as
collectors, several hundred feet above the hilltop. About the same
time L. Weber in Breslau, Germany, made a more extended use of kites
to collect atmospheric electricity. 6
'l'o William A. Eddy, of Bayonne, N. J., is due the credit of again
turning the attention of scientific men to kite-flying, and thus causing
the wide pread interest in it which now exists. About 1890 Mr. Eddy
used an ordinary kite to lift thermometers, but soon afterwards devised
n tailles kite which resembled the kite flown in Java. This kite has
the eudR of its horizontal cro ' S stick bent backward, and the convex
surface exposed to the wiud obviates the necessity of a tail and
1

Trans. Roy. Soc. of Edin., Vol. X, Part II, pages 284-286.
park 's Works of Franklin, Vol. V, page 295.
3
Espy's Philosophy of Storms, page 75.
4 Nature, Vol. XXXI.
6
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXI, pages 129-134.
6
Electrotechnische Zeitschrift, November, 1886; August, 1889.
2
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enables 'the kite to be easily flown. In 1891 Mr. Eddy attached a minimum thermometer to several of these tailless kites flown tandem, and
proposed to obtain in this way data for forecasting the weather.1 In
the Proceedings of the Aeronautkal Conference held in connection
with the Chicago Exposition of 1893 Prof. M. W. Harrington, then
., Chief of the United States Weather Bureau, quoted Mr. Eddy's estimate of the cost of exploring the air to a height of 15,000 feet by
means of kites flown in a series. Up to this time it does not appear
that self-recording instrume11ts-that is to say, those which make continuous graphic records-bail lJeen raised by kites. In the days of the
early experimenters such instruments were too heavy to be lilted by
more or less unmanageable kites. Within the past few years the selfrecording instruments made in Paris by MM. Richard" are both light
and simple, so that it b~carne possible to obtain simultaneous records
at the kite and at a station on the ground from which to study the
changes of temperatnre and humidity. This seems to have been done
:first at Blue Hill Observatory by my assistants, Messrs. Clayton and
Fergusson. In August, 1894, Mr, Eddy brought his kites to Blue Hill
and with them lifted a Richard thermograph, which had lJeen partly
reconstructed of aluminum by Mr. Fergusson so that it weighed but
2! pom1dt:;, to the height of 1,500 feet, where the earliest automatic
record of temperatnre was obtained by a kite. 2 During the next sum mer Mr. Eddy a 'Sisted again in the experiments at Blue Hi11 and
secured photographs from a camera carried between his kites. Now
that the pos, ibility of lifting self-recording meteorological instruments
to con ·iderable heights had been demonstrated, au iuvestigation of the
thermal and hygrometric conditions of the free air was undertaken by
the taff of tb e Blue Hill Observatory, who bad already made a detailed
tudy of the movements of the air at great heights from the observati011 of cloud .3
The d1welopment of the kite and it accessory apparatus, and the
acqtti , ition of the knowledge bow to u e them, required much time and
r ult d in the damage or los of many kite . Two costly meteoro grapl1: a the ·ombination of elf-recording in truments is called, were
dr Pl> d fr m a great hei~bt and 110 trace of them could be found.
: a1l , h w v r, wh n by the lJreaking of th line kites and in trum nt
way, tb y fell g ntly to the ground and were
r d uninjur d. I would bet diotv to recount tbe vici itud ·
fl in at Blu Hill whi ·h b, v r ult din the pre ent y te111 of
n 1y a bri f hi 'tori ·al ta 111 ,nt will b given, to be follow d
a 1 . nip i n f h • m h d now in u · . .r. t :first the Eddy, or
lala ' ki
a., i
:ometim
·all d, wa · mploy(• 1.
everal of
h · ki P;
• ver d fir,
wi h paper and later with var1,\m. )frt. .Jonrn 1, \'ol. YITI pagP.' 122- J2;j_
."c·i,•nlilk ,\m ,ri<·an, .'c•y, nnb r 1:i, 1 fll.
3
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nished cloth, were coupled tandem to secure greater safety and more
lifting power. The first meteorograph, being a combined recording
thermometer and barometer, was constructed by Mr. Fergusson, who
in November, 1895, united an_anemometer with the thermometer. One
of these meteorographs was hung to a ring at the point of attachment
of the two kite lines to the main line, a method which still obtains. In
.August, 1895, in conjunction with the Eddy kites there was first -used
the cellular or box kite invented by Lawrence Hargrave, of Sydney,
New South Wales, which was built from a description published shortly
before. 1 .At the present time some form of the Hargrave kite is generally employed at Blue Hill and elsewhere. Notwithstanding the
efficiency of these kites, on account of the weight of the large cord
necessary to control them and the surface which this cord presented to
the wind, it was found impossible to lift the rneteorograpb to the height
of 2,000 feet. During Ja'nuary, 18D6, following Archibald's example
and the methods of deep-sea sounding described by Captain Sigsbee,
U.S. N., steel pianoforte wire was substituted for cord, and with this
wire, which, although lighter and smaller, had greater strength than
the cord, the l1eight of a mile was reached in July and a mile and threequarters in October, 1896. 2
Up to this time a reel turned by two men sufficed to draw down the
kiteR, but with the increasing pull and length of wire recourse to steam
was necessary. In January, 1897, a graut ofmouey was allotted from
the Hodgkins fund of the Smithsonian Institution for the purpose of
obtaining meteorological records at heights exceeding 10,000 feet.
With this grant a steam windlass was built by Mr. Fergusson with
ingenious devices for distributing and measuring the wire, but the
cumulative pressure of the successive coils of wire :finally crushed the
drum. Our next apparatus was copied from the deep-sea sounding
machine of Sir William Thomson (now Lord Kelvin), and with it records
were brought down from the prescribed height in October, 18!:>7. Two
meteorographs were made by J. Richard, of Paris, that recorded three
elements, viz, atmospheric pressure (from which the l1eiglit of the instrument can be calculated), air temperature, and relative humidity. The
fir t of these meteorographs was ordered in 1896 on the mod.el of one
carried by French aeronauts; but since for use with kites lightness is
all essential, M. Richard constructed• bis triple recorder for the first
tirne of aluminum and thereby reduced its weight to 2t pounds. 3
The kite,· and apparatus now used at Blue Hill are as follows: The
kit 'S generally have two rectangular cells covered with nainsook cloth,
ex ·ept at their top. and bottoms, and one is secured above the other
by four or more ticks. The wooden frames are as light as possible,
but are made rigid by guys of steel wire which bind them in all dir6c1

Engineering, J<'ebruary 15, 1895.
"\Veather Review of Uni tell States Weather Bureau, September, 1896.
3
La ature, .February 8, 1896.
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tions. Some of the kites stand nearly 9 feet high and have 64 square
feet of lifting surface. A very efficient but complex form is Lamson's
aero-curve folding kite which has the sustaining surfaces of its forward
cell.curved like a bird's wing, while the rear cell, with triangular superposed planes, acts as a tail or rudder. Figure 1 shows this kite in position
to rise from the ground. In the bridle or hanger of the Blue Hill kites
an elastic cord has been inserted which stretches when the wind pressure increases beyond a safe amount, causing the kite to fly more nearly
horizontal while the gust lasts. These kites may be started in a wind
which blows more than 12 miles an hour, and they continue to fly in
gale of 50 miles per hour. On Blue Hill the average velocity of the
wind for the year is 18 miles an hour, consequently there are few days
when kites can not be flown there. The flying cords are fastened into
a ring at the end of the wire, where the meteorograph is hung. The main
line is steel "music wire," capable of withstanding a pull of 300 pounds,
and weighing 15 pounds per mile. Several miles of this wire are Rpliced
together with the greatest care, special pains being taken that no sharp
bends occur which would cause it to break. To manipulate this wire
the deep-sea sounding apparatus, driven by steam, has been modified
by Mr. Fergusson to pull obliquely downwards. The wire from the
kite pas es over a swiveling pulley which follows the direction of the
wire and registers on a dial the exact length of wire unreeled. Next
the wire bears against a pulley carried by a strong spiral spring, by
which the pull upon the wire at all times is graphically recorded on a
paper- ·overed drum turned by clockwork. The wire then passes several
time around the strain pulley and is finally coiled under slight tensions
up n a large torage drum. When the kites are to be pulled down,
the train pulley i driven by a belt from a 2-horsepower Shipman automatic team ngine. When they are ri ing, the belt is disconnected
and the pull of the kites i uffi.cient to unreel the wire. The usual rate
of peed at whi h the wire L drawn in is from 3 to 6 miles an hour.
igur 2, h w the steam windla and its Jon tructor. In order to lift
b in rea. iug w ight of wire it i cu tomary to attach kites at various
point n h wir , a ·cording to the pull upon it, so that nearly the
m , ngular l •vation may be maintained. Thi i done by screwing
n h wir alumin 1m clamp to whi ·h the flying lines of the kites are
ti 1 r onn c· cl b to le. . 'rbe m t orograph, made in Pari", i
nt, in in an alumiuum ·, ge f about a£ t ube and weighs com1 t 1 .. ' han p und '. rrhe ·a
ontain a bar m t r, a thermom t r, n · h ' O'l' m r hich all r cord th ir r adin a ntomatically on
n
·liud 1· turn l by l ·kw rk in tw Iv h ur . It j only neces ary
· r n h h r1 m t r fr m th
t obtain the true air
kite

Smithsonian Report, 1897 .- Rotch
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The method of making a kite flight for meteorological purposes at
Blue Hill is as follows: Two large kites, fastened by their cords to the
ring in the main wire, being in the air the rneteorograph is hung to the
ring by a cord with a spiral spring interposed to lessen shocks. The
kites are then allowed to rise and to unreel the wire until the angle with
the horizon becomes low, when, by means of the clamp just described,
another kite is added, and so on. After a pause at the highest attainable altitude the reel is connected with the steam engine and the kites
are drawn down. The pauses at the highest point, and when kites are
attached or detached, are necessary to allow the recording instruments
to acquire the conditions of the surrounding air, and because at these
times the meteorograph is nearly stationary, measurements of its angular elevations are then made with a surveyor's transit. Since the Ieng-th ,
of the wire is known the height of the meteorograph can be calculated,
it having been found that the sag of the wire or its deviation, either in
a vertical or horizontal plane, from the assumed chord of the approximate arc which the wire follows, does not introduce an error of more
than 3 per cent in the height so computed. When the meteorograph is
hidden by clouds the altitude is computed from the barometer record
by Laplace's formula. The time of making each angular measurement
is noted in order that the corresponding point on the curve of the
meteorograph may be determined.
The greatest heights ever reached by kites were above Blue Hill in
the autumn of 1897. On September 19, the meteorograph was lifted
9,250 feet above the hill which is 630 feet above sea level. Seven kites,
ha.ving a total lifting surface of 213 square feet, were employed to lift
it and the wire which weighed about 60 pounds, was nearly 4 miles in
length, alld transmitted to the reel a maximum pull of 150 pounds.
The flight occupied less than six and a half hours, and during nearly
five hours the rneteorograph was a mile or more above sea level. On
October 15, the meteorograph was raised still higher by only four kites, ·
of which the largest was Lamson's aero-curve kite, already described,
the total lifting surface being 153 square feet. The height of 11,080
feet above the hill, or 11,710 feet above the sea, was reached with nearly
the ame length of wire and amount of pull as on September 19. The
velocity of the wind at the ground varied from 13 to 22 miles per hour
during the flight, which occupied but four and a half hours. In both
the e. flights the temperature fell on the average about 1° F. for each 360
feet of ascent, but in the day the decrease was slower in the upper air,
confirming Glaisher's observations in balloons. Although the sky was
clear, strata of high humidity were encountered both in the ascent and
descent, corresponding to the levels at which the cumulus and altocumulus clouds are kuown to form. At the highest altitude the a.ir
contained a very small percentage of moisture.
To understand the value of such data it may be necessary to state
that he progress of the science of meteorology demands a kuow ledge
of the colldition , high auove the earth's surface. Although some of
SM
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this knowledge has been gained by meteorological stations on mountains in various parts of the world, yet these observations, which have
the distinction of being the only long-continued ones possible at a fixed
height, are affected to a greater or less extent by the mountain itself,
and so do not give the true conditions of the free air. Balloons carrying aeronauts have long been used for this purpose, but the results
obtained, from a meteorological standpoint, ar~ incommensurate with
the expense and risk incurred. Nevertheless, at the last international
meteorological conference in Paris it was voted to recommend the use
of balloons, both captive and free, which carried aeronants, and free balloons provided only with automatic instruments to record at far greater
heights than man can live. The successful experiments with kites at
Blue Hill led to the recommendatfon that this method also should be
included in the international scheme for exploring the atmosphere.
An international committee, of which the writer is the American member, was appointed to carry out the recommendations. International
cooperation in the work with balloons has been secured in Europe, but
in America attention has been given chiefly to kites. To obtain th~
atmospheric conditions up to a height of at least 10,000 feet, kites present many advantages over free balioons whenever there is wind. Captive balloons, besides being more expensive than kites, can not attain
nearly so gr·e?.t heights on account of the weight of the cable necessary
to control the balloon. Kites then ha,ve these points of superiority:
1. Economy in installation and working.
2. Accurate determination of height by angular measurements .
. 3. Adequate exposure and ventilation of the thermometers which in
a balloon are bathed in heated and stagnant air. Therefore the temperatures ob erved at a given height in a balloon are generally warmer
during the a cent than during the descent, which is not the case with
kit .
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hei ghts of 100 to 11,000 feet above Blue Hill, in all kinds of weather.
Most of them are discussed by Mr. Clayton in Appendix B to Part I
of Vol. XLII of the Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard, and some general conclusions can only be stated here. As
regards wind, the observations sbow that, as a rule, the wind steadily
illcreases with elevation, confirming the measurements made upon
clouds. Tbe tendency of the kites as they rise is to come into a curre11 t from the west, and it is possible, with no great difference of
hei ght, to :fiud currents almost diametrically opposed to each other.
Th e decrease of temperature with increasing elevation varies under
different conditions. On most days when there are nq clouds the temperature falls at the aqiabatic rate for unsaturated air, i. e., 1 ° F. for
each 180 feet of ascent, to the height of a mile or more. On fair days
with clouds the fall is at the above rate to the base of the clouds. In
the cloud the rate of fall is slow, and it is still slower above the cloud.
Kite records have been obtained during nearly twenty-four consecutive
hours at a height of about half a mile above the ground. From these
records it appears that the diurnal change in temperature in the free
air nearly disappears at about ~,500 feet, which is much lower than has
been hitherto supposed. During calm mghts there is a marked inversion of temperature, so that the air near the ground is usually much
colder than at the height of few hundred feet. Indeed, on sorrie
oc('asions the air may be colder at the ground than at the height of
t-;everal thousand feet. Kite flights, which were made daily for a week,
confirm the theory that temperature changes in the upper air are
cyclonic iu character, being due to the passage of '' w~Lrm aud cold
waves," that are more strongly felt in the upper air than near the
ground. The changes with altitude which precede a warm wave are
these : During the day a decrease of temperature at the adiabatic rate
from the ground up to more than 1,000 feet, then a sudden rise of
temperature, amounting to perhaps 15°, fo1lowed by a slow fall.
Clouds form when the dew point of the warm current, which overflow s the cold current, is sufficiently high. Such conditions announce
the arrival of a "warm wave" eight to twenty-four hours in advance
of its appearance at the earth's surface. The conditions which indicate
the coming of a" cold wave" are a rapid fall of temperature, which
exceeds the adiabatic rate up to about 1,000 feet and above that is the
adiabatic rate to 3,000 feet or higher. During tile prevalence of the
cold wave tlie temperature at the height of a mile, which is sometimes
itH upper limit, may be 25° or 30° F. lower than at the ground. .After
the cold wave bas passed, and witb the coming of a southeast storm,
the temperature rise rapidly up to n, height of 1,000 or 2,000 feet and
tben lowly fa11 . Cloud us ally occur~ where the temperature begins
to fall, and ometime. this cloud extend8 downward to the earth as fog.
'The r lative humidity generally increa~es to saturation fo the clouds
nnd above them rapidly decrease8. lu clear weather there may be no
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change of relative humidity witb altitude, as during cold waves, or
with no change of temperature vertically, both tbe absolute and relative humidity may decn'ase rapidly with increase of altitude, a8 i~ the
case in areas of high barometric pressure. At the height of half a
mile the diurnal changes of relative humidity are the inverse of those
at the ground. In brief, then, during fair weather in th e upper air tl.10
days are relatively cold and damp, while the nights are warm and dry,
as compared with surface conditions. Electricity is usually noticed on
the kite wire whenever the altitude of the kites exceed 1,700 feet. At
higher altitudes <luring snowstorms and near thunderstorms the potential increases and is sufficient to cause strong sparking discharges.
It therefore appears to be only necessary to tap the great at mospheric
reservoir to obtain an inexhaustible supply of electricity, which
perhaps may be applied to the service of man.

THE DEBT OF THE WORLD TO PURE SCIENCE. 1

By

JORN J. STEVENSON.

The fundamental importance of abstruse research receives too little
co11sideration in our time. Tlie practical side Qf life is all absorbent;
tlle results of research are utilized promptly, and fuli recognition is
awar<led to the one who utilizes while the investigator is ignored. The
student lJimself is liable to be regarded as a relic of mediawal times,
and his unconcern respecting ordinary matters is serviceable to the
dramatist and newspaper witlet in their times of need.
Yet every tboughtful man, far away as his calling may be fron;i
scientific investigation, hesitates to accept such judgment as acc_urate.
Not a few, engrossed in the strife of the market place, are convinced
that, evell from the seltisll s~anclpoint of mere enjoyment, less gain is
found ill amassing fortunes or in acquiring power over one's fellows
than in the effort to solve nature's problems. Men scoff at philosophical dl'eamers, but the scoffing is not according to knowledge. The
exigencies of subjective philosophy brought about the objective phil-,
osophy. Error has led to the right. Alchemy prepared the way for
chemistry; astrology for astronomy; cosmogony for geology. The birth
of inductive science was due to the necessities of deductive science,
and the greatest deve1opme11t of the former has come from the trial of
hypotheses belonging in the borderland between science and philosophy.
My effort this evening is to show that discoveries, which have proved
all important in secondary results, did not burst forth full-grown; that
i11 each case they were, so to say, the crown of a structure reared painfnlly and noiselessly by men indiffereut to this world's affairs, caring
little for fame and even less for wealth. Facts were gathered, principles were dh-covered, each falling into its own place ui:itil at last the
brilliant crown shown out and the world thought it saw a miracle.
Thi clone, I shall endeavor to draw a moral, which it is hoped will
be found worthy of consideration.
The heavenly bodies were objects of adoration from the earliest
antiquity; they were guides to caravans on tile desert as well as to
mariuers far from land; they marked the beginning of seasons, or, as
1 Presidential address delivered at the annual meeting of the New York Academy
of Sciences, February 28, 1898. Printed in Science, March 11, 1898.
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in Egypt., the limits of vast periods embracing many hun<lreds of years.
Maps were malde thousands of years ago showing their positions; the
path of the sun was determined rudely; the influence of the sun and
moon upon the earth was recognized in some degree, and their influence
upon man was inferred. Beyond these matters, man, with unaided
vision and with knowledge of only elementary mathematics, could
not go.
Mathematical investigations by Arabian students prepared the means
by which, after Europe's revival of learning, one~ without wealth, gave
a new life to astronomy. Copernicus, early trained in mathematics,
during the last thirty years of bis life spent the hours, stolen from his
work as a clerk and charity physician, in mathematical and astronomical studies, which led him to r~ject the complex Ptolemaic system
and to accept in modified form that bearing the _name of Pythagoras.
Tycbo Brahe followed. A mere star-gazer at first, he became an earnest student, improved the instruments employed, and finally secured
rt1cognition from his sovereign. For twenty-five years be sought facts,
disregarding none, but seldom recognizing economic importance in any.
His associate, Kepler, profiting by bis training under Brahe, carried
the work far beyond that of his predecessors-and this in spite of disease, ,domestic sorrows, and only too frequent experience of abject poverty. He divested the Copernican hypothesis of many crudities, and
uiscovered the laws which have been utilized by astronomers in all
phases of their work. He ascertained the causes of the tides, with the
aicl of the newly invented telescope made studies of eclipses and occulations, and just missed discovering the law of gravitation. Be laid
the foundation for practical application of astronomy to everyday life.
In the eighteenth century a'tronomy was recognized by governme11t
a no longer of merely curious interest, and its students received
abundant aid. The improvement of the tele cope, the dii-icovery of
th law of gravitation, and tlrn invention of logarithms had made po ·
·ibl he notable advance marking the clo e of the seventeenth
· ntnry. The incr a i11g requirem •nt: of accuracy led to exactne ', in
the manufacture of in, trum nt, , to calculation and recalculation of
t, bl . to l 11 xp diti n, for te. ting m tuo<l, a well as conclu ion,,
ntil fine Uy th ,• u <T :tion of p rnicu the phy ician, and of Kepler,
th ill-} cl invalid, be ·ame fact, and a trouomical re ult were utHized
th adv n ag of mankind. Th v yao-er on the ocean and t he
, rri ·ul nri on Ian l alik r ap b n fit fr m the accumulat d ob ervat i u: of thr
· •n uri
thouc,·h h know nothing f tbe prin iple. or
or h 1 b r I
h m th pri11dple w re di cover d. Th regula11 a· Ii fixiu
f b undary liu ll tw en
m t r a
t rmin cl b m li _. d 1 to , I w a cumulation of
1 pm n in , naly:i nd ·al ·ul· tion, and ev n lo~ er
in in tr 1mPnt.·.
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machine in operation led•him to test the effect of atmospheric electricity
upon them. The instant action brought about the discovery th~t it was
due not to atmospheric influence, but to a current produced by contact
of a copper hook with au iron rail. Volta pursued the investigation and
constructerl. the pile which bears his name. With this, modified, Davy,
in 1807, decomposed potash and soda, thereby isolating potassium and
sodium. This experiment, repeated successfully by other chemists,
was the precursor of many independent investigations, which directed
to many lines of research, each increasing in interest as it was followed.
Volta's crown of cups expanded into the clumsy trough batteries
which were displaced finally in 1836 by Daniel's constant battery, using
two fluids, one of which was cupric sulphate. De la Rue observed
that, as the sulphate was reduced, the copper was deposited on the
surface of the outer vessel and copied accurately all markings on that
surface. Within two or three years Jacobi and Spencer made the
practical application of this observation by reproducing engr_a vings
and medals. Thus was born the science of electro-metallurgy. At first
mere curiosities were made, then electroplating in a wider way, the
electrotype, the utilization of copper to protect more easily destructible
metal , the preparation of articles for ornament and utility by covering
baser metals with copper or silver or gold, while now the development
of electro-generators bas led to wide applications in the reduction of
metals and to the saving of materials which otherwise would go to
wa te.
Oersted, in 1819-20, puzzling over the possible relations of voltaic
electricity to magnetism, noticed that a conductor carrying an electrical
current becomes itself a maguet and deflects the needle. Sturgeon)
working along the same lines, found that soft iron inclosed in a c01l
through which a current passes becomes magnetic, but loses the power
when the current ceases. This opeued the way for our own Henry's
all-important discovery of the reciprocating electro -magnets and the
vibrating armature-the essential parts of the magnetic telegraph.
Henry actually constructed a telegraph in 1832, winding the wires
around his class room in Albany and using a bell to record the making
and breaking signals. Here, as he fully recognized, was everything
but a imple device for receiving signals.
Several years later Professor Morse, dreaming night and day of the
telegraph, was experimenting with Moll's electro-magnet and finding
OJ1ly di ·couragement. His colleague, Professor Gale, advised him to
dis0ard the even then antiquated apparatus and to utilize the results
given in Henry's discussion. At once the condition was changed, and
oon the ingenious recording instrument bearing Morse's uame was
con tructe<l. Ilenry's scientific discoveries were transmuted by the
inventor's ingenuity into substantial glory for Morse and proved a
ource of inconceivable advantage to the whole civilized world. Steinhal' di "covery that the earth can be utilized for the return current
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completed the series of fundameutal dhmoveries, and siuce that time
everything bas been elaboration.
Oersted's discovery respecting the influence of an electric current,
closely followed by that of Arago in tbe same direction, opened the way
for Faraday's complete discovery of induction, which underlies the construction of the dynamo. This ascertained, the proYince of the inventor was well defined-to conjure some mechanical appliance whereby
the principle might be utilized. But here as elsewhere the work
of discovery and that of invention went on aJmost pari passu; tbe
results of each increased those of the other. The distance from the
Clark and Page machines of the middle thirties, with their cumbrous
horseshoe magnets and disproportionate expenditure of power, to the
Siemens machine of the fifties was long, but it was no leap. In like
manner slow steps marked progress thence to the Gramme machine, in
which one finds the outgrowth of many years of labor by many meu,
both investigators and inventors. In 1870, forty years after Faraday's
announcement of the basal principle, the stage was reached whence
progress could be rapid. Since that time the dynamo has been brought
into such stage of efficiency that the electro-motor seems likely to uisplace not merely tbe steam engine, but also otber agencies in direct
application of force. The bone is passing away and the trolley road
runs along the country highway; tLe longer railways are consideriug
the wisdom of changing their power; cities are lighted brilliantly where
formerly the gloom invited highwaymen to ply tlieir trade, and even the
kitchen is invaded by new methods of heating.
Long ago it was known that if the refining of pig iron be stopped
ju t before the tendency to solidify became pronounced the wrought
iron i more durable tban that obtained in the completed process.
Thu , imperfectly refi.ued metal was made frequently, though unintentionally and ignorantly. A hort railroad in , outhwestern Pennsylva11ia wa laid in the middle ixtie with iron rails of light weight. A
ran' life in tho e day rarely exceeded ft ve years, yet some of tho e
Ii llt rail were in x llent condition almo ' t fifteen years afterwards,
though they had carri d a heavy cok traffic for several years. But
hi
roe
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were understood as rnatterR of scientific interest. Mushet recognized
the bearing of these facts and used them iu chauging the process. His
method proved successful, but, with thorough Rcientific forgetfulne~s
of the main chance, he neglected to pay some petty fees at the Patent
Office aud so reaped neither profit nor popular glory for his work.
~I.1he Mushet process having proved the possibility of immediate
and certain conversion, the ge11iu1:_-: of the inventor fcund full scope.
The change in form and size of t.he converter, the removable base, the
use of trunnions, and other details, largely due to the American, Holley, so iucreased the output and reduced the cost that Bessemer steel
soon displaced iron and the world passed from the age of irou into the
age of steel.
Architectural methods have been revolutionized. Buildings ten stories high are commonplace; those of twenty no longer excite comment,
and one of thirty arouses no more than a passing pleasantry respecting
poRsibilities at the top. Such buildings were almost impossible a score
of years ago, and the weight made the cost prohibitive. The increased
use of steel in construction seems likely to preserve our forests from
disappearance.
ln other directions the gain through this process has been more
important. The costly, short-lived iron rail bas disappeared and the
durable steel rail has taken. its place. Under the moderate conditions
of twenty-five years ago, iron rails rarely lasted for more than five years;
i11 addition, the metal was son, the limit of load was reached quickly,
and freight rates, thongb high, were none too profitable.
But all changed with the advent of steel rails as made by the American process. Applicatio11 of abstruse laws, discovered by men unknown
to popular fame, enabled inventors to improve methods and to cheapen
ma1mfacture until the first cost of steel rails was less than that of iron.
The durability of the new rail:, and their resistance to load justified
incr ased expenditure in other directions to secure permanent.iy good ·
condition of the roadbed. Just here our fellow-member, Mr. P. H.
Dudley, made his contribution, whose importance can hardly be overestimated. With his ingenious recording apparatus it is easy to discover defects in the roadway and to ascertain their nature, thus making
it po. sible to devise means for their correction and for preventing their
recurrence. The information obtained by use of this apparatus has led
him to change the shape and weight of rails, to modify the type of
joints and the methods of ballasting, so that now a roadbed ,should
remain in good condition and even improve during years of hard use.
But the advantages have not inured wholly to the railroad companies.
It is true that the co t of maintenance has been reduced greatly; tlJat
locomotives have been made heavier and more powerful; that freight
cars ·arrythree to four times as much as they did twenty-five years
ago, so that the whole cost of operntion is very much less than formerly.
-But where the carrier has gai11ed one dollar the consumer and shipper
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have gained hundreds of dollars. Grain and flour can be brought from
Chicago to the seaboard as cheaply by rail as by water; the farmer
in Dakota raises wheat for shipment to Europe. Coal mined in West
Virginia can be sold on the docks of New York at a profit for less than
half the freight of twenty-five years ago. Our internal commercial
relations have been changed, aud the revolution is sti1l incomplete.
The influence of the Holley-Musbet-Bessemer process upon civilization
is hardly inferior to that of the electric telegraph.
Sixty years ago an obscure German chemist obtained an oily liquid
from coal-tar oil, which gave a beautiful tiut with calcium chloride;
five years later another separated a similar liquid from a derivative
of coal-tar oil. Still later, Hofmann, then a student in Liehig's laboratory, investigated these substances and proved their identity with an
oil obtained long before by Zinin from indigo, and applied to them all
Zinin's term, Anilin. The substance was cnriously interesting, and
Hofmann worked out its reactions, discovering that with many materials it gives brilliant colors. The practical application of these discoveries was not long delayed, for Perkins made it in 1856. The
marvelou~ dyes, beginning with Magenta and Solferino, have become
familiar to all. The anilin colors, especially the reds, greens, and l>lues,
are among the most beautiful known. They have given rise to 11ew
industries and have expanded old ones. Their usefulness led to deeper
studies of coal-tar products, to which is due the discovery of :such
sub tances as antipyrin, phenacetin, ichthyol, and saccharin, whicli
have prov_ed so importaut in medicine.
One is tempted to dwell for a little upon meteorology, that border
land where physics, chemistry, and geology meet, and to speak of the
ignal- ervice, ystem, the outgrowth of the studies of au obscure scl10ol
t acherin Philadelphia, but the danger of tresi.passingtoo far upon your
ndurance make proper only tbi, passing l'eference.
While men of wealth anu lei nre wa ·ted their energies in literary and
pbilo oribical di cu ion resp cting the 11ature and origin of things,
illiam 'mith, arning a living as a ]and surveyor, plodded over England , nxiou · only to learn in no ha te to explain. His work wa done
hon . tl and 'lowly; when fini:hed a far a. I>O sible with his mean ,
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found more than liugeriug doubts in the minds of their constituente.
But when the marls were proved to contain materials . which the
chemist Liebig· had shown to be all-importa11t for plants, the conditions were changed and criticism ceased. The dismal sands of eastern
New Jersey, affording only a scanty living for pines and grasses, were
converted by application .of the marl into gardens of unsurpassed
fertility. Vanuxen::r's study of the stratigraphy and Morton's study of
the fossils had made clear the distribution of the marls, and the survey
scattered the information broadcast.
Morton autl Courad, with others scarcely less devoted, labored in
season and out of season to systematize the study of fossil animals.
There were not wanting educated men who wondered why students
of such undoubted ability wasted themselves in trifling employment
instead of doing something worthy of themselves so as to acquire money
and fame. l\Iuch nearer to our own time there were wise legislators
who questioned the wisdom of "wasting money on pictures· of clams
and salamanders," though the same men appreciated the geologist who
could ~ell them the depth of a coal bed below the surface. But the
lead diggers of Illinois and Iowa long ago learned the use of paleontology, for the "lead fossil" was their guide in prospecting. The importance and practical application of this science, so largely the outgrowth
of uuappreciated toil in this country as well as in Europe, is told best
111 Professor Hall's reply to a patronizing politician's query: "And wbat
are your old fossils good for¥" "For this: Take me blindfolded in a
balloon; drop me where you will; if I can find some fossils I'll tell you
in ten minutes for what minerals you may look and for what minerals
you need not look."
Many regard botany as a pleasing study, well fitted for women and
dilletanti, but hardly deserving attention by strong men. Those who
spea,k thus only exercise the prerogative of ignorance, which is to
despise that which one is too old or too lazy to learn. The botanist's
work is not complete when the carefully-gathered specimen has been
placed in the herbarium with its proper label. That is but the beginning, for he seeks the relations of plants in all phases. In seeking these
he discovers facts wbich often prove to be of cardinal importance. The
rust which destroys wheat in the last .stage of ripening, the disgusting
fungus which blasts Indian corn, the poisonous ergot in rye, the blight
of the pear and other fruits, fall as much within the botanist's study
:1 <lo the flowers of the garden or the Sequoias of the Sierra.
Not a few
of the plant diseases which have threatened famine or disaster have
been stud ied by botanists unknown to the world, whose explanations
have led to palliation or cure.
The ichthyologist, studying the habits of fishes, discovered characteristics which promptly commended themselves to men of practical
bent. The important industry of artificial fertilization and the trans portatio~ of fish eggs, which has enabled man to restock exhausted
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localities and to stock uew ones, is but the outgrowth of closet studies
which have showu how to utilize nature's superabundant supply.
The entomologist bas always been an interesting phenomenon to a
large part of our population. Insects of beauty are attractive, those
of large size are curious, while many of the minuter forms are efficient
in gaining attention. But that men should devote their lives to the
study of the unattractive forms is to many a riddie; Yet entomology
yields to no branch of science in the importance of its economic bearings. The study of the life habits of insects, their development, their
food, their enemies, a stndy involving such minute detail as to shut
men off from many of the pleasures of life and to convert them into
typical students, has come to be so fraught with relations to the public
weal that the State entomologist's mail bas more anxious letters than
that of any other officer.
Insects are 110 longer regarded as visitations from au .angry deity, to
be borne in silence and with penitential awe. The iutimate study of
individual groups has taught in many cases how to antago11ize them.
The cab threatened to destroy orange-culture in California; t.lie Colorado beetle seemed likely to ruin one of our important food crops;
minute aphic.les terrified raisers of fruit and cane in the Sandwich
Islan<l.s. But the scab is no lo11ger a frightful burden in California;
1he potato bug is now only an annoyance, a11cl the introduction of lady
bird wept aphid.es from the Sandwich Isla11ds. The gypsy motL,
b Ii ved for more than a Jmndred years to be a special judgment, is uo
loug r thought of as more than a very expe11sive 11uisance. The curcnlio the locu t, the weevil, tl.ie chinch bug, a11d others have been
, nbject d to detailed iuve tig-atiou. In almost all cases methods have
b leu d vi d wber by the ra.vages have been diminished. Even the
borer which mlangered some of the most important timber species,
ar now uuder tood, and the po ibility of their extermination has been
clrnng din to probctbility.
Ilaving begun, itb th "infinitely great," we may clos~ this summary with a, r ~ r nee to tlle "infinitely mall." The stu<ly of ferro nt tion proc ~, e wa attractive to chemi t and natura1i t , each
laimin
w11 r Lip of the agenci . Pa teur, with a patience almo t
in ·r <l.ibl r vi. cl th w rk of hi pred ce ors and supplemented it
wi h ori rinal iuv igat10n , proYing that a very great part of the
·bang in rg nic ub tan ·
.xpo d to th atmospb re are due prim ril t h inftu n · flow animal, or plant , who e g rm
i t in
th atrn . ph r .
0
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rendered delicious by the introduction of the proper bacteria; sterilized
milk saves the lives of many chilaren; some of the most destructive
plagues are understood and the antidotes are prepared by the culture
of antagonistic germs; antiseptic treatment has 1 ob bed surgery of half
its terrors, and has rendered almost commonplace operations which,
less than two decades ago, were regarded n:-; justifiable only as a last
resort. The practice of medicine Las been advanced by outgrowths of
P asteur's work almost as much as it was by Liebig's chemical investigations more than half a century ago.
In this review the familiar bas been chosen for illustration in prefer- .
ence to the wonderful, that your attention might not be diverted from
the main issue, that the foundation of industrial advance was laid by
workers in pure science, for the most part ignorant of utility and caring
little about it. There is here no disparagement of the inventor; without his perception of the practical and bis powers of combination the
world would have reaped little benefit from the student's researches.
But the investigator takes the first step and makes the inventor possible. Thereafter the inventor's work aids the investigator in making
new discoveries, to be utilized in their turn.
Investigation, as such, rarely receives proper recognition. It is usuall y regarded as quite a secondary affair, h1 which scientific men find
their recreation. If a geologist spends his summer vacation in an effort
to sol rn some perplexing structural problem he finds, on his return,
congratulations because of his glorious outing; the astronomer, the
pliyi:,icist, and the chemist are all objects of semienvious regard, because
they are able to spend their leisure hours in congenial amusements;
whil e the naturalist, enduring all kinds of privation, is not looked upon
as a, lal>orer, because of the physical enjoyment which most good people
th ink liis work must bring.
It i true that investigation, properly so-called, is made secondary,
but t his is because of necessity. Scientific men in Government service
are hampered constantly by the demand for immediately useful results.
Detailed investigation is interrupted because matters apparently more
importa11t must be considered. The conditions are even more unfavorable in most of our colleges and noue too favorable in our greater
ulliversities. The "literary leisure" supposed to belong to college professors does not fall to the lot of teachers of science, and very little of
it can be discovered by college instructors in any department. The
intense competition among our institutions requires that professors be
magnetic teachers, thorough scholars, active in social work, and given
to frequent publication, that, being prominent, they may be living
advertisements of the institution. How much time, opportunity, or
energy remains for patient investigation some may he able to imagine.
The misconception respecting the relative importance of investigation is increa ed by the failure of even well-educated men to nppreciate
the chaugeu conditions in science. The or<l.inary uotion of scientific
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ability is expressed in the popular saying that a competent surgeon
can aw a bone with a butcher knife and carve muscle with a handsaw.
Once, indeed, the phy ici t needed little a ide from a spirit lamp, test
tube , and ome platinum wire or foil; Jow power microscopes, small
refl-ecting telescopes, rude balances, and home-made apparatus certainly
did wonderful service in their day; there was a time when the finder of
a mineral or fo sil felt ju tified in regarding it as new and in describing
it a such; when a psychologist ueeded only his own great self as a
ba i for broad conclu -ions respecting all mankind. All of that
belonged to the infancy of science, when little was known and any
oh ervation was liable to be a discovery; when a Humboldt, an Arago,
of au Aga siz was po sible. But a.11 is changed; workers are multiplied
in every ]and; study in every direction is specialized; men have ceased
the mere gatlrnring of fact and have turned to tbe determination of
r lati.on . Long years of prepara.tion are needed to :fit one to begin
investigation; familiarity with several languages is demanded; great
libraries are neces ary for con tant reference, and costly apparatm, is
e ential even for preliminary examination. Where tens of dollars once
upplied the equipment in any branch of science, hundreds, yes, thouand , of dollars are required now.
Ji ailure to appreciate the changed conditions induces neglect to
rend r proper as istance. As matters now stand, even the wealthiest
of our educational in titutions can not be expected to carry the whole
burden, for endowments are insufficient to meet the too rapidly increasing d mand for wider range of instruction. It is unjust -to expect that
m n, weighted more and more by the dutie of scieuce teaching, involving, too often, much physical labor from which teachers of other subj t are happily free, hould conduct inve tigations at their own
xr ense and in hour devoted by others to relaxation. Even were the
p cnniary co ·t comparatively small, to impose that would be unjust,
for, with few exceptions, the re ults are given to the world without
compen ation.
cientific men are accustomed to regard patents much
a. r gufar phy, iciaos regard adverti ing.
meri ow mu ·h to ·lo et students as well as to educated inventor.' who have b en trained in scientific modes of thought. The extraordinary d velopmeut of our material re ources- our manufacturing,
mining, and tran portiug intere ts- how that the strengthening of our
cln ·ati nal in titution on the cientHic side brings actual profit
th community. But mo t of thi strengthening is due primarily
t um· munerat d toil of mend p ndent on the meager salary of college
in ' tru tor. or
vernmeut official in subordinate positions. Their
a1ti n
fit oth r for u efuln , coming 011ly from long training,
wa a uir inhonr , t lenfrom I porfromtimeneededforrecuperai n. Bu the l or of .·u h men h ve qe n o fruitful in re ults that
l n r pend on the, urplu en rgy of ·cienti:fic men, unle s
·t t r mam tati nary. f the rising g neration is to make
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the most of our country's opportunities it must be educa ted by men
who are not compelled to acquire aptness at the cost of vitality. The
proper relation of teaching -labor to investigation -labor should be
recognized, and investigation, rather than social, religious, or political
activity, should be a part of the duty assigned to college instructors.
Our universities and scientific societies ought to have endowment s
specifically for aid in research. The fruits of investigations due to
Smithson's bequest have multiplied his estate hundreds of times over
to the world's advantage. He said well that his name would be remembered long after the names and memory of the Percy and Northumberland families had passed away. Hogkins' bequest to the Smithsonian
Institution is still too recent to have borne much fruit, but men already
wonder at the fruitfulness of a field supposed to be well explored.
Nobel knew how to apply the results of science; utilizing the chemist's
results, he applied nitroglycerin to industrial uses; similarly be developed the petroleum industry of Russia and, like that of our American
petroleum manufacturers, his influence was felt in many other industries
of his own land and of the Continent. At bis death be bequeathed
millions of dollars to the Swedish Academy of Sciences that the income
might be expended in encouraging pure research. Smithson, Hodgkins, and Nobel have marked out a path which should be crowded
with Americans.
rrhe endow·ment of research is demanded now as never before. The
(levelopment of technical education, the intellectual training of men to
fit them for positions formerly held by mere tyros, has changed the
material conditions iu Ameri.ca. The surveyor _h as disarpe~red-none
but a civil engineer is trusted to lay out even town lots; the founder
at an iron furnace is no longer merely a graduate of the casting housebe must be a graduate_in metallurgy; the manufacturer of paints can
not intrust his factory to any but a chemi&t of recognized standi ng ;
no graduate from the pick is placed in charge of mines-a mining
ellgineer alone can gain confidence; and so everywhere. With the will
to utilize the results of science there bas come an intensity of competition in which victory belongs only to the best equipped. The profit
awaiting successful inventors is greater than ever, and the anxious
readine s to apply scientific discoveries is shown by the daily records.
The Rontgen ray were seized at once and efforts made to 'find profitable application; the properties of zirconia and other earths interested
inventors as soon as they were announced; the possibility of telegraphing without wires incited inventors everywhere as soon as the
principle was discovered.
ature's secrets are still unknown and the field for investigation is
as broad as ever. We are 011 ly 011 the threshold of discovery, and the
coming century will diselose wonders far beyond any yet disclosed.
The atmosphere, tudied by hundreds of chemists and physicists for a
full ceutury, proved for lfayleigl.i aud Ramsay an unexplored field
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witbm thi decade. We know nothing yet. We have gathered a few
large pebble from the shore, but the mass of sands is yet to be
explored.
And now the moral bas been drawn . . The pointing is simple. If
America, which, more than otlier nations, has profited by science, is to
retain her place, Americans must encourage, even urge,research; must
strengthen her scientific societies and her univert-ities, that under the
new and more complicated conditious ber scientific men and her inventor.· may place and keep her in the front rank of nations.

Trrn AGE OF THE EARTH AS AN ABODE FITTED FOR LIFE. 1

Ry the Hight Ilon. Lord

KELVIN,

G. C. V. 0.

1. The age of the earth as an abode fitted for life is eertainly a sub.JC<·t which la,rgely interests mankind in general. For geology it is of
vital and fornlamental importance-as importaut as the date of the
lmttle of llasting~ is for English history-yet it was very little thought
of' L>y geologists of thfrty or forty years ago; how little is illustrated by
a statement, 2 which I will now read, given originally from the presidential chair of the Geological Society by Professor Huxley in 186!),
when for a second time, after a seven years' interval, be was president
of the society.
"I do not suppose that at the present day any geologist would be
fon nd * * * to deny that tlle rapidity of the rotation of the earth
11w.11 be diminishing, that the Run may be waxing dim, or that the earth
itRelf may be cooling. Most of us, I suspeet, are Gallios, 'who care for
none of tllese things,' being of opinion that, true or fictitious, tlley have
made uo practical difference to the earth, during the period of which a
record is preserved in stratified deposits."
2. I believe the explanation of, how it was possible for Professor ·
Huxley to say that he and other geologists did not care for things on
which the a,ge of life on the earth essentially depenus is because he
di<l. not know that there was valid foundation for any estimates worth
considering as to absolute magnitudes. If science did not allow us to
give any estimate whatever as to whether 10 million or 10 billion years
i tl1e age of this earth as an abo<l.e fitted. for life, then I think Professor
Huxley would have been perfectly right in saying that geologists should
not trouble themselves about it, and biologists shoulu go on in th~ir
own way, not inquiring into things utterly beyond the power of human
understanding and scientific investigation. This would have left g-eolO<T.Y much in the same position as that in which English history would
be if it were impossible to ascertain whether the battle of Hastings
took place 00 years ago, or 800 thousand years ago, or 800 million
1
Th<' 1897 annual acl<lress c,,f the Victoria Institute, with additions written at
cliff rent times from .June to December, 1897. Printed in Victoria Institute Transactions.
2
Tn the printed qnotations the italics are mine in every case, not so the capitals
in tho qnotatiou from Page'H Text-Book.
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years ago. If it were absolutly impossible to fiud out which of these
period is more probable than the other, then I agree we might be GalIios a to the date of the orman Conquest. But a change took place
just about the time to which I refer, an<l. from then till now geologists
have not considered the question of absolute dates in their science as
outside the scope of their investigations.
3. I may be allowed to read a few extracts to indicate how geological
thought was expressed in respect of this subject, in various largely used
popular text-books, and in scientific writings which were new in 1868,
or not too old to be forgotten. I have several short extracts to read
and I hope you will not find them tedious.
The :first is three lines from Darwin's Origin of Species, 1859 edition,
page 287:
"In all probability a far longer period than 300 million years has
elap ed ince the latter part of the secondary period."
IIere i another still more important sentence, which I read to you
from 1.be same book:
"Ile who can read Sir Charles Lyell's grand work on the Principles
of
o1ogy, which the future historian will recognize as having produ d a revolution in natural science, yet does not admit how inc01nprehensibly vast have been the vast periods of time, may at once close
this tolitme."
I hall next read a short statement from Page's Advanced Students'
T xt-Book of Geology, publi hed in 1859:
' gain where the FORCE eems unequal to the result, the student
hould never lose sight of the element TI.ME: an element to which we can
· t no bo1mcls in the past, any more than we know of its limit in the
futur .
"J t will be seen from thi hasty indication that there are two great
·h 1 of g ological causation-the one ascribing every result to the
ordinary operations of nature, combined with the element of unlimited
time the other appealing to agent that operated during the earlier
.po ·h of the world with gr ater in ten ity, and also.for the most part
ov r wider area . The former belief is certainly more in accordance with
the spirit of right philo ophy, though it mu t be coufessed that many
pr bl m in geology eem to find their solution only through the admi si n f the latter hypoth i . '
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most probable that the sun has not illuminated the earth for 100,000,000
years and almost certain that he has not done so for 500,UOO,OOO years.
As fo~ the future, we may say with equal certainty, that the inhabitnnts
of the earth can not continue to enjoy the light and heat essential to
their life for many million years longer, uuless new sources, uow
unknown to us, are prepared in the great storehouse of creation."
I said that in the sixties and I repeat it now; but with charming
logic it is held to be inconsistent with a later statement that the sun has
not been shining 60,000,000 years; and that both that and this are
stultified by a still closer estimate which says that probably the sun
has not been shining for 30,000,000 years! And so my efforts to find
some limit or estimate for geological time have-been referred to and put
before the public, even in London daily and weekly papers, to show how
exceedingly wild are the wanderings of physicists, and how mutually
contradictory are their conclusions as to the length of time which has
actually passed since the early geological epochs to the present date.
Dr. Haughton further goes on:
"This result (100 to 500 million years) of Professor Thomson's, although
very liberal in the allowance of time, has o:ff'ended geologists, because, having
been accustorned to decil with time as an in.finite quant-ity a,t their disposcil,
th ey feel naturally embar.rassment cind alarm at any attempt of the science
of J>hysics to place a limit upon their speculations. It is quite possible
tlrn t even a hundred million of years may be greatly in excess of the
actual time during which the sun's heat has remained constant."
5. Dr. Haughton admitted so much with a candid open mind; but
be went on to express his own belief (in 1865) thus:
''Although I have spoken somewhat disrespectfully of the geological
calculus iu my lecture, yet I believe that the time during which organic
life has exi ted on the earth is practically infinite, because it can be
shown to be so great as to be inconceivable by beings of our limited
intelligence."
Where is inconceivableness in 10,000,ooo,ooo, There is nothing
inconceivable in the number of persons in this room, or in London.
We get up to millions quickly. Is there anything inconceivable in
30,000,000 as the population of England, or in 38,000,000 as the popu- ·
lation of Great Britain and Ireland, or in 352,704,863 as the population
of the Briti b Empire i Not at all. It is just as conceivable as half a
million years or 500 millions.
6. The following statement is from Professor Jukes's Students' Manual of Geology :
'' The time required for such a slow process to effect such enormous
re ults must of course be taken to be inconceivably great. The word
'inconceivably' i' not here used in a vague but in a literal sense, to
indicate that the lap e of time required for the denudation that bas
produc d the present, urfaces of some of the older rocks is vast beyond
any idea of time which the hum au mind i" capable of couceiving.
"Mr. Darwin, in his admirably reasoned book on the origin of pecies,
so full of information and sngge tion on all geological ubjects, estimates
the time required for the denudation of the rocks of the Weald of Kent,
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or the erosion of spa.:!e bctweeu the ranges of clialk hills, known as t he
North and So nth Downs, at three lmndrecl millions of years. The grounds
for forming this estimate are of course of the vaguest description. It
may be possible, perhaps, that the estimate is a hundred times too
great, and tliat the real time elapsed did uot exceed three million years,
but, on the other band, it is just as likely that the time which actually
elapsed since the first commencement of the erosion till it was nearly
as complete as it now is, was really a hundred times greater than his
e timate, or thirty thou and millions of years."
7. Tims Jukes aUowed estimates of anytlling from 3,000,000 to
30,000 million' as the time which actually passed during the denudation
of the \Veald. On the o~her hand, Professor Phillips in his Rede lecture
to the University of Cambridge (1860), decidedly prefers 1 inch per
annum to Darwin's 1 inch per century as the rate of erosion, and says
that most ob ervers would consider even the 1 inch per annum too
small for an but the mo tinvincible coasts. He thus, on purely geological grounds, reduces Darwin's estimate of the time to less than one
one-hu11dredth. And, reckoning the actual thicknesses of all the known
geolo 0 ·ical trata of tbe earth, he :fi.uds 96,000,000 years as a possible
e ·ti mate for the antiquity of the base of tlrn stratified rocks, but he
giv H rea.' on for supposing that this may be an overestimate, an d he
fin<l that from tratigraphical evidence alone we may regard the antiquity of life on the earth as possibly between 38,000,000 and 96,000,000
of years. Quite le tely a, very careful estimate of the antiquity of strata
contaiui11g r mains of life on the earth has been given by Professor
olla., of Oxford., alculated according to stratigraphical principles
which ha<l. been pointed out by Mr. Alfred Wallace. Here it is: 1
'' o far a I can at pre. . ent see, the lapse of time since the beginning
of tl.Je Ca,ml>ria,n y ·tem is probably less than 17,000,000 years, even
when omputed on au a umption of uniformity, which to me seem s
(·011 radiete<l l>y the mo t
alieut facts of geology. Whatever additional tim the calculation ma<le on phy::-ical data can afford us may
to tli a· ·otmt of pr - ambrian deposits of wliich at present we know
littl to erve for au ind pendent estimate."
. Iu one f th
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"I am as iucapable of estimating and understanding the reasons which
you physicists have for limiting geological t.hne as you are incapable of
understanding the geological reasons for our unlimited estimates." · I
answered, "You cau understand physicists' reasoning perfectly if you
give your mind to it." I ventured also to say that physicists were not
wholly incapable of appreciating geological difficulties; and so the
matter ended, and we bad a friendly agreement to temporarily differ.
9. In fact, from about the beginning of the century till that time
(18G7), geologists bad been nurtured in a philosophy originating with
the Huttonian system; much of it substantia1ly very good philosophy,
but some of it essentially unsound and misleading-witness this from
Playfair, tlrn eloquent and able expounder of Button:
"How often these vicissitudes of decay and renovation have been
repeated is not for us to determine; they const.itute a series of which, as
tbe author of this theory lias remarked, we neither see the beginning
nor the end; a circumstance that accords well with what, is known concerui11g other parts of tlle economy of the world. In the continuation
of the different species of animals and vegetables that iuhabit tbe
earth, we discern neither a beginning nor an end; in the planetary
motions, where geometry has carried the eye so far botll into the future
and the past, we discover no mark either of the commencement or the
termination of the present order."
10. Led by Hutton an<l Playfair, Lyell taught the doctrine of eter~
nity and uniformity in geology; and to explain plutonic action and
undergrouud heat, invented a thermo electric "perpetual" motion on ·
which, in the year 18(i2, in my paper on the "Secular cooli11g· of the
eartb,''1 published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgl1, I commeuted as follows:
"To suppose, as Lyell, adopting the chemical hypothesis, has done,2
that the substances, combining together, may be again separated electrolytieally by thermo-electric currents, due to the beat generated lJy
tlleir combination, and thus the chemical action and its heat coutinued
in an endless cycle, violates the principles of natural philosophy in
exactly tbe same manner, and to the same degree, as to believe that a
clock constructed with a self-winding movement may fulfill tbe expectation of its ingeniou~ inventor by going forever."
It wa · only by sheer force of reason that geologists have been compelled to think otherwise, and to see that there was a definite begimdng,
and to look forward to a definite end, of this world as au abode fitted
for life.
11. It is curious that English philosophers and writers should not
have noticed how ewton treated the astronomical problem. Playfair,
in what I have read to you, speak~ of the planetary system as being
ab olut ly eternal, and unchangeable; having had no beginning and
showing no igns of progre toward an end. He assumes also that
1 Reprinted in Thomson and Tait, Treati eon
atural Philosophy, first and t:1eco111l
editions, Appendix D (g).
.
i Principles of Geology, Chapter 'XXI, edition 1853.
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the sun is to go on shining forever, and that the earth is to go on
revolving round it forever. He quite overlooked Laplace's nebular
theory; and he overlooked Newton's counterblast to the planetary
"perpetual motion." Newton, commenting on his own First Law of
Motion, says, in his terse Latin, which I will endeavor to translate:·
"But the greater bodies of planets and comets, moving in spaces less
resisting, keep their motions longer." That is a strong counterblast
against any idea of etP,rnity in the planetary system.
12. I shall now, without further preface, explain, and I hope briefly,
so as not to wear out your patience, some of the arguments that I
brought forward between 1862 and 1860, to show strict limitations to
the possible age of the earth as an abode fitted for life.
Kant 1 pointed out in the middle of last century, what had not
previously been discovered by mathematicians or physical astronomers,
that the frictional resistance against tidal currents on the earth's
urface must cause a diminution of the earth's rotational speed. This
really great discovery in natural philosophy seems to have attracted
very little attention-indeed to have passed quite unnoticed-among
mathematician , and astronomers, and naturalists, until about 184:0, •
when the doctrine of energy began to be taken to heart. In 1866
Delaunay suggested that tidal retardation of the earth's rotation was
probably the cause of an outstanding acceleration of the moon's mean
motion reckoned according to the earth's rotation as a timekeeper
fonnd by Adam · in 1853 by correcting a calculation of Laplace which
had eemed to prove the earth's rotational speed to be uniform. 2
d pting Delaunay's sugge tion as true, Adam , in conjunction with
Profi ·or Tait and my elf, e timated the diminution of the earth's
rotational p eel to be su h tbat the earth a ' a timekeeper, rn the cour e
fa century, would get twe11ty-two econcl behind a thoroughly perfect
wat h or clock rated to agree with it at the beginniug of the century.
ording to tbi rate of retardation the earth, 7,200 million years ago,
would bav been rotating twi ·ea fa t as now; and the centrifugal force
in th e uat rial regi n would have been four time a" great a it,
r nt am uut,, bich i. 2 { 0 of gravity.
t present the radius of the
qu t ri l a-1 v 1 xcee l the polar semidiameter by 21½ kilometer',
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which is, as nearly as most careful calculations in the theory of the
earth's figure can tell us, just what the excess of equatorial radius of
the surface of the sea all round would be if the whole material of the
earth were at present liquid and in equilibrium under tbe influence of
gravity and centrifugal force with tbe present rotational speed, and
one-fourth of what it would be if the rotational speed were twice as
great. Hence~ if the rotational speed had been twice as great as its
present amount when consolidation from approximately the :figure of
fluid equilibrium took place, and if the solid earth, remaining absolutely
rigid, had been gradually slowed down in the course of millions of years
to its present speed of rotation, the water would have settled into two
circular oceans round the two poles; and the equator, dry all round,
would be 64.5 kilometers above the level of the polar sea bottoms.
Thi is on the supposition of absolute rigidity of the earth after primitive consolidation. There would, in reaJity, have been some degree of
yielding to the gravitational tendency to level the great gentle slope
up from each pole to equator. But if the earth, at the time of primitive
consolidation, had been rota.ting twice as fast as at present, or even 20
per cent faster than at present, traces of its present :figure must have
been left in a great preponderance of land, and probably no sea at all,
in the equatorial regions. Taking into account all uncertainties,
whether in respect to Adams' estimate of the rate of frictional retardation of the earth's rotatory speed, or to the conditions as to rigidity of
the earth once consolidaterl, we may safely conclude that the earth was
certainly not solid 5,000 million years ago, and was probably not solid
1,000 million years ago. 1
13. A second argument for limitation of the earth's age, which was
really my own :first argument, is founded on the consideration of underground heat. To explain a first rough and ready estimate of it I shall
read one short statement. It is from a very short paper that I communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh on the 18th of December,
1865, entitled " The Doctrine of Uniformity in Geology briefly refuted."
"The 'Doctrine of Uniformity' in geology, as held by many of the
mo t eminent of British geologists, assumes that the earth's surface
and upper crust have been nearly as they are at present, in temperature
and other physical qualities, during millions of millions of years. But
the heat which we know, by observation, to be now condiwted out of the
earth yearly is so great that if this action had beeu going on with any
approach to uniformity for 20,000 million years the amount of heat lost
ont of the earth would have been ab.out as much as would heat by
100° C. a quantity of ordinary surface rock of one hundred times the
earth's bulk. This would be more than enongh to melt a mass of sur1 " The fac-t that the continents are arranged along meridians, rather than in an
equatorial helt, affords some clogree of proof"tliat tho consolidation of the earth took
plac at a time when the diurnal rotation differed bnt little from its present val no.
It is probable that the date of C'onsolidation is considerably more receut than a.
thou nncl million~- ar. ngo." Tliomson and Tait. Trc~tise on Tatural Philosophy,
a cond edition 1 3, § 30
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face rock equal in bulk to the whole earth. No hypothesis as to chemical action, internal fluidity, effects of pressure at great depth, or possible
character of substances in the interior. of the earth, possessing the
smallest vestige of probability: can justify tlrn supposition that the
earth's upper crust bas remained nearly as it is, while from tbe whole
or from any part oftlrn earth so great a -q uantity of heat has been lost."
14. The sixteen words which I have emphasized in reading this statement to you (italics in the reprint) indicate the matter-of-fact foundation :tor the conclusion asserted. This conclusion suffices to sweep
away the whole .system of geological and biological speculation demanding an "inconceivably" great vista of past time, or eveu a few thousand
million years, for tlie history of life on the earth and approximate
uniformity of plutonic action throughout that time, which, as we have
seen, was very generally prevalent thirty years ago among British
geologists and biologists, and which, I must say, some of our chiefs of
the present day have not yet abandoned. Witness the presidents of
the geological and zoological sections of the British Association at its
meetings of 1893 (Nottingham) and of 189G (Liverpool).
Mr. Teall: Presidential Address to the Geological Section, 1893.
"rl'h good old British ship 'Uniformity,' built by Hutton and refitted
by Lyell, has won so many glorious victories in the past, and appears
till to be in such excellent fighting· trim, that I see 110 reason wlly she
sl1ould haul down her colors either to 'Catastrophe' or 'Evolution.'
111.t ad, therefore, of acceding to the request to 'hurry up,' we make
a d mand for more time."
l re ident Poulton: Presidential Address to tl1e Zoological Section,
J<'!lG. "Our argument does not deal with the time required for the
origin of life, or for tbe development of the lowest beings with which
w 3:re acquainted from the fir t formed beings, of which we know
n thrng. Both these proces es may have required an immensity of
tim ; but a we know nothing wlmtever abouf them, an<l have as yet
110 pro p ct of acquiril1g any information, we are conipel1ed to confi11e
ur, lv a. to nm ·h of the proces of evolution as we can infer from
tlJe tru ·ture of living and fossil form , -that i , as regards animals,
t th development of the . im1Jle t into the mo t complex Protozoa,
11 volution of tbe I tazoa from the Protozoa, and the branching of tlJe
f rm r into it numerou Phyla, with all their clas es, orders, families,
ut we hall find that this is quite enough to
g n r~ and ·peci .
n · . , 1ta a 1:ery large increase in tlte time estimcited by the geologist."
1 . n my own short paper, from which I have read you a sentence,
h ra at hich heat i. at the pr ent time lost from the earth by
<' n lu · i n out~ ar 1 thr u rrh the upp r cru ·t , as proved by ob erva.i n. f und rgroun temp ratm in differ 11t part of tbe world and
mea ur µi nt of th 1t rmal ·ontlu ·tiviiy of urface rock,' and
uffi · d t utt rly r fn the doc rine of uniformity a tau ht
Y II and heir fi 11 w r which wa the ole object of that
T
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I had considered the cooling of the earth due to this loss of heat, and
by tracing backward the process of cooling had formed a definite
estimate of the greatest and least number of million years which can
possibly have passed since the surface of the earth was everywhere redhot. I expressed my conclusion in the following statement: 1
"We are very ignorant as to the effects of high temperatures in
altering the conductivities and Hpecific heats and melting temperatures
ot rocks, and as to their latent heat of fusion. We must, therefore,
allow very wide limits in such au estimate as I have attempted to make;
Lut I think we may with much probability say that the cousolidation
can not have taken place less than 20 million years ago, or we should
now have more underground heat than we actually have; nor more than
400 million years ago, or we should now have less underground heat
than we actually have. That is to say, I conclude that Leibnitz's epoch
of emerge11ce of the consistentior status [the consolidation of the earth
from red-hot or white-bot molteu matter] was probably between those
date~."
1 i. Dnrin g the thirty-five years which have pas1:led since I gave this
wide-ra11ged estimate experimental investigation bas supplied much of
the knowled ge then wauting regarding the thermal properties of rocks
to form a closer estimate of the time which has passed since the cono1i<lation of the earth, and we have now good reason for judging that
it ,ms more than 20 alld less than 40 million years ago, and probably
much nearer 20 than 40.
18. Twelve years a.go, in a laboratory established by Mr. 01arence
King in connection with the United States Geological Survey, a very
important series of experimental researches on the physical properties
of rocks at high temperatures was commenced by Dr. Carl Barus for
the purpose of supplying trustworthy data for geological theory. Mr.
Clarence King, in an article published in the .American Journal of
Science,2 used data thus supplied to estimate the age of the earth more
definitely than was possible for me to do in 1862 with the very meager
information then available as to the specific beats, thermal conductivitie , and temperatures of fusion of rocks. I lia,d taken 7,000° F.
(3,871° C.) as ·a high estimate of the temperature of melting rock. ,
Even tllen I might have taken something between 1,000° C. and 2,000°
C. a· more probable, but I was most anxious not to underestimate the
age of the earth, and so I founded my primary calculation 011 the 7,000°
F. for the t emperature of melting rock. We know now from the experiments of Carl Barus :i that diabase-a typical basalt of very primitive
cliaracter-melts between 1,100° and 1,170° C. and is thoroughly liquid
at 1,2000. The correction from 3,871° to 1,200° C., or 1/ 3.22 of that
value, for the temperature of olidification would, with no other cba11ge
of assumption , reduce my estimate of 100,000,000 to 1/ (3,22) 2 of its
1 On the , C'cular 'ooling of th o Earth,
fath. an<l Phys. Pap<'rs, Vol. III, ~ 11 of
Art. X 'IV.
~on the Ag ' of iho Earth, Vol. XLV, January, 1893.
3l'hil. Mag., 1893, first half-year, pages 186, 1 7, 301-305.
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amount, or a little less than 10,000,000 years; but the effect of pressure
on the temperature of solidification must also be taken into accouut,
and Mr. Clarence King, after a careful scrutiny of all the data given
him for this purpose by Dr. Barus, concludes tllat without furtller
experimental data "we have no warrant for extending· the earth's age
beyond 24:,000,000 year ."
10. By an elaborate piece of mathematical bookkeeping I have
worked out the problem of tlle conduction of heat outward from the
earth, with specific beat increasiug up to the melting point as found
by Rii.cker and Roberts-Austen and by Barus, but with the conductivity
a urned con tant _
; aud, by ta.king into account the augmentation of
melting temperature with pre sure in a somewhat more complete manner than that adopted by Mr. Clarence King, I am not led to differ
much from his e timate of 24,000,000 years. But until we know somethino· more than we know at pre ent a to the probable diminution of
th rmal conductivity with increa ing temperature, which would shorten
the time ince con ·olidation, it woulu be quite inadvisable to publish
"ny clo er e tim~1ite.
20. ll th ·e reckoning of the history of underground heat, the
d tail of which I am ·ure you do not wish me to put b efore you at
pr cnt, are founded on th\j very ureas umption that the material of
our pr , ent olid earth all ronncl its surface was at one time a wllitehot liquid. The earth i at pre ent lo ing heat from its surface all round
from year to year and century to century. We may dismiss as utterly
unt uable < ny uppo ition, uch ag that a few thousand or a few million
y ar · f the pre e11t r 1;0-ime in this re pect was preceded by a few
thon and or a f w million year of heating from without. Ilistory,
uid d by ci nee, i bound to find, if po ' ible, an antecedent condition
pte ling ev ry known . tat of affair , whether of dead matter or of
li in
·rec ture .
nle ,' th ec rtli wa created solid and hot out
f n thin O'' the rcgim of continued lo · of heat mu t have been
pr d d by m It n matt r all round the urface .
.... 1. I ha
giv n trong r a on I for believing that immediately
t r , lidifka ion at th urfa e th interior was solid clo e up to
Ii
nrfa , x · p comparatively mall portion of lava or melted rock
m ng ll ; lid me
' f den r ; olid rock which bad ·uuk through
th li 1ni 1 and p ';ibly a om what lar rr
pace around the center
·c·npi cl h pla innm, ld , ilver, 1 ad, opper, iron, ancl other den c
nwt~1 · ill r m iui11g liquicl nnd r er high pre ure .
..,..,, I i ·h 11 , t ·p , k t 'O u of <1 pth b low the great urface of
li 1ui I la
nndin li
r h b for ·on olidation, and of mountain
hPifYl1t an o · an <1 p h.- form cl probably a few year after a fir t
f : Ii 1 ro ·1 f1 m tl1 lic1uid nrfac ( ee .A bel w), whi h
11 qui ·kl · f'. 11 w cl by <'Orn pl ,te con olidatiou all round
'u I mu fir. t, ·k y 1
x ·u e my giviug you all my
f the Earth, Yol. III, ~lath. and Phys. Paper.,\\ ❖ lD-33.
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depths, heights, and distances in terms of the kilometer, being about
six-tenths of that very inconvenient measure the English statute mile,
which, with all the other monstrosities of our British metrical system,
will, let us hope, not long survive the legislation of our present parliamentary session, destined to honor the sixty years' jubilee of Queen
Victoria's reign by legalizing the French metrical system for the United
Kingdom.
23. To prepare for considering consolidation at the surface let us go
back to a time (probably not more than twenty years earlier as we shall
presently see-24), when the solid nucleus was covered wWh liquid
lava to a depth of several kilometers; to fix our ideas let us say 40 kilometers (or 4,000,000 centimeters). At this depth in lava, if of specific
gravity 2.5, the hydrostatic pressure is 10 tons weight (10,000,000
gram) per square centimeter, or 10,000 atmospheres approximately.
According to the laboratory experiments of Clarence King and Carl
Barus 1 on diabase, and the thermodynamic theory 2 of my brother, the
late Prof. James Thomson, the melting temperature of diabase is 1,170°
0. at ordinary atmospheric pressure, and would be 1,420° under the
pressure of 10,000 atmospheres, if the rise of temperature with pressure
followed the law of simple proportion up to so high a pressure.
24. The temperature of our 40 kilometers deep lava ocean of melted
diabase may therefore be taken as but little less than 1,420° from surface to bottom. Its surface would radiate heat out into space at some
nch rate as 2 (gram-water) thermal units centigrade per square centimeter per second. 3 Thus, in a year (31,500,000 seconds) 63,000,000
thermal units would be lost per square centimeter from the surface.
This is, according to Carl Barus, very nearly equal to the latent beat of
fu ion abaudoned by a million cubic centimeters of melted diabase in
solidifying into the glassy condition (pitchstone) which is assumed
when the freezing takes place in the course of a few minutes. But, as
foulld by Sir James Hall in his Euinburgh experiments 4 of one hundred
years ago, when more than a few minutes is taken for the freezing, the
solid formed is not a glass but a heterogeneous crystalliue solid of rough
fracture; and if a few hours or days, or any longer time, is taken, the
solid formed has the well-known rough crystalline structure of basaltic
rocks found iu all parts of the world. Now, Carl Barus finds that basaltic
<liabase is 14 per cent denser than melted diabase and. 10 per ceut
Phil. Mag., 1 93, first half year, page 306.
Trans. Roy. ::foe., Edinburgh, .Jamrnry 2, 1849; Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journ al, ovembcr, 1850. Reprinted in Math. and Phys. Papers (Kelvin), Vol. I,
page 156.
!l 'fhis is a very rough estimate which I have formed from consideration of J. T.
Bottomley's accurate determination in absolute measure of thermal radiation at
temp raturcs up to 920° '. from platinum wire and from poliE1hed and blac·kenecl
surfaces of various kinds in receivers of air pumps cxhau tcd down to 011 0 ten- ,
mi1lion th oftbe atmospheri pressure, Phil. Trans. Roy. oc., 18 7 ancl 1893.
4 Trau . Hoy.
oc., Edinburgh.
1

2
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denser than tlrn glass produced by quick freezing of tlie liquid. Ile
give 110 data, nor do Rii.cker and Roberts-Austen, who bavealso experimented 011 the thermodynamic properties of melted basalt, give any
data as to the la,tent heat evolved in the consolidation of liquid lava
into rock of basaltic quality. Guessing it as three times the latent heat
of fn ·ion of the diabase pitchstone, I estimate a million cubic ce11timcters of liquid frozen per square centimeter per centimeter per three
years. Thi would diminish the depth of the liquid at the rate of a
million centimeters per three years, or 40 kilometers in twelve years.
2J. Let us now consider in what manner this diminution of depth of
the lava ocean must have proceeded by the freezing of portious of it;
all having been at temperatures very little below the assumed 1,4~0°
melting temperature of the bottom when the depth was 40 kilometers.
1'be lo s of lrnat from the white-hot surface (temperatures from 1,4:W 0 to
perhap. 1,380° in different parts), at our assumed rate of 2 (grarnwater ce11tigrade) th rmal units per square centimeter per second produ ·e very rapid cooling of tlrn liquid within a few ceutimeters of the
,·nrface (thermal capacity 0.36 per gram, according to Barus), and in
con equeuce great downward rushes of this cooled liquid a11d upward
of liot liquid, preading out horizontally in all directions when it reaclles
the urface. Wllen the inking liquid gets within perhaps 20 or 10 or 5
kilometer,· of the bottom, its temperature I becomes tlt e freezing point
a.' rai ·ed by the in ·rea eel pre sure; or, perhaps more correctly stated,
a, t mp •rature at which ome of it iugredieuts crystallize out of it.
II uce, beginning a few kilometers above the bottom, we have a suow
"how er of olidified lava or of cry, ta11iue flake , or prismR, or granules
of fi ld par, mica, hornblende, (] nartz, and other ingredients; each little
·r,y tal gaining rna. and falling omewha.t faster than the descending
liquid, round it till it reaches th bottom. Thi process goes on until,
l>y th h api11g f' grannl , and cry ·tal on the bottom, our lava ocean
b ·om ' ·ilted up to the urface.
PROB.ABLB ORIGIN OF GRA ITE.
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qufokly it would cool when wholly solidified, take a large macadamizing
stone and heat it red-bot in an ordinary coal fire. Take it out with a
pair of tongs and leave it on the hearth or on a stone slab at a distance
from the fire, and you will see that in a minute or two, or perhaps iD
less than a minute, it cools to below red heat.
27. Ilalf an hour 1 after solidification reached up to the surface in
any part of the earth the mother liquor among the granules must nave
frozen to a depth of several centimeters below the surface, and must
have cemented together the granules and crystals, and so formed a
crust of primeval granite comparatively cool at its upper surface and
red-bot to white-l1ot, but stil1 all solid a little distance down, becoming
thicker and thicker very rapidly at first, and after a few weeks certaiuly
cold enough at its outer surface to he touched by the hand.
PROBABLE ORIGIN OF B.A.S.A.L'.I.'10 ROCK.

28. We have hitherto left without much consideration the mother
liquor among the crystalline granules at all deptl1s below tlrn bottom
of our shoalin g lava ocean. It was probably this interstitial mother
ljq nor that was destined to form tbe basaltic rock of future geological
time. Whatever be the shapes and sizes of the solid granules when
first falling to the bottom, they must have lain in loose heaps with a
somewhat large proportion of space occupied by liquid among them;
but at con siderable distances down in the heap the weight of the superincumbent granules must tend to crush corners and edges into fine
powder. If tl1e snow shower had taken place in air, we may feel pretty
sure, even with the slight knowledge which we have of the hardnesses of
the crystals of feld spar, mica, and lwrnblende, awl of the solid granules
of quartz, that at a depth of 10 kilometers enough of matter frou1 the
corners and edges of the granules of different kinds would have been
crushed into powder of various degrees of fineness to leave an exceediugly small proportionate volume of air in the interstices between the
solid fraginents. But in reality the effective weight of each solid particle, buoyed as it was by hydrostatic pressure of a liquid less dense
than itself by not more than 20 or 15 or 10 per cent, can not have been
more than from about one-fifth to one-tenth of its weight in air, and
therefore tlJe same degree of crushing effect as would have been experienced at 10 kilometers with air in t.be interstices, must have been
experienced only at depths of from 50 to 100 kilometers below the bottom of the lava ocean.
29. A result of this tremendous crushing together of the solid granules must have been to pre s out the liquid from among them, as water
from a sponge, and cau e it to pa s upward through the less and less
clo ely packed beap of solid partkles and out into the lava ocean
1 \Yitne s th e rapi<l cooling of fan1 running red-bot or white-hot from a. volcano,
ancl after a fow <lays or weelrn presenting a, black, harcl c·rusli, strong enough a11cl cool
nongh to b • walked over with impnniliy.
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above the heap. But, on account of the great resistance against tlrn
liquid permeating upward 30 or 40 kilometers through interstices
among the solid granules, this process must have gone on somewhat
slowly, and during all the time of the shoaling of the lava ocean there
may have been a considerable proportion of the whole volume occupied
by the mother liquor among the solid granules, down to even as low as
50 or 100 kilometers below the top of the heap or bottom of the ocean
at each instant. Wheu consolidation reached the surface, t he oozing
upward of the mother liquor must have been still going on to some
degree. Thus probably for a few years after the first consolidation at
the surface, not probably for as long as one hundred years, the settlement of the solid structure by mere mechanical crushing of the coruers and edges of solid granules may have continued to cause the oozing
upward of mother liquor to the surface through cracks in tbe firstformed granite crust aud through fresh cracks in basaltic crust subseq u ntly formed above it.
LEIBNITZ'S co SISTENTIOR STA'rus.

:rn.

When tbi. oozing everywhere through fine cracks in the surface
we have reached Leibuitz's consistentior statu s ; beginning with
urfa ·e cool and permanently solid and tlie t emperature increasing
to 1, 150° C. at 25 or 50 or 100 meters below tbe surface.
I>R IlAilLJ~ ORIGIN OF

ON'l'INEN'.l.' S AND
EARTII.

OOEAN DEP'.l.'HS OF

'.l.'HE
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outward, without :fiudiug a11y thorough mixing up of different iugredients, coming together from different directions of space-any mixing
up so thorough as to produce, even approximately, chemical homogeneousness throughout every layer of equal density. Thus, we have no
difficulty in understanding llow even the gaseous nebula, which at one
time constituted the matter of our present earth, had in itself a heterogeneousness from which followed, by dynamical necessity, Europe,Asia,
Africa, America, .Australia, Greenland and the Antarctic Continent, and
the Pacific, .Atlantic, Indian and Arctic oceau depths, as we know
them_at present.
32. We may reasonably l>elieve that a very slight degree of chemical
heterogeneousness could cau~e great differences in the heaviness of the
snow shower of granules aud crystals on different regions of the bottom
of the lava ocean when still 50 or l 00 kilometers deep. Thus we can
quite see how it may have shoaled much more rapiflly in some places
than in others. It is also interesting to consider tliat the solid granules
falling on the l>ottom may have been largely disturbed, blown as it
were into ridges (like rippled sand in the bed of a flowing stream or
like dry sand blown into sand hills by wind) by the eastward horizontal
motion which liquid. descending in the equatorial regions must acquire,
relatively to the bottom, in virtue of the earth's rotation. It is indeed
not improbable that this influence may have been largely effective in
producing the general configuration of the great ridges of the Andes
and Rocky Mountains and of the west coasts of Europe and Africa.
It seems, however, certain that the main cleterminilig cause of the
continents and ocean depths was chemical differences, perhaps very
slight differences, of the material in different parts of the great lava
ocean before consolidation.
33. To :fix our ideas let us now suppose that over ·some great areas,
such as those which have since become .Ai3ia, Europe, Africa, .Australia,
an<l. America, the lan1, ocean had silted up to its surface, while in other
parts there st.ill were depths ranging down to 40 kilometers at the
deepest. In a very short time, say, about twelve years according to
our former estimate (24), the whole lava ocean becomes silted up to its
surface.
34. We have not time enough at present to think out all the complicated actions, hydrostatic and thermodynamic, which must accompany
and follow after the cooling of the lava ocean surrounding our ideal
primitive continent. By a hurried view, however, of the affair we see
tbat in virtue of, let us say, 15 per cent shrinkage by freezing, the level
of the liquid must, at its greatest supposed depth, sink six kilometers
relatively to the contiuents; and thus the liquid must recede from
them and their bounding coast lines must become enlarged. And just
as water runs out of a sand bank, drying when the sea recedes from it
011 a falling tide, so rivulets of the mother liquor must run out from
the edges of the continents jnto the receding lava ocean. But, unlike
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and bank of incoherent sand permeated by water remaining liquid
our uncovered banks of white-bot solid crystals, with interstices full of
the mother liquor, will, within a few hours of being uncovered, become
cru ted into hard rock by cooling at tbe surface and freezing of the
liquor at a temperature somewhat lower than the melting temperatures
of any of the crystals previously formed. The thickness of the wholly
olidified crust grows at first with extreme rapidity, so that in the
cour..,,e ·of three or four days it may come to be as much as a meter. At
the end of a year it may be as much as 10 meters, with a surface almost
or quite cool enough for some kinds of vegetation. In the course of
the first few weeks the regime of conduction of heat outward becomes
such that the thickness of the wholly solid crust, as long as it remains
uudi turbe<l, increases as the square root of the time; so that in one
hundred years it becomes ten times, in twenty-five million years five
thonsand times, as thick as it was at the end of one year. Thus, from
one year to twenty-five million years after the time of surface freezing,
the tliickue s of the wholly solid crust might grow from 10 meters to 50
kilometer . The e definite numbers are given merely as an illustration, but it i' probable they are not enormously far from the truth in
re 'llect to what ha happened under some of the least disturbed parts
f th eal'th's urface.
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and, judging alone from what we know of properties of· matter, we
should expect gigantic cracks to occur from time to time in the upper
crust, tending to shrink as it cools and prevented from lateral shrinkage by the nonshrinking uncooled solid below it. When any such
crack extends downward as far as a pocket of mother liquor underlying the wholly solidified crust, we should have an outburst of trap
rock or of volcanic lava just such as have been discovered by geologists
in great abundance in many parts of the world. We might even have
comparatively small portions of high plateaus of the primitive solid
earth raised still higher by outbursts of the mother liquor squeezed out
from below them in virtue of the pressure of large surrounding portions of the superincumbent crust. ·rn any such action, due to purely
gravitational energy, the center of gravity of all the material concerned
must sink, although portions of the matter may be raised to greater
heights; but we must leave these large questions of geological dynamics, having been only brought to think of them at all just now by our
consideration of the earth antecedent to life upon it.
38. The temperature to which the earth's ~urface cooled within a few
years after the solidification reached it must have been, as it is now,
such that the temperature at which heat radiated into space during
the night exceeds that received from the sun during the day, by the
small difference due to beat conducted outward from within. 1 One
year after the freezing of the granitic interstitial mother liquor at the
earth's surface in any locality the average temperature at the surface
might be warmer by 60° or 80° 0. than if the whole interior had the
same average temperature as the surface. To fix our ideas, let us suppose at the end of one year the surface to be 80° warmer than it
would be with no underground heat; then at the end of one hundred
years it would be 8° warmer, and at the end of ten thousand years it
1
Suppose, for example, the cooling an.cl thickening of the upper crust has proceeded
so far that at the surface, ancl therefore approximately for a few decimeters below
the surface, the rate of augmentation of temperature downwarcl is one degree per
centimeter. Taking as a, rough average 0.005 c. g. s. as the thermal conductivity of
the surface rock, we should have for the heat conducte<l. outward 0.005 of a gra.m
watar thermal unit centigrade per square centimeter per second (Kelvin Math. and
Phys. Papers, Vol. III, p. 226). Hence jf (ibicl., p. 223) we take 801nu as the radiational
emissivity of rock
atmosphere of gases and watery vapor above it radiating
heat into tho surrounding vacuous space (ether), we find 8000 x .005 or 40° C. as
the excess of the mean surface temperature above what it woulu be if no heat were
conducted from within outward. The present augmentation of temperature downward may be taken as 10 C. per 27 meters as A. rough average derived from observations in all parts of the earth where underground temperature has been observed.
(S e British Association Reports from 1868 to 1895. The very valnable work of this
committee has been carrie<l. on for these twenty-seven years with great skill, perseverance, and success by Professor Everett, and he promises a continuation of his
reports from time to time.) This with the same data for condncti vity and radiational emissivity as in the preceding alculation makes 40° /2700 or 0.0148° C. per
centim ter as the amount by which the average temperature of the earth's surface
is at present k ept up by underground heat.

an<l
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would l>e 0.8 of a degree warmer, and at the end of twenty-five mil1ion
year it would be 0.016 of a degree warmer than if there were 110 underground beat.
30. When the surface of the earth was still white-hot liquid all round,
at a temperature fallen to about 1,200° -0., there must have been hot
gases and vapor of water above it in all parts, and possibly vapors of
some of the more volatile of the present known terrestrial solids and
liquids, such as zinc, mercury, sulphur, plJOsphorus. The very rapid
cooling wbich followed instantly on the solidification at the surface
mu t have caused a rapid downpour of all the vapors other than water,
if any there were; and a little later, rain of water out of the air, as
the temperature of the surface cooled from red heat to such moderate
temperatures as 40° and 20° and 10° 0. above the average due to sun
heat and radiation into t~e ether around the earth. What that primitive atmosphere was, and how much rain of water fell on the earth in
the cour e of the first century after consolidation, we can not tell for
certain; but natural history and natural philosophy give us some foundation for endeavors to discover much toward answering the great question , hence came our pre ent atmosphere of nitrogen, oxygen, and
carbonic acid¥ Whence came our present oceans and lakes of salt aucl
fre, h water¥ How near an approximation to presellt conditions was
realized in tb fir. t hundred centuries after con ·olidation of the surface,
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41. It is, however, possible, although it might seem not probable, that
there was free oxygen in the primitive atmosphere. With or without
free oxygen, however, bitt with su,nlight, we may regard the earth as
:fitted for vegetable life as now known in some species, wherever water
moistened the newly solidified rocky crust cooled down below the temperature of 80° or 70° of our present Centigrade thermometric scale, a
year or two after solidification o·f the primitive lava had come up to the .
surface. The thick, tough velvety coating of living vegetable matter
covering the rocky slopes under hot water flowing direct out of the
earth at Banff (Oanada) 1 lives without help from any ingredients of the
atmosphere above it, and takes from the water and from carbonic acid
or carbonates, dissolved in it, the hydrogen and carbon needed for its
own growth by the dynamical power of sunlight; thus leaving free
oxygen in the water to pass ultimately into the air. Similar vegetation
is found abundantly on the terraces of the Mammoth Hot Springs and
on the beds of the hot water streams flowing from the geysers in the
Yellowstoue National Park of th~ United States. This vegetation, consii::ting of confervre, all grows under flowing water at various temperatures, some said to be as high as 74° 0. ·we can not doubt but that
some such confervre, if sown or planted in a rivulet or pool of warm
water in the early years of the :first century of the solid earth's history
and if favored with sunlight would have lived, and grown, and multiplied, and would have made a beginning of oxygen in the ai.r if there
bad been none of it before their contributions. Before tLe end of the
century if sun beat, and sunlight, and rainfall were suitable the whole
earth not under water must have been :fitted for all kinds of land plants
which do not require much or any oxygen in the air, aud which can :find
or make place aml soil for their roots on the rocks on which they grow,
and the lakes or oceans formed by that time must have been quite :fitted
for the life of many or all of the species of water plants living on the
earth at the present time. The moderate warming, both of land and
water, by underground heat, toward the end of the century, would
probably be favorable rather than adverse to vegetation, and there can
be no doubt but that if abundance of seeds of all species of the present
day had been scattered over the earth at that time an important proportion of them would have lived and multiplied by natural selection
of the places where they could best thr.ive.
42. Bnt if there was no free oxygen in the primitive ·atmosphere or
primitive water several thousands, possibly hundreds of thousands, of
years must pass before oxygen enough for supporting animal life, as
we now know it, was prouuced. Even if the average activity of vegetable growth on land and in water over the wl10le earth was, in those
early times, as great in respect to evolution of oxygen as that of a
He sian fore t, a estimated by Liebig 2 :fifty years ago, or of a culti1

1

Ro cky Mountains Park of Canada, on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Liebig : " bemistry in its applicatjon to Agriculture and Physiology," English,
se ~on(l edition, edited b y Playfair, 1842.
2
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vated English hayfield of the present day, a very improbable supposition, and if there were no decay (ererriacausis, or gradual recombination with oxygen) of the plants or of portions such as leaves falling
from plants, the rate of evolution of oxygen, reckoned as three times
the weight of the wood or the dry bay produced, would be only about 6
tons per English acre per annum, or 1~ tons per square meter per thousand years. At, this rate it would take only one thousand five hundred
and thirty-three years, and therefore in reality a much longer time would
almost certainly be required, to produce the 2.3 tons of oxygen which ·
we have at present resting on every square meter of the earth's surface, land and sea. 1 But probably quite a moderate number of hundred .
thousand years may have sufficed. It is iuteresting, at all events, to
remark that at any time the total amount of combustible material on
the earth, in the form of living plants or their remains left dead, must
have been just so much that to burn it all would take either the whole
oxygen of the atmospliere or the excess of oxygen in the atmosphere
at the time, above that, if any, which there was in the beginning.
This we can safely say, because we almost certainly neglect nothing
considerable in compari ·on with what we assert when we say that the
free oxygen of the earth's atmosphere is augmented only by vegeta,tion liberating it from carbonic acid and water, in virtue of the power
of sunlight, and is diminished only by virtual bnrning 2 of the vegetable matter thus produced. But it seems improbable that the averag-e
of the whole earth-dry laud and sea bottom-contains at present coal,
or wood, or oil, or fuel of any kind originatiug in vegetation, to so
·reat an amount as 0.767 of a ton per square meter of surface, which
i the amount at the rate of 1 ton of fuel to 3 tons of oxygen that
would be required to produce the 2.3 tons of oxygen per square meter
of urfa e which our pre ent atmosphere contains. Hence jt seems
pr bable that the ear th' primitive atmosphere must have contained
fre oxygen.
' . Whatever may have been the true history of our atmosphere, it
em certaiu that if unligbt wa ready, the earth was ready, both for
v o-et ble and animal life if not within a century, at all events within a
f w hun<lr d enturi · fter the rocky con olidation of its surface. But
b un r ady The well-founded dyuami al theory of the sun's
h a aref1lly worked ut and di cu ed by Helmholtz, Newcomb, and
.· lf3 y
if h co olidation of the earth took place as long ago
fift milli n y ar · the olid ear h must in that case have waited
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twenty or thirty milliou years for the sun to be auything nearly as
warm as he is at present. If tlle consolidation of the earth was :finished twenty or twenty-five million years ago the sun was probably
ready-though probably not then quite so warm as at present, yet
warm enough to support some kind of vegetable and animal life on the
earth.
44. My ta::;k has been rigorously confined to what, humauly speaking, we may call the fortuitous concourse of atoms in the preparation
of the earth as an abode fitted for life, except in so far as I have
referred to vegetation, as possibly having been concerned in the preparation of an atmosphere suitabl~ for animal life as we now have it.
Mathematics and dynamics fail us when we contemplate the earth,
fitted for life but lifeless, and try to imagine the commencement of lite
upon it. This certainly did not take place by any action of chemistry,
or electricity, or crystalline grouping of molecules under the influence
of force, or by any possible kind of fortuitous concourse of atoms. We
must pause, face to face with the mystery and miracle of the creation
of living creatures.

(

.RISING OF THE LAND AROUND HUDSON BAY. 1

By

ROBERT BELL,

Of the Geological Siir1:ey of Canada.

In the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec it has been found from
actual levelings by Gilbert., Spencer, and Upham that the old shore
lines are not perfectly horizontal, but th~t they slope upward in a
northeasterly direction at rates varyiug in different regions from a few
inches to a foot and even 2 feet per mile. If this upward slope were
continued in the same direction to the northeastern extremity of Labrador, 1,300 miles from Lake Huron, the increase in the elevation might
there amount to 1,000 or i,ooo feet. It is scarcely probable tliat the
differential elevation is constant and regular for such a great distance.
Still, it is a fact that well-preserved shore lines are to be seen at great
heights in the northern parts of Labrador. In my Geological Survey
Report for 1884 I have mentioned ancient beaches at Nachvak, 140
miles south of Hudson Strait, which have an estimated altitude of
1,500 feet above the sea.
The two sides of Hudson Bay present very different physical characters. The eastern is formed mostly of crystalline rocks, and, as a
rule, is more or less elevated, with a broken surface sloping somewhat rapidly westward or toward the bay; while the western side
is mostly very low and much of it is underlaid by nearly horizontal
Silurian and Devonian strata. These low shores are accompanied by
shallow water extending far to seaward. The head of James Bay,
which forms the southern prolongation of Hudson Bay, is extremely
shallow, but the various rivers which flow into it have cut channels
through the soft shallows, and by means of these the land may be
approached with seagoing vessels. The whole of Hudson Bay may
be said to be shallow in proportion to its great area, as the soundings
show that it does not average more than 70 fathoms in depth.
The shores of the bay everywhere afford abundant evidence that
there has been a comparatively rapid rise in the land and that the elevation is still goiug on. I have mentioned numerous proofs of this in
my variou oflicial reports on the geology of these regions from 1875
1
R ad before the Geological Society of America, Philadelphia, December 27, 1895 .
.Abstract as printed in American Journal of Science, fourth series, Vol. I, March, 1896.
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to 1886, and I shall now recall a few of those and give fresh ones in
addition, some of which came to my knowledge on a journey to the bay
during the past summer. It is well known to those who lrnve paid
any attention to the subject that since the establishment of the posts of
the Hudson Bay Company in the mouths of the rivers around the bay,
two hundred years ago, there has been an ever-increasing difficulty in
reaching these establishments from the sea.
On the eastern side the inost striking evidence of the rising of the
land is afforded by the numerous well-preserved and conspicuous terrace cut in the till and other deposits. Near the sea these may be
seen at various heights, up to about 300 feet, but above this elevation
the scarcity of soft material out of which terraces might be excavated
renders this kind of evidence less apparent than it might otherwise be
at higher level .
On thi side of the bay one of the best evidences that the elevation
of the ]and i still going on is furnished by the loug lines of driftwood
which oue sees in many places far above the reach of the highest tides.
The old beaches, on which this wood is plaiuly seen, occur at various
level up to about 30 feet above high tide, but the remains of rotten
wood may be detected in some localities up to nearly 50 feet, above
which it has disappeared from the ancient shores by long exposure to
the weather. Thi driftwood consists principally of spruce, but a little
white cedar and other kinds, which have been brought down by the
river , are also mixed with it. The bark having been worn off by the
action of the wave while the trunks were still fresh has tended to their
pre rvation. Owing principally to the salt water and the cold climate,
woocl endures for an incredibly long time in exposed situations in this
r giou wherev r it ha an opportunity of drying quickly after rain. •
me of the wood which may till be seen upon the higher levels may
b upward of ix hundred year old.
t ha been sugge t d that all this driftwood along hundreds of miles
f a t may have been thrown up by some extraordinarily high tide.
u there are many rea on why this i quite unlikely. It seems
impo ible that any modern tide could rise to such a great height and
po. it o much wood at differ nt levels all at once and in such even
lin , following all the inuo itie · of more than one of the rai ed
b ·h . r b
uppo itiou. extraordinary tide would neces arily be
f ri f duration and would be accompanied by a tremendous gale
blo in 1p 11 h ,oa . Thi w uld have the effect of throwiug the
, o in confn d h a , nd nly into ituation fa orable for catching
u h a.
gl of th h r .
ut fa tead of thi we find it at differn 1 I laid 1 ngitudina11y all alon , a if accumulated by low
wi h moder t win s from ev ry uarter. The fact that the
fr he alo the lower line and ecome progre , ively more
nd, and that :finally only trace remain on the
ha it mu t ha, e b n randed from time to time
('f
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as the land was rising above the sea, and we are forced to adopt this
obvious view of the case.
In support of the paroxysmal tide theory, it is related that once during a northern gale the tide was forced as high as the front gate in the
palisaded inclosure at Rupert House, near the head of James Bay, and
it is adde<l that this would be equivalent to a height of about 30 feet.
When at Rupert House last summer, I could hear no authentic account
of such an extraordinary rise in the water, and, besides, the gate referred
to <lid not appear to be more than 15 feet above the sea level. But
even if such a great rise in the water had once occurred at this place,
it would prove nothing in regard to the raised beaches on the long
straight shore out on the open sea. Hudson Bay is about 1,000 miles
long and its outline is funnel-shaped, with James Bay representing the
contracted extremity. Rupert House is situated near the end of this
narrow continuation, so that just here we should expect very high
water with a spring tide and northern gales driving the sea in from the
broad expanse outside and Leaping it up at the extremity of the constantly narrowing termination.
The gravel terraces seen at various elevations around the coves and
upon the thousands of small islands along the east coast of James Bay
are remarkably sharp and well preserved and almost as fresh-looking
as if they bad been formed but yesterday. They are generally bare of
trees or bushes and the yet smooth surface pebbles are only partially
covered by lichens. Similar terraces may be seen farther north on this
coast and in Hudson Strait, wherever material exists out of which they
may be formed. On Marble Island the raised beaches are very plainly
visible on acconut of the whiteness of their smooth quartzite shingle.
On the west side of Hudson Bay the land is generally too low to
admit of the relatively higher sea levels of former times having been
recorded in the shape of terraces near the present shore line, but if we
go back into the woods we sha,ll find unmistakable evidence of the
existence of such higher levels at comparatively recent periods. Theseconsist of long, low ridges of drifted materials, such as we see in a
fresher state at the present high-tide mark . . They are made up of
driftwood anu other vegetable d6bris in a completely decayed condition, •covered by moss and having trees and shrubs growing upon them.
In some places we may still trace the forms of the larger trunks which
had been cast ashore by the waves at high tide. Between these ridges
and the present shore there is a thick growth of the coniferous forest
and the ground is carpeted with moss, over which the tide has never
passed. ~xamples of these low ridges may be seen near the head of
tide water at the mouth of Nelson River, at Attawapishkat River, and
in places between the latter and Albany River.
To the we t and southwest of James Bay the till, covering the nearly
flat Silurian and Devonian rocks, js genera11y over pread by stratified
clays.
arine shells are found iu these up to an elevaition of 400 to
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500 feet, but on the eastern side of the bay no fossils have yet iJeen
detected at such high levels, owing perhaps to the scarcity there of
marine deposits and to the fact that but little search has yet been made
for them. In the sandy deposits among the hills about 20 miles south
of Cape Wolstenholme I saw abundance of Saxicava rugosa and Tellina
grcenlanclica, with smaller numbers of a few other species, at heights
varyiug from the sea level up to about 200 feet; and last summer I
fouud brackish water varieties of a number of the commoner species of
our northern marine shells up to 70 feet above the sea in the clay banks
along the lower portion of the Noddawai River.
A.round the head of James Bay and up its western side the encroachment of the outer lines of the forest upon the wide alluvial fJats which
extend all along these shores and are constantly broadening toward
tbe sea is good evidence that a rising of tbe land is now going on. The
existing condition iu this part of the bay is well described by Mr. A.. P.
Low in peaking of A.goomski Island. On page 24:, J. Geol. Survey
Report for 1887, he say :
"The i land closely resembles the adjoining mainland in physical
character, being very low and swampy. The shore line above highwater mark is made up of muddy fiats covered in part with grasses and
edge , followed farther inland by thick growths of small willows, these
in turu giving place to mall black spruce aud tamarack as slightly
high r ground i reached. The line of these trees is often over 2 mil('s
inland from high-water mark, itself a long distance from the sea at low
water."
o living mollusks are to be found in James Bay, except perhaps in
th north rn part, owing probably to the muddy and brackish nature
of the water, but abun :lance of the dead shells of a considerable number of kind are washed out of the clays forming the present shores.
me of the e belong to moderately deep-water species and are well
pre erved, retaining the epidermi . This, of course, shows a receut
levation of the ea bottom.
ichmond Gulf, on tlte eastern side, is separated from the main bay
ya high bar of stra ified rocks, which strike with its len gth and dip
e ward or toward the op n sea. This bar is cut through by several
g p all re.·ernblin ne another, except in their heights above the sea,
aud all b aring e, idence of their having been well-worn channels of
· mmuni a ion at more or le remote time according to the greater
r 1 , el vati n of their bed above the ea. Only one narrow passage
now r main open or low enough to admit the water, but two others
r a
t nly lightly rai ed above the tides.
om f th boriginal geographical name around the head of Jame
nificant f con id rab1e changes in the topography since
b am inh bited by the native who still occupy them.
nin.·ul,
etw en Hannah and Rupert bays is caJled
a um, wbi h mean wo 1 l i land with a cove or bo1 in
.ipg he r for a wood di land and watum for a cove or
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hole. The heads of the channels, which now run in behind the present
peninsula from the opposite sides, are separated by a strip of low
ground, some 10 miles long, covered by bushes. Midway across this
strip tbe elevation js estimated to be abou~ 15 feet above high tide.
The most prominent point on the coast between Moose Factory and
:Fort Albany is now called "Cockispenny" by the whites, but the Cree
name is Ka-ka-ki-sippin-a-wayo Minis, or Island where the Orow-duck
(Cormorant) lays eggs. Since this island became connected with the
mainland, bushes have taken the place of the grasses and sedges whwh
first grew upon the low ground between them, and the former are constantly acquiring a, stronger growth. Many years ago the winter trail
of the coast passed over the neck of this peninsula, but now it has
become necessary to go outside of it, because the bushes have grown so
large that they catch the snow which, in such situations, remains too
soft for dog teams and snow shoers.
The salt marshes along the west coast of James Bay and also in the
vicinity of York Factory, which used to attract vast numbers of wild
geese and ducks, have been gradually drying· up, much to the inconvenience of the Hudson Bay Company's people, who depended largely
upon them for food.
The character of the lower portions of such rivers as the Moose,
Albany, and Attawapishkat shows a recession of the sea. This is
particularly observable in the lower 30 miles of the Moose, where very
long and uarrow or ribbon-like islands run parallel to one another for
many miles. The process of their formation appears to have been a
constant drawing out of their lower extremities as the sea receded
from them, just as the lowest islands of the present da·y are growing.
On the east main coast, where the land is comparatively high, the
grade of the rivers is rapid as they approach the bay, and in some of
them, as the N astapoka and the Langlands, there are perpendicular
falls of about 100 feet almost directly into tbe sea. This condition
indicates recent elevation.
One of the best evidences of the modern rising of the land is to be
found in the beach dwellings of the Eskimo, which may be seen at all
elevations up to about 70 feet. In summer these people generally camp
on the shore, and their favorite locations are at the mouths of small
streams into which the sea trout run at high tide. Here they construct
weirs of stones, which impound the fish when the tide retires. On Outer
Digges Isla11d, I have fouud these fish traps and the rings of stones
and other structures marking their old camping places up to a height
estimated at 70 feet.
Among the historical evidences bearing upon this question since the
advent of the white man may be mentioned the fact that iu 1610 Henry
Rud on, the navigator, wintered in a bay full of islands on the east
coa t south of latitude 53° . None of the bays in this region would now
be po sible for this purpose, howing that a considerable change in the
level of the sea has taken place in 16ss than three hundred years.
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ln 1674 Charles Bayley, then local governor for the Hudson Bay
Company, sailed through in a sloop between Agoomski Island and the
main west shore of James Bay. It would now be impossible to pass
here in a seagoing vessel of any kind. In 1886 I found it difficult to
get through in bark canoes, drawing only a few inches of water. The
shoaling is not due to a silting up, since the almost rlry bottom consists
of a level surface of till with bowlders scattered thickly over H.
From 1675 to 1685 the Hudson Bay Company's establishment in the
mouth of Moose River was upon Hayes Island, which, it is to be preum d, was selected for convenience of landing goods from their vessels
and shipping out their returns. This island is now unapproachable
except by canoes and small boats. For more than two hundred years
the factory 1 bas stood upon Moose Island, the next below Hayes Island.
The amrnal ship from England anchors in the channel cut through the
ands off the mouth of Moose River. On account of the risk of rough
water it i necessary to discharge the cargo by schooners. Witbiu the
memory of living men these schooners could ascend to a wharf built
oppo ite the large storehouse of the factory. But for many years the
ame chooners have been unable to ascend all the way, and tlle cargo
require to be tran. ferred into scowR, whjch complete the trip to the
wharf; and the distance to which the schooners can ascend is consta.ntly
dimini bing. In the beginning of the prese-nt century Princess Island,
a narrow, bn by trip immediately in front of the factory, was separated
by a banuel with a good depth of water at the lowest tides. Last
autumn I saw it quite dry on everal occa ions during ebb tide. It .is
w 11 known to veryone who has lived at this post in the present generati u that every now and then a new "lump" will appear in the bed of
tlJ riv r and become perma11ent, growing higher and higher, eventua11 e caping ubmergence at most tide and at length becoming
cover d with gra and then with bu bes. Some i lands which were
co r d only with bu hes forty or fifty year ago now support a growtl.J
f young tree . The mall on on the west si<.le of Middleboro, below
Moo· I land, i an example of this, and the appearance of the trees
u n i i within the memory of fr. Broughton, the gentleman now in
bar of foo e <actory. Middleton Island, between the mouths of
I up rt and oddawai river lie close to the east hore of Rupert Bay.
pt , ii w y ar ago aoo and boat could pa sat high tide through
h l nrr narrow gra y ·baunel behind this i land, but la t autumn I
fi und it impo . ibl t clo o with my canoe aud we were obliged, at
gr tin nYeni n · to g round out ide.
wo hundr y ar a o the hip of the Rud on Bay Company appear
ha n diffi ulty in entering the mouths of various rivers on
a tm, in o t, which an not now be u ed a harbors. In old
b rin ip 1 po t of th ompany on that coa twas in the mouth
m in Ii r whi h h d n doubt be n chosen be au e it afforded
1

Factory, a resitlenc of a factor or agent.
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a good harbor. It is only a few years since the mouth of Little Whale
River, several hundred miles farther north, bad to be abandoned as a
harbor on account of the increasing sha11owness of the water.
At York Factory there is a "ship bole" in the channel of Hayes
River, direptly in front of the storehouse. The seagoing vessels of light
draft employed in the Hudson Bay Company's trade have been accustomed to anchor in this bole, and formerly they remained afloat at all
stages ot the tide, but of late years vessels drawing even less than
those of former times have begun to '' take the ground" at low water.
Iu objection to the belief that the land is rising it may be said this -may
be due to a silting up of the. hole, but on examining the material
brought up on the flukes of the anchors I found it to consist of light·
colored stiff bowlder clay or till.
In 1782, after the French Admiral Lepeyrouse had destroyed Fort
Prince of Wales at the mouth of Churchill River, he landed witll cannon on the southeast side of Nelson River, and, hauling them across the
point between it and Hayes River, captured York Factory. Two ships
belonging to the Hudson Bay Company which were then lying in Hayes
River, laden with valuable cargoes, escaped under cover of the darkness of the following night and got safely to England. At the present
time it is only possible for a seagoing vessel to get out from this river
at the top of high water with favorable wind and careful piloting in
daylight. To say nothing of the difficulty caused by the darkness, it
is unlikely that all the other conditions now necessary to enable a vessel to leave the river conspired to aid the escape of these ships. It is
much more reasonable to believe that the water was deeper then than
it is now. The landing of Lepeyrouse with his guns on the shore of
Nelson River abreast of York Factory was a feat the like of which
could not be accomplished at the present day, owing to the extreme
shallowness of the water.
The present Fort Churchill, or " New Fort," as it is still called, was
built in 1782 on the west side of the river, about 4½ miles above Fort
Prince of Wales, as soon as the French had retired af'ter destroying the
latter establishment. The residents now suffer much inconvenience on
account of the continued shoaling of the water, and they Lave been
obliged to lengtheu out their "launch" or long landing trestle from
time to time in order to be able to reach the outer end of it with their
coast boats.
Off the western side of the lagoon, within the mou~h of Churchill
River, is Sloops Cove, a small elliptical pond connecting with the lagoon
l>y a very narrow entrance, through which the water barely passes at
high tide. On the arko e rocks beside this little cove many inscription have been cut and some ring bolts have been fastened for mooring ves els, all of which indicate that the cove was used for wintering ·
hips in olcl time, . Indeed, it is known that the Furnace and the Discovery, two small hips commanded by Captain Middleton, passed the
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winter of 1741-42 in this cove. I have examined the place on various
occasions and have copied most of the sketches and inscriptions on the
rocks, and it always appeared to me that the conditions which we
observe indicate a rise in tbe land since the last ship wintered there.
At the present time the tide does not rise high enough to allow of the
passage into it of crafts larger than _ordinary rowboats. No seagoing
vessel could now enter it, which would indicate an elevation nearly
equal to the draft of tl.te ships formerly frequenting it. Ip would be a
boon to the agents of the Hudson Bay Company at Churchill if they
could now winter tlleir small schooner in this cove instead of being
obliged to send her every autumn to winter at York Factory. The
captain who commands her happens to be the person now in charge of
the company's post at Churchill, and both he and his crew are obliged
to walk back 150 miles through the mud from York Factory after leav- .
ing their vessel there in the autumn, and to walk the same distance
again to bring her back in the spring. Mr. J.B. Tyrrell visited Sloops
Cove in the autumn of 1893, and in a paper published in the Geological
Magazine for August, 1894, says he thinks tbe land is here in a state of
equilibrium. Two inscription which he saw on the rocks, namely,
"May 25 and May 27, 1753," were about 7 feet above the present high
tide, and he think these were cut by men standing on the ice. This,
li wever, doe not prove much, for the men were quite as likely to have
at a tood while engraving these inscriptions. As the tide still enters
the cove and keep it full of water the average relative level of its ice
t he rock urrounding it may not have differed much from. what it is
n w. When I vi itecl Fort Prince of Wales in 1879 oak planks brought
from ' n°fancl while the fort was till occupied, as well as timbers of
native wood, all charred by Lepeyrouse's fire, were found stranded farr
on t of reach of the present tides and still in perfect preservation. On
b o ca ion referred to I met at the " ... ew Fort" children of some of
th peopl who were liviug at the" Old Fort" when it was captured
b the 1 ren ·h, and from them some information could be obtained as
to b conditi n" at that time. We have, be ides, the description and
i11u rati n in th book by amuel IIearne, who wa then in charge of
th I lace.
ny light which the e accounts may throw on the state of
t r th n , compared with the pre ent time points in the direction
om 1 va i n h, vin · taken place.
b phot grnph
hich I took around Fort Prince of Wale
in l 7 i ne whi h h w · trip · of dry land gra e, alternating -with
lit 1 par 11 1 ri
f ravel thrown up by tbe wa'\ e aud uow aboYe
th
i b
ti
mark, ut b low the level of tlte pot which wa
int 1 ut t me a h l nding pla e of Lepeyrou e. The ground on
hi h
£ rt tand wa n i land during high tide at the time the
1
nd bri lg wa thr wn a r
he narrowe t part
f b
in ·h nu 1 conn ·t the island with the mainland.
ntirely dry.
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If anything furtller were wanting to show that an elevation of the
land is now going on in this region we have some direct personal evidence in the lifetime of the witness himself in support of the facts
already cited. About twenty years . ago a very aged Indian, who was
said to have "seen more than a hundred winters," and who was quietly
passing the last years of his extraordinarily long life at Norway House,
told me in presence of the factor, l\fr. Roderick Ross, and the other
gentlemen of that establishment that he bad, when a boy, witnessed
the landing of Lepeyrouse aud the destruction ofJfort Prince of Wales.
He gave graphic details of every circumstance, which agreed perfectly
with Lepeyrouse's own account, and he answered all my questions on
other points entirely satisfactorily and without a moment's hesitation.
· Among other things, he mentioned that the spot where the Frenchmen's boats landed was quite close to that portion of tlie western wall
which they undermined and blew up with gunpowder .. He said that
when all was ready they laid· a "rope" (train) of gunpowder across the
beach and, setting fire to the end of it, ran off to a safe distance to
witness the effect. It is now a considerable distance from this spot to
the nearest point of water at high tide.
The proofs of the rising of the land around Hudson Bay in postglacial times would be admitted by any geologist, and the question of
the continuance of the movement at the present time is, I tliink,
answered in the affirmative by tlle actual general shoaling of the
water which is going on, and the encroachment of tbe land on all sides,
some proofs of which have been given in the foregoing pages. All the
facts which have been mentioned (and many more might be added)
point in the same direction, while there appears to be no evidence of
a contrary character. The officers of the Hudson Bay Uompany are an
intelligent set of men, and their universal opinion, based upon lifetimes of observation, is that the land an around the bay is rising. The
following is part of a letter recently received from Mr. Joseph Fortescue, lately a cllief factor in the Hudson Bay Company, in answer to ·
my request for his opinion on this subject:

"Regarding tlle rising of the shores of Hudson Bay I have no doubt
whatever. When I was at York Factory I heard several Indians say
tbat the sea or tide bad retired 2 miles from places tlrny remembered
when they were young, and my own observations during twenty years
there would lead me to entertain the same opinion. When I revisited
Moo ·e Factory, after nearly forty years' absence, I found a great change
in the appearance of the coast ~nd river. Channels whicb were navigable at all times of the tide formerly could now only be used at high
water."
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By J.
DlLLER,
United States Geological Survey.

9f lakes in the United States there are many and in great variety,
but of crater Ja;kes there is but one of great importance. Crater lakes
are lakes which occupy the craters of volcanoes or pits (calderas) of
volcanic origin. They are Ill.Ost abundant in Italy and Ce-ntral America, regio11s in which volcanoes are still active; and they occur also in
France, Germany, India, Hawaii, and other parts of the world where
volcanism has played au important role in its geologic history.
The one in the United States belongs to the great volcanic field of
the northwest, but it occurs in so sech1ded a spot among high mountains that it is almost unknown to tourists and men of science who are
especially interested in such natural wonders. Crater Lake of southern Oregon lies in the very heart of the Cascade Range, and, while it is
especially attractive to the geologist on account of its ·remarkable geologic history, it is equally inviting to the tourist and others in search
of health and pleasure by communion with the beautiful and sublime
in nature.
According to W. G. Steel 2 the lake was first seen by white men in
1853. It had lorig previously been known to the Indians, whose
legends have contributed a name, Liao Rock, to one of the prominences
of its rim. They regarded the lake with awe as an abode of the Great
Spirit. Prospectors were the earliest explorers of the lake. 3 The first
travelers of note who visited the lake were Lord Maxwell and Mr.
Bentley, who, in 187~, with Capt. 0. C. Applegate, of Modoc war fame,
and three others, made a boat trip along its borders and named several
of the prominence on the rim after members of the party. 4 Mrs. F. F.
1 Published by permi sion of the Director of the United States Geological Survey.
Reprinted from the ational Geographic Magazine, February, 1897, Vol. VIII, pages
33-4 .
2 The Mountains of Oregon, by W. G. Steel, 1890, page 13.
3 TIJe Discovery and Early History of'Crater Lake, by M. W. Gorman, Mazama,
ol. I, ro. 2, Crater Lake umber, 1897, pages 159. This number contains much valuable information coucerning Crater Lake in adclition to that referred to.
1
The names Wat ·hman, Glacier, Llao, and Vidae, which appear on the ma,p of
the lake, have recently been adopted by the Uuited States Board on Geographic
ames.
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Victor saw the lake in 1873, and briefly describes it in '' Atlantis
Arisen." 1 The ame year Mr. S. A. Clarke gave an interesting
account of the lake in the December number of the Overland Monthly.
The first Geologieal Survery party visited the lake in 1883, when
Everett Hayden and the writer, after spending several days in examining the rim, tumbled logs over the cliffs to the water's edge, lashed
them together with ropes to make a raft, and paddled over to the
island. In 1886, under the direction of Capt. (now Maj.) 0. E. Dutton,
many soundings of the lake were made by W. G. Steel, and a topographic map of the vicinity was prepared by Mark B. Kerr and Eugene
Ricksecker. Dutton was the - first to discover the more novel and
salient features in the geological history of the lake, of which he has
given, for his entertaining pen, an all too brief account. 2
Under the inspiration of the '' Mazamas," a society of mountain
climbers at Portland, Oregon,3 a more extended study of the lake has
ju t been made by Government parties from the Department of Agriculture, the Fi h Commission, and the Geological Survey.
Crater Lake is deeply set in the summit of the Cascade Range, about
65 miles north of the California line. As yet it may be reached ouly
by private conveyance over about 80 miles of mountain roads from
A h1and, Medford, or Gold Hill, on the Southern Pacific Railroad, in
the R gue River Valley of southern Oregon (see fig. 1). This valley
mark the line between the Klamath Mountains of the Coast Range on
the west and the Ca cade Range on the east. The journey from the
railroad to rater Lake afford' a good opportunity to observe some of
tll mo t important i atures of this great pile of lavas. The Ca cade
ang in outhern Or gon i a broad irregular platform, terminating
· ratlt r abruptly in pla e upon it uorder , especially to the westward,
wh r the underlying retace u and Tertiary sediment come to the
urfac . It i urmounted by volcanic ones and coulees, which are
n •rally m otb, but ometime rough and rugged. The cone vary
gr a ly in ize and are di tributed without regularity. Each bas been
an a tive vol ano. The fragment blown out by violent eruption have
f ll n a out th vol ani
rifice from which tlley i ued and built up
n , . ~rom their b e have prea.11 . tream of lava (coulee ),
r 1, 111
n ral 1 v l of the nntry b ,tw en the one . From ome
nt by m, uy rur tion,, b th explo ive and effu ive, large cone like
i t h, t , and IJ o h, v be n built up.
re we to examine their
rn l rue ur
p
in th w, 11 of the any on arv d in th ir
Id find h
mpo cl of ov rlappin layer of Java and
which i w ll illu trated in he rim
0

•
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Smithsonian Report, 1897 . -Diller.
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FIG. 1. - MAP SHOWING ROUTES TO CRATER LAKE FROM ASHLAND AND MEDFORD ON THE
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA LINE OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.
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The journey from .Ashland by the Dead Indian road crosses the rauge
where the average altitude is less than 5,000 feet. The road passes
within a few miles of Mount Pitt and skirts Pelican Bay of Klamath
Lake, famous for its :fishing. .After following northward for some 20
miles along the eastern foot of the range, it ascends the eastern slope,
aloug the castled canyon of Anna Creek to the rim of Crater Lake.
From Medford or Go]d Hil1, the trip is a tritle shorter by the Rogue
River road. It affords some fine views of the canyons and rapids of
that turbulent stream a)ld of the high falls, where it receives its aff:luents. Striking features along both roads, within 20 miles of the lake,
are the plains developed upon a great mass of detritus filling the valleys. Across these plains Anna Creek and Rogue River have carved
deep, narrow canyons with finely sculptured walls, which the roads follow for some distance.
Approaching the lake from any side, the observer sees, as in the dista11t part of figure 2, a broad cluster of gentle peaks rising about a
thousand feet above the general crest of the range on which ~hey stand,
but not until after he has left the main road, 3 miles from the lake, does
he begin to feel the steepness of the ascent. The way winds over a
large moraine littered with lava bowlders and well studded with firs.
Arriving at the crest, the lake in all its majestic beauty, as it appears
in figure 3, comes suddenly upon the scene, and is profoundly impressive. Descending the wooded slope a short distance within the rim to
Victor Rock, an excellent general view of the lakA is obtained. Upon
the left is the western border of the lake (fig. 4), !1nd upon the right
its southern border (fig. 5). The eye beholds 20 miles of unbroken
cliffs ranging from over 500 to nearly 2,000 feet in height, encircling a
deep blue sheet of placid water, in which the mirrored walls vie with
t,h e originals in brilliancy a,n d greatly enhance the depth of the prospect.
The first point to fix our fascinated gaze is Wizard Island, lying
nearly 2 miles away, near the western margin of the lake. Its irregular western edge and the steep but symmetrical truncated cone in the
ea tern portion are very sugge~tive of volcanic origin. We can not,
howevel', indulge our first impul e to go at once to the island, for the
various features of the rim are of greater importance in unraveling the
earlier :ta,ge of its geological history.
The outer and inner slopes of the rim are in strong contrast; while
the one i. gentle, ranging in general from 10° to 15° , the other is abrupt
and full of cliffs. Thi difference is well expressed by the contour
map in figure 6. The verLical interval of the contours is 200 feet.
pon tlie inner slope the contour are crowded close together to show
a lop o teep that one needs to travel but a little way to descend 200
i t, while upon the outer lope the contour are so far apart that to
d cend 200 feet one need to travel a con iderable portion of a mile.
The outer slope at all point' is away from the lake, and as the rim ri es
at lea t 1,000 feet above the ge11eral summit of the range, it is evidently
the ba al portion of a great hollow cone in ·which the lake is contained.
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Iu addition to the strong contrast between the outer and inner slopes
of the rim the map shows the occurrence of a number of small cones
upon the outer slope of the great cone. These adnate cones are of
peculiar significance when we come to consider the volcanic rocks of
which the region is composed. The rim is ribbed by ridges and spurs
radiating from the lake, and the head of each spur is marked by a
prominence on the crest of the rim. The variation in the altitude of
the rim cre~t is 1,460 feet (from 6,759 to 8,228) with seven points rising
above 8,000 feet. The crest generally is passable, so that a pedestrian
may follow it continuously around the lake, with the exception of short
intervals about the notches in the southern side. At many points the
best going is on the inner side of the crest, where the open slope, genera1ly well marked with deer trails over beds of pumice, affords an unobstructed view of the lake.
Reference bas already been' made to the glacial phenomena of the
outer slope of the rim. There are scattered bowlders upon the surface,
and also in piles of glacial moraine (fig. 7) which contain besides bowlders much gravel and sand. Such glacial drift is spread far and wide
over the southern and western portion of the rim, extending down
the watercour es in some cases for miles to broad plains through which
the present streams have carved the deep and picturesque canyons
already observed on the ascent. At many points the lavas are well
rounded, mootbed, and striated by glacial action. This is true of t\.Je
rid re a well a of the valleys, and the di tribution of these marks is
coextensive with that of the glacial detritus.
feature that is particularly impre sive to the geologist making a
trip around the lake on the rim crest is the general occuneuce of
V lish d and triated rock , in place on the very brow of the cliff overI oking the lak . The be t di plar are along the cre8t for 3 mile '
nortbwe t of ictor Rock, but they occur al o on the slopes of Llao
Rock Round Top, Kerr ..L: otch, and Eagle crags, tbu. completing tlle
ir uit of the lake. On the adjacent slope toward the lake the ame
ro k :pre ent r ugh fractured surface , showing 110 strim. The glaciation of be rim i a featur of it outer slope only, hut a bown in
figur
, it reaclte up to tbe very ere t. The gla ·ier armed with
t n ' in their lower part that triated the crown of the rim, mu 't
bav · m do\: n fr m bove, and it i evident tha,t tbe topograplti
u liti 11 of to-day afford no uch ource of upply. The formati 11
f gl i r r quir : n levation xtending abov . the now line to
ff r
gr und f r the now that it may accumulate, and
f ravity de nd to d v lop gla ier low r down
un iu 1 p .
uring the glacial period 'rat r Lak di l
it mu t th n hav
n o cnpi cl by a mountain t
ry fi r th x n iv gla iation of the rim
lacial pb n m na indi ate that th pe, k
PI r ntly h high t p ak f th ran CTe.
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The Mazamas held a meeting in August, 1896, at Crater Lake in connection with the Crater Lake clubs of Medford, Ashland, and Klamath
Fans, of the same State. Recognizing that the high mountain which
once occupied the place of tlie lake was nameless, they christened it,
with appropriate ceremonies, Mount Mazama. The rim of the lake ·is
a remnant of Mount Mazama, but when the name is used in this paper
reference is intended more especially to that part which has disnippeared.
The inner slope of the rim, so well in view from Victor Rock, although
precipitous, is not a continuous cliff. It is made up of many cliffs, whose
horizontal extent is generally much greater than the vertical. The
cliff's are in ledges, and sometimes the whole slope from crest to shore
is one great cliff, not absolutely vertical, it is true, but yet at so high
an angle as to make it far beyond the possibility of climbing. Dutton
Oliff on the southern and Llao Rock on the northern borders of the lake
are the greatest cliffs of tue rim. Besides cliffs, the other elements of
the iuner slope are forests and talus, and these make it possible at a few
points to approach the lake, not with great ease, but yet, care being
taken, with little danger. Southwest of the lake the inner slope, clearly
seen from Victor Rock, is pretty well wooded, and from near the end of
the road, just east of Victor Rock, a steep trail descends to the water.
Where fresh talus slopes prevail there are uo trees, and the loose material maintains the steepest slope possible without sliding. Such slopes
are well displayed along the western shore opposite the island and near
the northeast corner of the lake under the palisades, illustrated in
figure 10. At this point the rim is only 520 feet high, and a long slide,
called from its shape the Wineglass, reaches from crest to shore.
The best views of the rim are obtained from a boat on the lake, which
afl'ords an opportunity to examine in detail the position and structure
of the cliffs. They are composed wholly of volcanic conglomerate and
strea,ms of lava arranged in layers that dip into the rim and away from
the lake on all sides. Both forms of volcanic material are well exposed
on the trail descending the inner slope, and, although most of the cliffs
are of lava, many are of conglomerate.
On arriving at the water's edge the observer is struck with the fact
that there is no beach. The steep slopes above the surface of the Jake
continue beneath its waters to great depths. Here and there upon the
shore, where a rill descends from a melting snow bank near the crest, a
small delta deposit makes a little shallow, turning the deep-blue water
to pale green.
A the boat skirts the western bore and passes toward Llao Rock,
the layered tructure of the rim is evident. This feature is best illustrated in figure 4. On the whole, the lava streams predominate.
although there is much conglomerate. Of all the flows exposed upon the
inner slope, that of Llao Rock i most prominent and interesting. In
the middle it is over 1,200 feet thick, and fills an ancient valley down
the outer slope of the rin;.. Upon either ide it tapers to a thin edge
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against the upper slope of the valley. Figure 11, from a color sketch
of the photograph from which figure 3 was prepared, shows the Llao
Rock flow distinctly. To the lake it presents a sheer cliff-that is, it is
abruptly cut off-and one wonders how much farther it may have
extended in that direction. Beneath the rock the outline of the valley
in cross section is evident, and it rests upon many layers of older lavas,
forming the rim down to the water's edge. The direction of flow in this
great lava stream forces us ·to believe that it was eruptPd from a large
volca.110 which once stood upon the site of the lake. Every layer of
lava in the rim is a coulee, dipping away from the lake. This is especially well shown in the canyon of Sun Creek, cut in its outer slope.
The 'ections of these radiati11g flows exposed upon the inner slope of
the rim all tell the same story as to their source. By projecting the
lavas in their course toward a common center we can reconstruct in
fancy the great volcano, Mount Mazama, which once occupied the place
of the lake, and, like Shasta or Rainier, formed a great landmark of
the region. Proceeding eastward from Llao Rock the rim loses somewhat in height, and at the head of Oleetwood Cove one sees the remarkable pectacle of a lava tream descending the i11ner slope of the rim.
It i the only one that ha behaved in this way, alld its action throws
much light upon the disappearance of Mount Mazama.
The I ali ades are le s than 600 feet iu elevation above the lake, and
are compo ed almo ·t wholly of one great flow. 'fhe streams of lava
ext nding northeast from this portion of the rim are uroad and much
you nger in appearance than those forming the g.reat cliffs south of the
lake, where the flows are thinner a11d more numerous.
ound Top is a dome- haped hill over the eaRtern end of the Paliade,, and i mad up chiefly of tl1e lava stream that formed the
Pali acle , overlain by two sh ets of pumice eparnted by a layer of
rhy lite. The upp r urface of the Pali ade flow, where best expo ed
upon th lak ward lope of Round Top, bears glacial strire, that extend
ben ath the layer of pumice and rl1yolite of later eruption from Mount
Iazam . It i vident from thi relation that Mount Mazama wa an
volcano during th glacial period. The O<'currence of eruption
, now- ·app d vol ano mu t nece arily produce great flood , and
th
on ition may account in ome m a ure at lea t for the detritu fill d v 11 y of tb tream ri ing on the rim of Grater Lake.
turnin fr m bi la ·ial digr s ion to the boat trip on the lake it
i · b · r ed npon he a t rn ide of the lak that Red Cloud liff i
1r
au iful by th pinna ·I of reddi h tuff near the ummit
wb r it i.
p d by a rr at lark fl w of rhyolite, filling a valley in
11 r rim and
t n ing f r
the nor hea t. Ilere the priug
gin t
h fr m th inn r, l p · nd a cad their foaming rill to the
I k .
r ur
ntin 1 o k, Dutton Oliff', and e p ·iall under
w 11 a: f rth r e twar . Their ource in mauy a
h b nk
w abo e ut in oth r th
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as real springs, whose water must find its way in from the snow upon
the outer slope.
The boldest portion of the rim, excepting perhaps Llao Rock, is
D utton Cliff, which is made more impressive by the deep U-shape
notches on either side and the Phantom Ship at its foot (fig. 12). The
notches mark points where the canyonS" of Sun and Sand creeks pass
through the rim to the cliff overlooking the lake. In figure_13, which
shows the same view as figure 12, but in the opposite direction, the
notch at the head of Sun Creek Canyon is well illustrated. These
canyons, due to erosion on lines of drainage, belong to the period when
the topographic conditions in that region were quite unlike those of today. · They were carved out by streams of ice and water descending
from a point over the lake, and their presence, ending as they do in
the air hundreds of feet above the present water level, affords strong
evid011ce in favor of the former reality of Mount Mazama.
The Phanton Ship (fig. 14) is a craggy little islet near the border
of the lake under Dutton Cliff. Its rugged hull, with rocks towering
like the masts of a ship, suggests the name, and, phantom-like, it disappears wheu viewed in certain lights from the western rim. Standing in line witl1 au arete that descends from an angle of the cliff, it
possibly marks a continuation of the sharp spur beneath the water,
or perhaps, but much less likely, it is a block slid down from the
cliff. Whatever its ?istory, it attracts everyone by its beauty and
wiusomeness .
.At times of volcanic eruption the lava rises within the volcano until
it either overflows the crater at the top or, by the great pressure of the
column, bursts open the sides ot the volcano and escapes through the
fissure to the surface. In the latter case, as the molten material cools,
the fi sure becomes filled with solid lava and forms a dike. The best
example of this sort about Crater Lake appears along the inner slope
directly north of Wizard Island, and is locally knowu as the Devil's
Backbone. It is shown in figures 3 and 11 across the left end of
Wizard I land. This dike rock, standing on edge, varies from 5 to 25
feet in thickne s and cuts the rim from water to crest. Dikes are most
numerou in the older portion of the rim under Llao Rock. They do
not cut up through Llao Rock and are clearly older than the lava of
which that rock is formed. Dikes occur at intervals . all around the
lake and radiate from it, suggesting that the central volcanic vent
from which they issued must have been Mount Mazama.
There is another important feature concerning the kinds of volcanic
rocks and their order of eruption and distribution about the rim of
Crater Lake that is of much interest to the geologist. .All the older
lavas comprising the foner slope of the rim, especially toward the
water's edge, are andesites. The newer ones, forming the top of the
rim in Llao Rock, Round Top, and the Rugged Crest about the head
of Cleetwood Cove as well as at Cloud Cap, are rhyolites. Other later
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flow , all of which escaped from the smaller adnate cones upon the
outer lope of the rim, are basalts. The eruptions began with lavas .
containing a medium amount of silica (andesites), and after longcontinued activity lavas both richer (rhyolites) and poorer (basalts) in
silica follow, giving a completeness to the products of this great volcanic center that make it an interesting field of study. Furthermore,
the remarkable opportunity afforded by the dissected volcano for the
examination of its structure and succession of lavas is unsurpassed.
It should be stated, before dismis8ing the kinds of lava, that there are
some rbyolites in the Sun Creek Oanyo11 south of the lake that appear
to be older than those upon the north side, and that the final lava of
the region on Wizard Island is andesite.
·
The glaciation and structure of the rim clearly establish the former
existence of Mount Mazama, but there may well be doubt as to its
exact form and size. Judgi11g from the fact that Mount Shasta and
tbe rim of Crater Lake have the same diameter at an altitude of 8,000
feet, and that their lavas are similar, it may with some reason be inferred
that Mount Mazama and Mount Shasta were nearly of equal height.
The lopes of Mount Shasta may be somewhat steeper than those of
the rim of Crater Lake at an equal altitude, but the glaciation of the
rim i uch a to require a large peak for its source.
In figure 9 i given a ection of Crater Lake and its rim, with the
probable outliue of Mount Mazama. Wonderful as tlie lake, encircled
by ·lift\ may be, it erves but to conceal iii part the greate t wo11derthat i , the normou pit or caldera which is half filled by the lake.
'Ibe caldera i 4,000 feet deep.
n impressive illustration of it is seen
in figure 1 which was prepared from a photograph of a model of
rat r Lake now in the nited tates ational Museum. The water
urf e i repre ented by glas , so that one may see through to the
b ttom and get th full impre ion of the depth of this tremeudou
b 1 in tb ground. It xtend from the top of the rim, which is
the v ry ummit oi the a cade ange, halfway down to the sea level,
a11 n arly a qu re mile of it bottom i below tlie level of Upper
1 lam th Lak a th a tern foot of the range. The volume of the
al r i n arly a dozen cubic mil , and if we add tbe volume of tb
1
1 unt fazama that am u11t would be incr a ed by at 1 a toneh If. H
wa it p ibl to r mov o large a mas and in the proces
d
1
pr ion
Tb
ompl t l in lo d,
that it can not be regarded a
f ro i n.
b
1 anic rigin f verything about th InJ
n ral w
th t hi great revolution mu t bav
ith r blown out by a great v 1 aui · xplou lly gr at engulfm nt. It i w 11 ku n
y lcani xpl i n. and ome of th m
kin l u u 1l all
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rounded by rims composed of the fragmental material blown out from
t he depression.
At first sight the rim about Crater Lake suggests that the caldera
was produced by an explosion, and the occurrence of much p°'mice in
that region 1ends support to this preliminary view; but on careful
examination we find, as already stated, that the rim is not made up of
frag ments blown from the pit, but of layers of solid lava interbedded
with those of volcanic conglomerate erupted from Mount Mazama before
th e caldera originated. The moraines deposited by glaciers descending
from the mountain formed the surface. aronnd ·a large part of the rim,
a nd as there is no fra,gmental deposits on these moraines, it is evident
that there is nothing whatever to indicate any explosive action in
connection with the formation of tbe caldera.
We-may be aided in understanding the possible origin of the caldera
by picturing the conditions that must have obtained during an effusive
erup tion of Mount Mazama. At such a time the column of molten
material rose in the interior of the mountain until it overflowed at the
summit or burst open the sides of the mountain and escaped through
:fissures. Fissures formed in this way usually occur lngh on the slopes
of the mountain. If instead, however, an opening were effected on the
mountain side at a much lower level-say some thousands of feet below
the summit-and the molten material escaped, the mountain would be
left hollow, and the summit, having so much of its support removed,
might cave in and di appear in the molten reservoir.
Something of this sort is described by Professor Dana as occurring at
Kilauea, in Hawaii. The lake iu that case is 11ot water, but molten lava,
for Kilauea i yet an active volcano. In 1840 there was an eruption from tl1e slopes of Kilauea, 27 miles dj stant from the lake and over 4,000 feet
below its level. The column 0f lava represented by the lake of molten
material in Kilau·ea sank away in connection with this eruption to a
depth of 385 feet, and the floor of the region immediately surrounding
the lake, left without support, tumbled into the depression. In the
intervals between eruptions the molten column rises again toward the
surface, only to be lowered by subsequent eruptions, and the subsidence
i not alway accompanied by an outflow of lava upon the surface.
Sometimes, however, it gushes forth as a great fountain a hundred feet
or more in height.
The elevated position of the great caldera occupied by Crater Lake
makes its origin by subsidence seem the more probable. The level of
the lowest bed of the lake reaches the surface within 15 miles down the
we tern slope of the r ange. That Mount Mazama was ingulfed is
plainly suggested by the behavior of its final lava stream. The greater
portion of this last flow descended and spread over the outer slope of
the rim, but from the thickest part of the flow where it fills an old
valley at the head of Cleetwood Cove some of the same lava, as already
noted, poured down tlle inner slope. The only plausible explanation
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of thi~ pheuomena seellls to be that soou after the final eruption of
Mount Mazama, and before the thickest part of the lava effused at that
time had soliditied, the mountain collapsed and sank away and the yet
viscous portion of the stream followed down the inner slope of the
caldera.
It has been suggested, but perhaps not in serious thought, that the
cone on Wizard Islaud may represent the summit of the sunken Mount
Mazama projecting above the water. To determine the truth of the
matter we must cross over to the island. Wizard Island has two portions-an extremely rough lava field and a ciuder cone. These parts
may be distinguished iu figure 16, a view of the island from the
Watchman. A portion of the lava field is shown in the foreground of
figure 18. The lava is dark and bas a much more basaltic look than
any Reen iu the main body of the rim. It has evidently been erupted
from the base of the cinder cone iu its present position. - The cinder
cone, too, is a perfect little volcano, with steep symmetrical slopei;:. 845
feet in height, and surmounted by a crater 80 feet deep. A portion of
thi crater i shown in figure 17. It is so new a11d fres h that it
is carcely forested, and shows no trace of weathering. Instead of
being a part of the unkeu Mount Mazama, it is au eutirely new volano l>uilt up since the subsideuce by volcanic acti011 upon t he bottom
of the caldera. Were it not for the lake the whole bottom of the
ald ra could be examined, and it is po:::;sible that other small volranic
con ' might be found. Thi sugge tion i~ born e out by the soundings
of tb lake, which appear to reveal two other cases, but they do not
ri t within 400 fe t of the surface of the water. It is evident that
th v 1 anic
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that even on a hazy day a white dinner plate 10 inches in diameter may
be seen at a depth of nearly 100 feet. It contains no :fish, but a small
crusta~ean flourishes in its waters, and salamanders occur in abundance
locally along the shore.
The level of the lake oscillates with the seasons. During the rainy
winter it rises, and in the summer it falls. In August, 1896, observations were made for twenty-two days, and the lake sank at the rate of
1 inch for every :five or six days, depending somewhat on the conditions
of the weather. The Mazamas have established a water gauge, and it
was hoped that an extended series of observations would be obtained,
but the ice broke it off the next winter.
Mr. B. W. Evermann, of the United States Fish Commission, who
visited the lake last summer, made some i11teresting observations of its
temperature. At l p. m., August 22The temperature of tlie surface water was ______ .. ___________ . ____ .. ____ .. _____
At a depth of 555 feet the temperature was-----· ____ ·----- ________ ·----- ______
At a depth of 1,043 feet the temperature was ______ , _____ ··---· ______ ____ ·----At a depth of J,623 feet ( on the bottom) the temperature was .. ___ . _... __ . _ ... _

60°
39°
41°
46c

The increase of temperature with the dep.t h suggests tl.Jat the bottom
may ye.t be warm from volcanic heat, but more observations are needed
to fully establish such an abnormal relation of temperatures in a body
of water.
Aside from it~ attractive scenic features, Crater Lake affords one of
the most interesting and instructive fields for the study of volcanic
geology to be found anywhere in the world. Considered in all its
aspects, it ranks with the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, the Yosemite
Valley, and the Falls of Niagara, and it is interesting to note that a
bill bas been introduced in Cougress to make it a national park for the
pleasure aud instruction of the people.
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;FIG. 2.-RIM OF CRATER LAKE IN THE DISTANCE, AS SEEN FROM THE SOUTH, ACROSS THE CANYON OF ANNA CREEK.

From a photograph by J. S. Diller.
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FIG. 3.-CRATER LAKE , OREGON .

WIZARD ISLAND, DEVILS BACKBONE , AND LLAO R OCK IN THE DISTANCE .

From a photograph by :\'I. l\'!. Hazeltine.
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F IG. 4. - SOUTHWESTERN B OR DER O F CRATER L AKE.

VICTOR R OCK IN THE FOREGROUND.
IN THE DISTANCE .
.

Fron~ a photograph by Maj. C. E . Dutton .

THE WATCHMAN AND GLACIER PEAK
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FIG. 5. - SOUTHERN BORDER OF CRATER LAKE.

MOUNT SCOTT IN THE DISTANCE.

From a photograph by Maj . C. E . Dutton.

Smithsonian Report, 1897.-Diller.
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Contour Interval 200 feet.
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SE:CTION FROM A to B

(Reduced from U,

. Geolog-irnl Survey special Gheet.)

FIG. 6. - MAP OF CRATER LAKE.

( oundings in feet.)
F a ible pa ·k trail around the lake shown thus: ------ --, not blazed.
Camping places shown thus: o
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:FIG. 7. - GLACIAL MORAINE NEAR CAMP GROUND, CRATER LAKE.
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PLATE VIII.

Smithsonian Report, 1897 - Oil ler .
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FIG. 8. - GLACIATED CREST OF RIM OF CRATER . LAKE.

From a photograph by M. M. Hazeltine .
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FI G. 9. - SECTION OF CRATER LAKE AND ITS R IM , WITH THE PROBABLE OUTLINE
OF MOUNT MAZAMA. STRUCTURAL DETAILS GENERALIZED.

V rtical and horizontal scale.· the same.
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FIG. 10.- THE PALISADES, ROUND T OP, AND WINEGLASS SLIDE ON NORTHEAST BORDER OF CRATER LAKE .

From a photograph by J. S. Diller.

Smithsonian Repo rt, 1897 . - Diller.
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FIG. 12.-SOUTHERN SH OR E OF CRATER L AKE FROM K ERRS NOTCH ( L OO KING WEST) .

:rrom a IJhotograph by J . S. Dil;er.
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:FIG. 13. - SOUTHERN SHORE OF CRATER L AKE FROM CASTLE CREST. MOUNT SCOTT AND PHANTOM SHIP ON THE LEFT;
N_OTCH AT THE HEAD OF SUN CREEK ON THE RIGHT.

From a photograph by H. B. Patton.

Sm1thson 1an Report, 1897.- -Dil ler,

PLATE

FIG . 14.- THE PHANTOM SHIP.

From photograph. by permi sion of C. C. Lewis.

XIII.

PLATE

Smitnsonian Report, 1897.-Dlller.

FIG. 15.-CRATER LAKE AS IT WOU L D APPEAR FROM A H EIGHT OF OVER

20

XIV.

M ILES A BOVE IT.

Prepnrf'd from a photogr11ph of a rf'li f mod f'l in thP U. S. Nati onal Museum.

Sm ithsonian rle po rt, 1897 .- Diller.
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F IG. 16. -WIZ A RD ISLAND , FR OM THE WATCHMAN .

From a photograph by M. M. Hazelt ine.

7

FIG . 17.- SNOWDRIFT IN THE C RATER OF T H E CINDER CON E ON WIZARD ISLAND .

From a photograph by H.B. Patton.
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F IG . 18.- NORTHWESTERN PORTI ON O F L AVA FIELD ON WIZARD ISLAND .

From a photograph by H. B. Patton.

THE FUNCTION AND FIELD OF GEOGRAPHY.

By J.

SCOTT KELTIE,

1

LT,

•
We meet this year in ex<'eptional circumstances. Thirteen years ago
the British Association met for the first time in a portiou of the Empire
beyond the limits of the British Islands. During these thirteen years
mucli has happened of the greatest interest to geographers, and if I
attempted to review the progress which has been ID;ade during these
years-progress in the exploration of the globe, progress in geographical
research, progress in geographical educ~tion-1 could not hope to do it
to any purpose in the short time during which it would be right for a
president to monopolize the attentiou of the section. B·ut we have, at
the same time, reached another stage iu our history which naturally
leads us to take stock of our progress in the past. We have all of us
been celebrating the sixtieth year of the glorious reign of the Sovereign,
of whose vast dominions Canada and the United Kingdom form integral
parts. The progress made during that period in our own department
of science bas been immense; it would take volumes to tell what has
been done for the exploration of the globe. The great continent of
Africa bas practically been discovered, for sixty years ago all but its
rim was a blank. In 1837 enormous areas in .Korth America were unexplored, and much of the interior of South America was unknown. In
all parts of Asia vast additions have been made to our knowledge; the
maps of the interior of that continent were, sixty yearR ago, of the most
diagrammatic character. The Australian interipr was nearly as great
a blank a that of Africa; New Zealaud had not even been annexed.
Need I remind you of the great progress which has been made during
the period both in the North and South Polar areas, culminating in the
magnificent achievement of Dr. Nansen¥ It was just sixty years ago
that the great Antarctic expedition under Sir James ·Ross was being
organized; since that, alas, little or nothing has been done to follow
up hi work. Sixty years ago the science of Oceanography, even the
term, did not exist; it is the creation of the Victorian era, and may be
said a1mo t to have had its origin in the voyage of the Challenger, which
added a new domain to our science and opened up inexhaustible fields
1
Address to the Geographi cal ection of the British Association for the Advancement of cience, Toronto, 1897, by J. Scott Keltie, LL. D., Sec. R. G. S., President of
the section. From Report of the British Association, 1897.
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of research. I have thought then that the most useful and most manageable thing to do on the present occasion will be to indicate briefly
what, in my estimation, are some of the problems which geography has
to attack in the future, only taking such glances at the past as will
enable us to do this intelligibly.
It has been customary for the occupants of this chair to try to define
the field of geography, and on occasions, in somewhat too apologetic
langnage, to justify its exi8tenee as a section of a scientific association. I do not think this is any longer necessary._ Even in England
and America, duriug the last thirteen years, geography has done work
enough to prove that she has a mission which no other department of
research can fulfill. I say thirteen years, because that not only carries
us back to the last Canadian meeting of the British Association, but to
the year when the Royal Geographical Society undertook an inquiry
into the position of geography at home and abroad, mainly with a view
to the improvement of geographical education in England. During
that time a good deal has been written as to the :field and scope of
g ography, and a good many definitions given. But we really did not
require to go to Germany to teach us as to the :fie1d and functions of
geography. Sixty years ago, the then president of the Royal Geographical Society, Mr. William R. Hamilton, delivered the first
pre idential addre s ever given at that society, and his conception of
the field and aims of geography was as exalted and comprehensive as
the mo t xactiug German geographer could wish. It is too long to
quote here. 1
It would b difficul to improve upon Mr. Hamilton's definition, and it
how that a correct conception of the wide and important :field of
ge graphy L no new thing in England. He proceeded to indicate what
r m in d t b done in the :field of exploration, and I commend his
addre to any ne d irou, of forming a conception of the vast progress
tl1, t ha be 11 made ince it wa delivered ·ixty years ago. Since I am
d aling with definition , I may b permitted to quote that given by one
rely cienti:fic a en. ir R. Strachey in a cour e of lectures which
1J gav at th
ni v r ity f Cam bridge in 188 , in connection with the
t bli hmen of a le turer hip in g ography in that univer ity:
' h aim f eogra hi cal cience," h ay , "is to inve ti gate and
d lin at th v ri u fe tur of th earth; to tudy the distribution of
a th c nfigurc ti n au<l. relief of the surfac , positiou on the
f r b f t whi ·1 determine tbe exi ting con<lition of
f h ar h, or wbi ·h in<li ate fi rmer on<lition ; and to
lati u tha ,xi t b tweeu th e f ature and all that i
h
• • I laim f; r g ography,' Sir R.
natural
upplying the
bt in a
and coo ·i ten
a li t of the
1

Journal R. ' . . ,

ol.
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various matters which, in his conception, it is the business of geography to deal with, and they are varied and important enough to satisfy
the demandR of the most exacting. "These are,"' he says, "the studies
through which scientific geography will lead you, teaching you to view
the earth in its entirety, bringing together the great variety of objects
seen upon it, investigating their connection, and exploring their causes;
and so combining and harmonizing the lessons of all the sciences which
supply the key to the secrets of Nature." 1
I think we may briefly define geography as the science of the topographical distribution of the great features of the earth's surface and
of all that it sustains-mineral, vegetable, and animal, including man
himself. In fact, man is the ultimate term in the geographical problem,
the final object of which is to investigate the correlation between
humanity and its geographical environment.
I may be pardoned for dwelling at some length on the function and
field of geography. It is a subject that has been occupying the attention of geographers in Engl_a nd for some years, and it may not be
without interest to our colleagues on this side of the Atlantic to know
the conclusions which we have come to. Moreover, it seems.necessary
to arrive at some clear conception on the matter, with a view to the
re earches of the futnre. I say that the subject has been occupying
our attention in England for some time; it has done so, I may say, as
a result of the inquiry by myself on the part of the Royal Geographical Society to which I have referred. The object of that inquiry was
mainly to collect information as · to the position of geography in education at borne and abroad. 'rlrn report which I presented to the society
attracted some attention, and whether as a result of that or not it is
hardly for me to say, but certainly since that inquiry some twelve years
ago the position of geography in England has considerably improved
both in education and as a field for research. Better methods have
been introduced in our schools; a much wider scope has been given to
the subject; in many quarters teachers have shown themselves anxious
to be guided in the right direction; and, above all, both Oxford and
Cambridge at length consented to the establishment of lectureships
in geography. A school of young geographers has grown up, consisting
of men who have had a thorongh university training in science and
letters, and who are devoting themselves to the various branches of
geography as a specialty. In this way the arid old text-books and
cbara ·tedes, maps are being supplanted by others that will bear compari on with the best productions of Germany. Photography and
lantern "lide illustrating special geographical features are coming into
use in school ; and in other directions appliances for use in education
are bein ff multiplied and improved. A British geographical literature
i growing up, and if, as I hope, the progress be maintained, we shall
be able to bold our own in geography with any country. The interest
1

Lectures on Geography delivered before the University of Cam bridge, London, 1888.
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in the subject has been extended by the foundation of geographical
societies in various large centers; whereas thirteen years ago the only
geographical society was that of London, there are now similar societies
in Manchester, Newcastle, Liverpool, and Edinburgh, the last with
branches in Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen. If this progressive movement is maintained, as there is every reason to hope it will be, the
scientific and educational aspects of geography in Britain will be more
nearly on a par with exploration in which our country has so long held
the lead.
In the United States I found that the position of the subject in education was not much more satisfactory than it was in England. Since
then there is reason to believe considerable progress has been made.
One of the best text-books on physical geography, Hinman's Eclectic
Physical Geography, is of American origin, while in the States, as in
England, a school of scientific geographers has arisen which bids fair
to give the subject a high place in that country. I fear, from what I
can learn, that the position in Canada is not as satisfactory as it ought
to be. It seems to me, then, that one of the great problems which
geographers l1ave to face in the future is the place which this subject
i to bold in education, both as a body of information and as a discipline. We have been making progress, and if we persevere with intelligence and :firmness and maintain the subiect at the highest standard
a a field of re earch, there can he little doubt of our success.
Tb re i a prevalent belief that geopraphers have nothing more to
learn in Europe-that the old continent has been thoroughly explored.
It i true that nearly every country in Europe bas been or is being
trigonometrically ~urveyed. Except some parts of the Balkan Peninula and north of Rus ia. the topography of the continent bas been
accurately mapped on scale:.-:; and by methods sufficient at least for the
purpo
of th geographer. Yet there are di tricts in the Balkan
P nin ula-for xamplc, lbania-whicb are a vaguely knowu as
en ral frica. But it i a delu ·ion to think that becan ·ea country
ha be n fully mapped the occupation of ti.le geographer i gone. It
i nly when a regi n at large i adequately mapped that the work of
ogr phi al r search b gin . The tudent, with a satisfactory map of
definit li rict a hi gui e, will :find on the spot abundant occupaion in w rking ut it ge graphical d tails, the change which have
t k n pla in it. top o-rapby, and the b aring of it varied features
n on it hi tory, it inhabitant it indu trie, . Thi kind of work lla
in erman f, r o er ten year under the au pice of
mmi ion f, r th
cientitic geography (Lande kunde)
i hit
at at tuttgart.
nd r the collective title of
r ·hua n zur
ut chen Land - und
rie
raph by pe jali t ha b
pu Ii b rl, dealing in minut
i h n
r moro a 1 ct f a limit d di trict. Thu we have
'The l in f th
pper l bin and i ueighboring
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Moun tain ," by Dr. Richard Lepsius; "The towns of the North German
Plain in relation to the configuration of the ground," by Dr. Hahn;
"The Muuich Basin: A Contribution to the physical geography of
south ern Bavaria," by C. Gruber; "The Mecklenburg Ridges and their
relation to the lee Age,'' by Dr. E. Geinitz; "The influence of the
moun tains on the climate of central Germany," by R. Assrnann; ''The
distribution and origin of the Germans in Silesia," by Dr. K. Weinhold;
":\,fountain structure an<l. surface configuration of Saxon Switzerland,"
by Dr. A. H ettner; "The Erzgebirge: An orometric-anthropogeographkal stu<l.y," by Dr. J. Burgkhardt; "The Thuringian forest and its
surroun<l.ings," by Dr. H. Proscholdt, and so forth. There is thus an
inexhaustible :field for scientific geography iu its most comprehensiveseuse-a series of problems which may take generations to work out.
In a le::-;R systematic way we have similar monographs by Freneh
geographers. One or two attempts, mainly by teachers, have been
made in England to do similar work, but the impression generally
produeed is that the authors have not been well equipped for the task.
I am glad to say that in England the Royal Geographical Society has
initiated a movement for working out in a systematic fashion what
one may call the regional geography of the British Islands · on the
basis of the 1-inch maps of the Ordnance Survey. It is a strange
t liing that the geography of the mother country has never yet been
::-;ysternatically worked out.
Taking the sheets of the Ordnance Survey map as a basis, it is propose<l. that each district should be thoroughly investigated, and a complete memoir of moderate dimensions systematically compiled to
accompany the sheet, in the same way that each sheet of the Geological Survey map has its priuted text. It is a stupendou~ undertaking,
that would involve mauy years' work, and the results of which when
complete would :fill many volumes. But it is worth doing; it would
furuisl1 the material for a u exact and trustworthy account of the geogr aphy of Britain on any scale and would be invaluable to the historian,
as well as to others dealing with subjects having any relation to the
past and present geography of the land. The librarian of the society,
Dr. H. R. Mill, has begun operations on a limited area in Sussex.
When be has completed this initial memoir, it will be for the society to
decide whether i t can continue the enterprise, or whether it will succeed iu persuading the Government to take the matter up. I refer to
work of this kind mainly to indicate what, in my conception, are some
of the problems of the future which geography has to face, even in
full y Hurveyed couutrie . Even were the enterprise referred to carried
out, there wo uld be room enough for special researches in particular
district .
But while there is an inexhaustible :field in the future for geographical work in the direction I have indicated, there is no doubt that muc·h
till remain , to be done in the way of exploring the unknown, or little
~M
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known, regions of the globe. Let us briefly refer to the problems
remaining to be olved in tbi direction. Turning to the contfaent of
Asia, we find that immense progress has been made during the past
sixty year . In the pre idential address given sixty years ago, already
referred to, Mr. Hamilton says of Asia: '' We have only a very general
knowledge of the geographical character of the Burman, Chinese, and
Japan Empires; the innumerable island~ of the latter are still, except
occasionally, inaccessible to European navigators. Geographers hardly
venture on the most loose description of Tibet, Mongolia, or Chinese
Tartary, Siam, and Cochin China." Since then the survey of India,
one of the greatest enterprises undertaken by any State, bas been
c mpleted and is being rapidly extended over Burma. But I need not
r mind you in detail of the vast changes that have taken place in Asia
during the e year and the immense additions that have been made to
our knowledge of its geography. Exploring activity in Asia is not
likely to cea e, though it i not to be expected that its inhospitable
center will ever be o carefully mapped as have been the mountains of
witzerland.
The mo t important desiderata, o far as pioneer exploration in Asia
i concerned, may be aid to be confiue<l to two regious. 1 fn southern
and central rabia there are tracts wbicl1 are eutirely unexplored. It
i probabl that this une-xplor d region is in the main a sandy desert.
At tbe ame time it i , in the outli at least, fringed by a border of
m unt in who. slop are capable of' rich cultivation, and whose summit. the late Mr. T!J odore ellt found, on bi, la t aud fatal journey, to
b · v r d with uow. lu xploratiou, as in other directions, it is tbe
un xp , ·t <l hat happ n ; and if any traveler cared to face tl1e diffiu1ti '-pl1 i al, poli i ·al, and religiou.·-wl1icb might be met with in
uth rn nd l,)ntral rahia, L miglit be abl to tell the world a sur-
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Lhasa is at present the.goal of several adventurers, though as a matter
of fact we can not have much to learn in addition to what has been revealed in the interesting narra_tive of the native Indian traveller,
Chandra Das. The magnificent mountain region on the north and east
of Tibet furnishes a splendid field for the enterprising explorer. Mrs.
Bishop recently approached it from the east, through Sze-chuen, and
her description of the romantic scenery and the interesting non-Mongolian inhabitants leaves us with a strong desire to learn more. On
the southeast of Tibet is the remarkable mountainous region, consisting of a series of lofty parallel chains, through which run the upper
waters of the Yangtse, the Mekong, the Salwin, and the Irawady. This
last-named river, recent exploration .b as shown, probably does not reach
far into the range. But it will be seen by a glance .at a map that the
upper waters of the other rivers are carried far into the heart of the
mountains. But these upper river courses are entirely conjectural and
have given rise to much controversy. There is plenty of work here for
t.he explorer, though the difficulties, physical and political, are great.
But besides these great unexplored regions, there are many blanks
to be fillerl. up in other parts of Asia, and regions which, though known
in ~L gen eral way, would well repay careful examination. There is the
mountain track between the upper Zarafshan River and the middle
course of the Sarkbab tributary of the Oxus, and the country lying
between that and the Oxus. There is the great Takla-Makan desert in
Chinese or eastern Turkistan, part of whicp. has recently been explored
by Russian expeditions and by that young and indefatigable Swedish
traveler, Dr. Sven Hedin. It is now one of the most forbidding deserts
to be found anywhere, but it deserves careful examination, as there
are evidences of its once having been inhabited, and that at no very
remote period. It is almost surrounded by the Tarim, and on its eastern edge lies Lob-nor, the remarkable changes in which have been the
subject of recent investigation. As readers of Dr. Nansen's "Voyage
of the Fram" will remember, the Siberian coast is most imperfectly
mapped; of course it is a difficult task, but it is one to which the Russian Government ought to be equal. China has on paper the appearance of being fairly well mapped; but as a matter of fact our knowledge of its mountain ranges and of its great river courses is to a large
extent extremely vague. All this awaits careful survey. In northeastern Manbhuria and in many parts of Mongolia there are still blanks
to be filled up and mountain and river systems to be surveyed. In the
Malay Penin ' ula and in the great array of islands in the east and
utheast of Asia-Sumatra, Borneo, the Philippines-much work still
remain to be done. Thus for the coming century there will be abundance of work for explorers in Asia, and plenty of material to occupy
the attention of our geographical societies.
oming to the map of Africa, we find the most marvelous transformation during the last sixty years, and mainly during the last forty
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years, dating from Livingstone's memorable journey across the continent. Though the north of Africa was the home of one of the oldest
civilizations, and though on the shores of the Mediterranean, Phcenicia.ns, Carthaginians, Greeks, and Romans were at work for centuries, it
bas only been within the memory of many of us that the center of the
continent, from the Babara to the confines of Cape Colony, bas ceased
to be an unexplored blank. This blank bas been filled up with bewildering rapidity. Great rivers and lakes and mountains have been laid
down in their main features, and the whole continent, with a few unimportant exceptions, bas been parceled out among the powers of Europe.
But much still remains to be done ere we can form an adequate conception of what is in . some respects the most interesting and the most
intractable of the continent . Mauy curious problems still remain to
be 1--olved. The pioneer work of exploration has to a large extent been
accompli bed; linei::1 have been run in all directions; the main features
have been blocked out. But between these lines the broad meshes
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Africa. The men she sends out are unusually well qualified for the
work, capable not simply of making a running survey as they proceed,
and taking notes on country an• I people, but of rendering a substantial
account of the geology, the fauna, the flora, and the economic conditions. Both in the French and British spheres good work is also being
done, and the map of Africa being gradually filled up. But what we
especially want now are men of the type of Dr. J. W. Gregory, whose
book on the Great Rift Valley is one of the most valuable contributions
to African geography ever made. If men of this stamp would settle
down in regions like that of Mount Ruwenzori, or Lake Rudolf, or the
region about [.,akes Bangweolo and Tanganyika, or in the Ktlas, or in
many other regious that could be named, the gains to scientific geography, as well as to the economical interests of Africa, would be great.
An example of work of this ki11d is seen in the discoveries made by a
young· biologist trained in geographical observation, Mr. Moore, on
Lake Tangauyika. 'l'here he found a fauna which seems to afford a
key to the past history of the center of the continent, a fauna which,
Mr. Moore maintains, is essentially of a salt-water type. Mr. Moore, I
believe, is inclined to maintain that the ancient connection of this part
of Africa with the ocean was not by the west, as Joseph Thomson surmi ed, but by tlte north, through the Great Rift Valley of Dr. Gregory;
and he strongly advocates the careful examination of Lake Rudolf as
the crucial test of bis theory. It is to be hoped that he, or someone
equally competent, will have an opportunity of carrying out an investigation likely to provide results of the highest importance.
But there are other special problems connected with this, the most
backward and the most repelleut of continents, which demand .serious
iuve ' tigatio11, problems essentially geographical. One of the most
important of these, from the point of view of the development of Africa,
i the prol>lem of, acclimatization. The matter is of such prime importance tbat a committee of the association has been at work for some
years collecting data as to the climate of tropical Africa. In a general
way we know that that clim ate is hot and the rainfall scanty; indeed,
even the geographers of the Ancient World believed that central Africa
wa uninhabitable on account of its heat. But i,,cHmce requires more
than generalitie , and therefore we look forward to the exact results
which are being collected by the committee referred to with much hope.
We can only go to work experimentally until we know precisely what
we have to deal with. It will help us greatly to solve the problem of
ac ·limatization when we have the exact factors that go to com,titute
the climate of tropical Africa. At present there is no doubt that the
weight of competent opinion-tha,t is, the opinion of those who have
had a tual expel'ience of African climate, aud of those who have made a
pecial tudy of the effects of that climate on the human constitutionis that though white men, if they take due precautions, may live and
do ertain kinds of work iu tropical Africa, it will never be possible to
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so many energetic aud iutelligeut white men all over Africa, it should
not be difficult to obtain the data which might help toward its
solution.
I have dwelt thus long on Africa because it will really be one of the
great geographical problems of the coming century. Had it been as
suitable as America or Australia,, we may be sure it would not have
remained so long neglected and despised by the European peoples as
it has done. Unfortunately for Africa, just as it had been cfrcumuavi- ·
gated, and just as Europeans were beginning to settle upon its central
portion and trying to make their way into the interior, Columbus and
Cabot discovered a new world, a world as well adapted as Europe for
the energies of the white races. That discovery postponed the legitimate develovment of Africa for four centuries. Nothing could be
more marked than the progress which America has made ,since its
rediscovery four lmndred years ago and the stagnation of Africa, which
ha been k11own to Europe since long before the beginning of history.
During these four hundred years North America at least has been
very thoro:ugbly explored. The two great nations which divide North
America between them have their Government surveys, which are
rapi<lly mapping the whole continent and investigating its geology,.
pby ical geo~:raphy, and its natural resources. I need hardly tell an
audience like this of the admirable work done by the survey of Canada
undt>r Sir William Logan, Dr. Selwyn, and bis successor, Dr. George
Daw on; nor should it be forgotten that under the ]ands department
much excellent topographical work bas been carried out hy Captain
Deville and his predecessors. Still, though much has been done,
much rema ill to be done. There are large areas which have not as
yet ven been ~roughly mapped. Within quite recent years we have
had 11ew regions opened up to us by the work of Dawson and Ogilvie
on tlle Yuko11, by Dr. Bell iu the region to the south of Hudson Bay,
by the brothers Tyrrell in the Barren Lands on the west of the same
bay, by O'Sullivan beyond the sources of the Ottawa, and by Low
in Labrador. But it is not so long since that Dr. Dawson, in reviewing
what remaint3 to be done in the Domi11ion in the way of even pioneer
exploration, pointed out that something like a million square miles
, till remained to be mapped. Apart from the uninhabitable regions
in the north, there are, as Dr. Dawson pointed out, considerable areas
which might be turned to profitable agricultural and mining account
of which we know little, such areas as these which have been recently
mapped on the outh of Hudson Bay by Dr. Bell, and beyond the
Ottawa by Mr. O'Sullivan. Although the eastern and the western
province · have been very fully surveyed, there is a considerable area
betwe n tli two, lying between Lake Superior and Hudson Bay, which
em to h ave been so far almo t untouched. A very great deal bas
b n don e for the urvey of the rivers and lakes of Canada. I need
hardly ~ay that in Canada, as elsewhere in America, there is ample
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cope for the tudy of many problems in physical geography-past and
present glaciatio11 and the work of glaciers, the origin and regime of
lake basin , the erosion of river beds, the oscillation of coast lines.
Happily, both in Canada and the United States there are many men
competent and eager to work out problems of this class, and in the
report of the various surveys, the transactions of American learned
societies, in scientific periodicals, in separate publications, a wealth of
data ba alr ady been accumulated of immense value to the geographer.
Every geologist and geographer knows the important work which
ha been accomplished by the various surveys of the United States,
as well a by the various State surveys. The Uuited States Ooast
urvey bas been at work for more than half a century, mapping not
only the oast but all the navigable rivers. The Lake Survey has
be u doing a imilar service for the shores of the Great Lakes of North
.America. But it i the work of the Geological Survey which is best
known to geographer -a urvey which is real1y topographical as well
a g ological, and which, under such men as Hayden, King, and Powell,
ba produc d a erie of magnificent map , diagrams, and memoirs of
th hi ·be t cientific value and interest. Recently this Survey bas
be n pla d on a mor y tematic ba i ; o that now a scheme for tlle
topographical urvey of the whole of the territory of the United
tat i ' being carri d out. Exten ·ive areas in various parts of tlrn
tate bav been alr ady urvey d 011 differeut sea.l e . It is to l>e
hoped that in th futur , a in the pa t, the able rnen who are employed
on tbi urvey w rk will bave opportmlitie of working out the phy igra1 by o particular di trict , the pa t and present geography of
whi b i f , dvan ·ing· ientific intere t. Of the complete explorati n and mapping of th
ortb merican continent we need have no
appr h II i 11; it i only a question of time, and it is to be hoped that
n ith r f th
rnm nt respon ible will a1low politi al exigencie
to int r£ r with what i really a work of national importance.
It i wh n we ou1 t
ntral and South meri •a, that we find ample
ro m fi r b uuofficial xpl rer. 1 In M xico and the Central merican
tat th r ar ' n ider bl ar a f whi b we bav little or only the
vagu , k11 wl dg . u uth meri a th re i r ally more room now
fi r b pion r
plor r h, n b r i ' in
ntral fri ·a. Ju rec nt.
ar, h
r ntin R pub1i ha h wn a laudable z al in xploriugit imm n t rrit ri , wbil a · rtain am unt of good
n b Brazil nd 11il . M t of nr kuowledou t the
b
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Government, still in the country between Punta Arenas and the Rio
Negro we have much to learn, while on the west coast range, with its
_immmerable fjord-like inlets, its islands and peninsulas, there is a fine
field for the geologist and physical geographer. Indeed, thrnughout
the whole range of the Andes systematic exploration is wanted, exploration of the character of the excellent work accomplished by Whymper
in the region around Chimborazo. There is an enormous area lying to
the east of the northern Andes, and iucluding their eastern slopes,
embracing the eastern half of Ecuador and Colombia, southern Venezuela, and much of the conntry lying between that and northern
Bolivia, including many of the upper tributaries of the Amazon and
Orinoco, of which our knowledge is of the scantiest. Even the country lying between the Rio Negro and the Atlantic is but-little known.
There are other great areas in Brazil and in the n·o rt-hern Chaco which
have only been partially described, such as the region whence the
streams forming the Tapajos and the Paraguay take their rise, in Mato
Grosso. A survey and detailed geographical and topographical description of the whole basin of Lake Titicaca is a desideratum. In short,
in South America there is a wider and richer field for exploration than
in any other continent. But no mere rush through these little-known
regions will suffice. The explorer must be able to use his sextant
and bis theodolite, his compass, and his chronometer. Any expeditious entering these regions ought to be able to bring back satisfactory
information on the geology of the country traversed, and of its fauna
and flora, past and present; already the revelations which have been
made of the past geography of South America and of the life that
:flourished there in former epochs are of the highest interest. Moreover,
we have here tlrn remains of extinct civilizations to deal with, and
although much bas been done in this direction, much remains to be
done, and in the exteusive region already referred to, the physique, the
traditions, and the customs of the natives will repay careful investigation.
The southern continent of Australia· is in the hauds of men of the
same origin as those who have developed to such a wonderful extent
the re ources of Oauada and the United States, and therefore we look
for equal1y sati3actory results so far as the characteristics of that continent permit. The five colonies which divide among them the 3,000,000
quare miles of the continent have each of them efficient government
urvey , which are rapidly mapping their f~atures and investigatingth ir geology. But Australia has a trying ecouornic problem to solve.
In none of the colonies is the water supply quite adequate; in all are
tr tch of de ert country of greater or less extent. The center and
w tern half of the continent is covered by a desert more waterless
and more repellent than even the Sahara; so far as our present knowledge goe8 one-third of the continent is uninhabitable. This.desert area
ha been cros ed by explorers, at the expense of great sufferings, in
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varion directious, eacb with the :same dreary tale of almost feature·le •andy desert, covered here and there with Spinifex and scrub worse
than usele . There are hundreds of thousands-of square miles still
unknown, but there is no reason to believe that these areas possess
any features that differ essentially from those which have been found
along the routes that have been explored. There have been oue or two
well-equipped cientific expeditions in recent years that have collected
valuable data with regard to the physical characteristics, the geoiogy
and biology ot' the continent; and it is in this direction that geography
hould look for the richest re ults in the future. There remains much
to be doue before we can arrive at satisfactory conclusions as to the
phy ·ical bi tory of what is in some respects the most remarkable laud
ar a on the· globe. Though the surface water supply is so scanty there
i rea on to believe that underneath the surfa,ce there is au immense
store of water. Iu one or two places in Australia, especially in westrn Queen ·land, and in ew South Wales, this supply has been tapped
with ~ati factory re ult ; millions of gallons a <lay have been obtained
by inking well·. Whether irrigation can ever be introduced on an
exten~ive cale into Au, tralia depends upon tlte extent and accessibility of the underground water upply, and that is on e of the geographi •al problem , f tl.Je future in Austra,lia. New Zealand bas been fair ly
w U urvey d, though a good deal remains to be done before its magnifi ·ent rn uutain aud glacier HY ·tern i completely known. In the
r at i land of ew Guinea both the British and the Germans are
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stages for the work of a well-equipped expeclition. It may be that they
do not go much farther than we find them on our maps. Whatever be
the case it is important, in the interests of science, that this section of
the Polar area be exami11ed; that as high a latitude as possible be
attained; that soundiugs be made to discover whether the deep ocean
extends all round the Pole. It is stated that the gallant Lieutenant
Peary has organized a scheme of exploriug this area which would take
several years to accomplish. Let us hope that be will be able to carry
out his scheme. Meantime, should Oanada look on with indifference,
She has attained the standing of a great and prosperous nation. She
ha: shown the most commendable zeal in the ·exploration of her own
immense territory. She has her educational, scientific, and literary
in~titutions whieh will compare favorably with those of other countries;
her press is of ai high order, and she has made the beginnings of a literature and an art of her own. In these respects sLe is walking in the steps
of the mother country. But has Canada not reached a, stage when she
is in a position to follow the maternal example still further, What has
more contributed to render the name of Great Britain illustrious tha,n
those great enterprises whieh for centuries she has sent out from her
ow11 shores, not a few of them solely in the interests of science, Such
enterprises elevate a m1tion and form its glory and its pride. Surely
Oa11ada has ambitions beyond mere material prosperity, and what better lwgfo11in g could be made than the equipment of an expedition for
the explor:1tion of the seas that lie between her and the Pole, I venture to throw out these suggestions for the consideration of those who
have at heart the honor aud glory of the grrat Canadian Dominion.
ot only has a11 interest in Arctic exploration been revived, but in
Europe at least an even greater interest bas grown up in the exploration of tlie region around the opposite pole of the earth, of which our
knowledge is so scanty. Since Sir James C. Ross's expedition, which
wa sent out in the year 1839, almost nothing bas been done for Antarctic re, earcb. We have liere to de.a l with conditions different from
those which surrou11d the North Pole. Instead of au almost landless
ocean, it is believed by those who have given special attention to the
u bject that a continent about the size of Australia covers the South
Polar region. But we don't know for certain, and surely, in the intere t of our cience, it is time we bad a fairly adequate idea of what
are the real conditions. We want to know-what is the extent of that
land, what are its glacial conditions, what is the character of its geology, what evidence exists as to its physical and biological conditions in
pa tag . We know there is one lofty, active volcano; are there any
other
Moreover, the science of terrestrial magnetism is seriously
imp d d in it progress because the data in this department from the
ntar tic are so scanty. The seas around this continent require to
b iuv tigated both as to their depth, their temperature, and their life.
We have here, iu hort. the most extensive unexplored area on the.
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urface of the globe. For the last three or four years the Royal Geographical ociety, backed by other British societies, have been attempting to move the Home Government to equip an adequate expedition to
complete the work begun by Ross sixty years ago and to supplement
the grea,t work of the Challenger. But though sympathy has been
expre ed for Antarctic exploration, and though vague promises have
been given of support, the Government is afraid to enter upon an enterpri e which might involve the services of a few naval officers and men.
We need not criticise this attitude. But the Royal Geographical Society has determined not to let the matter rest here. It is now seeking
to obtain the support of public-spirited men for an Antarctic expedition
under its own auspices. It is felt that Antarctic exploration is peculiarly the work of England, and that if an expedition i~ undertaken it
will receive ubstantial upport from the great Australasian colonies,
which have ·o much to gain from a knowledge of the physical conditiou
of a region lying at their own door , and probably having a serious
influence n their climatological conditions. Here, then, is one of the
greate t eographical problems of the future, the solution of which
hould b entered upon without further delay. It may be mentioned
that a, mall and well-equipped Belgian expedition has already started,
mainly to carry ut deep- ea r ear h around the South Polar area, and
that tr nuou effort ar beiug made in Germany to obtaia the fuuds
for n e pedi tion on a mu ·h larger cale.
ut our :s ience ha to dea1 not only with the lands of the globe; its
pb r i th wh 1 of the urface of the earth, and all th at is thereon,
Car at 1 a ta di tribution i concerned. 'rhe department of oceanTapby i ~ 0111parati vely new creation; indeed, it may he saic:!. to
b
m d fin it ly into b ing with the famou voyage of the Challenger.
r ha l b , n expedition for oc au in ve tiO'ation before that, but on
r limit l .-cal . I ha only be n through the re ults obtained by
hall n,(J r . uppl rnented by tho
of xpeditions that have examin l m r limit d ar a , that w have been able to obtain an approxim t
n ,ptiou f th · ncliti u wlli h prevail throughout the variou
, n <1 p h - · ncli i n of m v m ,\nt, of temperature, of salinity, of
lif .
lJ v 11ly
n ral id of the outours of the ocean bed and
f h · mp iti n of th · lim nt whi ·h cover that be l. The extent
f h kn wl d e hu a, qnir d may b gaug d from the fact that it
r a · in th fifty u rto vol um ·-th Challenger
t ok Dr . .John array tw nty y ar to bring
nly, a it w re, laid down the
Th r i I l n y of r om for furwn urv 1 in , hip , which are
rtain am unt of oceanic
n i 1 o d nd h aL . In
cl eper by f>OO
arlier by
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the Tuscarora to the northeast of J a.pan. The deepest of these new
soundings was 5, 15;3 fathoms. In the interests of science, as well as of
cable laying, it is desirable that our surveying ships should be encouraged to carry out work of this kind more systematically than they do
at present. This could surely be arrauged without interfering with
their regular work. We want many more observations than we now
have, not only on ocean depths, but on the nature of the ocean bed,
before we can have a satisfactory map of this hidden portion of the
earth's surface and form satisfactory conclusions as to the past relations of the ocean bed with what is now dry land. I believe the position maintained by geologists, that from the remote period when the
great folds of the earth were formed the present relations between the
great land masses and the great oceans have been esseutially the same;
tlmt there have no doubt been great changes, but that these have been
within such limits as not to materially .affect their relations as a whole.
This is a problem which further oceanic research would go a long way
to elucidate. That striking changes are going on at the present day,
and have been going on within the human period can not be doubted.
Some coast lines are rising; others are falling. Prof. John Milne, our
great authority on seismology, bas collected an extremely interesting
ser1es of data as to the curious changes that have taken piace in the
ocean bed since telegraphic cables have been laid down. The frequent
breakages of cables have led to the examination of the suboceanic
ground on which they have been laid, and it is found that slides and
inkin °·s have occurred, in some cases amounting to hundreds of fathom . These, it is important to note, are on the slopes of the continental
maro-in, or, as it is called, the continental shelf, as, for example, off the
coa t of Chile. It is there, where the earth's crust is peculiarly in a
state of unstable equilibrium, that we might expect to :find such movements; and therefore soundings along the continental margins, at
intervals of, say, five years, might furnish science with data that might
be turned to good accouut.
.As an example of what may be done by a, single individual to elucidate the present and the past relation.A between land and sea, may I
refer to an able paper in the Geographical Journal of May, 1'897, by Mr.
T. P. ulliver, a pupil of Professor Davis, of Harvard, himself o~e of
th foremost of our scientific geographers, Mr. Gulliver has made a
special tudy on the spot, and with the help of good topographical and
geological map , of Dungeness Forelaud on the southeast coast of
K nt. Mr. Gulliver takes this for his subject, and works out with great
·are the hi tory of the changing coast line here, and in connection with
that the origin and changes of the English Channel. This is the kind
of work that well-trained geographical students might undertake. It
i work to be encouraged, not only for the results to be obtained, but
a ne I ecie of practical geographical training in the :field, and as a
reply to t.ho e who maintain that geography is mere hookwork, and
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tive study of a lake basin will be found in the magnificent monograph
on Lake Bonneville, by Mr. G. K. Gilbert, and that on Lake Lahontan
by .Mr. Israel Cook Russell, published by the United States Geological
Survey; the former is, indeed, a complete history of the great basin,
the largest of the interior drainage areas of the .North American continent. In the publications of the various surveys of the United States,
as well as in the official reports of the Canadian lake surveys, a vast
amount of material exists for anyone _interested in the study of lakes;
in addition, the elaborate special reports on the great lakes by the
hydrographic department. Indeed, North America presents an exceptionally favorable field for limnological investigation; if carried out o:o
a systematic method, the results could not but be of great scientific
interest.
Rivers are of not less geographical interest than lakes, and these
have also recently been the subject of special investigation by physical
geographers. I have already referred to Professor Davis's study of a
special English river system. The work in the English lake district by
Mr. Marr, spoken of in connection with Dr. Mill's investigations, was
mainly on the hydrology of the region. Both in Germany and in Russia pecial attention is being given to this subject, while in America
there is an enormous literature on the )lississippi alone, mainly, no
doubt, from the practical standpoint, while the result of much valuable
work on the St. Lawrence is buried in Canadian official publications.
But time does not admit of my going further. I might have pointed
out the wide and vastly interesting .field presented by what the German call anthropogeography, dealing with the interrelations b~tween
humani ty and its geographical environment. Geography, Mr. Mackin-der has said, is the physical basis of history; it is, indeed, the physical
ba is of all human activity, and from that standpoint the field for geograpbi ·al research is unbounded. But I can only hint at this. I have
endeavored to indicate what, are some of the leading geographical
problems of the future; first, in order to show at this somewhat critical
epoch how very much yet remains to be done, how many important lines
of inquiry are open to the geographical student, and that the possibilitie of our science are, like those of other departments of research,
inexbau tible. My aim bas also been to indicate by actual examples
what, in the conception of British geographers at least, is the field of
our ubject. We ueed not trouble greatly about any precise definition
o long as there is such a choice of work for the energies of the geographer. I trust I have been, to some extent at least, successful in the
double object which I have had in view in this opening address in a
country which presents so plendid a field to the practical geographer.
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LETTERS FROM THE ANDREE PARTY. 1
THE

BALLOON EXPEDITION 'J.'O

'l'IIE POLE-:-A.N ACCOUNT OF

'l'HE

S'L'AH'l' BY .ANDREE'S FELLOW-VOYAGER, NIL::; S'.l'RINDBERG-LE'l'TERS REL.A.TING 'l'O 'l'HE EXPEDITION FlW:Y.I: S'l'RlNDBERG'S F..A.'l'HER.

On tbe 1 ltlt of last ,Tnly, one Sunday afternoon, S. A. Andree, with
two co11q1aniom;, l'ilR 8tr 11dlw1 g a11cl K1mt Fraen-kel, ascended fr0m
Dau es' Isla11d in the l>,1lloo11 '· Ornl'n" (The Eagle) and sailed away
northward, hoping hy tl1i:-; u11tl'ied meanf: to reach the North Pole. Daring even to foolhardiue~s as A11dr ' e's pro,ieet may well seem, it had been
very coolly and prudently matured a11d syRtematically prepared for . .•
Andree was born in S,rnt1<,n Odol>er 18, 18.>4, arnl is now, tlierefore, 43
years old. He is a carefully educated mechanical engineer and man of
science. From 1~86 to 1880 he filled a el1air in the leading Swedish
scl1ool of teclrnolog·.v; he passed the wiutn of 1883-83 in Spitzbergen
as a member of a ·Swe<lish meteorological expnlitinn, directing experiments and observations in atmosphel'ic electridty, aud he Las Lel<l for
some years an important ellgirwel'iug- post ull<ler the Swedish Govern11e11t. In 187(3, while on Lis way to America to ~erve the Swedish
exLiuitors at the Centennial Exhibition, be was impressed with the
seeming rrguLlrity of the trade wiuds, antl thus was led to consider
the pos~ibility of balloon voyages acros~ the Atlantic. His coming to
America augmented al~o in another way bis iurnretSt in ba.Jloouing. In
a little speech spoken by him into a gramoph011e, for use at a Swedish
Ahl Society'::.; fair holding in Brooklyn while he was prepariug for his
jouruey to the Pole, Mr. Andree said:
"It is a g-reat pleasure for me to be able to contribute to the Swedish
Ai<l Soeiety's frtir. I have been in America myself all(l have experie11ced bow hal'd it i to Le without work. I was glacl many times · to
make my living by "·ieldillg a broom. In spite of tl1at I have many
plt1a~a11t recollections from that time. because I lt'ar11ed a great <leal
Vi'l1ile :-;ta.ring- thel'e. It was tl.tere I met tlie old aero11aut J obn Wise,
from Pliilaclt·lphia, and it was there I got the fir ..;t lessou in the rna,1mi,H·tnriug: of ballo011s. For rne is America, tberc·fore, i11deed memorable,
au<l the rne1·fra11s can rest a~snn•d that I sboul<l like very much, if I
could, to vi it tl.tem with my balloon via Urn Nortb Pole."
Early in 1895 Mr. A n<lree laid his ideas for a ballooll expedition into
the Arctic, then pretty well matured, before the Swedish Academy of
1
R printed from McC lure's Mag.~:dr ~ for Mar ch, 1898, by permission of the S. S.
McClure 'ompany.
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Science. Later in the same year be presented them in England before
the International Geographical Congress. He estimated that he would
require for his project a little over $36,000. In time the money was
provided, mainly by the generosity of Mr. Alfred Noble, who died,
however, before Andree could make his start; Baron Oscar Dickson,
who died soon after the start; and the King of Sweden. Andree had
now been studying balloons ~ith great care for some years. He had
himself made a number of ascensions, and he had had some very thrilliqg and dangerous adventures. With the money he required made
secure, be set about the construction of a·balloon especially suited to
his purpos.e.
'.l'HE BALLOON.

The "Ornen" was built .b y M. Lachambre, the well-known balloon
mak r of Paris, at an original cost of $10,000. The balloon proper was
originally 07 feet through from top to bottom; and at the widest part
67 4 feet through from si<l.e to side; After the failure to make a start in
1896, Andree decided to enla.rge it, and it was carried back to Paris,
cut in two at the middle, and an additional section inserted about 3¼
feet lligh. 'rhe perpendicular diameter was thus increased by about
that much, but the horizontal diameter remained as before. By this
enlargement the volume of the balloon was increased 10,600 cubic feet,
b coming in all 170,000 cubic feet. It is made of silk-three thicknesses
through the upper tw:o-tbirds, and two through the lower third, all
varni bed twice over, in ide a11d out. Over all the seams are laid prote ting trip , and to doubly in ure tightness these were varni hed at
the dge , ju t before the tart, with a varnish especially devised for
thi u . There are two valve about halfway up the balloon, nearly,
but 11 t quit , oppo ~ite each other; and there is a third at t,h e bottom.
The lat er work automatically; the other are controlled by rope
c tta h <l. to them on the in ide and coming out of t110 balloon at the
b ttom b ide tb third.
h b ll n i.
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depth. It is of wicker, woven over a frame of chestnut wood. Iron
and steel were avoided in its construction, lest they might disturb the
action of the magnetic instruments with which the balloon is equipped.
At one si<le, on the lower edge, the car is sheared, or beveled, away, in
order that on landing it may strike more gently and not be overturned.
Well up in the wall of the car are two small windows closed with glass,
aud near the bottom are two openings closed with wood, while through
the roof is a trap door. The whole car is covered with tarpaulin.
The interior of the car is chiefly for rest and retirement. ~rhe place
for work and observation is the roof. Here is erected a sort of swinging gallery, free at the bottom, so that it may remain horizontal under
the tip of the balloon, and shielded so mew bat from the weather by a
curtain of tarpauiin. In this gallery were placed the· scientific instruments: thermometers, ba,rometers, cameras, and so on-a full equipment; and here two of the aeronauts would keep an outlook and
manage the balloon, while the third took his rest in the car below. A
sleepiug bag (a hair mattress encased in reindeer skin) occupied the
middle of the car; and all about, in ingenious compartments, were
stored books, maips, instruments, toilet articles, kitchen utensils, arms,
am munition, and what not.
The main places of storage, however, were the bearing ring, which
with its cross braces formed a sort of garret floor whe,reon were stowed
various tools and implements, such as shovels, anchors, and reserve
ropes ; anu the spaces between the forty-eight suspension ropes above
the bearing ring. Securely hung in these spaces were forty-eight large,
strong cloth sacks, divided into numerous compartments. In twelve
were stowed sledges, boats, sail yards, and kindred articles; in thirtysh were stored provisions.
ANDREE'S PROVISIONS.

Anuree's store of provisious, since his fate became so much of a
mystery, has grown to be a subject of great interest. Thousands of
letters, from all parts of the world, have gone to the Academy of Science
at Stockholm askiug about it; and finally, in order to satisfy public
curio ity, Ki11g O car of Sweden requested Dr. Beauvais of Uopenhageu,
bead of the house that supplied Andree, to make a report on the amount
of provi ' ion be carried. Dr. Beauvais has just reported as follows:
"The Andree expedition has provisions for nine months. Ail the
boxes in w hicb the conserved food is kept were made of copper as iron
would have bad a di. a trous effect on the magnetic instrument~ carried
by . he expedi_tion. To occupy as. little space as possible they were
made quare rn tead of round. The foocl consists of· every kind of
t ak , au_ ~ge , hams, fish, chickens, game, vegetables, a11d fruit. If
th e 1)rov1 10n have been aved, together with the food which the
expl~r~rs can procure through fisbing and bunting, they have sufficient
prov1 10n to fa 't them two years.
"The e. pedition is also furnishe<l with a new kind of lozenges of
concentrated lemo,n juice. This is the first time these have been used
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by Polar expeditions, and it is expected they will absolutely prevent
every attack of scurvy.
"Finally, the expedition is provided with 25 kilos (about 55 pounds)
of thin chocolate cakes, mixed with pulverized pemmican . To preserve
this food agai11st dampness it is packed in pergament, covered with
stannine, a brittle metal composed of tin, sulphur, and copper, and
inclosed in air-tight boxes. Nansen's expedition was also provided with
this food, and it was found to be both nourishing and pleasant to the
taste."
Even a means of cooking was not lacking from the outfit. A stove
about 10 by 17 inches, heated by a spirit lamp, was carried along; -and,
in order to avoid the danger of using it near the gas of the balloon, it
was so devised and placed that it coulcl be lighte<l and operated hanging
25 feet below the roof of the car.
To aid in steering and controlling the balloon, Andree devised an
apparatus of sails a,nd gnide ropes-three sails, presenting to the wind
when full spread a surface of 800 square feet; and three guide ropes,
one about 1,017 feet long, another abou.t 1,042 feet and the third about
1,205 feet. The ropes trail from tbe bearing ring, and are attached to
it in such wi. e that they can be i-;hifted from point to point; and by
tbus shifting them, the theory at least is that there can be a correponding hift made in the cour ·e of the balloon. The sails are hung
two from bamboo par projecting from the bearing ri11g, and one
above the hea,ring rin °· between the suspension ropes .
..Andree' ' fir t de iO'n was to ail in the summer of 1896. The balloon
and all tore and appliance were conveyed to Danes' Island; a
balloon hon ·e wa rect cl, and en°'iues 1::1et up for producing hydrogen
g~ · and inflatin °· the balloon. All, indeed, was made ready; bnt the
,outh wind tb y wanted for the tart did not come. They waited for
it until the ason had ad van eel too far for a safe venture, and then
th y came ba k to weden. In May, 1897, they returned, and by
July 1 aO'aiu llal v r thing ready for a tart. An<l. again th~ south
wind r fu d t c m . Th y liacl to wait ten day for it. We bave a
ry int r ting vi w f th party at thi trying time, a well a a
full a ount of th work tuey ll, d had to <lo in getting ready, in the
fi 11 wing l t r , ri t n by ndree companion, il Strindberg, to
bi: r ll r iu
rk ancl not b for pnbli bed:
T
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we arrived, but was so damaged by the winter storms that it was on
the verge of collapsing. But one must remember that it was only
ca.]culated to remain for one summer. With the aid of tackle and
buttresses it was soon fixed, and June 14 we brought the balloon from
the Virgo to the balloon house. On the 16th the balloon was stretched
out on the floor, which had been covered with thick coarse felt. The
Virgo left Danes' Island on the 16th. A.nd now we had our hands full
to make the balloon tight and to inflate it.· To make it tight we had to
varnish all the seams on the outside as well as the inside. In order to
varnish the inside the balloou is partly inflated with air by a large
bellows, and the workmen crawl in through the lower opening. _Svedenborg, Fraenkel~ Machu'r on, and myself take turns in the superintending of the inside varnishing. The interior of the balloon is a very
strange sight. It looks like a ]ow vault of stone masonry. * * ,x,:
There we were, eight men, each with a pot of varnish a11d a, brush, and
varnished every seam of the upper half of the ballooll. The varnish
makes the air very bad, and after some time one begins to feel a pain
in one's eyes, as of onions.
'' On Saturday, the 17th, at 7 o'clock in the morning, the hydrogen
apparatus was started and put in connection with the balloon, and at
12 o'clock, midnight, between the 22d and 23d, it was inflated. Then
it had to be tested as to its tightness and the principal holes fixed.
-This was done by a new method invente<l. by Mr. Stake. It is simply to
allow the few particles of hydrogen sulphide, which are always produced with the hydrogen, to accompany the hydrogen into the balloon.
If pieces of muslin saturated with a solution of acetate of lead are put
on the balloon, the smallest leakage may be discovered by the escaping
hydrogen sulphide, which causes the muslin to turn black. This
method proved to be very practical, and we discovered several small
holes wllich could be fixed. During ·these operations one walks around
on top of the balloon, which only yields imperceptibly. * * *
''After these preparations we have succeeded in getting the balloon in
pretty good shape; at all events much better than last year. It loses
daily about 45 kilos (a fraction over 99 _p ounds) in carrying capacity;
but as we have possibilities of throwing out 1,700 kiios (about 3,748
pounds) of balla t, we will easily float for more tban a month.
"We do not intend to start until we get favorable wind, to avoid
lieing pushed right back to Spitzbergen by contrary winds. If we get
the right wind we ouglit to be able to go some distance in these thirty
day . With a fairly trong wind we will make from 10 to 20 knots an
l10ur, and will reach the Pole, or a point 11ear to it, in from thirty to
ixty hour . Once having reached the northernmo~t point, we don't
care where the wind carrie u . Of cour e we would rather land in
Ala ka n ar the Mackenzi River, where we would very likely meet
A.m ri ·an whaler , who ar favorably di8po ed toward the expedition.
It would really be a g-loriou · thing to ucceed o well. But even if we
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were_ obliged to leave the balloon and proceed over the ice, we shouldn't
consider ourselves lost. We have sledges and provisious for four
mont~s~ guns, and ammunition; hence are just as well equipped as other
e~peditions as far as that is concerned. I would not object to such a,
trip; The Worst thing is that the folks at home will feel uneasy if we
~on t ~PPear in the fall, bnt are obliged to spend the winter in the Arctic regions. My body is now in such good condition, and I have got so
acc~~tomed to the Arctic 1ife1 that a winter up here don't seem terrible
at a · One gets used to everything. But the best thing would be to
come home in the fall * * *
'
f' "Well
J
soon have favorable winds. On the 8th day
' I hope we shall
1
~t u Y We had a strong southerly wind, but then it was too strong.
.t;as almost a gale, and it would have been impossible to ascend
wi iut da,mage to tbe balloon. Later it shifted over to the west too
~ut c d. If We don't get a sodherly wind before the 15th of July we
m denth to t,ry with a southeaster1Y, to be carried north of' Greenland,
ant p ere Possibly utilize the south winds which, according to Lieutenan eary
·
.
"w ll ' are prevalent
durmg summer.
in Ne: good-bye, now, brother; just wonder if we will meet next time
also to th 0 !'k, Send my love to Uncle and Aunt Outad and the boy,
but my
E:lnrod family. Tell them that nowadays I write to nobody
,, y llcee. Got no time for more.
our brother .
·
NILS.
"The L 0 0
'
already at f ten, which arrived this morning at 7 o'clock, has left
lO; so this will have to go by the next mail."

y

ft=

'.1'HE START.

When th
they sent e lnembers of the party arose on the morning of July 11,
hat fol~p a joyous cry -of ''A strong, steady wind from the south!"
de cribed ~Wed this bestirring announcement has been very well
bj accou t 0 ne of the party, and we can not do better than to quote
11
' ft r ·
and hi - c~to.Shor~ discussion on the morning of the 11th, Mr. Andree
I w d
111 Dan1ons decided to ascend as soon as possible. Now folimp rtance\itours of great activity. Everyone felt perceptibly the
ay. Thr 0
the moment and all demonstrated this in an excellent
h
allooll
tbe roarin~ storm, which so powerfully pressed again t
ndr ~
l O 0 U.se that it cracked and squeaked in all its joints, Mr.
in i , ua_ \\rerful voice was heard, now from the outside, now from the
ll.o
. .
. . g
.r r
<l s \\r again from the top of the colossal buildmg, givm
.1ou~n ", bi ll.:Perintending the last preparations for this long-planned
b1 ·h . ltl11~ll had cost so much effort and so much anxiety and _for
1
111 e
Was risked. All that was invested fo the undertakmg
ill()_ ~st at the very start.
.
olig l'oaring. and the gigantic balloon pulls and pulls at I e
4 ll:ietimes ~ith threatening force. Heavy clouds c?ID
ftolll _the mountain tops; a sudden gush of wind strikes

!
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the house, and it crashes more than ever. One of the poles at the
upper balcony, to which canvas is fastened for protection against the
wind, yields to the pressure and falls over the balloon, and might cause ·
the whole expedition to come to naught, did not quick hands check it
in its fall. The whole thing seems to hang on a hair. But .Andree does
not seem at all excited. He takes in every detail of the preparation.s,
and gives bis orders, which are carried out rapidly and carefully.
"In about an hour's time the north wall of the house is torn partly
· down, and all hands are called to assjst in raising and managing t.he ·
balloon. Finally there is nothing· left to do but attach the car-an
extremely difficult job, as the raised balloon sways to and fro more than
before. But even this is accomplished successfully, and now, about
three and one-half hours after the work began, our three daring countrymen are ready to start on their hazardous journey. .A few moments
for the last farewells, and .Andree with his two companions, Nils
Strindberg and Knut Fraenkel, jumps aboard the 'Ornen,' and orders
are given to cut the retainiug ropes. The captain of the Svenslcsund,
Count Ehrensvard, proposes a' long life' for Mr. Andree, which is given
with four hearty hurrahs. Andree and his companions answer with,
'Long live old Sweden!'
"A the last ropes are loosened I hurry up a hill behind the balloon
bou e to take photographs of the ascending balloon. Just as I reach
my elevated position, the immense balloon slowly and majestically
ri es out of its prison. On account of its undulations the lower part
catches on something connected with the house, but slips off agaiI! tLe
next moment, and tue balloon rises to between 600 and 700 feet, at the
same time moving in a northeasterly direction out over Danes' Gate.
But uddenly it drops down again, in a course straight toward the sea,
being depres ed by a current of air that has descended suddenly upon
it from the mountain top, and also being somewhat pulled down by the
catching of the guide ropes. The car touches the waves, but like a
giant ball the balloon rebounds, and when some sand bags are thrown
out (nine bag , each weighing about 42 pounds), it rises until it reaches
a height of about 3,000 feet. Then flying free, it continues at the height
of about 3,000 feet, first in a northeasterly di,rection over Danes' Gate
and toward the southern cape of Amsterdam Island. This it passes,. and
then turns toward the north, keeping over the sound between Amsterdam Island and Fogelsang. .After a while it again turns toward the
northeast and passes the northern cape of Fogelsang. Then it disappears in a cloud. But in a short while it reappears in a north-northeasterly direction, between Fogelsang and Cloven Oliff, then changes
toward the west, and finally disappears altogether-about an hour
after the ascension."
LE'.l'TERS FROM STRINPBERG'S ltATHER.

Nils Strindberg's brother in New York received from his father i~
Sweden a number of letters written about the time the expedition
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started and a little after that give interesting information regarding it
and its members. We print here the importa11t parts of these letters,
no portion of which has been published before:
"On Saturday [May 8] we have a few of Nil s's friends for dinner to
say good-bye. But we are not able to have AIHlree with us, because
his mother died a few <lays ago from para]ysis of th~ heart, an<l he is
now down to her funeral."
" "i]s was calm a11 the time [May 15] except when he was leaving
the house, when he burst out weeping for a few moments. Ile is •
indeed a man, for be left the dearest he has on earth [his fiancee] to
carry out a, great idea, and therefore I do think we shall see him back
again, after a successful trip. Andree was as calm as a snmmer Hea.''
"It was so strange [ when u, picture of the aHcension reached- them I;
all the time one could imagine the 'Orn en' soaring away ornl' the ice
1.;1,nd s11ow toward the unknown-to laud wheref a11d wheu 1 and howf
And tllenP
"Tlle day after Anna. [Miss Chaslier, Strindbel'g'R fiancee] accompanied me i11to the city to meet Svedenborg·. Of cour:-;e it was interesting to hear eyewit11<->s:-.es re1ate the story, alt.bough not mnch was
told that bad uot l>een in the papers. Both Arma a11d myself Jia,l letter from Nils written the morning of the asceusiou day; cn]m n11d
, ure as always. It wa Nils who ca1led out, 'Long live old SWt.•clt•n'
wh n t.he balloon rose out of the house. Tbe last words A11dr !e
wa beard to utter were ''What ,vas thatf' when the ba11oon 1·,1Ug-l1t
om where for a moment. Svedenborg ha<l saved, and preHe11tt·d to
uua, the sand bag ils cut off at the ,_tart. I got a11other. A1111a
a] o got the pigeon, in a 1 nall c·ag(', with the message. It was
brougl1t out in the countl'y ancl we1l cared for; but when we mo, et1 to
th city, he follow •11 111y aclvice a1Hl hail it kil1ed aud stuffed-and
soo11 Hlte will have it lJ,I( k i !1 flyi11g po ·ition a a p ermaneut souvenir
from th c1 ar . t she l1a:--, p <,OL' tbii1g·.'
·.A11d ' one has to go 011 a1l(l l1ope for a year at lea t; and even
af r tl1:1 don t rlraw too n11f, yo ·al>lc ronclu,'iou , for they may l1ave
1011 di: tan · -' to w,11k l.H'l'ore they rc•ac·lt inlialiited place ."
t pl , ut I read au· 11·H book w~th gT<'at int re,·t, and in my
hou rb
I pla · the thr ·' i11 tlie :,tlll•· or f-limihtr ·ituation . Since
h liav rift aud uilkient a!.1 nn:1it i,i 11 :inll th neces arie for a
j urn
v -r th i e an a t a.v o,· r tl1 <~ wi11•er, I :--uppo e tlley can do
it alth 11~h wi h diffi n]ti •: to ov c, ·1t•:
·...\mlr ; , 1Hl ...:ii.- whom 1 k no,Y lip. t a l'P- im,·h ·barnct·e1 s that if
p . ibl
h.
iut •Iii
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ACCOUNT OF '.l'IIE ST.A.RT OF ANDREE, BY AXEL Sl'.A.KE. 1

I wa's the chemist of the expedition which fitted out Andree for bis
North Pole journey. I made the gas which carried bis balloon away
to the north. I kept a diary of all the events that happened from the
time the expedition was first assembled in Sweden until Andree and
his companions disappeared beyond Fogelsang on the northern horizon.
From what I have seen printed in the papers both here and abroad I
do not think tllat all of the happenings of the departure can be known
to the public at large. For instance, it may not be known generally
that Andree was very reluctant to depart 011 his voyage on that rather
memorable J u1y 11. His own wish was to defer the start to the next day.
I do not believe he would h~ve gone on the 11th bad he not been urged
to go by his companions. He is very painst.aking and careful as a
rule, and in his middle age far more discreet than the youth of bis
companions aUowed them to be. But Strindberg and Frankel had
waited so loug and hoped so much for a breeze from the south that
they were eager to be oft'. They were afraid the breeze would die away
and the expedition would be left stranded on Da11es' Island, as it was
in 1896.
I remember very well the morning of tbe 11th. Strindberg and I
occupied the same cabin on board the Swedish gunboat which carried
us up to the island. Strindberg came runni11g to me that morning and
awoke me in my bunk, crying, "The breeze! the breeze! We shall sail
to-day. The wind is from the south." I laughed at him, for I did not
believe it was possible. But when I came out on the deck I found that
tbe preparations for the start had already begun. Andree was doubt ful. In his mind this southerly wind might be a false alarm. He
thought they bad better wait a day or so and see if it would coutinue.
A conference was held on the vessel, after which, reluctant as yet,
Andree we11t ashore to the balloon house to see if the b~eeze was quite
as strong there as it was on board the gunboat. During the morning
he bad been making meteorological observations, and the results added
force to the pleadings of bis companions. He came on board the vessel again, and a second. conference was held. It was finally de~ided
to go that day, and immediately the order to knock down the front
ection of the ba1loon house was given. This was at 10.30 a. m. At
2.30 in the afternoon tbe balloon sailed away.
Andree went away with the impression that the balloon would float
at lea ·t six weeks. Indeed, it was his idea in 1896 that he could keep
in the air for a year or more if necessary, but the trouble we had with
e capiug ga soon di pelled tllis notion. I think that even after he
found how impossible it was to confine the gas be overrated the time
he would be able to keep afloat. The expert from the balloon factory
1
Published by McClure ynuicate, March 13, 1898. Not included in the magazine
article.
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and I made a minute calculation of how long the gas would remain i.n
-tbe bag, faking into consideration its slow escape through the minute
interstices which we found it impossible to close up. Our calculation
was that the balloon would remain afloat, barring accidents, not longer
than fifteen days. The '' Ornen" probably was the tightest balloon
bag ever made, but we could not close up some of the holes. I invented
a process for detecting the escape of the gas. After the balloon was
inflated we spread long strips of sheeting saturated with acetate of
lead over the top. The confined hydrogen sulphide as it escaped
would, on coming in contact with the sheeting, cause the latter to
become discolored. Thus the exact location of every bole could be
ascertained.
Even so, although we varnished and revarnished the silk inside and
. out, we could not prevent the almost imperceptible boles. Tlte greatest trouble was in the seams where the sections of the great bag were
joined. The finest needle hole was sure to show a leak, even after the
stitching had been done as neatly as possible. It may not be known
that t,he successive varnishings could be done satisfactorily only on the
upper part of the bag, against which the greatest outward pressure of
the confined gas was exerted. Of course we wonld have done the
lower part of the balloon more thoroughly, but we had not time. The
aeronauts were eager to sail with the first good south wind, and we
had to let them go. Strindberg had made some experiments to reduce
tbe outflow of the gas, but they were wit.bout success. Tlrn constant
smearing on of the gutta-percha which we used was really the best we
could do. Our e timate of fifteen days' duration for the gas, small as
it wa , would provide for its retention twice the length of time that
ga ha ever before been confined in a balloon. I believe that no balloon lier tofore ha floated longer than a week.
Andr ' e wa handicapped at the tart by the loss of two-thirds of
hi.· drag ropes, upon which be depended to steer hiE1 balloon. The accident wa a curiou one, and while it could not have been foreseen, yet
th c ndition uud r which it happened might have been avoided if
liffer nt arraugem nt bad b n maue. The drag rope of the balloou,
wlli ·b , re about 1, 0 feet long, were in three ections, and wer
j in d tog th r by metal crew oupling . The couplings could be
e 1 ap r th in£ r n
ing I uppo e, that if mlree wanted
he ul 1 mi. er w c nd a t off any part of th drag rope. Why
· ul n ju:t a a ily ha cut tbem ap, rt I
not know.
ow
b 11 n, ' r d t
tart be drag ro e · attaeh d to tb
f
·k
11 w d to trail up v r th top ed e f
' ancl <1 wn ag in
th
b ,1 n
bich th y , er
l r f all
n r a y
£ llow h
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which tbe balloon seemed unable to overcome. Instead of following
the bag out of the house, uncoiling as they went, the upper sections.of
the drag ropes twisted, and under the severe strain the couplings
unscrewed. For a moment it seemed that the balloon would not get
away; that the friction of the heavy ropes would bold her to the shore.
Then, to ·our astonishment, the couplings parted and the airship
darted upward.
The question whether or not the loss of these ropes would rjrevent
Andree from steering the balloon has been openly discussed. It is
impossible to tell, of course, though be may have remedied the defect
by putting out another drag rope composed of the rope which Lung
from the basket and which for the time being was used as ballast.
When the balloon rose out of the house some portion ofit caught on
the structure of the balloon house. Andree was heard to exclaim
"What was that," Then we heard Strindberg crying, "Long live
old Sweden!" A boat had pulled out from the shore, and as the bag
tore away Andree grabbed a speaking trumpet and shouted to those
in the boat. From bis motions every one believed he wa.::; trying to
say something about the loss of the drag ropes, but no one could
understand what be said, and as the balloon got farther and farther
away, the difficulty of making himself understood became greater
and greater.
Andree lost much ballast and much gas before the balloon passed out
of sight. After its first jump upward from the balloon house it was
deprc ed toward the water by the air current coming down from the
mountains behind us. It got so near the surface of the water that for
a moment we wondered whether i;be expedition wasn't going to· end
riglit there. Nobody spoke, but everybody was filled with excitement
all the more intense because no sound was uttered. Then the ballooni ts began throwing out ballast, 9 bags of sand, weighing about 378
pounds. After that the balloon went upward. It reached over 3,000
feet in height; then it went forward again. Later on it was depressed,
evidently through the escape of gas, which the aeronauts permitted to
flow tluouo-h the valves. Finally, when it rose over Vogelsung, more
balla t must have been dispensed with in order to accomplish the
purpo e . .
Of cour e it is impossible to surmise where the explorers are at
present, if they have escaped the bad effects of Arctic exposure. It
i naturally impossible for the balloon to have floated until this time,
and in rea oning out any course of safety for the balloonists we must
pre uppo e that they descended safely on some land. We know from
the me age received by means of the carrier pigeons that were -shot
in the rigging of the sealing vessel Alleen in the vicinity of Spitzbergen,
that Andree did not continue northward. According to the dispatch
he wa he_aded in an easterly direction, after ha,v ing gone 145 geographical miles to the north. He bad already gone 45 miles to the eastward
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when the pigeon was released. .Andree started on a win<l. which carried his balloon along at the rate of 25 or 30 miles an hour. Had he
continued northward at this rate be would have reached the Pole in
less than two days. But I believe when these southern winds strike
the northern ice, and become colder, they alsq become slower. · Therefore, the rate of progress of his balloon would be greatly lessened
as be proceeded northward. However, we know that he was going
toward the east when last heard from.
If the balloonists managed to land safely on Franz Josef land, they
may have been able to pull through the winter by erecting a hut and
by hunting for food, as has been pointed out. It may be that they
have gone too far north to sustain themselves in this manner. On the
other hand, they may have descended into the ocean, although iu the
latter event they bad one meager chance left open to them. It bas
been said that .Andree acted in an ill-advised manner when be placed
his provisions in packages up in the ropes of his balloon rather than
in the basket in which he and his companions were to Ii ve. It has
been said tbap if the basket had been overturned the balloonists would
have been spilled out, and the balloon, relieved of their weight, would
immediately bound in the air and carry away with it their precious
food. But .Andree's conclusions in this matter showed him to have
been more far-sighted than his critics. His idea was that the balloon
might descend into the sea, in which case he and his companions would
b compelled to take to tho every ropes themselves. Then, by cutting
loo e the ba ket beneath them, the balloon would rebouud fnto the air
and carry upward not only the aeronauts, but their precious food as
well.
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S . A . ANDREE.

From a photograph by G. Florman, Stockholm .

N ILS STRINDBERG.

KNUT F RAE NKEL.

One of Andree's two companions on
the voyage.

One of Andree's two companions on
the voyage.

From a photograph by G. Florman,
tockholm.
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P L AT E I I .

DANES G ATE . NEAR WHICH THE A SCENSION WAS MADE.

F rom a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photogr apher s of the Andree Expedit ion .

UNLOADING THE BALLOON FROM THE SHIP AT DANES ISLAND.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasr·elblad, Goteborg, photographers of the And ree Expedit ion.

Smithsonian Report, 1897 . -Andree Expedition.
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SLEDDING THE BALLOON FROM THE S.HIP TO LAND AT DANES ISLAND.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photographers of the Andree Expedition.

LANDING THE BALLOON AT DANES ISLAND.

From a photograph by G. and H . Hasselblad, Goteborg, photogr aphers of the Andree Expedition.

Ill.

Smithsonian Report, 1897 .-Andree Expeditinn
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IV.

VIEW OF THE BALLOON HOUSE AND THE BALLOON.

Part of the walls of the balloon hoiise have been torn away, in order to let the balloon oid
at the ascension.
From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photographers of the Andree Expedition.

TAKING D OWN THE FRONT W ALL OF THE BALLOON HOUSE.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photograph rs f the Andree Expedition.

Smithsonian Report, 1897 .-And ree Exped it ion .
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T A KING D OWN THE FRONT WALL OF THE BALLOON HOUSE.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photogr aphers of the Andree Ex pedition.

GETTING ON TOP OF THE BALLOON TO LOOK FOR LEAKS.

Frnm a photograph by G. and II. Hasselblad , Goteborg, photographer.;; of the Andr ee Expedit ion.

Srn, thson1 an Report, 189 7 .-Andree Expedition,

PLATE

EXAMINING THE BALLOON FOR LEAKS.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblad, Goteborg, photogra phers of tne Andree Expedition.

THE DAY OF THE START.

INSIDE THE BALLOON HOUSE AFTER THE BALLOON HAS RISEN .

lblad, Ooteborg, photographers of the Andree Fxpedition.

VI.

ATCHING THE BALLOON AS IT SWAYS UNDER THE STRONG BLASTS OF WIND ON THE DAY OF THE START.

From a photograph by G. and H. Hasselblatl, Goteborg, photographers of the Andr ee Expedition.

THE START.

From a photograph b?'. lr. A. _Macburon, wbo, as the r pre enta~ive of .Mr. Lacbamb1·e, t he maker of the balloon,
ace mparued Andree to Danes Island and ass1·ted him in making his star t.
R produced from the Paris mu tration.

SCIENTIFIC .ADVANTAGES OF .AN .ANT.ARCTIC
EXPEDITION. 1

Dr.

MURR.A.Y's

.Address.

From a scientific point of view the advantages to be derived from a
well-equipped and well-directed expedition to the .Antarctic wou1d, at
the present time, be manifold. Every department of natural knowledge
would be enriched by systematic observations as to the order in which
phenomena coexist and follow each other in regions of the earth's surface about which we know very little or are wholly ignorant. It is one
of' the great objects of science to collect observations of the kind here
indicated, and it may be safely said that without them ,ve can never
arrive at a right understanding of the phenomena by which we are
surrounded, even in the habitable parts of the globe.
Before considering the various orders of phenomena concerning
which fuller jnformation is urgently desired it may be well to point out
a fundamental topographical difference between the .Arctic and .Antarctic. In the Northern Hemisphere there is a polar sea almost completely surrounded by continental land, and continental conditions for
the most p art prevail. In the Southern Hemisphere, on the other hand,
there is almost certainly a continent at the South Pole, which is completely surrounded by the ocean, and in those latitudes the most simple and extended-oceanic conditions on the surface of the globe are
encountered.
THE .A.TMOSPHERE .

. One of the most remarkable features in the meteorology of the globe
is the low atmospheric pressure at all seasons in the Southern Hemisphere south of latitude 45° S., with the accompanying strong westerly
and northwesterly winds: large rain arnl snow fail, all round the South
Polar regions. The mean pressure seems to be less than 29 inches,
which is much lower than in similar latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Some meteorologists bold that this vast cyclonic system and
low-pre ure area continues south as far as the Pole, the more southerly
parts b eing traversed by secondary cyclones. There are, however,
1
Address by Dr. John Murray, F . R. S., and subsequent speeches, delivered at a
special meetin g of the Ro yal Society, London, February 24, 1898. Printed in Nature,
No. 1479, v ol. 57, Mar ch 3, 1898.
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many indications that the extreme South Polar area is occupied by a
vast anticyclone, out of which winds blow toward the gird]e of low
pressure outside the ice-bound region. In support of this view it is
pointed out that Ross's barometric observations indicate a gradual rise
in the pressure south of the la,titude 75° S., and all Antarctfo voyagers
agree that · when near the ice the majority of tbe winds are from the
south and southeast, and bring clear weather with fall of temperature,
while nortber]y winds bring thick fogs with rise of temperature.
All our knowledge of the meteorological conditions uf tbe Antarctic
is limited to a few observations during the midsummer months, and
tbese indicate tllat the temperature of the snow-covered Antarctic continent is even at that time much lower than that of the surrounding
sea. The anticyclonic area at the South Pole appears therefore to be
permanent, and when in winter the sea ice is for the most part continuous and extends far to the north the anticyclonic area has most probably a much wider extension than in summer. Thi s is indicated by the
southeasterly winds, which at times lJlow toward the southern point of
the American continent in June an,1 July.
All obsnvations in high southern latitude:::; indicate an extremely low
summer temperature. In winter we have no direct observations. The
mean of Ross's air temperatures south of latitude 630 S. was 28.74° F.,
which is about the freezing point of sea water, and his maximum temperature was 43.5° F. Boih Wilkes anrl D'Urville observed poo]s of
fre h water on several icebergs, and, when sailmg along the ice _barrier,
Ro s saw '' gigantfo icicles depending from every projecting point of its
perpendicular cliffa," 1 so it is probable that extensive melting sometimes
takes place.
In tbe 1atitude of the Antarctic Circle the air is frequently at or near
the point of ·aturation, anrl precipitation takes place in the form of
rain, sl et, now, or hail. Most of the ob ervation s near the ice-covered
land bow, however, a much <lrier atmo pbere, and in all probability
precipitation Yer the ntarctic continent tak es place in the form of
.fine now ry tal , uch a i recorded in the interior of Greenla:nd.
h r would appear, then, to be good r eason, for believing that the
r gi n of he outh Pole i overed by what may be regarded practilly a
r at rmauent anti ycl ne, with a much wider exten ion in
int r b n iu ummer. It i mo t likely that the preva1ling wind
bl w u fr m the ole all tbe year round toward tbe urroundillg , a,
f r en land; but, unlike Gr en land, tbi area i probby y Ionic di turban e .
n t t cl nly how bow little real know] dg we
rning h 'tmo pb ric onditiou of high outbern latirtain bow Y r that ven two year ' y t matic ob erY, ·
h
w ulcl b
f he utmo t alu for th futur
1

R

, "Antar tic oyage," ol. I, page 237.
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.AN'.l.'.ARC'l'IC ICE.

From many points of view it would be imi)ortant to learn something
about the condition and distribution of Antarctic sea ice during the
winter months, and especially about the position and movements of
the huge table-shaped icebergs at this and other seasons of the year.
These flat-topped icebergs, with a thickness of J ,200 or 1,500 feet, with
their stratification and their perpendicular cliffs, which rise 150 or 200
feet above and sink 1,100 0r 1,400 feet below the level of the sea, form
t he most striking peculiarity of the Antarctic Ocean. Their form and
structure seem clearly to indicate that they were formed on an extended
land surface, and have been pushed out over low-lying coasts into
the sea.
Ross sailed for 300 miles along the face of a g:reat ice barrier from
150 to 200 feet in height, off which be obtained depths of 1,800 and 2,400
feet. · This was evidently the sea front of a great creeping glacier or
ice cap just then in the ~ondition to give birth to the table-shaped
icebergs, miles in length, which have been described by every Antarctic voyager.
All Antarctic land is not, however, surrounded by such inaccessible
. cliffs of ice, for along the seaward faces of the great mountain ranges
of Victoria Land the ice and snow which descend to the sea apparently
form cliffs not higher than 10 to 20 feet, and in 1895 Kristensen and
Borcbgrevink lauded on a pebbly beach occupied by a penguin rookery
at Cape Adare without encountering auy land ice descending to the
sea. Where a penguin rookery is situated we may be quite sure that
th ere is occasionally open water for a. considerable portion of tile year,
and that consequently landing might be effected without much difficulty
or delay; and further, that a party, once landed, might with safety
winter at such a spot, where the penguins would furnish an abundant
supply of food and fuel. A properly equipped party of observers
situated at a point like this on the Autarctic Continent for one or two
winters might carry out a most valuable series of scientific observations,
make successful excursions toward tlle interior, and bring back valuable
information as to the probable thick11ess of the ice-cap, its temperatnre
at different levels, its rate of accumulation, and its motions, concerning
all which points there is much difference of opinion among scientific
men.
.AN'.l'.ARC'l'IC LAND.

I there an Antarctic Continent f It has already been stated tllat
the form and structure of the Antarctic icebergs indicate that they were
built up on and bad flowed over an extended laud surface. As these
b rgs are floated to the north and broken up in warmer latitudes they
di tribute over the floor of the ocean a large quantity of glaciated rock
fraO'ment anu land detritus. These materials were dredged up by the
Challenger in considerable quantity, and they' show that the rocks over
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which the Antarctic land ice moved were gneisses, granites, mica-schists,
quartziferous diorites, grained quartzites, sandstones, limestones, and
shales. These lithological types are distinctively indicative of continental land, and there can be no doubt about their having been
transported from land situated toward the South Pole. l)'Urville
describes rocky i~lets off Adelie Land composed of granite and gneiss.
Wilkes found on an iceberg near the same place bowlders of red
sandstone and basalt. Borchgrevink and Bull have brought back
fragments of mica-schists and other continental rocks from Cape .A.dare.
Dr. Donald brought back from Joinville. Island a piece of red jasper
or chert containing Radiolaria and sponge spicules. Captain Larsen
brought from Seymour Island pieces of fossil coniferous wood, and also
fossil shells
Oucullrea, Cytherea, Cyprina, Teredo, and N atica, having a close resemblance to species known to occur in lower Tertiary
beds in Britain and Patagonia. These fossil remains indicate in these
areas a much warmer cllmate in past times. We arc thus in possession
of abundant indications that there is a wide extent of continental land
within the ice-bound regions of the Southern Hemisphere.
It is not likely that any living land fauna wrn be discovered on the
Antarctic continent away from the penguin rookeries. Still, an Antarctic expedition will certainly throw much light on many geological
problems. Fo sil finds in high latitudes are always of special importance. The pieces of fossil wood from Seymour Island can hardly be
th only relics of plant life that are likely to be met with in Tertiary and
ev n older system within the Antarctic. Tertiary, Mesozoic, and
Pal ozoic form · are tolerably well developed in the Arctic regions,
and the occurrence of like forms in the Antarctic regio11t> might be
expe ·te<l to ugge t much as to former geographical changes, such as
h 'xt n ion of tu Antarctic continent toward the north, an<l its conn tion with, or i olation from, the northern continents, and also as to
form ~r ·limatic •hange~, uch a. tbe pre enc in pre-Tertiary times of
an arly unit~ rm t mp ratur in the water of the ocean all over the
'nrfc · f the ofob .

of
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currents, and our know ledge of the tides would be increased by a
systematic series of tidal observations on the shores of Antarctica,
where we have at present no observations. The series of scientific
observations here mentioned, and others that might be indicated, would
:fill up many gaps in our knowledge of the physical conditions of these
high southern latitudes.
DEP'l'H OF THE AN'l'.A.RCTIC OCEAN.

In regard to the depth of the ocean immediately surrounding the
Antarctic continent we have at present very meager information, and
one of the objects of an Antarctic expedition would be to supplement
our knowledge. by an extensive series of soundings in all directions
throughout the Antarctic and Southern oceans. It would in this way
be possible, after a careful consideration of the depths and marine
deposits, to trace out approximately the outlines of the Antarctic continent. At the present time we know that .Ross obtained depths of 100
to 500 fathoms all over the great bank extending to the east of Victoria
Land, ap.d somewhat similar depths have been obtained extending for
some distance to the east of J oinville Island. Wilkes sounded in
depths of 500 and 800 fathoms about 20 or 30 miles off Adelie Land.
The depths found by the Challenger in the neighborhood of the Antarctic
circle were from 1,300 to 1,800 fathoms, and farther north the Challenger soundings ranged from 1,260 to 2,600 fathoms. To the southwest of South Georgia, Ross paid out 4,000 fathoms of line without
reaching bottom. In the charts of depth which I have constructed I
have always placed a deep sea in this position; for it appears to me that
Ross, who knew very well how to take soundings, was not likely to have
been mistaken in work of this kind.
The few indications which we thus possess of the depth of the ocean
in this part of the world seem to show that there is a gradual shoaling
of the ocean from very deep water toward the Antarctic continent, and,
so far as we yet know, either from soundings or temperature observations, there are no basins cut off from general oceanic cil'culation by
barriers or ridges, similar to those found toward the Arctic.
DEPOSITS OF THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN.

The deposits which have been obtained close to the Antarctic continent con ist of blue mud, containing glauconite, made up for the most
part of detrital matters brought down from the land, but containing a
con 'iderable admixture of the remains of pelagic and other organisms.
arther to the north there is a very pure diatom ooze, containing- a considerable quantity of detrital matter from icebergs, and a few pelagic
foraminifera. This deposit appears to form a zone right round the
earth in these latitudes. Still farther to the north the deposits pass in
deep water, either into a Globigerina ooze or into a red clay with
manganese nodules, sharks' teeth, ear bones of whales, .and the other
SM 97--27
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materials characteristic of that deep-sea deposit. Since these views,
however, as to the distribution of deep sea deposits throughout these
high southern latitudes are founded upon relatively few samples, it
can not be doubted tllat further samples from different depths in the
unexplored regions would yield most interesting information.
TEMPERATURE OF THE ANl'ARC'l'IC OCEAN.
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currents of surface water drifted to the north. This warm underlying
water is evidently a, potent factor in the melting and .destruction of the
huge table-topped icebergs of the southern bemisphere. While these
views as to circulation of oceanic water appear to be well established,
still a fuller examination is most desirable at different seasons of the
year, with improved thermometers and sounding machines. Indeed,
all deep-sea apparatus has been so much improved as a result of the
Challenger explorations, that the labor of taking salinity and all other
oceanographical observations has been very much lessened.
PELAGIC LIFE OF '.l.'HE ANTARCTIC OCEAN.

In the surface waters of the Antarctic there is a great abundance of
diatoms and other marine algm. These i.loating banks or meadows form
primarily not only the food of pelagic animals, but also the food of the
abuudant deep-sea life which covers the floor of the ocean in these
south polar regions. Pelagic animals, such as copepods, amphipods,
mollusks, and other marine creatures, are also very abundant, although
specie· are fewer than in tropical waters. Some of these animals seem
to be nearly, if not quite, identical with those found in high ·northern
latitudes, and they have not been met with in the intervening tropical
zones. The numerous species of shelled Pteropods, Foraminifera,
Uoccoliths, and Rhabdoliths, which exist in the tropical surface waters,
gradually disappear as we approach the Antarctic circle, where the
shelled Pteropods are represented by a small L ·iniacina., and the Foramiuifera by only two species of Glob-igerina, which are apparently
identical with those in the Arctic Ocean. A peculiarity of the tow-net
gatherings made by the Challenger expedition in high southern latitudes, is the great rarity or absence of the pelagic larvm of benthonic
organism , and in this respect they agree with similar collections from
the cold waters of the Arctic seas. The absence of these larvm from
polar waters may be accounted for by the mode of development of
benthonic animals to be referred to presently. It must be remembered
that many of these pelagic organisms pass most of their lives in water
of a temperature below 32° F., and it would be most interesting to
learn more about their reproduction and general life history.
BE THOS LIFE OF THE AN'l'ARC'.l.'IC OCEAN.

t pre ent we have no information as to the shallow-water fauna of
the Antarctic Continent; but, judging from what we do know of the
off-lyiug ntarctic Islands, there are relatively few species in the shallow water in depths less than 25 fathoms. On the other hand, life in
th d per water appears to be exceptionally abundant. The total
numb r of pecie of Metazoa collected by the Challenger at Kerguelen
in depth le s than 50 fathoms was about 130, and the number of additional pecie known from other sources from the shallow waters of the
same island is 112, making altogether 242 species, or 30 species less
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than the number obtained in eight deep hauls with the trawl and dredge
in the Kerguelen. region of the Southern Ocean, in depths exceeding
1,260 fathoms, in which eight hauls 272 species were obtained. Observations in other regions of the Great Southern Ocean, where there. is a
low mean annual temperature, also show that the marine fauna around
the land in high southern latitudes appears to be very poor in spede;::;
down to a depth of 25 fathoms, ·when compared with the number of
species present at the mud line about 100 fathoms, or even at depths
of about~ miles.
In 1841 Sir James Ross stated that the animals he dredged off the
Antarctic continent were the same as those he had dredged from similar
depths in the Arctic seas, and he suggested that they might have
passed from one pole to the other by way of the cold wc.1iters of the deep
sea. 1 Subsequent · researches have shown that, as with pelagic organisms, many of the bottom-living species are identical with, or closely
. allied to, those of the Arctic regions, and are not represented in the
intermediate tropical areas. For instance, the most striking character
of the shore-fish fauna of the Southern Ocean is the reappearance of
types inhabiting the corresponding latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere and not found in the intervening tropical zone. This interruption
of continuity in the distribution of shore fishes is exemplified by species
as well as genera, and Dr. Giinther enumerates eleven species and
twenty-nine genera as illustrating this method of distribution . The
following are among the species: Chimrera ( Ohim,mra, monstrosa), two
specie of dogfish (Acanthias vulgaris and A. blainvilli), the monkfi h
(Rhina squatina), John Dory (Zeus Jaber), angler (Lophius piscatorius),
bellow -fi h ( Oentriscus scolopax), sprat ( Olitpea sprattus). The genus
by whi ·h the family Berycidm is represented in the southern temperate
zone ( Trachichthy.s) i much more nearly allied to the northern than to
the tropical g nera. "As in the northern Temperate Zone, ·o in the
Ollth rn, • * * the variety of form8 is much less than between the
Tr pie,'. Thi · is pecially apparent on comparing· the number of
·p i con i utiu 0 • a genu . In thi8 zone genera com po ed of more
than t •u , p ·ie,• are thee ' Ception, the majority haviug only from on
to .fi. • ' ' • • • l'olyprion i one of tho e extraor<l.inary in tance
in whi ·h
ry p ializ d form occur at almo t oppo ite points of the
gl b(• wi bout ha ing 1 ft a trace of it previous existeuce in, or of it'
pa~··,
hr n h, h iut rm diate pace.'
P akin f th h r fi h
f the ntar •tic O •eau
Unther ·ay, :
1 h'
n rel ·hara· •r of th fauna f fag lhaen 'trait: and
r1 1 n
n i ' x r m ly imilar to that f Iceland and ' reenlaud.
r e, and r pre nt d
r ·ti· f un , h ndr t ry ian , ar
h A 11 ntl ia x •1tlr1ati8 au l p ·i , f Raja. • • • A t
•anthop' phra · i , n 1 ~ · >rr · ui h • ar r pr
ut d a in the
'
f h
11 ra ( 'ebastesanl .1lgon1,·) beiun:id nticaJ.
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The Cottidoo are replaced by six genera of Trachinidoo, remarkably
similar in form to Arctic types. * * * Gadoid fishes reappear, but
are less developed; as usual, they are accompanied by Myxine. The
reappearance of so specialized a genus as Lycodes is most remarkable." 1
These statements with reference to shore fishes might, with some
modifications, be repeated concerning the distribution and character of
all classes of marine invertebrates in high northern and high southern
latitudes. The Challenger researches show that nearly 250 species •
taken in high southern latitudes occur also in the Northern Hemisphere,
but are not recorded from the tropical zone. Fifty-four species of seaweed have also been recorded as showing a similar distribution. 2 Bipolarity in the distribution of marine organisms is a fact, however much
naturalists may differ as to· its extent and the way in which it has
originated.
All those animals which secrete large quantities of carbonate of lime
greatly predominate in the tropics, such as Corals, Decapod Crustacea,
Lamellibranchs, and Gasteropods. On the other hand, those animals
in which there is a feeble development of carbonate of lime structures
predominate in colcl. polar waters, such as Hydroida, Holothuroidea,
Annelida, Amphipoda, Isopoda, and Tunicata. This difference is in
direct relation with the temperature of the water in which these organisms live, carbonate of lime being thrown down much more rapidly and
abundantly in warm than in cold water by ammonium carbonate, one
of the waste products of organic activity.
In the Southern and Subantarctic Ocean a large proportion of the
Echinoderms develop their young after a fashion which precludes the
possibility of a pelagic larval stage. The young are reared within or upon
the body of the parent, and have a kind of commensal connection with lier
till they are large enough to take care of themselves. A similar method
of direct development has been observed in eight or nille species of
Echinoderms from the cold waters of the northern hemisphere. On
the other hand, in temperate and tropical regions, the development of
a free-swimming larva is so entirely the rule that it is usually described
as the normal habit of the Echinodermata. This similarity in the mode
of development between Arctic and Antarctic Echinoderms (and the
contra t to what takes place in the tropics) holds good also in o_ther
clas, ·e of Invertebrate~, and probably accounts for the absence of freeswimming larvm of benthonic animals in the surface gatherings in
Arctic and ntarctic waters.
What i urgently required. with reference.to the biological problems
here indi ated is a fuller knowledge of the facts, and jt can not be
doubted that an Antarctic expedition would bring back collections
and ob ervations of the greatest interest to all naturalists and physi1

Giinther, , tudy of Fishes, pages 282-290. (Edinburgh, 1880.)
Murray and Barton. Phycological Memoirs of tlte British Museum, part 3.
(London, 1895.)
2
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ologists, and without such information it is impossible to discuss with
success the present distribution of organisms over the surface of the
globe, or to form a true conception of the antecedent conditions by
which that distribution has been brought about.
CONCLUDING REMARKS.

There are many directions in which an Antarctic expedition would
carry out important observations besides tho~e already touched on in.
the foregoing statement. From the purely exploratory point of view
much might be urged in favor of an Antarctic expedition at an early
date; for the furtber progress of scientific geography it is essential to
have a more exact knowledge of the topography of the Antarctic
regions. This would enable a more just conception of the volume relations of land and sea to be formed, and in connection with pendulum
observations some hints as to the density of the suboceanic crust and
the depth of the Antarctic if..\e cap might be obtained. In case the
above sketch may possibly have created the impression that we really
kuow a great deal about the Antarctic regions, it is necessary to restate
that all the general conclusions that have been indicated are largely
hypothetical, and to again urge the necessity for a wider and more
solid base for generalizations. The results of a succes~ful Antarctic
expedition would mark a great advance in the philosophy-apart from
the mere facts-of terrestrial science.
o thinking per on doubt that the Antarctic will be explored. The
only qne tion are~ When and by whom l I should like to ·ee the
work undertak n at once, and by the British Navy. I should like to
e a um of £150,000 in erted in the estimates for the purpo e. The
o rnm nt may have , ufficient grounds for declining to send forth
u ·h n exp ditiou at the pre nt time, but that is no rea on why the
·ci ntifi m n of the ountry should not urge that the exploration of
b
ntarcti · would lead to important addition to knowledge, and tbat,
in b int r t of , ci nee among English- peaking peoples, the nited
1 in d m ,'hould tak not only a large but a leading part in any such
xpl
TUE A T R .,TI
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past-geology, mineralogy, volcanic action under special conditionsall of these are subjects on which the phenomena of the Antarctic
regions are sure to bear directly.
If, however, I am asked to specify more particularly the question on
which I look for invaluable evidence which can be got nowhere else, I
must name, above all others, the most difficult questions involved in
quaternary geology. Geologists are nearly all agreed that there has
been, very recently, a glacial age-au age in which glacial conditionsprevailed over the whole northern hemisphere to a much lower latitnde
than they prevail now. But geologists differ widely and.fundamentally
from each other as to the form which glacial agencies took during that
period. In particular, many geologists believe in what they call an
''ice sheet"-that is to say, in the northern world having been covered
by an enormous mass of ice several thousand feet thick. which, as they
assert, ''flowed" over mountain areas as well as over plains, and filled
up the bed of seas of a considerable depth. Other geologists disbelieve
in this agency altogether, They deny that even such a body of ice ever
existed; it could not possibly have moved in the way which the theory
assumes. · They affirm, also, that the facts connected with glaciated
surfaces do not indicate the planing down by one universal sheet of
enormous weight and pressure; but, on the contrary, the action of small
and lighter bodies of ice, which have acted partially and unequally on
different surfaces differently exposed.
We might have hoped that this controversy could be settled by the
facts connected with the only enormous ice sheet which exists in the
northern hemisphere, viz, that which covers the great continent of
Greenla nd. But that ice sheet,, enormous though it be, does certainly
not do what thP, ice sheet of the Glacial Age is supposed to have done.
That is to say, it does not flow out from Greenland, fill the adjacent
seas, or override the opposite coasts, even in so narrow a sheet as
Smith's Sound. But this evidence is negative only. In the Antarctic
continent we have reason to believe that there is a larger ice sheet, and
it certainly doe protrude into the adjacent seas, not merely by sending
out broken, :floating fragments, but in unbroken ice cliffs of great height.
ow, we want to know exactly under what conditions this protrusion
take place. Dr. Murray speaks of it as ''creeping" seawards-a
more cautious word than "flowing." But is it certain that it does
even creep 1 May it not simply grow by accretion or aggregation till it
reaches a depth of water so great as to break it off by :flotation¥ Does
it or does it not carry detritus when no detritus bas been dropped on
its surface1 Or does it pick up detritus from its own bed~ Or does
it pu h foreign matter before it 1 Does the perfectly tabular form of
the utarctic icebergs indicate any differential movement in the
parent mass at all; or docs it not indicate a condition of immobility
until their buoyancy lifts great fragments off1 What is the condition
of the rocks on which they rest¥ Is there any thrust upon the mass
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from the mountain ranges on which the gathering ground lies ; or is the
whole country one vast gathering ground from the continual excess of
precipitation over melting ~ These questions, and a hundred others,
have to be solved by .Antarctic discovery, and until they are solved
we can not argue with security on the geological history of our own
now temperate regions. The .Antarctic continent is unquestionably the
region of the earth in whieh glacial conditions are at their maximum,
and therefore it is the region in which we must look for all the information attainable toward, perhaps, the most difficult problem with which
geological science has to deal.
SIR JOSEPH HOOKER'S VIEWS.

Dr. Murray's admirable summary of the scientific information obtainable by an organized exploration of the .Antarctic regions, leaves nothing
further to be said under that head. I can only record the satisfaction
with which I heard it, and my earnest hope that it will lead to action
being taken by the Government in the direction indicated.
ext to a consideration of the number and complexity of the objects
to be obtained by an .Antarctic expedition, what .dwells most in my
imagination i the vast area of the unknown region which is to be the
field for inve tigation-a region which, in its full extension, reache
from the latitude of 60° . to the southern pole, and embraces every
degree of longitude. Thi. i a very considerable portion of the surface
of tb globe, and it is one that ha been con idered to be for the mo t
I art inacce. ible to man; I will, therefore, ask you to accompany the
ci ntifi. · xr lor r no farther than to the thre bold of the scenes of his
labor that you may ee how oon and bow urgently he is called upon
to tudy ome of tho hitherto un olved .Antarctic problem..., that he
will tb r
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diminutive sea east of Victoria Land,1 we know nothing, nor do we
know anything of the relative amount of Rnow and ice of which they
are composed, or of their age, or of the winds and currents that have
carried them to a lower latitude.
The other great glacial feature of the Antarctic area is "The Barrier"
which Ross traced for 300 miles in the seventy-eighth and seventy-ninth
degrees of south latitude, maintaining throughout its character of an
inaccessible precipitous ice cliff (the sea front of a gigantic glacier) of
150 to 200 feet in height. This stupendous glacier is no doubt one
parent of the huge table-topped ice islands that infest the higher latitudes of the Southern Ocean; but as. in the case of the Pack, we do not
know where the Barrier bas its origin, or anything further about it
than that it in great part rests upon a comparatively shallow ocean bottom. It probably abuts lll)0n land, possibly on an Antarctic continent;
but to prove this was impossible, on the occasion of Ross's visit, for the
height of the ship's crow's-nest above the sea surface was not sufficient
to enable him to overlook even the upper surface of the ice. Nor do I
foresee any other method of settling this important point, except by the
use of a captive balloon, an implement with which I hope that future
expeditions may be supplied. There were several occasions in which
uch an implement might advantageously have beP-n used by Ross
when near the Bartjer, and more when it would have greatly facilitated
bi navigation of the Pack.
·
,
I have cho en the Antarctic ice as the subject upon which to address
this most important meeting, not only because it is one of the very first
of the phenomena that df'.mand the study of the explorer, hut because
it i the dominant feature in Antarctic navigation, where the Pack is
ever pre eut or close by, demanding, whether for being penetrated or
evaded, all the commander's fortitude and skill, and all his crew's
endurance.
It maybe expected that I should allude to those sections of Dr. Murray's ummary that refer to the Antarctic fauna and flora; they are
most important, for the South Polar Ocean swarms with animal and
vegetable life. ~arge collections of these, taken both by the tow net
and by deep-sea soundings, were made by Sir J. Ross, who was an ardent
naturalist and threw away no opportunity of observing and preserving;
but unfortunately, with the exception of the Diatomacere (which were
inve tigated by Ehrenberg), very few of the results of his labor in this
direction have been published. A better fate, I trust, awaits the treasure that the hoped-for expedition will bring back; for so proUfic is
that ocean that the naturali t need never be idle, no, not even for one
of th twenty-four hours of daylight throughout an Antarctic summer,
1
Ir fer to the "pancak "ice, which, in that sea, on several occasions formed with
great rapidity around Ross' ship, in lat. 76° to 78° , . in February, 1842, and which
arrest d their progress. , uch ice, auO'mented l,y further freezing of the water and
by snowfa,ll , may be regarded as a genesis of fiel<ls that, when broken up by gales.
are carried to tlrn north and contrihntr to the cir ·umpolar pack.
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and I look to tbe results of a comparison of the oceanic life of the Arctic
and Antarctic regions as the heralding of an epoch in the history of
biology.
THE PR.A.C'.l'IC.A.BILITY OF .A.N'.1'.A.RCTIC EXPLORATION.

Dr. Nansen said a great Antarctic expedition should be undertaken
by the British nation. He confined bis observatjons to the great importance of a land expedition in the Antarctic Continent. It would certainly be of the highest importance to have it in connection with a
naval expedition, which would afford an excellent basis for such a land
expedition. Dr. Murray bad already mentioned the possibilities, and,
perhaps, probabilities, that there was a large Antarctic continent covevered by an ice cap. They did not quite know yet. It might be that
there were large islands, and there might be sounds in between covered
with :floating ice. Whether that was so or not, it was certain there
must be one or several huge ice cap·s inside this unknown territory in
the south, and be felt certain that the exploration of these would give
scientific information of the greatest importance. There were many
problem to solve, and the only place they could try to solve them
in was the polar regions. Gn\euland bad already given them much
information about the ice sheet, but Greenland was too small, when
compared with the big ice sheets in the glacial packs. They should
look to the much more extensive ice sheets which they might fitHl i11
tlie unknown territory. He did not think it would be very difficult to
r a h the ntarctic Continent. They must remember they kuew a
great d al more about ice inve tigation than in the days of Ross. They
bad much better ships, and had team, and were not afraid to pu h
th hip into an ice pack. They knew that if they were exposed to
pr ure and ome bard time , they had the means to get out of it
again; and hi opini n wa that in the ontbern Sea they were urroun d by mu h open water all round, au i a hip would not run the
ri 1 f b iug hut up in i ·e a long a in tbe Arctic regions, where the
r hut up by land round about. So far a he understood it,
w ul not run o mu •h ri k in that way in the outh a in the
h ic
nerally p n cl in calm w ather, and that wa exactly
1· w uld n t b abl t make u e of th opportunity
hou h wi h heir m dern , team ·hip it would not be
th
ntar ·ti·. I had b n , aid that the i 'e b t
diffi ·ul t
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This enormous ice sheet must have an important influence upon the
climatology of the whole world, and valuable information might be
obtained as to meteorological conditions through an Antarctic expedition. If such a great naval expedition as had been suggested were
sent from this country, Norway would gladly join in the work and
send out another expedition to take part in the land work, and it would
be of the greatest importance if there could be international co9peration in these expeditions, because simultaneous observations could then
be made in these Antarctic regions, and they could lay their plans in a
more scientific way.
DR. NEUMAYER ON GRAVITY .A.ND 1.'ERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.

A. gravity survey is, in connection with a thorough geographical
survey of the Antarctic, one of the most urgent requirements of the
science of our earth. There are no measurements of the gravity constant within the Antarctic region; indeed, they are very scarce in the
Southern Hemisphere south of latitude 30° S., and they are so closely
connected with the theory of the figure of our earth that it is hardly
pos ible to arrive at any conclusive results in this all-important matter
without observations within the Antarctic region. It is impossible to
foretell what effect an exact gravity survey in that region might exert
upor. our views with regard to all physical elements which depend upon
the radius of our earth. A.part from that consideration, we may hope
for another important enlargement of the knowledge bearing upon the
connection between terrestrial magnetism and gravity. Gravity observations have been so much simplified of late, by Von Herack's ingeniou' apparatus, that it does not offer a serious difficulty to multiply
gravity determinations withiu the Antarctic region, so that we may
well be able to speak of a" gravity survey." The all-important question of the distribution of land within the South Polar region is closely
connected with it. The International Geodetic Permanent Commission
expressed it as their conviction that a gravity survey within that region
would be of the greatest benefit for higher geodetic theories.
The probable connection between gravity and terrestrial magnetism
has already been referred to. But apart from this, a .magnetic survey
of the Antarctic region is of the greatest importance from other points
of view. As, since the time of Ross, no other observations of the values
of the magnetic elements have been made, we are perfectly ignorant of
the values of the secular variations south of latitude 50°, though this
information i urgently needed for the construction of trustworthy
magnetic charts required in navigation. Of the situation of the southern magnetic pole, and of its motion during the last fifty years, we are
equally ignorant, though the facts are so highly important according
to Gaus ' theoretical de.ductions.
Much a the mathematical theory of terrestrial magnetism has been
developed, of the physical theory of that mysterious force in nature we
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are yet in perfect ignorance. This defect is certainly to some considerable degree caused by the want of our knowledge in higher latitudes.
It seems as if the magnetic character of the South Polar region is such
as would afford all facility for a sound investigation when compared
with the magnetic conditions of the North Polar region. A glance at
a magnetic map shows how entirely different is the distribution of the
magnetic action in both polar regions.
There is the interesting fact to be noticed in the south t,h at the two
foci of total intensity are situated on the side toward the south of the
Australian continent and nearly on the same meridian. The magnetic
action which makes itself manifest by magnetic storms or disturbances
reaches its highest degree likewise south of the Australian continent,
whereas to the south of South America the storms become very scarce
and of a similar magnitude to those in middle latitudes. This was
most strikingly proved by the observations in Orange Bay and South
Georgia during the period of internatioual observations in 1882-83.
Of course, the magnetic South Pole and the situation of the foci above
mentioned are in close connection with these facts, but the reason of
their distribution remains unexplained. A discussion of all observations on southern polar lights also shows a connection between their
frequency and the maximum region of magnetic disturbance.
Though the examination of these few facts ought to prompt the institution of a vigorous examination of the South Polar regiom,, the series
is far from being exhausted; there is the question of the geoid deformation, the phenomena of the tides, and the structure of the ice and
it drifting.
Tl.le re olution of the ixth International Geographical Congress that
the pr nt entury should not be allowed to expire without unveiling
tbe my t ri of tb outh Polar reofons ought to be carried into e:tlect.
11 ientifi in titution and . ocieti s tru~t that such will take place
with utan further delay.
,IB CL•ME 'l'

M RKH M
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has only been seen for a distance of 300 miles. It requires far more
complete examination before any approach to an adequate knowledge
can be obtained respecting· the extent and nature of the supposed ice
cap in its rear.
We know that the southern continent is a region of actual volcanic
· activity; but the extent, nature, and effect of that activity remain to
be ascertained.
On the Antarctic Circle land bas been reported at numerous points,
south of Australia and thP; Indian Ocean, but it is unknown whether
what has been seen jndicates islets and rocks, or a continuous coast
line.
Dr. Murray bas pointed out that the whole southern continent is certainly not bounded by such an ice wall as was seen by Sir James Ross,
and is not covered by an ice cap. But the extent alike of the ice cap
and of the uncovered land is unknown.
We are ignorant of the distribution of land and sea, and of ice and
water in summer, and of the causes which influence such distribution.
These are some of the geographical problems to be solved. The
investigation of each one of tLem will lead to further discoveries as
yet uudreamt of, which must ·needs be of the deepest interest to
geographers.
There are eminent men present who will no doubt refer to the results
of Antarctic exploration as regards other branches of scieq.ce. Combined together they make the discovery of the unknown parts of the
Antarctic region the greatest and most important work that remains
for this generation of explorers to achieve.
ME'l'EOROLOGY .A.ND .A.NT.A.RC'l'IC EXPLORATION.

Dr. Alexander Buchan stated that the remarks he was about to make
would have exclusive reference to the first two paragraphs of Dr. Murray's address, under the heading of "The Atmosphere;" 'Or, rather,
more immediately to the relation between mean atmospheric pressure
and prevailing winds. Re supposed he had been asked to speak on
thi occa ion, from the extensive and minute knowledge of the subject
he had necessarily acquired in the preparation of the reports on atmospheric and oceanic circulation which were published as two of the
report of the scientific results of the voyage of H. M. S. Challenger.
The former of these reports, on atmospheric circulation, is accompanied by twenty-six maps, showing by it:1obars for each month 'and the
year the mean pre ·sure of the atmosphere, and by arrows the prevailing wind of the globe, on hypsobathymetric maps, or maps showing
by lJadings the height of the land and the depth of the sea; first on
Gall projection, and second on north circumpolar maps on equal surfac projection. The isobars are drawn from mean pressures calculated
for 1,366 places, and the winds from eveil a larger number of places,
di tributed as well as possible over the whole globe. It is also of
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importance to note that averages of pressure and prevailing winds an,
published with tbe report-an accompaniment to the map8 of. mean
atmospheric pressure and prevailing winds of the globe not yet given
in any other series of maps of mean pressure and prevailing winds.
This, then, is the work undertaken and published in these reports,
which occupied seven years in preparing, as time could be spared from
official duties. The result of the charting of the pressure and prevailing winds is this: Stand with your back to the wind, then the center of
lowest pressure that causes the wind will be to the left in the Northern
Hemisphere and to the right band in the Sout,h ern Hemisphere, a
relation well known as Buys Ballot's law. In charting the 1,366 pressures and the relative prevailing winds, no exception was found in any
of the two hemispheres. This is one of the broadest generalizations
science can point to.
ome years ago a theory of atmospheric circulation was published by
the late Professor Ferrel, which, as it is not accordant with the broad
results arrived at in the report of atmospheric circulation in the Challenger reports, calls for serious consideration on account of its bearing
on any attempt proposed to be undertaken for the exploration of the
ntarctic regions.
One of the more recent expositors of this theory is Professor Davis,
of Harvard College, who, in bis Elementary Meteorology, gives an
admirable expo itiou of the results now arrived at by tbe various
worker in meteorology, and of the opinions aud theories promulgated
by diff rent meteorologi ·t in different departments of the science.
The book i largely u eel in secondary schools and colleges of the
uit d tat , and the e view are all but universally held there, and
ar n w 'preading over other countrie, .
he following extract from Davis' book fairly represents these view
g n rally ntert ined:
' Th arface wind of h t mperate latitudes and the high-level
urr nt ab
nt
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north of latitude 43° N.; and in June and July, also higher than .it is
anywhere north of latitude 55° N. Now the higher pressure in these
four months necessitates the existence of upper currents in order to
maintain this high pressure about the North Pole. These upper currents toward the pole are exactly opposed to the requirements of the
theory which intimates that the upper currents in the region of the pole
must necessarily blow, not toward but from, the pole.
The actual ~enter in this hemisphere, north of the tropics, toward
which the winds on or near the surface of the earth blow, is not the
North Pole; but, in the winter months the low barometric depressions
in the north of the .A.tlantic and Pacific, respectively, and i11 the summer
months the low barometric depressions in the Eurasian and North American continents; and the sources out of which the prevailing winds blow,
in the winter months, the high pressure regions in Siberia and North
America; and in the summer months the high pressure regions lying
northward of these continents, which, as already explaiued, are virtually the polar region itself. These are the facts in all regions where
tbe winds, according to the theory, become winds blowing over the
earth's surface.
As regards the southern hemisphere, Professor Davis states that" In the southern hemisphere the circumpolar eddy is much more
symmetrically developed." .Again, "the high pressure that should
re ult from tbe low polar temperatures is therefore reversed into low
pre ur by the excessive equatorward centrifugal force of the great
circumpolar whirl; ancl tbe air thus held away from the polar regions
i een in the tropical belts of lligh pressure" (pp. 110, 111.)
'.Ihe interpretation of this is that the remarkable low-pressure region
of the outhern hemisphere is continued southward to the South Pole
itself, the prei:; ure diminishing all the way; and that in the region of
tbe outh Pole the air currents poured thitherwards along the surface
of the earth ascend, and thence proceed northward as upper currents
of ncb enormous iutensity and volume that they pile up in the tropical region of the southern hemisphere a mean sea-level atmospheric
pres ure about an inch and a half more than the sea-level pressure near
the South Pole whence it tarts. Now, to bring the matter to the bnsine which this meeting of the Royal Society has taken in hand-if
thi theory be true and supported by the facts of observation, it is
plain that no meteorologist could signify his approval of any scheme
that could be proposed for exploring the A11tarctic regions, it being
obviou that the e strong west-northwesterly wmds, if they blow vortically round and in upon the pole, heavily laden as they necessarily
would b with the aqueous vapor they have licked up from the Southern
Oc an, woul<l over pread Antarctica with a climate of all but continuou rain, leet, and snow, which no explorer, however intrepid and
euthu ia tic, could po sibly face.
But i thi the tate of thing, , Let it be at once conceded that, as
far south as about latitude 55° S., the prevailing winds and the steadily
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diminishing mean pressures on advancing southward fairly well support the theory. South of this, however, southerly and southeasterly
winds begin to increase in frequency until, °from latitude 60° S. into
higher .latitudes, they become the pmrniling winds. This is abundantly
shown from the winds charted on the maps of the Challenger report, as
well as from the unanimous experience of all those who have navigated
this region from Ross to the present time. Thus the poleward-blowing
winds from west-northwest in these summer months stop short at least
30 degrees of latitude from the South Pole.
These prevailing south-southeast winds necessarily imply, as has
been shown in the case of the North Pole, the existence of a more or
le s pronounced anticyclone overspreading Antarctica; which in its
turn necessarily implies the existence of upper currents from the northward, blowing toward and in upon the polar region to make good the
drain caused by the surface out-blowing southeasterly winds. It may
therefore be concluded that both the surface wiuds and the upper aerial
currents are diametrically opposed to the requirements of this theory.
What is now urgently called for is a well-equipped Antarctic expedition to make observations which will enable meteorulogists to settle
definitely the distribution of atmospheric pressure and the prevailing
wind' of thi great region. Were this don~ the position in the Southern
Ocean of the great ring of lowest presimre that encircles the globe
could be mapped out; and since it is toward this low-pressure ring that
the wind-driven . urface current' of the ocean fl.ow, a contribution would
ther by b made to oceanography of an importance that can not be
o ere imated, particularly as regards the great question of oceanic
cir ul:.ttion.
'IR ARCHIBALD GEIKIE ON AN'.I.'.A.RCTIC GEOLOGY.
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The <lredgings of the Challenger expedition brought up pieces of granite,
gneiss, and other continental rocks, and detritus of these materials was
observed to increarn on the sea :floor southward in the direction of the
Antarctic land. More recently several sealing vessels have brought
home from the islets of Graham Land, to the south of the South She.tJands, pieces of different varities of granite, together with some volcanic
rocks and fossiliferous limestones. So far a8 these rocks have been
stndied tbey do not appear to differ from similar rocks all over the
globe. The grauites have been found by Mr. Tea11 to he just such
masses as might have come from any old mountain group in Europe or
America.
Among the specimens sent to me by Captain Robertson,·of the Active,
from Joi11ville and Dundee islands, which form the northeastern termination of Gralrnm Land, there was one piece of reddish jasper which
at once attracted my attention from its resemblance to the "radiolarian
cherts" now found to be so widely distributed among the older Paleozoic
rocks, both in the Old World and in the New. On closer examination,
th is first impression was confirmed, a11<1 a subsequent microscopic study.
of tbin slices of the stone by Dr. Hinde proved the undoubted presence of abundant radiolaria. The specimen was a loose pebble picked
up on the beach of Joinville Island. We have no means of telling
where it came from or what is its geological age. But its close resemblance to the radiolarian cherts so persistent in the Lower Silurian
formations of the Unite<l Kingdom raises the question whether there
are 11ot present in the Antarctic regions rocks of older Paleozoic age.
It would be of the utmost interest to discover snch rocks in situ, and
to a certain how far their fossils agree with thoRe found in deposits of
similar antiqnity in lower latitudes, or wllether, as far back as early
Paleozoic time, any difference in climate had begun to show itself
between the polar and other regions of the earth's surface.
Among the s1wcime11s bronght home by Dr. Donald and Captain
Larsen from Seymour Island, in the same region, are a few containing
ome half dozen species of fossil shells which have been named and
described by Messr . Sbarmon and Newton, who suggest that they
point to the existence of Lower Tertiary rocks, one of the organisms
resembling a form fonml in the old Tertiary formations of Patagonia.
Large well-<levelope<l shells of Oucullcca and Oytherea undoubtedly
indicate the former existence of a far milder di mate in these Antarctic
ea than now prevails.
If a chance landing for a few hours on a bare islet could give us these
intere. ting glimp es into the geological pa. t of the South Polar regions,
wh. t would not be gained by a more leisurely and well-planned expedition
But perlrnps tbe o-eological domain that would be most sure to gain
largely from nch exploration would be that which embraces the wide
and fa rinatino- field of volcanic action. In the splendid harvest of
SM
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cap is the largest iu the worl<l. Its behavior could probably be watched
along many parts of its margin, and this research would doubtless
afford great help in the interpretatiou of the glaciation of tbe northern
bemispbere.
To sum up: Geologists would bail the organization and dispatch of
an Antarctic expedition in the confident assurance that it could not
fail greatly to advai1ce tbe interests of tbefr science. Among the questions which it would help to elucidate mention may be made of the
following:
The nature of the rocks forming the land of the Autaretic region,
and bow far these rocks contain evidence bearing on the history of
terrestrial climates.
TlJe extent to which the known fossiliferous formations of our globe
can be traced toward the poles; the gaps which may occur between
the:e formatIOHS and tlle light which tht>ir study may be able to throw
on the evolution of terrestrial topography.
The history of volcanic action in tlle past, and the conditions under
which it is continued 1{ow in the polar regions; whether in high latitudes vulcanism, either in its internal magmas or superficial eruption:-;,
manife ts peculiarities not observable nearer to the equator; what is
tlle nature of the volcanic products now ejected at the surface; wbether
a definte equence can be establh,hed from the eruptio11s of still active
volcanoe back into those of earlier geological periods in Antarctic
lands; and whether among the older sheets leaf beds or other intercalation may be traceable, indicating the prolongation of a well-developed
terre trial tlora toward the South Pole.
The influence of the Antarctic climate upon the rocks exposed to its
action; the effects of contact with ice and snow upon streams of lava;
the r sult of the seaward creep of the ice eap in regard to any lava
• heets intercalated in the foe. It is conceivable that portions of lava.
tream ruigbt be broken off by the onward motion of the foe which they
over prea l, and might thus be carried out to sea, intercalated in or capping icebergs.
The pby ic of Antarctic ice in regard to the history of the Ice Age
in northern Europe and America .
.A.NT.ARCTIC FAUN.A..

Although an ardent advocate of Antarctic exploration, Mr. Sclater
acknowledged that, as regards the higher vertebrates, with which be
wa ' mo tconver ant, therewa.· littlecllanceofthediscoveryof newformR
of animallifein the South Polarcontinent. TheAntarctic mammals and
bird (of the latter of which about twenty species were known) were
ot a single land mammal or land bird
exclu iv ly of marine forms.
bad been yet obtained in 11tarctica. As regards the class of :fishes and
the marine invertebrates, the case was quite different, and great discoveri s might be anticipated in these groups, where very little had yet
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been done. The most promising zoological subject of Antarctic exploration seemed to him, however, to be the further investigation of the
extinct fauna,. The few fossil remains already obtained indicated the
former existence in the South Polar area of a very different climate
from tllat which now prevailed there, and further researches on this
point might lead to most important results.
Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson said that all we knew of the deep-sea life
ot the .Antarctic came from eight hauls of the dredge, which hauls were,
by common consent of the uaturalists of the Challenger, the most productive of the whole cruise. Tl.le fauna of every ocean urgently
<lemanded further exploration, for we knew now no more about the fauna
of the deep sea than was known a hundred years ago of the fauna of tlie
, hore. But the circumpolar fauna of the south, at the meeting of all
the great oceans, presented problems of peculiar importance. He con,·idered Dr. Murray's theory of a ''bipolar fauna," closely akin both in
the retie and Antarctic, as not proven; but he believed that there were
many remarkable caRe of continuous distribution, especially along the
·old. water of the we tnn American coast from the Antarctic into tbe
orth Pacific, and even to Japan. If tbe "bipolar hypothesis" were
brok n down, nt.arctic exploration would lead to new generalizatious,
11 t 1
interesting, to take it place.
clmiral Sir William Wharton said that an Antarctic expedition must
b und r naval di cipline. He hoped that such an expedition would
n t be far off, and he felt ure there would be a rush of officers and men
t join it.
'ir J hn Evan , in briefly umming np the dLcussion, said it bad
m:1in ain d a hio-h lev I, and tl1at the meeting had been prolonged to
an u11prec d nt d hour in the I oyal ociety. All were agreed a to
th imm n < dvantao- of au xpedition, and he wa sure it would
fiud a warm aclvocat in tlJ hydrogra,p her to tlrn dmiralty.

RECENT PROGRESS IN PI-:IYSIOLOGY. 1

By

MICH.A.EL FOSTER,

Secretary of the Royal Society.

We who have come from the little island on the other side of the
great waters to take part jn tLis important gathering of the British
As ·ocjatiou have of late been much exercised iu retrospection. "'\Ve
have been looking back on the sixty years' reign of our beloved Sovereign aud dwelling- on what has happened during her gracious rnle.
We Lave, perhaps, done little in calling to • ind tbe wrongs, the
mi take , aud the failures of the Victorian era, but our minds aud our
mouths have been full of its achievements and its progress; and each
of u , of himself or through another, has been busy in bringing back
to tlrn pre ent tho events of more than half a century of the past. It
was while I, with others, was in this retrospective mood that the dnty
of- weparing ome few word ' to say to you to-day seemed. suddenly to
change from an impalpable cbud in the far distance to a heavy burden
pre sing directly on tLe back, anu in choosing something to say I have
L1ccumbed to the dominant influence. Before putting pen to paper,
however, I recovered sufficiently to resist the temptation to add one
more to the many reviews which have appeared of the progress of
physiology duriug the Victorian era. I also rejected the idea of doing
that for which I find precedents in lJast presidential addresses, uaruely,
of att mpting to tell what bas been the history of the science to which
a ection is devoted during the brief interval which has elapsed since
the ection la t met; to try and catch physiology, or any other science,
a ' it ru hes through the brief period of some twelve months seemed to ·
me not unlike photographing tlle flying bullet without adequate apparatus; the result could only be either a blurred. or a delusive image.
But I b thought me that tLii-; is not the first-we hope it will not be the
la t-tim that the Briti ·h A s ociation has met in the Western Hemispl1 r ; aud though tlle events of the thirteeu years wbich have clipped
by ·iuco th meeting at Montreal in 1884 might ::-eem to furnish a very
1
Adllre s to the phy1:iiologi al section of the British Association for the Advancement of cience, Toronto, 1897, b y Prof. Michael Foster, M.A. , M. D., D. C. L., LL. D.,
seer tary of tho Royal ociety, president of the section. From Report of' British
Asso ·iation, 1 97.
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been done. The most promising zoological subject of Antarctic exploration seemed to him, however, to be the further investigation of the
extinct fauna,. The few fossil remains already obtained indicated the
former existence in the South Polar area of a very different climate
from tnat which now prevailed there, and further researches on this
point might lead to most important rc-'sults.
Prof. D' Arey W. Thompson said that all we knew of the deep-sea life
of the L<\.ntarctic came from eight hauls of the dredge, which hauls were,
by common consent of the uaturalists of the Challenger, the most productive of the whole cruise. The fauna of every ocean urgently
demanded further exploration, for we knew now no more about the fauna
of the deep sea than was known a hundred years ago of the fauna of tbe
shore. But the circumpolar fauna of the south, at the meeting of all
the great oceans, presented problems of peculiar importance. He considered Dr. Murray's theory of a "bipolar fauna," closely akin both in
the Arctic andAntarctic, as not proven; but be believed th at there were
many remarkable cases of continuous distribution, especially along the
cold waters of the westnn American coast from the Antarctic into tbe
North Pacific, and even to Japan. If the '' bipolar hypothesis" were
broken down, Ant.arctic exploration would lead to new generalizatiou ,
not less interesting, to take its place.
Admiral Sir William Wharton said that an Antarctic expedition mu, t
be under naval discipline. He hoped that such an expedition "°oul<l
not be far off, and he felt sure there would be a rush of officers and men
to join it.
'ir John Evan , in briefly summing up the discussion, said it bad
maintained a high level, and that the meeting had been prolonged to
au unprecedented hour in the oyal Society. All were agreed a to
tb irnmen e advantag of au expedition, and he was ure it woul<l.
:find a warm advocate in the llydrogra,pher to the Admiralty.
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By

MICH.A.EL FOSTER,

Secretary of the. Royal Society.

We who have come from the little island on the other side of the
great wa,ters to take part in tl.tis important gathering of the British
Association have of late beei1 much exercised in retrospection. We
have been looki11g back on the sixty years' reign of our beloved Sovereign and dwelling· on what has happened during her gracious mle.
We l.tave, perhaps, done little in calling to I!lind the wrongs, the
mistakes, and the failures of the Victorian era, but <?Ur minds and our
mouths have been full of its achievements and its progress; and each
of us, of himself or through another, has been busy in bringing back
to the present tho events of more than half a century of the past. It
was while I, with others, was in this retrospective mood that the duty
of preparing· some few words to say to you to-day seemed suddenly to
change from an impalpable cloud in the far dista,nce to a heavy burden
pressing directly on tbe back, and in choosiug something to say I have
uccumbed to the dominant influence. Before putting pen to paper,
however, I reco-vered sufficiently to resist the temptation to add one
more to the many reviews which have appeared of the progress of
pbysiology during the Victorian era. I also rejected the idea of doing
that for which I find precedents in lJast presidential addresses, namely,
of attempting to tell what bas been the history of the science to which
a section is devoted during the brief interval which has elapsed since
the ection last met; to try and catch physiology, or any other science,
a:::; it rushes through the brief period of some twelve months seemed to ·
me not unlike photographing tlrn flying bullet without adequate apparatus; the result could only be either a blurreu or a delusive image.
But I bethought me that this is not the first-we hope it will not be the
hvt--time that the British .Association has met in the Western Hemispl1er ; and though the events of the tllirteen years which have clipped
by si uce the meeting at Montreal in 1884 might t-eem to furnish a very
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)Adllre s to the physiological section of the British Association for the Advancement of cience, Toronto, 1897, by Prof. Michael Foster, M.A., M. D., D. C. L., LL. D.,
seer tary of the Royal Society, president of the section. From Report of British
Association, 1 97.
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slender oat on which to pipe a prrsidential address, I have hoped that
I might be led to sound upon it some few notes which might be
listened to.
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carried on in the forties, the fifties, aud the Rixties of the century, one
prominent inquirer alone seems to be left, Albert von Kolliker, who in
his old age is doing work of which even he in his youth might have
been proud. The thirteen years which have swept the others away seem
to mark a gu1f between tbe physiological world of to-day and that of the
time in which most of their work was done.
They are gone, but they have left behind their work and their names.
May they of the future, as I believe we of the present are doing, take
up their work and their example, doing work other than theirs but
after their pattern, following in their steps.
·
In the thirteen years during which these have pa~sed away physiology
bas not been idle. Indeed, tbe more we look into the period the more
it seems to contain.
.
The study of physiology, as of other sciences, though it may be stimulated by difficulties (and physiology bas the stimulus of a special form
of opposition unknown to other sciences), expands under the sunshine
of opportunity and aid. And it may be worth while to compare the
opportunities for study of pliysiology in 1884 with those in 1897. At
tliis meeting of the British Association I may fitly confine myself, I was
going to say, to British matters; but I feel at tbis poiut, as others
have felt, the waut of a suitable nomenclature. We who are gathered
here to-day have, with the exception of a few honored guests from the
Eastern Hemisphere, one common bond, 011e common token of unity,
and, so far as I know, 011e only; I am speaking now of outward tokens;
down deeper in our nature there are, I trust, yet others. We all speak
the English tongue. Some of us belong to what h, called Great Britain
and Ireland, others to that which is sometimes spoken of as Greater
Britain. But there are others here who beloug to neither; though
English in tongue, they are in no sense British. To myself, to whom
the being EngliRh in speech is a fact of far deeper moment than auy
political boundary, and who wish at the present moment to deal with
the study of physiology among all those who speak the English tongue,
there comes the great want of some word which will denote all such.
I hope, indeed I thiuk, that others feel the same want too. The term
Anglo-Saxon is at once pedantic arnl incorrect, a.nd yet there is none
other; and, iu the abseuce of such a better term, I shall be forgiven if
I venture at times to use the seemingly narrow word English as really
meaning omething much broader than British in its very broadest

sen e.
ing English in this sense, I may, I think, venture to say that the
thirteen year wliich eparate 1884 from to .day have witnessed among
Engli h people a development of opportunities for physiological study
uch as no other like period has seei1. It is not without significance
tliat only a year or two previous to -this period, in England proper in
little En°fand, neither of the ancient universities of Oxford and O~mbridge, which, historically at least, represent the fullest academical
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aspirations of the uation, possessed a chair of physiology. The pres~nt
professors, who are the first, were both appointed in 1883. Up to that
time the science of physiology had not been deemed worthy, by either
university, of a, distinctive professorial mechanism. The act of these
ancient institutious was only a manifestation of modem impulses,
shared also by the metropolis and by the provinces at large. Whereas
up to that time the posts for teaching physiology, by whatever name
they were called, had been iu most cases held lJy men whose intellectual
loins were girded for other purposes than physiology, and who used the
posts as stepping stones for what they considered lJetter things, siuce
that time, as each post became vacant, it has almost invariably been
filled lJy men wishing· and purposing at le::ist to devote their whole
energies to the science. Scotland, in many respects the forerunner of
England in intellectual matters, had uot so much uee<l. of change; but
she, too, has moved in the same directiou, as has also the sister island.
And if we turn to this Western Oontiuent we find in Canada and in
the States the same uotable enlargement of physiological opportunity,
or even a still more notable one. If the English-speaking physiologist
dots on the map each place on this Wes tern Hemisphere which is an
academic focus of his science, he may well be proud of the opportunities now afforded for tLe development of English physiology; and the
greater part of this has come within the la ' t thirteen years.
Profe orial chairs or their analogue are, ho,rnver, after all but a
mall part of the provi ion for the development of physiological cience.
The h eart of physiology is the laboratory. It is this which send' the
life blood through tlrn frame, a11d in respect to thh;, perhaps, more than
to an thiug el -e, ha the progre , of the pa t thirteen years been triking. Doubtl ' on both -ide of tlrn waters there were phy iological
laboratori s, and good one , in 1 84:; but how much lia,ve even the e
lmfo g that p riod b en •nlarged aud illiproved, a,11d how mauy new
In how many place·, even rigltt up to abou
n •.· liav 1>e ' ll add d
1' t, the pro.C s. or r 1 ·cturer wa faiu to be content with mere 1 ctur
xp •rim nt ' ~ 11<1 a .·imple cour of hi tology, with p erhap a£ w cl1 mi ·al ·x r ·i: ' i r hi .· tud nt .
w ca ·Lt teacber, however mod , ' t hi
l> :t i 1. and ay: that th authoriti , under whom h work ' are
1 m1<l o provi<l him with tb 11 a11 of l adiug hi .· ,·tudent alo11°· th
onl · ]>a h y whi ·h th :c·i •11 · , c·au b trul •nt r d upon-that l>y whi ·b
', c·h 1 am •r rep , t' for him: ,1f th• fnudam utal ob, •n·ation' on whi ·h
th · : ·i nc, i 1 a· •cl.
~ut th r i: a.· 111 lar r r outc· m fr m h • JH' f , rial ·h ai r and th
1>h • io]o,,.ic·al lab ra r · than th trainin of th ·tudeut.
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urgeut as the distributing it, anu that amoug professorial qualifications
the gift of garnering in uew truths is at least as needful as facility in
the didactic exposition of old ones. Thirteen years bas seen a great
change in this matter, and the progress bas been perhaps greater on
this side of the water than on the other, so far as English-speaking
people are concerned. We on the other side have witnessed with envy
the establishment on this side of a university, l)hysiology having in it
an honored place, the keynote of which is the development of original
re$earch. It will, I venture to think, be considered a, strong confirmation of my present theme that the Clark University at Worcester was
founded only ten years ago.
And here, as an English-speaking person, may I be allowed to point
out, not without pride, that tliese thirteen years of iucreased opportunity have been thirteen years of increased fruitfulness~ In the history of our science, among the names of the great men wLo have ~ade
epochs, English names, from Harvey onward, occupy no mean place;
but the greatness of such great men is of uo national birth; it comes
as it lists, anu is independent of time and of place. If we turn to the
more everyday workers, whose continued labors more slowly build up
the growing edifice aud provide tlie needful nourishment for the greatness of which I have just spokeu, we may, I will dare to say, affirm
that the last thirteen years have brought contributions to physiology,
made kuown in the English tongue, which, whether we regard their
quantity or their quality, significantly outdo the like contributions
made in any foregoing period of the same leugth. Those contribution Lave been equally as numerous, equally as good, on this side as
on the other side of the waters. Aud here I trust I shall be pardoned
1f per oual ties and affection lead me to tlirow in a person'al word.
May I not say that mucli wliich bas been done ou tliis side bas been
<lircctly or indirectly the outcome of the energy and gifts of one whom
I may fitly name on an occa~ion such a,;, this, since, though he belonged
to the other siue, Li s physiological life was passed and his work was
doue on this ·ide, oue who has been taken from us since this association la t met-Heury Newell Martin¥
Yes; dnri11g these thirteen years, if we put asiue the loss of comrade , pby io1ogy has been pro perous with u ' aud the outlook is
bright; but, as every cloud has its silver lining, so shadow follows all
un hine, success brings dauger, and something bitter rises up ami<l
tlie sweet of prosperity. The development of which I have spoken is
an outcome of the progressive activity of the age, and the dominant
11ote of that activity is heard in the worcl "commercial." Noblemen
aud noblewom n open sliop, aud everyone, low as well as higli, presses
forward toward large or quick profits. The very influences wllicli
have made devotion to scientific inquiry a possible means oflivelihood,
and o fostered scieuti:fi.c inve::;tigation, are creating a new danger.
1be path of the professor wa iu old times narrow aud straight, and
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only the few who had a real call cared to tread it. Nowadays there is
some fear lest it become so broad and so easy as to tempt those who
are in no way fitted for it. There is an iiicreasing risk or' men undertaking a re_search, not because a question is crying out to them to be
answered, but in the hope that the publication of their results may
win for them a lucrative post. There is, moreover-, an even greater
evil ahead. The man who lights on a new scientific method hol<ls tlie
key of a chamber in which much gold may be stored up, and strong
is the temptation for him to keep the new knowledge to himself until
he has :filled his fill, while all the time his brother inquirers are wandering about in the dark through lack of th at which be possesses.
Such a selfish withholding of new scientific truth is beginning to be
not rare in some branches of knowledge. May it never come near us!
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and nearer to the full light. Problems again, the method of attacking
which is of more recent origin, such as the nature of secretion and the
allied problem of the nature of transudation, have engaged attention
and brought about that stirring of the waters of controversy whfoh,
whatever be its effects in other departments of life, js never in science
wholly a waste of time, if indeed it be a waste of time at all, since in
matters of science the tribunal to which the comba,tants of both sides
appeal is always sure to give a true judgment in the end. In the controversy thus arisen the last word has perhaps not yet been said, but
whether we tend at present to side with Hei<l.enhain, who has continued
into tbe past thirt.een years the brilliant labors which were perhaps the
distinguishing features of physiological progress in ])receding periods,
and who in his present suft'eriugs carries with him, I am sure, the sympathies if not tlte bopes of all his brethren, or whether we are more
inclined to join those who hold different views, we may all agree in
saying that we have, iu 1897, distinctly clearer ideas of why secretion
gathers in an alveolus or lymph in a lymph space than we had in 1884.
I might multiply such examples of progress on more or less old lines
until I wearied you, but I will try not to do so. I wish rather to dwell
for a few mi11utes ou some of wbat seem to be tl1e salient new features
of the period uu<.ler review.
Oue such featme is, I venture to think, the develo])ment of what
may perbaps be called the new physiological chemistry. We always
are, an<l for a loug time always have been, learning something new
about the cl1emieal phenomena of living beings. Durjng the years
prec diug those immediately recent, great progress, for which we have
especially, perhaps, to thank Kiiltne, was made in our knowledge of
tlrn l>ouies whieh we ~peak of as proteids and their allies. But while
adtnitting to the · full the high value of all these researches and the
great light which they threw on many of the obscurer problems of the
chemical chauges of the body, such, for instance, as the digestive
cb,10ges and the clotting of blood, it could not but be felt that their
range wa restricted and their value limited. Granting the extreme
usefulness of being able to distinguish bodies through their solution or
:vrecipitatiou by means of this or that salt or acid, this did not seem to
promi. e to throw much light on the all-important problem as to what
wa the connection between the chemical constitution of such bodies
aud their work in tbe economy of a living being. For it need not be
argued tbat thi is an all-important pr0blem. To-day, as yesterday
an<l a iu the days before, the mention of the word vitalism or its
qui val 11t eparates as a war cry physiologists into two camps, one .
couteuding that all the phenomena of life can, and the other that they
·an not, be explained as the result of tbe action of chemico-physical
force . For my elf, I have always felt tbat while such a controversy,
lik other controversies, as I ventured to say just now, is useful as a
'tining of the waters, through which much oxygen is brought home to
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many things aud no littie purification effected, the time for the final
judgment ou the question will not come until we shall more clearly
understand than we do at present what we mean by physical and
chemical, and may perhaps be put off until somewhere near the end of
all things, when we shall know as fully as we ever shall what the forces
to which we give these names can do and what they can not. Meanwhile the great thing is to push forward, so far as may be, the chemical
analysis of the phenomena presented by living beings. Hitherto the
physiologfoal chemists, or the chemical physiologists, as perhaps they
ought rather to be called, have perhaps gone too much their owu gait
and have seemed to be constructing too much a kind of chemistry of
their own. But that, may I say, bas in part been so because they did
not receive from their distinctly chemical brethren the help of which
they were in need. May I go so far as to say that to us physiologists
these our brethren seemed to be lagging somewhat behind, at least along
those lines of tbeir science which directly told on our inquiries'/ That
i~, however, no longer the case. Tlrny are producing work and giving
us ideas which we can carry straight into physiological problems. The
remarkable work of Emil Fischer on sugars, one of the bright rmmlts
of rny period of thirteen years, may fully be regarded as opening up a
new era in tlle physiology of th~ carbohydrates, ope11ing up a 11ew era
beeau e it has shown us the way how to investigate physiological
problem on purely and distinctively chemical lines. Not in the carbohy<lrates ouly, but in all directions, our younger investigators are
treating the old problems by the new chemical methods; tl.ie old
physiological chemistry is pa sing away; nowhere, perhaps, is the outlook more promi ing than in this direction; and we may at any time
r ceive the news that the stubborn old fortress of the proteich: has
uc umbed to the uew attack.
110th r marked feature of tbe period has been the increa ing atteuti n ·iven to the stu<l.y of the lowel' form of life, u iug their impler
ru tur and mor di.flu e phenomena, to elucidate the more g ueral
pr p~rti ' (' liviug matt r.
ming the gr •ater part of the pre eut
ntury J>h ·iol <ri t. lia , a: a rule, cho 'en as ubject of their
l> 1·vati n ~ Imo t , ' lu iv ly the v rtebra a; by far the larger part
of h r ,,· nlt · tain d during thi tim, h, ve be n ·ained by faquiri .
,· me 1Jalf a oz n kiud, of l>ackbou d animal ; the froom 0 r ph h cl g an 1 th kymoo-r.iplt have almo t · m 1
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clew furnished by the study of the higher animal. This truth seems to
have been early recognized during the progress of the science. In the
old time observers such as Spallanzani, with but a moderate amount
of accumulated knowledge bebin<l. them and a host of problems before
them, with but few lines of inquiry as yet definitely laid down, were
free to choose the subjects of their investigation where they pleased,
and in the wide field open to them pro<l.ded, so to speak, among aU
living things, indifferent whether tht•y possessed a backbone or not.
But it soon became obvious that the study of the special problems of
tl.Je more highly organized creature was more fruitful, or at least more
easily fruitful, than that of the geuer_a l problems of the simpler forms;
and hence it came about that inquiry, as it went on, grew more and
more limited to the former. But an increasing knowledge of the laws
of life as exemplified in the differentiated phenomena of the mammal
is iHcreasingly fitting us for a successful attack on the more general
phenomena of tbe lowly creatures possessing little more than that
molecular organization, if su<.:11 a phrase be permitted, which alone supplies the conditions for the manifestation of vital activities. And
though it may be true that in all periods men have from time to time
labored at this theme, I think that I am not wrong in saying that the
last dozen years or so mark a diHtinct dP,parture both as regards tho
number of researches directed to it, and also, what is of greater moment,
a regards the definiteness and clearness of the results thereby obtained.
One bas only to look at the results recorded in the v~luable treatises
of Verworn and Biedermann, whether obtained by the authors themselves or by others, to feel great hope that in the immediately 11ear
future a notable advance will be made in our grasp of the natnrc of
that varying collection of molecular conditions, potencies and cbanges,
slimy hitherto to the intellectual no less than to the physical touch,
which we are in the habit of denoting by the more or less magical word
protopla m. .And perhaps one happy feature of such an advance will
be one step in the way of that reintegration which men of science
fondly hope may ultimately follow the clitrereutiation of studies now so
fierce and attendecl by many ills; in the problems of protoplasm the
animal pby io1ogist touches bands with the botanist, and both find that
under different names they are striving toward the same end.
Clo ely allied to and indeed a 1,art of ·t he above line of inquiry is the
study of the physiological attributes of the cell and of their connection
with it intrin ic organization. This is a study which, during the last
dozen year., lla borne no mean fruits; but it is an old study, one which
ha b en worked at from time to time, reviving again and again as new
m th <l offered new opportunities. Moreover, it will probably come
dir ctly before us in our sectional work, and therefore I will say nothing
m r of it here.
till another ·trikin g feature of the past dozen years bas been the
;:.tdvan ·e of our knowledge iu regard to those events of the animal body
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which we lrn.ve now learned to speak of as "internal secretion." This
knowledge did not begin in this period. The first note was sounded loug
ago hi the middle of the century, when Claude Bernard made known
what be called "the glycogenic function of the liver." Men, too, were
busy with the thyroid body and the suprarenal capsules long before tbe
meeting of the British Association at Montreal. But it was since theu,
namely, in 1889, that Minkowski published bis discovery of the diabetic
phenomena resulting from the total remoyal of the p ancreas. That, I
venture to think, was uf momentous value, not only a s a valuable discovery in itself, but especially, perhaps, in confirming and fi.xiug our
ideas as to internal secretion, and in encouraging further research.
Minkowski's investigation possessed this notable feature, that it was
clear, sharp, and deeided, and, moreover, the chief factor, namely, sugar
was subject to quantitative methods. The results of removing tlle
thyroid. body had been to a large extent general, often vague, and in
some cases uncertain; so much so as to justify, to a certain extent, the
doubts held by some as to the validity of the conclusion that the symptoms witnessed were really and. simply due to the absence of the orO'an
removed. The observer who removes the pancreas bas to deal with a
tangible and measurable result, the appearance of sugar in tbe urine.
About this there can be no mistake, no unce.rtaiuty. Aud the confidence thus engendered in the conclusion that the pancreas, beside~
secreting tlrn pancreatic juice, effects some notable change in the l>loocl
passing through it, spread to the analogous conclusions concerning- th '
tlJyroid and the suprarenal, and moreover suggested further e perimental inquiry. By those inquiries all previous doubts have been removed·
it i not now a question whether or no tbe thyroid carries on a so-called
internal secretion; the problem is reduced to finding out what it
exactly doe and how exactly it does it. Moreover, no one can at the
I re ent clay uppo e that this feature of internal ecretion i confined
to he thyroid, the uprarenal, and the pancrea ; it needs no spirit f
pr pbecy to foret 11 that the coming years will add. to phy ·io1ogi al
i n · a larg and long chapt r, the fir. t marked di tiuctive ver e of
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swollen into a great flood. It is quite true that long before a new era in
our knowledge of the central nervous system had been opened up by the
works of Ferrier and of Fritsch and Hitzig. Between 1870 and 1880
progress in this branch of physiology had been continued and rapid.
Yet that progress had left much to be desired. On the one hand the
experhnental inquiries, even when they were carried out with the safeguard of an adequate psychical analysis of the phenomena which presented themselves, and this was not always the case, sounded a very
uncertain note, at least when they dealt with other than simply motor
effects. 'rhey were, moreover, not unfrequently in discord with clinical
experience. In general the conclusions which were arrived at through
them, save such as were based on the production of easily recognized
and often measurable movements, were regarded by many as conclusions of the kind which could not be ignored, which demanded respectful attention, and yet which failed to carry conviction. It seems to be
risking too much to trust too implicitly to the apparent teaching of the
rnsults arrived at; something appeared wanting to give these their full
validity, to explain their full and certain meaning by showing their
connection with what was known in other ways and by other methods.
On the other hand, during nearly all this time, in spite of the valuable
results acquired by the continually improving histological technique, by
the degeneration method, and by the developmental method, by the
study of the periods of myelination, most of us, at all events, were sitting down, as our forefathers bad done, before the intricate maze of
encephalic structure, fascinated by its complexity, but wondering what
it all meant. Even when we attempted to thread our way tbrough the
relatively simple tangle of the spinal cord, to expect that we should
ever see our way so to unravel out the strands of fibers, here thick,·
there thin, now twisting and turning, and anon running straight, or so
to set out in. definite constellations the seeming milky way of star-like
cell , so to do this as to make the conformation of the cord explain the
performa,nces of which it is capable, appeared to be something beyond
our reach. .A.nd·when we passed from the cord to those cerebral structures the even gross topography of whicp. is the despair of the beginner
in anatomical tudies, the multiple maze of gray and white matter
seemed to frame itself into the letters graven on the gateway of the
city of Dis, and bid us leave all hope behind. ·
What a change has come upon us during the past dozen years, and
bow great is the hope of ultimate success which we have to-day. Into
what at the meeting at Montreal seemed a cloudy mass, in which most
things were indi tinct and doubtful, and into which each man could
read images of po sible mechanisms according as his fancy led, the
m thod of olgi has fallen like a clarifying drop, and at the present
m m nt we are watching with interest and delight bow that vague
cloud i. beginning to clear up and develop into a sharp and definite
picture, in which lines objectively distinct and saying one thing only
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duced; and if in this he bas been outstripped and even corrected by
others·, his original merit must not be allowed to be forgotten. Those
others are many, in many lands; but two names st.a nd out· conspicuous
among them. If rejuvenescent Italy invented the method, another
ancient country, whose fame, once brilliant in the past, like that of
Italy, suffered in later times an eclipse, produced the man who, above
all others, has shown us how to use it. At the meeting at Montreal a
voice from Spain telling of things physiological would have seemed a
voice crying out of the wilderness; to-day the name of Ramon-y-Oayal
is in every physiologist's mouth. That is one name, but there is yet
another. Years ago, when those of us who are now veterans and see
s1gns that it is time for us to stand aside were spelling out the primer
of histology, one name was always before us as that of a man who
touched every tissue and touched each well. It is a consoling thought
to some of us elder oues that histological research seems to be an antidote to senile decay. As the companion of the young Spaniard in
the pregnant work 011 the histology of the central nervous system done
in tlie eighties and the nineties of the century must be named the
name of the man who was brilliant in the fifties, Albert von Kolliker.
When I say that the progress of our knowledge of the central nervous
system during the past thirteen years has been largely due to the application of the method of Golgi, I do not mean that it, alone and by itself,
has done what ha been done. That is not the way of science. Almost
every thrust forward in science is a resultant of concurrent forces
working along different lines; a11d in most cases at least significant
progres comes when efforts from different quarters meet and join
hands. And especially as regards methods it is true that their Yalue
and effect depend on their coming at their allotted times. As I said
above, neither experimental investigation nor clinical observation nor
bi tological i11quil'y by the then known methods had been idle before
1880. They had, moreover, borne even notable fruits, but one thing
wa lacking for their fuller fruition. The experimental and clinical
re, ults all postulated the existence of clear, definite paths for impulses
within the central nervous system-of paths, moreover, which, while
clear and harp, were manifold and, uu<ler certain conditions, a,lternate
or even vicarious, and were so constructed that the impulses as they
·,v pt along them underwent from time to time-that is, at some place
or other-transformations or at least changes ju nature. But the
methods of histological investjga,tions available before that of Golgi,
thou(J'h they taught u , much, failed to furnish such an analysjs of the
ta1wle of gray and white matter as would clearly indicate the paths
required. Thi· the method of Golgi did, or rather is doing. Where
gold failed ilver ha succee<led, and is succeeding. Thanks to the
Lla ·k tra ·t which ilver when handleµ in a certain way leaves behin<l
it in the animal body, as indeed jt does elsewhere, we can now trace
out, witlliu the central nervous system, the pathway afforded by the
,'M 07--29
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rigbtly consider them as but tbe earnest of that which is to come; and
those of us wbo are far down ou the slope of life may wistfully look forward to the next meeting of tbe association· on these Western shores,
wondering what marvels will then be told.
Physiology, even in the narrower sense to which, by emphasis on the
wavering barrier which parts tbe animal from tbe plant, it is restricted
in this section, deals with many kinds of being, and with many things in
each. But, 1:,omewhat as man, in one aspect a tiny fragment of the world,
still more of tbe universe, in another aspect looms so great as to overshadow everything r.lse, so ·t he nervous system, seen from one point of
view, is no more than a mere part of the whole organism, but, seen from
another point of view, seems by its importanc.e to swallow up all the
rest. As man is apt to look upon all other things as mainly subservh1g
his interests and purposes, so the physiologist, but with more justice,
may regard all the rest of the body as mainly subserving the welfare of
the nervous system; and, as man was created last, so our natural
knowledge of the working of that, nervous system bas been the latest
in its growth. But, if there be any truth in what I have urged to-day,
we are witnessing a growth which promises to be as rapid as it has
seemed to be delayed. Little spirit of prophecy is needed to foretell
that in the not so distant future the teacher of physiology will hurry
over tbe themes on which be now dwells so Jong, in order that be may
have time to expound the most important of all the truths which he
ha to tell, those which have to do with the manifold workings of the
brain.
And I will be here so bold as to dare to poiut out that this development of his science must, in the times to come, influence the attitude of
tbe physiologist· toward the world, and ought to influence the attitude
of the world toward him. I imagine that if a plebiscite, limited even to
in tructed-I might almoRt say scientific-men, were taken at the present
moment, it would be found that the most prevalent conceptfon of physiology i that it is a something which i~ in Rome way an appendage to
the art of medi ·ine. That physiology is, and always must be, the basis
of the science of healing, is so much a truism that I would not venture
to repeat it here were it not that some of those enemies, alike to science
and hum anity, who are at times called antivivisectionists, a11d ,v110se
%eal often outruns, not 011ly discretion, but even truth, have quite recently
a erted that I think otllerwise. Should such an _hallucination ever
threat n to po sesi:; me, I should only have to turn to the little we yet
know of the physioloO'y of tbe nervous system and remind myself bow
great a h lp the results of pure physiological curiosity-I repeat the
word·, pure pby iological curiosity, for curiosity is the mother of
ci n e-bave been, alike to the surgeon and the physician, in tLe
treatm nt of tho e in some way most afflicting maladies, the diseases
of the uervou , ystem. No, physiology fr,, and always muRt be the
'
b a I. of tbe cience of healing; l>ut it i ' sometliing more. When phys-
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iology 1s ea. . 1ng with those parts of the body which we call muscu1ar,
vascular, glandular tissues and the like, rightly handled she points out
the way not only to · mend that which is hurt, to repair the damages of
bad usage and disease, but so to train tbe growing tissues and to guide
t11e grown ones as that the best use may be made of them for the purposes of life. She not only heals, she governs and educates. Nor does
sbe do otherwise wben she comes to deal with tb e nervous tissues.
Nay, it is the very prerogative of these nervous tissues that their life
is above that of all the other tissues, contingent on the environrne11t,
and susceptible of education. If iucreasing knowledge gives us increasing power so to mold a muscular fiber that it shall play to the best tlte
part which it has to play_in life, the little knowledge we at present possess gives us at least much confidence in a comin g far greater power
over the nerve cell. This is not the place to plunge into the deep waters
of the relation which the body bears to the mind; but this at least
stares us in the face, that changes in what we call t he body bring about
changes in what we call the mind. When we alter the one, we alter tbe
other. If, as the whole past history of our science leads us to expect,
i11 the coming years a clearer and clearer insight into the nature and
c011ditions of that molecular da11ce which is to us th e material 1.oken of

THE FACTORS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION FROM A
BOTANICAL STANDPOINT. 1

By Prof. L. H.

BAILEY.

THE SURVIVAL OF '.I.'HE UNLIKE.

We all agree that there has been and is evolution; but we probably
all di ' agree as to the exact agencies and forces which have been and
are responsible for it. The subject of the agencies and vehicles of
evolution has been gone over repeatedly and carefully for the animal
creation, bnt there is comparatively little similar research and speculation for the plant creation. Tbis deficiency upon tbe plant side is my
excuse for calling your attention, in a popular way, to a few suggestions
re~pectiug the continuing creation of the vegetable world, and to a
somewhat di 'cursive consideration of a numuer of illustrations of the
methods of advance of plant types.
1. NATURE OF TIIE DIVERGENCE OF TIIE PLA.NT .A.ND ..A.NIM.A.L.

It is self-evident that the development of life upon our planet has
taken place along two divergent lines. Tbese lines originated at a
common point. This common life-plasma was p~obably at first more
animal-like than plant-like. The stage in which this life-plasma first
began to a sume plant-like function s is closely and possibly exactly
pre erved to us in that great class of organisms which are known as
mycetozoa when studied by zoologists and as myxomycetes when
studied by botanists. .At one stage of their existence these organisms
are amreba-like, that is, animal-like, but at auother stage they are
poriferou or plant-like. The initial divergencies in organisms were
no doubt coucernecl chiefly in the methods of appropriating food, the
animal-like organisms apprehending their food at a more or less
definite point, and the plant-like organisms absorbing food throughout the rrreater or even the entire part of their periphery. lt is not
my purpose to trace t.he particular stepH or methods of these divergencie , but to call your attention to what I believe to be a fundamental di tinction between the two lines of development, aud 011e
1
Hc:ul hefore th e Am ' ri cau Philosophi cal , 'ociet _y May 1, 1896. Printed in th e
Pro c· c·cliug. of th e Ameri can Philosophi mil , 'ociet y, Vol. XXXV, 189G.
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which I do not rememuer to bave seen stated in tbe exact form in
which it lies in my miud.
Both lines probably started out with a more or less well-marked circular arrangement 0f the parts or organs. '11 lli~ was consequent upon
the peripberal arrangement of the new cells in the development of the
multicellular organism from the unicellular one. A long line of animal
life developed in obedience to this peripheral or rotate type of organization, endi!1g in the echinoderms and some of the mollusks. 'fhis line
long ago reached its zenith. No line of descent can be traced from
them, according to Cope. The progressive and regnant type of animal
life appeared in the vermes or true worms, forms which a.re cl.iaracterized. by a two-sided or bilateral, and therefore more or less longitudinal,
structure. The animal-like organisms were strongly developed in the
power of locomotion, and it, is easy to see that the rotate or centrifugal
con ' truction would place the organism at a comparative disadvantage,
becau ·e it eat of seusatiou is farthest removed from the external
timuli. But tbe worm-like organisms, '' being longitudinal and bilateral," writes Cope, "one extremity becomes differentiated by first contact with the environment." In other words, the animal type bas
hown a ·ephalic or head-forming evolution in consequence of the
bilateralisrn of structure. The individual bas become concentrated.

par .·
v
ir ·ular and in h hi be t
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of growth are disposed in like fashion; and it is significant to observe
that in tbe compositffi, whieh is considered to be the latest and highest
general type of plant form, the rotate or centrifugal arrangement is
most emphatically developed. The circular arrangement of parts is the
typical one for higher plants, and any departure from this form is a
specialization, and demands explanation.
The point I wish to urge, therefore, is the nature of the obvious or
external divergence of plant-like and animal-like liues of ascent. Tbe
significance of the bilateral structure of animal types is well understood,
but this significance has been drawn, so far as I know, from a comparison of bilateral or dimeric animals with rotate or polymeric animals.
I want to put a larger meaning into it by making bilateralism the symbol
of the onward march of animal evolution and circumlateralism (if I may
invent the term) the symbol of plant evolution. The suggestion, however, applies simply to the general arrangement of the parts or organs
of the plant body, and has no relation whatever to functional attributes
or processes. It is a suggestion of analogues, not of bomologues. We
may therefore contrast these two great lines of ascent, which, with so
many vicissitudes, have come up through the ages, as Dipleurogenesis
and Centrogeuesis.
TLe two divergent directions of the lines or phyla of evolution have
often been the subject of comment, but one of the sharpest contrasts
between the two was made in 1884 by Cope, when he proposed that the
vegetable kingdom has undergone a degenerate or retrogressive evolution. "The plants in general," be then wrote, "iu the per8ons of their
profo;t ancestors, soon left a free-swimming life and became sessile.
Their lives thus became parasitic, more automatic; and, in one sense,
degenerate." The evolution of the plant creation is, therefore, held to
be a phenomenon of catagenesi s or decadence. .This, of course, is merely
a method of stating a comparison with the evolution of the animal line
or phylum, and is therefor~ of the greatest service. For myself, however, I dislike the terms retrogressive, catageuetic, and the like, as
applied to the plant creation, because they imply intrinsic or actual
degeneracy. True retrogressive or degenerate evolution is the result
of loss of attributes. Oope holds that the chief proof of degeneracy
in the plant world is the loss of a free-swimming habit, but it is possible·
that the :first life-plasma was statiouary; at any rate, we do uot know that
it was motile. Degeneracy is unequivocally seen in certain restricted
groups where the loss of characters can be traced directly to adaptive
cLanges, as in the loss of limbs in the serpents. Retarded evolution
expre se the development of the plant world better tllan tlle above
term , but even this is erroneous, because plant types exhibit quite as
complete an adaptation to an enormous variety of conditions as animals
<lo, and there has been rapid progress toward specialization of structure.
A a matter of fact, the vegetable world does not exhibit, as a whole,
any backward step, any loss of characters once gained, nor any station-
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ary or retarded periods; but its progress has been widely unlike that
of the animal world aud it has not reached the heights which that line
of ascent bas attained. The plant phylum can not be said to be catagenetic, but suigenetic. Or, in other words, it is centrogenetic as
distinguished from dipleurogenetic.
The bearer should be reminded, at this point, of the curious alternation of generations which bas come about in the plant world. One
generation develops sexual functions, and the product of the sexual
union is an asexual generation, and this, in turn, gives rise to another
exual generation like the first. In the lowest sex plants, as tlrn
a]gre, the sexual generation-or the gametophyte, as it is called-generally comprises the entire plant body, and the asexual generation or
sporophyte develops as a part of the fructifying structure of the
gametopbyte, and is recognizable as a separate structure only by
students of special training. In the fungi, which are probably of catagenetic evolution, alternation of generations is very imperfect or
wanting. In the true mosses the gametophyte is still the conspicuous
part of the plant structure. It comprises all that part of the moss which
the casual observer recognizes as "the plant." The sporophytic generation i still attached to the persistent gametophyte, and it is the
capsule with its stem and appendages. In the ferns, however, the
gametophytic sta 0 ·e is of short duration. It is the inconspicuous
prothallu ', which follow the germination of the spore. Therefrom
ori 0 foates "the£ rn," all of which is sporopbytic, aud tlie gametophyte
peri h . With the evolution of the flowering plants the gametopbyte
b om , till more rudimentary, while the sporopbyte is the plant,
tr ., or bush a we see it. The gametophytic generation j s associated
wi h th a t of fertilization, the male prothallus or gametophyte developin from th pollen grain and soon perishing, and the female prothallu or gametophyte developing in the ovule and either soon
peri hino- or per, i ting in the form of the albumen of tbe seed. The
gr at d v lopment of the sporopbyte in later time i no doubt a cou. e<1nen of th nee i y of a urning a terre trial life; and with thi8
development ha ome the perfection of the centrogenic form.
3. TIIE

RIGI

OF DIFFERENCE .

.
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ruome11t one comes to study the genealogies of these subjects or
groups, however, he comes upon the astonishing fact that the ancestors
are more and more alike the farther back they are traced. In other
words, th~re are great series of convergent histories. Every naturalist,
therefore, is compelled to admit that difforences in nature have somehow been augmented in the long processes of time. It is unnecessary,
therefore, that he seek the causes of present differences until he shall
have determined the causes of the smallest or original differences. It
is thus seen that there are two great and coordinate problems in the
study of evolution-the cam;es of initial differences and the means by
whieh differences are augmented. These two problems are no doubt
very often expressions of the same force or power, for the augmentation of a difference comes about by the origination of new degrees of
difference; that is, by new differences. It is very probable that the
original genesis of the differences is often due to the operation of the
very same physiological processes which gradually enlarge the difference into a gulf of wide separation.
In approaching this question of the origin of unlikenesses the mquirer
must first divest himself of the effects of all previous teaching aud
tbinki11g. We have reason to assume that a11 beings came from one
original life-plasma, and we must assume that this plasma had the power
of perpetuating its physiological identity. Most persons still further
assume that this plasma must have been endowed with the property of
reproducing all its characters of form and habit exactly, but such
assumption is wholly gratuitom; and is born of tlie age-long habit of
thinking that like produces like. We real1y have uo right to assume
either that this plasma was or was not constituted with the power of
exact reproduction of all its attributes, unless the behavior of its
ascendants forces us to the one or the other conclusion. Inasmuch as
no two individual organisms ever are or ever have been exactly alike,
so far as we can determine, it seems to me to be the logical necessity to
assume that like never did and never can produce like. The closer we
are able to approach to plasmodial and unspecialized forms of life in,
our studies of organisms, the more are we irnpres~ed with the weakness
of the hereditary power. Every tyro in the study of protoplasm kuows
that the ammba has no form. The shapes which it assumes are individual and do not pass to the descendants. To my mind, therefore~ it
is a more violent assumption to suppose that this first unspecialized
plasma should exactly reproduce all its minor features than to suppose
tllat it had uo distinct hereditary power and therefore, by the very
nature of its constitution, could not exactly reproduce itself. The
burden of proof has been thrown upon those who attempt to explain
the initial origin of differences, but it should really be thrown upon
those who a. ume toot lift matter was originally so constructed as to
rigidly recast itself into one mold in each succeeding generation. I
ee less rea on for dogmatical1y as~uming that like produces like than
I do for uppo ing that unlike prodnces unlike.
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I ad va,nced this proposition a year ago in my Plaut Breeding (pp. 9,
10), and I am now glad to find, siuce writing the a,bove paragraph, that
H. S. Williams has reached similar conclusions iu his new Geological
Biology. He regards mutability as the fundamental law of organisms,
and speaks of the prevalent notion that organisms must uecessarily
reproduce themselves exactly as '' oue of the chief inconsistencies in
the prevaleut conception of the nature of organisms." " While the
doctrine of mutability of species has generally taken the place of immµ.tability," he writes, "the propositiou that like produces like in organic
generation is still generally, and I suppose almost universally, accepted.
It therefore becomes necessary to suppose that variation is exceptioual,
and that some reason for the accumulation of variation is necessary to
acconut for the great di vergencie.s seen in different species. * * *
The search has been for ome cause of the variation; it is more probable that mutability is the normal law of organic action, and that permanency is the acquired law." I do not ·suppose that Professor William make~ definite variation an inherent or necessary quality of orgauic
matter, but that this matter had no original hereditary power, and that
it form anrl other attributes in succeeding generations have been
molded into the environment, and that the burden of proof is throwu
upon tho -e wlJO a sume that life matter was endowed with the property
tlJat like uece , arily produce like. At all events, this last is my own
c nc ption of the modification of the streams of ascent.
In otber word', I look upon heredity as an acquired character, the
ame a form, or color, or sen ation is, and not as an original endowm 11t of matter. Tl.le ber ditary power did not originate until for some
r .a on it wa · ne e · ary for a given haracter to reproduce itself, and
t11 longer any form or character wa perpetuated the stronger became
th her ditary power.
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prove that those which are loi:;t are any the lesS' due to tbe impinging
stimuli. Those who write of definite variation usually construe the
re~ult or outcome of some particular evolution into a measure of the
variation which is conceived to have taken place in the group. Most
or all of the present characters of any group are definite because
they are the survivals in a process of elimination; but there may have
been, at various times, the most diverse and diffuse variations iu the
very group which is now marked by definite attributes. .As the lines
of ascent developed, and generation followed generation in countless
number, the organization was more a-nd more impressed with the
features of ancestral character1::., and these ancestral characters are the
more persistent as they have been more constant in the past. But
these characters, which appear as heredity or atavistic variations in
succeeding generations, were no doubt first, at least in the plant creation, the offspring, for the most part, of the environment reacting upon
the orga11ism. .As life bas ascended in the time scale and has become
i11creasing-ly complex, so the operation of any incident force must ever
produce more diverse and unpredictable results. What I mean to say
is that, in plants, some of t,he variations seem to me to be the resultants
of a long line of previous incide11t impressions, or have no immediate
inciting came. Such variation is, to all appearances, fortuitous. It is,
therefore, evident that the study of tlle effects of impinging environments at the present day may not directly elucidate the changes which
similar conditions may have produced in the beginning.
While the steadily ascending line of the plant creation was fitting
itself into the changing moods of the external world, it was at the same
time developing au internal power. Plants were constantly growing
larger and stronger or more specialized. The accumulation of vital
energy is au acquired character the same a.s peculiarities of form or
structure are. It is the accumulated result of every circumstance
which bas contributed to the well-being and virility of tLe organism.
The gardener knows that he can cause the plant to store up energy
in the seed, so that the resulting crop will be the larger. Growth is
itself but the expression or result of this energy which has been picked
up by the way through countless ages. Now, mere growth is variation.
It results in differences. Plants can not grow without being unlike.
Tlie more luxuriant the growth, the more marked the variation. Most
plants have acquired or inherited more growth force than they are able
to use because they are held dowu to certain limitations by conditions
in which they are necessarily placed l>y the struggle for existence. I
am convinced. tllat many of the members of plants are simply outgrowth resultiug from this growth pressnre, or~ as Bower significantly
peak of tllcm, 1 the result of an "eruptive process." The pushing out
of hoot from auy part of the plant body, upon occasion, the normal
production of adventitious plantlets upon the stems and leaves of some
1

.A. Theory of the trobilus in .A.rchegoniate Plauts, Annals of Botany, viii, 358,359,
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begonias (especially Begonia phyllomaniaca.), bryopbyllum, some ferns,
and many other plants, are all expressions of the growtli force wliich
is a more or less constant internal power. This growth force may give
rise to more definite variations than impinging stimuli do; but the
growth force runs in definite direction s because it, in its turn, is the
survival in a general process of elimination. Many of tlie characters
of pl::\,llts which-for lack of betterexplanat1011-we are in the habit of
cal1iJ1g adaptive, are no doubt simply the result of the eruption of
tissue. Very likely some of the compoundmg of leaves, the pushing
out of some kinds of prickles, -the duplication of -tioral organs, and the
like are examples of this kind of variation. We know that the characters of the external bark or cortex upon old tree trunks are the result
of the internal pressure in stretching and splitting it. This simply
bows how the growth force may originate characters of taxonomic
igni:ficance when it is expressed as mere rnecbanica,l power acting
upon foisue of given anatomical structure. This power of growth is
competent, I think, to origiuate many and importa,nt variations iu
plant . I suppo e my conception of it to be essentially the same as
that of tlie bathmism of Cope, and tbe Theory of tlie Organic Growth,
of Eimer.
vVe have now considered two general types of forces or agencies
whi ·b tart off variations in vlauts-purely extemal stim uli, and the
internal acquir <l energy of growth. There ii;; still a third general fac tor, cro. in °·, or, as Eimer write it, " exual mixing." The very reason
for the exh,tence of ex, as we uow understand it, is to originate differenc by m an of the union of two parents into one off pring. Tliis
' Ual mixing can not be considered to be au original cau. e of unliken ,' , h wev r, ince sex itself wa8 at first a variation induced by
•nvfronm Ht or other arrencies, ~rn d it present perfection in higher
organi m i ' the re ult of the I roce of continuous survival in a
conflict of <liff r n e .
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innate attribute of life. "But we must, I think, conclude" * * *
writes Darwin in the latter book, "that organic beings, when subjected
during several generations to any change whatever in their conditions,
tend to vary." He discussed at length the particular agencies which
he considered to be most potent in inducing variability, and enumerated
arno11gst other factors the kind and amount of food, climate, and crossing. ,, Changes of any kind in the conditions of life," he repeats,
"even extremely slight changes, often suffice to cause variability.
Excess of nutriment is perhaps the most efficient single exciting <Jause."
Cope, in his discussion of the "Causes of variation," starts out with
the proposition "to cite examples of the direct modifying effect of
external influences on the characters of individual animals and plants,"
and he closes with this paragraph: "I trust that I have adduced evidence to show that the stimuli of chemical and physical forces, and also
molar motion or use and its absence, are abundantly sufficient to produce variations of all kinds in organic beings. The variations may be
in color, proportions, or details of structure, according to the conditions
which are present." This is, in great part, the thesis to which Darwin
extended the proofs of a most laborious collection of data from gardeuers and stock-breeders and from feral nature. lt has be.en the great
misfortune of the interpretation of Darwin's writings that his hypothesis of natural selection bas so completely overtopped everything else
ill the reader's mind that other important matters have been overlooked.
While the one central truth in the plant creation is the fact that
differences arise as a result of variations in environment, there are
nevertheless many exceptions to it. There are various types of differences which are merely incidental or secondary to the main stem of
adaptive ascent. Some of these are such as arise from the cessation
of the constructive agencies, and others are mere corre"latives or accompaniment of type differeuces. As an example of the former, we may
cite the behavior of the potato. By high cultivation and careful breeding, the plant has been developed to produce enormous crops of very
large tubers, so heavy a crop that the plant has been obliged to spare
some of its energy from tlle production of pollen and berries for the
purpose of maintaining the subterranean product. It is evident that
this high state of amelioration can be maintained only by means of
high cultivation. The moment there is a let-down in tp.e factors which
l1ave bred and maintained the plant, there is a tendency toward a
brea,king up and disappearance of the high -bred type. This is an illustratio11 of the phenomenon ofpanmixia, as outlined by Weismann, except
that the force which has ceased to act is human selection rather tllau
11atural selection. '' This suspension of the preserving influence of
natural election," Weismann writes, "may be termed Panmixia.'' Ju
hi opinion, "the greater number of those variatio11s wi1ich are usually
attrib11ted to the direct influence of external conditions of life are to
be attributed to paumixia. For example, the great variability of most
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domesticated animalR and plants essentially depends upon this principle." In other words, certain differences are preserved through the
agency of natural selection, and certain differences are Jost; if the
organism is removed from this restraining and directing agency, all
variations bave the chance of asserting themselves. "All individuals
can reproduce themselves," Weismann explains, "and tbus stamp their
characters'upon the species, and. not only those -.-, hich are in all respect~,
or in respect to some single organ, the :fittest." I am convinced that
this term expresses a very important truth, and one which, as Weisrnaun says, is particularly apparent in domestic animals and pla,nts;
but panrnixia does uot express a,n incident force. If new differences
arise in consequence of the cessation of the directive agency of natural
selection, it is because they were :first impressed upon the organization
by some unaccountable agency; or, if there is simply a falling away
from accumulated characters, the residuary or secondary features which
appear are probably the compound and often deteriorated result of
various previous incident forces. In short, panmixia is a name for a
class of phenomena, and it can not be considered as itself an original
cause of variation. It i , to my mind, largely the unrestrained expresion or unfolding of the growth-force consequent upon the removal of
the customary pressure under which the plant has lived.
3. THE SURVIVAL OF THE UNLIKE.
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accept "survival of the :fittest" as a synonymous expression, because
its author so designed it. '' By natural selection or survival of the
:fittest," writes Spencer, "by the pres-ervation in successive generations
of those whose moving equilibria happen to be least at variance with
the requirements, there is eventually produced a changed equilibrium
completely in harmony with the requirements."
It should be said that there is no reason other than usage why the
phrase "survival of the fittest" should not apply to the result of
Lamarckian or functional evolution as well as of Darwinian or selective evolution. It simply expresses a fact, without designating the
cause or the process. Cope has written a book upon the Origin of
the Fittest, in which ·the argument is Lamarckian. The phrase
implies a conflict, and the loss of certain contesta11ts and the salvation
of certai11 others. It asserts that the contestants or characters which
survive are the :fittest, but it does not explain whether they are fit
because endowed with greater strength, greater proli:ficiiess, completer
harmony with surroundings, or other attributes. I should like to suggest, therefore, that the chiefest merit of the survivors is unlikeness,
and to call your attention for a few minutes to the significance of the
phrase-which I have used in my teaching during the last year-the
survival of the unlike.
This phrase-the S!IrVival of the unlike-expresses no new truth,
but I hope that it may present the old truth of vicarious or nondesigned
evolution in a new light. It defines the fittest to be the unlike. You
will recall that in this paper I have dwelt upon the origin and progress
of differences rather than of definite or positive characters. I am so
fully convinced that, in the plant creation, a new character is useful to
the species because it is unlike its kin, that the study of difference
between individuals bas come to be, for me, the one ab:sorbing and
controlling thought in the contemplation of the p:r;ogress of life. These
differences arise as a result of every impinging force-soil, weather,
climate, food, training, conflict with fellows, the strain and stress of
wind and wave and insect visitors-as a complex resultant of many
a11tecedent external forces, the effects of crossing, and also as the result
of the accumulated force of mere . growth; they are indefinite, non
designed, an expression of all the various influences to which the passive vegetable organism is or has been exposed; those differences which
are most unlike their fellows or their parents find the places of least
conflict, and persist because they thriv-e best and thereby impress
them ·elve best upon their offspring. Thereby there is a const~nt
tendency for new and divergent lines to strike off, and these lines, as
tlley become accented, develop into what we, for convenience sake,
ba,·e called pecieS1. There are, therefore, as many species as there are
unlike conditions in physical and environmental nature, and in proportion a ' the conditions are unlike and local are the species well defined.
But to nature, p~rfect adaptation 1s the end; she knows nothing, per
e, a Rpecies or as fixed types. Species were created by John Ray,
not by the Lord; they were named by Linnrnus, not by .Adam.
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I must now hasten to antieipate an objection to my phrase which may
arise in your minds. I have said that when characters are unlike existing characters they stand a chance of persisting; but I <lo not desire
to say that they are useful in proporti011 as they are unlike their kin.
I want to express my conviction that mere sports are rarely useful.
The, e arc no doubt the result of very m1 usual 01· complex stimuli, or of
mnnmted refraugibility of tbe energy of growth, a11d not Laving been
i11duce(l by conditions wbich act uniformly over a course of time, they
are likely to be transient. I fully accept Oope's remark that there is
"Ho grom1d for believing that sports have any considerable influence
on the course of evolution. * * * Th~ method of evolution has
apparently been one of successful increment and decrement of parts
along defi.11ite lines." Among domestic animals and plants the selection aud breeding of sports, or very unusual and marked variations,
l1as ueen a leading cause of their strange and diverse evolution. In
fact, it is in this particular tbing that the work of the breeder and the
gardener is most unlike tl1e work of nature. But in feral conditiom,,
tbe ·port may be likened to an attribute out of place; and I imagine
that it chief effect upon the phylogeny of a race-if any effect it haveii:, in °·iving ri. e in its turn to a brood of Jes erratic unlikenesses. This
qu 'stion of sports has it psychological significance, for if tlie way
b com dark tlie wanderer invokes the ~Lid of tllis ignis fatuns to cut
_, bort hi ' dif_liculties. Sir William Thompson supposes that life may first
bav ·ome to earth by way of some meteor, and Brintou proposes that
man i · a port from ome of the lower creation. It is certainly a strange
tYI> of mind which a cribes a self-ceutered an<l self-sufficiei1t power to
tue tr e of lif , and then, at the very critical points, adopts a wholly
extran ons fore and one wllich i8 plaiuly I.mt a survival of tile old cata ·1y mic typ 'of mind; and it is the stranger, too, because such type of
explauatiou is not sugg ted by ob ervation or experirnellt, but" imply
by wha,t i · for the time an i11superable barrier of ignorance of na,tmal
proc ,· · .· . If evolution i.· true a,t all, tbere i rea on to suppo e tliat it
xt 11<1 • from be 0 'in11i11g to fini ' h of creation, and the stopping of the
,r ('
at b · ur interval· i only a temporary satisfaction to a rniud
tl1at i.· n t. .Y t fu11y committed to tlie eternal truth of ascent. Tile tr e
of lif ha ' no don1it grown i-,teadily and gradually, and the same force ,
Ve ri n. ly mo lifi d l>y tlrn ·lian °fo · pby ical couditions of the earth,
liav run on wi h 1 w but mi 0 ·1lty n rO'y until th pre ent time. .Auy
ra<li ·al ·han in th plan, onld liave d feated it, and a.uy m re a· ·itl 'ntal ·ir ·um ·tan ·e i. · to rivial to b · 11 ·i<lered a a modifying inflnf th
f creatiou, particularly when it
f th v ry cap tone of the wbol

cau
The e are "i veu t
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illustrate how important external stimuli are in originating variation
and bow it is that some of these variations persist.
Let me begin by saying that a good gardener loves his plants. Now,
a good gardener is one who grows good plants, and good plants are
very unlike poor plants. They are unlike because the gardener's love
for tllem has made them so. The plants were all alike in November;
in Jauuary ·the good gardener's plants are strong and clean, with large
deuse leaves, a thick stem, and an abundance of perfect flowers; the
poor gardener's plants are small and mean, with curled leaves, a thin
hard stem, and a few imperfect flowers. You will not believe now that
tlle two lots were all from the same seed pod three months ago. The
good gardener likes to save his own seeds or make his own cuttings;
and next year bis plants will be still more unlike his neighbor's. The
neighbor tries this seed and that, reads this bulletin and that, but all
avails nothing simply because he does not grow good plants. Be does
not care for them tenderly, as a fond mother cares .for a child, The
good gardener knows that the temperature of the water and the air,
the curren ts in the atmosphere, the texture of the soil, and all the little
amenities aud comforts which ph1nts so much enjoy, are just the factors
which make his plants successful; aud a good crop of anything, whether
wheat or beans or apples, is simply a variation.
And do these unlikenesses survive? Yes, verily! The greater part
of the amelioration of cultivated plants has come about in just this
way-by gradual modifications in the conditions in which they are
grown, by means of which unlikenesses arise; and then by the selectiou of seeds from the most coveted plants. Even at the present day
there is cornparativaly little plant breeding. The cultiv'ated flora bas
come up with man, and if it has departed immensely from its wild prototypes, so has man. The greater part of all this has been unconscious
and unintended on man's part, but it is none the less real.
As au illustration of how large the factors of undesigned choice and
selection are in the amelioration of the domestic flora, let me ask your
attention to the battle of the seed bags. · In the year 1890 th~ census
records show for the :first time the number of acres in the United States
devoted to the growing of seed. I give the acreage of three representative crops, and these :figures I have multiplied by the average
seed yielus per acre in order to arrive at an approximate estimate of
the entire crop produced and the number of acres which the crop
would plant. I have used low averages of yields in order to be on the
safe side, and I have likewise used liberal averages of the quantity of
seed required to plant an acre when making up the last column:
Acres.

Average
.
yield per Approxunate
acre.
crop.

Pounds.
Cabbage . .. ............... .... _.. ... ......... : ...... _..
Cucumber ................... .. .. .... ...... .... ... .. _..
Tomato ............................................... .

SM

97--30

1,268
10,219
4,856

200
120
80

Pound,.
258,600
1,226,280
868,480

Would
plant-

Acres.
1,014,400
618,140
1, 478, 920
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The last column in this table has particular interest because it shows
the enormous acreage which these seeds, if all plaut ed, would cover.
We are now curious to know if such areas really are planted to these
species, and if they.are not, it will be pertinent to inquire what becomes
of the Reeds. Unfortunately, we have no statistics of the entire acreages of these various truck-garden crops, but the same census gives
the statistics of the commercial market gardens of the country.
Inquiry of seed merchants here bas convinced me that about onefourth of all the seeds sold in any year go to market gardeners. I
have therefore multiplied the census figures of market gardens by four
for the purpose of arriving at an estimate of the total acreage of the
given crops in the United States; · and r· have introduced the last
column from the above table for purposes of comparison:
Acreage Probable There are
of market total
seeds enough Difference.
gardens. acreage.
to plant-

Cabbage...............................................
Cucumber . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tomato ...... ... .. ..... .. ................ __ . __ .. .... _. .

77,094
4,721
22, 802

308,376
18,884
•91, 208

Acres.

Acres.

l, 014, 400
613, 140
1,473,920

706, 024
594, 256
I, 382, 712

It will thus be seen that there are enough cabbage seeds raised in
tbi country each year, if the census year is a fair sample, to plant
nearly three-quarters of a million acres more than actually are planted;
about the same surplus of cucumber seeds, aud a surplus of tomato
eed 'ufficient to plant over one and a quarter million acres. It is
pos ible, of course, that the figures of actual acreage of these crops
are too low; but uch error, if it occur, must be much overbalanced by
the larg quantities of home-grown and imported seeds which are used
every year. The e tartling figures would not apply so well to many
other crop which are detailed in the census bulletin. For instance,
the pea e rai ed in this country would plant only about 46,000 acres,
while there are over 100,000 acres actually grown; but this discrepancy
i probably accounted for by the fact that the larger part of the seed
pea are grown in Canada, and therefore do not figure in our censu .
Tb r i. a omewbat imilar di crepancy in the watermelon, but in thi
rop tb eed are very largely home saved by the heavy planters in
be
uth and W t. I do not ·ive these figures for their value a
tati tic , b ut imply for the purpo, e of graphically expres 'ing the fact
that many more e d are rai ed by cultivators each average year than
re
r grown into plant , and that the struggle for exi tence doe
no nece aril c a e when plant are taken under the care of man.
h , now, b om of thi enormou urplus of eed t Let u tak
a rou h urv y f th entir se d crop of any year. In the fir t pla
a rt in p r ntage of the ed i laid a ide by the ee<l man a a
again t failure in the year to come. Much of this old tock never
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finds its way into the market and is :finally discarded. We will estimate
this element of waste as 20 per cent. Of the 80 per cent which is actually
sold, perhaps another 10 per cent is never planted, leaving about 70
per cent which finds its way into the ground. These two items of loss
are pure waste and have no effect upon the resulting crop. Now, of
the seeds which are planted, not more than 75 per cent can be expected
to germinate; that is, there is certainly an average loss of 25 per cent
in nearly all seeds, and much more in some, due to inherent weakness,
and 75 per cent represents the survival in a conflict of strength. We
have now accounted for about half of the total seed product of any year.
The remaining half produces plants; but here the most important part
of the conflict begins. In the crops mentioned above much less than
half of the seeds which are grown ever appear in the form of a crop.
We mmit remember, moreover, that in making the estimate of the number of acres which these seeds would pla!lt I have used the customary
estimat es of the quantity of seeds required to plant an acre. · Now,
t hese estimates of seedsmen and planters are al ways very liberal.
Every far mer sows from five to twenty times more seeds than he needs.
Some years ago I sowed seeds according to the recommendation of one
of our best seedsmen, and I found that pease would be obliged to stand
four-fifths of an inch apart, beets about twenty to the foot, and other
vegetables in like confusion. I suppose that of all the seeds which
actually come up not more than one in ten or a dozen, in garden vegetables, ever give mature plants. What becomes of the remainder1
They are t hinned out for the good of those which are left.
This simple process of thinning out vegetables has had a most powerful effect upon the evolution of our domestic flora. It is a process of
un<lesigned selection. This selection proceeds upon the differences in
the seedlings. The weak individuals are disposed of, and those which
are st rongest and most unlike the general run are preserved. It is a
clear case of the survival of the unlike. The laborer who weeds and
t hins your lettuce bed unconsciously blocks out his ideas in the plants
which he leaves. But all this is a struggle of Jew against Jew, not of
Jew against Philistine. It is a conflict within the species, not of species
against species. It therefore t ends to destroy the solidarity of t.he
specific t ype and helps to introduce much of tllat promiscuous unlikeness whicll is t he dhitin g uishing characteristic of domesti~ plants.
Let us no w transfer this emphatic example to wild nature. There we
hall fi nd the same prodigal production of seeds. In the place of the
gardener undesignedly molding the lines of divergence we find the
inexorable physical circumstances into which the plastic organisms
mu t grow, if they gro w at all. These circumstances are very often the
direct cau es of the unlikenesses of plants, for plants which start like
when they germinate may be very unlike when they die. Given time
and constantly but slowly changing conditions, and the vegetable
creation is fashioned into the unlikenesses which we now behold. With
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this conception Jet us read again Francis Parkman's picturesque
descriptiou of the forest of Maine in bis Half Century of Conflict.
''For untold ages Maine had been one unbroken forest, and it was so
still. Only along the rocky seaboard, or ou tbe lower waters of one or
two great rivers, a few rough settlements had guawed slight indentations into this wilderness of woods, and a little farther iula11d some
dismal clearing around a blockhouse or stockade let in the ·suuligllt to
a soil that had lain in shadow time out of miud. This waste of savage
vegetation survives, in some part, to this day, with the same prodigality
of vital force, the same struggle for existence and mutual havoc that
mark all organized beings, from men to mushrooms. Young seedlings
in millions spriug every summer from the black mold, rich with the
decay of those that bad preceded them, crowding, choking, and killing
each other, perishing by their very abundauce; all but a scattered few,
stronger than the rest, or more fortunate in position, which survive by
bligt1ting those about them. They in turn, as they grow, interlock their
bouo-hs, and repeat in a season or two the same process of mutual suffocation. Tile forest is full of lean saplings dead or dying with vainly
tretching toward the light. Not one iufant tree in a thousand lives
to maturity; yet these survivors form an innumerable host, pressed
together in truggling confusion, squeezed out of symmetr31 aud robbed
of normal development, as men are said to be in the level ~ameness of
d mocratic ociety. Seen from above, their mingled tops spread in a
sea of verdure ba king in light; seen from below, all is shadow, through
which pot of timid sm1shine steal dowu amoug legions of dark, mos y
truuk , toad tools and rank ferns, protruding roots, matted bushes,
and rotten carca ses of fallen trees. A generation ago one might fiucl
here and there the rugged trunk of some great pine lifting its verdant
spire above in the di,•tingui hed myriads of the forest. The woo<l of
Maine had their ari tocracy; but the ax of the woodman has laid them
low, and the e lords of the wilderness are seen no more."

In uch bold and generalized examples as this the student is able to
di cern only the general fact of progressive divergency and general
adaptation to condition , without being able to discover the particular
dir tiv fore s which have been at the bottom of the evolution. It is
only when one con iders a specific example that he can arrive at any
ju t con lu ion resp cting initial cau es of modification. Of adaptive
m difi ation , two g neral clas e have been re ·ponsible for the a cent
of the v getable kingdom, one a mere molding or shaping into the
pa i phy ical environment , the other the direct result of tre or
traiu imp ed upon the organi m by wind and water and by the nece i i of a radic 1 hange of habit from aquatic to terre trial life, aud
l t r on by th
imuli of in ect upon the flower . One of the very
b
x· u1pl
he mer pa ive a cent i afforded by the volution
fi din organ; and a like example of development a
f h r o a
r ult f ' r in i affi rd d by the e olution of the ·tern · ud va ular
r fi r u
t m.
ur pre nt fl. ra, like our pre ent fauna, i an
1u i n fr m a uati Ji£ .
h fir t e ile or tationary plant w re
und ubt d]y t 1
the wat r increa ed in d I th and plan
w r driv n far h r nd far h r fr m th ir ·tartin o· point by 11
tr ggl £ r pla e · nd h ii minatiug infl.u n of winds and wa, e
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the plant body became more and more elongated. While the plant
und oubtedly still absorbed food throughout its entire periphery, it
nevertheless began to differentiate into organs. The area chiefly concerned in food gathering became broadened into a thallus, a constricted
or stem-like portion tended to develop below, and the entire structure
anchored itself to the rock by a holdfast or grapple. This holdfast,
or so-ca.Jled root, of most of our present seaweeds is chiefly a means of
holding the plant in place, and it probably absorbs very little food.
As plants emerged into amphibian life, however, the foliar portion was
less and less thrown into contact with food, and there was more and
more demand upon the grapple which was anchored in the soil. The
foliage gradual1y developed into organs for absorbing gases and the
root was forced to absorb the liquids which the plant needed. I do not
mean to say that there is any genetic connection between the seaweeds
and the higher plants, or that the roots of the two are homologous;
but to simply state the fact that, in point of time, the holdfast root
developed before the feeding root did, and that this change was plainly
one of aclaptation. Specialized forms of flowering plants which inhabit
water still show a root system which is little more than an anchor, and
the foliage actively absorbs water. The same environmental circumstances are thus seen to have developed organs of similar physiological character in widely remote times and in diverse lines of the plant
evolution. "As the soil slowly became thicker and thicker," writes
King in his book upon The Soil, '' as its water-holding power increased,
as the soluble pla,nt food became more abundant, and as the winds and
the rains covered at times with soil portions of the purely superficial
aud aerial early plants, the days of sunshine between passing showers,
and the weeks of drought intervening between periods of. rain, became
the occasions for utilizing the moisture which the soil bad held back
from the sea. These conditions, coupled with the universal tendency
of Jife to make the most of its surroundings, appear to have induced
the evolution of absorbing elongations, which, by slow degrees and
centuries of repetition, come to be the true roots of plants as we now
kuow them." Some aquatic flowering plants are, as we have seen, still
practically rootless, and they absorb the greater part of their food
directly by tl.le foliar parts; but the larger number of the higher plants
absorb their mineral food by means of what has .come to be a subterranean feed in g organ and the foliar parts have developed into gasabsorbing organs an d they take in water only when forced to do so
u11<ler tre s of circumstances.
But a a mere feeding organ the root requires no fibrous structure.
It i still a hol<lfast or grapple and its mechanical tissue has developed
enormou ly, along with th at of the stem, in order to preserve the plant
agaiu t the strain of the moviug elements and to maintain its erectness
in aerial life. When this self.poised epoch arrives, the vegetable world
begin its definite and steady ascent in centrogenic form. While the
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animal creation leaves its centrogenic arrangement early in its own
time scale, the plant creation assumes such arrangement at a comparatively late epoch in its time scale.
Perhaps the best illustration which I can bring you of the origin of
the unlike by means of environmental conditions and the survival of
some of this unlikeness in the battle for life, is the development of the
winter quiescence of plants. What means all this bursting verdure of
the liqui<l April days 1 Why this annually returning miracle of the
sudden expansion of the leaf and flower from the lifeless twigs~ Were
plants always so~ Were they designed to pass so much of their existence in the quiescent and passive condition¥ No. The first plants
had uo well-defined cycles, and they were born to live, not to die.
There were probably no alternations of seasons in the primordial world.
Day alternated with night, but month succeeded month in almost
unbroken sameness age after age. As late as the Carboniferous time,
according to Dana, thA globe "was nowhere colder than the modern
temperate zone, or below a mean temperature of 60° F." The earth
had become wonderfully diverse by the close of the Cretaceous time,
and the cycad ' and their kin retreated from the poles. Plants grew
the year round;. and as physical conditions became diverse and the
conflict of existence increased, the older and the weaker died. So a
limit to duration, that is, death, became impresRed upon the individuals
of the creation; for <leath, a seen by the evolutionist, is not au original
property of life matter, but is an acquired character, a result of the
urvival of the fitteRt. The earth was perhaps ages old, even after life
began, before it ver saw a natural death; but without death all things
mu t hav finally come to ·a standstill. When it became possible to
weep away th old types, opportunity was left for new ones; and so
the a nt mu t ·ontinue o long as physical conditions, which are not
ab o1utely prohibitive of life, shall become unlike.
peci . have acquired different degrees of longevity, the same as
th y hav acquir('d different size and shapes and habits-by adaptati n to their condition of life.
nnual plants compri e about half of
th v g table king<lom, and th se are probably all specialization of
omparati vely lat time. Probably the greater part of them were origin all ad pta ion · t hortening period of growth; that is, to ea onal
hang . Th
ard n r, by forceful cultivatfon an<l. by tran ferring
plan toward th pole , i able to make annual of perennial . .r ow
a tru anuu 1 i a plant which normally ripen its eed · and die before
th
f fro t. Many of our garden plant ar ammal onl
b au ·
r kill d by fro t. They naturally have a longer a on
b n ur limat will dmit, and ome of hem are true perennial in
b
tiv h m . Th e plant a;r , with u , plur annual and
b m ar th tomato, r d p pp r, ggplant, potato,
b , n nd man oth r . But th r are some vari i
th r plan which have now dev 101 ed into true
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annuals, normally completing their entire growth before the approach
of frost. It is all the result of adaptation to climate, and essentially
t he same phenomenon is the development of the annual and biennial
flora of the earth from the perennial. An interesting example of tbe
effect of climate upon the seasonal duration of plants is the indeterminate or prolonged growth of plants in England as compared with
the same phtnts in America. The cooler summer and very gradual
approach of winter in England develop a late and indefinite maturity
of t he season's growth. When English plants are grown in America,
they usually grow until killed by fall frosts; but after a few generations of plants, they acquire the quick and decisive habit of ripening
which is so characteristic of our· vegetation. I once made an extended
test of onions from English and American seeds (Bull. 31, Mich. Agric.
College), and was astonished to find that nearly all of the English
varieties continued to grow until frost and failed "to bottom," while
our domestic varieties ripened up in advance of freezing weather. This
was trne even of the Yellow Danvers and Red Wethersfield, varieties
of A merican origin, and which could not have been grown very many
years in England. Every horticulturist of much experience must have
noticed similar unmistakable influences of climate upon the duration of
plan t s.
A most interesting type of examples of the quick influence of climate upon plants-not only upon their duration, but upon habit and
structural characters-is that associated with the growing of "' stock
seed'' by seeds men. Because of uncertainties of weather in the Eastern St ates, it is now the practice to grow seeds of onions, lima beans,
and other plants in California or other warm regions; but the plants so
readily acquire the habit of long-continuing growth as to be thereafter
grown with difficulty in the Northeastern States. It is, therefore,
necessary that the seedsman shall raise his stock seed every year in
his own geographical region, and this seed is each year sent to California for the growing of the commercial seed crop. In other words,
tbe seed of California-grown onions is sold only for the purpose of
growing onion bulbs for market, and is not pla.nted for the raising of a
successive crop of seed. This results in growing only a single generation of the crop in the warm country. Onion seed from stock which
has been grown in California for several years produces onions which
do not ' ' bo ttom" well, much as I found to be the case with the English
onion seed.
But many plants, in geologic time, could not thus shorten up their
life hi tory t o adjust themselves to the oncoming of the seasons. They
ceased their labors with the approach of the cold or the dry, tucked up
their tender tissues in buds and resigned themselves to the elements.
If a man could have stood among those giant mosses and fern forests
of the reeking Carboniferous time, and could have known of the refrigeration which the earth was to undergo, he would have exclaimed
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that alt living things must utterly perish. Consider the effects of a
frost in May. See its widespread devastation. Yet, six months hence
tbe very same trees, which are now so blackened, will defy any degree
of cold. And then, to make good the loss of time, tllese plants start
into activity relatively much earlier in spring than the same species do
in frostless climates. This very day, when frosts are not yet passed,
our own New York hillsides are greener with surface vegetation tllan
the lands of the Gulf States are, which have been frostlesi;; for two
months and more. The frogs and turtles, the insects, the bears and
foxes, all adjust themselves to a clima.te which seems to be absolutely
prohibitive of life, and some animals may actually freeze during their
hibernation, and yet these April days see them again in heyday of life
and spirits! What a wonderful transformation is all this! This
enforced period of quiesence is so impressed upon the organization
that the habit becomes hereditary in plants, and the gardener says
that his begonias and geraniums and callas must have a "rest," or tlley
will not thrive. But in time he can so far break this habit in most
plants as to force them into activity for the entire year. These lmddiag
days of April, therefore, are the songs of release from t1e bondag(' of
winter which bas come ou as the earth bas grown aged and cold.
I must bring still one more illustration of the survival of the unlike,
out of the abundance of examples which might be cited. It is the fact
that, as a rule, new types are variable and old types are inflexiule.
The tndent of fossil plants will recall the fact that the liriodendron ,
ginkgo , equoias, sassafrasses, and other types came into exi tence
with many species and are now going out of existence with one or two
pecie . William has considereu this feature, for extinct animal form ,
at ome length in his new Geological Biology. "Many speeies," lie
write , '' which by their abundance and good preservation in fo sil
tate give u sufficient evideuce in the case, exhibit greater plastieity
in their character at the early tage than in later stages of their bi tory.
minute tracing ofline of succe sion of pecies shows great r
pla i i y at the beginning of the, erie than later, and thi i ex pre ·ed
iu h y t matic d cription and tabulation of the fact , by an increa
in the number of the pecie .
hen pecie, are tudied bi torically,
h 1 w , pp ar, evident that the hara ter of pecific value * * •
nt gr ater d gree of r n e of variability at au arly tag-e in the
I ri cl f h
nu than in the later tag·e. of that period."
o
me rk l i thi in ming of new type in many a e, that ome tud nt.
l1a
u p : cl b t actual pe ial rea ion of pecie ha occurr l at
h
·h . I b uld be id that tll re i a1 t to be a falla in
• r a i 11 in b · in nc , be au e h rec rd which ar to our
i ·i u ,•im l n u in h r ck m y h e ext nd d over ag
of
im · 1 1 i i. n v r li 1 : tru ha
m important r up. · , h
h t ui ·kl
i h man
r ev ral .::peci
iug 1 'i n
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To my ·mind, all this is but the normal result of the divergence of
character, or the survival" of the unlike. A · new type finds places
of least conflict, it spreads rapidly and widely, and thereby varfos
immensely. It is a generalized type, and therefore adapts itself at
once to many and changing conditions. A virifo plant is introrl.uced
into a country in which the same or similar plants are unknown, and
immediately it finds its opportunity and becomes a weed, by which we
mean that it spreads and thrives everywhere. Darwin and Gray long
ago elucidated this fact. The trilobites, spirifers, conifers, ginkgos,
were weed types of their time, the same as the composites are to-day.
They were stronger than their contemporaries, the same as our own
weeds are stronger than the cultivated plants with which they grow.
After a time the new types outran their opportunity, the remorseless
struggle for existence tightened in upon them, the intermediate unlikenesses bad been blotted out, and finally only one or two types remained,
struggling on through the ages, but doomed to perish with the continuing changes of the earth. They beca,m e specialized and inelastic;
and the highly ~pecialized is necessarily doomed to extinction. Such
remnants of a vanquished host remain to us in our single liriodendron,
the single ginkgo, and sassafras, and the depleted ranks of the conifers.
My attention was first called. t0 this line of thought lJy contemplating
upon tue fact that cultivated plants differ widely in variability, and I
was struck by the fact that many of our most inextricably variable
groups-as the cucurbits, maize, citrus, and the great tribes of composites-are still unknown in a fossH state, presumably because of their
recent origin. Many other variable genera, to be sure, are well represented in fossil species, as roses (although these are as late as the
Eocene), pyrus, prunus, and musa; but absolute age is not so significant as the comparative age of the type, for types which originated very
far back may be yet in the comparative youth of their development.
The summary conclusions of a discussion of this subject were presented
to the .American Association for the A<l. vancement 9f Science two years
ago.i A modification of these points, as I now understand them, would
run something as follows:
1. There is a wide difference in variability in cultivated plants. Some
species vary enormously, and others very little.
2. This variability i not correlated with age of cultivation, degree of
cultivation, or geographical distribution.
3. Variability of cultivated plants must be largely influenced and
directed, therefore, by some-antecedent causes.
4. The chief antecedent factor in directing tllis variability is probably
the age of the type. New types in geologic time, are po_lymorphous;
old types are monomorpllous and are tending toward extinction. The
mo t flexible types of cultivated plants are ueb as liave probably not
yet pa ed their zenith, a the cucurbits, composites, begonias, and the
' Proc. A. A. A.

. 1894, 255; Botanical Gazette, XIX, 381.
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like. The varieties of cereals, which are old types, are so much alike
that expert knowledge is needed to distinguish them.
5. New types are more variable and :flexible because less perfectly
molded into and adjusted to the circumstances of life than the old types
are. They have not yet reached the limits of their dissemination and
variation. They are generalized forms.
The reader will please observe that I have here regarded the origin
and survival of the unlike in the plant creation in the sense of a plastic.
material which is acted upon by every external stimulus, aud which must
necessarily vary from the very force of its acquired power of growth,
and the unlikenesses are preserved because they are unlike. I have no
sympathy with the too prevalent idea that all the attributes of plants
are direct adaptations, or that they are developed as mere protections
from environment and associates. There is a type of popular writings
which attempts to evolve many of the forms of plants as a mere protection from assumed enemies. Perhaps the plant features which have
oeen most abused in this manner are the spines, prickles, and the like~
and the presence of acrid or poisonous qualities. As a sample of this
type of writing, I will make an extract from Massee's Plant World:
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Now, this is merely a gratuitous and ad captandum species of argument, one which is designed to please the fancy and to satisfy those
superficial spirits who are still determined to read the element of design
into organic nature. It does not account for the facts. These particular attributes of plants are specialized features, and it is always unsafe
to generalize upon specializations. Eac.h and every one of such specialized features must be investigated for itself. Probably the greater
1mm ber of spinous processes wi.11 be found to be the residua following
the contraction of the plant body; others nre uo doubt mere correlatives of tlle evolution of other attributes; and some may be the eruptions of the growth force; and the acrid and poisonous properties are
quite as likely to be wholly secondary and useless features. The attempt
to find a definite immediate use and office for every attribute in the
creation is superficial and pernicious. There are many attributes of
organisms which are not only useless, but positively dangerous to the
possessor, and they can be understood only as one studies them in connection with the long and eventJ'ul history of the line of ascent.
'l'he thoughtwllich I want to leave with you, therefore, is that unlikenesses are the greatest facts in the organic creation. These uulikenesses
in plants are (1) the expressions of the ever-changing environmental
conditions in which plants grow, and of the incident.al stimuli to which
tlley are exposed; (2) the result of the force of mere growth; (3) the
outcome of sexual mixing. They survive because they are unlike,
and thereby enter fields- of least competition. The possibility of the
entire tragic evolution lay in the plasticity of the Qriginal life-plasma . .
The plastic creation has grown into its own needs day by day and age
by age, a11d it is now just what it has been obliged to be. It could
have beeu nothing else.

THE LAW WHIUH UNDERLIES PROTECTIVE OOLORATION. 1

By

ABBO'.l"l'

H.

THAYER.

This article is intended to set forth a beautiful law of nature which,
so far as I can discover, bas never been pointed out in print. It is the
law of gradation in the coloring of animals, and is responsible for most
of the phenomena of protective coloration except those properly called
mimicry.
Naturalh;ts have long recognized the fact that the coloring of many
animals makes them difficult to distinguish, and have called the whole
pllenomenon protective coloration, little guessing bow wonderful a fact
lay hidden under the name.
Mimicry makes an animal appear to be some other thing, whereas
this newly discovered law makes him cease to appear to exist at all.
The following are some examples of true mimicry. The screech owl,
when startled, makes himself tall and slim, and with eyes shut to a
narrow line simulates a dead stub of the tree on which be sits. Certain
herons stretch their necks straight upward, and with head and green
beak pointed at the zenith pass themselves off for blades of sedge grass.
Certain harmless snakes spread their heads out flat, in imitation of
their poisonous cousins, and rattle with their tails in the leaves. Many
butterflies have stone or bark colored under sides to their wings, which
make them look like a bit of bark or lichen when they sit still on a
stone or tree trunk with wings shut over their backs.
Tl.le newly discovered law may be stated thus: Animals are painted
by nature darkest on those parts which tend to be most lighted by the
sky's light, and vice versa.
The accompanying diagram illustrates this statement. Animals are
colored by nature as in A, the sky lights them as in B. and the two
effects cancel each other as in 0. The result is that their gradation of
light and shade, by which opaque solid objects manifest themselves to
tbe eye, i effaced at every point, the cancellation being as complete at
one point a another, as in C of the diagram, and the spectator seems
to see right through the space really occupied by au opaque animal.
1

Printed in The Auk, Vol. XIII, April ind October, 1896.
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Figure 1, of a ruffed grouse, shows this arrangement of color and
light. This bird belongs to the class in which the arrangement is
found in its simplest form, the color making a complete gradation from
brown above to silvery white beneath, and conforming to every slightest modeling. For instance, it grows light under the shelving ~yebrow
and darker again on the projecting cheek.
When he stands alive on the ground, as in figure 2, his obliteration
by the effect of the top light is obvious.
Writers say" he is _so nearly like the color of his surroundings that
you can not see him." Figure 3 is to show that they ascribe the concealment to the wrong cause. I merely took the bird shown in figure 2
and accurately tinted his under parts with brown to match his back, and
in less degree tinted his sides, till I had reduced him to uniformity of
color all over; but I did not, of course, change his upper surfaces at
all. In short, I extended his "protective" color all over him.

Now observe the effect on replacing him in a life-like position. He
is completely unma ked. The reader has but to compare the distance
at which he can distinguish a bfr<l in No. 2 and in No. 3, respectively,
to e whether simple ''protective coloration," as ordinarily defined is
tbe true ca,u e of this concealment, or whether this compounu gradation
f color and light i the true cause.
Figar 4 and 5 how that hi colors are powerless to conceal him in
any po ition except the upright one which he holds when alive, and
ti ur 6 aud 7 d the ame for the woodcock.
In figure, 5 and G, notwith tandii1g the fact that we have even the
tronge ·t "protective' color toward us, the bird is by no m an
c n aled.
Le wo d o k
corre ponds to that of the ruffed grou .

Smithsonia n Repo rt, 1897.-Thayer.

FIG. 1.- SIDE VIEW OF DEAD GROU SE TO SHOW COLOR GRADATION .
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The reader, I think, must try these experiments for himself before he
can believe that in :figures 3 and 9 I tinted the under surfaces exactly
as dark as the upper, and no darker. But I beg him to look at any
horizontal branch in the woods whkh is either on the level of his eye
or below it. He will see that, although it has exactly the color of its
surroundings, it is not in the least concealed, because, being of uniform.
color above and below, like the birds after I had painted their under
sides, it wears that universal attribute of a solid, namely, a gradation
of shading from its light side to its dark side.
I leave to the reader the pleasure of discovering for himself that this
principle of gradation in color is almost universal in the animal ldngdom.
In certain classes of birds and of flying insects, however, the principle
gives place, more or less, to the device pointed out by Bates, namely,
the employment of strong arbitrary patterns of color which tend to
canceal the wearer by destroying his apparent continuity of surface.
This makes, for instance, the mallard's dark-green head tend to detach
itself from his body and to join tbe dark green of the shady sedge, or
the ruby of the humming bird to desert him and to appear to belong to
the glistening flower which he is searching. Yet many other cases of
color applied apparently at random conform essentially to the law
stated above. The dark patches are on top, the light ones beneath. 1
The dark breast mark, so widely used by nature on birds, usually has
the effect of putting out a conspicuous and shining rotundity of some
bright or light color, as in the meadow lark and the flicker, because it
comes just where the breast, in its usual position, rounds upward and
faces the sky. The dark coJlars of the males of most species of duck
are absolute counter shading to the light from the sky, when the birds
sit in their characteristic positions. For most female ducks nature
uses the complete gradation, like that of grouse and sandpipers.
Ground birds in general, such as grouse, sandpipers, and sparrows, are
usually clothed throughout in colors graded according to this principle.
But the males of many species of pheasant are notable exceptions to
this last statement.
Now there is sti11 one more very beautiful phenomenon to record. If
the animal itself is obliterated by this mechanism of nature, for what
useful purpose beyond considerations of sexual selections do his markings exist, since they are not obliterated i The answer is that the
markings on the animal become a picture of such background as one
might see if the animal were transparent. They help tlle animal to
coalesce, in appearance, with the background which is visible when the
observer looks past him. In many birds, for instance, those colors which
would be seen by an enemy looking down upon them are laid on by
nature in coarser and more blotchy patterns than are the colors on
1
I have proved, by experiments with painted decoys, that even brilliant top
colors, however strongly contrasted to surroundings, scarcely tend to betray the
wearer if his ensemble be a gradation from dark above to light below.
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their sides, so that when you look down on them you see that their
backs match the mottled ground about them; whereas, when you
assume a lower point of view nearer their level, and see more and more
of their sides, you find them painted to match the more intricate
designs of the vegetation which is a little farther off, and which, from
this new standpoint of the observer, now forms the background. In
this latter position the head of the animal, being the highest part of
its body, is seen against the most distant part of the background, whose
details are still more reduced by perspective. To correspond with this
reduction of strength in the more distant background , the details on
the 8ides of the animal's head are likewise reduced in their emphasis,
and like tile more distant details are smaller i11 pattern.
It is a most significant fact that throughout the animal kingdom the
highest development of the arrangement of color and light described
in this article, and the highest development of the habit of standing or
crouching motionless in full daylight to avoid discovery, seem to coincide very closely. ]for instanee, gallinaceous birds, most waders, and
the cat tribe have both the color arrangement and the standing or the
crouching habit highly developed. Contrasted with these, for example,
are the skunk and the bears. Neither of these quadrupeds has the
gradatiou of color nor the standing or crouching habit. They are both
nocturnal, and therefore do not need either gradation or crouciiing for
concealment.
1t i plain, then, that while nature undeniably completes the concealment of animals by pitching their whole color gradation in a key to
match their environment, the real maigic lies in the gradation it' elf
from darke ·t above to lightest below, wherever this gradation is found.
Thi is why it is o hard to see the partridge in the tree, the sandpiper
on the mud, or tlle tiger crouching in the jungle.
FURTHER REMARKS ON THE LAW WHICH UNDERLIES PRO'l'EC'IIVE
COLORATION.

ince writing my article on protective coloration in the April Auk I
hav aliO"hted on tlie mean of still more complete ocular demon tration f he law of protective coloration.
I mad 'Orne wood n gg about the ize of a woodcock' body and
pr vid <l th m with wire leg to poi e them 6 inche above the ground.
Mo ·t of he:e
ol r d in imitation of the color gradation of a
r h r - arth olor above, t pure white beneatb-whil to wo
th· r
gav a · at f arth c lor all over, above and below· hen et
th whol lik a flock f " hore bird "ou the bare ground iu a, city
1

1
To giv th
adation its complete :ffect, the paintiug of the wood neg s
be done after they are phced on the ground aud of cour e by an artist.

Smithsonian Report, 1897. - T hayer.
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although told exactly where to look, failed to find any of the others
until within 6 or 7 yards, and even then only by knowing exactly
where to look.
I had also painted bright blue and red spots as big as a silver quarter of a dollar on the brown back of one of the graded eggs. These
spots the naturalist saw, when we Lad come pretty near, though ·they
only passed for details of the ground beyond the egg.
It was to tbis latter experiment that I alluded iu a footnote when I
said that brillian·t top colors scarcely tend to interfere with the grauation's power. This statement does not apply, however, to creatures in
which, as in a bluejay, the bright color so predominates as to form a
silhouette shaped like the creature, but only when the bright pattern
goes, as it were, its own way, not accompanying the animal's form.
Yet, even in the jay's case, his gTadation down to white under throat
and belly diminishes so greatly his conspicuousness in the dim forest
shade that he may be suspected of great indebtedness to this arrangement of color as he skulks among the leaves. He must often be much
helped, also, by the fact that whenever his gradation works its charm
and denies Lis subst.antiality his blue is likely, at least, to appear to
belong to whatever surface, far or near, forms bis background for the
beholder's eye at the moment; as, for instance, a bit of blue distance
seen through the leaves. And often, when he is not concealed to this
degree, his ghostly appearance still tends to cause the beholder to think
him farther off than he is, which may be sometimes equivalent to concealment. The reader should compare a graded blue egg with one blue
all over, both seen in deep woods. Let me urge the reader to understand these color phenomena, which are the open door into a new world
of most charming study of special cases of protective coloration hitherto misunderstood.
One must remember that by far the greater part of the objects he
espies as he walks are first caught sight of out of the side of his eye;
and it is this faint seeing against which all this faint appearing is so
potent in countless cases where the animal could not elude the direct
eye. Iu my former article I omitted to emphasize the device of nature
by which she accomplishes, in the only possible way, the bringing the
top, sides, throat, and bel1y of an animal to the exact color of the surrounding earth, as well as to the same degree of darkness.
The animal's top is brown like the ground about him, and from this
brown his color grades steadily colder till it becom·e s cold white on his
under urfaces. The latter, being in shadow aud bathed in a yellow
refiectio from the earth, has the exact color as well as degree of darknes of hi top; since, obviously, earth-brown bathed in sky light
equal ky light (color of the animal's belly) bathed in earth-yellow
and hadow, L e., brown.
Thi grading to white under surfaces is precisely what would result
if daylight tended to brown animals' coats and its lack to bleach them.
SM
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And, from this, one might fancy the whole phenomenon to be the result
of such browning and bleaching. But to those who believe in natural
selection it must be obvious that the gradation's protecting power
proves it a result of such selection. As to a bleaching and browning
theory, many facts suggest that light does not tend to darken the coat
of animals. Notice, for instance, the pale inhabitants of treeless
regions, such as sandy beaches, etc., compared with wood dweller .
But this discussion is outside my present purpose.
As an epigrammatic lash to my entire thesis on protective coloratiou,
it is important to say that no other conceivable arrangement of light
and dark color could effect the intrinsic unsubstantiality of appearance guaranteed by the gradation therein set forth.

Smithsonian Report, 189 7 .- T haye r.
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FIG. 4. - GROUSE ON SIDE , EXPOSING BREAST.

FIG. 5. - GROUSE ON SIDE, EXPOSING BACK.

FIG. 6. - WOODCOCK ON SIDE, EXPOSING BACK.

F IG. ? .- W OO DCOCK ON SIDE , EXPOSING BREAST.
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FI G. 8 . -W OODCOCK O N NE ST .

FIG . 9. - W O::> DCOCK ON N EST, C OLOR G RADAT ION P A IN TED O UT .
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LIFE HISTORY STUDIES OF ANIMALS. 1

By Prof. L. 0.

MIA.LL,

F. R. S.

It has long been my conviction that we study animals too much as
dead things. We name them, arrange them according to our notions
of their likeness or unlikeness, and record their distribution. Then perhaps we are satisfied, forgetting that we could do as much with minerals
or remarkable boulders. Of late years we have attempted something
more; we now teach every student of zoology to dissect animals and to
attend to their development. This is, I believe, a solid and lasting
improvement. We owe it largely to Huxle}r, though it is but a revival
of the method of Dollinger, who may be judged, by the eminence of his
pupils and by the direct testimony of Baer, to have been one of the
very greatest of biological teachers. But the animals set before the
young zoologist are all dead; it is much if they are not pickled as well.
When he studies their development, he works chiefly or altogether
upon continuous sections, embryos mounted in balsam, and wax models.
He is rarely encouraged to observe live taclpoles or third-day chicks
with beating hearts. As for what Gilbert White calls the life and conversation of animals-how they defend themselves, feed, and make
love-this is commonly passed over as a matter of curious but not very
important information; it is not reputed scientific, or at least not
eminently scientific.
Why do we study animals at all! Some of us merely want to gain
practical skill before attemptiug to master the structure of the human
body; others hope to qualify themselves to answer the questions of
geologists and farmers; a very few wish to satisfy their natural curiosity
about the creatures which they find in the wood, the field, or the sPa.
But surely our chief reason for studying animals ought to be that we
would know more of life, of the modes of growth of individuals and
race~, of the causes of decay and extinction, of the adaptation of living
organisms to their surroundings. Some of us even aspire to know in
outline the cour-e of life upon the earth, and to learn, or, faili11g that,
to conjecture, how life originated. Our own life is the thiug of all
1Addrcss to th
zoological section oft,be British Association for the Advancement
of cience. Toronto, 1 97, by Prof. L. C. Miall, F. R. S., president of the section.
From Repol't of the British As ociation, 1897.
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others which interests us most deeply, but everything interests us
which throws even a faint and reflected light upon human life. Perhaps the professor of zoology is prudent in keeping so close as he does
to the facts of structure, and in shunning the very attempt to interpret,
but while he wins safety be loses bis hold upon our attention. Morphology is very well; it may be exact; it may prevent or expose ser10m;
errors. But morphology is not an end h1 itself. Like the systems of
zoology, or the records of distribution, it draws whatever interest it
possesses from that life which creates organs and adaptations. To
know more of life is an aim as nearly ultimate and self-explanatory as
any purpose that man can entertain.
Can the study of life be made truly scienti fie, Is it not too vast,
too inaccessible to human faculties 0! If we venture into this alluring
field of inquiry, shall we gain results of permanent value, or shall we
bring back nothing better than unverified speculations and curious but
unrelated facts,
The scientific career of Charles Darwin is, I think, a sufficient answer
to such doubts. I do not lay it down as an article of the scientific faith
that Darwin's theories are to be taken as true; we shall refute any or
all of them as soon as we know how; but it i_s a great thing that he
rai ed so many questions which were well worth raising. He set all
cieuti:fic minds fermenting, and not only zoology and botany, but
paleontology, history, and even philology bear some mark of his activity.
Whether bis main conclu ions are in the end received, modified, or
rejected, the effect of his work can not be undoue. Darwin was a bit
of a port man and a good deal of a geologist; he was a fair anatomi t
and a working systematist; he keenly appreciated the value of exact
knowledge of di tribution. I hardly know of any aspect of natural
hi tory, except synonymy, of which he spoke with contempt. But he
chiefly studied animal and plants as living berngs. They were to him
not
much objects to be stuck through with pins, or pickled, or dried,
or labeled, a thing to be watched in action. He studied their difficulti , and recorded their little triumphs of adaptation with an admiring mile. We owe a many discoveries to his sympathy with living
nature a to hi exactn
or hi candor, though the e too were illu triou . 1t i not g od to idolize even our greatest men, but we bould
ry t pr fit by their e ample. I think that a young tudent, anxiou
t b u ful but doubtful of hi power , may feel sure that he i not
wa tin hi im if he i collecting or verifying facts which would ha e
help d J rwin.
Zo 1 i t may ju ify their favorite studies on the ground that to
k ow th tru tur and tivitie of a variety of animals enlarge ur
n
f the po . ibilitie f liJi .
ur ly it nm t be good for the tudent
f human phy iol gy, to take ne peciali ta an example of the re t
b h . h ul kn w of any way in which the ame functi n an
discharged. L t hi 1 arn hat ther are animals (starfishe ) ho e
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nervous system lies on the outside of the body, and that in other animals it is generally to be found there during some stage of development;
that there are animals whose circulation reverses its direction at frequent interyals either throughout life (tunicata) or at a particular
crisis (insects at the time of pupation); that there are animals with eyes
on the back ( Oncidium, scorpion), on the shell (some chitonidffi), on
limbs or limb-like appendages, in the brain cavity, or on the edge of a
protective fold of skin; that there are not only eyes of many kinds with
lenses, but eyes on the principle of the pin-hole camera without lens at
all (Nautilus) and of every lower grade down to mere pigment spots;
that auditory organs may be borne upon the legs (insects) or the tail
(JJfysis); that they may be deeply sunk in the body, and yet have no
inlet for the vibrations of the sonorous medium (many aquatic animals). It is well that he should know of animals with two tails
( Cercar-ia of gasterostomum) or with two bodies permanently united
(Diplozoon); of animals developed within a larva which- lives for a
considerable time after the adult has detached itself (some starfishes
and nemertines); of animals which lay two (Daphnia) or three kinds
of eggs (rotifera); of eggs which regularly produce two (Lumbricus
trapezoides) or even eight embryos apiece (Praopits 1 ); of males which
live parasitically upon the female (cirripedes), or even undergo their
transformations, as many as eighteen at a time, in her gullet (Bonellia);
of male animals which are mere bags of sperm cells (some rotifera,
some Lwdes, parasitic copepods), and of female anirµals which are mere
bags of eggs (Sacculina,, Entoconcha). The more the naturalist knows
of such strange. deviations from the familiar course 9f things the better
will he be preparell to reason about what he sees, and the safer will he
be against the perver'sions of hasty conjecture.
If a wide knowledge of animals is a gain to physiology and every
other branch of biology, what opportunities are lost by our ignorance
of the early stages of so many animals! They are often as unlike to
the adult in structure and function as if they belonged to different
genera, or even to different families. Zoologists have made the wildest
mistakes in classifying larvm whose subsequent history was at the time
unkuowu. The naturalist who devotes himself to life histories shares
the advantage of the naturalist who explores a new continent. A
wealth of new forms is opened out before him. Though Swammerdam,
Reaumur, De Geer, Vaughan Thompson, Johannes Miiller, and a crowd
of less famous natura.lists have gone before us, so much remains to be
done that no zealous inquirer can fail to discover plenty.of untouched
subjects in any wood, thicket, brook, or sea.
Whoever may attempt this kind of work will find many difficulties
and mauy aids. He will, of course, find abundant exercise for all the
anatomy and physiology that he ('au command. Ile will need the
1
H rmann von Jhering, Sitz. Berl. Akad., 1885; Biol. Central bl. Bd. VI p. 532539 (1886).
'
'
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systems of descriptive zoology, and will often be glad of the help of professed systematists. The work can not be well done uutil it is exactly
known what animal is being studied. For want of this knowledge,
ha, dly attainable one hundred and :fifty years ago, Reaumur sometimes
tells us curious tlliugs which we can neither verify nor correct; at
times we really do not know what animal he bad before him. The
student of life histories will find
use for physics and chemistry, if
he is so lucky as to remember any. Skill in drawing is valuable,
perhaps indispensable.
If by chance I should be addressing any young naturalist who thinks
of atteuding to life histories, I would beg him-to study his animals alive
and mider natural conditions. To pop everything into alcohol and
make out the names at borne is the method of the collectors, but life
histories are not studied in this way. It is often indispensable to isolate
an animal, and for this purpose a very small habitation is sometimes
to be preferred. The teacup aquarium, for instance, is often better
than the tank. But we must also watch an animal's behavior under
altogether natural circumstances, and this is one among many reasons
for choosing our subject from the animals which are locally common.
Let us be slow to enter into controversies. After they have been hotly
pursued for some time, it generally turns out that the disputants have
been u ing words in different senses. Discussion is excellent, controversy u ually barren. Yet not al ways; the Darwinian controversy
was heated, and nevertheless eminently productive; all turns upon the
temper of the men concerned, and the solidity of the question at issue.
One more hint to young students. Perhaps no one ever carried through
a eriou ' bit of work without in some stage or other longing to drop it.
There comes a time when the :first impulse is spent, and difficulties
appear which e cape<l notice at fir t. Then most men lose hope. That
i tue time to bow that we are a little better than most men. I remember a a youug man drawing much comfort from the advice of a coll agu , now an eruinent cbemi t, to whom I had explained my difficultie and fear . All that be said was, '' Keep at it," and I found that
nothing mor wa wanted.
I greatly b lieve in the value of a ociation. It is good that two men
bonld 1 ok ct every doubtful tructure and criticise every interpr tation. It i. ft 11 ood that two talent should enter into partner llip,
u ·b a a tal nt f r de cription and a talent. for drawing. It i often
o<l tha n xperi 11 u inve. ti ator b ulcl cboo e the ., ubj ct and
dir ·t th · ur e of work, and that he hould be helped by a junior
an w rk bnt can not uide. It em to me that friendly critii m •for publi ·ati n i.· oft n a mean of preventing avoi lable mi tak . I am rr bat tl1 r honld b any kind of pr Judi again t
r hat it boulcl h tak n t be a ign of weakne . Ther
v r , i t m n who ar
trong a not to b the b tter
n diffi ·uJ
uld b removed if known author
er
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more generous in acknowledging the help of their assistants. They
ought not to be slow to admit a real helper to such honor as there may
be in joint authorship .
.Among the most important helps to the student of life histories must
be mentioned the zoological stations now maintained by most of the
great nations. The parent of all these, the great zoological station at
Naples, celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary last .April, so that the
whole movement belongs to our own generation. How would Spallanzani and Vaughan Thompson and Johannes Miiller have r~joiced to
see such facilities for the close investigation of the animal life of the
sea! The Englisb-speaking nations have taken their fair share of the
splendid work done at Naples, and it is pleasant to remember that
Darwin subscribed to the first fund, while the British .Association, the
University of Cambridge, and the Smithsonian Institution have maintained their own tables at tbe station. 1 The material support thus
given is small when compared with the subsidies of the German
Government, and not worth mention beside the heroic sacrifices of the
director, Dr. A.nton Dohrn, but aFi proofs of lively interest in a purely
scientific enterprise they have their value. Marine stations have now
multiplied to such a point that a bare enumeration of them would be
tedious. Fresh-water biological stations are also growillg in number.
Forel set an excellent example by his investigation of the physical and
biological phenomena of the Lake of Geneva. Dr. Anton Fritsch, of
Prag, followed with bis movable station. There is a well equipped
station at Plon among the lakes of Holstein, and a small one on the
Miiggelsee near Berlin. The active station of Illinois is known to me
only by the excellent publications which it has begun to issue. France,
Switzerland, Sweden, and Finland all have their fresh-water biological
station~, and I hope that England will not long remain iudiffereut to so
promising a sphere of investigation.
Biological work may answer many useful purposes. It may be helpful to i11dustry and public health. Of late years the entomologist has
risen into sud<len importance by the vigoron ' i::;teps taken to discourage
injurious insects. I have even known a zoological expert summoned
before a court of law in order to say whether or not a swordfish can
sink a ship. I would not on any account rnn dow11 the practical application of biology, but I believe that the first duty of the biologist is
to make science, and that science is made by putting a.nd an~werillg
questions. We are too easily drawn off from this, which is our main
bn in , by Relf-imposed occupations, of which we can often say nothing better than that they do uo harm except to the man who un<1eitakes
them. There are, for example, a good many lists of ::--pecies w bich are
compiled without any clear scientific object. We have a better prospe ·t of working to good purpo~e- when we try to answer definite
que tion . I propose to spend what time remains in puttiug alHl
1

To this li t may now be ad<led the University of Oxford.
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answering as well as I ca11 a few of the questions wbich occur to any
naturalist who occupies himself with life histories. Even a partial
answer, even a mistaken answer, is better than tbe blank indiffereuce
of tbe collector wbo records and records, but never thinks about his
facts.
The first question that I will put is this: Why do some animals
undergo transformation while others do nott It has long been noticed 1
that as a rule fresh-water and terrestrial animals do not go through
transformation, while their marine allies do. Let us take half a dozen
examples of eaeb:
Fluviatile or t errestrial, without transformation :
Crayfish,
Earthworm,
Helix,
Cyclas ,
Hydra, etc.

Ma.rine, with transformation:
Crab,
Polygorclius,
Doris, .lEolis,

Oyster,
Most hyclrozoa, etc.

We get a glimmer of light upon this characteristic difference when
we remark that in fresh-water and terrestrial species the eggs are often
larger than in the allied marine forms A large egg favors embryonic
as opposed to larval development. Au embryo which is formed ,dthin
a large egg may feed long upon the food laid up for it and co11ti1rne its
development to a late stage before batchin g. But if there is little or
no yolk in the egg the embryo wm turn out early to shift for itself. It
will be born as a larva, provided with provisional organs suited to its
mall iz and weakness. Large eggs are naturally fewer than small
ones. Does the ize depend on the number or the number ou the size.
To an wer in a word, I believe that the size generally depends on the
number and that t.be number i mainly determined by tbe risk to
which the pecie' are expo ed. At lea t so many eggs wi11 in general
be produced a can maintain the numbers or" the species in pite of
lo, e , and there is ome rea on to believe that in fresh water the ri k,
are le s tban in the hallow ea or at the surface of the ocean. 2 In
mo t part of the world the fresh waters are of small ize and much
cut up. ~ very river ba in forms a , eparate territory. Isolation like
ery otb r kincl of artifi ial re. triction, di courage competition and
imp de, the pread of u ·ce ful competitor . In the shallow ea or
1

arwin, rigin of, pecies, hap. XIII; Fritz Mliller, Fiir Darwin, Chap . VIL
Incli ation ar giv n by th nrvival in fresh water, of declinincr roups, . g.
an id fi b , , whi ·b, when dominant, maintained them elves in the ea, aud by th
no un common ca e of marin, animal which nt r rivers to spawn. I do not att mpt
to nnt amoug th . e indications the snpposed g ological antiquity of fluviatiJ a
comparerl with marin animal .
m marine g nera are extrem Jy an ient (Li11g1Lla
., 11c11la, Trigonia, Na11lilus ) ; a p rf, ctly fair compari on i nlmo t impos ible, and
rr a p r i t nc do not n ce: arily imply fr edom from ri ks. In th mollu ca
whi<-11 afford a good opportunity oft ing the eff ct of habitat upon th numb r f
tJ1 g , marin p iP. e m to prodn more egg as a rule tha.n iluviatile and
the many mor than t IT trial pecies.
1
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at the surface of the ocean conquering forms have a free course; in
lakes and rivers they are soon checked by physical barriers.
A large proportion of animals are armor clad and move about with
some difficulty when they have attained their·full size. The dispersal
of the species is therefore in these cases effected by small and active .
1ilrvre. Marine animals (whether littoral or pelagic) commonly produce
vast numbers of locomotive larvre, which easily travel to a distance.
Floating is easy and swimming not very difficult. A very slightly
built and immature larva can move about by cilia or take advantage
of currents, and a numerous brood may be dispersed far and wide
while they are mere hollow sacs, without mouth, nerves, or sense
organs. Afterwards they will settle down and begin to feed. In fresh
waters armor is as common, for all that I know, as in the sea, but
locomotive larvre are rare. 1 There is no space for effective migration.
Even a heavy-armored and slow-moving crustacean or pond snail can
cross a river or lake, and to save days or hours is unimportant. In
rivers, as Sollas bas pointed out, free-swimming 1arvre would be subject
to a special risk-that of being swept out to sea. This circumstance
may have been influential, but the diminished motive for migration is
probably more important. At least an occasional transport to a new
area is indispensable to most fresh-water organisms, and very unexpected modes of dispersal are sometimes employed, not regularly in
each generation, but at long intervals, as opportunity offers.
Early migration by laud is nearly always out of the question. Walking, and still more flying, are difficult exercises, which call for muscles
of complex arrangen;tent and a hard 8keleton. A very small animal,
turned out to shift for itself on land, would in most cases perish without a struggle. There might be just a chance for it if it could resist
superficial drying and were small enough to be blown about by the
wind (infusoria, rotifora, and certain minute crustacea) or if it were
born in a wet pasture, like some parasitic worms.
We can define two policies between which a species can make its
choice. It may produce a vast number of eggs, which will then be
pretty sure to be small and ill furnished with yolk. The young will
batch out early, long before their development is complete, and must
migrate at once in search of food. They will, especially if the adult is
slow moving or sedentary, be furnished with simple and temporary
organs of locomotion, and will generally be utterly unlike the parent.
The majority will perish early, but one here and there will survive to
carry on the race.
Or the parent may produce a few eggs at a time, stock them well
with yolk, and perhaps watch over them, or even batch them within
1
Drcyssensia and Cordylophora are examples of animals which seem to have quite
recently becom adapted to fresh-water life and have not yet lost their locomoti v-e
larvm. Many instances could be quoted of nmrine forms which have become flu viatil . The ·onv rs is, I believe, comparatively rare.
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her own body. The young will in such cases complete their development as embryos, and when hatched will resemble the parent in
everything but size.
Which policy is adopted will largely depend upon the number of the
.family and the capital at command. There are animals ,which are like
well-to-do people, who provide their children with food, clothes, schooling, and pocket money. Their fortunate offspring grow at ease -and
are not driven to premature exercise of their limbs or wits. Others
are like starving families, which send the children, long before their
growth is completed, to hawk matches or newspapers in the streets.
In biology we have no sooner laid down a principle than we begin to
think of exceptions. The exceptions may be apparent only; they
may, when fully U"J'.!derstood, confirm instead of disturbing the general
principle. But this rarely happens unless the principle is a sound one.
Exceptio probat regulam; it is the exception which tests the rule, to
give a new application to an old maxim.
Parasites form one group of exceptions to our rule. Whether they
pa s their free stages in air, water, or earth, whether their hosts are
marine, fluvjatile, or terrestrial, they .are su~ject to strange transformations, which may be repeated several times in the same life history.
The change from one host to another is often a crisis of difficulty.
Many fail to accomplish it. Those which succeed do so by means of
ome hig·hly peculiar organ or instinct, which may be dropped as
quickly a it is assumed. The chances of failure often preponderate
to such an extent that an enormous number of eggs must ue liberated.
Even a brief parasitism may produce a visible effect upon the life
hi tory. The young Unio or .Anodon attaches itself for a short time to
ome fl h or tadpole. To this temporary parasitism is due, as I suppo e, th great number of eggs produced, and a degree of metamorpbo i unu ual in a fre b-water mollusk.
Tbe cephalopocla, which are wholly marine, and the vertebrate ,
wbate r their habitat, very rarely exhibit anything which can be
all d tran formation. Some few ca es of vertebrate transformation
will u di cu ed later. Cephalopods and vertebrates are large, strong,
qui ·k-witted a11imab able to move fast, and quite equal in many ca e
to the lefen e of them elve and their families. They often produce
f w y uug at a time and take care of them (there are many example
t th c ntrary among· cephalopod and fl he ). They are generally
abl to di p n e with armor, whi h would have indirectly favor d
r n for
tion.
• cbiu d rm
, which are all marin , develop with metamorpho i .
b r i
n int r ting exception in the echinod rm with mar upial
cl v l pm nt wbi b d vel p dir ·tly and give an excelleut illu tration
f th ff ·t f pare11 tal ar .
In, t wbi h a. t rr trial anima1 bould lay :: few large gg
an d 1
ir ctl , furni h the mo t famili r and triking of all
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transformations. I have already discussed this case at greater length
than is possible just now. 1 I have pointed out that the less specialized
insect larvre, e.g., those of ortboptera, make a close approach to some
wingless adult insects, such as the thysanura, as well as to certain
myriopods. Fritz MU.Iler seems to me to be right in saying that the
larvre of 11onmetamorphic insects come nearer than any winged insect
to primitive tracheates. The transformation of the bee, moth, or blowfly is transacted after the stage in which the normal tracheate structure
is attained, and I look upon it as a peculiar adult transformation, haviug little in common with the transformations of echinoderms, mollusks,
or crustaceans.
In the same way I believe that some amphibia have acquired an
adult transformation. Frogs and toads, having already as tadpoles
attained the full development of the more primitive amphibia, change
to lung-breathing, tailless, lan<l-traversing animals, able to wander
from the place of their birth to seek out mates from other families, and
to lay eggs in new sites.
Medusre furnish a third example of adult transformation which
seems to find its explanation in the sedentary habit of the polyp,
which probably nearly approaches the primitive adult stage. But
here the case is furthe£ complicated, for the polyp still proceeds from
a planula, which is eminently adapted for locomotion, though perhaps within a narrower range. We have two migratory stages in the
life history. Each bas its own advantages and disadvantages. The
planula, from its small size, is Jess liable to be devoured, or stranded,
or dashed to pieces, but it can not travel far; the medusa may cross
wide seas, but it is easily captured and is often cast up upon a beach
in countless multitudes.
Adult transformation may be recognized by its occurrence after the
normal structure of the group has been acquired, and also by its special motive, which is egg laying and all that pertains to it; the special
motive of larval transformation is dispersal for food.
The reproduction of the common eel bas been a mystery ever since
the days of Aristotle, though a small part of the story was made out
even in ancient times. It was long ago ascertained that the eel, which
seeks its food in rivers, descends to the sea in autumn or early winter,
an<l that it never spawns, nor even becomes mature, in fresh waters.
The eels which descend to the sea never return, but young eels or
elvers come up from the sea in spring, millions at a time. The elvers
have been een to travel along the bank of a river in a continuous band
or eel-rope, which has been known to glide upward for fifteen days
together. It was of course conclu<led that spawning and early development took place in tbe sea during the interval between the autumn
and spring migration, but no certain information came to band till
1896. Meanwhile this gap in our knowledge was a perplexity, almost a
1

Nature, December 19, 1895.
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reproach to zoologists. The partially-known migration of the eel could
not be harmonized with the ordinary rule of migratory fishes. We
tried to explain the passage of marine fishea into rivers at spawning
time by the upposition (a true supposition, as I think) that the river is
less crowded than the shallow seas, and therefore a region in which
competition i less severe. The river is to some migratory fishes what
the tundras of Siberia are to some migratory birds, places comparatively free from dangerous enemies, and therefore fit for the rearing of
the helpless young. But the eel broke the rule and cast doubt upon
the explauatiou. The salmon, sturgeon, and lamprey feed and grow in
the sea aud enter rivers to spawn. The eel feeds and grows in rivers
but enters the sea to pawn. What possible explanation could meet
ca es thus diametrically opposite,
This was the state of matters when Grassi undertook to tell us that
part of the hi tory of the eel which is transacted in the sea. When it
leave the river it makes its way to very deep water and there undergoe · a change. The eyes enlarge and become circular instead of elli ptical; the pectoral fins and the border of the gill cover turn black; the
reproductive organs, only to be di covered by microscopic search before
tbi time, enlarge. The eels, t~us altered in appearance and structure,
lay their eggs in water of not Jes than 250 fathoms depth. The upper
limit of the spawnino-_ ground is nearly three times as fal' from sea level
a' the 100-fathom line, which we arbitrarily quote as tbe point at wlJich
the deep ea begins. The egg , which are large for a fish (2.7 millimeter diameter), fl.oat, but do not rise. The young which is 'ue from them
are quite unlike the eels of our river ; they are tapelike, tran parent,
co]orle , devoid of reel blood, and armed with peculiar teeth. A numb r of different kin 1 of uch fl he had been previously known to the
naturali t a Leptoc phali. Gunther bad conjectured that they were
abn rmal larv incapable of further development. Grassi bas, howe er, ucc d din proving that one of these Leptocephali (L. breviro -_
tri ·) i iw ply a larval el; other are larvre of congers and variou
mur noid fl 'be . He has with infinite pains compared a number of
pt • phali, a11d coordinated their tages, making out some particu1 rly imp rtant ue by the direct observation of live specimen .
u will 11 t unnaturally a k how Gra i or anybody else can tell
go ' on in th ea at a d pth of over 250 fathom . Ili inquirie
, r · rri d on at M ina, wh re the local circum tance are ery
f, r uu, t .
tr og current n w and then boil up in the narrow strai
th urfa
g 1arvP, and a multitude of other ouje t
a on ' lie un<li 'turbed in tbe tranquil depth . urb n g t by dredging, !iilld al by opening the
dy f a :unfi h ( rthagoriscu mola), which at certain times of th
<~ r i. t· k 11 t he . urfa e and is alway found to contain a numb r
f L pt · phc Ii.
b u a Leptoc phalits h
completed it first taO'
r" T wth i
to f, d, 1 .
bulk, nd dev lop pigment on h
f th b dy. At th am tim tli larval teeth are ca aud
.1
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the larval skeleton is replaced. Then the fish begins to feed again,
comes to the surface, enters the mouth of a river, and, if caught, is
immediately recognized as an elver or young eel. It is now a year old
and about 2 inches long.
This history suggests a question. Are the depths of the sea tree
from severe compet.ition? The darkness, which must he nearly or altogether complete, excludes more than the bare possibility of vegetation.
A scanty subsistence for animals is provided by the slowly decomposing
remains of surface life. ·w hen the dredge is sunk so low, which does
not often happen, it may bring up now and then a peculiar and specially
modified inhabitant of the dark and silent abyss. There can not, we
should think, be more than the feeblest competition where living things
are so few and the mode of life so restricted. -Going a step further, we
might predict that deep-sea animals would lay few eggs at a time, and
t hat these would develop directly-i. e., without transformation. The
risk of general reasoning about the affairs of living thing~ is so great
that we sha,11 hold our conjectures cheap unless they are confirmed by
positive evidence. Happily, this can be supplied. The voyage of the
Challenger has yielded proof that the number of species diminishes
with increasing depth, and that below 300 fathoms living things are few
indeed. 1 Dr. John Murray gives us the result of careful elaboration of
all the facts now accessible, and tells us that the majority of the abyssal
species develop directly. 2
We seem, therefore, to have some ground for believing that the depths
of the sea resemble the fresh waters in being comparatively free from
enemies dangerous to larv::.e. The eel finds a safe nursery in the depths,
and Yisits them for the same reason that leads some other fishes to
enter rivers. It may be that the depths of the sea are safer than·
rivers, in something like the same degree and for the same reasons that
rivers are safer than shallow seas. But we must be careful not to go
t oo fast. It may turn out that deep recesses in the shal1ower seasholes of limited extent in the sea bottom-enjoy an immunity from
dangerous enemies not sbared by the great and continuous ocean floor. 3
After this short review of the facts I come to the conclusion that the
general rule which connects the presence or absence of transformation
with h abitat is well founded, but that it is apt to be modified and even
rever ed by highly special circumstances. The effect of habitat may,
for inst ance, be overruled by parasitism, parental care, a high degree
of organization, or even by a particular trick in egg laying. The direct
act ion of the medium is probably of little consequence. Thus the
difference between fresh and salt water is chiefly important because it
p revents most species from passing suddenly from one to the other.
1

Ch allenger Reports. Summar y of Scientific Results (1895 ), pages 1430-1436.
Natur , March 25, 1897.
:i I am aware that other thing s a ffect the interests of animals and indirectly determine t heir t1:uc· tn ro bes id es danger from li vin g en emi es . So complicated a subject
can only be d1 cussed in a short space if l arg e omissions are t olerated.
2
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But the abyssal and the :fluviatile faunas have much in common, as
also have the littoral and the pelagic faunas. Relative density and
continuity of population seem to be of vital importance, and it is chiefly
these that act upon the life history.
In zoology, as in history, biography, and many other studies, the
most interesting part of the work is only to be enjoyed by those who
look into the details. To learn merely from text-books is notoriously
dull. The text-book has its uses, but, like other digests and abri<lgments, it can never inspire enthusiasm. It is the same with most lectures. Suppose that the subjed is that well-worn topic, the alternation
of generations. The name recalls to many of us some class room of
our youth, the crudely colored pictures of unlikely animals which hung
on the walls, and the dispirited class, trying to write down from the
lecture the irreducible minimum which passes a candidate. The lecturer defines his terms and quotes his examples; we have Salpa, and
Aurel-ia, and the fern, and as many more as time allows. How can he
expect to interest anybody in a featureless narrative, which gives no
fact with its natural circumstances, but mashes the whole into pemmican, What student goes away with the thought that it would be good
and pleasant to add to the heap of known facts, The heap seem
needlessly big already. And yet every iteru in that <lull ma s wa
once deeply interesting, moving all naturalists and many who were not
naturali t to wonder and delight. The alternation of generation
worked upon men's minds in its day like Swammerdam's discovery of
the butterfly within the caterpillar, or Trembley's discovery of the budding Hydra, which, when cut iu two made two new animals, or Bonnet'
di. coverythat an A.p his could bting forth living young without having
ever met another iudividual of its own specie . All these wonders of
nature have now been couden ed iuto glue. But we can at any time
rou e in the mind of our students ome little of tlle old interest if we
will only t 11 tlrn tale as it wa told for tbe first time.
dalbert 1 hami o, who wa in his time court page, soldier, painter
trav ler, po t, noveli t, and botaui t, wa the ·on of a French nobleman.
h n b wa 9 year old be and all the re t of the family wer dri en
out f Frau ·e hy the French Revolution. Chamis o wa educated anyb w, an l tried many ccupation before he ettled down to botauy and
ligh litera ure. In 1 15 he embarked with Esch choltz on the Ru ian
voya round the world, commanded by Kotzebue. The two natmali t (for bami o i ar ful to a ociate E ch choltz with him elf and
n t iv him priority) di vered a highly curiou fa t cone rnin · th<·
alp
I· tin u tunicat whi h wim at the urfa ·e of the
tim
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reproduce by fertilized eggs. 1 There is thus, to use Chamisso's own
words, "an alternation of generations. . * * ,x, It. is as if a c&terpillar brought forth a butterfly, and then the butterfly a caterpillar."
Here the phrase" bring forth" is applied to two very different processes,
viz, sexual reproduction and budding. Ohamisso's phrase, '' alternation of generations," is not exact. Huxley would substitute "alternation of generation with gemmation," and if for shortness we use the old
term, it must be with this new meaning. Subsequent investigation,
besides adding many anatomical details, has confirm~d one interesting
particular in Chamisso's account, viz,. that the embryo of Salpa is
nourished by a vascular placenta. 2 The same voyage yielded also the
discovery of Appendicitlaria, a permanent tunicate tadpole, and the first
tadpol~ found in any tunicate.
Some ten years after _the publication of Ohamisso's alternation of
generations in Salpa, a second example was found in a common jelly-fish
(Aurelia). Not a few hydrozoa bad by this time been named, and
shortly characterized. Some were polyps, resembling the Hydra of our
ponds, but usually united into permanent colonies; others were medusre,
bell-shaped animals which swim free in the upper waters of the sea.
It was already suspected that both polyps and medusre had a common
structural plan, and more than one naturalist had come very near to
knowing that medusre may be the sexual individuals of polyp colonJes.
This was the state of matters when an undergraduate in t};leology of
the University of Christiania, named Michael Sars, discovered and
described two new polyps, to which he gave the names, now familiar to
every zoologist, of Scyphistorna and Strpbila. In the following year
(1830) Sa,rs settled at Kinn, near Bergen, as parish priest, and betook
himself to the lifelong study of the animals of the Norwegian seas. He
soon found out that his Scyphistoma was merely an earlier stage of his
Strobila. Scyphistoma has a Hydra-like body less than half an inch
long and drawn out into a great number of immensely long tentacles.
It buds laterally like a Hydra, sending out stolons or runners, which
bear new polyps, and separate before long, the polyps becoming independent animals. In the midst of the tentacles of the scyphistoma is
a prominence which bears the mouth. This grows upward iuto a tall
column, the strobila, which is supported below by the scyphistoma.
When tlle strobila is well nourished it divides into transverse slices,
which at length detach themselves and swim away. 3 These are the
1
Brooks mai~tains that the solitary Salpa, which is female, produces a chain of
mal~s ~y u.ud~rng, ancl lays an egg in each. These eggs are fertilized while the
cham 1s still immature, and develop into females (solita:..·y SalpIB). The truth of
this account must be determined by specialists.
2
Cuvier had previously noted the fact.
3
Leuck_ar_t (Zoit s. f. wiss. Zool., Bd. III, p. 181) remarks that elongate animals
tend to d1v1cle transversely or to bud axially, while broad animals tend to divide
longitudinally or to bud laterally . The question bas been raised more than once
whether t~e division ?f the strobila is not really a case of budding . . Leuckart shows
~hat buddm(T and fission can not be separated by any definition; they pass insensibly
mto one anoth r. (Wagner's Handb. d. Physiol., art. "Zeugung.")
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ephyri:e, which bad been found in the sea before Sars's time, and were
then counted as a particular kind of adult rnedusi:e. They are small,
flat discs with eight lobes or arms, all notched at the extremity. A
pile of epbyri:e is produced by the transverse constriction and division
of the strobila iu a fashion which reminds us of the rapid production of
the animals in a Noah's ark by the slicing of a piece of wood of suitable
sectional figure. It was thus ascertained that the scyphistoma, strobila,
and ephyra are successive stages of one animal, but for a time no one
could say where the scyphistoma came from, nor what the epbyra
turned to. .At length Sars, aided by the anatomical researches of
Ehrenberg and Siebold, was able to clear up the whole story. The
ephyra is gradually converted by increase of size and cbauge of form
into an Aurelia, a common jelly-fish which swarms during the summer
in European seas. The aurelia is of two sexes, and the eggs of the
female give rise to ciliated embryos, which had been seen before Sars's
time, but wrongly interpreted as parasites or diminutive males. These
ciliated embryos, called planuli:e, swim about for a time and then settle
down as polyps (scyphistomata). There is thus a stage in which
aurelia divides without any true reproductive process, and another
tage in which it produces fertile egg·s. 'fhere is alternation of generation in aurelia as well as iu salpa, and Sars was glad to fortify by a
fre h example the observations of Ohamisso, on which doubts had been
ca t.
It wa not long before the alternation of generations was recognized
in hydromedusro also, and then the ordinary hydrozoan colony was ::-een
to consi t of at lea "t two kinds of polyps, one sexual, the other merely
nutrient, both being formed by the budding of a single polyp. The
exual polyp, or medu a, either swims away or remains attached to the
colony, producing at length fertilized egg·s, which yield planulre, and
th e in turn the polyps which found new colonies.
Tho e of u who are called upon to tell this story in our regular cour
of tea bing h uld not forget to produce our scyphistoma, strobila, and
epbyra. The i11tere ti greatly enhanced it they are shown alive. It i
not hard to maintain a tlouri bing marine aquarium, even in an inland
town, and a. cyphi toma may be kept alive in an aquarium for year •
bud ling ut it trobila every pring.
lt rna ion of gen ratiom; when first announced was taken to be a
bing my t riou and unique. Cbami o brought in the name, and
' I lain d that h meant by it a metamorpho i accomplished by uc. , i e g n ratiou , the f, rm f th animal changing not in the cour
f u indivi<lual life, but fr m g n ratiou tog neration (forma per genra ione , nequaquam in prole eu individuo, mutata).
ar adopted
h mi
name aud d fi.ni i n.
t en rup little lat r 11 cted and
i~· ·u ed all th
w hi h he could <li cover, throwing in a
number which ha eh
b removed
aiu a not fairly c mparabl
with the life hi torie of alpa and .Aurelia. He empha ized the alter·
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nation of budding with egg production and the unlikeness ..n form of
the asexual and sexual stages. Like Chamisso, he carefully distinguished between development with metamorphosis and alternation of
generations. AU three naturalists, Cliamisso, Sars, and Steenstrup,
laid. stress on this point. In an insect, they would have said, there is
development with metamorphosis. The same animal passes from larva
to pup;:t,, ancl from pupa to imago. In Aurelia or Salpa, however, the
animal which lays eggs is not the animal which buds, but its progeny.
The cycle of the life history includes two generations and many
individuals.
'rhis view has spread very widely, and if we were to judge by what
is commonly taught I think that we should recognize this as the doctrine now prevalent. It is, however, in my opinion, far inferior as an
explanation of the facts to that adopted by Leuckart, Carpenter, and
Huxley, who regard the whole cycle, from egg to egg, as one life
history. Huxley and Carpenter, differing in this from Leuckart, do
not shrink from calling the whole product of the egg an animal, even
though it consists of a multitude of ·c reatures which move about and
seek their food in complete independence of one another. Rather than
• ignore the unity of the life history of Aurelio or Salpa, they would
adopt the most paradoxical language. This attitude was forced upon
them by the comparative method. They refused to study .Aurelia, for
example, as an animal apart. It had its near.and its remoter relatives.
Among these is the fresh-water Hydra, which develops without transformation, buds off other hydras when food. is plentiful, and at length
becomes sexually mature. Budding is here a mere episode, which
rnay be brought in or left out, according to circumstances. The same
individual polyp which buds afterwards produces eggs. The life
history of Salpa can not be traced with equal facility to a simple
beginning, for it presents points of difficulty on which the learned
differ. In the polychret worms, however, we find a beautiful gradation
leading up to alternation of generations. We begin with gradual
addition of new segments and increasing specialization of the two ends
of the body, the fore end becoming nonreproductive and the hinder
end. reproductive. Tben we reach a st age (syllis) in which the reproductive half breaks off from thP, fore part and forms (after separation)
a new bead, while the fore part adds new segments behind.. In Autolytus the new head forms before separation, and many worms may'
cohere for a time, forming a long chain with heads at intervals. In
Jv!yrianida the worms break up first and afterwards become sexu:-tlly
mature. We should gather from these cases that alternation of generation may ari e by the introduction of a budding stage into a development with tram1formation. The polyp or worm buds while young
and lay eggs at a later time. The separation of the two processes of
reprodu tion often becomes complete, each being restricted to its own
place in the life history. As a rule the worm or polyp will bud while
SM97--32
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its structure is uncomplicated by reproductive organs. It is easy to
propagate some plants by cutting one of the leaves into sections and
making every section root itself and grow into.a new plant, but we can
seldom do the same thiug with a flower. There may, therefore, be a
di tin ct ad va11tage to particular animals and plants in dividing tlie
life history iuto two stages-an earlier budding and a, later egg-laying
stage.
'l'he advantage to be drawn from budding is easily seen in those
animals which fiud it bard to gain access to a favorable site. Tlm:s a
Tcenia 1 is very lucky whe11 it establishes itself in the intestine. Once
tliere, it goe on lmdding i11definitely. It is harder to trace the
ad vantage in the case of many polyps, though some ( Ounina, etc.)
admit of tlie same explanation as Tmn ia. There are yet other cases
(some worms, salpre, etc.) iu which our· ignorance of the conditions of
life renders a satisfactory explanation impossible at present.
The budded form often differ in structure from the budding forms
which produce them, and many writers and teachers make this difference part of the definition of alternation of generations. I think that
Leuckart has uggested a probable explanation in his essay of 1851,2
which i still thorongbiy profitable reading. He attributes the peculiariti s of the larva mainly to the circumstance that it is turned out at
au early age to shift for itself. In the budded forms there is no such
neces 'ity. The parent ha established itself on a good site which command a sufliciency of food. U11til it bas doue this, it does not bU<l at
all. The young which it produces a ·exually need uot di perse in
infancy, at lea:st until crowding sets in. The tradesman who ha
found d a bu ine · put his elder boys into the shop; perhaps the
. otrnger 011e may be obliged to try theil' lnck. in a distant town. The
budded fol'm.·, reared at the co t of the parent, ruay therefore omit the
arly larval tage' at lea 't, aud go on at once to a later or even to the final
·ta e. Tim the bead of Tcenia, when it ha fixed itself in the inte tine,
produc ' ·exual eo-ment ; the r dia of Distomum produce cercarim
or mor re<li' ", omitti11g the locomotive embryo; tlrn scyphistoma produe ' phyr, . 'rh aving of time must often be great, and tbe day.
aved are day· of harve.-t. Think how much a tree would lo e if in
th h i ht of ummer it were unable to bud, and could only pro1 a<Yate
b ,' cl . If tlte bud<l d form ar exual, while the budding form; are
not th re i c n obviou
x1>hwation of the difference in form. Even
IJ r i 11
u h fundamental difference iu functi u, the circumt 11 •
f arly !if are v ry diff rent, and may well produce au unlike•
n .- up 11 , hi ·h uatural ,' l ·ti n may found a divi ·ion of labor.
ne wh tl'i ~ · to tracij origin can re t atisfied with t n ·trup':
1

1

Thi ca i quot <1 by L u<·kart.
,I) r )I ·tamorpho ·, un -re ·hlechtli ·h
ermehrnuO', Generation wech l · Zeit ,
f. wi . Zool., IM. III. Equally important i the same author's trt>atise, eb r den
Pol •1110rphL 11111 · d r Jncli VHlneu od r die Er cheinung der ArlJeitstheilung 111 der
,. · a.tnr, ;ie . 11, 1 51.
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account of alternation of generations. He makes no effort to show bow
it came about. Instead of considering alternation of generations as a
peculiar case of development with metamorphosis, complicated by
asexual reproduction,1 he considers asexual reproduction as a peculiar
case of alternation of g.enerations. 2 He ignores all the facts which show
that the alternation may have been gradually attained, an omission
which is only excusable when we note that bis treatise is dated .1842.
He asserts dogmatically that there is no transition from metamorphosis
to alternation of generations.
It is impossible to think much on this subject without falling into
difficulties over the word generation. For my own part I believe that
such words as generation, individual, orgau, larva, adult can not be
used quite consistently in dealii1g with a long series of animals whose
life histories vary gradually and without end. Ordinary language,
which was devised to meet the familiar and comparatively simple course
of development of man and the domestic animals, is not always appropriate to lower forms, with complex and unusual histories. If we are
resolved at all hazards to make our language precise and uniform, we
either fall into contradictions, or.else use words in unnatural senses.
Certain recent discm.;sions render it necessary to point out that there
can be no alternation of generations without increase by budding. If
a single larva produces a single sexual animal, as when a pluteus
cllanges to an echinus, there is development with transformation, but
not a,lternation of generations.
It is, I think, of importance to be able to resolve so peculiar a phenomenon as alternation of generations into processes which are known
to occur separately, and which m_ay have arisen imperceptibly, becoming
gradually emphasized by the steady action of the conditions of life.
Every startling novelty that can thus be explained extends the application of that principle which underlies the theory of natural selectionI mean the principle that a small force acting steadily through a long
time may produce changes of almost any magnitude.
The hydrozoa yield innumerable and varied examples of development with transformation and also of buddi:Jg. They yield also the
most admirable examples of division of labor. We have hydrozoan
colonies, such as a budding Hydra, in which all the members are pretty
much alike, but we soon advance to differentiation of the feeding and
the reproductive members. In the siphouophora the colony becomes
pelagic, and floats at the surface of the sea. Then the medusre no
longer break off and swim away, bnt are harnessed to the colony, and
drag it along. The colony may contain feeding polyps, which procure
and digest food for the rest; swimming bells, which are attached
medus( ; perhaps a float, which is a peculiar kind of swimming bell;
1
This i a convenient short account of n,lternation of generations, but it will not
apply to very case. In IJydra, for instance, there is an ill-defined alternation of
generations, hut no metamorphosis.
·
2
f. Leuckart, loc. cit., page 183.
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defensive polyps ( which may be either batteries of nettling cells or
covering organs); and reproductive individuals. As the individuals
become subordinated t.o the colony, and lose essential parts of the
primitive structure, they pass insensibly into organs.
The life histories of invertebrates abound in complications aud paradoxes. Thus Eucharis, one of the ctenophors, becomes sexually mature
as a larva, but only in warm weather. This happens just after hatching, when the animal is of microscopic size. Then the sexual organs
degenerate, the larva, which has already reproduced its kind, grows to
full size, undergoes transformation, and at length becomes sexually
mature a second time. 1 Th~re is ~often a striking difference between
the early stages of animals which are closely related, or a Rtrong adaptive resemblance between animals which are of very remote blood relationship. In the hydrozoa similar polyps may produce very different
medusre, and dissimilar polyps II1edusre that can hardly be distinguished.
Tlrnre are in ects so like in their adult state that they_can only be distinguished by minute characters, sueh as the form and arrangement of
the hairs on the legs, and yet the larvre may he conspicuously different. 2
nnelids and echinoderms yield fresh examples of the same thing. In
lepidoptera and sawflies the larvre are very similar, but the winged
insects quite di:fferent. 3
ew stages may be added in one species, while
clo ely allied species remain unaffected. In Ounina and the dipbyidre
we get combinations which strain the inventive powers of n atura1i, t,
even to name.
atural selection seems to act upon the various stages
of ertain life histories almost as it acts upon species.
But the hi tory is not alway one of growing complexity. Sometim , .£ re ample, a well-establi hed medusa stage is dropped. Fir tit
cea e · to free its If, then the tentacle and marginal sense organ di'•
appear, then the mouth clo e . In the fresh-water Cordylophora the
medu,:a i replaced by a, talked sac filled with reproductive element
or mbryo . The lucernari present a single stage which eems to be
p lyp and medu a in one. Hydra has no medu a. It is not alway
cl ar whether uch hydrozoa a these are primitive or reduced. Even
b hydr i l polyp, the central tage iu the normal hydrozoau life hi ·
tory, may b
uppr
d, and certain medusre in both of the bi f
gr up d velop direct from the e g or planula (Pelagia, Geryonia
1 gina, Oc ania).
There i no tage common to all hydrozoa except
th gg. The ame tbiag may be aid of the tunicate .
be life hi tory of many artbrop <l i to all appearance quite im1.
h re m r e from the
a pider, corpion, or centipede (in
m t hil poda) wbi h mer ly r w bigg r and bigger ill it i adult.
ut if a in mo t ru ta
, the cir um tanc of the pecie call for a
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migratory stage, such a stage will be a.dded. In certain decapod crustacea (Penmus, Leucifer) a nauplius and as many as five other stages
may intervene before the final or adult stage. Some of these larval
stages are common to a great many crustacea, but none, as we now
think, belong to the original phylogeny. If a resting or a winged stage
is wanted, it is supplied just as easily-witness the holometabolic insects.
Here again, so far as we know, there is nothing absolutely new. 1 The
stages which seem new are merely exaggerations for special purposes
of sections of the life history, which were originally marked out by
nothing more important than a change of skin and a swelling out of the
bo<ly. Let us not suppose for a moment that it is a law of insect development that there should be larva, pupa, and imago, or that it is a law
of crustacean development that there should be six distinct stages
between the egg and the adult. Any of these stages may be dropped,
if it proves useless-either totally suppressed, or telescoped, so to
speak, into the embryonic development. Lost stages are indicated by
the embryonic molts of some centipedes and spiders, Limulu.~, many
crustacea, and Podura. The parthenogenetic reproduction of some
immature irn;ects, such as Miastor, shows a tendency to suppress later
stages. Perhaps the wingless tbysanura are additional examples,
but here, as in the case of Hydra and Lucernaria, we do not certainly
know whether they are primitive or reduced. It seems to be easy
to add new stages, when circumstances (and especially parasitism)
call for them. Meloe, Sitaris, and Epieauta are well-known examples.
In some ephemeridm the molts, which are potential stages, become
very numerous, but as a curious exception to a very general rule, the
last molt of all, which is usually so important, may be practically
suppressed. The fly of an Ephemera may mate, lay eggs, and die,
while still enveloped in its last larval skin.
Among the many cases of what one is inclined to call rapid adaptation to circumstances (the chief indications of rapidity being the very
partial and isolated occurrence of remarkable adaptive characters) are
those which Giard 2 bas collected and compared, and vrbicb he refers to
a process called by him pmcilogony. A number of very different animals 3 produce according to llabitat, or season, or some other condition
closely related to nutrition, eggs of more than one sort, which differ in
the quantity of nourishment which they contain and in the degree of
tran formation which the issuing larva is destined to undergo. The
analogy with the summer and winter eggs of Daphnia, etc., can not
e cap uotice, and Giard connects with all these the pmdogenesis
of Miastor and Ohironomus, and many cases of heterogony. For
our immediate purpose it is sufficient to remark that the reproductive
1

irg nds ist eubildung, sonder nur Umbildung.-Baer.
c.1 .1 91, 1892.
!! E, g. 'ru tacea ( Palwmonetes, A.lpheus), insects (Musca corvina, some lepidoptera
and dipt ra), an ophiurid ( Ophiothrix), a compound ascidian (Le_µfociinuB J, etc.
2
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processes and the course of development are as liable to vary for motives
of expediency as the form of a leg or fin. The supposed constancy (the
necessary constancy according· to some naturalists) of the embryonic
stages throughout large groups would not be hard to break down, if it
were to be again asserted. Probably the doctrine is now totally abandoned; it belongs to that phase of zoological knowledge in which Meckel
could declare that every higher animal passes in the course of its develment through a series of stages which are typified by adult animals of
lower grade, and when an extreme partisan, far inferior to Meckel both
in experience and caution, could affirm that the human embryo omits
no single lower stage.
The tadpole larva, which is common in lower vertebrates and their
allies, shows the influence of adaptation as strongly as any larva that
we know. We may describe the tadpole as a long-tailed chordate,
which breathes by gills and has a suctorial mouth disk, at least uuringsome part of its existence. It is a cheap form of larva, when reduced
to its loweRt terms, requiring neither hard skeleton, nor limbs, nor neck,
yet it can move fast in water by means of its sculling tail. Such a
tadpole appears in many life-histories, and plays many parts. The tadpole is the characteristic tunicate larva, and in this group commonly
ends by losing its tail, and becoming fixed for life. But Salpa, which
is motile when adult, bas lost its tadpole. Appendicularia has lost the
normal adult stage if it ever had one, and its tadpole becomes sexually
mature. The same thing seems to have happened to many amphibia,
who e tadpole acquire legs, become sexually mature, and constitute
tl.i normal adult stage. The lamprey, as Balfour and others have
recognized, is another kind of sexually mature tadpole. Thus the tadpol may act as larva to a sea squirt, fish (Acipenser, Lepidosteus,
Amia), or frog; it may also constitute the only remaining stage iu the
fre life. history.
The lower and smaller animals seem to show beyond. others the preva1 nee of adaptive features. They offer visible contrivance of infinite
variety, while they are remarkable for the readiness with which new
tag are a sumed or old ones dropped, and for their protean chanO'e
of form , which are o bewildering that many worm, , for instaiJ.ce, can
n t a y t b placed at all, while many larvm give no clue to their
P r ntag . The e low r and small r animat how beyond other a
t nd n y t multiply r pidly, and to break away from one another in
n arly t, o- • The tendency i · o tr ng in the micros opic protozoa
th(. t it en r int th d finiti n of the group. Fis ion, budding alt rnati n f g
ration , and pore formation (a in Gregarina) are ultily duet th c1,me t nd ncy.
ak animal are alm t iu vitably driven to scatter, and to mak
up b th ir in ignifi n , th ir invi ibility, and their power of eva ion
f: r h la ·k of p wer to r i t.
t i a great thing to a h dr z an
l
that if n pol pi i t n off, o h r · remain, that no nem an
7
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possibly devonr all the medusre liberated from one colony, or an the
planulre liberated from one medusa. Low organization gives very
special facilities for extreme division. There are animals and plants
which multiply greatly· as a consequence of being torn to pieces or
chopped small (chigoe, some fungi, etc.).
Small animals are usually short-lived. Many complete their lifehistory in a few weeks. Those which last for so long as a year are
often driven, like annual plants, to adapt every detail of their existence
to the changing seasons. The naturalist who explores the surface
waters of the sea with a tow net soon learns that the time of year
determines the presence or absence of particular larvre. It is probably
as important to an Aurelia as to a butterfly that it should tide over the
storms of winter by means of a sedentary and well-protected stage.
A11y one who keeps scyphistoma in an aquarium will remark how small
it is, how it creeps into crevices or the hollows of dead shells. But
when the depth of winter is past it pushes out its strobila, which in
spring liberates ephyrre. These rapidly enlarge, and by August have
grown from microscopic disks to jelly-fishes a foot across.
The intelligence of many small animals is very low. They go on
doing the thing that they have been used to do, tbe thing that has
commended itself to ·t he experience of many generations. They are
governed by routine, by that· inherited and uncon scious power of
response to external stimulus which we call instinct. But there are
some notable exceptions. Of all small animals. insects seem to show
tbe greatest flexibility of intelligence.
Tliere is one large group of animals which is in striking contrast to
nearly all the rest. Vertebrates, and especially the higher vertebrates,
are usually big and strong. They rely upon skill, courage, or some
other product of high organizations rather than upon numbers and
fertility. Vertebrates s..wallow many other animals, together with their
living parasites, but are rarely swallowed alive or fresh by in-y_ertebrates.
Thi.:; fact of nature has led to many consequences, among others to this,
that many parasites which pass their earlier stages in the bodies of
invertebrates only attain sexual maturity in a vertebrate ho~t. The
complexity of the structure of a vertebrate precludes the possibility of
multiplication by breakiug-up or buddi11g, and they multiply only by
egg-laying or strictly analogous processes. The higher vertebrates live
so long that the accidents of a particular year or a particular season
are not of vital impartance. Ilence seasonal transformation is almo.st
unknown; the quadruped or bird may choose the warm months for
rearing the family, or celebrate the pairing season by getting a new suit
of feath r , or grow a thicker coat against the cold of winter but that
. all.
' winter
1s
o vertebrate peri Li regularly at the approach of
leaving only batches of eggs to renew the species in spring, nor is thei;
~tructnre. profoundl_Y modified l>y the events of tbe calendar (the frog
i. · a, partial e 'Cept10n).
One minor cause of transformation, which
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affects the life history of many polyps, worms, and insects is thus
removed. Vertebrates often take care of their young_, and the higher
vertebrates bring forth few at a time. For this reason, among others,
they rarely afford examples of free larvre. Such vertebrate larv::e as
we do find conform to the vertebrate type. It is often impossible to
predict what adult will develop from an invertebrate larvre, but no one
could hesitate to rank an Ammocoetes, a Leptocephalus, or a tadpole
among the vertebrates.
It accords with this strength and mastery that vertebrates, and
especially the higher vertebrates, should be more stable, more conservative, less experimental than other animals. They retain ancient
structures long after they have ceased to be useful. The gill clefts,
gill arches, and branchial circulation are good examples. Though not
functional in sauropsida and mammalia, they never fail to appear in
the cour e of the development. Yet the sauropsida and the mammalia
are positively known to go back to the earliest secondary and late paleozoic times. Ever since the beginning of the secondary period at least,
every reptile, bird, and mammal has continued to pass through a stage
which eems obviou ly piscine, and of which 110 plausible explanation
ha ever been offered, except that remote progenitors of these animals
were fishes. Could not natural selection, one is tempted to ask, have
traight ned the cour e of development during lapses of time so vast
and have found out less roundabout ways of shaping the tongue bone
and tlrn o, sicles of the ear~ Either it costs nothing at all to pursue
the old route, or it costs nothing· which a higher vertebrate will ever
mi s. The second alternative seems to me the more likely. The sauropsida and mammalia, in comparison with otlier animnls, are particularly well off, and like wealthy housekeepers they do 11ot care what
becom s f the scrap . It is, I fancy, different with many fishes, which
how by their 11umerous egg , the occa ion al presence of peculiar immature tage , and ome other ·light hint , that their life is a hard on .
The pre ence in the developing reptile, uird, or mammal of pi ·cine
tru ture. which are no longer u eful bas been a ' cribed to a principle
called r ·apitulation, and Haeckel lay it down a a fund.amental bioneti ·al law that the d. velopment of the individ.ual i au abbreviated
r
pitn1ation f the development of th r ace. If I had time to di cu
b r apitulation theor , I boul 1 b gin by granting much that the
r ·apitulationi t <leman<l. -for iustance, that c rtain fact in the develpm ut f animal have an historical ignificance, and can not b
x 1 iu d
m r adaptation to pre nt cir um tance,; further, bat
a aptation t 11d to be inh rited at corre pondi11g pba e both in tll
ny and tu pbylog ny. I am on my guard when he talk of law
fi r h t rm i mi leadin .,, and a ·ribes to what i am reg neral tat m ut f ob erv d fact th fore of a command. The so-called J ,, f
na ur ( phra et b avoid d ) may indeed nable u . to predict wh, t
will b pp n in
·a e, but only wheu the condition ar unifi rm
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and simple-a thing which is common in physics, but very rare in biology. I diverge from him when he says that "each animal is compelled
to discover its parentage in its own development," that'' every animal
in its own development repeats this history, and climbs up its own
genealogical tree." When he declares that " the proof of the theory
depends chiefly on its universal applicability to all animals, whether
high or low in the zoological scale, and to all their parts and organs," 1
I feel persuaded that, if this is really so, the recapitulation theory will
never be proYed at all. The development, so far as it has yet been
traced, of a Hydra, Peripatus, beetle, pond mussel, squid, Amphioxus,
chick, or mammal, tells us very little indeed of the history of t4e races
to which they belong. Development tells us something, I admit, and
that something is welcome, but it gives no answer at all to most of the
questions that we put. The development of a ·mammal, for instance,
brings to light what I take to be clear proof of a piscine stage; but the
stage or stages immediately previous can only be vaguely described as
vertebrate, and when we go back farther still all resemblance to particular adult auimal.s i$ lost. Tho best facts of the recapitulationist
are striking and valuable, butt.hey are much rarer than the thoroughgoing recapitulationist admits; he has picked out all the big strawberries, and put them at the top of the basket. I admit no sort of necessity for the recapitulation of the events of the phylogeny in the development of the individual. Whenever any biologist brings the word
''must" into his statement of the operations of living nature I look out
to see whether he will not shortly fall into trouble.
This hasty review of animal transformation reminds me how great is
the part of adaptation in nature. To many naturalists the study of
adaptations is the popular and superficial side of things; that which
they take to be truly scientific is some kind of index making. But we
should recognize that comparatively modern adaptations may be of
vital importance to the species, and particularly luminous to the student because at times they show us nature at work.
I am accustomed to refer such adaptations to the process of natural
selection, though if anyone claimed to explain them by another process
I should, for present purposes, cheerfully adopt a more neutral phrase.
There are, I believe, no limits to be assigned to the action of natural
selection upon living plants and animals. Natural selection can act
upon the egg, the embryo, the larva, and the resting pupa as well as
upon the adult capable of propagation. It can even influence the race
tllrough individuals which are not in the line of descent at all, such as
adult past bearing or the neuters of a colony. The distinction
between hi ·torical an l adaptive, palingenetic and camogenetic is relative only, a difference not of kind but of degree. All feat~res are
1
Tb quotations ar from the fate Prof. A. Milnes Marshall's address to Section D
Brit. Asso . R p., 1890, which states the recapitulationist case with great knowledg;
and skill.
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adaptive, but they may be adapted to a past r ather than to a present
state of things; they may be ancient, and deeply impressed upon the
organization of the class.
In biology facts without thought are nothing; thought without facts
is nothing; th~mght applied to concrete facts may come to something
when time has sorted out what is true from wh at is merely plausible.
The reports of this association will be preserved here and there in
great libraries till a date when the biological speculations of 1897 are
as extinct as the ptolemaic astronomy. If many years hence some
one hould turn over the old volumes and ligh t upon this long-forgotten
address, I hope that he will give me credit for h a ving seen what was
coming. Except where the urgent need of brevity bas for tbe moment
been too much for scientific caution I trust t hat h e will find nothing
that is dogmatic or overconfident in my remarks.

THE ROYAL MENAGERIE OF FRANCE AND THE NATIO~AL
MENAGERIE ESTABLISHED ON THE 14th OF BRUMAIRE
OF THE YEAR II (NOVEMBER 4, 1793).

By Dr. E. T.

HAMY. 1

GENTLEMEN: It was a hundred years ago, within a few days, that
the National Convention, on a motion made by its committee on public
instructfon, founded the Museum of Natural History.. It was the 10th
of June, 1793; the proscribed Girondins were arousing the provinces,
tbe _Vendean b~nds bad taken possession of Saumur after a bloody day,
and the imperial army of Austria was bombarding Valenciennes and
reducing Conde. Yet, in the midst of these frightful disasters, at a
time wheu everything seemed irrevocably lost, there were found some
indomitable men, like Joseph Lakenal and Dauben_ton, sufficiently resolute to brave the existing storm, sufficiently clear-sighted to prepare for
the future. The decree, of which they were the joint authors, profoundly
transformed the old Royal Garden of medicinal plants that Louis XIII
ha<l formally created. In a short time, thanks to the feverish activity
of the corps of professors that carried on the rejunevated establishment, there was orgallizecl an extensive scheme of special instruction,
embracing in its twelve courses the entire range of natural history and
its applications; a large library was brought together, a menagerie was
improvised, and at last the new galleries were ready to receive collections of every kind, found in convents or in the houses of emigres, notably at Chantilly, at the Palais Royal, and at Saint-Victor.
The e various developments of the new museum, which had been
planned as far back as 1790 by a group of scientific men composed of
Daubenton, Fourcroy, Thouin, Jussieu, and others, rapidly formed upon
this foundation a sort of metropolis of natural sciences .
.A.11 of its institutions have been copied in the various countries of the
globe, but one of them bas caused the others to be almost forgotten.
This one has remained up to the present time one of the best known
and the most popular in France. It is at once suggested when we speak
of the Jardin de Plantes: I refer to the menagerie of Etienne Geo:ffroySaint-B ilaire and of Frederic Cuvier.
It i concerning this celebrated institution that I wish to speak to
you. It is it beginning that I propose to recall on the occasion of the
1

A discour e delivered at the general session of the Thirty-first Congres des Societrs
Savant , . Tran slated from the Nouvelles Archives du Museum d'Histoire Naturelle,
3m
ric, tome 5me, page 1-15.
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centennial of the foundation of the museum of which it constitutes one
of the most important branches.
A menagerie, in .the modern and scientific sense of the word, is above
all a vast laboratory in which, under conditious which he himself determines, the naturalist comes to observe and experiment. He studies, ill
the animal whose external characteristics are already well known to
him, the manifestations of intelligence or instinct, the degree of docility, the kind of alimentation, its endurance of captivity or of climate,
everything that may by careful observation lead to an extension of the
boundaries of human knowledge. 1 He studies also the modifications
due to age and sex, and those which are due to a change of environment continued for a considerable time. He may, by appropriate
unions, fix a useful or curious character; or he may, by crossing species
or races, produce hybrids or mongrels, and thus approach a solution of
great zoological problems which occasion much controversy at the
pre ent time.
By hi. side the artist will reproduce, with the pencil; the brush, the
mod ling tick, the form and ,-1,ttitudes of the animals that are living
before his eyes in the cage or in the paddocks, and when they finally
die the anatomist comes to complete with his scalpel, and above all with
hi micro 'Cope, the descriptions and the comparisons of his predecessors,
while the taxidermist seeks in studying the relief of the muscular masses
the ure means of establishing for the museum collections the true forms
of the animals.
uch i the cour e of affairs in modern scientific establi ' hments of
wbi ·h the entenarian menagerie of the museum is the prototype.
1 hardly need to ay that it is only by gradual degrees, because of
the 1 w progre of biology, that an establishment of so deeply a
ci ntific character a' thi ha been enabled to prevail.
Th fir t ce11turie of our hi tory knew no other collections of animal
than tho e of the troo1 of savage bea t that the Roman , and after
th m th 1 rank , u ed in the arena. 2 Methodically starved, artfully
irri at d, the e unhappy captives ru hed at each other in furiou combat , to th
eat joy of the brutal and blood-thir ty pectators.
Th ta te for c mbat of animal la ted quite a long time in France·
of th
aloi, till had lion fights, and it wa in one of the e
rd r d by Fran ·i I, hat the brave Sieur de Lorge~ 3 de c nded
h rin
loak in hand and sword drawn, to pick up the glo e
wlJi h h 1 dy of hi affection had dropped among the b a t in
hi valor. 1
au
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These lions and other exotic animals, collected only to satisfy a vain
love of display, were huddled together in some outbuilding belong.i.Pg to the royal residence. Philip VI, in 1333, had obtained in
the northeast corner of the old Louvre 1 a barn in which to keep his
wild beasts. There was under Charles V some "oyseaulx et bestes
estranges" at Conflans, an aviary and a menagerie at Tournelles, and
the rue des Lions-Saint-Paul has preserved the remembrance of its .
noisy guests, who at that time lodged in an annex to the hotel of that
name. 2
With the :fifteenth century more catholic t~stes began to appear:
Animals of far-away countries were sought for parks, and the due de
Berry, whom our regretted Luce had named the Curious, possessed,
among other rare species at the chateau of Mehun-sur-Yevre, a dromedary, a chamois, and an ostrich.
The last years of Louis XI were fraught with something better for
practical zoology. In his gloomy manor of Touraine, where he was
confined by the disorder that was soon to destroy him, the sad King
attempted to enliven his solitude, and surrounded himself with new or
little-known animals that he caused to be brought together from all
parts. Commines explains these purchases made by his redoubtable
master by the need which he felt of making people talk of him and of
spreading abroad the good opinion which was prevalent concerning his
health and his strength. But Louis XI knew, when he thought proper,
how to direct his efforts to more effective ends than those which his
councillor attributes to mere caprice, and the very choice of the animals
brought to the royal menagerie-elk and reindeer from Scandinavia,
horses and mules from Spain and Sicily, Spanish or Barbary dogs,
Tunisian ostriches and falcons, canary birds and turtle doves from
Africa-shows that it was something more than meaningless curiosity
that animated the inhabitant of the manor at Plessis-les-Tours.
'
Louis XI had, as it seems to me, wider and more lofty views. I
imagine that that great mind thought, in its isolation, that it might be
possible to enrich the kingdom of France with some of those interesting
and useful animals of which numerous and choice specimens were
brought him at great expense from the south and north by Guillaume
Moire, Gabriel Bertran, Robert Sanze, and his other purveyors. Death
surprised him in the midst of these efforts, and the only result of these
attempts at acclimation was the acquisition of that gentle musician, the
joy of the mansard, the popular singer from the Canaries, a quite unexpected legacy from the sad recluse of the manor of Plessis-les-Tours. 3
Anne de Beaujeu had, it is said, all the tastes of her father· she was
fond of living animals, preferring those that were odd and stra~ge; thus
1
auval, Histoire et recherches des antiquites de la ville de Paris, Vol. I, page 365.
A. Berty, Topographie historiq ue du vieux Paris. Region du Louvre et des Tuileries, ol. I, pages 124, 159. Mem. Soc. de Paris, Vol. VI, pages 103-107.
~ auval, op. cit., Vol. II, page 282, etc.
•
3
Cf. J al., Dictionnairc critique de biographie et d'histoire, article Serins.
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ili was, . .n 1489, that she tried to obtain from Lorenzo de Medicis a
giraffe which Malfota, envoy of the Sultan of Egypt, Kaitbai, had two
years before brought to Florence. "O'est la beste du monde que j'aY.
plus grand desir de veoir," she pleasantly wrote to the prince, who had
promised her by letter this curious animal. Lorenzo did not keep his
word, and Anne had to content herself with seeing the giraffe-in a
picture.
The princely courts of Italy vied with each other in maintaining rare
and curious animals; it was one of the characteristic traits of the luxury
of that epoch. "A great prince," writes Matarazzo, "ought to have
horses, dogs, mules, hawks, and other birds, buffoons, singers, and animals from distant lands." And the great prin ces of France did as those
of Italy, whom they wished to imitate in everything-they kept buffoons,
singers, and animals. The menagerie was again established near the
Louvre, and there were sent out to great distances, to Tunis, Fez, etc.,
pecial missions to bring back horses, greyhounds, camels, ostriches, a
lion, an ounce, and a large number of birds intended for tho chase and
for ornament. A consul in Egypt sent young leopards, and there were
al o obtained bulls, bears, etc.
atural history had just been revived in the west. Those who purued it in France doubtless profited by the varied instruction which
could be afforded by the royal collection, which grew richer every day.
And yet one :fine morning, the 21st of January, 1583, the entire
menagerie disappeared in a lamentable catastrophe.
The ick mind of the last of the Valois, :filled with st~ange visions,
saw in a dream lions, bears, and dogs tearing his palpitating members.
Henry III then went and partook of the sacrament with the Bonshommes
of igeon, near Chaillot, and, returning to the Louvre, had all the lions,
bull , bear ,1 etc., killed with shots of arquebus. Thus ended, without
any profit to science or art, that royal menagerie that might have
erv d a a center for zoological studies in our country. It was more
than a century before there aro e anyoue to continue the work of Pierre
ille and Belon de Man ·.
Henry I cared little for wild animal . He only kept an elephant
t,bat had been given him, and all hi collection of 1591 could be put
upon the back of a hor e. 2 Later, the G-ra,nd eigoeur having ent him
a i r that trangl done of hi dog , he di posed of the ferociou bea t,
whi h wa exhibit d for two ol , in the rue de la Harpe in May, 1607.
L ui,• . .tIII, on th contrary, bad, at hi hunting lodge at '\ er aille
me animal , and pecially bird ·, a collection that ugcr sted later to
bi
n he c n tru ti n of the c 1 brat d Menageri du Pare, illu trated
the work of P rrault, Du eru y, Oudry, and De port . t wa
th
oui , ,.
omm need h fir t work upon thi maguifi nt
1
I moir -Joumanx d Pierr<• d •l'Estoile,
1 75 pa re 9fl.
~Ihid., Yol. YIU, 1 o, va, · 2'7 .

ol. II Journal cl Henri III, Pari ,
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establishme11t, and as early as 1664 had the Nuncio Ohigi and the Doge
of Genoa visit the still-unfiuished buildings. 1
At that time the menagerie was reached by the left branch of the
Traverse du Canal, leading from the Trianon. At the end of a fine
, avenue of trees there was an entrance to a firRt court, which led to a ·
second one of an octagonal form, in the midst of whicp. there arose the
little chateau of the Dauphine, with its grand salon, its subterranean
grotto, and two rich apartments. Around this radiated seven other
courts, closed with grills united with ~ermini represer1ting "some subject of metamorphosis." There was -the court of the Ostrich; the court
of the Aviary; in which there was an aviary "of extraordinary beauty
and magnificence;" 2 the court of Pelicans, with its reservoir quite filled
with fish; then again the court of the Basin or of the Pond, the court
of the Well, etc.; and beyond these symmetrical courts yet other courts,
called those of the Stags, of the Lion, of the Fowls, cages for ferocious
animals, an enormous dovecot that contained 3,000 pigeons, and at last
a farmhouse, with its dependencies and various buildings that served
as servants' quarters.
As early as 1671 the menagerie began to be filled with the most
curious and varied animals. There was a certain Mosnier, or Le Mosnier, of Montpellier, who was the principal purveyor, while the officers
of the royal navy, the consuls (particularly the one at Cairo), governors
(like the one at Madagascar), sent in whatever they could find that was
curious.
A single consignment, for example, that arrived in 1688 comprised 194
animals from the Levant-13 ostriches and 137 of those sultana fowls
that we were trying vainly ~t that time to acclimate in France; a pelican,
Egyptian geese, egrets, etc., and finally 6 goats from the Thebaide. 3
The menagerie at Versailles then possessed several thousand animals
more or less rare; an elephant, dromedaries, gazelles, a cassowary, nnd
later a number of wild beasts which had been brought from Vincennes,
then abandoned.
Ou~ry and Desportes took the portraits of the most curious of these
foreign guests at Versailles, and the Louvre possesses an enormous collection of studies painted from nature by order of the King.
If an interesting animal died, Oolson seized it for the museum, and
Claude Perrault made of it the most minute dissections; Perrault,
whom the scornful Boileau treated as a learned boaster, and who was
oue of the most erudite physicians of his age and one of the founders
of comparative anatomy; Perrault, who, uuappalled by the rigors of
one of the mo t vere winters that France had ever known, studied
th e numerou ' victims tha,t peri bed from cold in the cages at Versailles,
1

Du ieux, The Chateau de Versailles. Histoire et description. Versailles 1881.
Piganiol de la Force, Nouvelle description des chateaux et pares de Versa/nes et
de Marly, 1730, Vol. II, page 193, et seq.
~ ompte. des b atimeuts du roi, sous le ·r egne de Louis XIV, published by M. J.
' niff ry.
2
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and who died at the age of 75 years a martyr to science from dissecting
a dromedary that had died of a contagious disease.
Du veruey succeeded Perrault; he also was an anatomist of the first
ra11k, and the work of these two masters comprises documents of real
value to-day.
The sudden death of the Daupbine, who, at the close of the reign of
the grand monarch, was almost the only one who took any interest in the
menagerie, caused a neglect of this fine establishment and its exotic
inhabitants. Forty years later, when lfouille, minister of marine,
ottered t,o Louis XV a living bird of a new species, the court showed
some desire to see again the establishment that had been abandoned.
The Due de Luynes, who then visited it (1750), found it worth making
more use of, in good order, and with many animals.
lt was no longer so when Louis X.V, iu his latter days, made a visit
to that quarter. A sort of superintendent who bad charge of the
court ' was then raising turkeys at the expense of the King. "Sir,"
~aid tue monarch, "if that flock does not disappear I pledge my word
that I will break you at the head of your regiment!"
tber not le s crying abuses were introduced iuto the menagerie,
forgotten at the foot of the park at Versailles. If we may believe
Mercier, 1 a dromedary, a sober dromedary, such as is found in the
de rts of frica, cost the public every day six bottles of Burgundy
wiu . And the commou people of Paris, returning on the evening of
Whitsuntide by the boat from Sevres, after having seen the princes,
th proce ion of ook , the park, and the menagerie, told the story of
a wi '' guard who had petitioned for the place Jeft vacant by the death
of a, dromedary.
'fh e tal
of the turkey , the dromedary, and the Swi s guard
rtaiuly contributed in a large degree to excite the popular fury
agaiu t the menagerie, which wa pillaged from top to bottom during
h day ' of October, 1789.
ven y ar ' arlier (July, 1782) Bu:ffon had tried un ucces full to
tran ·f r th la t of it inllabitants to the Jardin du Roi, in which there
nly few aquatic bird . It required a number of unfore een and
p uliar ir ·um tanc to effect, one fine morning in November, 1"9 a
con· utra i n in a corner f the Jardin des Plantes of a group of
anim I which form d th provi ional menageri of the new mu um a
n g ri o n after m< d permanent.
ft r b d va tation of 17 9 tber remained at
r aill . ft,·
Ii in auimal that the pillager had thought proper to 1 av al 11 - ,
li n f
11
al and it
mpani n a Dalmatian hound, an Iudian
' a qua a fr m tb 'ap , and bubalu , ent b th
y of
' h r h d al ·
e n a d from the di a t r a ver b anti ul
b folluc a, .
of
1 al.,l a u tle .l:'ari, n u v 11

cl., Alll, t"'1cl a ru 17 2,

ol. I , page 146.
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and Mendon, wrote on the 19th of September, 1792, to Bernardin de
Saint Pierre, who ha.d been appointed intendant of the Jardin des
Plantes two montlls and a half before, to inform him that the old
menagerie was going to be destroyed,1 saying that the minister had
authorized him to send to the intendant anything be might want of
the few animals that were still alive, and it seemed necessary for him
to journey to Versailles. Bernardin set out, in fact, with Tbouin and
Desfontaines, aud visited in their courts the subjects whose skins and
skeletons bad been offered him for mounting. He saw that a better
use could be made of them, and appropriating as bis own one of the
most recent ideas of the council of officers of the Jardin du Roi, of
the month of August, 1790, he proposed to transport what he calls a
"public show" in to "a place s~t aside for the study of nature, in the
interests of sciences and the liberal arts, for scientists _and for artists."
Such was the subject of the "Memoir on the necessity of uniting
the menagerie with the ~ational Jardin des Plantes at Paris," which
appeared at the end of January, 1793. In it the author shows at
length the services which an establishment of this kind might render,
dissertating meanwhile, so as not to get out of the hahit of H, on the
influence captivity has on the character of living beings; on the sociability of the lion and the Thinoceros; on the interbreeding of wild and
domestic animals; o_n the migration and acclimatization of animals; on
the connection that ought to exist between a garden and a menagerie,
etc. Then, after having easily refuted some objections that lie himself
raised, he concludes by proposing to take the animals, together with
t he cages they occupy, and to install the whole at the Nouveaux Convertis, that ancient monastery of which the maison Chevreul is the last
vestige.
The MCmoire sur la Menagerie was at the same time a request
addressed to the convention; it helped perhaps to bring the Jardin des
Plantes to the attention of some members of that assembly who were
friends of science. But whatever we may say of that pamphlet, it was
not that which a few days later started, in a strange and unexpected
manner, the formation of the menagerie,2 formally established twenty
months later. I will recount the facts as they are given in the original
documents.3
On the 13t h of Brumaire of the year II (November 3, 1793) a decree
was is ued by tlie department of the police, signed by the administrators Baudrais and Soules, directing that the living animals then being
exhibited on the Place de la Revolution and at some other places in
Pari be immediately t aken to the J ardin des Plantes, where they
would b purcba ·ed, together with the cages which contained them.
1
2

They wer going to make of it a breeding stable.
f. Auge de I...assus, Jardin du Roi, Museum d'Jiistoire Naturelle, Rev. scient.

Vol. LI, page 22n, Febr uar y 25, 1893.
:s Ar ·h ives nationau x et Archives du Museum.
M
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The owners w~re also to receive an indemnity which would enable them
"to get a living in some other manner."
Toussaint Obarbonnier, commissary of police of the section of the
Tuileries received the next day, the 14th of Brumaire (November 4),
the .first order of execution, and accompanied by the commissary of the
civil committee for the section went to the Place de la Revolution.
There, ''on the left after leaving the Pont Tournant," he found in a
. booth the said Dominique Marchini, who was exhibiting a sea lion, a
leopard, a civet cat, and a little monkey, and after having noted the
observations of the said Ma,rchini and those of his boy, Remi Arnet, he
conducted the animals and men to the committee and turned all of them
over to the citizen corporal of the guard at the station of Rue St.
Nicaise to be taken after the manner ·of a caravan to the Jardin des
Plantes.
Great flutter was a,t the Museum, where no inquiries had been made,
and where no one had been warued of the approach of these unexpected
guests. The professor in charge of the Museum was a young man, 21
years olu, appointed :five months before, who was just. beginning his
career in both -science and teaching, Etienne Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire.
Being a man of action, he rose to the occasion and began arranging the
cages one after the other unuer the windows of the Museum, while
awaiting the orders of the committee of public instruction. 1 This was
hi · fir t menagerie.
Desfontaines, the secretary of the Museum, wrote next day to the
pre ident of the committee to ask instructions. "There is, under the
gallerie ," he said, "a place where these animals can be provisionally
lodged while we are preparing suitable quarters for them, and t,his
place i even large enough to 'hold a greater number, if others are
brought, and if the committee of public instruction should think proper
to k ep them. There is no tloubt," adds the secretary, "but that a
collection of living animals would be an advantage for the instruction
of the public and for the progress of natural history, and that it would
be the mean of acquiring and multiplying, within the territory of the
epublic, many useful pecies that now exist only in foreign countrie .
ut it i left to the committee to con ·ider, in its wisdom, whether the e
d antag .' can be made compatible with the present needs of the
public. The four animal obtained from Marchini were to co t 12
Ii re p r day, including th alaries of their keeper , and itwa impo ·
ib1 to m et thi expen e from the funds of the e tabliRhment.
fi ntaine had not fini hed hi letter before two other menageri
arrive in their turn, that of Louzardi and that of Henr , containina
I
ig r cat, a white bear two mandrill monkeys, two agouti , two
, , nl ur . Th
w re lined up with the animal of l\farchiui iu
· ur f h
tabli hment.
1
Is. • offroy-,' a111t-H1laire, Yie. Travaux et clo trin sci ntifique.
froy- aint-llila1r , Pans page 49.
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The committee of public instruction answered by a series of questions
concerning tbe insta11ation of the animals, their value, the daily expense
they would involve, and even the purchase of adjoining land in case
the convention should decide to form a menagerie. . The professors
redoubled their efforts to furnish without delay this very diversified
information, while at the same time they decided to grant a daily
indemnity to the proprietors of the confiscated animals. Their estimates were sent to the committee as early as the 17th of Frimaire
(December 7, 1793), and their communication, giving details upon which
it would be useless to enter here, ended by asking for the final posses
sion "of all the materials and utensils belonging to the menageries of
Versailles and Chantilly."
Then, while the committee was deliberating, the council of professors
considered the most suitable means "for constructing temporary cages"
and for transporting the poor animals from Versailles. The cages were
:finished the 16th of Ventose (March 3),. and toward the end of Germina,l
the three survivors of the royal menagerie enjoyed the modest hospi·
tality of the republican m useum. 1
The animals of the park at Rainey were put at the disposal of the
. Government by Crassous, a member of the convention (29th Germinal;
21st March). In short, when the citizens Billaud-Varennes, Barrere,
and Priem (of la Marne) came to visit the museum to see with their
own eyes what enlargements were necessary, Daubenton, who received them at the head of the professors, could show them a national
menagerie already quite presentable.
The new institution was definitely established by the adoption of the
report of Thibaudeau, read in the convention on the 21st of Frimaire
of the year III (December 11, 1794), and Etienne Geoffroy, its founder,
could then begin the works which have since immortalized his name ..
In the course of the century, which it has just completed, the menagerie of the Museum of Paris has had some fine days. The arrival of
ten cases (14th of Fructidor, year VI; August 31, 1796), escorted by
fourteen guards, in which there was brought from Holland the animals
and birds confiscated from the Stadhouder; the receipt of the male and
female elephants from the same collection; the purchase of tigers, lynxes,
and other carnivorous. animals brought from London by Pembroke
(1800); the arrival of a gnu, a zebra, etc., by the ships of Baudii~ (180J); .
the installation of the bear pits, in which dynasties of bruins, white
or black, perform the same tricks be.fore a crowd that is constantly
renewed;• the acquisition of tM animals of King Louis, brother of
apoleon; the opening of the new houses for wild auimals, which seemed
in 1821 so fin ly arranged, an<l which appear to-day so mean and close·
the arrival of tho first hippopotamus, the first chimpanzee the firs~
gorilla-all these were marked events in the life of the establishment.
1
All tbrse details are taken from the Proce -Verbaux of the Council of the Professors (Arch. du Mus um, Proc. Verb. Reg. I , pass.).
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Perhaps, however, none of these ha,d the importance of the solemn
entrance, on June 30, 1827, of dame giraffe into the good city of Paris.
Everyone wished to see her, all the newspapers were full of her,
articles and songs were written about her, and fashion, that other dispen ser of glory, used her forms and colors to make the giraffe dress,
the giraffe hat, the giraffe comb. Nevers had polychromic crockery;
Epinal, illuminated images that represented the celebrated visitor.
Even politics meddled with her, and some amateurs possess in their
collections a bronze medal upon which is seen the giraffe addressing
the country in terms similar to the historic words used by the Comte
d'Artois in 1814, 1 "Nothing is changed in France; there is only * * *
one beast more." I need not explain why this medal quickly became
very rare.
Giraffe, hippopotamus, chimpanzee, etc., all these animals assembled
together, sometimes to the number of 1,300 to 1,400, have constituted a
special school of instruction that for one hundred years has played a
most important part. As Isidore Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire wrote in 1860,
if the menagerie had not existed and had not been enriched from the
very fir 't with a great number of rare species, Cuvier would never have
been able at the beginning of our century to publish his Uomparative
Anatomy and to prepare in this way a new life for zoology and the
birth of palreontology; and Etienne Geoffroy would not in his turn,
twenty years later, have written his Philosophical Anatomy. I will
ado , that if it had not been for the menagerie I sidore Geoffroy himself,
Blainville, Duvernoy, H.-Milne Edwards, P . Gervais, Gratiolet, and
many others would not have brought together the materials for the
memoir with which they have enriched science.
ithout the menagerie Frederic Cuvier, who was an aid there as
~arly a 1 0 , would not have written his studies on the in ·tinct and
intelligenc of animals, etc. Without the menagerie the remarkable
tudi of . Alp hon e-Milne Ed wards would not have been concluded,
and w would doubtles be unacquainted with the condition of hybridithization among the pithecoid ape , the equidro, the bovidro, etc. 2
out the m uag rie many pecies of herbivorro and a number of useful
bird would not be ac limated in our country, and the mu eum would
not h
b en able to renew, in a degree, the great fauna of our fore t . ·
1

It i now known that this saying was a crib d to the Comte d' A.rtojs by Bengo t.
112-114 ; Paris, 1 86.)
!2 Hybrid
have been obtained at t he mus um by cro sin t he ma.got with the
ma aqn , t h ma ot with tb e ynocepbalus, the macaque with variou pouche
monk s th hor with the onag r, the horse with tbe zebra, the zebra with th
n
r, tb
with th ona, r, th z bra with the ass, the yak wit h the ow (the
ma1 i. infertil , he female fertile), et .
3
The nam of ome of the sp ci a climated in the Jardin are as follow : Th
ona r and h sa.mbur de r brought by Du umi r, the p ig deer, t he sika d er of
Japan, th muntjak de r of ' hina, the gnu, the mouffion of t he t la fountain
b
gyp ian g o e, h bla ·k swan, t]1 rm u whi ·h we ow to Pfron, th nanclou
th bin e crane introduced by fontigoy, numerous pheasant , tc.
( f moir , pag
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Finally, without the menagerie French art would not be able to add
to its list some of the most illustrious names of modern times, that of
Barye, for example, or of Fremiet, his successor.
The menagerie furnishes each year a great number of subjects to the
scalpel of the anatomist, and those of you gentlemen who represent
zoological studies in the provinces know to what an extent the museum
has aided, thanks to its menagerie, tbe enrichment of public collections.
A.ll these results have been obtained since 1793, in spite of quite
unfavorable conditions, in confined quarters, badly protected against
the rigors of winter, with limited means, and an insufficient force of
employees. What a renewal of progress may we not hope, now that
a rejuvenated staff, active and above all competent, makes its kindly
influence felt everywhere in the museum, and the public administrators make known each year, by voting· subsidies for long-wished-for
improvements, their interest in the institution founded by the national
convention.
Much has been done at the Jardin des Plantes for science and for the
country during the century now ending; no less labor and devotion will
be given in the century about to begin. A.nd without doubt the cbronicler who a hundred years hence shall take the place at this tribune that
the kindness of the committee bas to-day accorded to me will have the
honor and the pleasure of celebrating before a select audience other
great names and great events.

BOTANICAL OPPORTUNITY. 1

By

WILLIAM TRELEASE.

In selecting ·a subject for the :first presidential address before the
Botanical Society of America, which you have done me the honor of
requiring of me, I have deviated somewhat from the customary lines of
such addresses, inasmuch as I have not attempted to pre8ent an abstract
of recent general progress in botany, nor any results of my own investigation. Such topics, indeed, are more likely than the one I have
chosen to interest an ass~mblage of specialists like this soc,iety; but as
the society is supposed to have as a principal object the promotion of
research, the present has seemed a :fitting occasio·n to address, through
the society, the large and growing number of young botanists who may
be expected to look to this society for a certain amount of help and
inspiration in the up building of their own scientific careers; hence it
comes that I have selected as my subject "Opportunity."
Let us for a moment compare the conditions under which scientific
work is done to-day with those prevalent in th~ past. From a purely
utilitarian, and, for a time, perhaps almost _instinctive knowledge of
plants and their properties, beginning, it may be, before our race can
be said to have had a history, through the pedantry of the Middle
Ages with their ponderous tomes, botany, almost within our memory,
stands as the scientific diversion or pastime of men whose serious business in life was of a very different nature. Such training as the earlier
botanists bad was obtained as being primarily useful in other pursuits
than pure research, though there is abundant evidence that the master
often enjoined upon the pupil the possibilities of botanical study, and
no doubt he stretched the limits of botai;iical instruction deemed necessary, ju t as is done to-day in technical schools, in the hope that the
surplu might be so used as to increase the general store of knowledge;
but, at be t, training was limited, and research was recreation and
· relaxation.
But our predecessors, even the generation immediately before us
lived under condition which made it possible for a man to hold high
place in the bu iness or profes ional world, to accumulate wealth in
1
.Ac~dr s of th retiring presid 'nt, delivered b efore the Botanical Society of
America, at Bnffalo, N. Y., Augnst 21, 1896. From the Botanical Gazette, Vol. XIII.
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commerce, and at the same time to devote much time to tbe study of
nature. To-day the man wbo is not entirely a business man is better
out of business, and, with few exceptions, the man who is not entirely
a student is little better than a dilettante in science. Concentration is
the order of the day, and specialization is the lot of most men. But
specialization, the keynote of progressive evolution, is always intimately
associated with a division of labor. Fortunately, the men who enter
and win in the great game of commerce and manufacture see in a more
or less clear way that nearly every great manufacturing or commercial
advance bas grown out of a succession of obscure discoveries made by
the devotee tu pure science, often considered by him, indeed, ouly as so
many more words deciphered in the great and mysterious unread book
of nature, but sooner or later adapted and applied for the benefit of all
men by the shrewd mind of a master in the art of money-making. To
these meu, successful in business, we owe it that to-day not only are
some men able to devote their entire time to scientific research and the
propagation of knowledge, but that their work is done under favorable
conditions, and with a wealth of aids and adjuncts that would hardly
have been tbou()'ht of a gP-neration ago.
In tead of a smattering of systematic botany and organography,
given a an adjunct to cbemi try, medicine, or engineering, 1.be student
who wi hes may to-day equip himself for a life of research in botany,
by a considerable amount of preparatory work in the lower schools,
beginning, perhap , even in the kindergarten, and by devoting the
larger part of bis undergraduate time in college 1o the elements of
the ubject in the broadest and, if he wish, technical scope, having the
benefit of marvelou ly detailed appliances and a broad knowledge of
general facts. If he can aud will work for a higher univer 1ty degree
thu equipped, be may delve into the depths of the most limited
p cialty, guided for a time by tho e who have already broken oil
ther , and left at last with a rich and unexplored vein for his own
elaboration. With this training, if he be fortunate in securing a po iion offering opportunity fi r research, or if he enjoy independ nt
m an , h may hope for a lift>time of more or less uninterrupted opportunity for unearthing the wealth of discovery that lies ju 't within hi
r ab .
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class work; and in most cases the facilities that they have been able
to bring together are in direct proportion to the nurn ber of students
attracted to their departments, and therefore in inverse ratio to their
own leisure for research. But, as I have already stated, the feeling is
growing among men able to foster such enterprises, that research is a
thing worthy of being promoted, and we have before our eyes the
spectacle of a gradually unfolding class of institutions in which investigation is not only tolerated but expected, either as an adjunct to
instruction, as in the greater number of coUeges, as a concomitant of
educational displays, as in botanical museums and gardens, or, at least
nominally, as a basis for technical or economic research, as in several
of the larger drug houses, and, notably, in various agricultural experiment stations and the national Department of .Agriculture. Perhaps
the time has not yet come when laboratories of botanical research can
stand out quite alone and justify their existence without reference to
other ends, the utility of which is mo'r e generally understood and conceded, but it seems safe to predict that the next decade will see their
complete evolution.
Opportunity, for institutions, lies primarily in equipment, and secondarily in its use. The problem of equipment for research is a complicated and difficult one. So long as there were no laboratories
specially designed for this purpose, it was natural that the instructional laboratory should be furnished with appliances for demon~tration, and that these should be amplified, as far as possible, for the
repetition of experiments, in the :first place, and afterwards for their
extension; and it is no doubt true that a number of the smaller educational laboratories are to-day over-equipped when account is taken of
the possible use to which they can be put. With a specialization such
as we now see ih progr(•ss, it may be questioned whether the ordinary
co1Iegiate equip1uent can not be reduced in ~cope in many instances,
with benefit to tlte institution, by releasing money often badly needed
in other directions, either in the same or different departments. On
the other hand, it is certain that the equipment of the broader research
laboratories, whether connected with universities or independent, must
be made much more comprehensive than any which to-day exists in
this country.
·Under the stimulus of the la st two decades, botany has come to the
front in most colleges as a study well calculated to develop the powers
of ob ervation and the reasoning faculties. Where it still occupies the
p1ace of n. fixed study of a few terms' duration in a prescribed undergraduate course, it is evident that the necessary equipment of the
department i expressible in the simplest terms: for each course, that
which is needed to exemplify by the most direct object lessons the subject selected and enough general and collateral material and literature to complement the work. But the case is somewhat different
when, as i now frequent, a considerable option is allowed the student in
th ourse taken for the baccalaureate degree. Here the temptation
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exists to secure equipment for the broadest possible series of electives, and it is too often yielded to for the best iuterests of the institution. However liberal one may be in the matter_of electives, it is
evident, in most instances, that the student can not afford to devote
more than about one-half of his undergraduate time to a single study
1ike botany, and in this time he can cover on1y a definite amount of
ground. While there is a certain seductiveness in the perusal of long
lists of electives in a college catalogue, the serious contempiation of
them shows that few, if any, students can hope to take all of the
courses of such a list, and as, for the most part, they are garnished out
in au attractive form, there is likely to be embarrassment in the wealth
of subjects, so that, if left to himself, the student is very likely to
select a series of disconnected but pleasing fragments, rather than tbe
proper links in an educational chain. Experience sbows the wisdom
of limiting the list of electives to those that there is reasouable probability that the tudent can take, and of making the list a consistent .
whole, fairly opening up the entire :field of botany in such a manner as
to pave the way for a piece of advanced thesis work at the end, and for
specialization after graduation. So far as undergraduate instruction
i concerned, where, a is usually the case, funds are liµiited, it is here
de irabl , a in the other instance, to limit the scope of the departmental equipment quite closely to the requirements of the courses
offered. A the enior thesis work is almost certain to be a further
study of , ome one of the subjects already elected, the provision for it,
in nearly every instance, i easily and q uickJy effected by a comparatively inexpensive addition, in each case, to the standard library and
laboratory equipment.
uch research work as tile head of the depart
ment and his a istant :find time for, as well as such post-graduate
work a may be undertaken, can then be provided for i11. the same manner, piece by piece, with the exception of the final touches, demanding
the u e of the largest reference librarie or collection , the provi ion
for which i not likely to be far to eek in the stronger research
c nter within a very few year .
reat berbaria, broad re£ rence libraries, and large tore of apparatn and living or pre erved mat rial, are pos ible only to few univer iti and to t]1e till f w r in titution pecially endowed for re ear h_
to whi h alone, indeed they em trictly appropriate. For the latt r.
r bad of br adth of foundation i po ible, from the laboratory
an library limit d to the narrowe t ,•pecialty, to the iu titution
£ un d and equjpp (l for re earch in any branch of pur or appli d
b t n . 1 airly perfect equipment of the former cla it i po ibl to
nd th r , to-day but though the •eed i own iu , ev ral
pla · , h hr ad
in tituti n , in their entirety are till to b
1 P d.
d ubt th :fir t r ui ite in any su h in titution i a library f
I ompar ble wi h it wn. What ,r r may b aid a(Yaiu
pr al nt nom n 1 ur di ·u, iou.·, it mu t be a lmitted that th y r
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having the effect of bringing to the front the half-forgotten work of
ma.ny of our predecessors, some of which, at least, is well worthy of
resurrection, and, incidentally, this is stocking our larger libraries with
a class of books which have confessedly been too much neglected of
late. Without for a moment losing sight of the fact that botany is a
study of one branch of nature, an object-study, we must recognize
that its prosecution beyond the merest elements is not only greatly
promoted by but almost dependent upon a knowledge of what has
already been doue.
Where an institution is located in ai literary or scientific center,
closely associated with large general libraries, learned bodies, and the
like, it is usually relieved of the necessity for purchasing and keeping
up the long files of such serial publications as tb~journals, proceediugs
of societies, etc., of mixed contents, which prove expensive alike in
cost, binding, and space which for a given subject are used but seldom,
and whicb, nevertheless, are tlle most valuable part of a large reference
library, since they are the hardP-st to duplicate. But where a botanical
institution stands in absolute or comparative isolation, it must carry
this burden in addition to that of maintaining a library of treatises on
botany alone. .And, moreover, no sooner is research begun in any direction, than the 11ecessity of following up divergent threads running in
many directions becomes evident; for so close and complex are the interrelations between things in organic nature, that no single subject can be
pursued far without drawing in others at first sight having no possible
bearing on it. After the serials, which from their expensiveness can
be possessed by only the larger libraries, stand undoubtedly the general
classics in the several subdivisions of botany, followed by the more
restricted memoirs, and among these, for convenience of use, should
be found, whenever possible, separates and reprints from the journals
and series of proceedings, even when the latter are complete on the
shelves.
Next to books, material preserving records, or available for study,
forms the great foundation in any research institution. .A. generation
ago, or eveo less, this expression would have been taken as synonymous
with an herbarium, perhaps associated with a garden of greater or less
extent; but to-<lay the most comprehensive of museum possibilities
mu t be added, so greatly bas the subject broadened and increased the
needs. For a broadly planned institution, with ample means, no doubt
the scope of the herbarium should be as great as that of the library,
compri ing every group of plants, representing a wide range of geo0Taphi al di tribution, the effects of cultivation, etc.; and, however
limit d th Y may be at first, such museum accessories as alcoholic
material, large wood and fruit specimens, and sections for microscopic
,·tndy are sure to accumulate quite as rapidly as they can be cared for
uitably, and to prove in time a very important part of the equipment.
Though ome of the be, t botanical work has been performed entirely in
th h rharium, there bas long been a growing convict.ion that for certain
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groups of plants, even for purposes of description and classification,
field observation is absolutely necessary, while it is self-evident that
for all studies of biology living material is essential. Side by side with
the herbarium, then, and virtually as a part of the same general collection, stands the experimental garden, with its greenhouses and other
appliances.
While many of the most useful studies are made with but few aids
beyond the library and collections referred to, there is a large class of
subjects, now being closely followed by some of the keenest investigators,
which demand a special instrumental equipment. However it may be
with 1ibrary and collections, there seems little doubt that, as a rule,
apparatus should be obtained only as it is needed for direct use.
Except for the rotting of the bindings observed in the libraries ot manufacturing cities and where illuminating gas is used, books, when once
. classi:fi.ed and indexed, are easi1y and cheaply kept in a usable condition. If a few simple rules are followed her barium material is also preserved safely for generations at a very small cost; and even sections
and specimens in fluid, if properly preserved in the :first place, may be
kept for many years without great deterioration . Instruments designed
for research, as a general thing, represent a considerable sum of money,
since, excepting microscopes, microtomes, and balances, they are rarely
made iu numbers allowing any grea,t economy in the labor of manufac:
ture. Each of them is also, unfortunately, with few exceptions, calculate<l for a re tricted class of experim~uts and likely soon to be greatly
modified. Apparatus, moreover, is usually of a delicacy of adjustment
ca.lling for the greatest care in handling it and the most perfect protection po . ible against rusting, etc., so that, as a general thing, a case of
in truments 10 years old is merely a historical curiosity, in part entirely
out of date, and for the rest so badly out of order as to be nearly or
quite u ele . Except for a few standard instruments, I think it i now
g n ra,lly recognized that this part of the facilities, however costly it
may be, should be regarded as tran ient, perishabie material, rather
than a permanent equipment. The hi tory of the most succe 'sful
pby iological laboratorie , in which delicate apparatus is chiefly u ed,
fur hermore how that the mo t important result , a a rule, are not
obtain db, the u of commercial in truments, but by simple apparau d igned by the inve tigator to meet the preci e need of the prob] m wi h whi ·h he i bu ied, and n ually constructed by him or hi
lab ra ry mech nic at v ry little c·o t.
1th ugh it em omparati vely ea y to decide on the proper limi
f library, h rb· rium, and in trum ntal equipment for a given in titui 11, kn wing it co e, , ituati n, and re ource , it i very difficult to
rrive t a ati f tory a
nclu ion cou •erning the extent of the
re rch ard n.
a general thin
uch gardeus are al ·o intend d
he
fnl in Ilea w rk, rt aff r pl a'ur and iu tructi n o th
li ·, ,
t h y are lik ly t b h t rog ne tl' almo t of ne e ity
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u ·u; 11 · h
r m d far
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other class of facilities, garden plants require constant and expensive
attention if they are to be kept in usable condition; and, with all of the
care that can be given them, they are forever performing the most inexplicable and unexpected gyrations with their labels, so that the collections grown in botanical gardens (because of their variety) are notoriously ill named, though it would naturally be supposed that they, of
all collections, would be above suspicion in this respect.
My object being to speak of facilities for research, this rather than
education or entertainment, I ought to pass by this part of the subject
with a mere mention, but I can hardly dismiss it without comment.
Where the only o~ject is to supplement the facilities for undergraduate
work, the scope of a garden can be very small or moderately large, according to the courses it is to help elucidate. It may be confined to what
may be called a propagating bed for plants needed in quantity, ·either
in season or out of season, for class use, to an exemplification of the
natural affinities of plants, or to various other instructive synopses,
representing medicinal plants, fiber plants, forage plants, fruits, vegetables, timber trees, nut trees, shade trees, carnivorous plants, climbing
plants, the sleep of plants, pollination, dissemination, etc., or it may be
devoted to several of these combined. If it is to be a pleasure ground
as well, not only should the art of the landscape architect be invoked
in the arrangement of the plants, but it is necessary to add collections
.of decorative shrubbery and a large variety of purely ornamental :florists' forms of herbaceous plants. If research is added to its aims, the
collection must be further augmented by specially selected groups
cultivated from time to time as needed for study.
Unfortunately, few if any gardens are so richly endowed that they can
cover, in a satisfactory manner, the entire field indicated, or even any
large part of it. From what has been said of the peculiar difficulties
pertaining to the maintenance of bQtanical gardens, it is evident that
in no other line of securities, whether for pure research or not, is a wise
restriction so necessary as here. Once properly prepared, a species is
represented in the herbarium on one or more sheets of paper safely
and economically stowed away in a pigeonhole; but in the garden it is
a constant source of care and expense as long as it lasts. Hence it is
pos ible for oue of the larger herbaria to contain representatives of
more than half of the 200,000 species, more or less, of phanerogams,
and a considerable, if smaller, proportion of cryptogams, while it is
absolutely impossible for anything like this number to be represented
in a living state in the best garden. No doubt the local requirements
of every institution will do more to influence the exact scope of its livmg collection than any theoretical considerations, but it is certain
that in mo t cases the greatest usefulness combined with the minimum
expenditure will be reached by adapting the synopses chosen to the
chief aims of the institution as closely as possible, and very rigidly
restricting the species cultivated to the smallest number capable of
adequately expressing the facts to be shown. Perhaps it is safe to say
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that au institution able to mahitain an herbarium of half a million
specimens, representing one-fifth as many species, is doing exceedingly
well if it has in cultivation at.any one time 10,000 species of the higher
plants, and there are very few gardens which actually grow half of this
number, while no inconsiderable percentage of the plants cultivated
are so deformed, distorted, dwarfed, and imperfect, as a general thing,
that they can scarcely be said to represent the species whose name they
bear either in appearance or technical characters.
This leads to the conclusion that not only class gardens but research
gardens should be kept within reasonably narrow bounds so far as
permanent planting is concerned, while allowing sufficient elasticity
for rapid and ample temporary expansion in certain directions along
which work is planned. This does not necessarily mean that any considerable amount of land not used in the permanent planfa,tion need
be reserved for special expansion. As a rule, the more important gardens are situated in or near large cities, and the high price of land
alone would prevent such reservation in most instances; but the
impure atmosp~ere of many of the larger cities is a further and even
tronger reason for selecting, for any large experimental undertaking,
a suitably located and oriented tract of farming laud easily rented for
one or several years at a relatively low figure.
Granting the wisdom of such temporary adjuncts to a research garden,
a tep further leads to a recognition of the possibility of securing the
most varied climatic conditions by establishing branch gardens, located
where particular kinds of study can best be carried on. In no other
way can gardens be made to contribute to the fullest extent to the
tudy of marine or easide pla,nts, alpines, or the great cla s of succu•
lent , etc., characteristic of the arid region s of our Southwestern State
and 'l'erritorie , and in no other way, except in the field, can these
group be tudied sati factorily, even from the standpoint of the cla ·
ifi atory botanist.
ndoubtedly, too, the research institution of the future will count
a a part of its legitimate equipment the provision, as needed, of very
liberal opportunitie for it staff to visit even distant region for the
tndy, in their native home , of plants which can uot be cultivated
ven in , pecial garden in , uch a manuer as to be fully repre eutative.
f the entire e uipment here ketched in outline is not nly appropri t but
ential to the great center of botanical investigation that
ar making b ir appearan e a re ults of the pecializatiou and dirii 11 f 1 b r that are 110w manife ting them elves in the endovrme11t
f r
rcb it
n m an follow that every in titution, even of thi:
houl tr to d velop from the tart on all of the line wbi h
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mple ti ue of botany. With ampl
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well before increasing the force of salarierl men much beyond what is
needed for the care and arrangement of the material accumulating.
This principle, if followed out, a1most forces an overdevelopment in
th~ branches of special interest to the earlier employees-a departure
from the ideal symmetry which is sure to be justified by the performance of more work in these hypertrophied specialties, with reference to
tlle sum invested, than in other directions. From this may also be
drawn the seemingly just inference that where the means are limited,
it is far better to concentrate the entire equipment on the specialties of
the persons who can use it than to al1ow them to work at a disadvantage through an effort, however commendable it may at first appear, to
secure a symmetrical equipment.
With the evolution of centers of pure research will appear new problems. · Just as the attendance of a large number of students in the
botanical department of a college has heretofore been found to justify
the acquisition of facilities beyond the power of their immediate use,
it will be found that where research institutions exist, in close connection with a university of recognized standing, their equipment
will be utilized more or less fully in postgraduate work done toward
the acquisition of the doctor's degree, so that, like the undergraduate
equipment, it will be more or less satisfactorily accounted for by the
number of candidates for such degree; but with broadly grounded
and well endowed research institutions not so situat~d, it is inevitable
that as they take permanent form on the lines calculated to make them
available for advanced research in any line of botany, they will sooner
or later come to represent a very large sum of invested money, of
which only a part is usefully employed at any given time, the remainder
being held as a necessary but temporar~ly unproductive re,~erve. The
same thing is seen _
, to a certain extent, in all large libraries and museums; but, unlike the general library, of interest to the entire reading
public, or the collection of historical or political works, referred to by
many people of ordinary intellectual attainments, the advanced equipment in botany, for the most part, is useful an,d interesting only to
botanists, so that, while it may possess a passing interest for the general student, its serious use is limited to a very restricted class. How
to increase this m:;e to the maximum may well demand our best thought.
No doubt, just as many colleges now offer scholarships, making their
ad v_antages available to men who otherwise could not enjoy them, and
some of our universities offer fellowship s, opening their own post graduate courses or those of foreign universities to deserving students, the
evolut ion of resear ch institutions will witness some such provisions for
enablrn g st udents who h ave partially completed pieces of research work
to vi it and utilize these centers without encroaching too far on the
limited aving from the small salaries which, as a rule, are drawn by
tbe botanists of the country. After all, however, the great opportunity
of attainment for such institutions, whether or not connected with col lege or univer sities, lies in the performance of research w01·k by their
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own employees, and while, except in a few instances already referred
to, and notably in the national Department of Agriculture, to-d~y there
is some hesitancy in recognizing the employment of a staff of investigators as a legitimate part of the maintenance expense of an establishment which does not use a large part of their time in instruction or
necessary curator's routine, it is quite certain that within a very few
years opinion will have so changed that a considerable number of salaried positions for research work in pure or applied botany will exist,
and as these positions will compete with the professorshjps in the best
universities, it seems probable that the salaries pertaining to them will
be approximately those paid at the larger colleges.
In addition to bringing together facilities for research and rendering
them easily accessible to competent investigators, and maintaining
their own corps of workers, engaged in such study, institutions of
research have no small field of usefulness opened up as publishers of
the results of the work they have promoted. I shall have occaRion
later to speak of the means of publication from the standpoint of the
tudent who is seeking to bring out his work in the best form, but it
also demands consideration from the point of view of the institution.
Much <lifficulty is experienced in looking up the literature of a subject
because of the large number of journals, etc., in which references must
be ought, and it is probable that at some time or other most workers
have impatiently wished that publication could be confined to one or a
few cham1el '. Simple as this would render the bibliography of botany,
it is obviously impos ible, and the amount of work deserving or demanding publication i8, o great and so rapidly increasing as to leave no doubt
tbat mean of effecting the latter must be considerably augmenttd. To
publi. h the re ults of good work well is no less commendable or helpful
than to facilitate or perform uch work. Nor is it less appropriate to
an in titution uch a I have in mind. The object of publication being
the adequate preservation and diffusion of a record of the re ults
of r arch, l.iowever, it i ea ily seen that harm may be done by injudiciou ' or ill- on idered publication. While a volume of homogeneou
c nt nt may be o publi Led almost anywhere as to accompli h it
purpo ·e, a erial publication ought to be started only when there i
reasonable probability that it will persist for a considerable length
f tim . ,ranting thi probability, a re, earch institution with adequate
fund form on of the mo t ati factory and efl'e ·tive agencie of pubIi ati n in e it au pla e it proc eding or reports in all of the prinipal librari
f th world a thing which the journal do not al ay
a'· mpli h; an n t uly an it thu. amplify it field legitimate! bnt
almo t f n
ity it mu t a " urne the duty of publication if it i' t-0
a · mpli h h r t
r ult o ible from its dir ct in
tigation.
t pa a 'hort time in th library of one of the larO' 't
On h
ci ntifie in titn i n t b ·on iuc d that a reat d al of a ti
anit t
in the b t ical w rld . h h month and ach
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many additions to the literature of the science, and so numerous, varied,
and widely scattered are these contributions that one feels the greatest
hesitancy in publishing on even the most restricted subject, lest others
should have antedated his discoveries. Yet, notwithstanding the
variety and number of botanical publications, and the great progress
which is undeniably made every year, it is a matter of frequent comment that the progress made is by no means so much greater than that
of our predecessors -as might be expected, . considering the greater
ad vantages under which work is prosecuted to-day. While it must be
borne in mind that the seizing of the general features of a landscape is
far easier than the working out of its detailed topography, that the
outlining of the field of botany or of its principal divisions could not
fail to proceed more rapidly, even under unfavorable conditions, than
the elaboration of the details of the many specialties into which it is
now broken up, so that less prompt and voluminous results are naturally to be expected now than a generation ago, there is reason to
question whether the present returns can Hot be iucreased. How to
secure the greatest possible results from the large number of trained
men holding or soon to bold salaried positions, and from the large
equipuient in laboratories, libraries, herbaria, and gardens, is a suhject
deserving of the most careful study, whether viewed from the standpoint of the endower or administrator of an institution of education or
research or from that of the botanist whose reputation. is built up in
the performance of the duties assigned to him in such an institutiou.
v'Vhile there is every reason to expect large returns from the endowment of such independent departments of research, freedom from the
duties of the class room, while leaving more time available for investigation, will not prove an· unmixed blessing. I believe it to be the
experience of the best inve::stigators in this country that research is
promoted by the necessity of imparting some or all of its results in the
class room. In no other way, after specializing to the small field in
which it seems necessary for most of us fo confine ourselves, can one
make sure of preserving the breadth of view needed for the investigation of even a limited specialty in the most succeRsful manner. It must
be admitted further that the power of application and concentration
varies with different men, so that up to a certain point the interruptions
introduced by limited teaching or looking after collections in many cases
may give fresh zest to the pursuit of knowledge in the time remaining
f~r re earcb. And it may be that at this very point lies the greatest
difficulty to be met and surmounted in the development a.nd managem 11t of re earch institutions.
·
Though there i ' no doubt that some supervision and pressure are
condu ·ive to the performance of the greatest possible amount of investi ·ation a ' of other work, since they insure consistent planning and
close application, it can not be overlooked that this 1s the extent to
whi ·h ientific work can profitably be crowded. To require more of
'M07-34
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an investigator than that he shall be reasonably busy with thought
fully planned study is and has always been antagonistic to the performance of his best work; and the requirement of some institutions that a
bulletin shall emanate from each department at stated intervals, while
it insures quantity in publication, generally does so at the expense of
quality of attainment. As a rule, genius, which, left to itself, now and
then leaps to the most unexpected accomplishments, is most effectively
repressed by close supervision. It is tolerant of guidance, but not of
tbe goad; and yet, on the whole, perhaps, both guided and driven, if
this is done wisely, it accomplishes most, for in h_a rness it becomes plodding research, which is dull, to be sure, but, if persevering, productive
of cumulative results which become of incalculable importance. In
fact, whether fortunately or unfortunately I shall not attempt to say,
the world has come to recognize the slow but sure progress of research
as in the main more desirable than the irregular and intermittent leaps
of genius, though the two are closely akin-patient labor over endless
facts, on the one band, and broad observation and untrammeled thought,
·
on the other.
If, everything considered, it is slow and persistent investigation,
rather than sudden inRpiration, to w11ich we must look for the accomplishment of the greatest collective results in botany, it is equally true
that the individual student is more likely to build his reputation on t1Je
ummation of the sma.Jl accomplishments of many days of close application than to arrive at ome great discovery by a leap; and this, quite
a iclc from the fact that the latter result is entirely impossible to many
a man who in the other way m~LY still hope to be of great usefulness.
It bas b en aid that there is a ti.de in the affairs of men, which, taken
at th flood, lead on to fortune, and no doubt what i , true in the military, literary and commercial world is equally t rue in tho ·maller
r a1m of ·cience. In fact, I fancy that each member of my audience
lias in mind , ome one preeminent occa ion which may have looked
mall r larg at the moment, but tlle seizing or neglect of which he
now ee, • marked a turuing point in his scientific career. But, it will
b ·e •n i i ' not f the one great opportunity that I would now peak.
Impr ing it alway ba marked and always will mark the turning
I in of Ji~ , bu unfortunately the bridge can not be cros ed before it
i r a 11 d , n l gr at a the value of a true and wi ' e friend coun el
h 11 i it an n l> replaced by a11y generalities in advance; ther for i i: t h
untle . 1
r opportunitie , rep ated with alm ~
hat dawn for u., that I turn, in the hope that om bin
h lpfnl m
b ' ail of them, and iu the firm 1.) lief that in hem li
th makin r f au iut •1li eut and ind fatigable young ma11.
th in
tig, tor br d h f foundation i. · ven more n
h
i u i n f und tl for hi u
for while the la r
n uri . au l may l e remod led and imprornd at au
h i ' lit i
~ iugl lifetim an l a,n rar ly in mid Ji~ r la •r
repair h l fl ·i uci
f iH aclvi ed. r cl t cti ve training.
t nl ·
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should his powers of observation be well developed, but he should be
given more discipline in reasoning than is now customary, though the
botanists of a generation ago counted among their number several men
who are even more widely known as philosophers.
Equipped for the work, and enabled to use the material facilities
that have been brought together against the day of his need, mueh
depends on the early and wise formation of the investigator's plans.
Except for the tasks set by a teacher, and really long contemplated by
him and carried out by his intelligence, if through the eyes and hands
of pupils, few pieces of. valuable research are taken up on the spur of
the momeut, without previous thought on the part of the investigator.
They are usually the outgrowth of reflection started, perhaps, by some
casual observation or the remark of another, and turning and returning until it ultimately shapes itself into a definite plan. Simple as it
may be in theory, few things are more difficult in practice than the
formation and inception in early life, inexperienced, and often without
certainty 9f the power of continuance for any great length of time, of
a plan for a single piece of research work wortlly of the devotion of a
lifetime; and few and fortunate are the men, even among those who
have outlined and entered upon such a task, who are not forced from
the path by side issues, or whose Jives are uot unduly short. More
commouly one must ue content to choose several smaller subjects, for
their own sakes somewhat closely related to one another, if possible,
and to follow these up in succession. It. is surprising how blind even
the sharpest eyed among us are to all that does not directly interest
us, and it is au equal surprise to see bow quickly one's eyes open to
things which he has once begun to think of and look for. If for no
other reason than this, I wouJd again urge breadth of early training,
as giving the first impulse to many a series of special observations to
be followed up in later life.
Once a subject is chosen, observations accumulate with surprising
rapidity, and next to the selection of a subject nothing is so important
as system in pursuing it. If we. do not see it in ourselves, each one of
us can see in others a great waste of energy, resulting from shiftless
and ill-considered methods of procedure, by which the mind is so distracted and the memory so overloaded with unessentials and disassociated fragments that those which belong together are not matched,
nor the missing bits, in plain view, gathered. How often do we have
to returu, time after time, and review partial work that we have had to
di mis t mporarily from the mind, in which, meantime, has been lost
the conn ction between the completed portion and the continuation
.awaiting our lei ure. A phenomenal memory may enable one to work
in tbi di Jointed fashion without the production of scrappy results or
the review of all that has been done each time that the ta,sk is resumed;
but for those not so gifted, order and method are absolutely necessary1
and next to a clear idea of the end aimed at I should place the immediate making of full and exact notes as their most essential part
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Some years since I was privileged to assist Dr. Gray in collecting and
republishing the botanica1 writings of Dr. Enge1mann, and it was a
matter of urprise to us both, as it has been to others, to see how voluminous these were. Had Dr. Engelmann devoted his entire life to
botany, tlley would have been as creditable in quantity as in quality,
but for tlle leisure-hour productions of a busy professional mau they
were truly marvelous. eome years lat.er, when his berbarium aud
library having found a resting place at the botanical gardeu, in the
development of which he had felt an interest for many years, it fell to
my lot to arrange in form for permanent preserv.ation Dr. Engelwann's
manuscript notes, sketches, etc., I was far more surprised at the extent
of the e than I had been on collecting bis printed works, for when
mounted and bound they form sixty large volumes. In addition to·their
intrinsic value, these are of more than usual interest as showiug the
methodical manuer in which Dr. Engelmann worked. On his table
seems to l1ave been al ways a bnn<l1e of plants awaiting study. -1\S each
pecimen was examined its salieut features were noted and sketched on
tb 1• back of the ever-ready pre cription blank. When interrupted be
laid l1i uufini bed ketch away with the specimen to resume his observa,tion and complete his study at the first opportunity, without any
doubt a to what bad been seen in the first im;tance. And so from
individual to variety, from variety to species, from species to genus, and
from genus to family, his observations were preserved in memoranda
that fa ·ilitated the resumption of interrupted work at any time and
art r any lap e of time. In no other way could the odd moment
b twe 'll th daily calls and occupations of a bu..,y physician have conribnt d ·o much to botanical knowledge; in no other way could bi
,·, min ly mall opportunity for investigation have been converted iuto
,1, gr at ne.
lmo ·t a important a the early selection of a worthy subject for
:tn ly aud th adoption of a method insuring the preservation and u e
of v 11 th mo. t trivial information bearing on it, is the adoption of
nitahl library m 1hod '. The tudent whose pecialty i
mall and
Jittl rxpl r d ha. maiuly the tasl of ob erving and r a oning fron1 th
faC't: hl'for llim; but in the departm nts that have long been the ubj • · of ,· ncl whil a I art of the work i already done to l1is hand and
11 pro.-p ti that he ·an go much further than on entirely new ground.
th t :I· of , '< •ertaini11 and pron.tin by what biH pr dece or:, bar·
<1 11 i.· of II a difli ·ul n .
ot infrequently tbe literature of a nbt mak it next to impo ·ibl to pa it all in
ta:l· f finding th fragm nt i one ca1ling for
~ .-p' ·h l fa ·ult .
n or mor tt mpt bav b en mad to forfn g neral uur au of . <·i ntifi<' information, to wlti •hon n 1 uly urn if b
w nlcl 1J po.: . ·<'d f r f renC' .,
th principal lit ratur of au ub 1 t b in r . t d. P rhap.- a libr .r fa iliti'
ac· ·n111ulat a th r,r a · 11 •1-. of r a.r •h om mP hod ma b foun l
f nppl ·111 11ti11 r h m wi h h ,kill ol' XJ><.• rt librarian wh hall l>
1
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able and willing to carry the contents of the library, at least in skeleton
form, to those who can not come to it; but the time has hardly yet come
when any American library is complete enough in all branches to offer
this aid with a reasonable chance of doing what it promises, or so
manned as to make such assistanee possible C'Xcept at the sacrifice of
more valuable direct research.
For the present, then, the investigator must be content to do his own
delving into the literature of his predecessors. Fortunately, much of
the earlier literature bas been sought out by some of the writers on
any branch that has been the subject of earlier study, so that, starting
with a memoir of recent date, one is guided to others, each of which
may bring further references, until, if he have access to the works,
almost the entire earlier literature is unearthed. On the other hand,
the most recent literature of a subject is always the most difficult to
find and use. After a study has bee11 gotten well under way, so that
the student is keenly alert to every observation or published item in
any way bearing on it, if he have access to a library receiving the
principal current journals he is not likely to bverlook any important
publication on bis specialty which then appears. As a rule, all of the
larger papers, at least, are noticed in Just's Jabresbericht, geuera11y
not more than a year later than that for which the volume purports to
be compiled; but as the Jahresbericht is always some three years in
arrears, it is difficult to prevent notes extending over a period of this
duration from being defective, at least for the earlier part of the time,
and there is at present no means of removing this difficulty, though
the plan proposed to zoologists a year ago, and, I suppose, tested during the present season, if successful, would be equally applicable to
botany.
So far as the final result is concerned, perhaps the manner in which
one's work is published is almost as important as the subject selected
or the method adopted for its investigation. Alphonse de Oandolle, in
one of the most helpful treatises ever published in the hope of rendering botanical work methodical and productive,i lays a great deal of
stres on the early selection of a form of publication for the results of
each important study. This done, the work continually shapes itself
to this end. Frequently there is much difficulty in securing the publication of a monograph or memoir in precisely the form and place
desired by the author, but there is seldom an insuperable obstacle in
the way of publishilJg any really meritoriou:;; work in about the manner
wi hed, provided it is suitably prepared..
Jn general, it is desirable that works of a given class shquld be so
published that in seeking one a l'eader js likely to learn of anotl1er.
This appear less jmportant for books than for shorter papers, since the
arrang ment of independently issued volumes in a library, and the fact
that they are catalogued. by authors, render it relatively eaRy to learn
1

La Phytographi e, on l'art <le <lecrire les vegrtau x considcrrs sou~ diffcrents poin;
de vue. Paris, 1 80.
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of and have access to them; but even here one finds no little convenience in the recognition that a book by a given author on a given subject js quite likely to he listed in the catalogue of a certain publishing
hou e. Smaller papers, which are usually published in the proceedings
of ome society, or in a scientific jo~rnal, may almost_be said to be
made or ruined by the place selected for their publication. Probably,
a library facilities increase and are more thoroughly classified and
ubject indexed, this will become less tme than it now is, though the
underlying reason for it will remain. Usually a reader turns to the
popular journals only when looking for popularized science, and is not
likely to seek the original results of research there, so that such papers
are nearly or quite lost for a long time if published in these journals.
Except where they are chiefly devote<l to digests and abstracts, few
nominally general journ als now exist which do not lean so strongly
toward a specialty that one unconsciously classes them with it, notwithstanding the extraneous matter that they contain. While nothing
once published i. ever absolutely lost, all of this extraneous matter is
likely to be overlooke<l ·by th e persons most interested in the subjects
co11, id red. No i:imall part of the present confusion and strife iu botanical nom enclature arises from the comparatively recent unearthing of
de criptions alld names of plants published in such improbable or inace sibl places a to have escaped the attention of those whom they
might !Jave helped mo t, to be brought to light at a later date as great
mi ·hief makers. From now on, then, it may be concluded that a
deer a in()' number of special papers are likely to be published in general journal _, which will become more and more popular or bibliographic in their nature, with the exception that the necessarily slow
diff rentiation of learne<l societies into special section will for a long
tim cause. tue proceedings of many of the older to continue of the
mo t mi 'Cellaneou character. Where papers are lengthy, though not
adapted to publication iu book form, such proceedings virtually otter
tb only meall of printing them, and, except by tho compa,r atively
f w bota11i. t. · who enjoy the pri,vilege of member hip in purely botani al . oci ti with publL bing facilities, they must be accepted for the
pr . en notwith ·tan din o- th att,e ndant di ad vantages. Shorter paJ er,
bow er c 11 u ually find room in the journals, and except in case
wh r hey p te ' at mporary and exceptional value for the column
f a p pular or general journal, or one d voted to another subje t to
hi ·b iii . om mann r they are relevant, they are be t publi. bed in a
J) ri i al x lu ively d ot d to botany, and in most ca
, in on
d v t d a lo ly a, may b to their particular branch of b tan,·
pr id i have a fair general irculation and e p ia1ly, pr i<l d it
rea ·b h prin ·ip l b tanical librarie .
i l]y in he arli r ear of their work, writer are ometim
gi n t cli tributing th ir pap r among a number of journ I .
~ P
£ r h 1rnr1 o
f p ·i liza ion ju t re~ rr d to thi i u uall , mi ·
tak .
n wl dg tllat a · rtain tud nt ha· publi hed on a i n
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subject is often first obtained through incidental reference, lacking
every element of precision: The probability tltat all of his writings
are to be found in· one or a few journals or series of proceedings
greatly simplifies the completion and use of such references, since the
Royal Society's Catalogue, though perhaps more complete as to titles,
is necessarily even further behind than the J ahresbericht. Where the
subject of an earlier paper is again passed ju review by the author,
only the gravest necessity should lead to the selection of a new medium
for the l)ublication of the later paper.
Whether the medium of publication selected or accepted be a journal
or the proceedings of a society, the possibility of having separates
struck off for the mere cost of press work, paper, and stitching makes
it possible for almost any paper to appear as au independent pamphlet,
accredited, to be sure, to the journal from which it is an excerpt, but,
like a· book, necessitating author's citation in catalogues, and admitting
of more ready arrangement in its proper place where the works of a
library are disposed on the shelves according to subject. The time was
when a pamphlet was considered of little value and quite certain not
to be preserved, but one of the characteristics of the modern librarian
is a great and growing appreciation of the value of this class of works,
leading to their careful preservation.
No small part of the volume of M. de Oandolle, already referred to,
is devoted to· very explicit and well-considered directions for preparing
the record of one's observations for the press; and the general conclusion is reached, after a careful analysis of the subject, that the
maximum value of any manuscript exists at the exact moment of its
completion, indif'-ating this as the most suitable time for its publication.
Though it is probable that the publishing of any important work should
not be unnecessarily delayed after it has been pushed to what the
author considers completion, at least so far as he can carry it, there
may be reasons in some cases for publishing a preliminary statement
considerably in advance of the completion of the work. Neglecting
the publication of an early abstract of unfinished work as a means of
securing priority, too often a purely personal matter, I may say that
such abstracts, coupled with a request for material or data, not infrequently bring to the advanced student the means of greatly increasing
the completeness and value of his work.
Time does not permit me to go into a detailed analysis of the many
ways in which an investigator may use his time so as to make it productive of important results for himself and others. Having passed in
somewhat comprehensive, though hasty, review the main factors in the
question, I desire in closing to repeat that for most of us the opportunity
of life does not lie in a great and abrupt change of condition, but that it is
composed of countless minor chances which are great only when viewed
collectively. To see and use them calls for alert senses, a knowledge
and u e of the means of ascertaining what has already been done, and,
by exclu ion, something of what remains to be done, facilities adequate
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to the task iu each case, and h1domitable perseverance and ceaseless
activity. Great as the value of facilities is, they are merely means to
an end. They accomplish nothing themselves. Hence, though it is
certain that the most voluminous a,nd, perhaps, the mqst comprehensive
results, and those resulting from the performance of coherent experimentR extending· through a long series of years, will come from the
great centers of research, there is no reason why qualitative results
equal to the best may not continue to come, as they have in the past,
from isolated workers, to the rounding out and completion of whose
studies the facilities of the larger institutions will be more and more
applicable as the problems of equipment are worked out.

MESCAL: A NEW ARTIFICIAL PARADISE. 1

By HA VELO CJ(

ELLIS.

It bas been known for some years that the Kiowa Indians of New
Mexico are accustomed to eat, in their religious ceremonies, a certain
cactus called Anhalonium Lewinii, or mescal button. Mescal-which
must not be confounded with the intoxicating drink of the same name
made from an agave-is found in the Mexican Valley of the Rio Grande,
the ancestral home of the Kiowa Indians, as well as in Texas, and is a
brown and brittle substance, nauseous and bitter to the taste, composed
mainly of the blunt dried leaves of the plant. Yet, as we shall see, it
has every claim to rank with haschisch and the other •famous drugs
which have procured for men the joys of an artificial paradise. Upon
the Kiowa Indians, who first discovered· its rare and potent virtues, it
has had so strong a fascination that the missionaries among these
ln<lians, finding here a rival to Christianity not yielding to moral
suasion, have appealed to the secular arm, and the buying and selling
of the drug has been prohibited by Government under severe penalties.
Yet the use of mescal prevails amoug the Kiowas to this day.
It has indeed spread, and the mescal rite may be said to be to-day
the chief religion of all the tribes of the southern plains of the United
States. The rite usually takes place on Saturday night; the men then
sit in a circle within the tent round a large camp fire, which is kept
burning brightly all the time. After prayer the leader hands each
man four buttons, which are slowly chewed and swallowed, and altogether about ten or twelve buttons are consumed by each man between
sundown and daybreak. Thr,-oughout the night the men sit quietly
rouud the fire in a state of reverie-amid continual singing and the
beating of drums by attenda11ts-absorbed in the color visions and
other mauifestatious of mescal intoxication, and about noon
the
following day, when the effects have passed off, they get up and go
about their business, without any depression or other unpleasant
aftereffect.
There are five · or six allied species of cacti which the Indiam, also
u, e and treat with great reverence. Thus Mr. Carl Lumholtz has

on

1
Reprinted from The Contemporary Review, January, 1898, by permi Rs ion of
Leouanl ·cott Publication Uompany.
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found that the Tarahumari, a tribe of Mexican Indians, worship
various cacti as gods, ouly to be approached with uncovered heads.
When they wish to obtain these cacti, the Tarabumari cense themselves with copal incense, and with profound respect dig up the god,
careful lest they shouJd hurt him, while women and children are
warned from the spot. Even Christian Indians regard Bikori, the
cactus god, as coequal with their own divinity, and make the sign of
the cross in its presence. At all great festivals Hikori is made into a
drink and consumed by the medicine man, or certain selected Indians,
who sing as they partake of it, invoking Hikori to grant a "beautiful
intoxication;" at the same time a rasping noise is made with sticks,
and men and women dance a fantastic and picturesque dance-the
women by themselves in white petticoats and tunics-before those who
are under the influence of the god.
In 1891 Mr. James Mooney, of the United States Bureau of Ethnology, having frequently observed the mescal rites of the Kiowa
Indians and assisted at them, called the attention of the Anthropological Society at Washington to the su~ject, and three years later he
brought to Washington a upp1y of mescal, which was banded over for
examination to Drs. Prentiss and Morgan. These investigators experimented on several young men, and demonstrated, for the first time, the
preci character of mescal intoxication and the remarkable visions to
which it gives rise. A little later Dr. Weir Mitchell, who, in addition
to bi emin nee as a physician, is a man of marked rns thetic temperament, exp riment don himself, and published a very interesting record
of th brilliant vi. ion by which he was visited under the influence of
th pla11t. In tbe prin °· of the past year I was able to obtain a
small ampl of me cal in London, and as my first experiment with
m ·al wa al o, apparently, the first attempt to investigate its visionpr duciug prop rtie out ide America, 1 I will describe it in some
detail, in I refer nee to drawing on the previously published de cripti n. of h
m ricau ob erv r .
On
o 1 Friday I found my elf entirely alone in the quiet room
in h Temple which I oc ·upy when in London, and judged the occaio11 a fl tin on for a per, onal experiment. I made a decoction (a
cliff r n m th cl fr m that adopted in America) of three button , the
full ph ·iol gi al do , and drank this at interval between 2.30 and
4.
. m.
h fir t ymptom ob erv d during the afternoon wa aceru iou ·n , of u r ·y and intellectual I ower. 2 Thi pa ed off,
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and about an hour after the :final dose I felt faint and unsteady; the
pulse was low, and I found it plea8anter to lie down. I was still able
to read, and I noticed that a pale violet shadow floated over the page
around the point at which my eyes were fixed. I had already noticed
that objects not iu the direct line of vision, such as my hands holding
the book, showed a tendency to look obtrusive, heightened in color,
almost monstrous, while, on closing my eyes, afterimages were vivid
and prolonged. The appearance of visions with closed eyes was very
gradual. At first there was merely a vague play of light and shade
which suggested pictures, but never made them. Then the pictures
became more definite, but too confused and crowded to be described,
beyond saying that they were of tlle same character as the images of
the kaleidoscope, symmetrical groupings of spiked objects. Then, in
the course of the evening, they became distinct, but still jndescribablemostly a vast field of golden jewel~, studded w:fth red and green stones,
ever changing. This moment was, perhaps, the most delightful of the
experience, for at the same time the air around me seemed to be
flushed with vague perfume-producing with the visions a delicious
effect-and all discomfort had vanished, except a slight faintness and
tremor of the hands, which, later on, made it almost impossible to
guide a pen as I made notes of the experiment; it was, however, with
an effort, al ways possible to write with a pencil. The visions never
resembled familiar objects; they were extremely definite, but yet always
novel; they were constantly approaching, and yet constantly eluding,
the semblance of known things. I would see thick, glorious fields of
jewels, solitary or clustered, sometimes brilliant and sparklillg, sometimes with a dull rich glow. Then they would spring up into flowerlike shapes beneath my gaze, and then seem to turn into gorgeous
butterfly forms or endless folds of glistening, iridescent, :fibrous wings
of wonderful insects; while sometimes I seemed to be gazing into a
vast' hollow revolving vessel, on whose polished concave mother-ofpearl surface the hues were swiftly cha'tlging. I was surprised, not
only by the enormous profusion of the imagery presented to my gaze,
but still more by its variety. :Perpetually some totally new kind of
effect would appea,r in the :field of vision; sometimes there was swift
movement, sometimes dulJ, somber richness of color, sometimes glitter
and sparkle, once a startling rain of gold, which seemed to approach
me. Most u ually there was a combination of rich, sober color, with
jewel-like points of brilliant hue. Every color and ·tone conceivable
to me appeared at some time or another. Sometimes all the different varieties of one color, as of red, with scarlets, crimsons, pinks,
would pring up together, or in quick succession. But in spite of
thi immense profusion, thpre was always a certain parsimony and
msthetic value in the colors presented. They were usually associated
with form, and never appeared in large masses, or if so, the tone was
very delicate. I was further impressed not only by the brilliance
.
'
c] el1cacy,
and variety of the colors, but even
more by their lovely and'
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various textures-fibrous, woven, polished, glowing, dul1, veinerl, semitransparent-the glowing effects, as of jewels, and the fibrous, as of
insects' wings, being perhaps the most prevalent. Although the effects
were novel, it frequently happened, as I have already mentioned, that
they vaguely recalled known objects. Thus, once the objects presented
to me seemed to be made of exquisite porcelain, again they were like
elaborate sweetmeats, again of a somewhat Maori style of architecture;
and the background of the pictures frequently recalled, both in form
and tone, the delicate architectural effects as of lace carved in wood,
which we associate with the mouchrabieb work of Cairo. But always
the visions grew and changed without any reference to the characteristics of those real objects of which they vaguely reminded me, and
when I tried to influence their course it was with very little success.
On the whole, I should .say that the images were most usually what
might be called living arabesques. Tbere was often a certain incomplete teudency to symmetry, as though the underlying mechanism was
associated with a large number of polished facets. The same image
was in this way frequently repeated over a large part of the field; but
this refers more to form than to color, in respect to which there would
still be all sorts of delightful varieties, so that if, with a certain uniformity, jewel-like flowers were springing up and expanding all over
the field of vision, they would still show every variety of delicate tone
and tint.
Weir Mitchell found that be could only see the viRions with closed
eye ~nd in a perfectly dark room. I could see them in the dark with
almost equal facility, though they were not of equal brilliancy, when
my eyes were wide opeu. I saw them best, however, when my eyes
were clo ed, in a room lighted only by :flickering :firelight. This evidently accords with the experience of the Indians, who keep a fire
burning brightly throughout their mescal rites.
The vhdons continued with undimini shed brilliance for many hour ,
and a I felt omewhat faint and mu cularly weak, I went to bed a
I nndr · fl being greatly impres ed by the red, caly, bronzed, and
pigm nt d a,ppearance of my limbs whenever I was not directly gazi ng
, th m. I had not, th fainte t de, ire for 1eep; there wa a general
u e a, well a mu cular irritabili
and
h P re', th ia of all th
'r • light , t
nnd e med magnified to tartling dim n ion . I
ma , l. h, v
n k pt awake by a va,g-ue alarm a t th n v 1 ,\' of
m oncli i n < n 1th po.· ibili y f furtb r cl v lopment, .
f 'l' Wet hing h
i. ion, in the <lark for om hour. I
earn <
li 1 ir cl of lH·m an l 1m1 cl on th g,. . Th n I f und ha I c
11 · o ,'tncl } 11 w :eri : f i. u l pb nom n, to hi h 1 r vi n ·
l · n · r: lu cl m, cl· no r f•r 11 • ' h
". j t ( 11 rdin, r fli k ritw
hnm r) · , 111 l t 1 nm wi h gr at brillia11 •
n in
ut ,
li r1ht ' ·hi ·h .·p, n 1 .cl ctHl
n ra t cl in n n rrnou 1
l
nH nn I'. I wa. . ·n mor
cl b • h
all lit · ion l ·i"' h u • l h
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The whole room, with its white-washed but not very white ceiling,
thus became vivid and beautiful. The difference between the room as
I saw it then and the appearance it usually presents to me was the
difference one may often observe between the picture of a room and
the actual room. The shadows I saw were the shadows which the
artist puts iu, but . which are not visible in the actual scene under
normal conditions of casual inspection. I was reminded of the paintings of Claude Monet, and as I gazed at the scene it occurred to me
that mescal perhaps produces exactly the same conditions of visual
hyperEesthesia, or rather exhaustion, as may be produced on the artist
by the influence of prolouged visual attention. I wished to ascertain
how the subdued and steady electric light would influence vision, and
passed into the next room; but here the shadows were little marked,
although walls and floor seemed tremulous and insubstantial. and the
texture of everything was heightened and enriched.
About 3.30 a. m. I felt that the phenomena were distinctly diminishing-though the visions, now chiefly of human figures, fantastic and
Chinese in character, still continued--and I was able to settle myself
to sleep, which proved peaceful and dreamless. I awoke at the usual
hour and experienced no sense of fatigue nor other unpleasant remi11iscence of the experience I had undergone. Only my eyes seemed
unusually sensitive to color, especially to blue and violet; I can, indeed,
say that ever since this experience I have been more Eesthetically sensitive than I was before to the more delicate phenomena of light and
shade and color.
It occurred to me that it would be interesting to have the experiences of an artist under the influence of mescal, and , I induced an
artist friend to make a similar experiment. Unfortunately no effects
whatever were produced at the first attempt, owing 1 as I have since
discovered, to the fact that the buttons had only been simply infused
and their virtues not extracted. To make sure of success the experiment was repeated with four buttons, which proved to be an excessive
and unpleasant dose. There were paroxysmal attacks of pain at the
heart and a sense of imminent death, which naturally alarmed the subject, while o great was the dread of light and dilatation of the pupils
that the eyelids had to be kept more or less closed, though it was
evident that a certain amount of vision was still possible. The symptom came on very Rudden.ly, and when I arrived they were already
at tb ir height. As the experiences of this subject were in many
re ' pect · very unlike mine, I will give them in his own words: '' I
uoticed fir ·t tha,t as I happened to turn my eyes away from a blue
enamel kettl at which I had been unconsciously looking, and which
wa' tanding in the fender of the fireplace, with no tire in it, it seemed
to me that I aw a spot of the same blue in the black coals of the
grat , and that thi pot appeared · again, farther off, a little brighter
jn hu •
ut I wa in douut whether I bad not imagined these blue
pot •
h n, however, I lifted my eyes to the mantelpiece, on which
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were scattered all sorts of odds and ends, all doubt was...over. I saw
an intensely vivid blue light begin to play around every object. A
- square cigarette box, violet in color, shone like an amethyst. I turned
my eyes away and beheld this time, on the back of a polished chair, a
bar of color glowing like a ruby. Although I was expecting some such
manifestation as one of the first systems of the intoxication, I was
nevertheless somewhat alarmed when this phenomenon took · place.
Such a silent and sudden illumination of all things around, where a
moment before I had seen nothing m1common, seemed like a kind of
madness beginning from outside me, and its strangeness affected me
more than its beauty. A desire to escape from it led me to the door,
and the act of moving ha<.l, I noticed, the effect of dispelling the colors.
But a sudden difficulty in breathing and a sensation of numbness ·at
the heart brought me back to the arm-chair from which I bad risen.
From this moment I had a, series of attacks or paroxysms, which I can
only describe by saying that I felt as though I were dying. It was
impossible to move, anµ it seemed almost impossible to breathe. My
speedy dissolution, I half imagined, was about to take place, and the
power of making any resistance to the violent sensatious that were
arising within was going, I felt, with every second.
"The first paroxysms were the most violent. They would come on
with tinglings in the lower limbs, and with the sensation of a nauseous
and suffocating gas mounting up into my bead. Two or three times
this wa accompanied by a color vision of the gas bursting into flame
as it passed up my throat. But I seldom had visions during the
paroxysms; these would appear in the intervals. They began with a
spurting up of colors; once, of a flood of brightly illuminated green
water coveriog the field of vi ion, and effervescing in part , just a
when fresh water with all the air bubbles is pumped into a swimming
bath.
t another time my eye seemed to be turning into a vast drop
of dirty water in which million of minute creatures resembling tadpol
w re in motion. But th early visions consisted mostly of a
furi u:,:; ucc ion of olor d arabe que , ari ing and de ending or
liding ,
v ry po ibl angle into the field of view. It would be a:
cliffi ·u lt a to O'iv a d ription of the whirl of water at the bo torn of
aw
rfall a to de cribe th chao" of color and de igu which marked
thi.· I ri d.
w 1
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green, acquired a taste in my mouth; it was sweetish and somewhat
metallic; blue again would have a taste that seemed to recall phosphorus; these are the only colors that seemed to be connected with
taste. (4) .A feeling of delightful relief and preternatural lightness
about my forehead, succeeded by a growing sensation of contraction.
(5) Singing in one of my ears. (6) .A sensation of burning heat in the
palm of my left hand. (7) Heat about both eyes. The last continued
throughout the whole period, except for a moment when I had a sensation of cold upon the eyelids, accompanied with a color vision of the
wrinkled lid, of the skin disa,p pearing from the brow, of dead flesh, and
:finally of a skull.
'' Throughout these sensations and visions my mind remained not
only perfectly clear, but enjoyed, I believe, an unusual lucidity. Certainly I was conscious of an· odd contrast in hearing myself talk rationally with H. E., wl10 had entered the room a short time before, and
experiencing at the same moment the wild and extraordinary pranks
that were taking place in my body. My reason appeared to be the
sole survivor of my being. At times I felt that this, too, would go, but
the sound of my own voice would establish again the communication
with the outer world of reality.
"Tremors were more or less constant in my lower limbs. Persistent,
also, was the feeling of nausea. This, when attended by a, feeling of
suffocation and a pain at the heart, was relieved by taking brandy,
coffee, or biscuit. For muscular exertion I felt neither the wish nor
the power. My bands, however, retained their full strength.
"It was painful for me to keep my eyes open above a few seconds;
tbe light of day seemed to fill the room with a blinding glare. Yet
every object, in the brief glimpse I caught, appeared normal in color
and shape. With my eyes closed, most of the visions, after the :first
chaotic display, represented parts of the whole of my body undergoing
a variety of marvelous changes, of metamorphoses or illumination.
They were more often than not comic and grotesque in character,
though often beautiful in color. At one time I saw my right leg :filling up with a delicate heliotrope; at another, the sleeve of my coat
changed into a dark green material, in which was worked a pattern in
red braid, and the whole bordered at the cuff with sable. Scarcely
had my new sleeve taken shape than I found myself attired in_ a
complete costume of the same fashion, mediteval in character, but
I could not say to what precise period it belonged. I noted that a
chance movement-of my hand, for iustance-would immediately call
up a color vision of the part exerted, and that thiR again would pass,
by a seemingly natural transitiou, into another wholly dissimilar.
Thus, pressing my fingers acci<lentally against my temples, the fingertips became elongated, and then grew into the ribs of a vaulting or of
a dome-shaped roof. But most of the visions were of a more personal
nature. I happened once to lift a spoonful of coffee to my lips, and
as I was in the act of r aising my arm for that purpose a, vision
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during part of the first night. They might have l>een tlle dreams of
a Baudelaire or of an Aubrey Beardsley. I would ~ee figures with
prodigious limbs, or strangely dwarfed and curtailed, or impossible
combinations such as five or six fish, the color of canaries, :floating
about in air in a gold wire cage. But these were purely mental images,
like the visions seen in a dream by a distempered brain.
'-Of the many sensations of which my body bad been the theater
during three hours, not the least strange was the feeling I experienced
on comiug back into a normal condition. The recovery did not procee,l
gradua.lly, but the whole outer aud inner world of reality came back, as
it were, with a bound. And for a moment it seemed strange. It was
the sensation-only much intensified-which everyone bas known on
coming out ilito the light of day from an afternoon performance at a
theate.r, where one bas sat in an artificial light of gas and lamps, the
spectator of a fictitious world' of action. As one pours out with the
crowd into the street, the ordinary world, by force of contrast with the
·en atioual cenes just witnessed, breaks in upon one with almost a
·eu ' e of unreality. The house, the aspect of the ' treet, even the light
of day ~)pear a little foreign for a few moments. During these moments
everything trike the mind as odd and unfamiliar, or at least with a
greater de~Tee of objectivity. Such was my feeling with regard to my
old alld bal>itual self. During the period of intoxication the connection between the normal condition of my body and rny intelligence bad
brok n-my body had become in a manner a stranger to my reason·o that now on rea ' Scrting it elf it seemed, with refereLce_to my reason,
which had remained perfectly sane and alert, for a moment sufficiently
unfamiliar for me to become conscious of its inclividual and peculiar
character. It was as if I had u11expectedly attained au objective
kno~ledge of my own personality. I saw, as it were, my normal state
of being with the eyes of a person who sees the street on coming out
of the th ater in broad day.
''Thi
u ation al o brought out the independence of the mind durinO' the period of intoxication. It alone appeared to have escaped the
ravc:ig s of the drug; it aloue remained sane during a geueral delirium,
vindicatiug, o it ·eemed, the majesty of its own impersonal nature.
It ba l r ig11ed for a while, I now felt, as an autocrat, without ministers
aud tlieir officiou ne s. Ilenceforth I should be more or less conscious
of the iuterdependence of body and brain; a slight headache, a touch
of inli er lion, or what not, would. be able to· effec:t wbat a general
iu xi ·ation of my en e and nerves could not touch."
I n xt m d xp riment on two poets, who e names are both well
n i intere ted in my tical matters, an excellent suQject for
v 1 1 11
an 1 ry familiar with various vi ion -producing drugs and proce
. Hi heart, however, is not very strong. While be obtained
th vi i n , h fi un<l. the effect of mescal on llis breathing somewhat
u11pl a ·a11t; b much prefer hasheesh, though recognizing that its
Si.\197-35
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effects are much more difficult to obtain. The other enjoys admirable
health, and under tlte influeuce of mescal he experienced scarcely the
slightest unpleasant reaction, but, on the contrary, a very marked state
of well being a11d beatitude. He took somewhat less than three buttons, so that the results were rather less marked than in my case, but
they were perfectly definite. He writes: "I have never seen a snccession of absolutely pictorial visions with such precision and such unaccountability. It seemed as if a series of dissolving views were carried
swiftly before me, all going from right to left, none correspoudiug with
any seen reality. For instance, I saw the most delightful dragous,
puffing out their breath straight in front of them like rigid lines of
steam, and balancing white balls at the end of their breath! When I
tried to fix my mind on real things, I could generally call them up, but
always with some inexplicable change. Thus, I called up a particular
monument iu Westminster Abbey, but in front of it, to the left1 knelt a
:figme iu Florentine costume, like someone out of a picture of Botticelli;
and I could not see the tomb without also seeing this fig ure. Late in
the evening I went ou~ on the Embankment aud was absolutely fascinated by an advertfsement of 'Bovl'il,' which went and came in letters
of light on the other side of the river. I can uot tell you the intense
pleasure this moving light gave me and how dazzling it seemed
to me. Two girls and a-man passed me, laughing loudly, and lolliug
about a they walked. I realized, intellectually, their coarseness, but
vi uaUy I aw them, as they came under a tree, fall into the lines of a
delicate picture; it might p.ave been an Albert Moore. After coming
in I played the piano with closed eyes and got waves and lines of pure
color, almo t alway without form, though I saw one or two appearanc
whi •b. mi ht have been shield or brea tplates...:.._pure gold,
tudd d with mall jewel in intricate pattern . All tbe time I had no
tmpl a ant fe ling whatev r, except a very slight headache, which
am and w nt. I 1 It ouudly and without dream . '
r111
re,· nlt · f mu ·,ic in h ca jn t quoted-togetb r with the
habi f th
n lian t ombin h drum with m cal rit . , a,nd my
i n h t v r . ligh j rrin ot· , timulation of th
alp
h vi i 11: -:ug
t dt m
h r fir
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which then seemed to fall into harmony with it, and any sudden change
in the character of the music would blur the visions, as though clouds
passed between them and me. The chief object of the tests was to
ascertain how far a desire on the composer's part to suggest definite
imagery would affect my visions. Ill about half .the cases there was
no resemblance, in the other half there was a distinct resemblance,
which was sometimes_ very remarkable. This was especially the case
with Schumann's music, for example, with his Waldscenen and Kinderscenen; thus "The Prophet Bird" called up vividly a sense of
atmosphere and of brilliant feathery bird-like forms passing to and fro,
"A Flower Piece" provoked constant and persisteut image1:1 of vegetatio11, while ''Scheherazade" produced an effect of floating white raiment, covered by glittering spangles au<l. jewels. In every case my
de cription was, of course, given before I knew the name·of the piece.
I do not pretend that this single series of experiments proyes much,
but it would certainly be worth while to follow up this indication and
to ascertain if any light is hereby thrown on the power of a composer to
sugge t definite imagery, or the power of a listener to perceive it.
It would be out of place here to discuss the obscure question as
to the underlying mechanism by which mescal exerts its magic
powers. It is clear from the foregoing descriptions that mescal
iutoxication may be described as chiefly a saturnalia of the specific
·en es, and, <tbove all, an orgy of vision. It reveals au optical fairyland, where all the enses now and again join the -play, but the mind
it elf remains a self-possessed spectator. Mescal intoxication thus
differ from the other artificial paradises which drugs procure. Under
the intlue11ce of alcohol, for instance, as in normal dreammg, the iutellect is impaired, although there may be a consciousness of unusual
brilliance; hasllee h, again, produces an uncoutrollable teudeucy to
movement and bathes its victim in a sea of emotion. The mescal
drinker remains calm a11d collected amid the sensory turmoil around
him; hi judgment i · as clear as in the normal state; he falls in to no
oriental condition of vague and voluptuous reverie. The reason why
me cal is of all thi class of drngs the most purely intellectual in its
appeal i evidently because it affects mainly the most intellectual of
the en es. On this ground it i ' not probable that its use will easily
<l velop into a habit. Moreover, unlike most other intoxicants, it seems
to have no special affinity for a disordered and unbalanced nervous
y tern; on he coutrary, it demands organic soundness and good
health for the complete manifestation of its virtues.1 Further, unlike
ther chief ub tances to which it may be compared, mescal does
th
not wholly arry us away from t.he actual world, or plunge us into
obli i n; a large part of its charm lies in the halo of beauty which it
1
It is true, as many per ons do not need to be reminded, that iu n eurasthenia and
stat of overfatig ue, symptom ·losely resembling the slight and earlier phenomena
of me ·al intoxication ar not uncommon; but in ::mch cases there is rarely any sense of
well-b ing and enjoyment.
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casts around the simplest and commonest things. It is the most democratic of the plants which lead men to an artificial paradise. If it
·should ever chance that the consumption of mescal becomes a habit,
the favorite poet of the mescal drinker will certainly be Wordsworth.
Not only the general, attitude
Wordsworth, but many of his most
memorable poems and phrases can not-one is almost tempted to saybe appreciated in their full significance by one who has never been
under the influence of mescal. On all these grounds it may be claimed
that the artificial paradise of mescal, though less seductive, is safe and
dignified beyond its peers.
At the same time it must be remembered that at present we are able
to speak on a basis of but very small experience, so far as civilized
men are concerned. The few observations recorded in America and_
my own experiments in England do not enable us to say anything
regarding the habitual consumption of mescal in large amounts. That
such consumption would be gravely injurious I can not doubt. Its
safeguard seems to lie in the fact that a certain degree of robust health
is required to obtain any real enjoyment from its visionary gifts. It
may at least be claimed that for a healthy person to be once or twice
admitted to the rites of mescal is not only an unforgettable delight, but
an educational influence of no mean value.

of

THE UNITY OF THE HUMAN SPECIES. 1
By

MARQUIS DE

N A.D.A.ILL.A.C.

All discoveries and prehistoric studies testify to the unity of the
human species in all regions. While the fauna and flora vary from
continent to continent, even from island to island, man rests always
and everywhere the same. All human bones, however different in
origin and epoch, have belonged to man the same as we. In vain have
men ought to attach the skull of Neanderthal or that more recently
discover ed at Trinil, in tbe Island of Java, to a humanity different
from ours. It has been recognized that the first is more modern than
was upposed and that analogous types 2 have been found belonging
to every -epoch; while for the second, pompously decorated with the
name of Pithecanthropus erectus, after having read without prejudice
the remarkable study of D~. Bouze,:1 one is foreed to abandon the
amlJitious hopes which have been too lightly accepted. It is not from
i o1ated fragments that one can resolve the question of the existence
of a being intermediate between man and the anthropoids; and until
we can obtain ab olute and decisive proofs we have the ri ght to reject
the entire theory.
It i' not aloue by his bony structure that this identity of man iu all
time and in all regions is to be affirmed. In my long anthropological
tudie ' I have been more than once surprised to encom1ter everywhere
th ' ame manife tation of man's intelligence-the same creations due
to bi initiative. When we visit the prehistoric collections in our
mu. uru we are a tonished to see everywhere the same forms and proe e of work and labor, and these among peoples separated by broad
oc an or by arid de erts.
The c rrowbeads of the Dakota, Apache, and Comanche Indians
, bow u h curiou · re emblance to those discovered on the borders of
lt
ine and Thames; the nucl i of Scau<linavia compare well with
1
'I'ranslat d fr m Revue des Question s Scientifiques, publice par la Socirt6 Scientifiqu d Bruxell s. Deuxi me serie. Tome XI I. October 20, 1897.
ll lu ve alr ady given severa,l examples (Les premiers hommcs et les temps preh, toriqu , t. I, pag 151). It would be easy to add oth rs.
:i Revue d
1' ni v r , it de Bruxelles, 1896, :Father Van den Gheyn has made an
analy 1 with hi habitual talent, in the H, vue des Qnestions Scientifiques, 1896:
t. 11, page 396.
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those of Mexico,1 and if one exchanges the hatchets or the knives of
flint from Europe with similar objects from America it is difficult for
even experts to separate them, however well versed they may be in
petrography and prehistoric arclueology, 2 and it will be extremely
difficult to distinguish the races to which they belong. 3 Vogt says 4
this resemblance is so evident that one can easily confound the implements coming from entirely different sources. L' Anthropologie has
just published a description of stone instruments recently discovered
by P. Zumoffen in Phenicia. We can cite the same facts for Egypt,
and even in countries of classical antiquity we may find a prehistoric
period marked by productions analogous to our own regions.
What we have just said for the duration of the Paleolithic epoch can
be repeated for the Neolithic and in the aurora of modern times.
Everywhere chipped stone implements gave place to those of polished
stone. The hardest rocks-jasper, jade, jadeite, nephrite, chloromelanite-from deposits in unknown regions, were polished by persevering
labor and became ornaments of ceremony and parade.
It will be easy to persevere and find these comparisons. Pottery
from widely separated regions is made in the same form and by the
same proces es of fabrication, and even with the same ornamentation.
The spindle whorls in stone, bone, and pottery, found in settlements
succee ling each other on the bill of His arlik, recall those of the Swi
lake dwellings. Tho e of Peru, Mexico, and even those in pre ent u e
among the av~joe , are the ame a thos·e presel'ved in our museum ,
whether th y come from Italy, Germany, the outh of France, or the
north of candinavia.5
Th how and the sling belonging to th Paleolithic period hav been
£ nnd in all th <'ountrie, th n occupied. Their origin i unknown;
th
ct fr m the b ginning of humanity; their invention wa the
•.onqn t f m~ n and th y learly mark hi uperiority over the
nim l · h affirm h vi ·tory of inte11i ence over brute for e. The
pi ·k: f d r h rn w r u ilized in the mine of Fran ·e and E11gland
f ~ lain n<l J, 1 inm th , am , for the working of copper in Lak •
'01 ri r. j} 'I r in In li, na and petr leum in Ohio. A stone barum r
fonncl '. h fo
f h
·turia, i th am a ho e coming fr m th
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manner of construction, antique houses of Syria or Phenicia, and perhaps the modern habitations of the Caucasus.
This revival of ancient usages among peoples apparently such
strangers to each other is not exceptional. The amen tum 1 is found
among the savages of New Ualedonia, and their sling stones in ste,a tite,
still in use, do not differ from the sling stones of prehistoric times.
This fact was apparent at the Exposition of Budapest on the occasion
of the millennium of the Kingdom of Hungary. The river men of Theiss
in fishing employ a staff of very peculiar form, such as is found at the
mouth of the Volga. The sweep net used in Hungary is the same as
that on the shores of the Caspian Sea. The bone awls constantly used
by the shepherds of this country are analogous to those from the turf
pits of Holland. 'fhe "strike-a-lights" are the same as the prehistoric
arrowheads. The wooden hooks charged with pieces of metal that
served to lift the fishing Jines from the bottom resemble those of the
lake dwellings of Switzerland. 2
It would be easy to multiply examples, but I hasten to those still
more triking.
Man has iu all times cared for the remains of his dead. Numerous
are the rites which belong to religion and sentiment and a belief in tlle
future, though sometimes similar rites are attached to curious superstitions. With rare exceptions we can divide these rites iuto four kinds:
inhumation, cremation, mummification; and the stripping of the flesh
from the bones (decharnement). We will speak only of the latter.
The stripping of the flesh from the bones after death was practiced
in eolithic times, possibly at the close of the Paleolithic period, but it
continued during the Bronze Age. We see it iu the Middle Ages in
certain parts of Europe, and it persists among certain races of savages
and even among races which we consider more civilized.
"After the idea that I have obtained from savage races," says Dumont d'Urville, in speaking of the voyage of the Astrolabe, "the interm nt or inhumation will be only the provisionary state and give the
nece ~ary time to separate from the body its corruptible part, and the
repo e doe not begin until the bones are deposited in the sepulcher of
the ance tor ." I do not know if so philosophic an idea has penetrated
the int llect of the Australians or Indians, bnt it is certain that these
men, entirely barbarous a' we suppose them to be, braved fatigues and
v n Ian er in order to accomplish · their duty toward their fellows. 3 The o uarie in all countries of Europe, and America a& well,
1

Tb
rap attached to the javelin with which to throw it.
itth il. d.er nthrop. Gesellschaft in Wien, 1896. "We are driven to the conlu . 1 n, ' ays Bu ck] (Hist. of Civilization, Vol. I, p. 20), "that, the actions of men
1, in~ c1et rminecl olely by their antecedents, must have a character of nniformity;
that 1s to ay, must, under precisely the same circumstances, al ways is. ue to precisely
b . sam r sults." B~t it is necessa1·y to add that the antecedents must be the same,
wb1 h ha8 not b n said by the eminent author aforesaid.
" ~1. artailhac ha trcu.ted. this sul,ject fully in La France prJhistorique, Ch. XVI. 2
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are the sepulchers of a, family, often of a tribe. At each new inhnmation they make place for the skeleton by pushing away the bones of
his predecm,sor. It is not possible to explain otherwise the mixture
that is found among the bones reposing in the sepulcher of such a
community.
The sepulchral grottoes of the Garenne and Misy are ossuaries in
which are mingled the stripped bones of numerous generations. 1
Iu the first of these grottoes, situated in the Department of Marne,
the debris bas been treated with a sort of respect due to an elevated
sentiment, and possibly a desire that the dead should not return to
trouble the living. The grotto measures o feet each way. It is paved
with rude calcareous slabs. A staircase of six steps is at the entrance,
and the rock which forms the ceiling is upheld by eleven pillars. The
bones were arranged in a circle·, and each pile, belonging to a separate
individual, was surmounted by his skull. The funeral furniture indicated an epoch more ancient tllan the disposition of the sepnlcller
would lead us to suppose. It comprised a vase of rude pottery fabricated without tlle wheel, blades of flint and a collar of beads of shell
and certain i olated unios and mussels.
The prehistoric shelter of Sandron, the trou du Frontal at Furfooz,
the grottoes of Ohaveau near Namur, are, according to MM. Fraipont
aud Tihon, neolitllic ossuarie . M. Oartailhac is of the ame opinion iu
regard to the grotto of Banme Ohaudes and that of Ohalles in Savoy.
0th r archreologi t have the same opinion as to the grotto' de l'Homme
lort and of Boundalaou in Aveyron. 2 The learned Profes or Pigorini
i of tbe ame opinion in r gard to certain neolithic sepulchers in Italy.
Similar o u::i.ri h ave been recognized in Germany and pain.3 ·
In 1 .:. , ruzeliu admitted that the bone from the 'epulcbral mound
weden, had been tripped of their fie h before
burial 4 n l b ompar
the mode of burial with the mode in u agabiti aud j11 th l ingdom of :,i, m. The ame fact ha b en tated
w Z alan by b
aron d D'iben of Luttra. 5
h v
h
hi funeral rit
bili 1 : n
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who died in .A.pulia; the flesh was 'interred at Mont Cassin and the
bones were transported to his own country by his servants. 1
The ossuaries of Palermo are celebrated. The dead, after complete
dessication, were piously tram;ported, aud upon fete days their parents
and frieuds did not forget to visit them.
Merim ee, in his notes of the voyage in the west of France, mentions
tlie shrine of St. Herbot which belongs to the time of Louis XIV. The
bones of the dead were, after a certain number of years' inhumation,
gathered and deposited in the shrine. Merimee adds that the constructions destined to the same usage are numerous in different parts of
Brittany, and that no one of them antedates the Gothic period. .A.t the
present time in certain parts of Switzerland, after the disappearance
of the flesh, they take the skull out of the earth or grave and place it
in the parish church, inscribed with the name .of the deceased and the
date of bis death. There are evidences of ancient customs where all
the bones liave been disposed in the same fashion.
If we traverse the ocean we will find similar conditions. Pigorini
notes the same thiug among tbe Tahitians, the New Zealanders, the
aborigines of Fly River, the Papuans, the inhabitants of New Guinea,
and oLber peoples. The profound respect of the dead is one of the
characteristic traits of the Maories, says Quatrefages. 2
The tribes remaining independent observe scrupulously the ancient
rite . The dead body is tabooed; they lament during several days
arou11d the dead body before they confide it to the earth. At the end
of a certain time they remove it from its temporary tomb, and the
bones, arefully gathered, are carried to a cavern kuown only to the
initiated and is extremely tabooed.
In America the examples are not less numerous or less interesting.:i
The same rite exi ts from the St. Lawreuce to the Mississippi and in
South merica. The death of an Indian, recounted by Sir John Lubbock 4 i followed by particular ceremonies. When the flesh was
detached from tbe bone they were suspeuded in the air on a bed of
re d, or int rlaced branche , that they might be dried by the sun and
bl .aclJe<l by the r ain. The most di tinguished women of the tribe are
charged with the duty of drying the bones. During the pious ceremony th Indians, covered with long mantles, their faces blackened
with oot, march about, striking tbe earth with staffs to frighten off the
valiclrn ( vil, pirit ) from the corp e. The boues are then loaded upon
tu fa orite hor of the deceased and carried to the sepulcher of his
an t r.
11 ·1 nt tradi ion, of the e customs have been transmitted from genration t g n ration. Every twelve year tbe Hurons celebrated the
1

Bon t tten, E ai snr l s dolmens.
nr l' tat actuel de Maori r ate independnnts. Revue d'Ethn., t. IV, 1885.
3
ho lc·raft, History of the Indian Tribes of the Unit d States.
4
L'llorume avant l'histoire, trad. franc, page 440.
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fete of the dead. Brebamf pas preserved the description of one of
these solemnities at which he was present in 1634. 1 The four nations
which .formed the confederation of the Hurons placed their dead upon
an elevated scaffolding; when the day of the fete approached, the sad
remains were lowered to the earth a.nd the coverings or envelopes
removed. Each family recognized its own, stripped off the flesh still
remaining, and, with caresses and embraces, showed the greatest tenderness. Then the bones were enveloped in rich furs and borne to tlle
common ossuary, often a considerable distance, and which was to be
reached by pathways known only to the members of the gens .
.Among the Indians of Ohiriqui, whenever a member of the family
was dangerously m, they brought the sukia, the doctor, or the sorcerer,
whichever you would call him. If he gave no hope of recovery the
relatives of the dying individual carried him to the neighboring forest,
suspended his hammock from the trees, and abandoned him, depositing
near by a gourd of water and some green plantains. At the end of a
year, when decomposition had done its work, a member of the tribe
returned to the forest and gathered and cleaned the bones, which were
then taken to the huacas where reposed the bones of his ance tors. 2
The burial of the bones after the removal of the flesh has, therefore,
been a custom widely extended during the centuries. Cremation was
more general than ha been thought, and recent researcues, if we
accept the opinion of M. Oartailhac, was an excellent mode of removal
of the :fie h from the bones, and above all when the burning or cremation wa only partial. 3
But if the rite re tecl the ame in principle among different people ,
the proce e varied greatly.
mong the Patagonians, for xampl
tb fl h wa oft n artificially remov d from the bone . The tria on
be b ne mad by flint l nive wa well known and is conclu ive te tim ny f thi . Often they were abandoned to natural decompo ition,
wbi h pr due l all that ould bav been done by a provi ional burial
r
pr Ion d a tion of a mo 'Ph ric influenc . Th aliva , n h
r l r
f b
h d r c ur to a more expeditiou m th d.
int h riv r r tainin it by a orcl.
t the
h h 1 n ir ly i app r d from th b n
ur
' h fi h.
h b ne
re b n gath r d in
ri<l d fr m h r f
mong th
r i, n:
th Ir lli
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reports that the South Americans ate the bodies of war!iors killed in
com bat and afterwards carried their bones in the guise of standards.
This is also the custom among the Indians of North America. In their
frequent migrations they transport with them the bones of their fathers
who bave thus perislied. 1 At the present time the Banis, Chams, and
Mnsulmen of Annam bury the bodies of their dead in a ditch or grave
without a coffin. One or two years afterwards they gather the bones,
which are placed on a small bier and carried to tlie common cemetery. 2
M. Petrie believes that he has discovered the existence of a new race
in Egypt. This race lived on the west bank of the Nile to the south of
Abydos, and about 30 miles north of Thebes. The tombs contained,
instead of mummies, skeletons in a crouching position. These, according to the learned Englishman, were the Lybians who invaded Egypt
near the end of the ancient empire about three thousand years before
our era. The Lybians ~re said to have eaten the flesh of their dead,
partially at least. But the facts on whicb this saying is based may
also be explained by the removal of the flesh in the open air prior to the
de.finite burial.~
We will not pursue this lugubrious enumeration. We have said
enough to show that this strange funeral rite is encountered in all parts
of the globe. The identity of these conceptions of mau, difficult to
separate from the identity of its origin, is perhaps still more marked
when we find that from the most ancient times the human bones were
colored red before being deposited in their last resting place. The
examples are numerous, and it is necessary to go into details.
The first discovery by which the curious fact was made known is due
to M. Riviere. 4 In 1872 he discovered in the grotto of Baousse-Rousse,
near Mentone, the skeleton of an adult, the skull of which was covered
with red patine due to a thin coat of sanguine. The skeleton bad upon
the bead a string of small shells (nerites). By its side was a poniard
made from the radius of one of the deer kind, about twenty canine·
t eth, also from the deer tribe, and other arms and ornameuts precious
and de tined, without doubt, for the use of the dead in the new world
into which he wa about to enter. .A_mong the animal bones scattered
through the cavern were those of the cave tiger (Felis spelceus) , the
cave bear ( rsus spelceus), rhinoceros, and the bog (Sus scrofa), and still
oth r belonging to the Quaternary epoch. Three other skeletons were
found in the ame cavern, or those adjoining. The bones of the adults
v red with peroxide of iron, which gave tbem a strong red color.
k leton of children were also brought to light, none of which
b r any trace of color. We are, therefore, in presence of a rite perfe ·tl haracterized a being applied only to adults. M. Cartailhac has

Acad. des Sciences, April,
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concluded from these facts that tbe corpses were rlespoiled of their
flesh probably by a rapid ·process, for 11early all the bones preserved
their natural position and were still united by their tendons and ligaments.
The later discoveries have gone to confirm those of Baousse-Rousse.
M. Hardy found at Ramouden, in the commune of Ohancelade, Dordogne, a grave containing skeletons, the bones of which were reddened
by oligist. 1 They belonged to a man of about fifty-five or s-ixty years of
age, 5 feet in height, with large head, strongly dolichocephalic, face
large and high, orbits the same, strong under jaw, bones relatively long,
and hands and feet large. The bones were stout and thick, with pronounced muscular attachments. The forehead and the capacity of the
skuli resembled those of the highest and most cultivated races. 2 Tbis
skeleton of Ohancelade assuredly can not fill the gap which exi ts
between man and other zoological groups. 3
Tlie right temporal region presented traces of a wound measuring
63 by 50 millimeters, of which the reparation was well defined, showing
that the individual had survived the wound. With the skeleton was
found a baton de commandement in reindeer horn, on which had been
engraved a representation of alca impennis, a pendant with tbe head of
a mountain beep, and seven small personages. The industry of the
Madelainien epoch is llere definitely characterized.
There was a fireplace or l ayer of a hes and cinder 14½ incl.le in
tllickne . At the ba e there was a small vein, colored like red brick,
with peroxide of iron. Was it by contact with this small vein tbat tbe
bones bad taken their red tint, or is it not more prob~,ble tliat tlie
ferruginou tratum had been applied after the removal of the fie h
and tlie expo ure f the boue
M. Hardy, who tudied tlle condition
in pla pr noun, din favor of the latter bypothe i , although h did
di -.·imulat h po, ibility that dnriug· an inundation the 1· do ·h r
If lir u b ut the ·epulcb r and may have cov r d th ' kel11 ( nd ,
a h f b bon b · m irnpregnat d with the · 1 r.
nrni r ud
barl : uillon x •avated ( ·avem whi
·upi d b man aft 1· h r r at of the quat rnary la ·i r
f l' .•.·il u cl p 'r m n
f in, known by 11 11 m
n ar 11 vill
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of Grotto of Hoteaux. 1 The fireplaces, that is to say, tbe ashes, covered an area of about 71 square yards, wherein have been found numerous worked objects. The flakes, scrapers, points, and gravers of
flint, poniards and needles of bone, witb divers other ornaments, principally of teeth and shell perforated for suspension, and engraved bones,
among which was a baton de commandement of reindeer horn ornamented with a figure of a deer. Animal bones abounded. The animals
belonged in general to the fauna of the later quatemary period. Those
of the reindeer ( Oervus tarandus) are found in the lower fireplaces or
ash beds; those of the deer ( Oervus elctphas) in the upper ones.
The skeleton of a young person, 15 to 18 years of age, was extended
in the midst of the debris and ashes of the oldest :fi.replace. 2 The bones
were covered with red ocher, and were in their natural position. MM.
D'.A.cy and Boule, whose authority in such matters will not be denied,
have clas ed this burial with the reindeer age. The sepulchers of
Baousse-Rousse, Raymon<len, and Hoteaux, afford certain proofs that
the custom of reddening human bones dates from the Paleolithic period
and, possibly, we ought to assign to the same period the skeletons from
the Grotte des Hommes near St. More (Yonne). 3 Further excavations
have, unfortunately, given results not so complete nor conclusive as
tho e just cited. Most of the debris found was in a fragmentary state
and could not be determined. We have only recognized the human
teeth and phalanges incrusted in calcareous concretions. Many of
these bones have been colored, probably by the action of fire. 4
The Neolithic period has furnished other and more interesting examples. All tho .. e interested in prehistoric anthropology know of the
rrreat disco veries of Judge Piette in Mas d'.A.zil, 1887-88. One must
admjre the scien ce with which these excavations were directed, and
the care and exactness with which our learned colleague has described
them. 5
If we follow from top to bottom the different strata of the deposit on
the left bank of the .A.rise, where it enters the cavern (Mas d' .A.zil), we
will fiud ucce sively:
. Block · of tone, with a varying thickness of from 2½ to 6 feet,
fall n from the roof.
B.
lay r of a be 2 fe t in thicknes · containing vast numbers of
nails (Helix nemoralis), and the bones of deer, wild boar, ox, and goat,
~uid a ociat d with them flint blades and pieces finely worked, scrap r point, and burni her of bone, walnuts and hazelnuts acorns
,' d of b maple, ve tiges of chestnutA, nuts of the prune,' cherry,'
hommf'8 pr bistoriques daus l'Ain. Boule, Anthropo]ogie1 1895. D'Acy1 La
d Iloteaux, Bul. 'oc. Anth. 1 June 6, 1895.
~ The L th of the erie .
3
Abh (- arat, rott le8 Homme {L aiot- fore. Congress of Fri burg.
• L Ahb6 Parat1 Jun 4, J897 .
'• Bull. o . An h. 1 April 15- Jnly 18, 1 95.
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and plum. This bed. says M. Pi~tte, corresponds to the kitehenmi<lu iugs.
0. A third bed or layer, about the same thickness as the preceding,
contained similar implements aud bones. We note. however, the presence of harpoons, perforated and of oval form; and also the numerous
colored waterworn pebbles described by M. Piette.1 It was in this layer
that he found a portion of a human skeleton, the :flesh of which had
been removed aud the bones reddened with JJeroxide of iron. 2 The
striIB or lines on one of the femurs made by flint blades was appa'.:'ent.
· The skull and small bones were missing. The 1011g bones were placed
in a pile along with the lower jaw. M. Piette is of the opinion that
these bones were incontestibly contemporary with the colored pebble::;,
aud that both belonged to the commencement of the Neolithic period.
In the sessiou of the Society of Anthropology, Paris, July 18, 1~95,
our colleague showed several of the human bones gathered in the grotto
of Mas d'Azil. The red color remained despite recent washing.
Such is a resume of the cornmuuications of M. Piette to the Society
of Anthropology. 3 Since then he has published still ~l,Il other paper in
the same bulletins, wherein he says: '' I have met in this formation two
skeletons buried after having lrnd the flesh removed and colored red by
peroxide of iron." M. Boule found in the same layer a small pile of
wheat grain, but which fell to dnst as soon as touched. If the deposit
belonged, as M. Piette thinks, to the beginning of the Neolithic period,
it will be evident that man then knew to sow, cultivate, gather, and
pre erve -wheat.
In 1 80 Professor Pigorini, at the Oongre s at Lisbou, pointed out
analogou fact '. In a -eolithic tomb, quarried iu the t,ravertin near
na ni inc ntral Italy, there was found the facial portion of a human
kull color d reel with cinnabar. 4 Two arrow points a , o fat d with
th er main , ere imilarly colored. The fact that the coloring wa
limit d t the e three obje t nullifi, the idea of it having b end u
b infil ration and ·tabli ·be the fact that it wa due to a voluntary
a t f man/'
h r
pulcb r f
keletou wllich wa brou ht
kull and upper jaw w r
l

----------- -

-
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The· tomb was a little niche dug or quarried in the travertine. It
contained, along with the skeleton, a black hand-made pottery vase,
some arrowheads, a stone hammer, and a bronze lance head.
The grotto of Arene-Candide near Finale-Marina (province of Genoa)
has also furnished human bones sprinkled with iron oligist, due doubtless to the red patine with which it had been covered. M. Orsi, whose
long excavations in Sicily have been so fruitful, excavated -t his and
other caves, some with a diameter of from 6 t,o 10 feet, wherein bad
been laid from twenty to twenty-five dead of the Sikeles, the ancient
iubabitants. It is evident that they were deposited after the flesh had
been stripped from the bones. These bones, notably in the burial
place of Lapaci, near Palermo,. bore traces of red paint; and if one
argues as to their small number, we should not forget that the color
was not :fixed by baking, like that on clay or pottery, and would not be
preserved in the dry caves. 1
Iu the Anthropological Congress at Lisbon M. Delgado announced
analogous discoveries in the grotto of Fnrninha, a cave of Portugal,
occupied by man from the most ancient tjmes.
Professor Pigorini, who has studied this question with his habitual
skill, believes that the skeletons were placed in their tomb after the
flesh had been removed, and that the bones had been sometimes painted
and colored with red ochre, other times with cinnabar or oligist. Our
knowledge of the state of affair~ points to that as the present conclusion.
Passing from ·the Mediterranean to the shores of the Black Sea we
:find the same funeral rite .
.According to a communication of M. Antonovitch to the Congress of
Vilna,2 the application of red color to human bones is frequently seen
in the countries belonging to the Russian Empire. The custom exists
in Bessarabia, in ew Russia, in Crimea, and the Ukraine, as well as in
Poland, in the provinces of Kiew and Poltava, and in Siberia. This
can be shown by examples.
Professor Wa elowski found in the Crimea two tombs containingthe first six skeletons, th~ other but one, all of which were colored red. ·
Pro£ or Grembler, of Breslau, after examination, attributed them to
th Cimmeriens, who inhabited the Crimea in the time of Herodotus.
The immeriens expo 'ed their dead in elevated places, to the end that
the bird hould devour the flesh. The bones, being thus cleaned, were
paint d with a mineral.
Thr e uch tomb had been found in the Crimea. They are also
·aid. have l> n found in Central .Asia, but have not been sufficiently
u 11 _d to be quoted. 3 The kourganes (Russian burial mounds) that
c utc m d human bon are generally poor, the excavations having
d nly a few piece of pottery, some stone implements, and
1
'.

rrot,

n penple oublie, Rev. des Deux Mondes, June 1, 1897.

~ L' n bropologio, 1 94, pago 72.
3

L'Anthropolo(Tie, 1890, page 767.
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In all the Russian Empire, from the Oaspian Sea to Poland, and from
the Black Sea to the confines of Ohiua, there have been found in the
tombs of antiquity human bones colored red. The question is whether
this was the work of man after the destruction of the flesh, or was
due to impregnation from the layers of ocher or cinnabar with which
the corpses were covered. There was a variation according to the time
ancl place, and both of them are believed to have been part of the same
funeral rite. · The date of these burials is more difficult to fix. The
kourganes were for centuries the habitual mode of burial.1 If they
were posterior to the formation of the celebrated layer of black earth,
they certainly dated from a time when stone alone was employed for
arm s and implements in the usages of life-that is to say, at the beginning of the Neolithic period, and, we might add, subject to a certain
doubt, that the more ancient of them may have dated from the close of
the Paleolithic period.
M. R. von Wenzrnrl tells us of a series of sepulchers near Lobositz,
a small town on the Elbe. 2 One of the tombs or graves in the loess
contained the skeleton of a woman extended on her back, the skull,
subdolichoccphalic, bore very apparent traces of a dark-red coloring
matter. Bracelets of shells alternating with teeth of the dog aud lynx
were found on the limbs. The neighboring tombs have furnished a
great number of pottery vases, often richly ornamented, polished stone
hatchets, and stone hammers. M. von Wenzierl is of the opinion that
these tombs belong to the Neolithic period. · It is necessary to add
that he does not mention any coloration of human bones, other than
above cited.
An analogous discovery has been reported from Brunn (Moravia),
but a no details have been given I can do no more than mention it.
I know of no similar coloration to have been found in England,
whether in the alluvial, the caves, or the barrOWN (mounds ).3
M. Dupont has found fragments of cinnabar in the caverns of the
Le , in Belgium, but thel'e i nothing to show whether it was destined
for the toilets of the living or intended for the decoration of the dead.
frica furni hes but little light upon thi ' question. The difficulty of
excavation i . : ufficient to explain a gap which probably the future
may fi11. Li utenant Hannezo, of the Algerian sharpshooters, is pur. ning intere ting re ear ·bes at Mahedia, Tuuis. 4
Mahedia i an an ient Phenician port which, judging from the number of burial , wa importa11t enough in ancient times. The Phenician
tomb,' w re utilized by the l omans, and the grave of the vanquished
b ·am t h r tin g place of the victors. But of this the determination i. diffi •ul t.
well of quare or rectangular form served as an
1

Zahorowsk i, 1. .

~ Z it ·hrift fiir Ethnologi , 1 95, p age 49; L' Anthropologie, 1896, page 211.
1
Pos. ibly thiA may he owing to th • failur e of the seekers to eitller notice or report
t h fa t.
1

L'Anth ropologie, 1 92, rage 160.
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entrance. Steps on the side of the wall led to a door closed by a strong
slab; the slab lifted and it was easy to enter a vast chamber, the walls
of which, in volcanic tufa, were in ledges. On these ledges graves
were cut as in the form of troughs. The floor of the tomb was covered
with fragments of bone and pottery, and the two funeral rites, burial
aBd cremation, were not infrequently encountered in the same tomb.
Two corpses, or the remains thereof, one buried in a coffin of wood, tbe
other cremated and in a cinerary urn, would be found placed almost
together on the same ledge. In two tombs the explorers found fragments of skulls colored red on the outside by oligist. The bones were
so decayed that they could not be measured. The capacity of the
skulls was remarkably large. The well evidently belonged to the
Phenfoiang, for this was their habitual mode of burfal. Pheniciau and
Roman lamps were found together. Despite this fact, Dr. Collignon,
after a profound study of the bones, did not besitate to at.tribute them
either to the Phenicians or to tlle Liby -Phenicians.1 Although this
conclusion is supported by excellent arguments, it does not appear
absolutely demonstrated. I content myself with the opinion that the
bones and ashes gathered at Mahedia are of high anti<]uity.
If we traverse the Atlantic we find the same facts. Dr. Ten Kate, in
a recent exploration in Ua1ifornia, gives many examples of human bone.
colored red by oxide of iron. These abound in the island of the Ilol,r
Spirit (Espiritu Santo) . . M. Diguet reports analogous facts in Low<.'r
California. Some years ago there were presented to the Society of
nthropology at Paris a mummified bead from a burial place in Bolivia.2
The forehead and back of the bead were painted red. The explorer
declar d the rite to have extended throughout the regiou.
It i ,'carcely po sible to peak of America without r callrng th di cov rie of Dr. Marcano in the basin of tlie upp r Orinoco. 3
otably
h excavat d th th retofore unknown cavern d'Ibi-11.>oto. He ga hr d knll · f went -four male and twenty-five female . Tb for b ad, b
aid, i r tree ting, tbe orbit ar trong and po
lab llc Y lumiuou. , with h a y pr d cting eyebrow .
mong th
ma uliu , k 11 w lv , r l li h cephali , eight were me, ati phalic,
nl r h · puali ·. The wra re cranial capa ity wa 1 • T
h · phali · incl x of the fi mal knl1 w r Ji o-htl
ral kull r pre. ntin er bo h , x , w r olor d
r with ut auy tra · f c lor. Thi.·,
all the m mb r of h
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animal figures-monkeys and crocodiles. The tapirs were rudely executed. Other vases had Grecian decoration, like · meanders, and combinations of lines entirely strange to the Indians of South America,
and, if one is permitted a comparison, it is necessary to go as far north
as Yucatan to find them.
Finally, the human bones colored red are encountered frequently in
tlte ancient sepulchers of Australia, 1 and we know that this usage was
general among a great number of tribes belonging to the Papuans and
tbe Melanesian ·group.
·
Tbe conclusion of this part of our study is easy. The accumulated
proof renders it illcontestable that the funeral rite of cleaning the bones
a1lCl coloring them reel was practiced in different countries widely separated by sea or desert. Thucydides says the history of a people is to
be sought in their tombs. In the cases cited, the tomb has responded
and has thrown a clear light on the earliest origin of the rite, and at
the same time on the common origin of man. -A <]_nestion arising from
these facts is, whether they relate to religious or funeral rites. But
tl1is is comparativdy of small importance. It was surely a custom of
the unkuowu ancestors of these peoples, transmitted from generation to
generatiou. These facts do not allow us to say that primitive life was
everywhere the same, nor that if the productions of men are everywhere the same, they are always to satisfy the same needs. In the
strange rite tbat we have recounted, a rite which has required much
thought and multiplied cares and which one can believe were strange
to barbarou · and nomadic races, it is not a question of similar needs
growing out of similar creations. In order to find a solution it is necessary to seek lligher and farther; it is the identity of the genius of man
in all times and in all regions that should be inquired of, ai1d it is only
there that it can be founcl.2
The mysteriou Swastika sign, born in undefined regions and rapidly
extende<l over the entire world, goes to support this hypothesis. We
will seek the les 011s it teaches.
For a long time the wastika (the croix gammee, a greek cross, with
arm. bent to the right at right angles) has been regarded as an Aryan
Hi O' I), even the Aryan sign par excellence. From this, or from its
apparent place of origin, the name Indian (East Indian) has been given
i , a name difficult at pre ·ent to maintain because of the daily disen ri ' fits diffu ion or spread among absolute strangers to the
,\ryan ra e. 3
' 'a.rtailha , fateriaux, 1 86, p. 441.
ZJ • .de uire, lassification and Development of Primitive Implements. Amer.
nthrop., Jnl , 1 96.
:JTh lit rature upon the wasti.ka has increased in late years until it has become a
lihr ry • In 1 9 ount Goblet <l' Alviella made a communication to the Royal Acadm of B lo-him ntitled Lacroix gammre, or wastika. It has since been enlarged
< nd pub_li ·h cl uncler th
title La migration des Symboles, Paris, 1891. An English
trausla 10n app arecl. with an introdnction and note by Sir G. Birdwood. Among
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It appears from the researches made during late years that the origin
even of the Swastika sign appears to be contested. Thus we read in
the work of Count Goblet d' Alviella, 1 one of those who has best studied
the question:
"The croix grammee (Swastika) appears from prehistoric times among
tbe peoples originating in the valley of the Danube, who have respec tively colonized the Troad and the north of Italy. It extends with tlt1\
products of this antique culture, on one side, among the Greeks, Etru:-- cans, Latins, Gauls, .Germans, British, and Scandinavians; on the
other side, to Asia Minor, Persia, the Indies, and to China and Japan."
Such is also the opinion of M. Salomon Reinach. 2 According to him
the sign of the Swastika already represented in the city of Hissarlik,
prior, according to an probabilities, to the thirteenth century B. C., did
not penetrate the Indies until after that period. 3 He continues that
one does not find the symbol in Egypt, 4 nor in Phamicia, nor Assyria;
while, on the other hand, it is frequent in northern Italy, in the valley
of the Danube, in Thrace, in Greece, and on the western shores of Asia
Minor. '11 hence comes his conclusions that we should seek in Europe
for its origin. 5
I do not pretend to contradict this, but the first discovery of the
Swastika on the hill of Hissarlik determines that this was not its place
of origin. Whence came this mysterious sign which we see at Troyi
To what rite does it belong¥ Where did it originate¥ These are que
tion we would like to have answered. In the present state of onr
knowledge, the question is insoluble. One point excites my intere t,
that i the long persistence of the Swastika and its rapiu diffu 'ion
throughout such different regions. I see in this an important argument
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in favor of the unity of the human species. This argument should be
further presented and such facts produced as justify it .
. A.. n infaut, the child of a savage, might amuse himself by tracing in
the sand or on stone, or on tlJe first object that came under his hand,
S(Jnares, circles, crosses, and Jines, making all imaginable angles; with
progress the child can reproduce the images of his mind, the scenes
that strike him most, even to bizarre figures which are due only to his
imagination. He will not produce a sign as complicated as the Swastika unless lie has, or has had, it before his eye, or unless it shall have
been .transmitted to him by his ancestors. It is puerile to explain its
presence in so many a11d such widely separated regions by the theory
of the identity of the psycbologic state among human races which
have the same rudimentary culture.
The mysterious Swastika1 figured on the idols and spindle whorls 2 of
the ancient Dardania, ·on the diadem of the daugbterB of Priam, and
on the numberless o~jects from the early cities on the hill of Hissarlik,3
in the sacred temples of India, as on the bas relief of Ibriz, attributed
to tlie Ilittites, 4 on Celtic funeral urns, a11d on the hut urns of Albano
or Corneto, a curious imitaLion of the habitations of the living wherein ·
they have piously deposited the ashes of the dead."
We see the Swastika on the balustrades of the porticos of the temple
of Athena at Pergamos, on the sculptured ceiling of the Treasury at
Orchomenos, on the vases of Milo and Athena, those of Bologna, the
ancient Felsina of the Etruscans, 6 of Cmre (Oervetri), 7 Oumes, 8 Cyprus,9
and on the pottery gathered at Kiinigswalde on the Oder; on a golden
1
Sometimes the arms of the Swastika turn to the left, to which Prof. Max Muller
says bas been given the name Suavastika. [Mr. Virchand R. Gandhi reports that
wbilc studyino- an ancient Sanscrit philosophy, in the British Museum library, he
fonnd tJ1e word Suavru;tika in co1rnection with Swastika.-T. W.]
2
The number of these obj ect1:1 casts a doubt upon theh- use as spindle whorls only.
They may have been rel igious objects, a sort of ex--voto, for example.
3 cbliemann, Ilios, ii.gs. 1873, 1911, an<l others.
4 , ' . J einac·b, Le mirage oriental, Anthropologie, 1893.
"D nnis, 'itics and Cemeteries of Etruria, Vol. I, page 69; VoJ. II, page 4-57.
Denni. regarcl. the, e urns as anterior to the Etruscan civilization. See also Annali ·
Del. 'Inst. Romano, 1871, pages 239, 279.
Prof. JI."\ . Hay nes, of Boston, is of opinion that these belong to the Iron Age.
( ation, .Jan11nr_,, 21, 18 9.)
Profe or JTcilbig, Gnide t.o the ColJ ection of Classic Antiquities in Rome, Vol.
II, 1,a,!.{e 267; Pigorilli, Bul]etino Ethuologia Italiana, Vol. XII, page 262; Chantre,
1 ·erropoles
Jia] tattiemH'S tlc Italie et de l'Antriche, Materiaux, Vol. XVIII,

png

~, 4 .

' Gozzadiui , 'cavi Arch, ologici, Pl. IV.
7
ln a tomb at ':ne there has been found a golden fibula with engraved Swastika.
Ur •fTi lfonnm nti di wre, I 1. YI, o. 1.
"~I ' nm haf! b n found the sign (Swastika) on pottery, buried at great depth,
wln h mark th estahlishmc•nt of sep ulchres at the most ancient periot1s, beneath
he tomb of thP Hellenic epoc·h, they in turn being under those of the Roman epoch.
Alf' . B rtrancl (Arch. <'dt.iqne et ganloise, page 4.5) .
9
e nola., ypru , it Ancient Cities, Tombs, and 'femples, pls. 44 and 47.
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fibula of the Museum of the Vatican, and on a copper fibula of the
Royal Museum of Copenhagen. It is encountered in the most ancient
paintings of the catacombs of Rome on the tunic of the Bon Pasteur, 1
and on the archbishop's chair of St. Ambrose at Milan, where it is
associatP-d with the Latin cross and the monogram of Christ; on the
ancient sacred books of Persia, as well as on the coins of Arsacides
and the Sassanides; on the most ancient Christian monuments of Scotland and Ireland, ofteu accompanied with Ogam inscriptions; 2 on the
Scandinavian runic books; in the Halstattien sepulchres of San Margarether or de Rovische, 3 and in the necropolis of Koban.4
Schliemann found it at Tiryns and at Mycenrn; Cartailhac in ·the
citanias, those strange fortified towns of Portugal, some of which date
from Neolithic times; 6 Ohantre in the tombs in Caucasus, 7 and the
Russian archreologists on the bronze objects from their country in the
Museum of Moscow.
The Swastika has been found in France, in the tumuli (mound ) of
Haguenau, engraved on the cinctures of bronze. 8 It is perpetuated on
. objects posterior or strange to the Roman domim1tion. For example,
on those taken in the Frankish tombs opened at Oo]ombe (Loire-etOher), on a funeral stele at the Museum of Toulouse, on a va eat the
Museum of Rouen, 9 on the cinctures, Gallo-Roman or Merovingian, near
La Fere. 10 The Swastika also is found on a Celto-Roman altar erected
at mbloganna, in England by a Dacin.u Jegion in houor of Zeus or
Jnpiter.11 On the right and left are two circles, rayed after the fashion
of tar , which Gaidoz believes to be a representation of the un. 12 The
Laplander till engrave the Swa tika on their drums intended to be
u ' d iu magic rite".
Th Uhin
de orat with it their standard,, in trument,• of mu ·ic,
and tl1 ir cannon. 1:1 The ,J a pane,' mploy it a a mark on their pottery
lld h Hindu paint it in red on their hom;;e' at the begi11ni1w of th
w
ar and mak it wi h flour or ·acred ri •e upou a table or 'tarnl
!")

dt J m , Pis. VI,

,

XXII, XX ' IX, LIV, L

' III.

Ludvig 1iiller
4 · and fig.

utly )f. d, Y iga
found in I:r: n ·1•.
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when entering a house or church as a sign of good luck or good wishes,
or the occasion of a -wedding or fete. 1
The diffusion of a sign so complicated as the Swastika throughout all
time and in all countries is something to be remarked, and of which
we should recognize tlre importance. Our astonishment is doubled
when we find the same symbol among the Asbantes on the western
coast of Africa, 2 and then see it figured in America among the most
aucient civilization of which we have any knowledge.- By what migration bas it crossed the Atlantic, by what migrations has it penetrated
such distant countries and appeared among races of men so different f
And if, as we believe, all these representations are due to an indigenous
art, either Indian or African, where dill they obtain their modeU Our
ignorauce on these points is complete, and the most we can do is to give
a resume of the principal known facts.
·
Tbe Swastika, bas beeu found engrav:ed on a shell from a mound ·in
Tennessee which contained 32 human burials, 3 on plates (five) of copper from the mounds of Chillicothe, Ohio, 4 a stone hatchet from Pemberton, N. J ., on an Arkansas vase in the National Museum, on a silver
ornament, the authenticity of which appears incontestable, and which
was shown in 1887 at the reunion of the Association Fran9aise at
Toulouse. 5
Nordenskiold cites numerous exampfos of the Swastika now engraved
in straight lines, other times indicated by dots, among the cave dweUers of Me a Verde, and the same is done by Max Muller in Yucatan
and Paraguay, while other savants have found it under the huacas of
Peru and amoug savage tribes of Brazil, where the triangular pieces of
pottery, ornetimes bearing the mysterious Swastika sign. often form
the only dre s of the women. 6
We find it in the paintings of the Navajos 7 and on the ornaments of
the Pueblo Indians, while the Sac Indians of the Southwest wear it on
1 It has been contended by somo persons that the triskelion was an evolution from
or to the wastika. The triskelion consists of three human legs bent at the knee
and j(line<l at the thigh. It is found on the Lycian coins about 480 B. C., and thence
was carried by Aga,thocles to Sic-ily. (Barclay Head, Coins of the Ancients, Pl.
X X .) I tis also fonnd on a vase frornAgrigentum. (Waring, Ceramic Art in Remote
Ages, pl. 42.)
ewton explains how the symbol (triskelion) is found on the arms of
'i ·ily, nud also those of the I ·le of Man. (Atheninum, September, 1892.) The Duke
of Athol, propri •tary of the Isle of Man, sold in 1765 his right to the Crown of England, but b c~u• o he had been its sovereign he kept the triskelion in his coat of
:tl'lll, .

z It is

not po. ihl to a<lmit, ays Count Goblet d' Alviella (Migration des Symboles,
Of all a priori

pa l-{< 10 ) , that this 11a been s pontaneously conceiYed and executed.
hy poth
tin i certainly the rno t difficult to accept.
a I:I nmi:Ll R port, Bureau of Ethnology, fig. 140.

• II nunal l epor t, Bur au of Ethnology. Other similar discoveries have been
m. cl in hi .
' omp r r ndn, I , page 2 4.
" Wil. on wa. t ika, Report . . Nat. Mus., 1894, Pl. XVIII.
7
\
11 ou,l. c.,Pl. · II.
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their collars and garters on occasion of their religious fetes, although
it is not possible that they should know the sense which is attached to
it, 1 and the Wolpis paint it on their dance rattles. 2
I have omitted to treat of numerous figurines ornamented with the
Swastika in the hope to find an explanation of this mysterious symbol.
We find it engraved on a figure of Buddha in the United States
National l\foseum, 3 on the base of a bronze Buddha from Japan, and
on · a vase in the Kunsthistorische Museum of Vienna, where it figures
on the breast of Apollo. 4 Astarte bears it on her arms a11d shoulders,5
Adonis on bis arms, a follower of Aphrodite, on her robe, 6 a centaur
from Cyprus on bis right sboulder. 7 In a rude representation of
Apollo directing the car of the sun it is found on the wheels of the
chariot. 8 A female statue in lead found at Troy wears a triangular
9
covering over the vulva, the center of which bears a Swastika.
umerous cinctmes or girdles worn by women bore this same Swastika sign. Does this not indicate that it may have been regarded as
an emblem of the generative forces of nature~
But we will uot venture further in our researches for the signification
of a sign so obscure as is the Swastika. Probably (and the :figurines
just mentioned give this hypothesis a semblance of truth) it was a
religious emblem, an amulet consecrated by the vat'ied superstitions of
man, a, is the hand with the fingers raised a survival of an ancient Chaldt'!an symbol which is worn to-day by the Italians, as is the little pig by
the Pari iau .10 Was it dedicated to the living sun; to Zeus or Baal; to
starte or to Aphrodite; to Agni, the god of fire; or to Indra, the god
of rain; or, till further, to Vi hnu or to Siva, the Hindu representativ of creation and de truction, All the e hypotheses are po ible;
more than this, all of them are probable, for the signification of wastik ha ingularly varied according to the time and to traditiou.U
ho p r:on who in the actual state of our knowledge pretend to
formnlat ren ral nc1u ion are adly in error.
I appr a ·h the end f my ta:k. By th ide of the similarity of the
it a a. ign

7 iu a

're k tomb.

Bul. , 'oc. d' utl.l., 1
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anatomic structure of man in all times and of all races, I have sought
to place the similarity of his genius, as proved by tbe identity of his
conceptions. The ossuaries which contain the remains of- his predecessors, the custom of coloring bis bones red after they had been
denuded of their flesh, the mysterious sign to which we have given
the name Swastika, and other conceptions, other almost universal
creations, which it would be easy to add, all tend toward the confirmation of the knowledge given to us by the earliest arms, the first tools
and implements of fl.int, and the most ancient pottery. We believe it
impossible to misapprehend or mistake the 11mltiplied proofs that fl.ow
from modern researches, all of w bich affirm with au irrefutable eloquence the unity of the human species.

RECENT RESEARCH IN EGYPT. 1

•

By W. M.

FLINDERS PETRIE,

D. C. L., LL. D.,

Ph.

D.

Discoveries come so incessantly and the point of view so often
changes in the ever wideniug interests of Egyptian history that each
year puts out of date
great part of what has been written. Any
general work on Egyptian history or art needs revision every few
months, so thickly have new subjects and new standpoints come before
us lately. We propose here to show what great changes have arisen
in our ideas during the last three years, taking each age in historical
order.
During all this century in which Egyptian history has been studied
at first hand, 1t has been accepted as a sort of axiom that the beginnings of things were quite unk11own. In the epitome of the history
which was drawn up under the Greeks to make Egypt intelligible to
the rest of the world, there were three dynasties of kings stated before
the time of the great pyran:1id builders; and yet of those it has been
commonly said that no trace remained. Hence it has been usual to
pass them by with just a mention as being half fabulous, and then to
begin real bi tory with Seuefern or Khufu (Cheops), the kings who
stand at the beginning of the fourth dynasty, at about 4000 B. 0.
The first di covery to break up this habit of thought was when the
prehistoric colo sal statues of Min, the god of the city of Koptos, were
found in my excavations in his temple. These had carvings in relief
upon them wholly different from anything known as yet in Egypt, and
the circnmstanc~ pointed to their being earlier than any carvings yet
found h1 tha country. In the same temple we found also statues of
a r d a,11imal and pottery which we 110w kn.ow to belong to the very
lwgiuniug of Egyptian hi. tory, many centuries before the pyramids,
arnl probably al>out f5000 B . 0. or earlier.
Tl1 11 xt t p wa, the finding of a new cemetery and a town of the
prehi: oric- p ople, which we can uow date to about 5000 B. C., within
tw or thr <· 11turie. either way. This place lay on the opposite side
f th
il to Kopto -that is to say, about 20 miles north of Thebes.
fir t e w re completely taggered by a class of objects entirely

a

print <l from the
thr publitihers.

unday chool Times, February 19, 1898, by permission of
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different from any yet known in Egypt. We tried to fit them into
every gap in Egyptian history; but found that it was impossible to
put them before 3000 B. 0. Later discoveries prove that they are
really as old as 5000 B. 0. They show a very different civilization
from that of the Egyptians, whom we already know-far less artistic,
but in some respects even more skillful in mechanical taste and touch
than the historical Egyptians .• They built brick houses to live in, and
buried their dead in small chambers sunk in the gravels of the water
courses, lined with mats, and roofed over with beams. They show
several points of contact with the early Mediterranean civilization, and
appear to have been mainly north African tribes of European type.
Their pottery, in its patterns and painting, shows designs which have
survived almost unchanged unto the present day among the Kabyles of
the Algerian ]\fountains. And one very peculiar type of pottery is
found spread from Spain to Egypt, and indicates a widespread commercial intercourse at that remote day. The frequent fig ures upon the
vases of great galley ships rowed with oars, show that shipping was
well developed then, and make the evidences of trading between different countries easy to be accepted.
All of the· above belongs to t,he age probably before 4700 B. C., which
is the age given for the first historical king of Egypt by the Greek
history of Manet.ho. A keystone of our knowledge of the civilization
is the identification of the tomb of Mena, the first. name in Egyptian
bi tory, the venerated fonnder of all the long series of hundreds of
hi tori· king '. Thi tomb, aoout 15 miles north of Thebes, wa found
by orne Arab , and hown to M. De Morga11, the director of tlrn
D partment of ntiquities. It was a mass of about thirty chambers,
built of mud brick aud of earth. Each chamber contain.ed a different
la:.· of obj ct , one of 'tone vases, ne of stone dishe , one of copper
t ol on of wat r jar
tc.
nd among the bing are carving of
lion : , n l va.
in ro ·k cry tal and ob:idian, large barrl.- ton va, e ,
:1 t pal ,t : for grinding paint, potter vase. , and, above a11, an i, r
t bl wi hr li f' rving which ,• how tb name of the king.
I :id . hi 1\1. Am 1i11 ~ n ha. found i teen tomb
f thi , ame
g n ral b r t r a
cl : whi h w ·an har<lly 110w donb b I 110t h · rl kin : f h fir, •t
d 11a, ti , and ,•om four r fi
f the king in h

a: h .. lf fabul< n
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and we preserved all the skeletons and measured them. This belonged
to the middle of the age of the pyramid builders, about 3500 B. 0. To
my great surprise, I found that two entirely different systems of treating the bodies were followed then. While many bodies were wrapped
up and buried in the usual Egyptian style, nearly half of the bodies
were more or less cut to pieces, and some had been elaborately dis~ected, stripped of all their flesh, and. then wrapped up bone by bone
separately in cloth. Thus there were two entirely different customs of
funerals existing side by side. Yet, on measuring the bodies, there
proved to be no distinct. difference between them. The population was
completely fused and unified as to ancestry, but had kept up entirely
different customs in different levels of society.
We now pass entirely from these early times, with their fascinating
insight into the beginnings of things, long before any other human
history that we possess, until we reach down to what seems quite modem times in the record of Egypt, where it comes into contact with the
Old Testament history. On clearing out the funeral temple of King
Merenptah I found in that the upper half of a fine colossal statue of
his, with all the colors still fresh upon it. As this son of Rameses the
Great is generally believed to be the Pharaoh of tbe exodus, such a fine
portrait of him is full of interest. Better even than that-I found an
immense tablet of black granite over 10 feet high and 5 feet wide. It
had been erected over two centuries before and brilliantly carved by
an earlier king, whose temple was destroyed for materials by Merenptah.
He took this spleudid block and turned its face inward against the wall
of his temple and carved the back of it with other scenes and long
inscriptions. Most of it is occupied with the history of his vanquishing
the Libyans, or North African tribes, who were then invading Egypt.
But at the end he recounts his conquests in Syria, among which occurs
the priceless passage: "The people of Israel are spoiled; they have no
ee<l." This is the only trace yet found in Egypt of the existence of
the Israelites, the only mention of the name, and it is several centuries
earlier than the references to the Israelite and ,Jewish kings in the
cuneiform inscription · of Assyria. What relation this has to our biblical knowledge of the I ·raelites is a wide question, that has several
pos ible an wers. Without entering on all the openings, l may here
tate "hat eem to me to be the most probable connection of all the
v nts, though I am quite aware that fresh discoveries might easily
alt r our views. It ' eems that either all the Israelites did not go into
hg pt or el.ea part returned and lived in the north of .Pa,lestine before
h' x du that we know, because we here find Merenptah defeating
I.Tc lite at about 1200 B. C. Of his conquest and of those of Rameses
III in I al iue there are no traces in the biblical accounts, the absence
of which indicate that the entry into Oanaan took place after 1160
B. C., h la ' t war of Rame es III. Then the period of the judges is
giv n in a triple record-(1) of the north, (2) of the east of Jordan, (3)
of Ephraim and the west; and these three accounts are quite distinct
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disciple among the gospel writers, cert.ainly wrote far later, when all
his ways had changed from the days of his fisher life on the Sea of
Galilee. Hence there appears no rival to the obvious position of Matthew as the first recorder of the sayings of his Master compiled in the .
Sermon on the Mount.
The leaf of Matthew's Gospel is of great interest in the literary history of the Gospels. Hitherto we have had no manuscripts older than
the second. great ecclesiastical settlement under Theodosius. Now we
have a piece two ages earlier-before the first settlement of things
under Constantine at the council of Nicrea. Here, in the middle of
the third century, we find that the beginning of the Gospel: the most
artificial, and probably the latest, part, tbe introductory genealogy and
account of the Nativity was exactly in its present form. This gives
us the greatest confidence that the Gospel as we have it dates from the
time of the great persecutions.
Such are some of the astonishing and far-reaching results that Egypt
has given us within three years past,. AU the most important ages of
history seem to suddenly stand out with a vividness and clearness
whieh has hardly any parallel in the history of discovery. What may
not tllree years more show us,
DENDER.A., KENA, CAIRO, EGYPT.

A STUDY FROM THE OM.A.HA TRIBE: THE IMPORT OF
THE TOTEM. 1

By

ALICE

C.

FLETCHER,2

Peabody Museum, Hm·vard University, Cambridge, Mass.

J n this study of the significance of the Omaha totem, the aim will be
to set forth, as clearly as possible, :first, what these Indians believed
c011cerning their totems, and, secondly, what these totems stood for in
the tribal structure.
There will be no attempt in this paper to treat the subject of totems
in a world sense. The experience of many years of research within a
limited area has shown the writer that close, careful studies of the
various tribes and races of the two hemispheres are as yet too few to
afford sufficient evidence for a final summing up from which to deduce
points held in common, or the equally important lin,es of divergence,
found in tlte beliefs and customs involved in the use of totems.
It is proper to call attention at the outset to a few of the perplexities
of a research at first hand in a matter as recondite as that under consideration. There is the difficulty of adjusting one's own mental attitude, of preventing one's own mental atmosphere from deflecting and
distorting the image of the Indian's thought. The fact that the implications of the totem are so rooted in the Indian's mentality that he is
unconscious of any strangeness in them, and is unable to discuss them
objectively, constitutes a grave obstacle to be overcome. Explanations
of his beliefs, customs, alld practices have to be sought by indirect
rather ban by rlirect methods, have to be eliminated from a tangle of
contradiction and verified by the careful noting of the many little
unco11 ciou act· and sayings of the people, which let in a flood of
light, revealing the Indian'. mode of thought, and disclosing its underlying idea . By the slow processes, with the analysis of bis songs,
ritual', aud cerernonie we can at la t come upon bis beliefs concerning
nature and life, and it i upon these that the totem is based.
1

The vowels in the Indian words have the continental sound. n is the nasal n ·
..
..
'
P --' a sound b tweeu b ancl p; t = a sonncl between d and t; z = a sound between
z and th; th - th in thither; dh = tb in the; h=the German sound of ch as in
hach; {'{ = e in met.
-i
pap r read before the section of anthropology of the American Association for
the Advancrment of Scienc<', at the D troit meeting, August, 1897.
s 97--37
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and life. Tliis belief was complex and involved two prominent ideas:
First, that all thi11gs, animate and inanimate, were permeated by a common life, and second, that this life could not be broken, but was continuous.
The common lije.--The idea of a common life was in its turn complex,
but its dominating force was conceived to be that which man recognized
within himself as will power. This power which could make or bring
to pass he named Wa-kon'-da.
The question arises, Did the Omaha regard Wa-kon'-da as a supreme
being, Tliere is no evidence that he did so regard the power represented by that word, nor is there any intimation that he had ever con·
ceived of a single great ruling spirit.
Anthroponwrphism.-Tbe word Wa-kon'-da appears to have expressed
the Indian's conception of immanent life, manifest in all things. Growing out of this conception was a kind of anthropomorphism; the characteristim, of man were projected upon all nature; the Rock, in the.
rituals, was addressed as "Aged One!" sitting with "furrowed brow"
and "wrinkled loins;" the Tree Jived a double life in the Indian's fancy,
as did the Water, the Fire, the Winds, aud the Animals. This duality
can be recognized in mytb.s, in legends, in rituals, and in the paraphernalia of ceremonies, in which there is a constant confusion of the
external aspect and· the anthropomorphic co11ception. All things were
dh,tinct from man, but in the subtle bond of a common life, embodying
the idea of will, or directive energy, they were akin to him, and could
lend him the aid of their special powers, even as he could help or hinder
his fellow-men.
Will power:.-We ·trace the Omaha's estimate of his own will power
in the act called Wa-zhin'-dhe-dhe (wa-zhin, directive energy; dhe-dhe,
to send), in which, through the singing of certain songs, strength could
be sent to the absent warrior in the stress of battle, or thought and
will be projected to help a friend win a game or a race, or even so to
influence the mind of a man as to affect its receptivity of the supernatural. .A.side from the individual practice of this power there was,
so to speak, a collective energy exercised by the Hon'-he-wa-chi society
in the act of vVa-zhin/-a-gdbe (wa-zhin, directive energy; a-gdhe, to
place upon), where the members so fixed their will upon an obnoxious
person as to isolate him from all helpful relations with men aud animals
and leave him to die. .A similar c1,bility to aid or to injure was imputed
to the elements and all natural forms. 'fhe Winds could bring health
to man; the ... tone in ure him long life; the Elk could endow the pur,·u d with speed, and the Ilawk make the warrior sure to fall upon his
nemy. But it i to be noticed that, while man's own will wa believed
to a ·t dire ·tly, without intervening instrumentality upon his fellows,
th , uppl me11tiug of man power by tlJe el ments and the animal
tainable only after an appeal to Wa-kon'-da in the rite of the
vi ion.
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The appeal.-Tbe prayer, which formed a part of the rite of the vision,
was called Wa-kon'-da gi-kon. Gi gi-kon' is to weep from lo.ss, as that
of kindred; the prefix '' gi" indicates possession. Gi-kon is to weep
from wautof something not possessed, from conscious insufficieucy, anfl
the longing for something that could bring happiness or prosperity.
The words of the prayer, "wa-kon'-da dhe-dhu wal_i-pa'-dhin a-ton' •he,''
literally rendered, are "wa-lion'-da," "here needy I stand." (A-ton-he is
in the third person and implies the first, as "be stands/' and "I am
be," a form of speech used to indicate humility. ) While this prayer has
been combined with many rites and acts, its inherent unity of name
and words bas been preserved through generations of varied experience
and social development of the people. 1
Wa-kon'-da was a vague entity to the Omaha, but the anthropomorphic coloring was not lacking in the general conceptiou. The prayer
voiced man's ever-present consciousness of dependence, was a craving
.for help, and implied a belief in some mysterious power able to understand and respond to his appeal. The response came in a dream, or
trance, wherein an appearance spoke to the man, thus initiating a relation between them, which was not established until the man, by his
own effort, ·had procured a symbol of his visitant, which might be a
feather of the bird, a tuft of hair from the animal, a black ·stone, or a
translucent pebble. This memento or totem was never an object of
wor 'hip; it w s the man's credential, the fragment, to connect its pos·e: ' Or with the potentiality of the whole pecies repre enteu by the
form ,•een in his vision, and through which the man'· strength wa to
be r nforced and di a ter averted.
Basi of the e:tfioaoy of the totem.-The efficacy of the totem was ba ed
upon th Omahas b lief in the continuity of life-a continuity which
Hot only link d th vi ibl to th invi ible a,nd bound the living to the
d ad, but which k pt unbroken the thread of life running through all
hin · makin i imp ible for the part a11d th enti.r ty to be di a .- ·iate L
hn ne man could gai u p w r over another by obtaining
lo ·k f hi. h ir , hi ·h br ught th man him lf under 1 i i11fluenc •
I II t h · r m nv f th fir t •utting of the ·b.ild' hair th
r dl k
wl1i ·h w . iv n t th · bun 1 r g d ph · d the hfo f h cbil in the
k · 'l in ,,. f t h
cl. .A ain wh n a mau <l •ath had en pr diet Y J11 • rrit cl
h · fu nr
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THE OMAHA TRIBAL CIRCLE, OR HU'-DHU-GA.

Ton'-won-gdbon, or gentfls:
6. Mon 1-clhin-ka-ga-M.
fo-ke' -tha-be .
7. Te-thin'-de.
8. Ta-pa' .
Hon'-g'.l.
9. In-gclhe 1-zhi-cl1\.
Dha'-ta-da.
10. In-shta1-thun-cla.
Kon'-ze,

1. We-zhin-shtl\.

2.
3.
4.
5.

A. Th e Sacred T ent of War .
.B. Tent of the Sacred White Buffalo Skin.
C. Tent of the Sacred Pole.

TOTEMIC CUT OF THE OMAHA BOYS' HAIR.

(The nnmbers refer to the genteii as marked on the tribal circle, or Hn 1-'1hu-ga.
The letters to subgentes.)
No.1 iB typi al of the b ad and tail of the elk. No. 2 symbolizes th heatl, tail, and horn s of the
buffalo.
o. 2et-the hildr n of this subgens and those of the Ni-ni'-ba-ton subge11s of other gentes
baY thi,ir hair cut alik ; the locks on a b side of the bared crown indicate the horns of the buffalo .
. 3 r presents the line of the buffalo'1:1 back as seen against th e sky. No. 4b stands for the h ead of
th bear.
•o. 4c figur s th bead, tail, and hocly of small birds.
o. 4d, the bare head, r presents the
h II of th t11rtle; and the tufts, the h ad, feet, 1tnd tail of the animal. No. 4.e pictures the h ead,
wiugs,andtailoftlie arrle. No.5 symboliz sth fourpointsofthe ompassconnectedbycross lines;
th c ntra\ tuft points to th z nith. No. 6 represents th shaggy side of tbe wolf. No. 7 irnlicates
th horns antl tail of the buffalo. No. 8 stands for the head antl tail of the deer. No.!) iihows the bead,
tail, and knobs uf the growing horn of tba buffalo calf.
o.10 symbolizes reptile teeth. Th e children
of this gens sometimes have the hair shaved off iio as to represtint the hairless body of enakes.
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to themselves the living corn. In the ritual sung over the Sacred
Buffalo Hide prior to the hunt the same idea is present-that in the
continuity of life the part is ever connected with the whole, and that
the Sacred Buffalo Hide was able to bring within reach the living
animal itself.
LfrnitaUon in totems.-The totem opened a means of communication
between man and the various agencies of his environment, ·b ut it could
11ot transcend the power of its particular species; consequently all
totems were not eq_ ually potent. Men who saw the Bear in their visions
were liable to be wounded in battle, as the bear was slow of movement,
clumsy and easily trapped, although a savage fighter when brought to
bay. Winged forms, such as the Eagle, having greater range of sight
than the creatures which traveled upon the ground, could bestow upon
the men to whom they came in the dream the gift of looking into the
future and foretelling coming events. Thunder gave the ability to control the elements and the authority to conduct certain religious rites.
De~pite the advantages to be derived from the possession of certain
totems, the inculcations given when the youth was instructed in the
rite of the vision, and taught the prayer he was to sing, forbade him
to ask for any special gift or the sight of any particular thing. He was
simply to wait without fear and to accept without question whatever
Wa-kon'-da might vouchsafe to send him. No man was able .to choose
bis personal totem, but it was the general belief of the people that the
powerful animals and agencies were apt to be drawn toward those who
possessed natural gifts of 'mind and strength of will.
Nature of the totems.-The totems of t];ie Omahas referred to animalsthe Bear, the Buffalo, the Deer, the Birds, the Turtle, and Reptiles; to
the Corn; to the elements-the Winds, the Earth, the Water, and Thunder. There was nothing- among them which i11 any way represented the
human family, nor was there any trace of ancestor worship. The relation between the man and his totem did not lie along the line of natural
kinship, but rested upon the peculiarities in his theory of nature, in
which the will and ability to bring to pass, which he was conscious of
within himself, he projected upon the universe which encompassed him.
The rite of the vision was a dramatization of his ab traet ideas of life
and nature, and the totem wa the representation of the vision in a concrete form.
THE SOCIAL TOTEM .A.ND WIT.AT

rr

STOOD FOR IN TIIE TRIBE.

e have thus far een the influence of the totem upon t,h e individual.
We are now to trace it as exerted upon groups of people, in the Religious , ocieties, in the 'I'on'-won-gdhon or gen , and in the development
and organization of the tribe.
B eligiou8 societies.-The totem' implest form of social action wa
in the Religiou societie , whose structure wa,s ba ed upon the groupi11g
together of men who had received similar vision . Tho e who had een
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the Bear made up the Bear society; those to whom the Thunder or
. Water beings had come formed the Thunder or the Pebble society. The
membership came from every kinship group in the tribe. Blood relationship was ignored, the bond of union being a common right in a common
vision. These brotherhoods gradually developed a classified membership with i11itiatory rites, rituals, and officials set apart to conduct the
ceremonials.
The function of the totem in the societies was intermediate between
that of the individual totem and the totem in its final social office, where
it presided over an artificial structure, in which natural conditions were
in part overmled and the people inevitably bound together. In some
of the tribes of the linguistic group to which the Omahas belong, where
the political structure of the gens is apparently weak and undeveloped,
the Religious societies exist and are powerful in their organization.
This fact, wi~h other evidence which can not be detailed here owing to
its complex nature, together with tbe similarity traceable between the
rituals and ceremonies of these Religious societies and those incident
to the inauguration of gentile auu tribal officers, makes it seem probable that the training and experience derived from the working of these
earlier societies had taught the leaders among the Omahas and their
close cognates certain lessous iu organization, uy which they bad profited
during the formative period of the artificial social structure of the Ton'won-guhon or geniS.
The Ton'-won-gdhon.-The word Ton'-won-gdhon, means a place of
dwelliug , where kindred dwelt together. There were ten i'on'-wongdhon u'-zhu-dominaut, ruliug Ton'-won-gdlJOn, or gentes, in tlle
Omaha tribe. These geute practiced exogomy, au(l traced their de cent
only through the father. Each gen, bad its particular name, which
r ,ferr >d dir ctly or symbolically to its totem, which wa, kept in mind
by th' pra ·ti· of tabu. 'rb re wa al ·o a s t of uames peculiar to each
g n , all ha iug the am ret r n • , oue of whi •h wa,' be tow d upon
·h ·hild; an maha , O' utile nam ,, therefore, would at on ·e reveal
hi. kin,·hip rroup or r n ' , Thi , name wa proclaimed at th tiw of
h · ·r m n 'a t u ant upon h cutting of the first 1 ·k of hair.
ft r
lii · r •m 11 ' h
hild .· hair wa ut in a, fa:hion to ,· lllboliz th
111 of i · '•n,
n 1 a h pring until i wa ahout 7 y ar: of a '
hi. P · li~u- rimmi11 of h hair wa: r p at •cl. Th t •~l<'hing- f thi:
>hj · 1 -· u ,
f r
h d1ildr 11, wa: r, 11for · l b ' th ir
f h ,·p ·ial talrn f h ir
nt '·,
for it, vi lati n of bliucl.11 . •

Smithsonian Report, 1897 . - Fl etcher.
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might be at once recognized by their kindred, and not wander as they
passed into tJie spirit world .
. Office of the totem in the gens.-In the early struggle for existence the
advaRtages accruing from a perma11ent kinship group, both in resisting·
aggression and in seen.ring a food supply, could not fail to have been
perceived; and, if the people were to become homogeneous and the
practice of exogomy continue, some expedient must have been devised
by which permanent groups could be maintained and kinship lines be
defined. The common belief of the people, kept virile by the universal
practice of the rite of the vision, furnished. this expedient-a device
which could. be understood and. accepted by all-the concrete sign of
tbe vision, the totem of the leader, he whose abilities and prowess
evinced supernatural favor, and won for his followers success and plenty.
From a study of the rninutiffi of the customs and ceremonies within
the gens, it is apparent that their underlying purpose was to impress
upon the people the knowledge and the duties of kindred, and that one
of the most important of these duties was tbe maintenance of the union
of the gens . . This union of kindred. we find to have been guarded by
the agency of the totem . The name of the gens, the personal names of
its members, and the practice of tabu-obligatory upon all persons,
except the hereditary chiefs, while they were officiating in the gentile
rites pertaining to the totem-indicate a commou allegiance to a supernatural presence believed to preside over the gens by virtue of its
relation to the common ancestor. These rites did not imply ancestor
worship, but were a recognition of the special power represented by the
totem. We also find that the gentile totem and its rites did not interfere
with a man's freedom in seeking his personal totem, nor of his use ofit
when desiring help from the mysterious powers. The gentile totem
gave no immediate hold upon the supernatural, as did the individual
totem to its -possessor; outside the rites already referred to, it served
solely as a mark of kinship, and its connection with the supernatural
was manifest only i11 its punishment of the violation of tabu. Briefly
tated, the i11culcation of the gentile totem was that the individual
belonged to a definite kin hip group, from which be could never sever
himself without incurring supernatural punishment.
Social growth d 'pended upon the establishment_ of distinct groups,
and the one power adequate for the purpose was that which was
b 1ieved to be capable of enforcing the uniou of the people by supernaturally inflicted penaltie . The con tructive influence of the totem
i' appar nt in the unification of the Ton'-won-gdhon or gens, without
whi ·h the orga,nizatiou of the tribe would have been impossible.
The injlue11 ·e of the religious societies npon the gens.-ln the religious
oci ti th p ople were made familiar with the idea that a common
vi ' i u · uld er ate a ort of broth rbood. Thi fraternity was recogniz cl and xpr , d by tb obs rvauce of rite and ceremonie -in
which all th m mbet" took part- ettiug forth the peculiar·power of
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the totem. The influence of this training in the religious societies is
traceable in the structure of the gens, where the sign of a vision, the
totem, became the symbol of a bond between the people, augmenting
the natural tie of blood relationship in an exogomous group. We find
this training further operative in the establish-m ent of rites and ceremonies in honor of the gentile-totem, which bore a strong resemblance
to those already familiar to the people in the societies. In the gens the
hereditary chief was the priest, and this centralization of authority
tended to foster the political development of the gens.
Related totmns.-Oertain fixed habits of thought among the Omahas
growing out of their theories ·a nd beliefs concerning nature and lifeupon which the totem was based-present a curious mixture of abstractions and anthropomorphism, blended with practical observations of
nature. Thus, in the varied experiences of disintegration and coalescing during past gener..-1tious, composite gentes came into exi 'tence
through the supposed affinity of totems. Out of the ten Omaha genteR,
three only observe a single tabu; the other seven were co111posed of
subgroups, called Ton'-won-gdbon u-zhinga (u-zhinga, a small part),
each of which had its own special tabu, obligatory upon its own members only, and not upon the other subgroups of the gens. While there
was no common totem in a composite gens, the totems of the ubgroups
which formed such gens hatl a kind of natural relation to each other;
the objects they symbolized were more or less affiliated in the natural
world, a , for example, in the Mon' -dhin-ka-ga-Zl,e gen (the earth makers),
where the totems of the subgroups represented the earth, the tone,
and the animal that lived in holes in the ground, a the wolf.
The r lation between the totem of composite gente i not always
pat nt; it frequently exi ts because of fancied resemblance : or from a
ubtl a ociation growing out of conditions which have sequence in
the Indian mind, although di ·connected, and at variance with our own
ob rvati n ancl r a on.
The t t m. in the triba,l organization.-The families within a gen
pi h d h ir t nt iu a parti ·ular ord r or form, which wa that of a
n • rly mpl t ir l
n op ning being left a an entrauc way into
h incl • d .·p · .
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entrance camped· the We'zhin-shte-a symbolic name probably meaning the representatives of anger. The We'-zhin-shte were Elk people,
haviug iu charge the Sacred Tent of War, in wLich the worship of
Thunder, as well as all rites pertaining to war, of which Thunder was
tLe god, took place.
It would lead too far afield to follow at great length the interrelations of the gentes; or the dominance of position and leadership in
tribal rites and ceremonies conceded to certain geutes; or to indicate
the scars left upon the Hu'-dbu-ga by the br~aking away of groups of
kindre<l; or the devices used to keep intact an ancient form and order.
The point to be borne in mind is, that the position of the gentes in the
tribe, and the interlacing of their functions, were regulated by the
ascription of different powers to their totems; and that the unification
and strengthening of the tribal structure, as in the unification and
strengthening of the gens, depended upon the restraining fear of supernatural punishment by the totemic powers.
In this rapid review of Omaha beliefs and customs connected with
the totem, many observances have not even been mentioned, and of
those indicated the details have had to be omitted in order to keep
strictly within the limits of our subject, but the fundamental ideas
which have been briefly considered will be found to underlie all rites
a nd ceremonies within the tribe.
Linguistic evidence as to the totem.- We turn now to the language for
further evidence as to the import of the totem.
The name of the concrete sign of the vision is Wa-hu'-be, a sacred
thing. The word is applied to sacred objects other than the totem,
such as the sacred pole, the sacred tents, the sacred tribal pipes, etc.
The name of a religious society always included the name of the
manifestation of the vision of its members. For instance, the Bear
society was called Wa-tha'be i'-dha-e-dhe-literally rendered, the
Bear with or by compas. ion-that is, those upon whom the Bear had
compa sion. l'-dha-e-dhe implies that this compassion, this pity, was
arou ed by a human being making a personal appeal, either by his
de titute appearance or the moving character of his supplication.
U age forbad the application of this word to any emotion excited by
animal life; it could only express a feeli11g between man and man, or
between man aud the manifestation of Wa-li.on'-da. It did not repre. 11t an ab tract idea, as of a virtue, but a feeling awakened by direct
coutact with need.. Iu the prayer already cited as a part of the rite of
tlie vi ion, the man make a direct appeal to Wa-kon'-da ("Wa-konda!
here need.y I stand"), and. reference to this act is made in the employ:
ment of the word. i'dha-e-dbe in the term designating the Religious
ocieties.
The name of a gens indicated its totem, or the characteristic of the
group of totems in a composite gen . When the people of a gens were
poken of in reference to their totem, the word i'-11i-ka-shi-ki-dbe was
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used immediatelyfollowingtbat of the totem. }'or instance, the Thunder
people-the In~shta-thun-da gens-were called In-gdhan-i'-ni-ka-shi-kidhe-in-gdhan', thunder; i'-ni-ka-shi-ki dhe is a composite word, meaning, they make themselves a people with-that is, with thunder they
make themselves or become a people. The We'-zhin-shte gens, the Elk
people, were called On-pon-i'-ni-ka-shi-ki-dbe-on-pon elk-with the
Elk they make themselves
people. 1'he word i'-ui-ka-shi-ki-dhe
clearly indicates the constructive character of the totem in the gens.
The set of names which belonged to each gens referred to the sign or
totem of a family group. These names were called ni'-ki-e, spoken by
a chief, or originated by a chief. The word ni'-ki-e point,s to the formative period when means were being devised to transform the family
into a distinct political group; it argues a central authority, a man~ a
chief. The individual names which he bestowed allude solely to the
power behind the chief, the ~anifestation of his vision represented by
his totem, in the favor of which he and his kindred bad made themselves a people, i'-ui-ka-shi-ki-dbe.
The Osage equivalent of the Omaha word i'-ni-ka-shi-ki-dbe is zho'iga-ra, meaning associated witll. The Otoe word used for the same
purpose is ki'-gra-jhe, they call them elves.
The word for tribe, u-ki'-te, when used as a verb, means to fight, to
war against outside .enemies, indicating that the need of mutual help
impelled the variou !f'on/-won-gdhon (ge11tes) to band together for selfpre ervatio11; but the order of their grouping was, as we have seen,
controlled by their totems.
·u,mmary.-Iu the word for tribe, in the formation of the gens within
tbe trib , and in th rite which brought the individual into what be
b liev _.d to be direct commuui •ation with Wa-fon'-da, we trace the working f m n con ·ciou ne.' of in curity and dependence, aud ee bi
,•troggl t compreh ll(l hi environment, and to briug him elf into
h lpful relation ,• with th ·uperna.tural. And we find in thi tudy f
th
maha tot m th t whil tlte elem nt , the animal , and th fruit
f th
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A NEW GROUP OF STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM THE SOUTHERN SHORES OF LAKE MICHIGAN.

By Dr. W. A.

PHILLIPS,

Evanston, Ill.

INTRODUCTORY.

The first long chapter in the history of bumau effort and progress is
writteu j 11 stone, and more especially iu tbe simple forms of implements
shaped by fracture of brittle stone. Our knowledge of these earlier
phases of human activity would be very meager save for the fiwt that
tbe ruder peoples of to-day are found practicing similar forms of art.
Observations amoug these peoples give us a multitude of clues as to
the first steps iu culture, while survivals of primitive processes iu some
of our modern trades have afforded no little aid. Experimental shaping, tbongh rarely taken up seriously, has also proved a fruitful source
of information, and a fuller knowledge of the properties of the varieties
of stone has led to the better appreciation of ·the varied phenomena of
the stouc- haping arts. The body of information secured through all
of the~e sources is f'urtber enforced by recent studies oftbe refuse of our
native American shop sites. The careful analysis of the stone-flaking
art by Profe , or Holmes has done much to place the whole subject on a
eientific footin°·. 1 llis work, however, has dealt more especially with
the great family of implements of "leaf-blade" genesis, while those
shaped more directly from flakes have received less attention, and it is
with the purpoHe of developing more fully tllis branch of the subject
that the pre ent ,•tudy iR undertaken. Both shop refuse and the
cle::-ig11e<l product of' the flaking art are abu11<lantly represented in the
r.- 0 ·ion about the so nth we t shore of Lake Michigan, though the imple111e11t arc not good exa,mples of aboriginal skill in shaping because of
th ab euce of mineral:-; ('specially ·uited to flaking.
Before pa , iug to tlie con ~ideration of the shaped - tone products of
tlii section the character of tlie ground and the manner of occurrence
of the materials employed require a brief d escription.
:The region stuclierl.-Tbe region studied begins in uorthern Cook
County, Ill., and continue outhward iuto Indiana. It is a succession
1
W. JI. Ilolmes, Natnrnl History of Flaked Stone Implements, Memoirs of the
'ongr ss of Anthropology, 1893, page 122.
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stages of the flaking work. This material was placed in the museum
of the Northwestern University at Evanston and was arranged in a
series, beginning with the water-worn pebble from tbe beach and ending
with the nearly completed but broken implement. 1
The present study is limited to a heretofore unnoticed group of
flaked products, which differ wholly from those of flint and chert, and
111uch time has been given to their collection and separation from other
a] lied phenomena.
For a part of the material here described I am indebted to Mr. F.
H. Lyman, of Kenosha, who has been familiar with the sites of flaking
for man'y years. For eooperation in collecting the refuse I wish especially to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. W. 0. Wyman and Mr.
E. F. Wyman, of Evanston.
THE '.l'R.A.P FLAKE SERIES.

The district between Waukegan and Kenosha, bordering the lake,
and more especially certain sites about the village of Benton, furnish
a numerous serie8 of shop products in trap rock, comprising flaked cobb1estoues, flakes, and specialized forms.
The total amount of this material from a number of sites was collected for examination. All fol'ms were gathered with equal care, in
order that the l'elative proportion of waste and. designed products might
be compared. The amount of such material is not great when compared
with the refuse of flaking in quarries, and it is doubtful whether the
use of iutra.ctable rock like trap would uuder any circumstances have
given ri ' e to extensive quarrying. A few well-defined shops were found
near the beach where the refuse of shaping trap cobblestones is mixed
with camp- ite remains.
Thirty-two 8ites located along the sand ridges which extend northward through the marsh from Benton Station to the Wiscorrniu State
line, a distance of 5 miles, have contributed material. All of the sites
are mall, aud marked usually by one hearth. In places they occur at
int rval of a few hundred feet. The most productive in trap refuse
were chosen for collecting. In addition to material found on the camp
ite,, I have included in my studies local collections furnishing specialized form obtained by others on these sites.
The material.-The trap rock occurs throughout the region in the
hape of cobblestone , varying greatly in size. In color, structure, and
compo ition it is fairly uniform when examiued by ordinary methods;
commonly late blue or gray when weathered; compact, crystalline, and
tin ly granular, giving _a lightly uneven fracture. There is nothing
remarkable either in it.-: weight or hardness.
Subjected to light blow it readily yield a white powder, as it does
also to friction. It is, however, the power of resistance to fracture
1

Report of Curator, museum,

T

orthwestern

ni versity, 1884.
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under repeated blows that especially distinguishes this rock-a quality
that made it the favorite material for hammer stones throughout the
region. Tough, and merely battereu by ordinary hammering, it is
still capable of flaking under heavy blows, and with a characteristic
effect wben certain conditions of the m;;tss worked are present, large
and symmetrical flakes resulting. While the fracture is not as clean
cut as that produced in flaking flint and similar materials, it is nevertheless of the same general cbaracter. 1
The flaked cobblestones.-The mixed beach gravels east of the shaping
sites afford a supply of well-rounded cobblestones, those used averaging
perhaps 4 inches in diameter aud 1½ inches in thickness. The clay
bluffs west of the sites supply the same rock in angular masses, but
these are not represented in the refuse under consideration, though
many were carried to the camp sites for a variety of uses. The amount
of refuse of flaking varies with different sites. In some places a single
piece only has been flaked, while again as many as twenty or thirty
must have been worked up. Occasionally a group of four or five wellselected cobbles occurs in counection with small quantities of refuse,
as if a part only of the stock gathered had been worked up. The number of flakes removed from a single stone was never great. Many
blows were struck without producing flakes, the point subjected to
percussion exhibiting only a gray mark or depression where the urface crumbled under the s;hock. Such marks commouly occur ingly
or in groups at the u ual point of impact, but in cases extend quite
around the stone.
A uccessful blow, one producing the desired flake, is repre euted by
a notch iu th margin of the resultant facet from which light furrow,
and rid
radiate for a 'hort cli tance over the face of fracture. ( ee
Plat 1.) Th notch i often light gray or even white in fre h-looking
per u ·ion mark· u ·ually occur ingly, but in tance of
; th
n thr uot he, in n fa •et ar met witlJ . The fa ·et i omir ular or oval in outlin and often of con id rable iz , r a ·h4
h .'
a a, matt r of ur:e
iugl facet m tim
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occupies nearly the whole of one surface of the stone, while two or three
facets may occur within this space. Commonly where a flake has been
detached, whether of large or small size, further flaking bas not been
carried on in the same quarter, but bas been repeated at intervals of
about a fourth or a third or even half the distance around the stone.
Two and three faceted stones are about equally represented and comprise the greater part of the flaked cobblestones. (Plate I.) Those with
one facet are in fair proportion, while four and five faceted stones are
less numerous. A limited number have more than five facets. The
order of the letters a., b, c, dis the supposed order of flaking.
Halves of flaked cobblestones, mainly t.he result of fractures running
through the. shorter diameter, occur in the proportion of one to every
four or five of the uubroken specimeus; in extent of flaking, as in other
cliaracters, they usua1ly correspond with the stones just described.
Other broken products, in a variety of forms, represented in the refuse
by split or shattered portious of the faceted stones, by large inner flakes
and by fractured outer flakes, suggest that some cobblestones have
been wholly reduced to flakes and splinters. (Plate I, fig·. 8.) 'l'hese
products are limited in number, and are not easily separated from the
flakes proper. An idea of their relative frequency is gained only from
the occurrence of similar results in experimental flaking when attempts
are made to secure from a single stone all possible outer flakes.
The flaJces.-Ou the various sites studied the flakes are much more
numerous than the other trap products, and the excess of outer flakes is
particularly noticeable. In most cases the smooth convex surface of the
original stone forms one entire side of the flake, while a less convex and
rougher surface, showing the characteristic fracture of the rock, forms
the opposite side. The two surfaces meet in a continuous edge extendiug around the flake. The thicker end or margin is marked by a
percus ion notch in .the edge, like that found in the nucleus facet, or
flake bed, and by similar furrows radiating from it for a short distance
over the face of the fracture.
Beyond the radiating furrows, and nearer the opposite margin, the
greate t convexity of the face of fracture occurs and e~tends across the
flake in a curve having its center iu the notch. The degree of convexity of thi face depends upon the lengtl1 of the flake; the greater the
length the nearer the approach to a plane surface; a concave flake is
rarely met with. The waterworn face has Hs greatest convexity .near
the margin that received the blow, to which it descends more abruptly
for about one-third of the circumference; the remaining two-thirds
pr ent an edge like that of a knife, the surfaces meeting acutely. The
eage doe not lie wholly in one plane, but approaches nearly that position; although apparently sharp, it is uneven to the touch. The main
characteri tic of the flakes are easily made out in the photographs and
drawing' p:-e ented.
Of' the irregular flakes the greater number are also from the outside
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are direeted obliquely to the plaue of the\ ~dge the modification is generally in that part of tLe circumference Pnear the percussion notcli,
where the edge is like that of a half sphere. The oblique strire run
into the rough surface of the flake, as shown in Plate III, fig. 7.
Of the 228 specimens studied, 166 have the edge altered by chipping
incident to use. Few or many chips have been broken from the edge,
and commonly from what was its sharpest portion. Besides the chipping, an added Joss is seen, in such cases, in the rounding off and often
in the polishing of angles or prominences of the edge, whether of the
original flake ot where it has been altered by the chipping. In some
specimens the facets left by chipping are of different ages; some are
little worn where they meet the edge of the flake, while others are
almost obliterated. Chipping of the edge is apt to be most marked in
heavy flakes, and especially in those having well-developed marks of
use. Occasionally the chipping has worked a notch in the edge to
which most of the wear is limited. Where the chipping is greatly
developed the edge is roughly blunted, presenting a battered appearance. The chipping here referred to is the result of use. and is not
designed.
The simple rounded, often polished edge, is present in some part of
the circumference of 211 out of the 228 specimens examined. The
rounding is often the only modification of the edge. (Plate III, fig. 6.)
The abrasion in cases extends over chipped portions and irregularities.
Modifications of the face of fracture in the nature of smoothly worn
and striated portions, distinct from chang·es incident to wear at the
edge, occur in 87 flakes. (Plate III, figs. 3 and 4.) These vary from a
sligllt reduction of the roughness of the stone to a marked grinding of
the whole surface. Tl.le middle of the face is always more worn than
parts nearer the circumfere11ce. Strim are usually short, but some
extend nearly the length of the flake and cross others at various
angles. Sometime a groove is worn in the face of the stone correspondino- in direction with the greater number of scratcl1es. All save 9 of
the 87 specimen show -triation. In these 9 only the more prominent
irregularitie have been touched by the grinding·. In a few cases the
tri,, are arranged in broken circle aronnd the center of the flake and
more or les concentric. indicating a circular movement of the stone
in u e.
The changes thus described are readily distiuguishe<l from changes
produ ed by natural agencie , chemical or mechanical. Wear produced
l>y water and ice action i of a totally distinct nature, and alterations
of the surface by decay opernte alike on all surfaces, giving no hint of
tl, p cialization which 'Orne about through use.
e illiistrated.-Tlrn trap flake was used h1 variou8 ways, some of
wbi ·h are.mu trated in Plate V. As a scraper, a, it was held perpen<licul rly to the nrface op rated upou, or approximately so, and moved
dir ction indicated by the arrow; with downward pressure the
' l 97--' ~
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rounding and striation of the edge could. he produced· an oblique
movemeut would produce the oblique striations. 1
In the operation represented in b tbe flake is held obliquely and the
edge is pushed forward, with its fractured face directed downward
toward the surface treated, as indicated by the arrow. This operation
is not unlike that of planing, and accouu ts for modifications in which
striations run over the rough surface of the flake, which was generally
beneath. The divergence of the strim from the line of the long axi of
the flake coincides with the 11atural outward tendency of the movement, and with the theory that the operator was right-lia11ded. Flakes
modified in this way are usually characterized by a rounued upper eml,
making them convenient for holding in the palm of the hand. The
results of incising wood and leather, and. especially of incising with a
sawing motion, were the same. Ohoppint! and grindin°· gave characteristic results.
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ordinary elaborated edge tools of the vicinity. The simplest altera.t ion
is found in the resllarpeued edge of flakes wllich have seen service.
The result is clearly apparent when produced by slanting blows near
the edge from one side only, a result not readily duplicated by any of
the acts of utilization, such as chopping, scraping, etc. The large flake
(a, Plate IV) illustrates the effect of designed flaking, and (b) the :flaking caused by chopping, both results being easily verified by experiment.
Another example of the flaked edge, not, liowever, the result of slanting blows, is found in the used scraper (Plate III, g). This specimen
is sllown principally because of its well-marked striations . . A scraping
edge shaped by flaking is not common, and is never as sharp or uniform
as the natural edge, although more durable for rough usage.
Hatchet sluipes.-A very common form of implement in this region is
a notched flake (Plate VI) resembling a hatchet. The uotches are
worked in tlie lateral edge of the flake nearer its thicker end. Sometimes their presence is indicated by a slight battering of the edge only,
uut for the most part they are deeply flaked from both sides, the
roughuess of the cleft being reduced by a few bruising blows. The
thinner margin of the flake is the edge of the implement and is freque11tly grouud on the rough side, but to a ruoderate extent only.
'l'bree inches may be given as an average length of these objects. They
were probably used chiefly for scraping and incising, as the ruarks of
use correspond to those of the unspecialized flakes which have been
so used.
The notched. forms pass by degrees into others, showing more extensive alterations of the natural outline. The notches are enlarged by
flaking and bruising until ouly the thick and thin portions of the
cireumference remain unchanged. This completes the elaboration
of form for a large proportion of the series; but bruising of the thick
end into a rounded head or poll and grinding of the thin edge have
occa ionally produced still more finished implements. Many examples
recall the familiar chopping knife of the modern kitchen, while specimens having a greater leugtll and relatively less width are well suited
for u ·e in the hand without hafting. Many may be described as broad
hatchets with a flaring edge, and these pass into the narrower and
rnor conventional sbapes.
Celt shapes.-A more uniform reduction of the siues of the implement
l1a~ produced a well-represented eries that may well he classed with
· lt (Plate VII). In tead of concave lateral outlines, the sides are
approximately straight. The edge of the tool remainR unmodified., or
i ' r du · d to a traighter line and greater thickness by grinding. The
oppo ite nd j b~untly pointed or rounded.
Th original percu ion notch,orthe lines radiating from it,, can usually
be di covered at the ide rather than at the head of the implemeut, the
long a,·i · of which corresponds to the width of the :flake. In cases
wh 'r l>oth the. 11otch and lines ha,ve been obliterated, tile cmve of the
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couvex surfaces, as shown iu the characteristic profile of the flake, also
serves to locate the point at which t he initial blow fell.
Grinding has served more in this class of implements than iu otllers
as a method of shaping. It was applied to the edge of the rough s urface for a space of half an inch on the average, and at such an augle as
to remove a considerable portion of the thin, uatural edge. At the same
time it served to bring the edge more exactly into the plane of the
implement.
The waterworn surface was rarely treated, as grinding, even iu ligut
amount' on the convex side, would carry the edge farther from tu e
median plane of the implement.
The functions of these celt forms, as indicated by worn edges, were
tl.te same as those of the simple flak es. A length of 3½inches may b
taken as an average for these implements.

a
FIG. 1.

are kE3tched withiu tll
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obtained from the sites amounts to twenty-nine only, including all
partly flaked forms which may be recognized as such. About twelve
halves may be added to these; halves ·of used implements are not
included.
Although limited in number, there are sufficient rejects to show that
flakes have been discarded at all stages of shaping.' The beginnings
of designed forms appear in the single roughly flaked notch or in the
roughing out of one side by slanting blows. In such examples the
cause of rejection is apparently often to be found in too great a loss
of the edge at a point probably designed to remain unaltered. Transverse and oblique fractures have also in some cases been the cause of
failure, dividing the unfinished implement at the narrow portion or
notch or detaching the smaller end of the partly flaked celt. Some
rejections have resulted from attempts to bring the desired edge into
proper alignment by flaking rather than by the more usual and slower
method of grinding.
In Plate VIII the forms which are intermediate between the blank
flake and the final product are presented as instances of' partial elaboration. The simple flake is the first term of the series, its blade characters having reached their full development with one effectual flaking
blow upon a waterworn stone. The unbroken cobblestone and the
nucleus precede the flake in the series presented.
Designed slurping of the oobblestone.-Specimens are not wanting with
which to arrange a series of flaked cobblestones corresponding to the
Piny Branch rejectage series I and series from other shops in the United
States where pebbles and bowlders have been flaked into blank blades.
Some of the cobblestones have the characters of the one-faced turtle
back or reject, and additional trimming and straightening of the edge
i seen in a limited number of specimens. Twenty-six rejects and
eleven halves and fragments constitute the total number of specimens
intermediate between the faceted stones described above and the celt
form.
Ju t how many of the :flaked cobblestones of the refuse were designed
originally to pas into some of these more advanced forms and proved
to be failure before as urning their intended characters, is a question
that can not be definitely answered.
The working out of the celt outline (J; Plate IX) may be considered
to b gin with c·, Plate II, and to be well advanced in d and e, Plate IX,
which ar the only forms of the particular kind in all the refuse. The
fin, I form i al o one of three examples appearing in local colleci n . t i difficult to ay whether the evidences of grinding, seen in
d e, an 1 /, Plate I , ar due to intentional haping or to the effects
of n e. l • l< king of both , ides of the cobblestone is poorly represented.
folly d elop d leaf blade, with a ~ harp edge all around, is, from the
1

Am ·rican Antiqnarian, ~·ovember, 1 96.
·w, Jl. Holme!:!,

itupl ments,'

"M::mufacture of pickecl-abraclcd stone
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nature of the material, not a possible outcome of tlrn process; a11d the
specimens shown ind and e, Plate IX, do not have the meaning in the
Benton refuse that exactly similar form s have been demonstrated to
have in the Piny Branch rejectage.
Tabitlated statement.-Tbe following table will aid in comparing the
various classes of trap products. It shows clearly tliat the flake was
much more extensively used than the nucleus.

I

Stones
tla,keu. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total number of cobblestones anrl forms
derived from cobblestones.
Stones described as nuclei (85.G per cent).

Stones corresponding to the nuclei, bearing marks of us .
se of edge .... . ............ ~ ........... .
se of surface . .. ....................... .
Finked stones subjected to special flaking
(shaping).
R dects corresponding to early generaliz d stages of shaping.
R ~ect of celt-like ontline .............. .
'ompleled lt form ........... .. ....... .
aed dge .......................... . ... .
Total number of u ed implements ..... .

I

j Flakes.

Tot.al number of tlakes and forms clo~/~
rived from flakes.
21B Outer and faceted onter flakes corresponding to the flakage of the stone8
descril,ed as rrnclci (80 .5 per cen t).
1
I Irregular tlakage, splinters , nnd spnwls \
of small size (19.5 per cent).
.
11 Large and medium-sized outer Jla.kes
benring marks of use (21.6 per cent).
3 Use of edge .. ... ........ ... ............ .
8 Use of surface ............. ... . .. . . . ... .
37
Flakes subjected to reshaping (8 per
cent).

250

847

22

211
87
8!J

27
7
( ?) 1

( ?) 1

12

Rejects of imperfect specializations .. :.
Completed specin Ii zation s ........ .... . .
Used edge (3.4 per cent) ....... ....... .
'l'otal nnmber of us d implements (25
perc·e111).
I

41
36
264
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about rightly proportioned, and as the collections represent a number
of sites this relation cau be relied upon as evidence that waste and
products are fairly accounted for. As already stated, the greatest care
was taken to collect all visible trap waste on the sites studied. Later
visits to the sites have yielded little additional material. The prevalence of outer flakes seems to indicate designed flake production rather
tllan the blocking out of blades, especially as it is associated with
general use and specialization of outer flakes. There are excellent
reasons for assigning nearly all flaked cobblestone nuclei to the undesigned waste, though there may be occasional instances of used and
shaped nucleL
1.11.ethods of shaping.-Thus far in tbe description of flaking operations direct percussion has been the method of working implied. In
the chert flaking of the region trap hammer stones have been used,
other stones rarely serving this function. Hundreds of sites yield trap
pebbles battered in portions of the circumference a11d associated with
chert flakes and rejects. That similar hammers may have served at
Benton in the :flaking of trap is possible; as elsewhere, they are present
in the mixed refuse of the Rites, but chert flakes and rejectage are likewise present. There is, however, a distin0tion to be drawn between
two classes of hammer stones on the Benton sites-a distinction which
might easily result from the different properties of the two materia,Is
flaked, the trap being only of rnedium hardness and remarkably tough;
the chert hard, but brittle. From the great number of trap hammers in
certain localities associated with chert refuse only, the incidental effect
upon the hammer in shaping that material is shown to be nearly consta11t, many light or moderate blows with the softer rock upon bard,
flinty angles having produced finely battered portions of its margin.
Distinct from these are a small number' of stones ou the Benton sites
which have been snbjectecl to few aud exceedingly bard blows, producing coarse ~nd irregular battering (PJate II, b). In size and shape
such ba,ttered stone were like tl1ose selected for flake making by the
aborigine .
E.xpel'iment8 in jlakin,r;.-Wirnn flaking is attempted experimentally
with frc•~h ,·tone from the beach, blows or suffident force to flake a
trap cobble to11e mar the trap hammer in precisely the same manner ,1,s
th rougher pecimeu of the refu e have been marred. The blow 11ee,'Hary to flake trap ma~hes a chert stone into innumerable pieces
whic·h have no res mblanC'e to flakes. Flaking of the hammer rarely
o ·cur,· in working chert experimentally, and from in-vestigations on
man ,•it ~ it is clear tllab it rarely occurred in aboriginal manufacture.
n ac·count of th force required in flaking trap bowlclers, it proved
to h a difficult matter to hold the stone which was to be flaked in the
band. Both l1ancl were nnmbed by repeated sbocks and often contu · d by glan ·i11g stroke , the perpendicular blow upon the edge permitting littlr chance of e cape for the fingers of either hand in case of
a llevia iu11 in dire ·tiuu 011 the part of the bammer. The rebound like-
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wise caused uncertainty of grasp. Thick gloves improved matters
somewhat, but flaking was seldom successful, and large flakes seemed
to be altogether impossible results. The failure by free-band methods
led to other experiments. The stone was made to stand on edge by
sinking it partly into compact sand or sod . The blow was then
directed upon one of the usual points chosen for flaking, the hammer
being held lightly, so that in case of a glancing blow it might be
allowed to leave the hand and Rtrike the ground at the side of the
tone operated upon. With this greater freedom of action it developed
that flakes were produced, but more often from the hammer than from
the stone truck. This resu_lt was made nearly constant by u~ing tb.e
maller or thinner stone as the hammer when a difference of weight or
thickness existed. Thus, without change in the operation other than
transferring the design of Raking from the stone 8truck to the stone
which gave the blow, choosing flaking points in its circumference
rather than in the circumference of the stone upon the ground, flakes
were ucce ·fully reproduced.
The three , ketches giveu in Plate X illustrate the operation arid the
manner of revolving the stone held in the band a,s successive flakes
w re made.
11 the forms of nuclei 1:1iml flakes characteristic of the Be11ton trap
refu e resulted from extended experiments, and more commouly from
the sto ne employed as the hammer. It wa observed that, unle fre h
ton often r placed those experimelltecl with, battering and fracture
carri cl hem beyond ommon effects found in the aboriginal refuse.
p cialization of the flakes was pursued far en ough to , bow tbat
th r wa littl difficnlty in applying the ordinary methods of baping,
th flake being held in the band and sla11ting blow from a hammer
t II deliver t1 alou it edge.
combination of flaking and battering
n pr dur cl the. de ireu outlines. Grinding with the rough surface
of flake a11d 11u ·l u facet oon gave the desired edge , the gdn<liurr
urfa · ', al ing 011 ·baracter, similar to those observed in the abradiug
tool hown in 1 lat III.
I L· n

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.
FLAKED COBBLESTONES.
(One-half 1w111:11 i:;i,,e.)

:ros. 1-7. Two and three-faceted stones of U,\"ernge size. The points snbje ted to
ulows are indi cated by the letters ab c cl, the order supposed for snccessive strokes
in e:u;h case . No . 4 pre1,ents a second facet on its opposite snrface. No. 8. Partly
1· stored five-faceted stone; stone red need to fl.aknge.
1. , ' tone s ubje ted to blows at two points, a. a111l b; flaking at ea.ch.
2. , 'tone ·u bjocted to blows ~Lt three points, ci b c; flaking a,t a and o; t h e nrnrk of
a blow at b withont :flaking.

3.

tone subjected to blows at four points, ab c d; :flaking at a and cl; mark
blows Mb all(l o without flaking.

of

4. ~tone snbjected to blows aL fonr poiuts, ab o d; c and ll irrogularly placed;
flaking at a a,nd b; ilakc at IJ rnnniug out on the opposite snrface; nwrk of
hlows nt o without flaking; marks of blows for some distance alo1w tl1e cirumfer n eat d, but witbont Daking.
5. to11e snbjcct d to blow at three points, ab c; yield illg flakes of fai.r siz in each
<"a e; o la t flake, running ont on previonsly Jlaked s urface; an example of the
imi r Jlak of the refuse; the remnant of the cobblestone is worn 11100th and
triated on th ilaked surface.

6. , 'tone subj ctrcl to blow at three points, ilakiug- in eac!J ase.
7. tone flak d at thre point ; irregular surface of fracture.
8. tone ubj ct cl to blow at fi v pointR, a' b' and ((, b o; flaking at all point ; ·tone
reclucecl to ilakn<re · r Jative order of ab o that of the l tt r ; o probabl
last blow, yiel<lin1r a fa eted inuer flake like c of -o. 5 aud de troyin" the
ton · a' b' small flake running out on the opposite urface and po. iblJ'
a t mpt at ilakio r pr viou to a b c.
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(See explanation of plate, opposite.)
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PLATE

SmithGonian Report, 1897 .-Phillips

I.,

FLAKED COBBLESTON ES FROM SHORES OF LAKE MICHIGAN, SHOWING PROGRESS IN MANIPULATI ON .

( ne-bal( actual size.)

II.

EXPLANATION O F PLATE Ill.
USED FLAKES.

(One-half actual size.)

Outer flakes of common sizes, showing various modifications of the edge and surface. The sketc hes show details more clearly .
1. Worn a.Il!l striated edge throughout th e greater part of the circumfer ence, but
lesser curves more worn. (Pl. V, fig. a.) Small portion of rough snrface
gronnd and striated.
2. Edge worn, chipped an(l striated for greater part of circumference ; <legree of
wear greater tlian in No. 1. Surface 11ot ground.
3. Eclge worn and chipped. Surface much ground and striated in broken circles.
(Right hand, Pl. V, fig. e.)
4. Edo-e worn and slightly chipped. Surface mncll ground and striated in straight
Jin l:H aero s t he flake. (Pl. V, fig. f.)
5. W oru a,n(l chipped edge. Surfac not grournl.
6. Edge worn without striations . (Pl. V, fig. c.)
7. Flake,l edo-e (possibly clesign cl) . Wear mainly of the character of grinding, the
striations running on to the surface. Right hand. (Pl. V, fig. b.)

Smithsonian Report, 1897.-Phillips.

PLATE

Ill.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV.
LARGE USED FLAKl<~S • .

(One-half actual size.)

1. Edge flaked (a designed alteration), much worn and blunted. Surface also mneb
worn by grinding.
• 2. Edge chipped and blunted from use only. Surface worn by grinding.
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(See explanation of nlate oooosite.)
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MANNER OF USING FLAKE IMPLEMENTS.
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SPECIALIZED FLAKES, ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE.

HATCHET-LIKE IMPLEMENTS,

"ti

r

Average specialized implements representing the usual degree of working, range of form, and size.
In every case the r everse side is a part of the waterworn surface of the original cobblestone. With
possibly two 13xceptions all haVb used edges.
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Celts made from flakes.

(One-half actual size.)

EXPLANATION OF PLAT E VIII.
PROGRESSIVE STAGRS OF SHAPING, BENTON FLAKR SERIES.

(One-half actual size.)

The cobblestone passes into the nucleus; the larger flakes by simple alterations o
the euge become specialized tools.
A. The cobblestone, natural state of material used; specimen from a Benton site,
one of a group of five similar stones, some of which had been flaked and marr
by blow .
Band B'. ucleus. Opposite sides of a faceted cobhlestone flaked from the usual
point . If flaked in the order of the letters a b c d the first points subjec
to blows yielded the small flakes a and b wl1ieh represent designed prodnc
but f..1.ilures to attain proper size for convenient use or further shaping, an
therefore rejects of implement making.
c A succe sful flake, the characteristic blank for the smaller notched implemen
c' Reject; discarded after one notch had been worked in the lateral edge.
11
0
Uo111pl te<l form having both notches ·worked and moderate degree of grindin
at the edge.
d A ucc ssful flake; the form commonly worked into a celt.
d' Reject; Jon

margins partly worked.

d'' J{ j ct similar to d'; edge also flaked iuto alignment, an unusual procedure.

d' 11

ompleted form; ides fintshed with moderate degree of battering; no grindin
in tbi
·as , a edae 1s strong and nearly in proper alignment with plane
1ruplew nt.

Sm ithsonia n Report, 1897.-Phillips.
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.A PRELIMINARY ACCOUNT OF ARCH.l.EOLOGICAL FIELD

WORK IN ARIZONA IN 1897. 1

By J.

WALTER FBWKES.

My field work in the summer of 1897 opened with an examination of
Kiutiel, a ruin about 25 miles north of Navajo, Arizona. Extensive
excavation~ were made at Four-Mile Ruin, near the town of Snow Flake,
south of Holbrook, and at Pinedale, not far from the northern border of
the Apache Heservatio11. A preliminary reconnoissance of the ruins of
Pueblo Viejo, on the Upper Gila south of the White Mountains, closed
the archreological work of the season.
I was accompanied tllronghout the summer by Dr. Walter Hough,
of the Natio11al Museum, and was joined at Four-Mile Ruin by Mr.
F. W. Hodge, of the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian lnstituti011. Both of these gentlemen rendered most valuable aid. and conti-ibutcd much to the success of the explorations.
I left Washington on the 17th of June: 1897, and returned on October 16th of tlle same year, being absent in the :field about tliree months.
Nearly a thousand a11cient objects were collected from the various
localities visited. As iu former years, the majority of the specimens
were mortuary pottery, but in addition to this 1naterial I brought back
many notes, photographs, and plans of rooms and ruins. A visit to
the Ilopi Indians, in August, enlarged my knowledge of their Snake
Dnnces.
OBJECT OF THE FIELJ) WORK IN 1897.

The primary aim of my explorations in the summer of 1897 was a
continuation of tlle work of previous summers, viz: To follow the migration of the southern families of the llopi, along the Little Colorado, and
it tributaries, to their sources in the White Mountains. In tlie preceding· um mer my work extended as far south as Chaves Pass and Winslow,
about 30 mile, from the latter town. The main result of that exploration wa th · <l termination of the southern extem;iou of a zone of
Tu , yan po tery. My first effort, in 1897, was to di ·cover the breadth
1
While thC' co t of this expedition was defrayed from t il e appropriation of the
Bureau of Ethnology of the, mithsonia,n Tnstitutio11, this preliminary acconnt seems
10 poss
su<"h popnlar intercHt that it ha,s heen dccme<1 desirable to give it ('arly
pnlili ·ation here.
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of this zone or ·to find its eastern limits. I therefore began work on
ruin iu as nearly as possible the same latitude as Wal pi, to deterrn i 11
the relation of its antiquities with those of Tusayan. It was found
expedient to choose the ruin called Kintiel for this study, which choice
took me into a region wit11 archrnological characters different from thos
on which I had formerly worked.
While the line of demarcation between the Hopi and Zuni zones o
ruins is not a sharp one, and ancient pottery of the one grades imperceptibly into that of the other, as might be expected, we can say that.
there are two parallel sections of country extend ing north and sout;h,
which are acllmologically different, separated by the boundary of N e'9'
Mexico and Arizona. In the Arizo11a section tllere is a marked architectural similarity of the ruins from the Colorado River to the Gila, and
a difference from the Zuni belt which .extends across New Mexico from
San Juan River, southward. The variations in the ceramic art of these
two sections, in prehistoric times, were not as marked as that between
the modern Hopi and Zuni, the survivors of the inhabitants of these
ancient pueblos. The plan of work in 1897, was to gather more data
than were hitherto available bearing on these differences.
KINTIEL AND NEIGHBORING RUINS.

A ruin which is designated. on many recent maps by the name Pueblo
Grancle i ituated about 25 miles north of Navajo, one of the small
tatio11s on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. Tbis rnin is called by the
.. av3:jo Indian , Kintiel (broad house), a11d is 011e of the large t iu Ne
Mexico or rizona. It i claimed by Zufii traditionalists a ~ a former
borne of ome of their ance tral clan .

1

'i •bth Au1111al I ·port of th• Bur a,11 of .\m •ri •an Ethnology.
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. . . umber of interments at this point were byno means so large as the size
of the puehlo Jed me to suspect they should have been.
The pottery exhumed from the cemeteries at Kintiel was very different from that of any ruin yet explored ne!:l,r the Hopi pueblos, and
resembled very closely in character and ornamentation, ceramic ware
from the ruins uear Zuui, wllich evidence substantiates the claill).ofthe
Zunis, that Kintiel was constructed by one of their clans or phratries.
A large proportion of the pottery belongs to the group called white,
with black decoration, and there were representatives of the group of
red ware, but the yellow ware, so characteristic of Tusayan, appears to
be almost wboll y absent. The pottery, as a rule, is coarsely made, and
the dee.oration, as a genera.I thing, simple. It is more closely related
to the Clift' House pottery of the San Juan River on the north and
Tulerosa Rnins to the south than to that of any ancient ruin from Moki
southward.
One needs but make a superficial comparison of the pottery of Kintiel with that of Sikyatki, or other Hopi ruins; to see how inferior it is
in character an d pecoration. This is true in more general comparisons,
for, with the exception of white pottery with black-line decoration, the
ancient Hopi ceramic ware is superior to ·auy other in our Southwest.
':rbe accompanying plates indicate the general character of the pictography of Kintiel.
A cairn, fi lled with stones and rock concretions, was found southeast
of the ruin Kintiel, not far from its outer wall. Of the many strange
shapes which the stones in this cairn assumed the most striking were
three stone fetiches, carved to resemble animals. There were likewise
a number of stone balls, some spherical, others of ovoid and cylindrical
shapes. A small, :flat, oval stone disk was likewise found in this collection.
In digging out the spring, from which no doubt the ancient people
of Kintiel derived their water supply, the resident trader found stone
ste ps i:i.till used in descending to the water. Tbe spring had been walled
in , and was protected from hostile invasion by its position inside the
old pueblo.
Taylor Spring is situated about 7 miles north of N avajo,1 on the road
from that, tatio11 to Kintiel, and near it there are two small ruins. These
ancient habitations are both reduced to low mou11ds, one of which is
cil'C'ular, the other rectangular; but neither shows any signs of walls
. tarnling above the surface of the ground. The former mound lies a
few hnndrecl feet north of the spring; the latter about a quarter of a
mile off tlle road in the same direction. Both of the 'e ruins are promi ing pla ·e: for , tudy, but I wa obliged to pa s them by with only a
cur or examine tion.
'lh r are ex1 n iv ruin n ar Tann er Spring, about 20 miles west
1In th,· im1111•<liM,
of ron iclcrabl, . i ... .;.

,!io-hhorhood of

av:~jo , 'p riug8 tlier • are ·everal rum

I

some
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of Kintiel, which, from reports, I should judge would repay systematic
study.
A ruin known by a Nav~jo Bame, Kinna Zinde, was photographed
aml described several years ago by Mr. Victor Mindele:ff. It lies a few
miles 11orth of Kintiel and, I should judge, is now in about the same
conditimt as at the time of his visit. A hurried examination showed
that it ·is a small, well-preserved ruin, walls of which still rise two
stories high witll many of the beams still in situ. An old ladder,1 or
rather the poles of one, with notches in which the rungs were formerly tied, has not been moved from its old place. From the scarcity of pottery shards about the foundation of Kinna Zinde, it would
appear that the house had not been inhabited many years when it was
abandoned. The base of tlie walls is slightly elevated above the neighboring plain, and when ee11 from one side, as shown in Mindeleff's
photograph, the ruin resembles a round tower. The walls on the opposite side from which his view was taken are rectangular, and there are
partition . in the inclo ·ure aR if this part was once divided into several
room ,·. There are evidences of at least two stories in the inclosures of
tlle walls. The character of the stone masonry is the same as that
of Kintiel, and there is no reason to doubt that it was built about the
·~nue time.
RUINS l-:;OUTII OF HOLBROOK NEAR PINEDALE AND SNOWFLAKE.

·hort distance ea t of Holbrook, Arizona, the Little Colorado River
' take a southea, terly coun;e, and 11ear this turn jt is joined by a, tributary, which rises i11 the foothills of the White Mountains almost due
·ontb of th ,iuuctiou. I was jnformed that there were several large
ruin on the bank· of thL' tributary, wlticll led me to extend my archreoJogi ·al re earch 111to this part of Arizona.
There ar evidence · of former o ·cu:-ation of the country immediately
about Holbrook, and , everal unbroken specimens of pottery and many
fragmeJJt: of the fine t ware have been collected within a mile of the
town. I wa , howev r, un, uc essful in a earch for ruin of any large
pu l>lo ill th n~i ·hborhood, and it would appear either that the aborigil1al d w llings in thi · locality were very mall, temporary haltino)11a · .. r migratory clan·, or con tructetl of such perishable material
tlrnt it ha left uo co1mue11 'tuate mounds to mark their former pre ence.
Eviden ' of o cupation by Indian were obtained from the top f
odruff Bu t , that promin nt mountain of pyramidal shape whi ·h
j
i iul frolfl Tiolbro k ju a outherly direction. Two beautiful ton
p nd 11t: in the form of bird , and an aucient pipe of white tone with
uum rou, turqnoi aud bell bead were fonnd on top of thi butt b
}fr.
bb, of I in dal .
tber object of Indian manufactur ar
1

'lbi . la,lcfor wa men ion d by Mr. :F. H. 'n hin(l', who visited Kinna Zincle

y ars ago .

,. r. l

Smithsonian Report, 1897.-F ewkes.
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known to me, from the summit of Woodruff Butte, but I have never
-v-isited the elevation, which is conspicuous for miles around.
Small ruins in the petrified forest I were examined, an<l yielded a
-:t=·ew interesting objrcts.
PINEDALE RUINS.

The settleme11 t called Pinedale i~ situated, as its name signifies,
among the pine trees, i11 a suutll v,tlley high up on tbe sides of tlie
footllills near tlie uortbern edge of the Apache Reservatiou. It lies ou
one of the tributaries of the Little C9lorado River, near its source, and
is approached by a rough road which branches from the Fort Apacbe
military road a few miles south of the settlement called Taylor.
, The largest of the ruins uear Piuedale is situated just beyond tue
town near an un finished (1897) stone schoolhouse. It is <livided into
two parts, whicb are separated by the road. The portion on the right
has a rectangular fo rm, composed of a single series of square rooms
iuclosing a pla,r,a. Tall pine trees of great age grow from the soil,
covering t!Je floors of several of these rooms, which indicate tbe great
antiquity of the buildings. The part of tLe ruin to the left of the road,
ou the opposite side from the schoolhouse, is more concentrated than
tue former, and was apparently more densely populated when inhabited.
It also bas a sq_ uare for m, but w:ith smaller in closed plaza than the other
ruin. Our excavations were confined mostly to the eastern slope of
this section, where mauy n1wient burials were found and a few fine
objects, ruostly mo:tuary pottery, exhumed. About fifty specimens
were collected at the Pinedale ruins, but none of these were differe11 t
from tbe objects from other ruins along the Little Colorado Valley.
Among the smaller specimens may be meutione<l numerous objects
ma<l.c of l>oue, as awls, bodkins, scrapers, gouges, and tubes, fragments
of deer autler8, metates, grinding stoues, and spear points. The color
of the pottery was as a rule either re<l with black decorations, or
so-called black a11d white, and was closely related to that found at
Four-.\Iile Ruin/ lower down the valley.
FOUR-MILE RUIN.

The ruined puehlo which I have ca1lecl Four-Mile Ruin is situated 4
mile from Snow F lake and about 2 miles west of Taylor, Arizona. It
lies on Pinf',<l ale Creek. a small tributary of Silver Creek, which flows
into the Little Colorado. Before my visit ,notbing had been written
auo ut thi important ruin, as it was known only to a few people in the
neighboring towns. My attention was called to it IJy Mr. Brimhall, of
~aylor, but I had little hope of finding much of interest_there on my first
-1A l~rgc ruin not far from Adamana, on the road to the forest, h as attracted the
att ntion of several tourists.
l • • veral l'nins w re discoverecl near , tott's ranch a few miles w st of Pinedale.
A f w 8 l><'cimens were ti1ke 11 from the lar gest of these, in front of the cabin.
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v1s1t. The collectious made at Pinedale 11ot haviug been of sufficient
size to enable me to draw conclusions regarding the arts of the people
who formt rly lived on tbis tributary of the Little Colorado, I camped
at Four-Mile Ruin on my return from the mountains, intending to make
a brief reconuoissance. While the results were at :first very discouragiug, I was later rewarded with one of the most instructive collections
yet obtained in .Arizona.
The site of the Four-Mile Ruin is a bluff overlooking the creek.
This elevation rises abruptly on the west side, but slopes more gradually to tbe east to the surrounding plain. On the north and south
sides tlie rise is also abrupt from plains which were probably originally
the farms of the aboriginal inhabitants. The ancient cemeteries were
discovered on the e two sides, but bad apparently been washed away
on the eastern section.
Four-Mile Ruin was evidently formerly a pueblo of considerable size,
certainly as large as modern Walpi, which contains about 300 inhauitants. It was similar in form to that at Uhevlon Fork, but was somewhat more extended.' There was 110 evidence of a central plaza in
tbi pueblo, which was a solid mass of houses, probably of pyramidal
shape, erowning a natural hillock and extendiug aloug a crest of a
bill. Excavation at the highest point of the ruin showed the existence there of three well-marked stories, possibly a fourth, and we were
able to lay ba,re a floor of hardened clay. Some of the wooden floor
jui t., very much decayed, projected from tbe side walls, and cooking
v ·el in fragment were thrown out from a level about 6 feet below
the urface of the ground.
Early in my work at ! •'our-Mile Ruin it was discovered that the creek
had encroach d on one side of the mounds~ and good evidence wa
fouud that a portion of the :fields north of the ancieu t pueblo had been
wa bed away by frequent fre hets in the rainy seasou. The e inroad
were parti ·ularly clearly marked in the northern and western ection ..
n examination of the bank of the creek north of the bluff, about 200
a1 ds from the ruiu, reveal d a humau bo11e projecting from the bank
wlti ·h l d t exten ' ive excavation at that point. This wa, the site o
an ·xt n. ive emet ry, which contiuued under the bed of the stream.
or rath r th tream in fre bet bad wa bed away the uper:ficial soil
hat he grG Y w re very hallow, often only a few inche de l ·
Thi par f tll riv r bed, which was only o •casionally flooded, wa
tony and antily ·o ered with a growth of age bu h. The root o
w from , keleton near which wer a ·companying bowl
th
1 nt
and th r ff ring which are customarily d po ited with the de, .
f then rth rn lope of the ruiu at th level of the plain wa
e anoth r burjal plac , c utaining many k leton , deer 1
1
For want of pac' ,·eral mall ruins discovered near Four-nlil Ruin ar n
d .· ·rih cl. ' h mound. of au anci nt 1rneblo n ar humway are of con iderab
size.
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covered by soil. This burial place yielded a far greater number of
skeletons and mortuary objects than the south cemetery, possibly
because more extended excavations were made at that point than at
others where the interments were as a rule deeper.
One of the most interesting rooms excavated at Four-Mile Rum was
situated on the north side, where a deep gulley had been furrowed in
the soil by the raius. This room was excavated to the floor, by which
. important architectural details of construction, in common with a Hopi
kiva, were revealed. It measured 10 feet 5 inches by 1G feet 10 in_clles,
and at one end there was a banquette 4 feet wide raised 1 foot 7 inches
above the main floor. The upright walls were pl~stered with adobe,
still smooth, and blackened with soot, and at intervals very much
decayed vertical logs were found still in place. The situation of these
upright supports reminded me of a similar architectural feature in the
construction of the buildings of Pueblo Viejo, which are described
later iu this report.
The floor was paved with large flat stone slabs, nicely fitted together.
Several of these pavement stones were perforated by one or more perf~ctly round holes, sometimes beveled, an inch or two· in diameter.
When these perforated stones were first found I was so struok with
their resemblance to the symbolic orifices in the floors of Tusayan
ceremonial rooms that I regarded them as such, but their number and ·
distribution, shown in the accompanying plan, would throw doubt on
this identification. A rectangular sllrine made-of four stone slabs set
on their edges occupied a position between the banquette and the :fireplace. This receptacle measured 1 foot 5 inches by 1 foot 6 inches, and
was about 10 inches deep. Its position and contents suggested the
shrine in the middle of the floor of the kiva at Awatobi, which I have
elsewhere 1 described.
We found in our excavations at Four-Mile Ruin worked stones which
gave rise to considerable speculation. The first s·pecimen was dug out
of the ground, a few f~t from the surface, in one of the cemeteries.
Later another specimen was exposed in a deep gulley in the side of
the mounds just above the site of the burial place, and in excavating
the room, which has been called a kiva, five other specimens were discovered on the floor of the room. From the relative positions of the
seven objects there is no doubt that the two specimens found outside the
room had been wa bed out of the chamber, and that originally all seven
were part of the furniture of the room. These forms were half ovoid
in form, with one side smooth, the curved surface carefully trimmed
into shape. They were of hard stone, and the work of pecking them
into hape had evidently been an arduous one. Their sizes were uniformly about that of a ceremonial helmet, slightly larger than the
human bead. On one si<le near the rounded pole there was a shallow
1

ruithsonian Report for 1 95.
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pit or depression about the diameter of the thumb, which was present
in every rpecimen.
It was customary for the a11cient Hopi t o use ceremonial masks made
of agave fiber which was plaited on "form s." Some of the oldest helmets now in use were made in this way, and Mr. H. R Voth bas
secured one or more modern specimc11s of these "forms" from Oraibi.
On my visit to Oraibi I examined the helmet forms collected by Mr.
Voth, and found them to be of the same material and shape as tlie
ovoid st.oues from tl.Je Four-Mile Ruin, save that the Oraibi specimens
were somewhat smaller and destitute of the pit in one side to which I
l1ave referred.
One of the best copper bells which I have yet found in Arizona ruins
was taken from a grave at Four-Mile Ruin. This bell closely resembles
tl.Jose from the Gila Valley ruins, but is larger and better preserved
than that from Cllaves Pass, elsewhere 1 described.
In the graves of the north cemetery I also fouml a gourd rattle,
painted green and red. The impression of feathers on the surface of
this rattle indicated that it was formerly ornamented with feathers, as
h, often true of rattles in use in the modern pueblos.
-4s in former years, the majority of specimens obtained from the preceding ruins were pottery, and include the several classes peculiar to
old pueblos. A small number of decorated vessels belonged to that
division calJed black and white, or white with black line decoration,
and only about one per cent could be referred to the group called yellow
ware, which characterizes true Hopi ruins. The largest number belong
to the group ca11ed red ware, with black and white decorations, aud
there were a few pieces typical of the Gila and Salt River valleys.
About the same relative proportion of rough and coiled ware was found
in the ruins excavated in 1897 as in previous years, and as a rule the
form of these vesgeJs were identical. One of the most symmetrical
pe im u was a globular jug made of red ware with black decoration.
hi jug had a long neck and a graceful handle, ornamented with
highly conventionalized figures of birds drawn in a glo sy black.
Two of 'the bowl from Four-Mile Ruin were ornamented with human
figur wl.Ji hare trikin o-lydiffere11t from any that have yet b n found
n an i nt rizona pottery. On the heacl of one of these there wa
r pre ent d a radiating crown of feather recalli 11 O' certain head<lre._
w rn in eremonial dance among the modern pueblo . 'Ih('r wa
r pre nt don a h lb w of another figure a conventionalized fea h r
which Iba al o
n in figure. on bowl from ikyatki.
n of h be t reptilian fi 0 ·ur s wa drawn on a food bowl of che tnu olor almo t id ntical wi h tbe pottery from Chevlon Rniu xcaat d in 1 96. . h r were numerou :figure of bir<l the majorit~ f
wln h w re highly con eutionali.7.ed, but -having littl in common with
b lab rate bird de i n f ikyatki. In no insta11 •e wa tl.J <l or, ·
ar fulJy drawn a the pictograpby of th la t-m --ntion d ruiu.
1

,
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The only insects found figured on pottery from Four-Mile Ruin were
Flower decorations were wanting.
'The typical forms of feathers characteristic of ·Hopi ruins were not
observed in the southern ruins.
The large food basins of red ware were ornamented on the exterior
with many highly complicated geometrica.I desiguf:, and a larger numuer of figures of animals were found on the exterior of vessels in 1897
than in previous years.
One of these was the figure of the paw of some large plantigrade animal, possibly a bear. The complete animal, of which this was probably
oue of the tracks, was delineated o·n the exterior of a second food basin.
The conventionalized figures of two birds joined by the tails decorated
the exterior of several food bowls.
the butterfly and the dragon fly.

RUINS IN THE PUEBLO VIEJO VALLEY.

If one follows a meridian south from the Moki Reservation he will
:fin<l that it strikes the Gila River not far from the mouth of the San ·
Pedro. 1t crosses tbe Little Colorado near the mouth of Chevlon Fork
and runs about a lrnlf degree west of Snow Flake and Pinedale, which
are situated over two-thirds the distance from Sikyatki to the Gila.
This north and south line crosses a great mountainous watershed which
Reparates ihe drainage of the Gila and the Little Colorado, and passes
through sections of .Arizona presenting all the different kinds,of geological environment inhabited by pueblo peoples. I will call this
north and south line an arcbreological meridian to which to refer variations in th~ character of ceramics. The differences in soil at places on
this line have profoundly affected the character of pottery found in the
different localities through which it passes.
In examining ]arge collections of ancient pottery made at Sikyatki,
A.watobi, Chevlon, Four-Mile Ruin, and Pinedale one can trace, step by
,tep, the gradual modifications in the character of ceramic ware over
120 miles of that di stance. The beautiful yellow pottery of Sikyatki,
with sporadic examples of red, black, and white, gradually loses its
predomhiauee and is replaced by red ware, which is most abundant in
che Little Colorado ruins. Bowls made of a rough coiled ware, with a
glossy black inner surface, unknown at Sikyatki, begin to appear
and increase iu relative numbers as we go south. Last of all, as we
ascend the northern slope of the hills fringing the White Mountains,
wliile still on the banks of tributaries of the Little Colorado, a singular
kind of pottery, typical of the Gila basin, appears for the first time.
Ilavi11g detected in ruins north of the White Mountains tbe sporadfo
appearance of Gila Valley pottery, I was anxious to examme the ruin&
on the .Apache Re ervation intermediate-between those of the head
waters of tbe Little Colorado and Gila rivers. Not being prepared to
cross tbe reservation for this purpose, I therefore went around the
White Mountains to a valley south of the Apache Re -ervation, called
SM 97---39
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Pueblo Viejo, wbicb, as will be seen by consulting the map, is about
due south of the ruin near Taylor and not far east of tbe meridian
already referred to.
In tbe year 1846 a detachment of United States troops, known as the
"Army of the West,'' under General Kearny, made what was officially
called a military reconnoissance from Fort Leavenworth to San Die~o.
Cal. Lieutenant Emory, of the topographical engineers, and Captaiu
Johnston, who lost bis life in an action with Californians at San Pasqual,
were attached to the expedition, and their journals were published in
1848, 1 in compliance with a resolution of the Senate. These oft-quoted
'' otes" are of great value to the student of the antiquities of southern
Arizona.
On the 28th of October the "Army of the West" camped on the
Upper .Gila River bank opposite a bigh mountain, indicated on their
map as Mount Graham. For three days they traveled al011g the valley
now calJed tbe Pueblo Viejo, and Emory and J obnston were probably the
first Americans to call attention to the abundant evidences of aHcient
lrnbitatio11s wbicb thiH valley coutains. Their accounts of the ruin
have remained for fifty years the best that we have of the antiquitie
of this interesting region. Emory was particularly struck with the
amouut aud c11aracter of broken pottery about the ruins, and suggested
that the shards were broken pipes once used "to convey water." He
found fragments of agate and ob idian, and mentions the existence or
both circular and rectangular rooms. Stone implements and metate:
made oflava rock al o attracted hi attention. Johnston records having picked up a perforated marin'3 shell and a stone painted red,2
which "may have been u ed as a foot of an idol." He also me11tions
both circular and rectangular rooms, and figures several fragments of
d eorated pottery.
Both Emory and John ton ·eem to have recognized that the wall
f the anci ut building were built of earth, with foundations of waterworn bowlder . From their de.' criptionR I am led to believe that the
ruin which they mention are thos that can still be een at the little
Mexican ttl ment at Buena Vista and at Pomeroy's farm, between
1 m nvill and afford.
The material u d in the ·on trnction of the. e hon, es was uch that
it w atb r r pidly, with the r . alt that in a hort time after de erti u he hou e wall. w re l veled to the ground, and nothing remained
but m Ull(l. of ec rth to me rk the ·ite of ancient ettlements. The.
few fe t ab ve the general urface of tlle Ian l, ar "
m di tanc·e on account of the poverty of veg t Th y , re ener lly lightly higher tban the l el of
plaiu, and a the wat r can not b made to flo d
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them by means of irrigating ditches, their surface often shows above
the cultivated fields of corn or alfalfa. Naturally tbe white farmer, .
seeking to bring them under cultivation, endeavors to plow them down
to the level of the rest of his field, and this reduction can readily be
accomplished in a few years, as the clay is not very hard. As a result
a large number of the ancient mounds of Pueblo Viejo have disappeared, and the sites of many old habitations are even now difficult to
tind. In the same way the burial mounds have likewise been leveled,
and it is only by chance-digging a ditch or excavating a cellar-tliat
the wealth of aboriginal objects below the surface of the ground is
discovered.
A house wall built of earth, if not kept in ·repair, may last many
years, as those of Casa Grande, or they may rapidly sink to the ground
under the erosive action of rain::-. The old buildings of the Pueblo
Viejo have disappeared, and in late years all traees of them have been
obliterated by the farmers of the valley. The overflow of tlie Gila
River, aud the great torrents of water which have inundated the valley, redistributing the soil, no doubt contributed to tbe destrnction
and concealment of the mounds, eRpecially those near the river banks.
I have not found any ruiued lwuse cluster in Pueblo Viejo built on
an artificial platform for protection from these :floods, but it is possible
that they may be later fouud in this regi011, as they are said to occur
elsewhere in the valley.
The desertion of Pueblo Viejo by the sedentary home-builders who
formerly lived there can be traced to the inroads of the Apaches. The
manner of life of the original iuhabitants in tbe plain so exposed them
to attack that with the advent of a vigorous nomad stock they rapidly
melted away, :fleeing, no doubt, to the inaccessible canyons north of
the valley or withdrawing from their farms to their kindred along the
Aravaypa and San Pedro.
The houses of Pueblo Viejo valley were constructed of stone and
earth, of which the latter predominated. The rocks employed were
river washed, rounded stones, and not angular fragments, like those
used elsewhere. The ancient builders adopted the bnilding material
at hand. Evidently small bow lders, such as are found in Pueblo Viejo,
could not be used in constructing a wall of any height without using
much more adobe than was necessary with angular rocks, and there was
a great abundance of clay ready for use. The result was that while
stone were used for foundations and for strengtbe11ing the walls, clay
g-ave the walls form and fiuish. In the weathering of these structures,
the foundation row of stones still remain in their original po ·itions,
where they are now exposed in almost every mound. Sµch a row of
foundation stones extends across a street in Solomonville, near Mr.
Kelly's printing office. Tte earth walls and tbe stones they contained
were still furtlier strengthened at intervals by upright cedar logs, which
helped to support the roof. · These logs, when the earth wore out.
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between them, would remain, and several old residents of the valley
. remember seeing these logs projecting from the mounds twenty years
ago. They were mentioned by both Emory and Johnston. Senor
Montoya, who lives in a modern adobe house at Buena Vista, told me
that when be first settled there several of the mounds were stake1l out
by rows of upright cedar posts, marking the positions of the former
walls. These posts were used as fuel, and although no fragment ·
remain above ground, there are many indications of them buried iu tile
oil. The method of supporting au earth wall uy means of upright
po~ t was used at Four-Mile Ruin, and is conspicuous in the walls of
one of the rooms at that ruiu. Similar vertical stumps have likewise
beeH found by me iu several other ruins, showing that this method of
construction was a -common one in widely separated localities. It ha
ueen noticed lower down the Gila, in the Mancos and Ohelly ca11yons,
and appears to have been in u e in the middle of the sixteenth century,
for it i mentioned by Oastaneda in his account of the "Coronado
expedition."
I saw no evidence in my examination of the walls that they were
made of ulocks of clay, suu dried before they were set in position, nor
of the rammed earth or pise work, said to be so evident in Casa Grande.
I am inclined to believe that tbe builders were familiar with both tbe'e
architectural methods, l>ut that in the Pueblo Vi~jo they adopted a
impler one. A foundation row of stones was first laid, and upright
logs were driven at intervals along the lines of foundation. The intervals between the log , which were large, were then filled in with stone
and clay taken from neighboring flats. Possibly one object of the line
of foundation ,' tones wa~ to prevent undermining by wa,ter and other
agencie the action of which would be greatest at the level of the
ground. 'fh i-;tone thus prese11tecl an effectual resistance to ero,•ion
at the weake:-.t part or the wall-it foundation.
Tbe ompa t dwelling called a pueblo, in which cla11s are hnclclled
t g ther, i.· 11ot repre 11ted in the ancient habitations of Pueblo Vie,jo.
The clu ter of bou
were approximated, but were not joiued, bei11<T
par t cl by court , re ervoir , or irrigation ditche . We :fi11d om'thin .-imilar t this iu th localization of geutes in different quarter
of b Pueblo V alpi, where there i a eparation of th bou~ of diffi r 11 •]an.-, wh r the tendency ha been to cousolidation, but in th
'n ,bl
1~jo ruin the hou ·es of different clan wer i olatecl from
a h oth r.
11 h room were rectangular in form, or nearly ~o and
: lthough ·ir ·ular cl pre,· i u , w re noted in ev ral ruin , no evi<l 111· •
n that h .-e , er formerly inhabited room ·. Th n ar
appr ach t a ·ir ·ular r om i th clepr sion at Buena Vi ta wbi ·h
a t o rn ll l> r f rr d to any of th ·ircular room m 11 i necl b
and ,John. on.
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was :filled with clay, it had not become so hard that the ~alls of t_he
room~ could not be easily distinguished on account of their superior
compactness.
.
.
'rhe large circular or elongated oval depressions iu the 1mmed1 te
neio·hborhood of some of the house mounds have been identified a
the\ites of former reservoirs. Other more irregular depre ion m_arly
the places from which earth had beeu excavated by the an_ ~ nt
bui lders aud it is possible that these depressions were al ' O nt1hz d
as wate; holes by the ancients. The reservoir a,t Buena Vista i ' ~n
of t1ie largest that was discovered, yet uo irrigating ditches 1
into it were distinctly traced. A depressic>n full of water, to the righ
of the road as oue approaches Epley's ruin, is said to have xiste l
there before the Mexicans excavated adobe from the adjacent lands and
may possibly be the remains of an ancient reservoir.
There is abuudant evidence that the ancient people of the Puebl
Viejo Va1ley led the water from the Gila River over the plain by m Hill
of canals for purposes of agriculture, for in many places tbe d pr ' sious marking the old ditches may be traced for considerable di tan · .
These signs a,re well marked near San Jose and Buella Yista, wb r
the smface of the la~d has been least changed by the plow. I ha v
been informed by some of the older reside11ts that when they came
iuto the country, before the Moutezu111a and San Jose irrigation dit •h
lwd been constructed, the ancient aqueducts were much mor conspicuous than they are to-day, and that sections of the modern ditche
fol1ow the course of the aucient waterways.
We found the slopes of the bills marked out with lines of stone ,
arranged in rectangular forms of great regularity, exte11ding over man
acres of ground. Some of these, espeeially on the foothills near ~an
Jose, were very extensive. These lines of stones are regarded, not a
remains of house walls, but as boundaries of ancient terraced gard n .
If this interpretation be a correct one, it appears that the ancient inhabitants of Pueblo Viejo cultivated not only the bottom lands slio-htl
elevated above the Gila River, but also the side hills, whi~h :hit
farmers have not yet brought under cultivation. It is probable that
these terraced gardens ~ere not irrigate(l by ditches from the ri er,
but that water was carried to them by the natives in ollas from ' ome
neighboring reservoir at the foot of the hills.
As no remains of houses were discovered near these terraced farm~
it ,~ould s~em that the ancients cultivated lands some distance from
then· dwellmgs. Good examples of these terraced gardens exiR-t near
the Solomon~i1le slaughter house, and from that place along t~e side
of the San Simon Valley. The best examples that I examine
· d were
~ot far from San Jose. There is a close resemblance between thes~
lm~s of bowlders a~d the so-called bowlder sites in the Verde Valle
':lnch ~ea~· every evidence of having been ancient gardens. There
little d.elms about them, such as would accumulate if they were parts

~H:rn
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of houses which bad been inhabited any length of time. The great
areas covered by these lines of bowlders, both in the Verde Valley and
especially in the Pueblo Viejo, would militate against their being house
sites, for if we regard them ·as house walls we would have to suppose
a continuous pueblo a half a mile square without a single fragment of
pottery near by to indicate former habitation.
RUIN NEAR SAN .JOSE.

The plain near the Mexican settlement, San Jose, shows evidence of
a large ancient population, and it is no rare thing for farmers to dig up
pottery and other prehistoric objects when preparing their farms for
cultivation. There still remains, on the right bank of the irrigating
ditch opposite where the Sau Jose arroya enters it, a section of a _symmetrical mound, through which run ancient walls. This mound is so
situated that it protects a neigh boring cornfield from overflow at times
of freshets in the arroya, for when the San Jose is flooded the water is
turned from it by this mound i11to the canal. .A. considerable part of
the mound bas thm; already been worn away, leaving exposed a section
20 feet high, revealing its artificial character. In an examination of this
section we easily traced the course of the wans, and many fragments
of pottery were exposed from tLe base to the top of the mound. It
would have been an easy and profitable work to dig away this whole
hill, but the owner strongly objected to my doiHg so, since it would
de troy the embankment which turned the water from his field. It i '
only a que tfon of a few years when this mouud will be wholly waslled
away, as every con, iderable storm eats deeper and deeper into its sides,
and, pread the soil of which it is composed over the neighboring valley or wa he, it down to the Gila. .A. morning's work in the embankment reveal d a small vase and one or two other objects. Several
pi ce of pottery were said to have been taken from it by natives of
the village of an Jose, which is only a short distance away.
B ENA VISTA RUIN.
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Indeed, probably no two observers would agree as to the limits of the
place, as detached home mounds can be detected almost all the way
from Buena Vista to San Jose. The bluff on which the ruin of Buena
Vista stands is a natural one, and commands a view of the Gila River,
between which and the mound is a low ridge of sand which forms a
bank of the San Jose Canal. The Gila is fringed with trees, which
also line the edge of the bluff. North of the bluff there is a wide river
bottom, now cultivated, and, no doubt, the site of ancient farms. The
ruin itself is covered with a growth of mesquite bushes, cacti, and
other thorny vegetation, but the soil is more rocky than the rich alluvium of the river bottom.
The large central ruin of the Buena Vista cluster is trapezoidal in
shape, formed of a number of rooms with a central inclosure or plaza;
which is now used as a corral. The walls of these rooms were built of
stones, or at least stone walls are all that now remain. In one or two
parts of this large structure the character of the masoury can be made
out, but as a rule the wans have so fallen that it is very diffi.cult to
determine the size and arrangement of the chambers that formerly
composed this building. This stone inclosure may be likened to the
great central structures that characterize the Gila Valley ruins.
There is evidence that earth was combined with stone in its construction, but naught now remains but the rows of stones which supported,
possibly strengthened, the walls. This was a citadel or place of refuge,
and from an architectural standpoint resembled more nearly than any
other building the great stone ruins north of the White Mountains, at
Chaves Pass, or on the Little Colorado.
The greater part of the terrace upon which the Buena Vista ruin
was built was covered with small, rounded mounds, isolated or forming
low ridges, bearing evidences of artificial origin.
RUINS NEAR SOLOMONVILLE.

The excavations of the mounds on Epley's farm, a short distance
from Solornonville, rewarded me with fair results. Some of these
mounds had been opened by Mexicans for adobe, and the many specimens of ancient handiwork found by them have been scattered and
lost. Work bad likewise been done upon them by Mr. B. B. Adams,
who greatly aided me in my studies in the valley. Epley's ruin is
rapidly being brought under cultivation, and in a few years traces of
the ancient mounds will wholly disappear. Already so many have been
leveled that I found it next to impossible to get a good idea of the
arrangement of the house clusters in this locality. There was formerly
a many-chambered house, indicated by a high mound, just back of
Epley's re idence, which appeared to occupy the same relationship to
maller neighboring dwellings that the large inclosure at Buena Vista
does to the moullcls in its neighborhood. We dug to the lowest floor
of this house cluster and found it made of a thick layer of bard adobe
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plastered on a base of cobblestones. The upright walls, separating
the rooms, were very smooth and thick. Excavations in this mound
revealed little of archffiological value, and no house burials were found.
The rooms north of this central mound had been thoroughly dug out
by the adobe seekers, and it was said that pottery of fine make bacl
been taken from this place. The surface of the ground in the immetli
ate neighborhood was stre-wn with worked stones, metates, grinding
stones, and fragments of decorated pottery left there by the workmeu.
Among the objects thus abandoned were some of the finest metates
that I. have ever seen, and it would not be extravagant to state that
there were over fifty rubbing stones in sight on the surface of one
of these mounds. The more valuable objects and all whole piece:-; of
pottery had been removed by the Mexican workmen.
The road from Solomonvi.lle to San Jose bisects Epley's ruin with
mounds on both sides, connected by sections of walls visible in the
roadbed. There are large quantities of broken pottery on the surface
of all elevations in the immediate neighborhood. The cluster of mound '
on the farm adjoinhig Epley's belongs, no doubt, to the same compo, ite
settlement, and between both these places and the Gila River there are
many small hillocks indicative of former habitations. In fact, the
whole country from Solomonville to San Jose is thickly dotted with
mounds, as if formerly densely populated.
RUINS NEAR TH.A.CHER .A.ND SAFFORD.
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This mound lies not far from _the left bank of the Gila, a few miles from
Solomonville.
The general appearance of the mounds on Mr. D. Olney's ranch is
practically unchanged save by superficial excavations in some of the
largest. The land, as a rule, has not been cultivated since the occupation of the valley by the whites, and is covered with a desert vegetation which formerly characterized the whole valley. Although not
unlike the ruins along the banks of the river, it is less changed than
they are, and affords a good type of the ruins of the higher lands.
There is a large spring near the mounds, and patches of cultivated
land, possibly the same farms as those ouce tilled by the Indians.
A number of house burials "ere found in the rooms at Epley's ruin,
but they were almost invariably the skeletons of infants, the bones of
which sl10wecl 110 signs of cremation. These skeletons were found in
large ollas, of coarse coiled ware, and were sometimes accompanied
with decorated bowls or small ornamented vases. These burials were,
as a rule, found deeply covered with soil, near or under the floor, in the
vicinity of :fireplaces. The earth in their immediate neighborhood was
loosely packed, in marked contrast to a harder soil filling the rest of
the room.
Proofs that the ancient people of Pueblo Viejo burned their dead are
many and decisive. The existence of large cemeteries just outside the
pueblo walls, which is so common in the Little Colorado ruins, was not
detected, bdt there were many hillocks of ashes, indicating pyral mounds.
The Gila Valley ruinR are characterized by a large centrally placed
house, or fortress, and clustered about it many dwelling houses, uncon11ected with each other, apparently habitations of clans. It would seem
that each family bad its own pyral mound, and that there were several
places in each cluster of mounds where the dead were buried. Consequently the interments of the incinerated bones were more scattered,
as each family had its own cemetery. The calcined bones were placed
in vases, over which was luted a pottery disk or bowl, and the whole
buried in a neighboring mound. Near the cinerary olla, in which the
cremated bones were placed, there were deposited other pieces of
pottery, some broken, others entire.
Most of the pottery obtained from this valley came from the ruins
near San Jose and Buena Vista or from Epley's farm, the site of my
mo t important excavations. This latter locality has yielded many
Rpecimens iu the past decade, as it has been a favorite place for digging
adobe. In the course of their work :\ lexican laborers have found there
a large number of pottery objects, which they have either given away
or sold to collectors. We obtained a few pieces from them by purchase,
others were presented, and several were dug up. The majority were
large ollas of coarse ware, coiled or indented, imilar to those now
made by Pimas or Papagoes, save that their exteriors were rarely
smooth. These were generally found buried in tlle rooms, and not a
single entire specimen of these large ollas was found.
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The majority of the specimens from these two ruins were food bowls,
.made of rough coiled ware, with a glossy black interior. This is also
a common kind of pottery from the tributaries of the Little Colorado
and is especially abundant at Four-Mile Ruin, near Taylor, and Pinedale. Sporadic specimens of this peculiar ware have been likewise
found at Homolobi and the ruin near the mouth of Chevlon Fork,
excavated in 1896.
The characteristic decorated ware of the Pueblo Vi~jo ruins is similar to that from the Salado River, near Tempe. It has a gray color,
with black and red decorations, but is not glazed, and ordinarily is not
as glossy as the red ware of the Little Colorado. Specimens of this
ware have been found at Pinedale, Four-Mile Ruin, Chevlon, and
Homolobi, the relative proportion diminishing as the ruin is situated
more and more remote from the Gila River. A few specimens of white
and black ware and a limited number of plain red bowls were found,
but the characteristic yellow ware of Tusayan was not represented. It
will thus be seen that as we go south from Sikyatki, in Tusayan, the
yellow ware is gradually replaced by decorated red pottery, and that
the glossy black food bowls, with rough, undecorated exteriors, begin
at Homolobi, are more numerous at Four-Mile Ruin, and most abundant in the Pueblo Viejo. The gray, black, and red ware also increa es
as we go south.
All typical forms of pueblo pottery appear in the Pueblo Viejo.
Among these may be mentioned vases, jars, food bowls, slipper jar ,
and the like. 'J1he geometrical decorations are similar to those on
pottery objects from ruins in northern Arizona.
one of the ceramic objects which were collected in the Pueblo
iejo were adorned with figures of animals or human beings, and thi
rule eem to hold in all the Gila Valley ruins. This may be regal'ded
a an indication either of great age or of a primary state of pueblo art.
It ba been said that the custom of making ve sels in the forms of
bird and other animal is of recent date among the Pueblo , but, a
alr dy hown, u h a tatement is not acr,urate. I have de cribed and
fi ured clay e el in the form of bird from Homolobi, Chevlon, and
o her ruin on the Colorado Chiquito. Equally fallaciou , al. o i the
'tat m nt that ancient ve el were not made with organ of the human
b dy in relief. Ava e from a cave in the antack's is good confirmatory viden ·e b aring ou this point.
b re i notb r in tructive specimen in the collection from Pu bl
id whi h how human fi atures in relief. An intelligent Mexi an
laborer brought me, for ale, a jar which he claimed to have dug fr m
the ruin n ar an Jo e. I wa di posed at fir t to doubt bi tate- _
m n , but lat r gatb red uch convincin proof of hi veracit~ th
th re wa n doubt of the antiquity of the ve el. The jar i mad of
r l ware, iden i al with many other pe ·imens from thi re ion and
apart from it mm ual decoration there i 110 rea on toque tion b ti
wa f und in this valley. The remarkable thing about thi
li
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the existence of human faces, with organs in relief, found on the upper
or smaller of the two globular parts of which it is composed.
My attention was called soon after my arrival in ~ol~m?nville_ to a
small head ma.de of clay, which reminded me of certam s1m1lar obJects
from Old Mexico. As in all excavations on the Little Colorado I had
11ever found more than the rudest imitation of a human head in clay, I
was startled by the discovery of objects of this kind so well made and
so Mexican in appearance. A report of ·a similar head on a dipper
handle from the Beebe Ruin, near Safford, was confirmatory of my
suspicions, but latPr, in the excavations at Buena Vista, a well-made
fio-ure
of a human face and head was taken from a small mound of
0
ashes and other debris.
The stone implements from the ruins in Pueblo Viejo were particularly fine, and include all the more common kinds. In fact, almost
every stone found in Epley's ruin bore traceR of having been worked,
chipped, or in some other way pecked or dressed into an implement.
There were many metates, mostly made of a volcanic rock, the grinding
surface of which was so worn down that the sides stood 4 or 5 inches
in relief. A most exceptional form of metate was made of lava and
had three stumpy legs. This is a well-known Mexican form, w_h ich ha~
never been found in northern Arizona.
Several worn quartz crystals, which bad evidently bee'n prized by
their owners, were found in the rooms which were excavated. It is
supposed that they were used in the ancient ritual. A considerable
number of perfectly spherical stones, that show marks of chipping and
dressing, recall the weapons of offense used by the ancient Pueblos. It
is possible that some of the smaller of these were covered by a skiu,
and, when attached to a stick, were used as a maul.
My attention was called, soon after my arrival in the Pueblo Viejo,
to small rectangular slabs of stone about the thickness of the sole of a
shoe, flat on one face, rounded on the opposite, and grooved about the
edge. Later several of these sole-shaped stones were collected. They
have never been found in northern ruins, but are common in the ruins
along the Gila and Salt rivers. These slabs were used in ancient
ceremonials, and the Hopi, who have legends referring to them, still
use stone objects, with which they may be compared, in certain kiva .
rites.
The ordinary form of these o~jects is simply rectangul .,r, with a
groove on the rim and a slight depression on one face, with a border
which is ornamented with incised parallel lines. One of the best of
these slabs had the head and tail of a bird carved on the ends.
This specimen was found near Mr. L. Place's ranch at Safford, and
was dug out of an irrigating ditch not far from bis house. From the
large number of these stone objects from the Gila Valley ruins, I judge
that they were in common use in ancient worship .
. A number of grooved stones identical with those mentioned in previous reports from more northern Arizona ruins were likewise found in
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the Pueblo Viejo. As a rule, however, they were more elaborately
made than those from the north. Their use is appareP~ly identical,
viz, to smooth, by rubbing, wooden sticks or arrows. Similar stones
are at present used in the Hopi pueblos in the manufacture of prayer
sticks.
SACRIFICIAL CAVE IN THE GR.A.HAM MOUNTAIN.

Both the Graham and Bonita mountains have many caves of conRiderable size which were formirly used for sacrificial and other purposes.
One of these I will designate Adams Cave, from my friend Mr. B. B.
Adams, of Solomon ville, who guided me to it, and assisted me in many
ways during my work in Pueblo Viejo.
Tllis cave lies on the northern slope of Mount Graham, near a sawmrn, south of Thacher. The cutrance is difficult to :find, and is said to
have been discovered by following an Apache Indian who used it as a
hidiug place.
Descending the cave by a perpendicular passageway, through which
one had to lower himself as if in a well, one enters a large chamber,
from which horizontal passages drifted in different directions. One of
the largest of these extended about 100 feet into the side of the hill.
At its end the cave is enlarged and the floor covered with prayer
stickR, examples of which are shown in the accompanying cut. I
gathered possibly a peck of these sticks, but many bushels were left
behind. The sides of the rock at this point, as elsewhere, show sign
of smoke, and the smooth surface of the passages indicate freque11t
visits of the Indians to their shrine.
Following another and narrower cleft we came upon a place where
there was a similar collection of prayer emblems on the ground. In
order to enter this passage one was forced to swing himself to the floor
by mean of a rock artifi.cialiy wedged in between the two wall . Tbe
upper urface of thi. wedge was worn smooth by human hand. which
liatl gra ped it many time.. At one place, where the two walls of tlie
cleft approached o clo ely that it was impossible to pa betweeu tliem
without rubbing the body on either side, the rock surface had been
worn . mooth by on. tantly J)a'sing human bodie .
I•ragment of ba. kP,try were found with the prayer sti ·k , one of b
be t of which wa a mall ba.-ket plaqu . I wa much surprised not
to find an obj ct. of 1>0ttery in tllis cave, but my examination wa
ne
arily a hurri d one and n excavation were mad . Accordin ct
t i\fr. dam., th
nly per. on in Solomonville who bad vi ited tlli.
cave pott ry had n v r been found in it.
OB.JE T, 1 FRO:i.'II A

h

.A RIFI IA.L

AVE IN TIIE NA. TA.CK .

Pu blo "\ i jo i:-; d , ig11at d 11
Plat an, portion. of which ar <·all cl by cowb Y
. . anta ·k:. It i. rough and brok 11 , cut with d ,ep can on, au l
tr am.', aud form· th n rth rn part of Graham Count ·
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adjoining the southern border of the Apache Reservation. Early last
summer my attention was called by letters to discoveries made by
young men from Pima in a cave in that region, and as soon as I was
settled in Solomonville I visited Pima to inspect the collection that had
been procured by them from this region.
I found that it had been divided into about four equal parts, and
two of these parts, which were almost complete could be purchased.
Recogn izing the value of the objects offered for sale, they were obtained
at a reasonable rate. The original collection contained not far from
one hundred and fifty specimens of pottery, and many shell beads,
obsidian arrowheads, and turquoises. All these objects were taken
from one cave, and were evidently ancient. 1
The majority of the specimens in this collection were flat clay disks,
and platters, of undecorated red ware, and a few globular bowls of the
same color. ~l'hese objects were found on benches of rock in the cave,
where water was continually dripping upon them. A.s the water contained lime in solution a film of calcareous matter had covered most
of the pottery objects, but unfortunately this deposit had, in most
instances, been rubbed off, although in a few cases it still remained.
The objects removed were said to be only a portion of those seeu in the
cave, the l>roken fragments having been left behind.
The turquoises and shell beads, which no doubt had been placed in
the platters, were strewn about the floor of the cave, some of them still
remaining where they were deposited. The red ware from this cave is
identical with that at · present made by the Pimas and Maricopas, and
the same as that from the ruins along the Little Colorado River.
One of the most exceptional forms of pottery found in this cave was
a gray vase with head, body, and arms of a female human figure in
relief. Tbe vase is made of coarse paste and _is undecorated with the
exception of parallel white lines on the cheeks, which recall markings
on the helmets of certain Pueblo Katcinas. The treatment of tlle
figure in relief on this vase betrays Mexicau influence.
Among other objects from this cave a clay cylinder covered with
projecting knobs, and a globular jar decorated with rows of small pits,
were the most striking. Several of the vessels had holes about the rim
a if for suspension, and all were small, as is the case with bowls uHed
for sacrificial purposes. In fact, the whole collection bore evidence that
it was sacrificial in nature, and from tl1e small size of the individual
Hpecirnens we could hardly suppose they ever had any other use.
CONCLUSIONS.

There is little to guide us from historical sources regardhig the age
of the ruins in this valley. In 1607 the valley of Pueblo Viejo was des.
tjtute of sedentary people, being overrun by Apaches, for in that year
--1 From what coulcl he learue,l there is little doubt that this cave bas many like•
nes ea to the sacrificial cave in the Graham Mountains, already described.
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Bernal led an expedition down the San Pedro to its junction with the
Gila, where be turned west without entering Pueblo Viejo. A mission
called Victoria is indicated on Kino's map of 1710, at the mouth of the
San Pedro, but east of that D;O missions appear to have been founded,
nor does Kino appear to have traveled in that direction. All that
regfon was called .Apacheria, and probably long before the beginnin g
of 1700 the sedentary people had been forced out of the valley by
hostiles. 1
The ruins in Pueblo Viejo are similar to those near Tempe and along
the banks of the Gila and Salado. From what is left of the hou~es and
the arrangement of the clusters into villages, their mode of construction, irrigatiug ditches and reservoirs, I should judge that the former
inhabitants of the two regions were of similar culture if not the same
stock. The pottery of the upper and lower Gila ruins can not be distinguished, being identical in color, texture, and decoration. Both
people cremated their dead, and likewise, in rare instances, practiced
intramural burial.
The nearest agricultural people to Pueblo Viejo of which we have
any account in early Spanish writings were the Sobaipuri Indians, a
Piman tribe then living on the San Pedro. They appear to have occupied this range in 1540, and the names of their rancherias and number
of inhabitauts were given by Kino in 1679. .Although they lived on or
near the ite of some of the ruius they do not seem to have regard d
tbe e houses as the work of their people. They had an intimate
knowledge of Zuili and Tu ayan, and told Father Garces that the
Moki built some of the old buildings on the Gila.
The Sobaipuri, like the .Pirnas, were an agricultural people, living in
rancberia which were often clu tered together, irrigating their farm
and rai ing corn, melon , and cotton. It is pos ible that their old
range wa the Pue.blo Viejo, out of which they had been driven by
ho til
pach .
At the time of the vi it of Marcos of Nizza there were trade relation
b tw en ibola (Zuiii) and the obaipuri, and ome of the latter accompani d h:t v'- n to ibola. Coronado, in 1540, met a Cibolan Indian
baipnri aucl gather d information from him concermug
among the
ib la, and other '' l ingdom . ' It appear that in the middle of th
ixt nth ntury there were cordial tracle r 1ation between the ettl ·
m nt: n tb Littl Colorado Piv r and tho:e of the a,u Pedro all(l
ila, whi h would in<li<"ate vi it back and forth and the ,·i teu of
rail b tw n the two , ction, .
t hat time the pacbe w r nn
tr n 11 u h to pr v nt c mrnnni ·ation betw n the p ople f th ·
ila and tb upper tl'ibutarie, of th Little olorad .
an P clro with Padre Kin in 169b n Bern 1 de nd d th
obaipuri cbi f, and om of bi
0
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people. Kino recorded that when they arrived at the Gila they found
mounds which indicated ancient dwellings, but what information the
Sobaipuri gave him about these mounds is uot mentioned in the diary,
and almost a century later the same 1>eople ascribed ruins on the Gila
to the Mokis.
Up to the advent of the Apaches there was considerable trade
between the Mokis and Sobaipuris, which was fostered by fairs (ferias)
which the Hopi came as far as the valley of the San Pedro to attend.
They appear to have visited Taibanipita, an ancient settlement near
the modern city, Tombstone. But the Apaches in their inroads cut off
communica,tion between the Sobaipuri and Mokis by occupying a ford
by which the ancient trail crossed the Gila River. There is abundant
archreological evidence to show that trade relations between the people
of the Little Colora<l.o and Gila basins existed in prehistoric times, and
the Mokis were acquainted with the tribes south of the mountains.
A. peculiar kind of pottery which is· common in the Pueblo Viejo
Valley and in the southern ruins of the Colorado Chiquito is a coiled
ware with rough decorated exterior. The inner surface is a glossy
black. This kind of pottery is unknown at Sikyatki, is common at
Four-Mile Ruin, and has been found at Homolobi and Chaves Pass.
The characteristic Gila pottery, which is a light gray ware with
black decoration on a red base, lias been found by me at Four-Mile
Ruin, near Taylor, but it is absent in ruins farther down the Colorado
Chiquito at Homolobi and Chevlon.
The decoration of pottery with human or animal designs, which was
so prominent a feature north of tlle Mogollons in the Little Colorado
watershed, has disappeared south of the mountains and its place taken
by figures in relief. The geometrical patterns were, however, similar
in the two regions.
The symbolism on the decorated pottery of the Pueblo Viejo ruins is
the same as that farther down the Gila, and remotely related to that of·
the Little Colorado and its tributaries.
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THE BUILDING FOR THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

By

BERNARD

R.

GREEN.

The Library of Congress was founded by the act of April 24, 1800,
entitled, "An act to make further provision for the removal of the
Government of the United States." The sum of $5,000 was appropriated "for the purcha-;e of such books as may be necessary for the use
of Congress at the said city of Washington and for fitting up a suitable apartment for containing them and placing them therein."
The act also provided '' that the said books shall be placed in one
Suitable apartment in the Capitol in the said city, for tbe use of both
Houses of Congress, and the members thereof." "An act concerning
the library for the use of both Houses of Uongress," approved January
~6, 1802, has continued to the present time as the fundamental law of
" The Library of Congres.-;.''
The Library, comprising not more than 3,000 volumes, occupied a
room in ·the Capitol until August 25, 1814, when it shared the fate of
the building by being burned on that day by the English in the war of
1812. A month later Ex-President Jefferson offered bis private library
of about 6,700 volumes on such terms as the people might accept, and
Congress, after much debate, pureliased it for $23,950. It was placed
in a room in the building used by the Post-Office Department, but temporarily taken for the occupation of Congress. In 1816 Congress
removed to a brick building erected on Capitol Hill for its use pending
the re, toration of the Capitol. Tl.Je Library was transfer, eel to tbe same
buiJdiug, wh re it remained until 1 24, when it was :finaJJy returned to
th Uapitol and pla • din th west hall, which later became the central
of th three J1a1J. · o ·c·npi cl by th Library until it wa tra11 ferred to
th n ,w , J> cial buil<liu in 1 !J7. F r , ev nty-tbre year , therefore,
it o · npi d th ,·am a commoda ion in th
apitoJ.
In l 51 th nnmb •r of 0111111 ., had iu ·r a ed to 55,000, but on
D c mb r ~ 1 f ha y :u· , om :r- 0 of b m were de troy d by fir •
·ommuni ·, t d by a <1 f •<·t,iv, tin to wlii ·h th woodwork th n <'Om}Jri ing th fl ti11
an<l . h lving of h library wa
xpo: d.
r h'
in rior of h thr lrnJl: r f IT •cl t w, · h n r h lv cl u lw, l ·ov
with ,..;allc•ri · wh ,Uy

. \ alt r.
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In 1 60 75,000 volume had been accumnlated. By act of April 5,
1866, the library coll ted by the Smith 'Onian Institution, amounting
to about 40,000 volum" , wa tran ferred to the Library of Congress,
wlli ·h th reaft r grew rapidly, reaching in 1870, when the national
opyright la.w went i11to effect, 197,668 volumes and 30,000 pamphlets.
Th op ration of the copyright law so increased the rate of growth
that th accommodation furnish d by the three halls and two or three
a<lja •e11t mall int rior office rooqi soon became quite inadequate for
helviiw the book arid performing the work of the Library and copyrig1, t offic .
n hi , annual report of 1871 the Librarian, Ainsworth R. Spofford,
briefly called atte11tion to the need for more space, and in tl1e followiug
y ar reported 011 tl,e subject at length, earnestly setting forth the
imp rativ neces ity for more room, and even the coll truction of a
sp ial buildino·.
t that tim the collections amounted to 24.6,345
volum ,' a,11d 45,000 pamphlet . The 'Ubject was soon taken up by
'ongr .·, and ·011 ider d through it committees from that time until,
by th act of pril 15, 1 6, the pre ent ite, one-quarter of a mile south
of a:t from th Uapitol, was elected: its acquisition by the nited
tc t pr vided for, and tbe cou tructi n of a building authorized.
Durin · thi loug- period of diHcu ion many scheme for attaining the
l ir d end, including a variety of plan' for enlarging and occupying
th --.< pitol and many diff 1rent ite in the city of Wa hington, were
u ·id red. 'ev ral time did the legisla,tion reach an advanced stao-e
and fail throu ·h tu pre ur of more ab,·orbing interests. Finally the
le w r f rr d to adopted ,·ket ·h plan that had been prepared by l\fe r .
mi hm y r "~ I lz, a firm of
a,·hiugtoa architect , but it fix d no
limit of · ·t nor did it pecify the materials of con tructiou or character
f x llti n of th de. ig·n other than to tipulate that the building
,•h uld
fir pro f.
·ommi ion, compo ed of the ecretary of the
In ri r, h Librarian of .,ongre · ·, and the Architect of tlrn Capitol,
wa · d ignat <l t · ndu ·t the con truction of tb.e building. The ite
ompri in°· tw ci y quare -nearly 9 a r s within th city building
Jin . ' nd ith th in luded tr et -wa purcha e<l of the pri at
h
ronnd cl ar d of , ome eveuty building occupyino- it
nmrn r of 1
about one-half of the foundation fo tin
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phm was based on that adopted by the original act, and provided a
building of similar form, dimensions, and architecture. The project
embodied the principal materials of construction and a detailed estimate of the cost.
Under these auspices operations were begun in the spring of 1889
where the operations bad left off the year before, and the construction
thence proceeded without interruption until the buildiug was :finally
completed, in the spring of 1897. It is 470 feet ju length by 340 feet in
width,having three stories and a subbasement,anrl fronts west-toward
the Capitol. Each of the six pavilions contains an attic . . The accompanying illustratio11s show the floor plans of the three principal stories
and views of the interior and exterior of the building. I'he first guiding principle of the design to accommodate a nation's library was that
an ample general reading room should be located within the mass of
the books, to insure their easy reach and access. The next was ample
light and air, combined with security and latitude for future growth of
the collections and their uses; then that all necessary accommodations
should be provided for the constant work involved in the care, use, and
increase of the Library and its· several departments, including suitable
halls for the exhibition of the curiosities and varieties of bibliography
and the graphic art.
In planning the building it was also recognized that its peculiar
importance and functions, as well as its location near the Capitol,
demanded a monumental treatment throughout, and consequently the
most substantial and durable construction, and a high order of fine art.
In endeavoring to meet all the utilitarian requirements of a national
library in the present generation it was found that hbrary science was
in a state of rapid evolution, and that the future of the subordinate
departmental locations and needs was not sufficiently defined to enable
special provisions to be made for them during the construction of the
building. As a collection of books, however, to be housed in shelves,
and u ed by reader , the prol>lem of helving and reading room was
much more clearly presented, although book helving, on a cale of
millions of volume , had no.t hitherto approa ·hed a stage of perfection.
Out of these condition the plan of the building was evolved. First,
a reading room of octago1rnl plan, to accommodate 250 to 300 reader ,
with ample light from tll sky through cJearstory windows at a high
angle, i placed in the center of the building.
djoiuing thi on three
ide , tack of book hel ing are locat d, the main entrance being on
a fourth ide. Four alternate ctacronal id have wing to th fronts
of the buildiug, and the th r four id open into a many large court .
Th cro plan thus fi rmed i inclo d b four front forming on t.he
whole a rectan ular pl, n, and ontaining pa· for the ubordinate
departm nt of th libr r , f, r the xp n ion of the stack of book
h lving a futur n d
m r quir nd fi r h e 'hibition hall , speial r adin
taff fii .
i
r th r a n i n the I aces
in the fron
of th building ar g n rall not subdivided, but
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are o disposed a, to admit of any desirable subdivision of a more or
less permanent character that experience may indicate. At tbe same
time, the arra11gernents of windows, ventilation, and communication,
and th strength of floors are uch that any part or the whole of any
of the loug hall may be conveniently occupied by Rhelved books, while
the corner pavilion rooms are favorable for staff work, reading, etc.,
and contain al o lavatories and stairways.
The building is les8 exposed and better guarded by having but two
entrallce , a double or two-story one in frollt, and a single one in
rear. The first is for the genera.I u ·e of the public and the other especially for the delivery and dispatch of freight. The front or main
entra11ce opens into a great stafrcase hall, 132 feet wide by 122 feet
deep, xtending the full height of the pavilion through the first and
econd storie ·, con tructed of veined white Italian 111arble in richly
ornamented design, the vaulting of the lower story in marble mosaic,
and that of the upper tory in painted decoration. This 11all l1as a full
ba ement ou the ground floor which serves as the entrance hall from
the porte coch ' re.
The great reading room or main rotunda opens directly from the
tair ball. It is surrounded by two tier · of alcoves shelved for book ,
and urmounted by a o-allery 35 feet above the floor, wherefrom visitors,
not desiri11g to read, may view the rotunda. Special students wm find
quiet ,'pace in tbe alcoves. The reading room has a clear diameter of
100 £ t, with ltemi pherical dome whose crown is 125 feet above the
floor. The dome lantern and emicircular clearstory windows of 32
fe t diam ter above the gallery furni h the light. A few mall
, indow, op u into ,•ome of th al oves from the courts. By means of
tran lu<· nt la , the dire ·tray, of the un are ufficiently softened iu
h outherly window . The catalogue and attendants counter and
d k f cir ular form are placed in the middle of the floor, and th
r acl r. tabl ,· ar arrang d around thi in three concentric circle .
h · n ral d 'k i in ·ommuuication with the several tories of the
l> ok ,·
k tall time by mean of pneumatic tub s for written 111 p king, electri al ammncjator , and endl , - •hain bo k
·arri r p ra ed by el ctric motor . The ide wall ar compo ·ed of
an alt rnation f narr w brick pier and plate gla
pening e t ndh foll h i h f th uilding, admjtting ample light from the court
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ing is about 2,500,000 volumes, making the total ultimate capacity of the
building 4,500,000 without encroaching on the exhibition balls or any
of the spaces needed for the .work of the Library or for special reading
rooms. The small liook stack is devoted to the Smithsonian collection.
From a point in the basement just below the center of the reading
room books of any size are transported in a few minutes to tbe Capitol
and returned by means of an underground endless cable driven by an
electric motor. The Capitol terminal of this apparatus, located in a
small room east of the statuary ball, is in further communication with
the Library by means of a pneumatic message tube, electric bells, and
a telephone.
Every part of the interior of the Library building, excepting the
basement of the rotunda .a nd 1Stair ha11, receives daylight most abun dantly through some two thousand windows and skyUghts, and this is
favored by the great width of the four courts and the reflecting quality
of the light cream-colored enameled bricks with which their walls are
faced.
Some of the larger hall spaces are not yet assigned ~nd occupied by
the Library, the collectiolls having but recently been placed in the
building aud not yet fully arranged, but in the main the :first or Library
story will contain the executive offices of the Library proper, the private
reading rooms for members of Congress, and the cataloguing, manuscript,
periodical, a.nd Smithsonian rooms, together with the Toner collection
and Washingtoniana, antl perhaps the music and map rooms; that is to
say, the first floor will be the Library floor proper, not only for the great
public reading room before described, but for all principal collectious,
executive offices, aud the main entrance hall of the Library. .At least
oue-half of the secolld or upper story, which is 29 feet in clear height,
i to be occupied for the exhibition of graphic art and curiosities of
bibliography aud literature. The :first story bas a height of 21 feet,
floor to floor. The basement story, on tbe ground floor, is for the offices
of snperintenclence and maintenance of the building and grounds and
disbar emeIJt for the whole Library, the extensive copyright department, reading room for the blind, book binding, mailing, packing,
r ceivi11g a11d <1e1iv ri11g, storage, etc. Thi , story is 14 feet high from
floor to floor. Eaeh of the ,·ix pavilion -b ing one at each corner of
the buildi110- a11d two in the ea t and west front'-contains a11 attic
tory w ll v •11ti lat cl and light d aucl uitabJ for , afe torage and
varion, kind,• of ,· nbon1i11at work. In that of th we, t ceut r pavilion
a •commodation of the Libral'y
1
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60-horsepower horizontal shell tubular boilers, and a coal storage
capacity of 3,000 tons. The steam operates the hydraulic pumps for
elevator power and water supply, the air compressor for the pneumatic-tube system, and the dynamo engines for electric lighting and
power apparatus, the exhaust from which is passed through eight sets
of tubular tanks for heatiug the water required for warming the
building. By circulation of this bot water through cast-iron coils of
3-inch pipe, inclosed in chambers of brick distributed throughout the
cellar, to which it is carried alld returned by pipes, fresh air from
out ide the building is warmed and passed by natural draft up wall
flue to the re pective stories and apartments above. The air thus
taken into the lmilding and circulated through the rooms is discharged
at the roof through other wall flues.
A complete system of electric lighting is provided for night service~
including both the building and surrounding grounds; ah;o means of
internal communication between a11 parts of the buildiug through
·able of electric wires laid in the floors, with frequent points for
aud conllection witlJOut distnrbing the permanent structure.
a c
'The fonndation" of the building are of hydraulic cement concrete,
6 fe t de p in gr uml which i a mixture of clay and sand of very
uniform ·haracter. The cellar wall are of bard red brick; the exterior fac of the nper trnctme of a fine grained ligl1t blue granite from
ou ord, . II.; the tone of the rotunda and the trimmings of the
· urt all a, liITht blue gra11ite from near Wood tock, Md.; the facing
of th court wall' uam led brick from Leeds, Euglm1d; and the backiu ~ nd int rior walls a. w 11 a, all of the vaulting of the basement
· ud fir;t tori,,. ar of hard red bri ·k. Mo tor the floor that are .flat
il d ar
fillin
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stacks, as above described, a slender, rolled steel framework of continuous columns and horizontal deck members was introduced, dividing the
stack into nine stories of 7 feet each. The decks are covered with white
marble slabs and contain narrow openings in front of the shelf ranges
for communication, admission of light, and circulation of air. In each
story on either side of every column a simple vertical cast-iron wing is
attached, havin g the necessary teeth and lugs to receive the shelves
and permit of their ready adjustment to any interval desired. The
shelf is of a gridiron form, being a set of parallel bars of n section,
forming an extremely stiff and smooth shelf, capable of receivjng anything that any shelf may be called upon to carry while its weight does
not exceed that of white pine wood. 'l'he shelves may all be removed
from any bay or series of bays on a deck to make a passageway or
insert any convenient piece of furniture, such as a card catalogue, desk,
or cabinet of any kind. The shelf length is uniformly 38 inches in all
the stacks and the shelves are therefore quite generally interchangeable. Thus, by inde:fiuite multiplication of the few simple elements
described, a stack of almost any required dimensions and capacity may
be constructed. Proper anchorage of the horizontal deck bars in the
surrounding walls is requisite for lateral stability of the loaded stack,
and some other constructive details must be observed, but it is a simple thing to make a stack of twenty or more stories or tiers in height
and of almost any other dimensions.
The book carrier is a pair of parallel, endless chains, running in a
vertical slrnft in the middle of the stack; thence in a horizontal duct
in the cellar to a point below the central desk of the reading mom,
where it turns upward and ascends vertically to the delivery outlet at
the desk. A series of equidistant book trays, eighteen in number, are
suspended between the chains. The machine runs continuously and
automatically takes on and delivers books of the size of a quarto or
less at its reading room terminal and at each of the stack stories. Tbe
speed of the carrier is about 100 feet per minute.
The pneumatic me age tube i also convenient as a speaking tube.
The great rotunda or public reading room of the building, the main
taircase ha11 or foyer, the private l'eading rooms for the members of
on re· , the Librarian's office, the corridors communicating with
these, and the exhibition ball ' as well a many portions of the exterior
wall , e pecially the we t main paviliou, have received a good degree
of arti tic treatme11t a11d eml>elli hment, hut all within strict architecural 1· quil'emeut ' .
om forty culptor aud mural painters, about
qua11y divided in numb rs, furnished the principal work of art under
the archit ct ' upervi ion and dir ctiou . Many appropriat quotations
an d name are in crib d on the wall in the architectural tablets,
fr iz and pan 1 , addin to the g neral impre ivene sand inter st
of tb buil<liug.
In all way ancl from all point of vi w th library building L min ntly in tructive a aH x mpl of g od de igu, good appoiutment for
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its great purpose, good building and good administration in the executioll, and. therefore the more appropriatA to house the nation's library.
The unusual success of the undertaking under Government auspices
is · almost wholly due to the selection of a known competent, sturdy,
and faithful individual such as General Casey was, and giving him the
sole charge directly under Congress without an executive superior
liable to interfere and cause delays. The work went on quietly, but
with energy, and. was completed within the originally estimated time
and well within the legal limit of cost.
The total co t of the building was $6,344,585.34-that of the site,
$585,000-complete records of the work are preserved in drawings,
photographs, correspondence, and accounts. Mr. Paul J. Pelz, of the
original firm of architects, was employed to assist as architectural
designer, remaining until the drawings of the building as a whole were
completed, when he was succeeded by Edward P. Casey, architect,
who e work comprised chiefly the design and supervision of all the
more artistic a well as many of the important fundamental features
of tb iuterior. The writer designed the construction throughout, the
book tacks and much of the apparatus, and supervised everything.
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GEORGE BROWN Goon&
Born February 13, 1851.

Died September 6, 1896.

It had been the intention of the Institution to
place here a biography of its late Assistant Secretary, Dr. George Brown Goode, but on account of
his special charge of the Museum it has been
thought better to transfer this to the Museum volume, where an account of his scientific labors can
be found at length.

The Secretary, however, does

-not wish to leave without remark the page which
contains this reference to one whose life was intimately associated not only with the Museum, but
with the parent Institution, of which he was, as it
were, a son, and where be was so greatly loved
and trusted by all.

s.

P. LA

GLEY,

Secretary of t!ie Smit!tsonian Institution.
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By GEORGE F. Ho.A.R aud CARROLL D. WRIGHT.

!.-EXTRACTS FROM ORA1'10N

BY

SENATOR GEORGE F. HOAR. 1

We have come to pay a public debt, so far as we can pay such debts,
to a public benefactor. Massachusetts has no orders of knighthood,
no robes, or star, or jeweled ribbon of Bath or Garter, no coronet or
crown for those who have served her. She gives them no title of rank
or nobility. She endows them with no lands or castles to -leave to
those who bear their name. Their children_ must begin again, for themselves, by the side of the humblest and poorest, with no advantage but
t he stimulant of the father's example, and the feeling, if they be of
noble mind, that the State holds a pledge of them. We have no
mausoleum, or cathedral, or abbey, like that. "Where Death and Glory a joint Sabbath keep,"

to whicl.t Nelson looked forward on the morning of his death and his
immortality. We do not consigu the dust of the men we delight to
honor to sleep the last sleep among rows of warriors and walks of
kings. A.. simple Well doue ! comiug from the heart of the people,
takes, for us, the place of crown, and corouet, a1Hl rank, and title, and
broad land', and dome, and arch. Yet we should not be here to honor
General Walker unles we kne-w tllat he would have preferred what
we have to bring-the esteem and love of Massachusetts, with the
cou seience that he deserved them, to all other honor, or wealth, or
glory.
] do not purpose, in what I have to say to-night, to speak of Francis
Walker as a man of great and remarkable original genius, as that
word is commonly used. Whether he possessed or lacked that undelinable quality, jt is not that which brings us here. It is because he
was an admirable example, perhaps the best example Massachusetts
has to offer in late years, of a complete and rounded citizenship. The
excellence and variety of his work grow upon you as you study it.
He was a more useful man and a safer gnide than any man, with.
1
From oration by Senator Hoar at the memorial meeting at Boston Music Hall,
October 14, 1897.
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rare exception, that we have had of great and remarkable original
genius. He was wise, industrious, conscientious, patriotic, faithful,
and brave. He had an independent intellect rendered prudent by a
great modesty. He administered with remarkable success the Indian
Bureau, the Census Bureau twice under vastly different conditions,
and a great college. He began his service in the Union .Army as a
noncommissioned officer. He left it a general officer. He was severely
wounded. He was sir. weeks in Libby prison, where he met his
brother. He was twice promoted for gallantry in the .field. He was a
favorite aide of three famous general~. He was frequently praised for
soldierly quality in the reports of his superiors and in general orders.
He was a model adjutant-general. He saved the day in an important
battle. He was our foremost writer and thinker on political economy
in a generation constantly called upon to reconsider and to apply
economic laws. He contributed to science our best example of the
scientific temper. He was a profound thinker. He was a successful
teacher. He was a lover, inspirer, and leader of youth. He concealed
great power by quietness in bis work. He did, for nearly forty years,
bravely and faithfully, what his generation much needed to have done.
He was a constant spectator and critic of what other men were doing
in other departments of human activity. Yet he never lost his kindne s of heart or his brave hopefulness. He loved bis country, his
Commonwealth, the town where he was born, and the city where he
lived. He wa perfect in the relation of son, brother, husband, and
father. H was unselfish. He was a constant, loving, a11d faithfol
friend. He had no ignoble ambitions. Hi objects in life were public,
not per onal. The ends he aimed at were"his country's,
His God's, and truth's."

Every step in hi life wa upon a stair of honor. His sound brain
and a hl tic frame could bear great labor without fatigue. Ile had a
thorourrhly healthy and robu t intellect, capable of being directed
upou any of the pur. nit of life, or any of the affair of Sta,te in any
<l partment of the public , ervice. He exhibited a varied and , ound
m ntal pacity which made it • ure that he could have attained di incti n a. a metaphysiciao, or a matbematiciau, a a lino·ui t, a an
ad ·at a a lawyer, a a Jerri lator, as a j ud•"e, a he <lid in_fact
ttain it a. a oldier, a a teacher, a~ an admini trator, a a tati i ·i, n,
a wri r and rea on r up n ab tru e doctrine of politi al
on m .
Mark Hopkins aid of hi pupil, Pre8ident arfield
'tb re wa a large
neral apa ity applicable to any ul>ject, and
, nn
n .
at he dicl was don with facility, l>ut by hone t and
a w d work. Tb r wa no alternation of spa modic effort au 1 of
r a · mpli hment in all directions of what wa
e d

·end cl in th

i ·hth
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generation from Capt. Richard Walker, of Lynn, a man active in the
church and in the town, a member of the Honourable Artillery Company of Loudon, and one of the first members of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company of Boston. The Walkers in every generation
were good farmers and soldiers and important men in the town. His
great grandfather, Phineas Walker, who moved to Worcester County,
and built a house on land where his descendants now dwell, served in
the old French war under Wolfe; was a captain in the Revolution, and
was at the taking of Ticonderoga with Ethan Allen. His grandfather,
Deacon Walter Walker, a blacksmit,h and farmer, moved to North
Brookfield in 1800. There his children were born. He was the principal citizen of the town. His wife, Priscilla Carpenter, originally
spelled Charpentier, was of French Huguenot descent. General Walker
was of Huguenot descent on his mother's side likewise. This is a strain
of which we have many delightful examples. The character and quality
of our New England women do not often get into the town records.
But it is noticeable that so far as we have accounts, certainly for three
generations, the women from whom he descended were remarkable for
intellectual vigor and great public spirit. General Walker told the
story at the Uommercial Club of his going home unexpectedly on leave
of absence at the darkest time of the war, in the fall of 1862, when
almost every household in Massachusetts was in mourning, and officers
were resigning, and desertions frequeut. He came into the house unseen
early in the morning, and found his mother with an open Bible in her
lap-not reading, but with her gaze :fixed toward the south, thinking of
her absent sons.
"Instead of the glad welcome I had expected came the quick, sharp
question, 'You haven't left the Army, have you f'" His mother was
one of a family of four sisters, a)l women of commanding presence and
character, having, as Mr. Spencer, the North Brookfield pastor, says,
"an inteu e regard for righteousness." * * *
He began to study Latin when he was 7 years old. He fitted for college at Leicester Academy and at Lancaster. He was graduated from
Amherst at 20, where he got two prizes for extempore speaking. He
studied law in Worcester.
IIe e111i 'ted as a private in the Fifteenth Massachusetts Volunteers,
a regiment never excelled on the face of the earth for soldierly quality.
Soon after his enlistment he was made sergeant-major. Very soon he
was commissioned as captain and assistant adjutant-general. He was
promoted to be major, then to be lieutenant-colonel, then brevetted
general. Ile served on Couch's staff and VVarren's, and was chief upon
Ilancock's. 'l'wo of his promotions were for gallant conduct on the field.
Ilis name receives honorable mention in the reports of many battles,
including Williamsburg, Fair Oaks, Malvern Hill, Fredericksburg,
Chancellorsville, Bristow Station, Wilderness, Spottsylvania, Petersb~rg, and Reams Station. He was severely wounded at ChancellorsVllle. General Couch reported that at Fair Oaks he "made a daring
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personal reconnois ance, and bad his horse shot under him." He was
a model adjutant-general; and to be a model adjutant-general demands
high intellectual and literary capacity. General Warren says of Lim
in his report of the campaign: "He is fully acquainted with bis office
duties, so important to the operation of an army corps. He is willing
and gallant on the fielu."
He was by Ilancock's side at Re.ams Station and received honorable
mention in Hancock's report. He rode into the enemy's lines in the
darkness and was ca.p tured. He made a gallant dash for liberty and
warn the .Appomattox River, but was taken again by the enemy as,
exhausted by the last stroke for which his strength held out, be gained
the shore. He was six weeks in Libby prison. Ile was made brigadiergeneral for gallant conduct at Chancellorsville, by Hancock's express
reque t. * * ll<
Walker did not come back from the war spoiled for the duties of civil
life. I would not speak unkindly of those to whom that happened.
Commonly they could not help it. The cause of it, in mauy cases, was
phy icaJ and not moral. A malarial fever or a wound often takes out
of a man the courage and steadfastness needed for common business
who never would flinch before the enemy or the hardship of a campaign
life. The anxiety, the hope and fear, the constant peril, the din of battle, the th nuder of the cannon, and the shouting-I do not see how the
ound of bot and , hell could ever afterwards get out of their ears-bow
could they not spoil the boy for the (]_uiet duties of the farm and the
. : bop i It wa the acrifice he made for his country, a sacrifice even
more co tly than life it elf. But to Walker, as to many another good
ldier-a. to Grant, a to Devens, ai-; to Garfield, as to McKinleythe military training wa the very source and inspiration of civic
greatne.' . • * =·
alker wa 24 year old when he came home from the Army, broken
down by impri onmeut and hard hip. It took several years to get back
bi b alth. But he et him lf to work at once. His purpo e wa to
got
ork wherever he could find work to do. His path in life eems
t ha e b n d t rmiu d by opportunity and not by inclination. He
wa e1 ploy d . a t acher of Latin and Greek in Willi ton Seminary
fi rm r ban tbr e y ar .
rom March 15, 1868, to January 1 , 1 69,
b wa an a' i. ta11t <lit r of th prin field I epublican, and wrote, he
. ab ut wo-third f tbe ecMoria] matter. Ile went from pringfi ld t
a:bington. 1 rom hat day to bi death he led two bu y and
ne wa tbe lif of a practical admini trator of larg
th r h Ji£ of a th ori t, an iudu triou, tudent and
th cl : t. Il admini tered in u ·ce 'ion a variety of
utiv ffi · : . Ile wa. the author of a r at number of
. and pap r on int re ting and living question . . • • •
H tau,rh Latin and ' r k at" illiRton from 1865 to 1 68.
·i.-t, nt c·dit r ofth pringfield R publican in 1 6 .
onomy and hi tory in beffield 'cientifi ·

chool, at Yale,
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Ten years trustee of Amherst.
President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1881 till hi s den th.
He was appointed deputy special commissioner of the revenue in the service of the
United States January 15, 1869.
He was then made Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, and held that office un t il he
was appointed Superintendent of the Ninth Census in 1870.
He became Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Superintendent of the Ninth Census until he was appointed Superintendent of the
Tenth Census, April 1, 1879. He held that office till 1881.
He was chief of the bureau of awards at the Centennial Exposition in 1876.
Member of the school committee of New Haven from 1877 to 1880.
Member of the board of education of Connecticut, 1878 to 1881.
United States Commissioner at the Monetary Conference at Paris in 1878.
Member of the Massachusetts board of education from 1882 to ·1890.
Lecturer in Johns Hopkins University, 1877 to 1879.
Lecturer in Harvard University in 1882, 1883, and 1896.
Chairman of the Massachl1setts Topographical Survey Commission, 1884 to 1890.
!lfrmber of the school committee of Boston, 1885 to 1888.
Member of art commission of Boston from 1890 till he died.
Member of park commission of Boston, 1890 to 1896.
Chairman of the Massa~husetts board. of the World's Fair Managers, 1892 to 1894
Trnstee of the Boston Public Library in 1896.
President of the American Statistical Association from 1882 until his death.
Vice-president of the National Academy of Sciences.
He helped to found the International Statistical Institute, of which he was an
honorary member ancl president-adjoint.
President of the American Economic Association from 1885 till 1892.
Pre1:1ident of the Society of Arts.
Vice-president of the Military Historical Society of Massachusetts from 1891 to his
death.
Vice-president of the American Society for the Promotion of Profit Eharing from
1892 till bis dea,th.
Vice-president of tho Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers from 1892
till his death.
An officer of the French Legion of Honor.

Perhaps this enumeration may seem tedious; yet it is by no means
complete. It is peculiar .to this man that the bare, naked catalogue of
his useful deeds is too long to leave room for comment if the sketch of
hi life is to be within moderate bounds. The offices he filled have no
glamour about them. When filled by a great man they are great offices;
when fille<l. by an insignificant man they are insignificant. He gave
dignity to every place he held.
The ease with which he passed from one field of service to another,
which we seldom find among eminent men of other countries, and
which, indeed, the structure of their society renders impossible, was
characteristic of h~m, even as compared with his own countrymen.
His intellect never seemed jaded or strained. Ile worked rapidly, but
he rarely gave the impression of being hunied in his intellectual work
and never of being tired. He had light without heat, although quite
capable of lofty euthu iasm aud deep affection, as witness his eulogies
on Hancock and Devens.
He did hiR work with a quietne s which concealed its power. He
was 11ot a little, rattling steam engine that goes puffing and smoking
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and spitting along, with the clang of machinery and the smell of oil.
He was an electric current. It was conveyed by a slender and almost
invisible wire, exerting its force without beat or noise or odor, but it
never failed to do its work and to carry its load.
Every one of these offices be administered with signal success. Yon
can not find an instance of any duty undertaken by him which was not
faithfully and thoroughly discharged. You can not find an instance of
bad or superficial intellectual work. He received more honorary
degree in this country and abroad than any other .American left alive
when he died. * * *
General Walker brought the result of this varied experie1v·e and
the fame of these achievements to the service of the Institute of Technology in the autumn of 1881. It was a time of great discouragement
here. There bad been barely 200 graduates up to 1878. The number
of students had fallen within six years from 348 to 188-almost ouehalf. Pro Cessor Tyler says of the friends of fifteen years earlier:
" ome were disheartened and ome were dead." The very existence
of the in titute seemed for a time in peril. It bad been seriously propo ed to merge its iclentity with one of the departments of Harvard
niversity. I should do injustice alike to an admira,ble and devoted
faC'ulty and to tlrn liberality of this community if I were to attribute
the change which these sixteen year' l,tave shown to any one man;
bnt surely he wa born under a fortunate and auspicious star, of whom
it can be aid that he touched nothing that did not spring· int,o new
life and rejoice in new health when he touched it. Nil tetigit quod
non in piravit.
I1' wa. elected by President Rogers a the fittest person to be
found in the country to carry ont bi comprehensive plans. Leland
i tanford a
Mr. Stanford himself told me, tried afterward with all his
might to get him to do the. ame thing for bi university. I do not lay
gr at str . on the fact that in hi time the roll of student increased
fr m 30"" to 1,198, or that you bad, when he began, 39 teachers, and
, h n Ji di d 153. That i the story of many of the , chools and coll g . of th country, rtainly of the ortb during the same period.
n ral Walk r , Jot wa ca tat the time of the marvelou, growth of
h <' untr in w alth and pow r. Ile was here for fifteen y ar out of
hirt ·, in whi b th country gaitied thirty-eight million in population,
an l in whi h it valuation grew from eventeen thousand million to
hir
h u,·and million and in which it b ·am the foremo. t mannfacnrin r n i n in th world, and the ri he t nation in the world.
h nd wm n fin titution f learning l1a been going on all ov r
t.
ntribution. to th an e of higher dnc-ation
r l and ~
untry, whieh lrn
be n publi h d in the new paper and
w r l r
nough to c ttra t tb notic~ of th
tati ti fan of th
f • du a i 11 have amount d in th la t twenty-five year,·, to
o hnndr d mil]i n dollar .
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His work was done in Massachusetts and in Boston, aud tliat means
that lie ha.cl behind him as generous and lrberal a community as ever
existed on the face of the eartli-a cornmunjty specially alive to the
value of institutions like this. It would be a dishonor to the great
old presidents, the Josiah Quincys, the James Walkers, the Mark
Hopkinses, the W oolseys, the Jeremiah Days, and the Timothy
Dwights, who administered our colleges in tlrn days of their poverty,
to measure their success either by money or by the number of their
students. General . Walker's title to gratitude is that in his time this
institution grew toward the zenith as well as toward the horizon; it is
that while the number of students grew, the efficiency and fitness for
their life's work, to which their diplomas certified, grew in like proportion; it is that the personal character of the president exerted an
ennobling and enlarging influence on the character and intellect of the
pupil. Never, if we may trust the testimony of those who know best,
was it surpassed in this country, unless possibly in the single instance
of Mark Ilopkins. Ile understood every need of the institution. The
school felt his touch in every nerve. He brought his great administrative abilities to bear in every department and upon the smallest
detail, as will be seen if you read his reports. He was a lover of
young men. He sympathized with them in tlrnir studies, in their
athletic sports; he had a kindly tolerance for their foibles and faults.
The pnpils and the younger teachers of the Institute of Technology
loved the pre ident, and the president loved them. * * *
He had inherited a spirit of independent thinking and an aptness
fo r eco11omic tudy. His father, a successful merchant, without college
training, had been attracted to such studies by the desire to understand
the laws on which the success of his own business depended. He became
deeply interested in the currency, wages, and freedom of commercial
intercourse. He wa a thinker and investigator of great independence;
early au antislavery man, and an influential advocate of cheap postage
and sound banking. He was everywhere respected and had much
influence in his day. During the war he saved Secretary Chase from a
grave error; the evil of which we could not easily Lave gotten rid of.
Mr. Cha e had purposed to issue an adulterated silver coinage, to make
the value far above the true value, and had prepared a bill and sent a
letter to the Senate and the committee of the House of Representatives
recommen ding it. This he showed to Amasa Walker, who was then
in Wa. hington, and gave up the plan in consequence of his sharp
expo tulation.
In dealing with this part of General Walker's life I am afraid some
of my audience will think it is as if I were to <leliver an address on
liakespeare and were fo begin by saying that I would not undertake
to e timate hakespeare's rank as a dramatic poet. But the time has
not come for a final opinion as to General Walker's rank in the department of political economy. I should be presumptuou, if I were to
'M
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undertake to measure the permanent value of his coutrilrntious to tliis
science, if that mean that we are to affirm in cou:fideuce what among
his conclusions are to stand the test of time and to be accepted hereafter as settled truth. Oue thing we may say, Walker thoroughly
understood -the limitations of hi::; science and of his own intellect. He
brought to these discussions, where usually there is so much he::i.t and
arrogance and auger, a sweet and gentle personal quality; but it will
be a great mistake if we let this quietness of toue aud modesty of
spirit mislead us into thiuking that he lacked either earnestness of conviction or depth of iuve tigation, or that be was not able to defend
himself with vigor and s1>irit aga,inst any autagollist. Other men have
prepared themselves for affairs by studying political ecouomy. He
prepared himself for studying political economy by a large and intimate
knowledge of affairs at first baud. The fact t_h at he maintained always
o large a relation to practical life was, in my judgment, bis great
advantage ais a public leader over other men who have been eminent
economist . How many other writers ou political ecouomy would have
been tit to administer a technical chool Y How fl'w others are ever
tru ted by their fellow-citizens either with public responsibilities or
with the management of important private affairs l * * *
The great celebratiou of the three hundredth year of the University
at Dublin, iu 1892, where the universities of Europe, of America, of
Africa, of Australia, of India, and of New Zealand were represeuted,
wa a scene of the kind never approached in Europe for dignity and
plendor, unle we except the tercentenary of Leyden or of Edinburg,
the five hundredth a11niver ary of Heidelberg, or the eight hundredth
anniver aryofthe UHiver ityof Bologna. Seventy-one honorary<legrers
w re onferred upon men famous in church and state, in science and
literature. Th degree of Doctor of Law , the highest degree of all,
wa conferred upon five person only-two Englishmen, oue German,
one i r nchman, and one merican. The
merican was Presideut
'V ralk r. Edinburg conferred upou him a like honor in 189G. * * '·"
H wa a great in pirer of couomic thought. There was no rasbne ( bou him. H di cu, s d th economic pr.oblem. for which hi
g n r i n wa r ady. II~ boldly took by the throat the <lelu ion
which had gaiue la r ng hold upon the thought of men who we11t
b f r him. Hi training a, a tati tician had taught him alway to
t hi f ct·.
o u
hi own word in giving advice to a
k p 1
·11 lar h k pt him elf up rior to parti an dictation, and to be
lu · i n f tll
H r U ·t
m ral
in .
indi idu 1

·on m , a au appli
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to be applied forthwith for the benefit of his own generation, and his
own country. There was 110 alteri seculo about him. He was not content to keep a mighty magnet in his museum, holding its weight till a
later generation should accidentally discover and make. useful the
resources of its power. Still less could he tolerate for an instant that
arrogant and disdainful spirit with which some men who undertake,
with little title, to represent science in this country, sneer at any
attempt to make use of the forces she reveals to us for the service of
mankind. Someone said, the other day, that science was becoming a
bod carrier. I do not see why the term "bod carrier" should express
the relation rather than the term "benefactress." I do not see, either,
that there is auything degrading in the thought that the knowledge
of th e learned man enables him . to lift the burden beneath which
humanity is bowed and bent. I do not know that science is exempt
from the divine law, "He that is greatest among you, let him be the
servant of all." If the great forces of the unfrerse perform all useful
offices fo r man, if the sunshine warm and light our dwellings, if gravitation move the world and keep it true to its hour, nay, if it keep the
tem ple or cathedral in its place when the hod carrier has builded it, I
<l.o not see why it should uot lend its beneficent aid to him also. Our
illnstrion philosopher advised his countryman to '' hitch his wagon to
1
a, ~tar. '
The tar will move no le, s erenely on its sublime pathway
wl1c11 the w~gou i hitehed to it. I do not know that auy archangel or
god<1ess, however re ' plenclent the wings, has yet been constructed or
imagined without fe t. I do not kuow that any archangel, however
glorious, has ever been created or imagined without sympathy with
suffering h umanity.
I tllink perhaps tbi exalted, let me rather say this divine, sympathy
for common humanity is the peculiar characteristic of the men who
bave been devoted to scientific pursuit in this country. Each of the
great republics of the world has stood for a great ideal-the Greek for
beauty, the I omau for law, the Hebrew for religious faith. So the
American stands, I will not say for utility, for that word has bad associations, but rather for ennobling humanity and raising from the dust
it humblest and coarsest members .. I will not undertake to dispute
whether this be of itself and alone the highest ideal to which states
have been consecrated. I certainly do 11ot think, highly as I esteem
him, that Benjamin Fra11klin was tbe loftiest example either of phi- .
losopb y or statesmanship. But tbe realization of our ideal is the condition of all the others. There can be neither beauty, law, love, nor
spiritual life for a people in abject poverty or condemned to struggle
for existence under a perpetual and unremitting drudgery. It is. the
praise and the glory of the great leaders of American science-it is the
glory of Francis Walker-that the truths th~y have discovered and
the la,w they have expounded have been the benignant harbinge-rs of
light: knowledge, and happiness tothemassofmankind. A soul livino·
iu abject poverty is but the soul of a brute, though in human for;
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Where in this gallery the works of our friend will be hung, on. what
shelf his books will be fouud, we will not to-night undertake to prophesy.
But he will be among the masters. He will have a chapter or a page
in the most compact histqry of science. His pithy sentences will be
quoted. Better than that; his example of human interest in the welfare of man, and of a deferential regard for his opponents, will be followed. He will be remembered as having helped to teach the haughty,
arrogant philosopher, the presumptuous and self-confident debater, a
more excellent way. * * *
Lord Erskine says tbat tl.10ugh the word "gentleman" can not be
defined, it is the quality to which England owes everything that she is.
Perhaps our conception of it and that of the Englishman may not be
in an respects tl1e same. But certainly Frank Walker possessed that
attractive ometbing, consisting partly of grace of behavior, and chiefly
of quality of heart, which make~ tlle character of the gentleman . In
those countries where rank and birth count for mucll, rank and birth
are es ential to the gentleman. We count them for nothing. But I do
not know tbat the republican gentleman can better be defined than by
taking the description which, when tlle age of chivalry was not yet
gone, Chaucer g·ave of his young knight, the flower of English chivalry:
"Curtcis be was, lowly a1Hl scrvisable."

ourtesy, mode ty, and service! We can find its examples in New
Englanu farmhou, es a wen as in baronial balls.
•
Our Engli h brethren, when they peak of a great-hearted, honest,
aud brave man, who doe nothing mean, a11d will not give in, like to
ay he i thoronghly Engli h. With all the faults of the Bnglish
baracter, they have an hone t right to ay it. But we have a right
to ay of tlii rnan tbat there wa 11ot a, trait in his intellectual or moral
baracter, there wa not an action of bi life, there was not an emotion
of bi' ul that wa' 11ot in ten ely m rican. He loved his country.
n r great and varied re von ibiJitie he did what an American citiou
z u ought t do, au l wa, what an American citizen ought to be.
an bardl. think of a pla ·e in the 1 epublic where there wa a man'
rk t d in wbi h if you bad put Frank Walker, he would not have
d n i w 11.
•
Il
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his speech of acknowledgment to eulogy of the Irish Catholic soldier,'
who had been liis comrades in the war for the Union. Indeed, lie wa.·
always a good stander-by. No comrade or friend ueed ever fear that
his good name would suffer from any hostile critic in Francis Walker's
presence'.
He had none of the spirit which can find nothing but evil and degeneracy and deca ill our national life-a spirit which does more than any
other to create what it thinks it finds and to bripg to pass its own
prophecies. .As nothing can be more injurious to a child than to teach
him that Le is base and worthy to be despised, nothing can be more
injurious to a nation than to teach it such a lesson. The boastful, braggart, self-asserting temper which is sometimes found in a nation whose
place in the world, whose title to the respect of mankind, is not yet
ass ured, bad as it is, is infinitely less harmful than the spirit of an indiscriminate detraction. The taking for granted that honesty and courage
and nobility are the motives of public conduct tends to elevate public
conduct to a higher standard. We may be willing, in admiration for
bi::, mighty ge11ius, to submit to Carlyle's note of despair and contempt.
Yet I 1.,elieve Emerson has inspired a hundred heroes where Carlyle
ha, inspired oue. The satirist's scourge, the critic's sneer, or the pessim ist's whine or moan never exalted a nation and never saved a soul.
It is 11ot that these men are possessed by au enthusiasm for a lofty
ideal. If it were we migllt·bear with them. They have neither enthusiasms 11or ideaJs. Whatever other qualities these wailers may have, they
have neither faith, 110pe, nor charity.
It i · remarkable that a man among whose great titles to distinction
were those of author aud soldier should be so indifferent to fame and
praise.
"Lyke as a ship that through the ocean wyde
By conduct of some star doth make her way,"

he was constant to one bright and blazing star-the star of duty" Of whose true fixed and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament."

*

*

*

*

*

IL-EXTRACTS FROM .ADDRESS BY HON. C.A.RROLL D. WRIGHT. 1

When a man passes through the supreme agony of his existence,
leaving only the clay embodiment 0f his soul, the mind, after the first
shock of per onal loss, turns froru the contemplation of the individual
embodiment to the life, character, and achievements of the real man.
1
Extracts from an address delivered at the regular quarterly meeting of the .American tatistical A sociation, held in Huntington Hall, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Friday eYening, .April 16, 1897, 8p. m. Hon. Horace G. Wadlin, vice-president
of the association, presided. Many friends and acquaintances of General Walker
were present b y invitation. Printed in Quarterly Publications of the American f:tatistica,1 .Association, now series, ro. 38 (Vol. V), June, 1897.
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The tear of affection bas been shed, aud we approach the life of our
friend with bowed head, ever the attitude of reverence and respect.
We can not, as personal friends, forget the magnificent presence of General Walker, nor do we wish ever to have the memory of his kindness,
bis cordial support, his actiYe cooperation in everything that makes for
the upbuilding of humanity, as viewed from the personal standpoint,
effaced. No eulogy, no tdbute, however glowing, can do justice or fully
express the influence of personal relations. Such tributes must come
from the heart, .wnich can not express itself fully and satisfactorily
thrnugh the medium of speech. Speech can recount the lives of men,
their deed , their professions, their worth to the public, and thus in a
mea!-lure build a tomb to their greatness. The epitaph to goodness must
always appear less than the truth. * * *
To my mind tbe life we commemorate to-night was a great orchestra,
all its parts and instruments attuned to harmonious results. The versatility of General Walker's character, the great variety of his successful dutie , make this simile emphatically expressive. We wbo have
watched him through the last quarter of a century of his life know well
the full meaning of thi . There were no discords under his magic leaderhip; the orchestra ever rendered, obedient to hi direction, the great
ymphony of his life. Here, with the allegro of the soldier, in that
bri k, prightly mov ment carried to the presto, be comes in his profe orial xperience to the adagio, where, with grace and beauty and
diligent execution b bring out the finest traits of bis character, the
lo ing movemeut f hi. life being an audaute, with an even, graceful,
onward progres ion; but through it all we di cern the themeJ the
motif of bi life. There wa' music in General Walker's life, as we
ontemplate all the· movements in it, and this music makes it to us,
who knew him to all who will know him better as time goes on, a
rand ~·ympbony indeed. But in exact ter1rns, wbo was this man, and
b, t did b do, Why do we come here to-night to pronounce our
ulogy
• •
n addr
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he should at a very early age turn bis attention to economic considerations. In view of his familiarity with his father's 1,ife, and
impressed by his strong, origi11al, and far-seeing miud, it would have
been strange if the keen, receptive qualities of the younger man were
not affected. The elder Walker, as already intimated, was an honored
aud trusted authority in the perplexing problems of political and
social science. * * *
There are two classes of political economists-those belonging to
wllat is popularly known as the orthodox school and those adhering
to the so-called new school of political economy. General Walker did
not belong exclmdvely to either .. He upheld the theorist's views, and
yet, he understood the pressing influences of environment, of the constitntion of human nature, i11 affecting human economic conditions; he
did not hesitate to attack well~grounded assumptions a11d theories or
to uphold those which llad not the weight of the culture of the past to
support them; be was orthodox enough to insist that ethics could not
di place economics; he was just and fair enough to recognize that
ec011omics could not displace ethics, and his well-balanced mind taught
him that, economic conditions once established, the relationship of men
under tllem became ethical. This fair-mindedness, of course, subjected
llim to attacks from both schools. When bis invaluable work on wages
(one of the most positive contributions to economic and social science
that bas been published in the last half century) appeared, in which he
made bis brave and democratic attack upon the settled wage-fund
theory of the great economists of Europe, he called down upon himself attacks which might have staggered a less courageous fighter, but
with l1i human and humaue instincts Walker kept on his course. He
placed mauhood at the ceuter of his economic system. He recognized
not only the power but the good of the organization of labor, and
illsi sted that wages were to be determined, 11ot by any arbitrary rule
m1der which wage earners have no voice and no concern, and are mere
., phyRical elements of production, but by conditions of production, and
that the receivers of them had some tights; for, as. be expressed it, no
clas ' is fit to be the Lrnstee of the interests of any other class. He did not
occupy the position in America that must be given to Emile de Laveleye,
of Belgium, although there is much in common in their writings; he
can be cla sed more t~uthfully, probably, with Leslie and Marshall, of
England. He recognized that political economy must deal with vital
thing ; tba,t it has something more to do with the world's affairs than
to teach the accumulation of wealth. * * *
His chief tudies as an economist have related to wages, theory of
distribution: money, and social economics. Adopting the historical
me hod, Pre ident Walker very naturally turned to statistics for his
argument and illustrations, and, while many economists may differ with
him in many of his positions, the general tude11t feels that be came
nearer the truth than many of his contemporaries. He did not waste
bi efforts in quarreling over definitions; his economic work was some-
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thing grander and broader. He undertook to announce principles and
to draw.<leductions which, wlrnther new or old, could be clearly backed
by fact aud reason. He was not worried about definitions. * * *
In his discussions on wages and distributiou, while merciless in
destroyi11g the popular views of simple cooperation, thus showing his
power as a theorist who understood conditions as well, he did not hesitate to advocate, not as a solution, uot as a full remedy for labor difficulties, lmt as an alleviation of them, the principles of profit sharing
and industrial partnership, and to this end he was, from its inceptiou,
one of the vice-president~ of tLe American Society for the Promotion
of Profit Sharing.
This an<l various other positions q.id not give him the highest reputation as a theoretic economist, although in other la11ds he stood higher
in this respect than in his own country. His strong grasp of whatever
subject he was discussing, and the striking and interesting way in
which he presented it, added force to bis views. .At the same time his
interest in all good works, his attitude in educational matters, and Lis
warm-hearted personality brought him strength with the masses, while
he held bis own as a theorist. He bad that rare faculty of treating
matter , both scientifically and popularly, in such a way that neither
tbe scientists with whom he was associated nor the common people who
admired him could claim him for their own. Impregnated, it may be,
with tbe bard -hea<led do trines of Sumner, which admit of no collateral
di 'tinction , in economic science, he could sti11 see, feel, and comprehend
the ever-e 'i tiug struggle of humanity toward a higher standard.
et no man was more rigid and unyielding in Lis teaching. He 11ever
allowed him If optimist that he was, to proclaim a11y sentimental
d etrine ', for be kuew well that their adoption would simply result in
in ·rea ing the difficulties which be was so anxious to avoid, in intensifying th truo-gle which Ile wa o desirous of softening. This scienifi attitud enabled him to attack ome of the modern isms, and even
o <l tr
m latt r-day view. of life. * * *
Hi kn wledg of hi tory and hi familiarity with statistical cience,
r the ci n tifi · me hod of .·tati tic , were his powerful allie as an
n miLt.
ith thi. equipment he vitalized political economy, and
bu to <l ith all fair and <lue consideration of the plendid abilitie
·on mi .· : at th head. No one wa jealous of him, even
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at hom e and abroad did more to give the association its great impetus
and to establish its rigllt to exist than any other single influence.
His works, bis doctrines, his public positions growing out of them,
contribute to make him the foremost figure among the political economists
of America.
As a statistican the 1ife work of our friend comes nearer to us in this
association than any other feature perl.Jap~. For nearly a generation
General ,valker's 11ame has been associated with the statistics of the
United States Government. His first experience was as Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue and Chief of the Bureau of Statistics
of the Treasury Department. His experience here, however, was so
brief that he did not have the opportunity of stamping his individuality upon the work of the office. In 1870 he was appointed Superintendent of the Ninth Census, and he entered upon the work of that
office with all the enthusiasm of his nature and the consecration of his
science as a political economist. Like every other statistician in this
conntry who has been called to take charge of statistical enterprises,
General Walker came to his work untrained, yet with a vast advantage
over every otller man iu the country who bas undertaken like work.
He was a political ecouomist by inheritance, by endowment, and by
painstaking equipment, and so an economist adopting the historical
method, he had been a student of the statistics of other countries and
of this, as far as tl.iey existljd.
As a census taker he was obliged, in almost every expansive respect,
to blaze the way. The censuses of the past had been of a fragmentary
11ature, those of 1850 and 1860 being creditable departures from the oldtime Federal e11umeration. It was General Walker's ambition to have
the census of 1870 taken on a broader basis than that of any preceding
it. The country was approaching its interesting centennial period. In
187H there was to be a great exposition of the resources, the wealth, and
tlle character of our people. The General foresaw all this, and bis desire
was to make the census of 1870 encyclopedic in its nature, comprehending all the great features of social and economic conditions. He wanted
to show not only the character, the composition, the movement, and
the growth of the· people, but the character and composition of its industries, its trausportation systems, its accumulation of wealth, its sociological elements-everything, in fact, that goes to make up a great and
growing natiou. In this be had Gen. James A. Garfield, then iu the
House, as an able coadjutor. General Garfield was chairman of the
Ilouse Committee on the inth Census, and he made a dt:>ep study of
the cen:us methods of the world. With the aid of General Walker and
the ad.vice of Dr. Edward Jarvis, at that time president of this association, he projected a ystem of census taking on a broad and comprehensive ba.-i::-i. The bill >Jt * * was defeated, the result being that
General Walker was obliged to take the cen us of 1870 in accordance
with the law of 1850.
evertbe1ess, lie made it, through the support
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he gained from legislators and. the Administration, by far the most
scientific cen us which thii:, country had yet seen, au<l. it gave him at
once a leading position amo11 g the statisticians of tbe worl<l. He was
hampered all through it by the clumsy methods of the past. Bis experience, however, gave him not only the courage but the power to insist
in the Tenth Ceusus, that of 1880, upou the adoption of more scientific
method . Coming into that census with splendid eqnipmeut, General
Walker had no great difficultyiu inducing Congress to l>roaden its scope.
He adopted new methods of enumeration; he got rid of the old, bungling methods of collecting fact~ through .the United States marshals,
and, ecured the -power to appoint. an army of enumerators, properly
upervised in di tricts comprehending a certain number of enumeration
di tricts. The census of 1870 wa~ confined to the few topics authorized
by the law of 1850, as already stated-population , vital statistics,
wealth, and industry-the publicatious of that census being comprised
in four volume , including a compendium, in one volume. The results
of the T nth Oensu , however, comprised twenty-two volumes and a
ompendium (in two part ). General Walker's ambition of 1870 to
make a entennial contribution of facts found ample field. in 1880. The
nthusia ·m of the period, perhap , a.ided him greatly, but by this vast
work he wa enabled to how to tbe country the leadin g facts relative to
it population, it manufacture , and its agricultur , and, in addition, its
ag nci of tran portation; it ' valuation, taxation, and public indebted"
; tati·ti ofit'immen e y temsoftransportation,itsnewspapers,
and it l1ipbuildiug. He al o pre ente<l elaborate reports upon the
fi re t tr es of orth Am rica, the petroleum aud building-stone indusri · f h ountry, the teclmology of the precious metals, the mining
law aud indus rie · of th country; al ' O a technical report upon the
th water power of the nited tate , a magnificent volume upon
with r port up 11 the price of 11 ce aries of life, trade 'Ocieti
trik and lo ·kout , and other features.
\' h n it i ·on id red that th censu of 1 80 was undertaken on
u ·b au
pan iv plan a that ou lined, and had to be carried out by
at mp rary nd an untrain d for e, nod r the nece ity of :fighting off
b
bir t f r p . i i 11 the magnitude of tbe work involved eems
1 ripp lling. But Geu ral
alk: r wa a great organizer. Hi
ri n · in bringing tog th r b die of troop·, in superintending the
rn ut f all the impe im nta of a great army, in collecting material ' fi r c. t ·k an defi n , in handling force in the :field in acti e
a , ·i ntific ·011omi t-all the e e peri nee
nfli t: bi
he on to arry out the plan of the
JJ t carr
h w rk through to completion, in
r id ncy f the in titute here in Bo ton,
micldl of 1 1, o far a hi official onueC'tion
u un il he 1 t o1ume appear <l,. in 1
r i ry r l tion t it an.
11 h t, ' t
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While this vast work is not, of course, of uniform merit, on the wl1ol
it must be considered as the greatest, most elaborate, and most valuabl
contribution to the body of statistics furnished by any country up t0
its date. It has been criticised, attacked, anu. abused; it has been
lauded and indorsed, but so far as I know it has never yet had a severer
critic than General Walker himself.
In the various analyses accompanying the innumerable tables he
always took pains to point out the weak spots. He put his downright
integrity into this work, as into every other to which he put his hand.
He has been blamed for launching the Government upon an exhaustive
census, but it must be understood that it was never General Walker's
idea that a census so comprehensive should be repeated. It was the
centennial period, as I have said, and he wanted to exhibit this country
in all its vast, comely proportions through the statistical method. In
this he succeeded. When it was done be was in hopes that the Government would establish a scieuti:fic census, profiting by the experience
of the past, and giving to the world the results of work conducted by
a trained and well-qualified force. * * *
With the cessation
his duties as Superintendent of the Tenth
Census, and hh, voluntary duties as general supervisor after his resig1iation, General Walker's active statistical experience came to a close,
but his interest in official statistics never flagged. Be was an honorary
member of tbe Royal Statistical Society of England. He was in England and Frauce at the time of the celebration of the jubilee year of
the ociety. The proposition was advanced that out of that jubilee
celebration of the Royal Statistical .Society there be established au .
international statistical iustitute. There had been many attempts to
create au international statistical body, taki~ the form of statistical
congressea held from some time in the fifties, for twenty or thirty years.
The results of these congresses were of no great importance. It was
therefore the view of the principal statisticians of the world that some
regular organization could be of great service in harmonizing international tatistics for comparative purposes. General Walker gave his
warm adherence to foe project. The International Statistical Institute
was organized, and he was malle one of its vice-presidents. In 1893,
when the institute rnet in Chicago, he was created honorary member
and pre ' ideut-adjoint, presiding at the deliberations of the institute d·uring that Re sion. In 1882 he was elected president of this American
Statistical Associatio11, and he served it devotedly until his death. I
have been informed that he was present at every meeting of the association. Ilis last service in the interest of statistical science and of
tatistical progre s wa rendered in Washington on Thursday, December 31 last, only a few days before his death, which occurred on the
5th of January. It wa on the occasion of the opening meeting of a
series to be held by the Washington members of the association.
Prm,ident Walker was deiiglited at the prospect, and, at great inconvenience to himself, wa pre ent and made an addres . This address is

of
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typical of the man. It sl1ould be read by every legislator, State or
Federal, i11 tbe com1try. Ile brought out most dearly au<l. graphically
how vast sums of money have been spent by the Federnl Government
iu trainiug men for the Army and the Navy, through the maiutenance
of the lVIilitary and aval aca<lemies, but that not even the interest of
10,000 bad ever been expended by the Government in training men
for its great cen us service-a service which bas cost tens of millions
of dollar , and yet is entered upon every ten years with an uutrained,
nu cieutific, aucl unequipped corps of clerks and officers. This he
deprecated most severely, aud pointed out the advantages that wonld
accru if the Goverument would estal>lish a permanent census office,
and devote itself to tbe as iduous collection, analysis, and publication
of tatistical iuformation; tliat tlle expenditure of such vast sums iu
the publication of statistical matter was not warranted unless great
pain wa' taken to secure accurate data to begin with.
Thi: wa the last public utterance of Geueral Walker, and those who
1rnard him were impreR eel, not only with the dignity, the character,
and the for e of bi addre 'S, but, ala ! with the fact that be was overworked, and that 0011 we might expect-we did not anticipate how
' O n-hi · worl to overcome him.
It may b that we ·ha11 co11dude that the mo t monumental work
uIHl rtaken by l re'ident Walker wa · the administration of the affail's
of th" Ma achu. ett Iu ·titute of Technology. I l1ave i:;;poken of hi ,
equipm nt for t!Jat po iti011. Ili ' experience at \\~illi ston and at Ya,Ie
<' nfirrned Jiim in hi ' e timate of a, ouncl, practical educatiun. Never
iµ;uorinµ; th la ic., alway bro.ad euough to appreciate aud foster all
hat b l ug ' to a, ·oll ge of the liberal art , he, nevertheless, u11derto cl m r tbor u 1J1y than mo t edncators fifteen years ago the real
n · · i y of tlie mo t co111pl te scientific education. Ile therefore
nt r d upon hi,• duti in th" i11 titute with more than the ardor of au
clu ator for he had but littl to do with teaching a such. Hi
br adtli f mintl enab1 d him to under tand the needs of the in, titute,
an l hi .· gT a admini ,trative al>iliti made him faniiliar at all time
wi h all tll f ature f b variou: curricula. Ili ' inuovations were of
r a : b lp t he you11 man ,e king to equip himself for
·on ·t.-. JJ 11 v r l> li v d in 1'ivi11g diplomas to men who
ha l imp] ,·ta d th . r quir d tim in tlJe iu titution over which be
pr,, id cl· 1J 1 wb •u a y m1 · man wa not tompet nt to take the full
r hr uo-h i1l b alth or other adver::-e ·ondition wa oblig d
f m f 11 d ~p rtm nt , he gave bim every opportunity
a . p ·ial c rtiti ·at in ' m one bran h. By tbi mean he
1 int
h , orl l men oft n withou a diploma to b
ure,
· mp t n t tal
·barg of work intru ted t them.
all kn , ma11 f the:
w h ir 1
lt , to I r :id
· ll tim
·an ·iiw tl1
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from 3()2 to 1,198 during bis incumbency of the presidency, he rai ed
the standard of the school in like proportion. The graduates of th
institute are found everywhere, and, so far as my own know lrdge is
concerned, always with the same result as to tht>ir st auding and t11eir
efficiency.
It must be admitted that as an educator in the very highest sense
President \Valker had no superior, and with tllat rare faculty of
acquiring a personal relationship to each student his influence bas
11ever been surpassed, except it may be in the ease of Mark Hopkins.
How can I sum up the life of General Walker? His works, his service as a public officer, his devoted life as an educator, bis brilliant
career as a soldier__:_all these appea 1. to one; and yet they in themselves,
taken all together, making, as they do, a magnificent monument to his
memory, planned, erected, completed by himself, do 11ot fully answer
the question. One must have known him personally, have known his
devoted adherence to principle, have realized and felt his courageous
action at all times in order to completely appreciate and understand
him. How many knew him! How many miss him! The Loyal Legion
knew him-knew biru as a brave soldier, a man of capacity in the field,
a man of resources iu planning, and a man of courage in carrying out
liis plans ; a man who won the commendation, the admiration, the
affection of his comrades in arms, whether of low or of high rank.
T11e institut.ion s of learning with which he was connected knew him;
students knew him as a man who loved them, who believed in their
sports, who entered into their ambitions and aspiration_s, who guided
them with his ad vice. Be once wrote to a young· man that he never
wished to sbut the door on anyone who was f-eeking an education, and
was al ways willing to give another trial to a young man who had
failed. You and I know that as an educator he won their affection.
They felt at liberty to approach him personally, to call upon him, to
visit him. I know how the men who came from under liis guidance
l1ere iu the institnte stand in the world, liow their services are sought,
how their preeminent attainments secure for them at once a living
positiou.
The economists and sta,tisticians of the country will miss him; they
kn ew him, knew bis worth, knew his integrity in all that interests
th em, knew the value of his advice. The philanthropic and benevolent
iu titutions of this State aud city knew him and will miss him, for he
was ever ready to give his thought, bis sympathy, and his presence to
all good enterpri es, an<l his kindly sympathy with those who had
fallen along the track of life was warm and devoted. * * *
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